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1.32. TAPE NUMBER: XXI, Side Two (October 30, 1995) 

1. Transcript 

1.1. TAPE NUMBER: I, Side One (July 12, 1995) 

RATNER: 

Normally, I begin the interview by asking you about your early background and 

your developing interests in the arts. But since this was thoroughly discussed 

in your interview with the Smithsonian Institution Archives of American Art in 

October and December of 1980, I have just a few follow-up questions. For the 

record, when and where were you born? 

HOPKINS: 

I was born in Idaho Falls, Idaho, on August 14, 1928. 

RATNER: 

Okay. And when you left for the College of Idaho in 1946, what, if any, were 

your long-range plans? 

HOPKINS: 

[laughs] Good question. When I graduated from Idaho Falls High School, the 

majority of my classmates were interested in becoming doctors or lawyers or 

dentists or pharmacists or— They all had a very set plan in terms of what they 

wanted to do. I did not have a set plan. So when I went to the College of 

Idaho, I enrolled in premed, for what reason I can't even imagine. Then after 

I'd been in premed for a period of time, I actually got very much involved in 

biology, because in biology you get to do drawings of frogs and snakes and all 

those things. I enjoyed the drawing aspect of it and pursued that, and then 

became a psychology major, I guess, with the idea of finding out what maybe I 

would like to do with my life. I had a lot of interests. I had been making art 

since being a reasonably small child, beginning with things that had to do with 

drawing Walt Disney things like Bambi and Pinocchio and what have you and 

some vague dream of how one did that without knowing. I didn't really take 

art classes as such. It was kind of a hidden or closet situation, since in Idaho 

Falls at that time, if you weren't a football player or a basketball player, if you 

were an artist, you were something a little strange already. So I had set that 
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very much on the back burner. It was not my ambition to become an artist as 

such or to go to art school. But when I went to the College of Idaho, the art 

instructor there let me use the studio. He gave me encouragement and 

support, and so that's kind of how things began to jell, I guess. 

RATNER: 

You partially answered this already. But how unusual was it to attend art 

school in the late 1940s? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I would have to say it was not unusual, because at that period of time 

World War II was over, and a lot of young men and women came back from 

being involved in the war either in Europe or in Asia, out of this country. I 

think the unusual thing is that so many Americans did get out of the country 

for the first time— people who were not necessarily of wealthy families who 

could do the grand tour of Europe. So when they came back after that kind of 

holocaustic adventure, many of them looked to going to school on their G.I. 

Bill in areas other than what they might have had to do if it had not been for 

that circumstance. Many of them went into art, into theater, into dance, into 

literature, into history, into different majors than they might have otherwise. 

Or [they might not have] even go[ne] to college otherwise. So when I went to 

school, there was an influx of World War II veterans that were kind of 

interested in those things. But it was still rare. And certainly it was rare for 

families to give support. I always had the support of my family in terms of 

what I wanted to do. My father had drawn and had done little paintings. It was 

kind of a game, almost. But he was appreciative of the idea that I might be 

interested in that area. So it was rare, and certainly rare for somebody coming 

out of Idaho. I think I was probably the only one at that time. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

I know you said your parents [Talcott T. and Zoe Erbe Hopkins] were quite 

supportive. What was the reaction of the rest of your family and your friends, 

that you were heading off to art school? 

HOPKINS: 



Well, I think it was not really surprising to them, simply because having gone 

through that period of time and having very good friends, very close cronies in 

those days, they knew that I was interested in drawing and painting. So I think 

it wasn't a surprise. I think the issue more than that in my small hometown at 

that time—a town of about ten thousand people—is that there was nobody to 

counsel me. And if you had a certain kind of talent or skill, where could you 

use it, other than being an artist? I certainly had no idea about the museum 

profession or galleries or art history or anything of that kind. If you were 

interested in art, you made art, and that's the best you could do with it. And 

nobody understood that. But again, they were sympathetic and supportive 

and were always interested in what I was doing. So I can't knock anybody. 

RATNER: 

Okay, I'd like to move on now to the period following your return from military 

service in Germany. After the Korean War, you returned to the Art Institute of 

Chicago, where you had previously received your B.A. in art education. And 

then you completed the course work for your M.A. in art education in 1954. 

HOPKINS: 

'Fifty-four, '55, yes. 

RATNER: 

At that point, after having been in Europe, as you just mentioned, and seeing 

museums and great artworks for the first time in your life, why did you decide 

to continue with the art education degree as opposed to going into art history 

right at that point? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, that relates, I think, quite a bit to questions you already asked. Even 

though everyone was very supportive of the idea that I was in art, in my 

family, especially since I was from a family that had a very strong work ethic, 

one was supposed to make his living after a certain moment in time. One of 

the hedges, I guess you'd say, against the poverty of an artist was to think 

about teaching in the art area. But I'd been actually very much engaged in 

teaching. I always had liked teaching. During my high school years during the 

summer, in park programs I taught craft courses and taught puppetry courses 



and other things like that, which I really did enjoy. And it seemed to me that 

teaching as a profession was interesting, quite beyond making art. I liked that 

idea. So it was a logical kind of hedge, but not an uncommon one. And when I 

had finished my B.A. work at the Art Institute, I did my practice teaching at 

Evanston Township High School [Evanston, Illinois], which is one of the better 

high schools in the country. It had a very strong art department. I did my 

teaching there. They wanted me very much to stay on, to become a teacher. 

And I wrote to my draft board and asked them if I could do that. And they 

said, "No, come home and go into the army." So it's kind of a natural 

carryover. Then at the end of my military time, my two years in Europe, when 

I came back, I was then married, and had married that fall, so making a living 

was even more of an issue. And so, when I finished my M.A. degree at the Art 

Institute, I was looking for a job. Fortunately, I found a job at Grossmont Union 

High School, just outside of San Diego, teaching design and photography—

since I was a photographer in the service—and art. So there I was. But I had 

my G.I. Bill. Even though I'd had a reasonably full education, I still had my G.I. 

Bill unused. And after I had taught a year and was well into my second year, I 

thought, "Well, I really would like to go back to actually pursue a doctorate 

degree in art education." That's why I came to UCLA and interviewed with 

Gibson [A.] Danes, who was then the dean of the area. And they accepted me 

into graduate study. But then when I got there, I got immersed in history. So 

that's when that happened. 

RATNER: 

Okay. I just want to back up a minute, because you had mentioned that you 

had moved to California and taught at Grossmont Union High School. How 

much time were you able to devote to your own painting at that point? And 

were you showing your work at all? 

HOPKINS: 

I did show it some, and I did do some. As I said, I was married and had a small 

daughter, baby daughter [Victoria Anne Hopkins]. I wrote quite a bit, actually. 

I wrote quite a number of short stories and things of that kind and painted. 

And I just want to be clear about this, because this is the beginning of a 

transition, where while I was painting, I was not painting in the committed 

way that I feel you have to paint if you're going to be a serious artist. That 



concerned me somewhat. But I did work at that, and I did submit to various 

juried exhibitions in the area, like the San Diego Museum [of Art] and the Del 

Mar art fair and things of that kind. And it always got in. So I felt comfortable 

in terms of what I was doing. But at the same time— This is a digression, but I 

will make the digression simply because it was critical in my career. When I 

had finished my bachelor's work at the Art Institute in Chicago and then was in 

the service and stationed in Germany, in Augsburg, just out of Munich— Of 

course, Germany had been terribly bombed. They'd been out of the art thing 

for a long period of time, and people were just kind of getting back into it. So I 

was looking at artists like Karl Hofer, you know, big German figurative artist, 

and some of the rest of them. And it was somewhat like the work I was doing. 

I was kind of in the pattern, I guess you'd say, of Thomas Hart Benton or Grant 

Wood or someone of that kind. But then when I came back from that service 

experience, the two years in Germany, the first show I saw when I was back at 

the Art Institute was an exhibition of the abstract expressionists, Franz Kline 

and Philip Guston and Jackson Pollock and the rest of them. It just blew me 

away, because it was like the world had turned over overnight. And I was still 

kind of locked into a previous tradition. I had a very hard time coping with 

that, just simply in terms of an idea. So I think that did impact me, and then 

that combined with the fact that having been in Europe for two years, I really 

did get engaged in the idea of seeing works of art in their original 

environment, whether that's a church or in a city hall or something else of the 

kind, as well as the great museums. So history was beginning to play its role 

along with my education interest. 

RATNER: 

At what point would you say, then, that you realized you were not going to be 

a painter? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, actually, something like that is slow in coming. Even when I came to 

UCLA, even though I was not taking art classes— I had my teaching assistant 

office, and I had moved out of art education entirely—although I was still 

teaching in Unifversity] Elementary School in the summertime in art 

education—and had moved into art history, where I'd been accepted. So that 

was really the transition. But even at that time, even while as a student at 



UCLA, through that whole period I did continue to paint and submitted to the 

Los Angeles County Museum [of History, Science, and Art] annual juried 

exhibition, which Clement Greenberg juried. And I did get in that show. So it 

was still that kind of tearing back and forth and back and forth. I guess 

officially I would say that when I got involved in the museum, when I first went 

to work at the L.A. County Museum, I recognized that I just simply had to 

make that choice, because the commitment of time in the museum was such 

that it was necessary to do that. And I really do believe that somebody has to 

pursue their art diligently if they're going to pursue it. Too many dilettantes 

around as it is. [laughs] So that was really the decision time, about 1960, 1961. 

RATNER: 

You mentioned that you still had time on your G.I. Bill and that you decided to 

go to UCLA. Why did you select UCLA? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, a couple of reasons, I think. First of all, since I was teaching in San Diego, 

it was physically close, and I've always had an addiction for Southern 

California. And that made a certain amount of sense. Then secondarily 

because at that time, at the UCLA art department, with Gibson Danes as the 

dean, there was a very high-pressure interest in the arts, not just in painting 

but in dance, in theater, in all of those different things. There was an article 

in Life magazine about that time—I can't remember the actual issue—that 

talked about the program. And that excited me. So that was the major reason. 

I didn't apply anywhere else. 

RATNER: 

What kind of a mix did you find among the graduate students at that point 

because of the war? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, of course, by that time, we're talking now about—what are we talking 

about?—1958, something. 

RATNER: 

'Fifty-seven. 



HOPKINS: 

Yeah, about 1957. Everything had become more integrated. And while it's true 

that there were veterans still there, you weren't as conscious of that. I guess 

because you were getting older you weren't that conscious of it. But it was a 

wonderful time for me, because I was introduced, shortly after I got here, to 

Shirley [Nielsen] Hopps, who was the wife of Walter Hopps, who has been a 

lifelong friend, as has Shirley. Shirley was a brilliant student in Renaissance art 

history. Jim [James T.] Demetrion was there, who is now the director of the 

Hirshhorn Museum [and Sculpture Garden]. Walter himself, though he wasn't 

enrolled in school, was very just active around it. Martin Friedman, who 

became the director of Walker Art Center, had been doing his work there in 

painting. There were students like Ed Moses, for example, who were there at 

the time. It was just simply a good time. And the people that I worked with, 

[E.] Maurice Bloch in American art history and Fred [Frederick S.] Wight in 

twentieth-century art, were people that I liked very much and admired their 

scholarship and their interests. So they were very much mentors for me. 

RATNER: 

What exactly was Walter doing at that point in time now? It's 1957, so— 

HOPKINS: 

[laughs] Good question. Well, to all intents and purposes, he was founding the 

Ferus Gallery with Ed [Edward] Kienholz, who was his crony. He and Walter 

had had a gallery before that time. And Kienholz had had a gallery before that 

time. They came together in a partnership to open Ferus. Neither of them had 

very much money, but Ed was able to scrounge stuff and Shirley was getting 

her TA [teaching assistantship] money and various other things. And so they 

were able to survive. He was not enrolled as a student at that time. But I think 

probably the closest contact that we all had, other than really being interested 

in what was happening here in Los Angeles in terms of art and the young 

people that were being represented at Ferus and the other things like that, 

was that we all participated in a program of teaching extension courses out in 

the community that had been put together by Dr. [Leonard] Freedman, the 

head of [UCLA] University Extension. They'd written a book called Looking at 

Modern Painting. And any fifteen people that would come together in a 

house, their own home, to have this course, we'd go with our slide projectors 



and teach them. And it had an impact on the community. We didn't know at 

the time, but the advantage to us was that we could, in our teaching, then at 

the end of the sessions show them a few slides of Billy Al Bengston and Ed 

Moses and Robert Irwin and convince them that things were going on here in 

Los Angeles that were almost as exciting as what was going on in the rest of 

the world. But Walter was supposed to be running the gallery, but also just 

being an intellectual gadabout, you know, in terms of his interests, which were 

broad. And he was a very kind of enlightened and interesting character, which 

developed this kind of focal point around the Ferus Gallery, which helped 

educate us all, as far as that's concerned. 

RATNER: 

Was he teaching this Looking at Modern Art course, as well? 

HOPKINS: 

Shirley was teaching it. Jim Demetrion was teaching it. I was teaching it. And 

I've never gone back to ask Walter whether he was teaching or not, but I think 

he was. I think he was, right. 

RATNER: 

So what was the criteria for being an instructor in that? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, essentially, it was graduate students at UCLA and the fact that we had 

been there in the program. They groomed us, in a sense—they trained us on 

the texts and trained us on the slides—and then we went out in the 

community and did our work. Walter— I'm not terribly sure of the full history, 

but Shirley had been at the University of Chicago before this time, in the 

[Robert Maynard] Hutchins days. He was in school there as well. And while he 

was never diligent in terms of degree work, he was brilliant in classes and 

reading material and meeting people after school. He became a very close 

associate of Joshua [C.] Taylor's and later worked at the [Smithsonian 

Institution National Collection of Fine Arts] with him. So he had the education 

credentials as such. That's his story. 

RATNER: 

At least part of it. 



HOPKINS: 

That's right. A very small part of it. 

RATNER: 

What was it about that course that made it so successful? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, it's kind of a dual situation. That course, when it began, dealt with 

European modernism and just barely touched on things having to do with 

American abstract expressionism. It really was kind of teaching about the 

twentieth century—Matisse and Picasso and Braque and Miró and Klee and so 

forth and so on—and covered the movements in really interesting fashion. It 

was later revised. There was a second edition, and that was some of the first 

writing that I did. I did the writing on Franz Kline in the new edition of the 

book, which kind of updated [information] about abstract expressionism. And 

that, as I say, gave us latitude to add this California spectrum at the end. It was 

simply a time— It was really interesting here at that moment, because there 

were galleries like the Frank Perls Gallery in Beverly Hxlls, the Paul Kantor 

Gallery in Beverly Hills. And Frank was dealing with kind of French modernism. 

Paul was dealing with German expressionism and other artists, like Richard 

Diebenkorn, for example, and others of that kind. So they had a certain 

wealthy clientele. The art scene was more or less nonexistent, but there were 

galleries like the Felix Landau Gallery on La Cienega Boulevard and the Esther 

Robles Gallery on La Cienega Boulevard that had developed their clientele in 

this post-World War II period. And then Ferus Gallery came along. It gave a 

little kind of catalyst to a section of La Cienega Boulevard—I guess you'd call it, 

a critical mass in a way—where there was enough activity that people would 

come to come see the galleries, okay. At the same time, there were things 

that were going on at the Westside Jewish Community Center, where they 

would invite people to come and speak about art from time to time. I don't 

even know who organized those things, but they brought rather important 

people to come and speak. Tom [Thomas W.] Leavitt was the director out at 

the Pasadena [Art] Museum, and he brought some of the people from the 

abstract expressionist movement to actually come and talk, like Robert 

Motherwell, for example, and people of that kind. And Adolph Gottlieb taught 

in summer school at UCLA during that one summer. So it just was kind of a 



beginning of a bubbling interest. At the L.A. County Museum they'd been a 

little staid up to that time. But they began at the beginning of the sixties to 

develop their [Modern and] Contemporary Art Council. And collectors like 

David [E.] Bright, for example, who'd been buying French modernism and then 

began to collect American modernism, and the Weismans [Frederick R. and 

Marcia S.], who began to collect in that area— So for some reason that kind 

of.catalytic moment— Everything kind of came together with a kind of 

excitement and stimulation, and people, more or less for the first time in 

recent history, got really excited about art. We'd have lectures and four 

hundred people would show up, no matter what the topic was. A lot of it was 

naive and kind of dumb, and people would get up and rail against this crazy 

person Picasso, and everybody else would laugh at them. So it was a naive 

time. But it was also a time when people wanted to know. They wanted to 

enrich their lives, get involved, and there were enough people to make it 

work. It culminated, more or less, in what they called the Monday nights on La 

Cienega Boulevard, where by that time, there were something like twelve or 

fifteen galleries, including the one that I had for a short time, the Huysman 

Gallery. Thousands of people would show up on Monday nights just to march 

up and down the street and go to the art galleries and to get excited about it. 

We've tried to recapture that many times since, but I think the naivete has 

been lost somewhere along the way. 

RATNER: 

Now, you mentioned the Weismans a minute ago, I believe they took that 

course. Do you remember who else? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, yes. Jo Ann and Julian Ganz, who have become major collectors of earlier 

American art. I'm sorry, we want to go backwards, because I forgot to 

mention— While we were doing this course work, that went on for about a 

two-year period of time, roughly a two-year period of time when I was a 

graduate student at UCLA— When I went to the County Museum and all the 

time I was in the County Museum, until 1968, I taught in University Extension 

regular classes at night, okay? The rather amazing thing for me is that while I 

was teaching in some cases general art history, from cave painting up to 

contemporary, just a broad art historical course, sometimes teaching 



twentieth-century art, sometimes teaching twentieth-century American art, 

every time I would begin to teach that class, I would think, "Nobody's going to 

show up." But every time, maybe 100, 115, 120 people would enroll. And as I 

say, that was just evening course work. it was really exciting and quite a 

diversity of people—young people, older people. And those were the classes, 

actually, that the Ganzes took, and Marcia Weisman sat in on some of the rest 

of them. 

RATNER: 

So they weren't part of that living room— 

HOPKINS: 

The Weismans were part of the living room thing, but the Ganzes were not. 

RATNER: 

In some of my notes, I had some other names, so maybe you can tell me if this 

is accurate and if they went on to collect. The Factors? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, certainly the Factors, Monte and Betty Factor, who still collect and still 

remain very interested and committed to the arts. They collect in the area of 

assemblage mainly, people like Edward Kienholz, for example, and George 

Herms and Wally [Wallace] German and that group. Don [Donald] and Lynn 

Factor—another Factor; I don't think they're even related, but Don and Lynn 

were of the Max Factor family—they became very aggressive young collectors 

at that time and were collecting, I'd say, mainly New York art, as Andy Warhol 

became a phenomenon and [Hoy] Lichtenstein and others. Betty Asher and 

her husband, Leonard, became very active collectors. She had a very 

specialized eye and maintained that throughout her whole lifetime. What are 

some of the other names? 

RATNER: 

The Gershes? 

HOPKINS: 

Yeah, Phil [Philip] and Bea [Beatrice] Gersh certainly began collecting, and 

they have extraordinary things. They collected with a real sensitivity and a real 



eye to quality. Much of their collection now is at MOCA [Museum of 

Contemporary Art], you know. But they just collected individually things that 

they really committed themselves to, and very expensive art. It's a major 

collection. 

RATNER: 

And the Hirsches? 

HOPKINS: 

Yes, Polly Hirsch. Polly was a painter. She considered herself a very serious 

artist. But she was a very kind of kicky personality. And so she was the one, 

actually, that got much more involved in pop art than the other artists, 

because it fit her kind of temperament in a way. But, you know, just thinking 

about that thing— We were talking about the La Cienega nights and walking 

up and down the streets. I can remember, about the time that I was starting 

to work at the L.A. County Museum, sitting at a table with people like David 

Bright and Taft [B.] Schreiber, who was another major collector at the time, 

again, with very elite and valuable pieces. And when I think back to the L.A. 

County Museum and the fact that when I first went there down in Exposition 

Park there was so little art in general and so little modern art, so little 

contemporary art— It was just unbelievable how little art there was there or 

how little interest there was in that institution. And within a two-year period 

of time, that just all began to change in a very radical fashion. And there were 

so many little points of catalyzing, so many points of interaction. I think a 

larger part of it stems from the fact that we did begin what they call the 

Contemporary Art Council in the Los Angeles County Museum some two years 

before we moved over to Hancock Park. The names we've been talking about 

were members of that group. And it became competitive. It became a thing 

where when you went to somebody's house for a meeting or for a lecture, if 

they didn't have something new then they didn't feel good about it. [laughs] 

And so it brought people together—it really was one of the few times, I guess 

you'd say, that at least a portion of the artists in Los Angeles were invited to 

wealthy homes—in a series of situations. Betty Freeman was another very 

important collector at that time, and she was very much involved with pure 

abstractionists, like Clyfford Still, for example, and Mark Rothko and others. So 

suddenly, all of these important works of art began to appear on the walls of 



the people in Los Angeles. And people like Clement Greenberg would come 

out and lecture, and Harold Rosenberg would come out and lecture, and Bill 

[William C.] Seitz, who was the curator whom we all admired at the Museum 

of Modern Art, would come to lecture. Peter [H.] Selz, who was also at the 

Museum of Modern Art at that time, would come. So the key names and 

personalities in the world art field would come here and they would 

participate in that action, then begin to bring artists to appear here in the 

galleries, to the Dwan Gallery and to the Ferus Gallery and to the Everett Ellin 

Gallery up on Sunset [Boulevard]. And they would interact with this group. 

They were also generous to the artists that lived here. So even though they 

were not buying a lot of their work, when we'd have a get-together of this 

kind, then a lot of the artists—Irwin and Bengston and, a little later, [Edward] 

Ruscha and [Larry] Bell and that group— would be going to these parties at 

the same time. So it really was a young artist/young collector, serious 

artist/serious collector/serious criticism, the idea of a new museum 

developing kind of out of whole cloth—A lot of activity over in Pasadena 

through Tom Leavitt and later Walter and Jim Demetrion. It was a very 

catalyzing and exciting period, really wonderful. 

RATNER: 

Yes. I know a lot of people say that was the golden era. 

HOPKINS: 

We'll get it again. It was a golden era. At the time we didn't know it, but it 

certainly turned out to be that. 

RATNER: 

Just one follow-up question on that. And then I just want to back up to a little 

bit more about your time in graduate school. But in the Archives interview, 

while discussing one of your reasons for participating in the Looking at 

Modern Art course, you said you wanted to have some input into what was 

happening with modern art in Los Angeles. I just wondered more specifically 

what you meant by that, and how did you feel that that could best be 

accomplished. 

HOPKINS: 



Well, by that time, I was in art history, and I was involved in twentieth-century 

art and working primarily with Fred Wight as my mentor at UCLA. And while I 

was a serious student and was getting good grades and so forth and so on, I 

increasingly was feeling that my life was not going to be that of a university 

professor, committed to five years of art history and making that my lifetime. 

So there was a period of time of unrest and growth, tremendous growth and 

finding myself. I was then separated from my wife [Jo Anne Bybee Hopkins] 

for no overwhelming reason other than the fact that it was just simply— That 

was just suddenly— That was just like a big sponge that was absorbing, 

absorbing, absorbing and growing in a thousand different directions, a little 

scattered. Fred Wight, then, allowed me, as part of my dissertation work, to 

do an exhibition in the Wight Gallery [Fifty Paintings by Thirty-seven Painters 

of the Los Angeles Area]. It was not the Wight Gallery then— that's when we 

were still in the old Perloff [Hall] building—but in the gallery that was the 

UCLA Art Galleries. It was the first time I think in history that an art history 

student was allowed to do what would be considered one of the major parts 

of the program in a museum. The exhibition traveled from here to San 

Francisco to Fort Worth, Texas, and was reviewed, actually, very favorably. It 

was simply a collection of artists working in Los Angeles, historically and 

contemporaneously. And there was a little catalog. I don't know whether it's 

in that pile of stuff or not. But anyway, it gave me an opportunity to really find 

myself. I guess that's what it amounted to. And with that exercise I really did 

find myself and find my interest in life, excitement about working with art, 

rather than making art. But then in teaching the classes, the very specific thing 

is just simply what I mentioned before: it gave us an opportunity. If we gave 

people a basic knowledge in modern art history, then the logic of what some 

of the artists here were doing made more sense, instead of just being these 

young bravos hanging out on the edge. We could associate it and tie it in. At 

that end of class period, during which we taught diligently what we were 

supposed to teach— We would get in discussions after that and bring a 

pocketful of slides and show them some of the other things and urge them to 

go to the galleries and urge them to look and get involved in collecting and 

talk of our principles of collecting, and things of that kind. So it was all done 

out of belief and pride, I think, in terms of the fact that suddenly here was this 

thing happening here, which was great. 

RATNER: 



That little catalog actually wasn't in the box, and I haven't been able to— 

HOPKINS: 

UCLA has a copy in the Arts Library. 

RATNER: 

What was it called? Do you remember what year that was? I couldn't track 

that down. 

HOPKINS: 

I know that we ended up with an innocuous title I had some very dramatic 

title and then Fred Wight convinced me that, no, you don't want to put 

yourself in the position of being criticized because of the title. I'll find it. I'll get 

it for you after the— I should remember it, but I don't. But that was exciting, 

because that got me out actually borrowing works of art, learning how to 

borrow works of art, dealing with Los Angeles history—which I'd been doing in 

my course work, in my writing—learning about the history of the galleries, 

learning about the history of the artists, learning about a lot of this stuff that's 

in the exhibition and that's here right now. And I was very much alone at that 

time. There were really not very many people even remotely interested in Los 

Angeles art as an historical phenomenon That's been one of my great delights 

obviously in my career—to see, with every decade, more and more young 

scholars getting interested in digging into that history. So maybe now L.A. has 

a history, which is super. 

RATNER: 

Who were some of the artists that were in that show? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, let's see, there were old-timers, like Lorser Feitelson and Helen 

Lundeberg and probably Rico Lebrun, Howard Warshaw, Bill [William] Brice, 

Billy Al Bengston, Robert Irwin before he became Robert Irwin, Craig 

Kauffman. There was a mixture of old and new. 

RATNER: 

So some of the older artists, how had you become aware of their work? 



HOPKINS: 

Well, actually a number of them were showing at a funny place over on La 

Cienega called the L.A. Art Association [and] Galleries, which had been there 

forever. It was run by a woman named Helen Wurdemann, and she kept kind 

of putting them up. The younger artists that I was hanging around with, the 

Bengstons and the Moseses and that whole group, were pretty antagonistic 

toward that older bunch. They wanted to kind of knock them off, I guess; 

that's really what it amounted to. They were particularly antagonistic toward 

Rico Lebrun, because they just felt that his kind of romantic Picassoid 

surrealism had little to do with their lives or what they were doing. They 

wanted to kind of battle it out with New York abstract expressionism. 

Something here that was different than there. It was just that kind of complex, 

struggling situation, but— So I just did my research. Where I could go— I went 

to people like Felix Landau, who gave me a lot of historical insight. Fred Wight 

had a lot of historical insight. I went to people like the Factors [Monte and 

Betty], for example, who had been around when some of the earlier shows 

had been done and knew more about the thirties. I got to know Vincent Price 

very well at that time. He was very helpful in giving me a lot of insight into his 

awareness of what was going on at that time. And it was mainly just grunt 

work, A lot of it was really grunt work in finding people like Ben Berlin. I don't 

think anybody ever knew about Ben Berlin. And Knud Merrild had a little flurry 

of interest and awareness because of his Fluxus paintings. But it wasn't the 

common material. It was mostly in the basements around, you know, so 

dragging that out was a chore. Yet at the same time, whenever I would talk to 

anybody, they were excited that somebody was interested in that kind of 

material and putting it together. I don't know how else to explain it. All right? 

[laughs] 

RATNER: 

No, that was great. So the idea was basically to show some kind of continuity- 

HOPKINS: 

Continuity. Some kind of historical continuity, exactly. Some continuum of the 

idea of art. I had believed—and must admit continue to believe—that while 

there was in Los Angeles in its earlier history things like the "eucalyptus 

school," for example, and certain aspects of regionalism, like Thomas Hart 



Benton and other things that were being practiced here in the 1930s and the 

Depression years, that through the chain of people like Stanton Macdonald-

Wright, who came back here from founding synchromism, and then Lorser as 

a theoretician almost even more than a painter, Oskar Fischinger—who I don't 

think was in that show; I don't think I found out about him until later—who 

had come here to do abstract film for [Walt] Disney [Studio], that there was an 

abstract heritage in Los Angeles that always was interesting to me and still is 

interesting. And the fact that where the San Francisco Bay Area has such a 

very specific tie to the place, the location, the landscape, the beauty of nature, 

all of those aspects that are in there—thick paint, figurative images, so forth 

and so on—L.A. has always been more involved in ideas of abstraction. John 

McLaughlin was another key figure in that exhibition. So to see that kind of 

aspect of abstract art done here in the thirties and the forties without any kind 

of national or international recognition was amazing to me. Anyway, there 

was just that strain of things and it was being borne out by this younger 

generation as they got much more involved in what's become now called light 

and space and finish fetish and the other things of that kind. It was that kind of 

strong strain I wanted to approach, I guess you would say the West Coast 

avant-garde, if there's no better term for it than that, or L.A. avant-garde. 

RATNER: 

So this exhibition was a catalyst for your dissertation? 

HOPKINS: 

It essentially was my dissertation work, which I never completed. But it was to 

be my dissertation. They argued about whether something as recent as Los 

Angeles art history could be art history. But they finally agreed that that was 

fine. They said yes, that's it. So instead of finishing my dissertation, I simply did 

the exhibition, and it was based on that exhibition that I got so engaged with 

the artists, and so forth and so on, that I went off to run my gallery for a 

period of time. Then it was also based on that exhibition and my gallery work 

that had them ask me to come to work at L.A. County Museum. So that's how 

my museum career began. 

RATNER: 

Okay. It's interesting that that show traveled to the two places that you— 



HOPKINS: 

[laughs] Where I worked later on. It is interesting. I never thought about that, 

as a matter of fact. But it is interesting. 

RATNER: 

So that was really something, that a show— I mean, as you say, it's the first 

time an exhibition by a graduate student had been done in a gallery like that. 

And then that it traveled and everything— 

HOPKINS: 

Well, again, I have to thank Fred Wight for that, who was a very supportive 

person and was interested in my life and was constantly offering me jobs in 

little museums like the Downey Museum [of Art] and someplace in New 

Mexico and other things like that. And I kept saying, "No, I'll just stick it out 

here, thank you. It will all come together in some time." [laughs] 

1.2. TAPE NUMBER: I, Side Two (July 12, 1995) 

RATNER: 

We were just finishing up talking about the exhibition that you had at the 

Wight Gallery, and you were talking a little bit about Fred Wight. 

HOPKINS: 

Yeah, we want to be careful: it's not the Wight Gallery, because— 

RATNER: 

Right. It wasn't the Wight Gallery at that point. That's exactly right. It had not 

yet been named for him. So, because you took so many courses in twentieth 

century initially when you came in— I read in that Archives [of American Art] 

interview that you felt that Karl [M.] Birkmeyer was really your mentor at that 

point, until you switched to twentieth century. 

HOPKINS: 

Yeah, for sure. Now, I've always had a deep interest in a lot of different 

aspects of art history. Northern Renaissance was very appealing to me, again, 

based partially on my experience in Europe when I was there during the 



Korean War. But I always just liked the Flemish and Dutch masters. And Karl 

Birkmeyer was an exceptional teacher. He really forced you to work and 

forced you to see in interesting ways. Fred Wight was a much more relaxed 

teacher, was much more informal. So I think that in terms of discipline, 

probably Karl Birkmeyer certainly was major in my early career. 

RATNER: 

Okay. And obviously, you had a very nice relationship with Fred Wight. How 

would you rate him as both a teacher and as a gallery director? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, he was a wonderful gallery director. And when I think back to some of 

the exhibitions that were done there at that time, which may be a little 

difficult for somebody of your generation to understand— But the L.A. County 

Museum was not doing much by way of modern, contemporary art. The 

director or the chief curator at that time was Ric [Richard F.] Brown, who again 

became a mentor in my museum work. But he was very much involved in 

impressionism. Pissarro was his area of scholarship. The board was somewhat 

conservative. So they just had not pushed much into that arena until they 

brought Jim [James H.] Elliott there to work as a curator. And then it began to 

open up. But during that time, Fred did exhibitions like the Gottlieb show, did 

the Hans Hofmann exhibition, did an Arthur Dove exhibition, did a Francis 

Bacon exhibition—you know, the kind of exhibitions that we just weren't 

seeing in the other institutions. Again, we didn't even appreciate it that much 

at the time. But nonetheless, he was giving us a lot of information that we 

wouldn't have gotten otherwise. As a teacher, he was a very pleasant 

personality. And out of the classroom, you learned a lot more from him in a 

way than you did in the classroom situation. But what you did get in the 

teaching in the classroom was a lot of visual material, with a lot of hemming 

and hawing in between, so you build up a tremendous file in your head of 

visual objects and what have you. He was very committed to early twentieth-

century American art, people like Arthur Dove, for example, and [John] Marin, 

even though that wasn't really his teaching area. I know he was wonderful 

until he came up to the abstract expressionists. Then he had a very hard time 

dealing with them and after that time. 

RATNER: 



What was the gallery's reputation outside the university at that point? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, it probably was as good as it's ever going to get, because there was a 

very strong group of people, primarily women—the UCLA Art Council—that 

raised money every year to do an exhibition. They did exhibitions like Matisse 

[Henri Matisse Retrospective Exhibition 1966], for example, which is still 

remembered in the community as a major, major event. They did an 

exhibition of Picasso ["Bonne Fete" Monsieur Picasso from Southern California 

Collectors]. They did a number of things that they could afford and a lot of the 

other institutions at the time really couldn't afford. They were very good at 

putting money together. And as I say, Fred was an extraordinary gallery 

person in that he had the capacity to work with that group and with other 

people in the community to get these things done. Unfortunately, with the 

placement of the gallery on campus, it has always been very difficult to park. 

So you didn't pour in the numbers there that you would have go to L.A. 

County Museum. But you look back on the history and you think of the 

exhibitions there, they were much more important than people gave them 

credit for being. 

RATNER: 

You just mentioned the UCLA Art Council, so let me just ask you a question 

about that: How influential were they in terms of making decisions about what 

kinds of exhibitions? 

HOPKINS: 

I can't answer that fully. I am going to answer it from the standpoint of the 

people working there. Anytime you're working with a powerful volunteer 

group, you have to bend to meet them or they have to bend to meet you. And 

I think most of the bending was to meet them. But the strong personality, by 

far the strongest personality in the group, was Francie [Frances Lasker] Brody. 

Francie Brody was engaged at the L.A. County Museum as well as at UCLA, 

though her primary interests were at UCLA. She's a woman of extraordinary 

kind of taste and sensibility, somewhat conservative taste, but she certainly 

was the power behind the Matisse shows and the Picasso shows. So I think 

there was a question of Fred's working with them to get the exhibitions done 



that they wanted to do. I don't think he had a lot of input in terms of what 

they wanted, but then that gave him the freedom to do other exhibitions 

during the year that he wanted to do. So it was— 

RATNER: 

Because they'd raised enough money. 

HOPKINS: 

Yeah, that's right. Exactly. Things were so cheap then. I can't imagine how 

cheap they were. [laughs] When I think of doing a Matisse show now, it would 

cost you millions of dollars. It probably cost $100,000 then, and it was hard to 

get the money together. 

RATNER: 

Were those things that were brought in from abroad or was it all local stuff? 

HOPKINS: 

In the case of the Picasso show, it was mainly local. In the case of Matisse, it 

was much more national, I think, than that. And it was a major show, there's 

no question about it. 

RATNER: 

You're right that people still talk about that. Okay, I wanted to talk a little bit 

about Dr. Bloch also. I know that you took at least one class— 

HOPKINS: 

More than one. 

RATNER: 

Okay, from him. And he, of course, ran the Grunwald [Center for the Graphic 

Arts]. I guess one of the first exhibition experiences you had was through his 

class, called The Special Artists of the American wars. That was prior to the 

show you did with— 

HOPKINS: 

That's right. In fact, that is quite true, that something that could be called 

curatorial experience came first in his class. I took a seminar with him having 



to do with printmaking, a printmaking seminar. He was the head of the 

Grunwald. It's one of the best classes I ever took, just from the standpoint of 

information, content, history of printmaking, history of that. He was quite an 

exceptional teacher in that area. He also was a teacher and scholar in 

American art, and George Caleb Bingham was his special person. He was a 

little dry in that area. But I just always thought he loved prints more, 

something about the object, and not only in terms of the teaching about 

them. But two or three times I went with him to print dealers, looking at the 

prints and things, and I bought one or two things myself under his guidance. 

He was good with students in getting you out and getting you into the 

community. That helped. And then we took a seminar that had to do with the 

issue of doing an exhibition, and it's something that I just hope we'll get back 

into more at UCLA in the combination of art history and the art department, 

because it really did kick off my desire to do a bigger exhibition. It was a very 

tiny show. It had to do with the Civil War, which was an area of interest of his. 

He wanted to explore the illustrators of the Civil War that did drawings that 

were later turned into woodcuts in Harpers Weekly and in various 

publications. So we did a full semester of examination, and we found these 

funny old people—Mr. [Alfred R.] Waud and some of the rest of them— and 

brought them out of obscurity, at least for the moment. And the exhibition 

was in the hallway in the building, not in the gallery. But everything— We had 

to learn how to mat prints. We had to learn how to frame and a little bit of 

installation. And I did some writing for that, which was some of the early 

writing that I did of that kind of material. So that was a good project. We need 

more diversity in teachers like that. When I think he was teaching printmaking, 

history of American art, this kind of connoisseurship, which was very special— 

And Fred was doing gallery material and doing the other things. So that just 

was very helpful to me personally to have that kind of diversity in teaching, 

rather than the narrow five-year scholarship period or the one-artist 

scholarship. 

RATNER: 

Right. And that seems important to help you make a decision as to what you 

want to do. I got the feeling from some of the reading I did that the 

relationship between Fred Wight and Maurice Bloch was somewhat strained. 

How would you describe their relationship? 



HOPKINS: 

Well, based on my experience, I would not be overwhelmingly conscious of 

that. I think there was a conflict. And I think the fact that Fred was much 

looser, much more relaxed and worked with students in a different way— 

Maurice was very tight, very disciplined. And if you were his student, you had 

to proceed in a certain given way, which was incredibly scholarly in terms of 

pushing it through the right way. So I think that's the conflict. Maurice was 

tight and Fred was loose. That's what it amounted to. 

RATNER: 

Okay. And he was the director of the Grunwald at that point? 

HOPKINS: 

He was, yes, that's right. 

RATNER: 

And what was its reputation at that time? 

HOPKINS: 

It was important. I don't remember the actual time of the [Fred Grunwald] 

gift. But I do know that the prints were there when I was there, and it was 

early on in that whole process. There was something incredibly rewarding 

about taking one of those little black boxes off the shelf and seeing all those 

prints all matted beautifully. There was a glassine paper there, and you'd have 

your white gloves on to be able to actually hold on to a German expressionist 

print or to hold on to a Picasso print or something of that kind. So it's an 

important archival source. L.A. County Museum had, through Ebria Feinblatt, 

been developing a good print collection and a good print program. But this 

was really a teaching possibility, where you really were getting in there and 

using it. And I remember there was an exhibition of the Grunwald material 

and then other people collecting prints in the area. It was very impressive; it 

just had a very wide scope and depth to it. Now it's a collection of some thirty-

five-thousand-plus objects, and one of our major L.A. archives. So thank 

heaven he decided to leave it. 

RATNER: 



Also at that time, while you were a graduate student, Franklin [D.] Murphy 

was the chancellor of UCLA. How aware were you of him and his involvement 

with the art department? 

HOPKINS: 

Not in the least. [laughs] At that particular point in my life, the area that's now 

the [Franklin D.] Murphy Sculpture Garden was a parking lot. The last building 

on the north end of the campus was what is now Perloff Hall, which was the 

art building at that time. So his impact had not really come into fruition. We 

were much more concerned obviously with the people who were very close to 

us. We were very concerned about— They brought in, during my last year, the 

chair of the department, a man named Lester [D.] Longman from Iowa, who 

was very controversial and whom we all had difficulty with, with his trying to 

turn the clock backwards. But those were the issues that consumed us. I got to 

know much more about Franklin and know him much better through the L.A. 

County Museum. I did have the opportunity early on, in '61 and '62, even 

though I was a very junior person, to attend board meetings and other things 

of that kind and to watch Franklin work in relation to these powerful figures 

like Ed [Edward W.] Carter and Norton [W.] Simon. But I guess my first real 

consciousness of his commitment and involvement was when a key collector 

named David Bright died. David was a good friend of many of us. He'd been 

collecting painting and sculptures, and he left his collection half to UCLA and 

half to the L.A. County Museum. It was Franklin who negotiated the idea that 

the paintings should go to the museum and the sculptures should come to 

UCLA. That was the beginning of the Murphy Sculpture Garden as an entity on 

campus. So I realized that he had more power than I had thought in the 

broader community, though he was obviously very much admired through his 

whole tenure and through his lifetime. And he became a good friend over 

time. We served on a number of committees together. In fact we were 

working on the Marcia Weisman estate with him. He was very much involved 

in that until he died. It's too bad. 

RATNER: 

Okay, so we have you through graduate school. And at some point there, you 

decide to take a year off. What was the reason for that? 

HOPKINS: 



A year off forever. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

Right. It started out, I guess, with what you thought would be a year off. 

HOPKINS: 

I just reached an impasse is really what it amounted to. I was taking my 

courses. I'd practically finished all of my course work. It was time for the 

dissertation. It was time for language. It was time for all of those things. I've 

always been very bad about language and had struggled with my French and 

didn't even want to contemplate German. At the same time, all of this stuff 

that is going on in the community that we've talked about is bubbling up and 

bubbling up. And I was beginning to feel much more a part of it. A lot of that 

decision time came two different ways. I mentioned the fact that I separated 

from my wife at that time. That was that year off. I was taking a year off from 

everything is really what it amounted to. And conversations between Walter 

Hopps and myself, where we would sit up late, late, late at night, two or three 

o'clock in the morning, talking about art history and who were the important 

artists and who would last and who wouldn't last and who on the West Coast 

was interesting and endless kind of wonderful conversation— So we decided 

that we were moving into a generation beyond the artists that he'd been 

dealing with at the Ferus Gallery, that there were young artists that were 

coming by the Ferus Gallery every now and then that they couldn't deal with, 

and what have you. Was there something that we could do about that? And I 

was approached by three young attorneys who wanted to start a gallery. They 

asked me if I would be interested in doing that. I said, yeah, I would be 

interested in doing that. So that's the basis. And we had kind of a conflict right 

at the beginning, simply because they thought that if you had a gallery that 

dealt with Israeli art near the Beverly Hills area, you'd make a killing, okay? 

That was their attitude. My attitude was that we could introduce a group of 

younger artists, the generation after the Ferus Gallery artists, who would 

continue this flow of art involvement on into a new generation. We argued 

back and forth about this. I had my interests, and they had their interests. And 

we worked out a detente and found a space literally across the street from the 

Ferus Gallery on La Cienega Boulevard, and debated about what to name it. 

Because there was a group, we didn't want to put anybody's name on it. We 



didn't want to do a Ferus kind of thing, where they had— Nobody really knows 

how that name came about, as many stories as there are. We decided that we 

would name it after the kind of esoteric Belgian poet Huysmans. Everybody 

just calls it the Huysman Gallery, so it became known as the Huysman Gallery 

at that time. And that was it. We were in business about a year, just about a 

year's time. I did show Joe Goode, and I did show Larry Bell. Well, Joe Goode, 

Larry Bell, Ron Miyashiro, and Ed Bereal were the group that made up the War 

Babies exhibition, which was kind of the culminating show of that space, 

though I also showed Mike [Michael] Todd. I showed a sculptor named Ron 

Boise, who was really quite amazing at that time, but he died of a drug 

overdose just shortly after that. We did do an Israeli show, which bombed. 

And they recognized that it bombed. But the gallery did serve a purpose. It 

served two purposes. One, the fact that it related to the generation after the 

Ferus people. And then secondly and most importantly, it was a time when 

certain galleries on La Cienega were leaving. We wanted to keep that area 

alive. And so being there— And then three or four more galleries came along 

on the street, and then that's when the whole Monday evening happened, 

right at that moment in time. 

RATNER: 

Oh, so that didn't start until— 

HOPKINS: 

It was about 1959, '60, in that period of time. 

RATNER: 

But it was after you had your gallery that those Monday nights were— 

HOPKINS: 

Yeah. It was just at that time that all that began to happen. It all got going. 

And then again, who knows? It's kind of nice to be in the right place at the 

right time, when things like that transpired. But I remember I'd get so 

frustrated then, because people would tromp in in the hundreds, and the next 

morning you'd have to clean up paint off the floors and everything else that 

dragged in on their shoes. And you'd wonder if they're doing it on purpose or 

not. I think the War Babies show is pretty well documented. You have that 



information. But essentially that was the last exhibition of— It's fascinating, 

again, all of these funny things in retrospect, but when I think of that showing, 

the controversy around it, which was actually Jerry McMillan's poster— The 

exhibition was Joe Goode's idea. The guys were all born in about 1936 and 

were just coming along during the wartime as young children, different 

attitudes. And Jerry's poster of the four of them sitting around the American 

flag with crumbs on the table, and each of them eating a cliche food— Joe 

Goode's a Catholic, eating a mackerel; Larry Bell eating a bagel, being Jewish; 

Ron Miyashiro, a Japanese Hawaiian, eating with chopsticks; and Ed Bereal, 

being African American, eating a big watermelon. We got in terrible trouble 

with the John Birchers, which were very big at that time, in terms of 

desecrating the American flag. Still an issue, right? 

RATNER: 

Right. 

HOPKINS: 

And secondarily, we got in trouble with all of our liberal friends, who were 

concerned about the clich6 imagery of all of this kind of stuff. But I think of it 

now, it was the first major fully integrated multicultural exhibition in the 

history of Los Angeles, to the best of my knowledge. We didn't even think 

about that. It wasn't even an issue. It wasn't even a thing you thought about, 

except that that was— It kind of set a pace. So just the combination of 

mainly— There were threats against us in terms of Bircher types and what 

have you and the phone calls and what have you. But I think at that time the 

young gallery people, my backers, were getting tired of it anyway. The tax 

write-off wasn't working the way they thought it would. But I see them 

occasionally from time to time, and they remember very well. They wish that 

they had pursued those artists that were there at the time. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

I'm sure. 

HOPKINS: 

So that was it. But again, by a stroke of good fortune, as we were doing 

the War Babies show, it was right literally at that time that Jim Elliott 



approached me and asked me if I would like to come work at the County 

Museum. School was a dead issue from that point on. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

When you just said that galleries were leaving La Cienega, did you mean that 

they were closing down altogether or they were just moving? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, no, actually, they were just— I wish I could remember exactly how all 

that was. But it was a moment when we needed some stimulus to get things 

going. We weren't the only ones having that idea, because then two or three 

other galleries did open almost simultaneously, almost immediately after that 

time. It remained the art street for really quite a long period. And the more 

successful galleries—by that I mean the Ferus, which had become somewhat 

successful by that time, Felix Landau, some of the others—got kind of tired of 

the Monday nights, because there was so much wear and tear on everybody 

and nobody was buying, they were just looking and having a good time. 

They've tried to recapture that down on Eighth Street in Santa Monica now, 

Bergamot Station. Bergamot Station has a chance, I hope, to do it. But that 

issue of critical mass was important. It just kind of held it together, you know, 

to give it momentum. But at the same time that La Cienega was active, the 

Dwan Gallery was at that time in Westwood. Virginia Dwan was a person of 

some wealth and New York connections. She brought exhibitions like— Well, 

she did Franz Kline. She did Philip Guston. She did Robert Rauschenberg. She 

did an Yves Klein, where they actually used this living model and painted her 

all in blue, and she crawled around the floor on the canvas, and things of that 

kind. So that was exciting. And Everett Ellin Gallery, which rarely gets counted 

in history, which it should— He first showed Jasper Johns, for example, out 

here. He showed Niki de Saint Phalle, who did a wonderful performance piece 

of— She was doing white paintings with rubber dolls collaged to the surface. 

And she would fill the dolls with red, blue pigment, and then she would stand 

across the street in a white aviatrix uniform and fire a .22 [caliber] rifle across 

Sunset Boulevard, if you can imagine that, into these canvases, with the dolls 

on them. When it hit the dolls, then the paint would spurt out, and that was 

the art. And the tower of peace [Artists Protest Tower] was built at that time. 



So it was a good time. It wasn't just La Cienega. There were a lot of other 

things. 

RATNER: 

Who was reviewing art at that time, and what was their slant? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, actually, the key critic at the time was Henry Seldis for the [Los Angeles] 

Times, who was conservative and who had a very hard time with a lot of the 

contemporary activity that was going on. But he was a good writer and he was 

conscientious, and at least we could say that Los Angeles had an art writer. So 

many newspapers around the country didn't have an art writer as such. 

William Wilson, then, came along a little bit later on and overlapped Henry. 

Bill was much more interested in more contemporary art and things of that 

kind. There was also somebody writing for the [Los Angeles Herald-] Examiner, 

and he was even more old-line than Henry Seldis. He was really kind of a 

fogy—in our eyes, at least. But a lot of that just simply didn't get documented, 

even in the newspapers' Metro news or whatever. It was of incredibly vital 

interest to us, but it wasn't that interesting to other people, I don't think. I was 

just thinking of the tower of peace, where artists were asked to do two-by-

two-foot paintings. And this was later on; this was in the mid-sixties. A lot of 

artists of national reputation participated, including Roy Lichtenstein, who 

painted a little Atom Burst, you know, the beautiful little blue and white 

benday dot Atom Burst painting, which I later bought for the Fort Worth [Art] 

Museum for $600. I went down there the other day and I saw that painting, 

and it's so beautiful. It's so incredible and so valuable, bizarre. And here they 

were putting them up on Sunset Boulevard to protest war and to protest the 

atom bomb and to protest all of those issues. Artists have good hearts. 

They're good people. 

RATNER: 

Who organized that? 

HOPKINS: 



I can't even remember. It may have been Everett. It could have been Everett. I 

know that John Coplans was here by then. He was involved in it, certainly, but 

I really honestly don't know who the catalyst was. It would be fun to find out. 

RATNER: 

Just a little bit more about your gallery. What would you say it cost to run a 

gallery then? 

HOPKINS: 

Then? My rent was $250 a month. My salary was $300 a month. [laughs] And 

those were the major expenses. So I would guess probably, if we put 

everything into there, like trying to do matting of pieces and everything else, it 

would probably be $1,000 a month. 

RATNER: 

Wow. 

HOPKINS: 

Not like now. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

No, no. Hardly. 

HOPKINS: 

Well, of course, that was— Again, I think we were somewhat naive. But that 

obviously was a big factor, the fact that you could shoestring it on almost 

nothing and have quite an acceptable space and make it work. Now it's just so 

much more expensive and so much more difficult. 

RATNER: 

Your first exhibition there featured primarily Northern California artists. How 

did that show evolve? 

HOPKINS: 

It actually evolved in a number of different ways. We were trying to find a 

base to begin, and something that talked about the West Coast, Northern, 

Southern California, which had a certain amount to do with the beginnings of 



the old Ferus days and the "merry-go-round" show [Action I Show] and the 

other things that were again primarily Northern California art, and a diversity 

between the sense of their abstraction and the sense of our abstraction. It 

really just evolved in terms of looking to try and find people who we weren't 

actually going to represent in the gallery, but to give people an idea of what 

the gallery would be if it went on for fifteen or twenty years. I remember one 

painter, an Asian woman named Noriko Yamamoto, who was the most 

successful artist in that early part of the exhibition. I know that Ed [Edwin] 

Janss bought a painting by her. And I was stunned that somebody would come 

and actually pay money. I was still in the education mode, a different thing. I 

guess I probably have somewhere tucked away three or four paintings from 

those days from— I think we bought ten paintings by a guy named Jerry 

[Jerrold] Davis, who was quite a well-known Northern California artist at that 

time, Jerrold Davis. And we bought ten of his paintings for a total of $400. I 

think that's what it was. He has not panned out, however. It didn't work as 

well as Irving Blum buying Andy Warhol's thirty-six Campbell's soup cans for 

$1,500. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

I guess not. You've mentioned a number of the galleries that I was going to ask 

you about. But let me just see if there's anybody you haven't mentioned. How 

about the Ankrum Gallery? 

HOPKINS: 

Ankrum Gallery opened shortly after the Huysman Gallery. And I'm going to 

forget his name, that's terrible. But there was an artist at that time working in 

Los Angeles who was a figurative artist. He was deaf. He painted paintings that 

had to do with deafness called Listening to the Flowers and what have you, in 

kind of the Rico Lebrun tradition, okay? That's awful, I can't remember his 

name. [Morris Broderson] But he was making a big hit at that time because of 

the combination of frailty and the subject matter and the various other things. 

I know that Joan Ankrum showed him and was quite successful. I don't really 

know a lot of the other artists that she did show. Actually, she then came 

along and she did show, I think, some of the earlier Los Angeles people, like 

Lorser and some of the rest of them. 

RATNER: 



And Virginia Lawrence, did you mention—? 

HOPKINS: 

No. Virginia Lawrence, not Virginia Dwan? That's not a name I know. 

RATNER: 

Okay, okay. And the Dwan Gallery you mentioned, right? 

HOPKINS: 

Yes. 

RATNER: 

At that time, the early sixties, which galleries and which artists would you say 

were the most influential? 

HOPKINS: 

Again, it depends on what you're talking about, okay? If you're simply talking 

about galleries that had more to do with the important art then collected, it 

would be Frank Perls's gallery and Paul Kantor's gallery. If you talk about a 

gallery that created excitement and enthusiasm and controversy, it had to be 

the Ferus Gallery, no question about it. If it came to galleries that gave us 

something quite remarkable for a period of time, it would have to be the 

Dwan Gallery, because every exhibition they did was a person of national or 

international stature. Another very important factor in the evolution, I think, 

of the community— I would pinpoint three very specific things. One would be 

June Wayne's Tamarind Lithography Workshop, where she reintroduced the 

whole idea of working with craftsmen to make good prints, rather than the 

handmade print, which had been the kind of American tradition, and brought 

artists out here to participate in that program, like Louise Nevelson, for 

example, and brought Diebenkorn down from Northern California, a number 

of people that came, then, to be here as part of the community. Dwan Gallery, 

which brought people like Rauschenberg and Johns and other people out 

here, and ultimately the beginning of Gemini [G.E.L]— And the fact that 

Gemini worked almost exclusively with New York artists and brought them 

here and they became friends with the artists in the community— That's really 

what brought us into the national mix, as far as I'm concerned, that kind of 

catalyzation, the interaction between the East Coast and the West Coast on a 



peer basis, rather than looking at them as something distant and powerful, 

okay? I should also mention Felix Landau's gallery, which was in its own funny 

way probably as important as the others. But it had a kind of different 

posture. I don't know how to describe that, when you think of the fact that he 

showed Francis Bacon with some of the best early paintings that Francis Bacon 

had done. He introduced the drawings of Egon Schiele and Klimt, the Austrian 

artist, who hadn't been seen here before. He was very devoted to and 

consistent in showing John McLaughlin, you know, year after year, because all 

of us loved John McLaughlin, but it was very hard to get a broader public 

interested in his kind of abstraction. He showed Peter Voulkos's big clay 

pieces. And the introduction of that is a major idea in art. That shouldn't be 

minimized. That was important stuff. 

RATNER: 

How about the Copley Gallery? I don't think I— 

HOPKINS: 

Copley Gallery was a particular thing in a particular period of time. In fact, I 

want to do a little article on that before long. I've been talking to Monte and 

Betty Factor, who know that best. Bill [William] Copley was the brother of the 

person who runs Copley Press in San Diego—very conservative, right-wing 

newspaper. Bill Copley was obviously the black sheep of the family. He came 

to Los Angeles and opened a gallery; it must have been during the fifties. I 

think it was '53, but I don't remember. But he did something like seven 

exhibitions of major surrealist artists. He'd be a little like the Dwan Gallery in a 

funny way—Max Ernst, [Rene] Magritte, Miró. And each show, he didn't sell 

anything. And each show, he kept the material, which became his collection, 

which was extraordinary. He then, later on in life, became a painter himself. I 

guess he was even then a painter himself, and nobody paid any attention to 

what he did. They only paid attention to the collection. He got so angry, he 

sold the whole collection. [laughs] This was a few years ago. And now his 

reputation is not so bad. As a matter of fact, it's interesting. He's an old 

curmudgeon now. That was a moment that very few people remember, but 

again, just one of those insertions into the Los Angeles scene that gave people 

an opportunity, had they taken it. It's not unlike the Galka Scheyer story of 

marching up and down the West Coast trying to sell Kandinsky and Klee and 



things, selling them for $25 and $35, and not very many even at that. We 

really weren't very enlightened in those days. And we're still not. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

Do you know if that collection was sold as a lump or not? 

HOPKINS: 

It was sold as a lump. It was sold through Sotheby's [Sotheby Parke Bernet] as 

a lump, so you can track that down if you want to do it. It's a great collection. 

RATNER: 

Yeah. You mentioned Lorser Feitelson also. What impact, if any, would you say 

his television show on art [Feitelson on Art] had on the local art scene? 

HOPKINS: 

I would say probably not a lot on the local art scene, but it was a national 

program. And historically— I realize I'm simplifying, radically oversimplifying. 

But essentially the only artist that was recognized as being an artist of 

Southern California was Rico Lebrun, back in the fifties. He had a very wide 

reputation. Nobody else, anything. But Lorser, in this early nationally televised 

TV program on art, became kind of a household word. It really was a very 

popular program. We watched it. Lorser was around a lot. And Lorser was fun 

to talk to, but very arrogant—self-centered I guess is the word I want to use—

you know, very kind of pompous in his demeanor. And once you got through 

that, then he was really very wonderful. But he wasn't beloved by the people 

of that generation. John McLaughlin was their key role model in that kind of 

classicist mode. And yet, you go back and you look at Feitelson's evolution 

from classicism to surrealism to his other ideas, he technically was not— 

Strangely enough, he was a much better painter when he was working 

figuratively than when he was abstractly. But the ideas that he had were 

really, I think, very interesting. You'll see some of that in the show here [Pacific 

Dreams: Currents of Surrealism and Fantasy in California Art, 1934-57, UCLA at 

the Armand Hammer Museum of Art and Cultural Center], as a matter of fact. 

RATNER: 

What impact would you say that the Pasadena Art Museum had on the Los 

Angeles art scene in the late fifties and sixties? 



HOPKINS: 

Major, absolutely major. It was the important place as far as an institution was 

concerned—the important place under Tom Leavitt's directorship, primarily, 

though actually it had had a reputation even before that time. This funny little 

building over on Los Robles [Avenue], that Chinese pavilion— Strangest 

building to think of as being a modern art museum in Pasadena, one of the 

strangest places to think of as being a catalyst for that kind of activity. But his 

interest was in doing things. He didn't have the money to even do what the 

[Los Angeles] County [Museum of History, Science, and Art] was doing at that 

time, which was not very much. But he did a lot of exhibitions that gave 

support to younger artists. The [James D. Phelan Foundation] Phelan Art 

Awards, I know, were given each year. He would do a juried annual show. He 

did exhibitions, which the County wouldn't do, dealing with the artists of this 

region, for example, beginning of ideas for assemblage and pop art and 

collage and other things like that. He became a good friend of Walter's and 

gave Walter a certain latitude of doing some exhibitions there before he 

actually began to work there. They had all kinds of lectures, you know—major 

people coming in from across the country. So had it not been for the Pasadena 

Museum at that time, we wouldn't really have had the focal point place that 

we needed to serve as a catalyst for L.A. County, when it finally got into gear. 

But I was just trying to think of the name of the director before Tom Leavitt 

[John Leeper], who also was instrumental in getting the Galka Scheyer [Blue 

Four] Collection. Of course, that was the big issue with having that collection 

in a museum here in Southern California, when we'd lost the Arensberg 

collection, when other tragic things have happened, that it gave it its own— 

That alone gave it a certain premise. And then with people who were 

interested in contemporary events working there— It really was important to 

everybody. And it served as the center for education up until, I'd say, probably 

1962, when things started to move more toward the County. And then the 

terrible failure of the [Pasadena Art] Museum, when it opened later on. 

1.3. TAPE NUMBER: II, Side One (July 12, 1995) 

RATNER: 

We were talking about Pasadena [Art Museum] and some of the galleries. And 

you were just starting to mention something about Ralph [C.] Altman? 



HOPKINS: 

Well, yes, because we were talking about the galleries on La Cienega 

[Boulevard]. And a very important place for all of us was a little gallery 

[Altman's Antiques] run by a man named Ralph Altman and his wife, Pat 

[Patricia B. Altman], which didn't deal at all with contemporary art. It dealt 

with African art; it dealt with southwest Indian art; it dealt with art of the 

South Pacific—what have you. He was also an instructor at UCLA from whom 

we all took classes in what was then called primitive art, that kind of a catalyst 

to modernism as it was used by Picasso and the German expressionists. But he 

was there all the time. And he was a very warm and interesting and intelligent 

person. He simply grounded all of us in that material. And it had a lot to do 

with the awareness of, say, the development of assemblage in Southern 

California and things, because we would sit for a long time looking at African 

nail fetishes and looking at some of the things that influenced Picasso in terms 

of Yoruba sculpture and the other things. He was a person who accepted us all 

into his business, you know, at the— We learned a lot about peyote 

ceremonies and other things of that kind from Ralph. [laughs] So it was a 

wonderful experience. And it's his influence and his collecting—he died, but 

his wife, Pat, is still there—that serves as a catalyst for the great 

anthropological collection at UCLA in the Fowler Museum [of Cultural History]. 

He's really the key person in all of that. But he was very important to us in the 

contemporary world, because we were looking at things like Joseph Cornell, 

the beautiful little boxes of Joseph Cornell. And we can associate that to this 

kind of aspect of anthropological history, which is important. 

RATNER: 

Okay, just a couple more things about the Pasadena Art Museum. We've been 

talking about Walter [Hopps] on and off throughout this. How would you 

characterize his specific influence on the art scene? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, if I said gadabout, that would be right in one sense and totally wrong in 

another sense, because it sounds too superficial. I think you just simply have 

to say that Walter was and is a person who is absolutely and totally 

committed to the idea of art and the art itself, okay—the objects and the 

artist. Equally a person of unusual intelligence and retention. And then finally, 



an individual who's horribly complex in terms of his personality. So I think 

probably as much as anything else, lifestyle— Just simply this intellectual 

bohemian person who is always there to talk and live day and night and day 

and night and burned his candle at probably three ends. Just simply had the 

kind of charismatic character to keep people engaged. And he's interesting, 

because very often people were put off by him until somehow they got into a 

long and extended conversation. And then they would just really realize the 

kind of amazing, unique filter system that he was, X guess is what it amounts 

to. He also had and has an extraordinary capacity to install works of art to give 

each object its physical presence within the space where it sits. In this day and 

age all of that has improved so dramatically, but when Ferus Gallery opened 

and he had this nice, white space— And it's so funny, because then it seemed 

so clean and so pure. I was looking at some photographs the other day, and it 

looked not so clean and so pure. But it seemed like it, because the standard 

gallery approach was to put way too much on the walls, usually something like 

grass cloth behind it or something else of that type. But this pure, clean space 

with things very simply framed or very simply presented, and a very limited 

number of them so you would come in and concentrate on those ten or 

twelve things that were on the wall, just gave it a physical presence that 

added to the importance of the object that was there. He just had an 

extraordinary sensitivity, I guess is what you want to say, but not in the 

traditional sense of that—just to the object—and the kind of memory bank 

that is so filled with anecdotal events, a large number of which are meaningful 

only to Walter. But he can pull them into some kind of string together to make 

an impact. I think it's just the absolute commitment, an awareness of a 

supreme kind of strange [intellect], but nonetheless an intellect. That was the 

main influence. He also had the capacity to push for the things that he 

believed in without being necessarily aggressive in any way. He was somebody 

that people listened to. And the artists that he represented would get very 

frustrated, because he was never there at the right time, missed openings, did 

this, did that, and disappeared for extended lengths of time. But nonetheless, 

it was a kind of continuing respect that was there through that whole period. 

His influence in terms of the Pasadena [Art] Museum through his first 

friendship with Tom [Thomas W.] Leavitt, and then Tom Leavitt asking him to 

come and work there as the curator— And doing exhibitions like the Duchamp 

exhibition [Marcel Duchamp: A Retrospective Exhibition], which could 



probably be characterized as the single most important exhibition at the right 

time and the right place, because it gave such credibility to the Los Angeles 

scene and to the [Pasadena Art] Museum to have Duchamp here, who was 

kind of the known hero of everyone but they never really met him or had the 

opportunity— And the fact that he played a game of chess with a naked lady 

and all of those things that just, you know— And the show was brilliant, 

absolutely brilliant. He did a beautiful, beautiful Joseph Cornell show. But he 

was incapable of writing for the catalogs. He was incapable of doing the 

catalog, and he was a horrible administrator. And when he became, then, the 

director of the museum, it just kind of fell apart, not because the exhibitions 

weren't wonderful, but nobody knew when they were happening. The 

announcements didn't get out. The catalogs didn't get done. The art got up on 

the wall. And there were about ten people that knew about it, got there. It 

was a brilliant experience, but that was it. So he has lived in legends since he 

was thirty years old and still does in his own way. Quite remarkable. If you go 

to the Menil [Collection] museum now in Houston, the beautiful Renzo Piano 

building, very simple, austere— It's like the first gallery was, this beautiful 

white space. And every object just sings, [it is] so beautifully presented. The 

rare capacity— 

RATNER: 

In the interview with the [Smithsonian Institution] Archives [of American Art], 

you actually speak of Shirley [Nielsen Hopps] as being something of a catalyst 

also. And when you're reading history, you don't really hear too much about 

her. 

HOPKINS: 

[laughs] That's the story of life! Well, she was more than a catalyst. She was 

the glue that held a lot of things together. She held, certainly, Walter together. 

And it extended beyond that, really, to the artists. She and Walter lived, when 

I first knew them, in a little bungalow over in the Japanese Gardens, West L.A. 

district. I can't remember now if it was on Barrington [Avenue] or which one of 

the streets, but a little white bungalow: She was a graduate student at UCLA, 

and Walter was doing his thing with the gallery, just getting started. And I 

think a lot of her funding went into that, a lot of her own time and energy in 

helping with the bookkeeping and stuff during those early days, keeping it 



together, keeping Walter, more or less, in tow. And you could never find him. 

Shirley might or might not know, but she could usually track him down in a 

reasonable period of time. So she was important to the artists and she was 

also very, very bright and dedicated to her areas of scholarship, but quite 

committed to contemporary art at the same time. So she wasn't a mother 

type. I don't want to in any way imply that. She was her own personality. She 

didn't appear at openings very often at the gallery. They then moved to an 

apartment literally behind the gallery. And that was both better and worse. It 

was better for Walter, because he was right there; worse for Shirley, because 

it was just too close to the business, and it got in the way of some of the other 

things. I guess after a time they had a very rocky personal relationship. But she 

had a lot to do with keeping things running, is really what it amounted to. And 

in the process of that, one had always wished that she would get more 

engaged in her own kind of scholarship in terms of contemporary art, because 

the few things that she did do were really very brilliant. But she didn't want to 

do it. She then, as you probably know, divorced Walter and married Irving 

Blum, who was his second partner. So she kept it in the family. It's an art story. 

[laughs] 

RATNER: 

As you mentioned a bit ago, at the time your [Huysman] Gallery was just 

about to close, Jim [James H.] Elliott appears. He's a curator at the [Los 

Angeles] County Museum of [History, Science, and] Art, and he arrives with a 

job offer. How did he know about you? How did that happen? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, it's interesting. How did he know about me? How did I know about him? 

Let's just begin with the fact that he was the curator of modern art at the L.A. 

County Museum, because in those days, "modern art" was about as far as 

anybody wanted to reach in terms of a title. "Contemporary"—everybody was 

afraid if you use that word, nobody would give you any money for anything. 

And while he—he, Jim Elliott—was in charge of all of the curators, more or 

less, the issue was that he was interested in modern art. He floated around to 

galleries some. He was kind of on the periphery of that. He received a lot of 

criticism, because the County Museum did in those days an annual juried 

exhibition. The feeling on the part of some of the artists was that the jurors 



were not strong enough, that the tendency was to select conservative work. 

And Jim slowly reacted to all of that and began to bring in jurors like Clement 

Greenberg and other people of more prominence. Almost immediately, then, 

some of the artists that we thought were interesting began to get in the 

exhibitions. It wasn't just a closed, older group, things of that kind. So I met 

him just around the galleries. He must have come to the UCLA show [Fifty 

Paintings by Thirty-seven Painters of the Los Angeles Area]. He knew what I 

was doing at Huysman Gallery. We weren't close friends as such. He very 

badly needed somebody to work with him. And a story that I did not know at 

that time and didn't really know until much, much later— When he asked me 

to come work there, it was extremely fortuitous for me, because the gallery 

was beginning to collapse. So to be asked there was a great treat. I said yes. I 

said I'd be happy to do that, beginning in June. And he offered me a salary, 

which was modest. It certainly was as much as I was making, if not somewhat 

more. I just assumed that it was part of the County Museum. But what had 

happened is that he then, after he'd asked me to come work there, went to 

Marcia [S.] Weisman and said, "Look, I have this person who I'd really like to 

have come work with us at the museum. I really need the help. Would you be 

willing to pay his salary for a year's time?" Marcia agreed to that. And I had 

known Marcia, not well, but I'd known Marcia, because when I was running 

the gallery, I installed a couple of exhibitions at the Hillcrest Country Club of 

their members' art, to make pin money and what have you. And I met Marcia 

and other people at that time. So she agreed, and so I went to work naively. 

And after a year's time, Jim went back to Marcia and said, "Henry has been 

really wonderful. We really enjoy having him. Would you pay his salary for a 

second year?" And she said, "If you think that much of him, find the salary 

yourself." [laughs] And fortunately, they did. So that kept me in the 

profession. One of the more memorable days I guess in my lifetime was the 

first day that I worked at the County Museum. William [C.] Seitz, who was the 

curator at the Museum of Modern Art, was out jurying the annual exhibition. 

And so I got to flunky with him all day long, and just followed him around and 

listened to him and watched the process and did this and did that. Then later 

on in the day we went to the Weismans [Frederick R. and Marcia S.]'s house 

for dinner, and then went swimming in the pool about ten o'clock at night and 

so forth and so on. And Jim, at the end of the day, came out to me and said, 



"You know, Henry, every day's not going to be like this." That's true. Many of 

them weren't. 

RATNER: 

[laughs] But that was a great way to start. 

HOPKINS: 

Right, a great day to begin. 

RATNER: 

Okay, so that was June of 1961. And you start there. And Ric [Richard F.] 

Brown, whom you mentioned previously, was the director. What was the 

general view of the museum at that time? 

HOPKINS: 

I think probably in the time I'd been at UCLA, I probably got down to the L.A. 

County Museum three times. Maybe. For very particular things, and they were 

not necessarily dealing with contemporary art. I was looking probably at 

things in Ralph Altman's class, African artifacts. But the collection was very 

slim in the modern area. There were some nice things from the 1920s and 

'30s, Guy Pène Du Bois and these artists of that era. There were very few 

contemporary works. There was one little Jackson Pollock, one [William] 

Baziotes, one beautiful Josef Albers. And God, who was the other one? I can't 

remember, anyway. But they had been bought for the museum by Jimmy 

[James] Byrnes, who is still alive, by the way, here, and who was the chief 

curator before Jim Elliott came. When he bought those four paintings out of a 

show that he'd put together, with the help of Betty Asher I might add, they 

allowed him to buy them at about $300 apiece. I think the Pollock was $400, 

the Albers was $300, something like that. Then they said that he could use 

them for education but couldn't hang them on the gallery wall. So by the time 

I was going there in the later fifties, they at least were able to hang them on 

the gallery wall. They were up. And yet that was it. This was that time again of 

all of this catalyzation, all of this activity. Jim Elliott was an important figure in 

that. He had interesting living habits. He lived on the end of the Santa Monica 

Pier, above what used to be the roller skating rink on Santa Monica Pier, which 

was right at the end. So you literally would look out the window and you'd fall 



into the ocean. It fell down later on. But it was a big, big, barny place.. And on 

Sunday mornings—not every Sunday morning, but about once every two 

months on Sunday morning—you would go down there and you would have 

Bloody Marys, split pea soup with weenies cut up in there, and that was it. 

That was what it was. And you would just come down and hang out all day 

long. And the artists came and hung out there. And a little bit later people like 

Bill Seitz, for example, who was working on his great assemblage show [The 

Art of Assemblage], which included some Los Angeles artists, which was a 

breakthrough for us in terms of the local theme— And some of the beginning 

patrons, like the Factors [Donald and Lynn] and the Weismans, would show up 

during the day. They'd come and sit around for a while, then leave. Or other 

people would come. But very often, it would begin at ten in the morning and 

go on until, you know, two or three in the morning. We'd show Bruce Conner's 

films. We'd do all that wonderful stuff. And two very opposing personalities, 

Walter on the one side and Jim on the other side, but they both had their 

impact in terms of getting these things kind of catalyzed within the 

institutional sense of that. Jim, much more institutional than Walter. He was a 

generous boss in the fact that he never told me to do anything and let me do 

what I wanted to do and gave me tasks and gave me really important tasks 

right at the beginning, mainly in terms of installation and presentation. So I 

installed the Futurism show. I installed the Philip Guston show. I guess the first 

major show I worked on was the Reuben Nakian show [Reuben Nakian: 

Sculpture and Drawings], which was an exhibition that had been to the Bienal 

de São Paulo. And it was one of the first exhibitions of his work actually here 

in the United States. And so I was left alone to do it. I didn't have anybody to 

go to and say, "Help me," or do this or do that. Fortunately, I have a knack in 

that area, and the show looked very well. People were complimentary. And 

they mentioned the installation even in the newspaper. Then I rehung the 

permanent collection and that looked better than it had ever looked before, 

and some other things like that. So I had kind of a fortunate beginning phase 

there. But again, as I say, I didn't know in that first year that I was being paid 

by somebody on the outside the salary. Well, actually I think even at that time, 

the major thing that was happening was that the board [of trustees] of the 

County Museum became a very different board than it had ever been before. 

There was an interest in having an art museum, all by itself. People like Ed 

[Edward W.] Carter, Franklin [D.] Murphy, Norton [W.] Simon, Taft [B.] 



Schreiber, David [E.] Bright—people who could make a museum happen—in 

terms of the fiscal aspects of that. And then also the kind of situation—and I 

don't know enough about this— But essentially the old line, Buffy [Dorothy 

Buffum] Chandler, "I'll build the music center. Ed Carter, you build the art 

museum." That kind of dividing up territories to get the city on the move all 

began to happen about that time. So it's a period of really growth and 

development. And we had a very hard time, even at that, dealing with issues 

of modern art. I can remember Jim proposing that we buy a Kenny [Kenneth] 

Price piece, a wonderful ceramic piece for $750. Ric took it before the board 

acquisition committee and they rejected it. We begged him to take it back the 

second time, and he finally took it back the second time. We had to promise 

that it would be a very important work in twentieth-century art. [laughs] It's 

not like Jimmy Byrnes trying to buy a Pollock. So that wasn't easy. But the 

thing that did happen—and I don't really know, maybe it's because Ric was 

engaged in the idea of building the board and getting the museum started and 

fund-raising and what have you—but somehow, Jim and I were able to get 

through more exhibitions in contemporary art. As I said, we did the Futurism 

show with the Museum of Modern Art. We did the Philip Guston exhibition 

with the [Solomon R.] Guggenheim [Museum]. These were all kind of major 

events in the fact that we were taking exhibitions from major New York 

institutions and bringing them to Los Angeles rather than San Francisco, where 

they had gone in the past. And we were able to win the battle of the two cities 

at that moment. We did a Dubuffet exhibition [The Work of Jean Dubuffet] at 

that time. This is all in the old museum. And I installed all those shows. That 

became my kind of thing to do. And we did a Watts Towers [Simon Rodia's 

Towers in Watts: Photographs by Seymour Rosen] exhibition at that time to 

give some recognition to that wonderful thing right here on our doorstep. But 

from the standpoint of the public even then, people were very resistant about 

coming down there. We'd have to do very special things. We did start a 

lecture series, which was successful, in which we had very important people 

come to talk. We started the docent council in those days, which is still one of 

the most vital docent councils in any museum in the country, a real kind of 

basis of volunteerism that worked very well. Then I was asked to—after I'd 

been there I guess a year, year and a half, because of my art education 

background—to become the head of education. And I have to be honest and 

say I really didn't want to become the head of education, because I liked what 



I was doing in the modern art department. But it was one of those periods of 

growth, and being institutionalized, I said, "Yes, I will be happy to do that." So 

that got me all engaged in the whole idea of developing the docent council 

and training people. And then Jim's evolution of the [Modern and] 

Contemporary Art Council, and we managed to bring that all together. And we 

expanded the lecture series. And the whole combination of things, then, 

brought people to the museum. Then we were in the process of building the 

new museum, physically building the new museum. And by the time we 

opened the new museum [Los Angeles County Museum of Art], our 

membership went from three thousand people to twenty thousand people 

practically overnight. It just was like that. But in the interim, all of these other 

things, like Tamarind [Lithography Workshop] and Gemini [G.E.L.] and the 

gallery scene and all of those things that all happened, too, had a very positive 

on-going building effect well up into the latter part of the sixties, I guess when 

the next dip kind of came. One wonderful story of that time, which you just 

think about, which has nothing to do with your area of interest— But we were 

talking about these other people. I had a call. I don't think I had been at the 

museum more than about four months. I had a call from Lorser Feitelson. And 

I thought he was asking for an exhibition, which always scares you in the 

museum business. [laughs] But he was calling to say, did I know anything 

about a little painting by [Antonio] Pollaiuolo? And I was teaching my basic art 

history class, so I said, "Yes, Antonio Pollaiuolo. What about it?" He said, 

"Would you recognize one if you saw it?" I said, "Well, I can't honestly tell you 

whether I could or not, but what do you mean?" And so he said, "Well, this 

little painting was brought into a restorer shop here in town, and I was asked 

to come look at it. I came to look at it, and I thought that it looked to me like a 

genuine Italian painting from the fifteenth century. And I just didn't know, 

because I thought that it was in the Uffizi Gallery in Florence. What do you 

know about it?" So I went to Ric Brown and asked him what about this and 

that. He got out a book and it was a listing of works missing after World War II. 

And this Pollaiuolo work was missing from the Uffizi Gallery. So we had them 

bring the painting over to the museum. And in fact, it turned out to be a 

Pollaiuolo. As it turned out, the guy who'd owned it was somebody in Los 

Angeles who had been in the German army at the end of the war, which was 

then a ragtag unit of really young guys and really old guys. They were in north 

Italy, and they were marching on their way back to Germany. And they passed 



this truck that had been blown off the road with the doors open on the back. 

And it was filled with all this stuff. And they all just took it home. [laughs] And 

that's what it was. And so immediately, then, the police got on it. Uffizi Gallery 

came and looked and said, "Yes, this is our Pollaiuolo." I saw it just this year in 

Florence again. It was such a treat. 

RATNER: 

My goodness. 

HOPKINS: 

But that also led to the fact that then they tracked down all the members of 

this ragtag unit. And they found about four or five other major works of art 

that nobody knew of their whereabouts. This guy didn't know what it was. It 

was just something that he'd picked up on the road going back to Germany. 

So, fascinating. Being in museum work was pretty exciting for me. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

Yes. Gosh. In an article in the Sunday San Francisco Examiner from December 

1984, you cited Ric Brown as one of the strongest influences in your life. What, 

if anything, did you know of him prior to your arrival at the museum? And why 

do you feel he was such a strong influence? 

HOPKINS: 

Okay. Well, gosh, I've had a lot of influences, haven't I? Fortunately, most of 

them are good ones. I didn't know anything about Ric before coming to the 

museum other than the fact that there was a general conception on the part 

of the artist community that I hung around with that he was kind of a fogy and 

a stick in the mud and so forth and so on—which in the sense of real interest 

in contemporary art, he was, okay? But then he, having brought Jim Elliott, 

that helped to leaven that somewhat. But the important thing from my point 

of view—and it's a lesson I try to work with now at the present time— if you 

were interested in museum work at that time, unless you had come through a 

very unusual system, let's say Harvard [University] or something of that kind, 

you didn't get any kind of museum training. You just didn't get it. You had to 

make it all up out of whole cloth. And Ric was a person who was willing to sit 

and talk for a great length of time about aspects of professionalism, about 



aspects of getting the work done, aspects of scholarship, connoisseurship—all 

of the issues that are somewhat different in the museum field than they are in 

the academic world, because you're really working with the object. Then the 

fact that he gave me opportunities to move from this junior position in the 

modern art department to the head of education, then to the head of 

programs. And then as we went through those processes, when he left to go 

to Fort Worth, he wanted me to come and work with him at the Kimbell [Art] 

Museum. I had to then write and tell him that, you know, with all of the 

incredible things that he had taught me, I felt I'd learned as much as I could 

learn from him, and that museum was not going to be dealing with twentieth-

century art, and it just wasn't my interest. Then later they made the Fort 

Worth Art Museum a modern museum. But I think that the awareness of the 

fact that you deal with somebody— We were talking about people like Fred 

[Frederick S.] Wight, and we were talking about [E.] Maurice Bloch. Maurice 

Bloch, pure kind of scholarship; Fred Wight, kind of a wonderful interest in 

museums, what have you, but nonetheless in the university system. And it 

really was through Ric that I learned about looking at the object, really looking 

at the object and dealing with that beyond a scholastic activity in terms of the 

physical nature of the work itself and the canvas and the pigment and all of 

those different things, plus learning really rudimentary administrative 

capacities, which none of us had. And now, of course, that's why they hire 

somebody like Andrea [L.] Rich, to take care of all those things, and hopefully 

find a director that will do other things. So that was a very beneficial 

mentorship. There's no question about that. In my museum career, he taught 

me much more— Jim did not really teach me. Jim gave me the opportunity to 

do things. But through Ric, I learned the things I had to know to want to be a 

museum director. 

RATNER: 

I guess had the staff not been as small, then you might not have had that kind 

of contact. 

HOPKINS: 

Never. My whole life is based on that principle: be around when interesting 

things are happening.because then something usually happens. I don't know. 

But that's quite true. Had it not been for that circumstance, had it been an old 



established institution, I might still be a curatorial assistant in the prints and 

drawings department. Who knows? But the same thing— I think of that in the 

texture of how lives work—that if you are fairly open, if you're wide open to 

possibility and things of that kind, then what appear to be flukes or issues of 

luck have a better chance to transpire than if you're just kind of locked into a 

set idea. If they let me teach at the high school in Chicago, I might still be 

teaching in high school in Chicago. Who knows? If they hadn't made me one 

out of four out of a group of four hundred young men sitting in a room during 

the Korean War that they sent to Europe instead of sent to Korea, I might not 

have gotten involved in art history. Who even knows that stuff? So I don't 

worry about it. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

When you became the head of museum education and you began the docent 

program, what kind of experience did you have to be able to create something 

like that? Were you following another model? Or was that something that 

you—? 

HOPKINS: 

No. It actually was a made-up model. But it was a dual situation, because the 

person who was most influential from the standpoint of the volunteer base is 

a woman named Glenn [C.] Janss. And her name at that time was Glenn [C.] 

Cooper. She was the wife of Cooper Lumber company, okay? And she was 

from the Bullock's [department store] family, so she was a dedicated 

volunteer of the kind of Junior League type, but more interested than that. 

She had gotten involved with the museum in museum volunteering and 

wanted to go back and work on her M.A. in art history at UCLA, which she 

eventually did. So she was an unusual volunteer. And we had gone through, at 

the museum, a kind of cathartic situation where we wanted to develop all our 

own programs. We didn't want other groups to be a problem. Essentially, we 

kicked the Junior League out, is what it amounted to, so that we had better 

control over the kind of programs that we wanted. And that was complex. A 

lot of people left their volunteer thing. A lot of them, then, were excited about 

the museum's growth and wanted to do it. So Glenn was the volunteer head 

of the docent program, to get the initial people in there. We checked around, 

but we didn't really have the model, okay? Because we didn't have the money 



to pay docents the way that they do in some institutions, like the Met 

[Metropolitan Museum of Art], for example, where they pay graduate 

students. But we felt also that it was very important— This was, again, part of 

Ric's catalyst, that if we're going to have docents, he wanted them really well 

trained. Since I had been teaching in [UCLA University] Extension for years and 

was still teaching in Extension, that was a challenge to train. We had, literally, 

a full year's course before a docent could even go on the floor. And then we 

had follow-up courses. Then we had lectures in the gallery by people who did 

the exhibitions and what have you. Glenn was coordinating all of the 

volunteers and putting that together. And they got really enthusiastic, and to 

this day there are people that I trained that are still docents at the County 

Museum. That's pretty amazing, when you think about it. There's been a real 

loyalty. Ever since that time, the volunteer base— I don't really know how 

they handle their education now, because I was really the kind of only teacher 

at that time. But I do know that they are very disciplined and very determined 

in terms of being sure that before you go on the floor— They are very 

carefully— If someone just wasn't good on the floor, they would get them 

involved in building a slide collection or get them involved in doing some kind 

of other work around the docent council. So they have a very good reputation. 

I'm happy about that. 

RATNER: 

And then that went on to become a model for others? 

HOPKINS: 

Became a model for many of the volunteer docent programs in the country, 

because it was a way to use trained volunteers. UCLA uses the same system 

now that we used in those days in putting it together. 

1.4. TAPE NUMBER: III, Side One (July 19, 1995) 

RATNER: 

Before we pick up with our discussion of your time at the Los Angeles County 

Museum of Art, I just have a few follow-up questions from our first meeting. I 

just happen to be curious about your own painting. You mentioned that you'd 

painted in a regionalist style somewhat akin to Thomas Hart Benton before 



and during the [Korean] War. After your exposure to abstract expressionism 

and your return to the Art Institute of Chicago, I wondered how your work 

changed. 

HOPKINS: 

Okay, okay. That is correct, that when I went to art school in Chicago, the first 

assignment that was given to me was an assignment to go into the great 

galleries of the Art Institute and pick the painting that I liked most amongst all 

the paintings that were there and the painting that I liked least amongst all the 

paintings that were there. The painting that I picked that I liked best was a 

painting by Grant Wood. Because, I guess you'd say, of my regional origins in 

Idaho, my access to art essentially was through magazines 

like Life magazine, Time magazine, and other things of that kind, and the 

American regional!sts were the big artists of that time. I was taken by that 

kind of method and style, in fact, thinking of it as being modern, as opposed to 

who knows what. But thinking of it as being modern, and went more or less 

with that in mind when I went to the Art Institute. The painting that I liked 

least in the whole gallery was a painting, a still life, by Henri Matisse. I think it 

was called "Still Life with Lemons." And of course, within a very short period of 

time, I loved the Matisse and hated the Grant Wood. So that's what happens 

when you go to art school. But I did paint that way through my B.A. degree, 

and then went off to Germany to be stationed in Augsburg, about twenty 

miles out of Munich. And it turned out to be a gratifying experience. In fact, 

that whole situation in my life was interesting, because I was drafted into the 

military, and it was during the Korean War, and I had no idea what would 

happen. I was an art school graduate, but I didn't anticipate anything. I knew 

nothing about army life or the military or anything, except as I'd grown up, 

obviously, during World War II, and my brother had served, and a lot of my 

friends had served. But I'd missed that. So I was drafted off to Fort Lewis, 

Washington, at which time I felt—as I woke up the next morning in those 

brand-new, ugly green dungarees—!'d been put in prison and couldn't 

understand what I'd done against society that had put me in this terrible 

position. But I adjusted through basic training. They put me in the Signal 

Corps— which was a great surprise to me—based on some kind of aptitude 

test, because I had always felt— In terms of relations with my family, my 

brother [Tad E. Hopkins] is an engineer and was always very inclined toward 



science and did ham radio things and all kinds of things when he was a 

youngster. And I abhorred that. The whole idea of Boy Scouts I loved, but the 

ideas of Morse code and semaphore just didn't appeal to me at all. So here I 

was in the Signal Corps, and I thought, "Oh, boy. Two years doing what?" And 

they sent me off to basic training in San Luis Obispo, which was an old 

National Guard camp. It was picked because the terrain was very much like 

Korean terrain. That kind of terrain is in that area. So when I went through my 

basic training, which I actually more or less enjoyed— At the end of that 

period of time, then, you are sent to a school to train you in some special way 

or another. They assigned me to cryptography school. I thought of all of the 

things that were available, like pole lineman or telegraph operator or clerk 

typist or what have you, that was, certainly, the most interesting. I didn't even 

know what cryptography meant. But they told me it was code breaking and 

doing all of those things that sounded interesting. And then they canceled that 

school. So they called me back and asked me what I wanted to do, since 

cryptography was considered kind of a good situation. And I said, "Well, what 

can I do?" They said, "You can be a clerk typist. You can be a pole lineman. You 

can be a radio operator. You can be this—" All of which sounded horrible. But 

hanging on the walls in the office were a bunch of photographs. And I just 

casually asked where the photographs came from. And they said, "Well, that's 

part of the Signal Corps." And I said, "Can I be a photographer?" And they said, 

"Yes, you can be a photographer." [laughs] So that was a blessing and a boon 

and an accident. They sent me to photo school, which was about twelve 

weeks of training. The next step in one's army career as a private is to be 

assigned to some destination at that time. Since it was in the peak of the 

Korean War, everybody just assumed that one would go to Korea. And they 

had three designations: one was FECOM, which meant Far East Command; 

One was UCOM, which meant U.S. Command; and one was EUROCOM, which 

meant Europe. And I think there were about four hundred of us in the room 

the night that those things were being read off alphabetically. They went all 

the way from A to my name saying FECOM. And they got to my name and said 

EUROCOM, and went on for another hundred names and then said a UCOM 

and then a EUROCOM, whatever. Five of us went to other than Korea. I'll 

never understand that either. But I certainly didn't complain, though my 

buddies by that time were very angry that I was going to Europe and they 

were going to go to Korea. I got to Germany and was assigned to Augsburg, 



which was a support camp for major installations of infantry and tank corps 

and various other things of that kind, and began my career as a photographer. 

But very shortly after being there— They had a film library, an incredible 

archive of films, which were in many cases, of course, army training films, but 

in many other cases documentary films about World War II and various other 

things of that type that would be then taken by the various units to use in 

training their personnel. I asked if I could be in charge of the film library. And 

they said yes, that that was fine. I could combine that with my other duties. So 

I had a wonderful opportunity there for a lot of reasons. Number one, the fact 

that I could sit for hours and watch films that were related, for example, to the 

Holocaust—the American troops coming into the concentration camps the 

first time and seeing the terrible conditions of the camps—which were not 

general public information. It was all classified film at that time. It was an 

amazing education, just simply looking at all of that evidentiary material. The 

other benefit was that I was able to, each Friday, drive to Munich to pick up 

new films and take other films and so forth and so on and have a day in 

Munich, where they had an art school [Akademie der Bildenden Kiinste] . And 

some Americans—in fact, a couple of people who had been students with me 

at the Art Institute in Chicago—were there for summer courses. But it was 

very academic. It was very basic training in drawing, training in basic painting. 

Because of the conditions in Germany at that time, obviously, they hadn't 

been able to think about making art or where art was going or what the 

movements might be. So they were quite limited in looking back on their 

history of the German expressionists and Karl Hofer and artists of that kind 

that I mentioned last time. But I did have a chance to be with friends who 

were in the arts from time to time. Then I asked if I could use a room in the 

film library, which I was operating, as a studio. And they said, "Yes, you could 

do that." So I actually had a place where I could paint when I wasn't doing 

anything else, which was frequent. So I was influenced at that time by what 

was happening there, which was more toward German expressionism. I 

worked a lot in watercolor. And I worked in certain drawings kind of relating 

to cubism and Picasso and other things. But unbeknownst to me, during that 

same period of time, the whole flip-flop in the art world came between what 

had been regionalism into abstract expressionism. So when I left Europe to 

come back to the United States and to come back to school, the first 

exhibition I saw was an exhibition of the New York abstract expressionists, 



[Franz] Kline and [Willem] de Kooning and [Jackson] Pollock. I couldn't believe, 

number one, that this was what art was. And I couldn't believe the incredible 

prices they were getting. By that, I mean high prices. They were asking $900 

for a Franz Kline and $1,000 for a Pollock and $1,500 for a de Kooning. I 

couldn't believe that anybody was going to spend that kind of money for that. 

And then many of my classmates who had been there during that time had 

made that philosophical transition and were functioning very much on the 

avant-garde edge. During my master's year, essentially, I painted in a manner 

that would be somewhat based on my European experience, which would be, 

I guess you would say, kind of Picassoid expressionism in that way, but 

certainly did not translate easily into the issues having to do with abstract 

expressionism, though I had nurtured and developed a very keen interest in 

Kandinsky by that time and Mondrian—the kind of classic abstract people that 

were working differently than that. But it gave me pause to think. And while I 

was there for my master's year, I took two art history classes, though art 

history taught in an art school was really more to affect your art and how it 

operated, rather than true history. But I got very absorbed in it. I just found 

myself getting really interested and doing the projects that related to it. I was 

taking a lot of time and a lot of effort, and then I graduated. I was one of six 

people chosen to compete for an overseas scholarship, which I did not win. 

But I was very flattered to be picked in that area. I had continued with my art 

education. When I graduated, I came back to my family home in Idaho and 

kind of looked for jobs, hoping I would find something. I think my parents 

[Talcott T. and Zoe Erbe Hopkins] were hoping I would find something, 

because I also brought my wife [Jo Anne Bybee Hopkins] with me, and what 

was going to be my daughter [Victoria Anne Hopkins] along the line. By good 

fortune, I went to San Diego to pick up a car to drive it back to Idaho. When I 

was in San Diego, I went to the school administration office and asked if there 

are any positions at all available. They sent me out to Grossmont Union High 

School, and I talked to the people there. A person who was supposed to be 

coming back had decided at the last minute that he was not going to come 

back, so the position was there. And they said, yes, that would be fine, that I 

would begin in the fall at the massive salary of $2,900 a year, which was 

actually a living wage at that time, if you can imagine. So I taught there in art 

and design and photography, in which actually it was quite an extraordinary 

school—in the fact that it had a large art department. There were three of us, 



actually, in the art department. The first year was just really interesting. I liked 

the kids a lot, and I liked the teaching, and I liked other things. But then, at 

that year's time, they made a determination in the California system that 

there would be a broader spread of what they called the IQ system. They were 

lowering the IQ numbers, in terms of students, and they began to use art 

classes as dumping grounds. If you were so incompetent you might cut off 

your finger in woodshop, they would put you in an art class instead. So I had 

students at that level, and then some of the really brightest students that 

were really seriously interested in the arts. I also had a spread from freshman 

kids to senior kids all going through their complexities of becoming adults and 

what have you. So it was a very hard composite of things to teach. About 

halfway through that year— I had been painting more or less steadily when I 

had time and exhibited in, as I said, things like the Del Mar [art] fair and other 

places like that, juried exhibitions, and got in them. But I was asked at school 

periodically to give discussions for other faculty members about art history 

and about art in general. They just wanted to know what was going on. And I 

liked that a lot. So I drove up to UCLA one day and met with Gibson [A.] 

Danes—which was very nice that he was there to meet me, first of all—and 

talked about my situation and where I was in my thing. I was trained in art 

education but was increasingly inclined to art history. He said, "Come up and 

come this summer to school. If you maintain an A average, then we'll bring 

you into the program, and then you can figure out from there what to do." So 

I did that and got into art education, did some teaching at University 

Elementary School, then from that time got more involved with history, 

started working with Karl [M.] Birkmeyer, who was my first mentor. I was kind 

of taken into that, I guess you'd say, by Shirley [Nielsen] Hopps, who had 

become a good friend by that time and who was very committed to the 

northern Renaissance and the Flemish artists. I certainly liked them, though 

my interests were really more toward modern art. But I liked him as a teacher. 

He was an extraordinary teacher. So I shifted from art education into art 

history and had my TAs [teaching assistantships] in art history and painted 

through that time. It was during that period, I guess you'd say, that I had to 

make a decision, because I did submit to the L.A. County Museum [of History, 

Science, and Art]'s juried exhibition the year that Clement Greenberg was the 

juror. And he did include a painting of mine in the exhibition. So it kind of hit 

me in a funny way—here is this very important person on the American art 



scene who says that at least this is worth looking at twice, or somebody 

should look at it. That caused a little flurry and also created my continued 

excitement about modern art, contemporary art, getting more engaged with 

that. So when at the end of three years of school at UCLA, working with [E.] 

Maurice Bloch, as we talked about having an opportunity to do a bigger 

exhibition [Fifty Paintings by Thirty-seven Painters of the Los Angeles Area], in 

the [UCLA Art] Galleries in the art building, that traveled to San Francisco and 

Fort Worth— I was finding my way toward museum work or gallery work 

without really knowing a lot of what that was. But the commitment was such 

that I just really almost stopped painting entirely and began to work on the 

other thing. Certainly when I first got to the L.A. County Museum in 1961 that 

decision had been made, though I have always continued to work some in 

small scale—collage during a period of time, mini-assemblage during a period 

of time, kind of Joseph Cornell oriented. People like Joe Goode and Ed 

[Edward] Ruscha had become close friends, so I worked a little bit in that vein. 

But I more or less decided at that time— It was more a flurry every now and 

then. I have continued to do that in watercolor. But that's been my main 

interest. For all of my deep affection for pure abstraction, I still don't paint in 

pure abstraction. [laughs] So roots inherited are still there, I guess you'd say. 

RATNER: 

Okay, great. You just mentioned Gibson Danes, and I wanted to ask you a little 

bit more about him. Last time, you commented that while he was there— You 

mentioned the Life magazine article and how at that time there had been 

quite a lot of interest and activity in the arts while he was on campus. What 

more can you tell me about him? 

HOPKINS: 

I can't really tell you a lot, because— When I went up to interview, I liked him 

a lot. He was a very interesting person. He seemed very responsive and 

humane in terms of his dealings with me. And when we made this deal that I 

would be able to come there the next year if I maintained a certain grade 

average, he left immediately to go to Yale University [laughs], where he then 

finished out his career. And while the arts at UCLA had reached this kind of 

plateau of creativity and were given great credibility, it was his stimulus that 

had pulled that all together. Then, in terms of my own interest, of course, I got 



absorbed in art history and was really very little conscious of what really was 

going on in the other areas of the arts. But it was his stimulus. Had he been a 

totally different person, had he reacted a totally different way, who knows 

what I might have done or might not have done. So I can't really give you a lot 

more information on that, except to say that UCLA was designated, at that 

time of its beginnings, as one of the major art campuses and would have a 

museum or gallery and would have strong courses in the arts as part of the 

regular University of California broader program. From the standpoint of art 

history it was probably an ideal time to be there, simply because it was rather 

new and rather fresh. The people had come from other places. They were 

finding themselves. They were diverse in what they were teaching and diverse 

in their methods of teaching. But I did feel very strongly that I got a very good, 

solid, historical background from all of them, piecing it all together in such a 

way that it certainly made sense to me. And I have used that information 

throughout my whole lifetime, in terms of lecturing and teaching and various 

other things. It was also interesting, because now in the 1990s, we talk about 

the kind of Williams [College] "mafia" that had trained a number of people 

who are heading major museums around the country. But when you think of 

that moment in time of Walter Hopps going off to, well, Pasadena [Art 

Museum] first and then to Washington, the [Smithsonian Institution] National 

Collection of Fine Arts and then the Menil [Collection] museum, and Jim 

[James T.] Demetrion going to Pasadena and then to the Des Moines Art 

Center and then the Hirshhorn [Museum and Sculpture Garden] and Martin 

Friedman going off to the Walker Art Center and myself going to [Los Angeles] 

County [Museum of Art] and then Fort Worth [Art Museum] and San Francisco 

[Museum of Modern Art]—from that little kind of core of people in those 

beginning days of art history, a number of museum people emerged. So it was 

obviously a rare time. 

RATNER: 

You also mentioned that Ed Moses attended UCLA while you were there. I 

wondered if that was how you met him. 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I actually met him as I met most of the artists that then became people 

that I knew and liked, through an affiliation with the Ferus Gallery. That's such 



a complete history in itself. But essentially it was a matter of Ed [Edward] 

Kienholz and Walter Hopps getting together to create a gallery that they felt 

would have something to do with California art and the avant-garde aspects of 

that, thinking of both Northern California and Southern California. They had 

each had galleries before that time. But this was kind of a fortuitous coming 

together. And that was in about 1959, I guess, '58, '59. And after they had 

been working together for about a year and a half to two years, they split their 

partnership, because Kienholz wanted then to pursue his art, which was 

beginning to develop much more strongly. Walter and Shirley, who was always 

there in the background being supportive, picked a person to replace Ed. And 

that was Irving Blum, who had come originally from Phoenix, Arizona, but had 

been working with—I think it was with— Knoll Associates in New York. He was 

much more polished. So he became, with Walter, kind of the co-person. But 

during that period, the Ferus Gallery had emerged as an institution of 

consequence, at least to people of our generation. It's really interesting, 

because when it began, if two or three people a day would show up in the 

gallery, that would be somewhat miraculous. And a little later, a few more and 

a few more. They brought together this group of artists, each of whom had a 

unique stamp on him, and each of whom was quite contrary to, say, what was 

going on in New York or Chicago or other places: Billy Al Bengston, who is 

primarily a painter; Kenneth Price, who is a ceramic artist; Ed Moses, who was 

a drawer-painter; John Altoon, who was the great kind of flamboyant elder 

figure, not really that old, but elder at that time in terms of a role model in 

terms of what leading an artist's life meant? Craig Kauffman, who was 

probably the one who was closest to Walter—they'd been in high school 

together—and very bright. Craig was a person who traveled a lot, not only in 

Northern California, but to Europe. He was the one that kept bringing 

information back and feeding into the system. A little bit later on, Robert 

Irwin, who at the beginning of his career was working in kind of an abstract 

expressionist vein and then gradually worked into his light and space. And 

Kienholz, of course, himself. You got this amazing diversity of artists, all the 

way from the beginning tableaux of Kienholz to the very precise, ordered 

things of Billy Al Bengston and to Kenneth Price and his ceramic work. And 

then they would have openings. And when the openings would occur, they 

were always confusing— Sometimes the artists would dress up, and you'd 

never know who would appear as what. [laughs] Sometimes the beer would 



flow a little too freely and too late. But people began to congregate around 

that. It was a focal point. And along with the gallery as a focal point, just up 

the street at the head, I guess you'd say, of La Cienega [Boulevard] was this 

funny old place called Barney's Beanery, which became a hangout place in the 

bar. And the reason that the artists were drawn to the Beanery is because it 

was the only place that would take a tab for the artists to drink for a month 

and then pay their bill and what have you. I guess they paid it, or they 

wouldn't keep coming back. But it became a focal point of the La Cienega 

situation. If you wanted to meet these strange artists, then if you went to the 

Beanery after an opening, there'd be a lot of big discussion and interaction 

and things of that kind. It was the closest thing to a scene that Los Angeles had 

at that time—or since, for that matter. And that stimulated a lot of interest. 

And then younger artists would begin to show up, and art students would 

show up, and these same artists were teaching at Chouinard [Art Institute] 

and the other art schools. So that this second generation of the Larry Bells and 

the Joe Goodes and the Ed Ruschas and Ed Bereals began to form. We really 

felt here was not just a group of artists who were in Los Angeles who were 

thinking about art in ways differently than they were on the East Coast, but 

now here's a second generation of them coming right along behind them. That 

had a kind of very gratifying and powerful impact on us. And people did begin 

to collect modestly. The major collectors had begun to develop their 

collections mainly of New York art and, to a certain extent, European art, but 

mainly New York art. But they bought California art occasionally. They were 

very friendly to the artists that were here. So we had a scene. It really was 

quite remarkable. The other thing that Ferus Gallery did that was important to 

our history is the fact that not only did it show Los Angeles art, but 

occasionally an artist from Northern California, like Bruce Conner or Jay DeFeo 

or Sonia Gechtoff, who were working in ways different— But again, it was 

different than New York, that whole part of it. And then occasionally [the 

Ferus] would also do an exhibition like a Kurt Schwitters exhibition. Well, Kurt 

Schwitters was certainly not that well known. This is Walter's esoteric taste 

and interest in surrealism. But beautiful little Schwitters collages which 

impacted— He did a beautiful Josef Albers exhibition, which everyone wishes 

they had gotten one then. The prices were $400, $600, things of that kind. 

That had a big impact. It particularly impacted, say, Billy Al Bengston and the 

way he was working with his squares and regimental stripes and things of that 



kind. But it began to lead toward what I would call kind of a purist sensibility. 

A lot of that had to do with Walter's installation of the gallery, and then Irving, 

who was equally precise and pristine in presentation. So that you would walk 

in that space and you might see ten or twelve works of art against white walls, 

which were different than many of the other galleries around, as we've talked 

about that. But I think it also began to impact the way the art was made. It 

was kind of made to fit the gallery in a very funny way. 

RATNER: 

That's interesting. 

HOPKINS: 

I don't think any of the artists would agree with that statement, but 

nonetheless, you got that feeling. And then, a very strong competition 

emerged among the artists, who really felt that if anybody was going to come 

new into the gallery, they would have to accept that new person into the 

gallery. Walter and Irving and Ed were kind of the directors, but in essence the 

artists were in charge is what it amounted to, aesthetically in charge. And each 

time that they would have a show, their ambition was to knock off the artist 

that had been on the wall before that time. So that if it was Kenny Price's turn 

up, it was his ambition to have a much better show than Irwin had had just 

before him or Bengston just before that. So the competition pushed them 

toward extremes. But I think the thing that was most marvelous about the 

period and that particular group of artists is that even today each one of them 

is independent. You know, they've applied terms like finish fetish, for example. 

Irwin and others went off into what became known as light and space. But if 

you think of the vast diversity between someone like Kienholz, on the one 

hand, and Bengston in kind of a decorative middle and Irwin in light and space, 

there was no unifying factor other than the fact that they were interested in 

good art and new ideas. That's one of the things that doesn't get talked about 

enough. But at the same time that this was happening, then, other art was 

pouring into the communities through galleries with greater and lesser 

success. So we had the chance to see, as I said, Jasper Johns and Niki de Saint 

Phalle and Jean Tinguely and then actually got to watch someone like Yves 

Klein do one of his body paintings with his model and the big blue paintings at 

the Dwan Gallery or the [Robert] Rauschenberg show or the [Philip] Guston 



show or the Kline show. Suddenly we weren't just a tiny little thing. It was all 

kind of spreading. But it's all spreading in a nice context where everybody 

knew one another. There was a lot of good interaction back and forth. 

Everybody would go to all of the different openings. And good lectures were 

happening at that time at the Pasadena Museum and Westside Jewish 

Community Center and UCLA. Fred [Frederick S.] Wight was doing his shows, 

which were very important to our history. So I think we felt— I'd kind of come 

into the scene in '57. Some of these people have been here much longer. But I 

think the general feeling was this is a place where one could actually live, see 

art, know collectors, get to know collectors, feel they weren't isolated from 

the rest of the country—that in fact, it had a great deal to offer an artist to 

stay here and live and work. The pattern prior to that time had always been if 

you're going to make it, you had to go off to New York. And two or three of 

the artists of that group did go to New York, but they came back within a year, 

usually, after that time, and never went back again. They just recognized that 

there's a different force at work out here. Sorry, I'm rambling on with 

examples. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

No, that's great. That's really important information. And you're right, you 

don't hear those kinds of analyses very often. We were just talking about 

Walter, and you happened to comment that you chose to stay up very late at 

night discussing which artists you thought had very long, successful— 

HOPKINS: 

Who would last in history? 

RATNER: 

Exactly. And I wondered which ones you thought would last, and maybe how 

accurate you had been. [laughs] 

HOPKINS: 

Well, it sounds strange now in retrospect, and I guess even then, because it 

seems very fixed in our minds. But when you are kind of absorbed in art and 

the art world, you either know things or feel things or surmise things or your 

peers feel certain ways that the general public hasn't gotten to yet, or is still 



reaching for. So our lists were really issues of the twentieth century, and 

dealing with artists like Matisse, obviously, and Picasso. Brancusi was 

extraordinarily high on our list at that time, and still would be very high on our 

list. And Miró certainly was high on our list. Duchamp was high on our list. 

Mondrian and Kandinsky were high on our list. Now that sounds like anybody 

would say that, but strangely enough back at that time those weren't defined 

issues. Where that had some meaning, I guess you'd say, or impact, is that 

kind of working on those lists and talking about them amongst ourselves, we 

were then having the opportunity at the beginnings of our museums' careers 

to talk to people who were collecting, and would be able to, at a dinner party, 

get the ear and the attention of people who were collecting art. They would 

listen to these names and what have you. They would pursue it, and they 

would look. And sooner or later, sure enough, there would show up a Joseph 

Cornell in the collection or a Mondrian would show up in a collection that was 

theirs. But we always appended that, in essence, to use those root people, 

and then try to determine who in the California scene—especially New York 

scene, but California scene—who met those standards, who met that kind of 

criteria— And people like Robert Rauschenberg and Jasper Johns and others 

that I think you could say to a certain extent— Not that we were in any way 

clairvoyant. But we somehow saw that as the inevitable kind of next step in 

the evolution and the growth of things. These were kind of just before the 

beginnings of pop art. We weren't yet to the [Andy] Warhols and [Roy] 

Lichtensteins and the [Claes] Oldenburgs. But we were seeing, for example, 

let's say, Bengston in the context of that or Irwin in the context of that. Or "Is 

this important? Is this something that's moving in a direction that is consistent 

with what we think history is saying or doing?" Those were great exercises, 

the yellow pad exercises, which were fun. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

You also spoke about Bill [William C.] Seitz, who was the curator at the 

Museum of Modern Art. You called him "the curator we all admired," and I 

wondered who exactly the "we" was and why he was so admired. 

HOPKINS: 

Well, a combination of things. First of all, he was very bright. Secondly, he was 

very committed to art, which one, at that particular moment in our histories, 



had reservations about in terms of many museum people—whether they were 

dilettantes or whether they were second sons in wealthy families or whatever 

else they might be. He was really seriously committed to the ideas of art. The 

big impact for us was when he decided that he was going to exhibitions at the 

Museum of Modern Art, which was, you know, the hall of fame. There was 

nothing like the Museum of Modern Art, which is something I might just 

comment on quickly. It was such a powerful institution. Even in the late 1940s 

and 1950s, through its education department, it would send around to a lot of 

places—it even got to me in Idaho—panels of descriptions with reproductions 

and stories about the evolution of modern art from the perspective of their 

collections, which obviously made their collections even more important. But 

that was really the learning ground. That was the only real learning ground 

where all of us got our fundamentals, I guess you'd say, in terms of the art of 

the twentieth century. When Bill Seitz, in this position of exquisite power, to 

us, as the curator at the Museum of Modern Art, decided to do an exhibition 

called [The Art of] Assemblage—which was a term that he had coined, 

separated from two-dimensional collage and sculpture; it's this thing in 

between made out of found objects—and saw that as something interesting, 

when, in fact, one of the biggest focal points for that kind of activity was on 

the West Coast— So you could look at aspects of what Rauschenberg was 

doing or what Johns was doing or [Cy] Twombly in early sculpture, or things of 

that kind. But that he would actually come out here and see a Bruce Conner 

and see an Edward Kienholz and see a George Herms and see a Wallace 

Berman was a sign to us that there was some kind of maturation process 

happening on the West Coast, that we were doing things that were relatable. 

And secondarily, that a curator would be interested in what even we 

considered to be this kind of esoteric interest, as being away from abstract 

expressionism and other things of that kind— So it was a natural respect and 

adoration for somebody who we thought thought the way we thought and 

knew how to do it and had the power to it that we didn't have at that time. He 

would come frequently here and was a participant often in the Sunday get-

togethers at Jim [James H.] Elliott's house. We'd kind of sit at his knee and 

listen to him discourse about various things and what was happening in New 

York and what was going on. He became a very good friend to a number of us 

over an extended period of time. That was, I guess you'd say, the museum 

attachment of— Well, I've mentioned the fact that he had been invited to jury 



the annual exhibition at the L.A. County Museum of Art. And it was actually 

during the first day that I worked at the museum. So I had this incredible 

double opportunity to spend a whole day with him and to listen to his 

judgments about who he thought was interesting and why and who wasn't 

interesting at all and who was copying this and who was doing that. And just 

watching the process, again, from which I learned a great deal. In fact, I have 

juried, I guess, hundreds of shows since that time, and I always recollect about 

that particular day. But to have somebody like that out here spending time, 

being a friend, gave us an attachment to other friends in the museum cycle, so 

that suddenly we were able to go back and visit him in New York and see Peter 

[H.] Selz, who actually— Which is another thing of interest at that moment. 

Peter Selz was a university professor at Pomona [College] and was suddenly 

snaked out of Pomona to become a curator at the Museum of Modern Art. He 

and Bill Seitz were the parallels. Selz's particular area of history was in German 

expressionism and pursuing that bent through various areas. He did a big 

figurative exhibition, which was totally counter to what all of us thought art 

should be doing at that time. But in a way, he was just simply saying that "It's 

gone this way; now let's look again at this," and brought into focus a number 

of painters in the [San Francisco] Bay Area, like Richard Diebenkorn and David 

Parks and Elmer Bischoff, for example—that whole kind of generation of 

figurative things—and even more recent ones, like Joan Brown and Nathan 

Oliveira. So it was, again, an acceptance of the California scene into the 

national picture. Here was a guy who was like the rest of us, a little older, but 

teaching— You know, had come out of the German heritage, and that's where 

the attachment came to the museum. But somebody grabbed him out of the 

Pomona area and suddenly dragged [him] off to stardom. In our minds, that's 

what that amounted to. It began that kind of interaction. So then we could go 

back and we could sit down with Bill Seitz and meet Frank O'Hara and meet 

the head of the photography department and meet Arthur Drexler, the head 

of the design department. And we felt like we were part of the scene. 

RATNER: 

And we were, it seems like. [laughs] 

HOPKINS: 

We were, that's right. 



RATNER: 

Okay. You also just made a brief comment when we were starting to talk 

about LACMA [Los Angeles County Museum of Art] and the docent program. 

And you said, "We kicked out the Junior League." What role did they have at 

the museum? And why would they have been involved in that way? 

HOPKINS: 

Essentially, when the museum was in Exposition Park— Every museum has 

volunteer groups that work with it. And one of the projects the Junior League 

was involved in was working with the art aspect of the L.A. County Museum. 

They were good people and sincere in what they were doing, but they were— 

I guess you'd have to say they were Junior League first and volunteers second. 

When we started to talk about building the new museum and building new 

support structures and building new methods of that, we felt it was absolutely 

imperative that the first commitment of our volunteers would be to the 

museum and not to an outside agency, and to not cloud that commitment 

with issues that might not have to do with the arts, something of that kind. So 

it was a cathartic moment, because certainly the museum did not have much 

support. To kind of give away your best volunteers in favor of something that 

hadn't been tested yet was a risky business. But it certainly worked the right 

way, because those who were really committed to the arts stayed, whether 

they were Junior League or not, but not under the auspices of the League. And 

new people came along. Certain volunteers really came to the fore, like Glenn 

[C.] Janss, for example, who devoted as much time as a professional staff 

member to getting the docent program going and other things like that. So I 

think that was just a— And it did in an interesting way that served not just the 

docent council, but that whole idea of museum volunteership benefited from 

that experience. We did the same thing at San Francisco a little bit later on, 

where you're just trying to eliminate entrenched systems that have to do with 

a past but don't have to do with the future, and you're trying to establish 

some kind of a future. Another important thing— There are other people who 

can give you better information on this. I can only do it from recollection, and 

hope that I'm reasonably accurate. But it is my understanding that when Ric 

[Richard F.] Brown was brought from the East Coast—where he'd been kind of 

a fellow at the Frick [Collection]—to be the chief curator, which was the top 

art job in the museum— The idea was to bring somebody who would then 



begin to develop the idea of a new museum and building it and so forth and so 

on. The board [of trustees] of the L.A. County Museum up until that time was 

a composite board that had to do with ornithology, had to do with 

archaeology, all of the different things the museum was dealing with. 
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HOPKINS: 

The board was, in large part—whatever their kind of special interest was, art 

being one of them—[made up] of old-line Los Angeles families, who, while 

they were supportive, it was a minimal kind of conservative support. It was at 

that time that the first Jewish members were brought on the board. And that 

was a true conflicting situation. Certain older members who had for years 

been supporters of the museum and had certain things or promised gifts or 

what have you just simply left the board at that time. I know that in the 

museum there were a number of decorative arts rooms that were established. 

Those were taken away from the L.A. museum and given to San Francisco, 

where they are at the present time, based on that issue. And we're talking 

about the late fifties. That's pretty amazing, when you think about it. But it 

was indicative of the nature of the thing. So that was one step to kind of 

broaden the community base, broaden the commitment base. And by bringing 

people like Norton [W.] Simon and Taft [B.] Schreiber and others into the 

board context, it made a difference, okay? And then when they started to talk 

about the idea of a new museum— I guess you'd call it, in L.A. terms, kind of 

the old trilateral agreement: "You do this, I'll do this. You do this, I'll do that." 

Mrs. [Dorothy Buffum "Buffy"] Chandler was interested in developing the 

music center. And Ed [Edward W.] Carter was interested in developing the 

museum. So the old-line community said, "All right, we're behind this. We're 

behind this, because Buffy is here and Ed is here, and we're going to get these 

things done." And how that all happened at that exact moment, it's hard to 

say. Certainly Ric Brown was a catalyst to that. Franklin [D.] Murphy, who was 

the chancellor at UCLA, became engaged and became the great mediator in all 

of those discussions and meetings. A different character of people came on 

the board that would not be old-line Los Angeles. I think particularly of 

someone like David [E.] Bright, who was— I'm not sure of the business he was 

in, but he was certainly a self-made man and had gained his wealth through 



hard work. He was a little roughshod, and rough as a personality, 

very.contrary to what the old board had been, but very committed to art and 

excitement about art and collecting and what have you. So those were the 

changes over time, not only in terms of our little local phenomenon around 

the galleries and the university's interest, but also in the greater context of the 

city. It all kind of just bubbled up at that moment. 

RATNER: 

That's extraordinary, that it all happened in that way at that time. 

HOPKINS: 

Yeah, it is. Because there weren't really overlaps, you know. Just somehow it 

was a time for that to occur. 

RATNER: 

In talking about the desire to separate the art portion of the L.A. County 

Museum of History, Science, and Art into a separate— 

HOPKINS: 

Thing. 

RATNER: 

—thing unto itself, obviously, they had to select an architect. And apparently 

that was somewhat controversial. I'd read that Ric Brown campaigned for 

Mies van der Rohe, or someone in a similar vein. But the board selected 

William [L.] Pereira and Associates, a Los Angeles firm. What prompted that 

decision? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, the guiding principle fundamentally was money, okay? But they had 

come to the determination that they were going to build a new museum. And 

working with the County of Los Angeles, they had selected the Hancock Park 

site as being a place that the county would give to them. It was county land. 

They would give that to them to build a museum. And the desire was to raise 

$12 million. It sounds absurd that they built that museum for $12 million, but 

that's more or less what the budget was. And they had some strong agents in 

the community to get it put together. But finding $12 million for an art 



museum was not an easy task. It could never have been done before that 

time, but it was not an easy task. And they brought into the board structure 

and to the development thing people like Howard Ahmanson, for example, 

and others of that type. During that period, Ric Brown, as the director, began 

to look at architects. And yes, his great desire was to have Mies van der Rohe. 

Mies van der Rohe actually came and sat on the ground in Hancock Park and 

looked at the site and thought about what could happen there and what kind 

of a building and was interested in the process. And we, as young staff, were 

very excited about this prospect that something like that could possibly 

happen, because he was certainly on our hero list of architects at that time. 

And then the word came back that the determination had been made that it 

would be a local architect. There's always that friction between local 

architects and somebody away from the area. And as I understand it, the 

catalytic figure in that was Howard Ahmanson, who insisted that it be a local 

architect and also that it be Pereira. That had a certain amount to do with his 

savings and loans buildings, which had been done locally, and the mosaics 

done by Millard Sheets. So money talked, and that was the determination. It 

was a disappointment. But along with the disappointment, the excitement 

that actually a new museum was going to happen, because this gave the 

catalyst to the fund drive, it was kind of forgotten in that. Interestingly, a 

similar thing happened in terms of the Pasadena museum, when they were 

talking about eventually building a new contemporary museum rather than 

having the old Chinese pavilion that they had there. And they had a model 

made by Stone. I want to say Irving, but I can't— 

RATNER: 

I think it was Edward. 

HOPKINS: 

Ed. You're right. Edward [D.] Stone, who was flying very high at that time, 

having done the Kennedy Center [for the Performing Arts] and some other 

things. And yet the building he produced was really an unattractive building. 

So they got in a big discussion. This was during Tom [Thomas W.] Leavitt's, 

Walter's, and eventually Jim Demetrion's time. I think it was Jim Demetrion 

who canned that program. Then they were casting for a more interesting 

architect. And again, money talked. Thornton Ladd, who was the relative of 



one of the people—though Thornton had a good local reputation—was 

selected to do the museum, which functions beautifully for the Norton Simon 

Museum, but didn't function at all well really as a contemporary museum. The 

two things— We called that one the May Company of art museums. [laughs] 

And we called the L.A. County Museum the first tract house museum. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

Well, I was going to ask you how the staff felt about— 

HOPKINS: 

Not before your board, but in our own private conversations. 

RATNER: 

Well, I was going to ask you how the staff felt about the completed project. 

But you've just answered that. [laughs] 

HOPKINS: 

That's right, that's right. Because, again, you don't have the power, but you 

have aspirations. And one would love to think of somebody like a Frank Lloyd 

Wright or Mies van der Rohe building, sitting here in our landscape. But not to 

be. 

RATNER: 

Not to be. How do you feel Ric Brown felt about the final project? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, he was never happy with this solution. Many, many times afterward, in 

conversations with a variety of people, the issue of the Mies van der Rohe 

thing would come up. And certainly when the time came— when the building 

was completed and when the ceremonies were there and it put Los Angeles— 

Independent of the architecture, it put Los Angeles on the national art map. 

And the building had a big spread in Life magazine and a lot of celebration, and 

things around it— But about a year after that time, conflict between Ric and 

the board became really severe, in their mind based on his management 

capacities, though we always felt it was more ego and the fact that he was 

getting a lot of recognition. And the board was not being recognized in the 

same kind of broad sense, in terms of who put the money together and who is 



the power. It's a tradition in the museum business that you just simply say, if 

you're going to build a new building, just assume you're going to be fired the 

year after that, because it seems an inevitable consequence of that. But in 

Ric's case, when he then decided to go to Fort Worth— He'd come from the 

East Coast, come to Los Angeles, seen this grow, had completed a major 

project—independent of the architect. And the question then would be, you 

know, back to the Frick [Collection] or the Metropolitan [Museum of Art] or 

this, that, or something else? And suddenly, out of the blue came this issue of 

Fort Worth and this man named Kay Kimbell who had died and who had left a 

lot of money to build a museum, and to buy works of art and so forth and so 

on. It was not terribly tempting at the beginning. But then he realized that he 

could again have an opportunity for choice of architect. That's why he was so 

dogged about getting Louis [I.] Kahn to do that building. And it was late for 

Mies van der Rohe. But there was also the van der Rohe building which was in 

Houston. And Kahn was a much more logical choice, based on the glass-steel 

structures of Mies van der Rohe in the Texas sunlight would have been 

probably a disaster. And Kahn's was an absolutely wonderful thing. And now it 

stands as one of the great monuments of museums in the country. So he was 

vindicated. 

RATNER: 

In an interview with Kenneth Donahue, he suggests that one of the reasons 

the design [of the Los Angeles County Museum of Art] featured three separate 

buildings— the Ahmanson [Gallery], the Bing [Theater], and the Hammer 

[Wing]—was because the various donors had a fair amount of both ego and 

money invested in the project. What knowledge do you have of that? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, it's true. Whether the pavilion concept actually emerged from that, I'm 

not absolutely certain. But certainly, it gave them naming opportunities for 

people who had given significant amounts of money. And the main one, of 

course, was the Ahmanson building, which was to house the permanent 

collection and be the kind of stable aspect of the museum. And Anna Bing 

Arnold, because of her theatrical background and her interests, was very 

much interested in education and the aspect of education, which is the 

building that I controlled at that time. And that certainly made sense to have 



an auditorium and the education programs and the other things with her 

name on that. The third building was initially the Bart Lytton building. Bart 

Lytton was an entrepreneurial banker here in Southern California who rose 

very quickly. Savings and loans, I guess it was. He rose very quickly and 

became very wealthy, and was a very complex personality, but put—I'm 

guessing—I'll say a $1 million commitment to have his name on what was the 

changing exhibition building. He then reneged on the gift. And the building 

was then renamed after [Armand] Hammer, who gave the amount of money 

necessary to put his name on that structure. So, yes, you certainly are talking 

about— I wouldn't say that— Of those three, the lesser ego would have been 

Anna Bing Arnold, who really for pure humanitarian purposes wanted to see 

that structure there. But in just thinking of Ahmanson and thinking of Lytton 

and thinking of Hammer—again, we're talking about this new kind of self-

made, wealthy American entrepreneur, which has become the dominant 

feature in funding for American museums rather than the old-line traditional 

money, which never seems to emerge. Those are the sacrifices you make. 

[laughs] 

RATNER: 

That's why they keep it in their families, I guess. [laughs] 

HOPKINS: 

That's right. That's right. 

RATNER: 

Because they're not giving it to museums. 

HOPKINS: 

Right. 

RATNER: 

How accurate is the story that, at one point, Howard Ahmanson wanted the 

museum called the Ahmanson? 

HOPKINS: 

Museum, as a total complex? 



RATNER: 

Yes. 

HOPKINS: 

I can't verify that. I don't know that information. To hear you say that certainly 

doesn't surprise me. And I suspect it was really the basis of, "All right, Howard, 

come up with all of the money, and you can do it." But needing to balance 

that with naming opportunities for the other major donors I think was the 

reason it wasn't possible. You can't take $2 million from X or Y or Z and not 

give them some degree of credibility. 

RATNER: 

The new building opens in 1965. And— 

HOPKINS: 

April Fools' Day. 

RATNER: 

Oh, really? 

HOPKINS: 

Yeah. 

RATNER: 

And Kenneth Donahue described it as "the most gala event I can recall since 

the opening of the Museum of Modern Art." I wondered how you would have 

described the opening. 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I think that it's interesting to hear that Kenneth Donahue was around for 

the opening of the Museum of Modern Art. [laughs] He must have meant the 

Philip [C.] Johnson adaptation. But it was gala. There's actually no question 

about the fact that it was gala. The opening program would determine that we 

would be doing Handel's music for royal fireworks, and that we would have a 

fireworks display at the museum. When the building was first built, it had 

rounded ponds. The three buildings floated in black reflecting pools in which 



there were fountains. And that evening there were hundreds and hundreds 

and hundreds of people sitting out in the plaza on a beautiful April night—

thank heaven a beautiful April night. And with the water and the fountains 

playing and the gala nature of the crowd and the orchestra playing the Handel 

music and the fireworks going off, there was no question about it, it was an 

astounding evening. There is a double-page spread photograph 

in Life magazine that I had the pleasure of working on. By that, I mean working 

with the photographer for three days to set up the shot, to set up the cameras 

across the street in the building to do this, to do that. And he'd come every 

day to check the time of day and the light and the conditions. It's an amazing 

photograph. 

RATNER: 

We'll have to track that down. What was the reaction of the general 

community to the opening of the museum? 

HOPKINS: 

Dramatic and immediate. In fact, even before the museum opened— In the 

location in Exposition Park and being part of a tripartite museum, there was 

not a lot of activity. But when this new board began to form and to function, 

when Jim Elliott came as the chief curator and began to explore a different 

kind of exhibition programming, and when I was able to come and work at the 

museum— There was also a person there named Bill [William] Osmun, who 

was essentially in the decorative arts but was very sensitive to a lot of 

contemporary ideas and what have you. And we were given our head a little 

bit. And we started to do exhibitions there, like Futurism, like the Philip 

Guston show. I'm trying to think of some of the other ones that were there. 

I'm suddenly drawing a blank. But then we did a Watts Towers [Simon Rodia's 

Towers in Watts: Photographs by Seymour Rosen] exhibition, I think as I 

mentioned. And we paid tribute to a couple of local architects. But the 

exhibition program began to generate audience, okay? And it wasn't all 

modern and contemporary. There was a wonderful Mexican exhibition, for 

example, a really important Mexican exhibition [Master Works of Mexican Art 

from Pre-Columbian Times to the Present]. There was a Versailles exhibition 

[Treasures of Versailles], where they reconstructed kind of wonderful things in 

that funny, old building that gave you the real feeling of Versailles. And it was 



the only museum. It was the only kind of act in town, discounting Pasadena 

working on its little numbers over here. But the exhibition program became 

much more intensive, much more intense. We were able to fund it through a 

combination of the county funds and other things, though the NEA [National 

Endowment for the Arts] hadn't even really begun yet. And people were 

beginning to collect and getting active and beginning to support contemporary 

art and beginning to support modern art. And when we would have lectures 

down there, if they were good lectures, where we'd have Peter Selz coming 

down and damning pop art as being the worst thing that ever happened, and 

Lawrence Alloway being there to defend pop art and to argue about that, we 

would fill out the auditorium, which was about four hundred people. But 

everybody felt a little uneasy. It's still in the Exposition Park area. They came in 

big crowds and left all at once. And that was that. But it started to stimulate. 

And then when it was able to announce the fact that the Hancock Park site 

had been selected—which was at that time a much more central location in 

the city and much more easily accessible from the Westside and the other 

sections of the city—and when the groundbreaking actually took place and 

dirt started to be moved around and a wall went up around the property, 

membership began to develop. By the time we opened the museum on April 

1, I think our membership was already at something like twenty thousand 

people, which is fourfold what it had ever been in Exposition Park. And it grew 

ever since that time. And I think it was two years ago, maybe a little further 

back than that, but certainly at one moment, Los Angeles County Museum of 

Art had the largest membership of any museum in the United States. 

RATNER: 

Oh, I didn't know that. 

HOPKINS: 

So it took off immediately. Let's see. And then it was just kind of implied 

national excitement about Los Angeles coming to a certain level, although 

they were very critical about the collections, which they should have been. It 

nonetheless put us in a whole different situation. And people became very 

comfortable with it. And we were able to do a lot of film programs and music 

programs and monthly Monday evening concerts and things that had their 

own specialized audiences that would come along. Then for a period of time, 



which was during my tenure—and certainly I can claim whatever 

responsibility, I guess— When the museum got opened, I was in charge of— 

All of this took time, building the museum, and I moved from kind of a junior 

person in the modern art department to the head of education to the head of 

programs. When Ric Brown left, they made me head of exhibitions and 

publications. And that meant that I set the exhibition schedule. We'd hired 

Maurice Tuchman to come and be the curator of contemporary art. So 

suddenly— And Jim Elliott was still there. He did his big Bonnard show 

[Bonnard and His Environment], which was his kind of life work in terms of 

exhibitions. Maurice did the American Sculpture of the Sixties exhibition. He 

did a full-blown exhibition on abstract expressionism [New York School, the 

First Generation: Paintings of the 1940s and 1950s], reevaluating that whole 

program. We brought in exhibitions by Jackson Pollock [Jackson Pollock 

Retrospective], by [Alberto] Giacometti [Alberto Giacometti Retrospective], by 

de Kooning [Willem de Kooning]. We did exhibitions of— We attempted to do 

local things. Henry [J.] Seldis did an exhibition on Rico Lebrun [Rico Lebrun, 

1900-1964]. And it was a very contemporary program, quite modern and quite 

contemporary, and much more so than the board would have really wished. 

We did do an exhibition of Iranian art [7,000 Years of Iranian Art]. We did an 

exhibition of Japanese art [Art Treasures from Japan]. I'm not going to 

remember them all. We did a Picasso print show [Picasso: Sixty Years of 

Graphics], which was a wonderful exhibition that Ebria Feinblatt put together. 

But it was more contemporary than the board would have wished. And when I 

left in 1968, they kind of put the dampers on Maurice and tried to push things 

off in other directions to kind of broaden the scope. But it generated 

tremendous excitement in terms of the program, and took away, which is 

another kind of interesting part in terms of later history, the fact that— The 

competition here on the West Coast was always between San Francisco and 

Los Angeles. How real that is it didn't matter. It just always is there as a 

phenomenon. And exhibitions which had been going to San Francisco 

suddenly were coming to Los Angeles. We were a bigger community, bigger 

audience, bigger this, bigger that. And people from San Francisco had to start 

coming to Los Angeles to see exhibitions that they didn't have a chance to see, 

because they were suddenly here. It was our program at that time, if an 

exhibition was in San Francisco, we wouldn't have it in Los Angeles; if an 

exhibition was in Los Angeles, we wouldn't have it in San Francisco. Faulty 



logic, because not that many people traveled back and forth. But that was just 

kind of the program. So suddenly, we were in that position of, I guess you 

could say, dominance as an art community on the West Coast. It's funny, 

because when I then went to Fort Worth for five years and came back to the 

West Coast to the San Francisco Museum, one of the key determinants in my 

doing that was the recognition that while the Pasadena museum of 

contemporary art hadn't folded, I knew it was folding. And I also knew the 

kind of strictures that the board had put on Maurice in terms of being a 

general museum. Therefore only about 10 percent of the time could be 

devoted to doing exhibitions of modern and contemporary art. So I could see 

a window in San Francisco to grab back that kind of activity, which we did. And 

we had the [Jasper] Johns show and the [Robert] Rauschenberg show, and we 

had the big California show, and we had The [Dinner Party:] Judy Chicago show 

and a lot of different things that just didn't get to Los Angeles. The L.A. 

audience had to come to San Francisco for that, which ultimately was the 

catalyst for MOCA [Museum of Contemporary Art]'s happening down here. So, 

as I said a number of times, the only thing that scares me to death is if both 

cities fall asleep at the same time, we're in real trouble. [laughs] But as long as 

the competitive zeal goes back and forth, because that, obviously, ultimately 

was the catalyst for building the [new] San Francisco Museum [of Modern 

Art]. And now, who knows? Getty [J. Paul Getty Museum]'s next, I guess. 

RATNER: 

You just described a little bit about really what happened following the 

opening of the museum. But I just wanted to clarify, what kind of image was 

the museum trying to present to the public locally and on a national level? 

HOPKINS: 

Good question. Yeah, those were discussions at that time—serious discussions 

at that time. And the general agreement, from the standpoint of everyone 

involved, was that the museum would be a general museum, all right? And 

certain decisions were made before the move about certain collections that 

would remain not art and stay in the history of science museum, let's say, like 

the African art collection. One can question the judgment of that, because this 

affected collections in that area, but somehow those decisions were made. Yet 

they wanted to be a general museum. And occasionally [when] Ric Brown 



would refer to it as being "cave painting to contemporary, " [this] was what he 

was talking about. About the only issue around that was the issue of 

contemporary, because Pasadena was active in the museum, in both the old 

and the planning for the newer building. Should the museum be that engaged 

in contemporary art? It was not the great love and affection of most of the 

people on the board. But there was an insistence that that be maintained as 

part of the program that had covered the full, broad gamut as much as it could 

in terms of exhibitions, and in the belief that that would help us also to 

develop collections, which in fact, has proven to be true. Because whatever 

criticism one might make of the museum over an historical period, when you 

think of the short period of time the museum has been there and the dramatic 

increase in numbers and quality of collection materials in a variety of areas, 

it's quite astounding, I think. So that was the presentation. It was to be a 

general museum. It was to be the Metropolitan Museum [of Art] of the West 

Coast. And to all intents and purposes, it is that, with the [Norton] Simon 

[Museum] over here and the Getty over there. But that's the role that it has 

served and, I think, served very well. 

RATNER: 

Okay. I just wanted to back up and talk a little bit more about the board, 

because, as you mentioned— You've mentioned a number of the people who 

are on the board during the early and mid-sixties. The character of the board 

had changed, and it had some very strong personalities and egos during that 

time. 

HOPKINS: 

Yes, it did. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

You mentioned Armand Hammer, Ed Carter, Franklin Murphy, Howard 

Ahmanson, Bart Lytton, Norton Simon, Taft Schreiber— 

HOPKINS: 

Now, Armand was not on the board at that time. 

RATNER: 

Not at that time? He came on— 



HOPKINS: 

At a later time, yes. 

RATNER: 

How involved were they in day-to-day kinds of decision making? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I guess you'd have to say increasingly— The term used is to say it was a 

meddlesome board. And in reality, that's not too surprising, because you're 

starting from ground zero to build something. You do have a lot of egos. You 

have a lot of different things that have to be balanced. And the fact that they 

were balanced as well as they were, I guess, is quite miraculous. I remember 

one day being in a board meeting which was very intensive, with Ed Carter at 

one end of the table and Norton Simon at the other end of the table. And 

Norton was always—subliminally, but nonetheless—raising the threat, if he 

wasn't getting his way about this or that, that his collection wouldn't come to 

the museum. And they catered to him for a long period of time, almost a 

decade of the early days of the museum. The collection gave him a strong 

voice. He was very often in opposition to Ed Carter and some of the others. As 

I said, the mediator between the two of them was Franklin Murphy, who was 

just extraordinary at that kind of thing. But I can remember at one meeting, he 

came over to my office, which was in the Bing building. He had taken a break 

in the board meeting, and it had been very intensive. They had been glowering 

at each other from one end of the table to the other end. Franklin came in and 

just shook his head. He said, "Someday, they're just going to kill each other. 

That's all there is to it." [laughs] So it wasn't just within the relationship of the 

board to the staff, but the relationship of the board to the board, which was a 

complex— We had committees. Again, it was a basis for getting people 

involved and committing money. We had acquisition committees, and we had 

exhibition committees that are supposed to be advisory, but they obviously 

were very intensive in terms of their feelings and their attitudes about 

different things. And it took a lot of skill and manipulation to keep the public 

programs up front and out in front where they belonged. And that was initially 

the conflict between Ric Brown and the board—that he had very kind of 

strong ideas and he had his own very strong ego and, with the building of the 

new museum, felt a particular kind of power. The board just simply—



practically overnight—took it away from him, just put him in the position of a 

hired employee. And they were the hirers and the firers, and they were the 

policymakers, and they were the this, this, and that, so you do this. And that 

was a very difficult time for all of us on staff, because we had great admiration 

for Ric Brown. He had been asked by the board—to not make this totally 

biased—as they got closer to the new museum to bring in a strong executive 

director, that kind of second- in-command, because they could see that the 

job was getting bigger and bigger. Being out and raising money and doing this 

and doing that and working with the art and so forth and so on, he needed 

some support, some help. And he had the option to hire any number of 

people, and he brought Ken [Kenneth] Donahue. Ken Donahue came from the 

[John and Mable] Ringling Museum [of Art]. None of us knew anything about 

him, except that he was a baroque scholar. He was brought in as the deputy 

director. And younger staff just were not very impressed with him as a person. 

When Ric, then, left, a search was kind of perfunctorily done. And there was 

announced that Kenneth Donahue would become the new director. From our 

point of view, that was simply tantamount to saying, "We want a patsy that 

will do our bidding, and do this and do that." And to a certain extent, that was 

true. But also, again in fairness to Ken Donahue, there was considerable 

collection growth during his period of time. He was able to keep things 

together and keep the county budget together and work. We were just used 

to stronger personalities than that. And he worked in a different way. There 

were many meetings that ended in real yelling matches. And there were real 

conflicts. One instance— Well, two or three instances. We were doing an 

exhibition—it was American Sculpture of the Sixties—and had the work up. We 

were about ready for the opening. And Sidney [F.] Brody, who was a board 

member, came through before the exhibition and saw a Stephen von Huene 

piece which had a big kind of phallic part to it [The Hermaphroditic Horseback 

Rider], And he insisted it be taken down. We got in a big fight about, you 

know, curatorial against— Eventually it did stay, but it was a real issue. And at 

the time of the opening of the museum, when they were installing the 

collection, there was a beautiful big Sam Francis painting. And they wanted 

that taken down, if you can imagine. Why that? 

RATNER: 

what was the reason? 



HOPKINS: 

They just didn't like it. It was just this big modern thing in the middle of their 

space. So there were conflicts like that. Then there was a time when there was 

a Joe Goode painting, again a very mild-mannered kind of thing, they insisted 

that they take down. That somehow did get "taken down. And one of the 

collectors who was on the board went East and wanted to buy a Barnett 

Newman painting. [He went there] with Maurice and talked about it. Newman 

was very good to them, went all the way through it, showed them objects and 

showed them prices and so forth and so on. And the collector said, "Well, this 

is the one I'd want." And Barnett said, "Yes, but you can't have it, because you 

were part of taking a work of art out of the museum based on some silly idea." 

[laughs] So stories like that circulate. They were meddlesome. The one 

positive note from the board, or a positive note in terms of the board, is when 

we did the [Edward] Kienholz show— which I didn't mention, which Maurice 

Tuchman did in, I'll say, 1968, '67-'68, which was the first major retrospective 

of his work— 

RATNER: 

'Sixty-six, I think. 

HOPKINS: 

'Sixty-six. Okay, yeah, I believe that. And we knew it was going to be a 

controversial show. We tried to place it at the Whitney Museum [of American 

Art]. We tried to place it at the Museum of Modern Art, and New York wanted 

nothing to.do with it at all. They've just never been that responsive to, say, 

Conner and Kienholz and other artists of that kind. But we went ahead with 

the exhibition. And it was all put together. It was up, and it was installed. And 

Warren Dorn, who was, then, a person running I think for governorship in 

California, but had a very low percentage recognition level— I don't know 

what it was, something like 3 percent of the vote that knew who he was. And 

somebody alerted him. He came to the museum and saw this dirty stuff in his 

mind and was going to make it a campaign in terms of smut and very much 

like the NEA stuff that is going on at the present time, but at a local level. 

That's how he was going to build his name recognition in terms of the 

governorship. And he would stand up and rant and rave and what have you 

and threaten to close down the show and the county had no right to do this 



with public funds. And all these issues, [laughs] All of these issues. And so, 

horrendous discussions— And finally the board, in that case, was actually 

magnificent. They stood directly behind Maurice. They hated the art. They 

hated the idea of the exhibition. But they just stood directly behind Maurice 

and Kienholz. And the final determinations for the exhibition— The thing that 

caused him the greatest alarm was that there was a piece Roxys, which is an 

installation of Kienholz's that has to do with a brothel in Las Vegas, Nevada, 

where all of the women became kind of mechanical devices. And there was 

one called Five Dollar Billy, which was an old Singer sewing machine base with 

a figure stretched out on the top of it, a Kienholz kind of cast figure. And cut 

into the thigh of the figure was FU+CK, like initials of two people. And Warren 

Dora saw that and thought that was just appallingly bad. I don't know why 

that rather than things that were much more appallingly bad. And then The 

Backseat Dodge '38, a couple—these wire, funny figures—is copulating in the 

backseat, if you look hard enough. So after going all the way through the 

exhibition and going through this and that, we had to extend the platform 

under Five Dollar Billy by two feet further out. You couldn't get too close to it. 

And the agreement was that the backseat door of the Dodge would only be 

opened by the request of somebody over the age of twenty-one. [laughs] You 

think of those things now in retrospect. But, you know, it was reflective of the 

conservative nature of the community, because back in the forties and fifties, 

the communist- or red-baiting groups that hated contemporary art were out 

to kill it. So these things keep coming up. And now they're here with us again 

in the form of Jesse Helms and the freshmen congressmen. But the board, in 

that particular instance, just stood solidly behind the exhibition. And the 

happy circumstance, of course, was that Warren Dorn was not elected 

governor and his vote percentage dropped from 3 percent to 1 percent. So 

that was a victory for—in those days, a victory for— anti-censorship, I guess. 

RATNER: 

Why do you feel the board decided to back that particular show? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I think it could have been any combination of things. But I think it's 

really, as much as anything else, that they'd gone through things like Ric 

Brown's leaving, they'd gone through a lot of criticism for that, and around 



that area, and I think they just simply decided that it was either fish or cut 

bait. And they made that decision. And they were really very good about it. 

RATNER: 

You'd mentioned that you had the opportunity, even as a very junior staff 

member, to sit in on board meetings. I wondered how typical that was and if 

that continued throughout your tenure. 

HOPKINS: 

It did. I don't really know quite how or why. You know, we were not a very 

large staff. And we were not very well formed, as far as that's concerned. The 

board was in the process of forming. If we were there to report on a particular 

thing, like an exhibition or something else of that kind, we would just simply 

sit through the meeting. Then as I kind of moved up in the ranks, I had 

legitimate reasons to be there. I worked with the exhibitions committee on a 

regular basis, which was kind of a semi-board committee, and would then 

have to report to the board on that on a regular basis. At one time, after Ric 

left and Ken Donahue was the director, by virtue of my position—I was kind of 

second-in-command— That, then, was a necessary part of being there. So I 

learned a lot: good, bad, and indifferent. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

Right. I wanted to ask you about that. 

1.6. TAPE NUMBER: IV, Side One (July 19, 1995) 

RATNER: 

Before we switched the tapes, we were talking about the [Los Angeles County 

Museum of Art] board of trustees. That board, apparently, was a self-

perpetuating board, and it had no representation from the [Los Angeles] 

County Board of Supervisors. What was the reason for that setup? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, okay, the original agreement with the county, and the one I think that 

pretty much still holds, is that the county gave license to this body, as 

knowledgeable people in the arts, to run and administer the museum with 

county support under its name, which it had been. And they agreed to a 



certain annual stipend. It was the role of the director and usually a board 

member to go before the county each year to justify the budget and the 

requests that were coming up. The board wished and was granted the right—

very much like our agreement here at the [UCLA at the Armand] Hammer 

Museum [of Art and Cultural Center]—to be in charge of programming so that 

it would not be the kind of political influence that can occur in that kind of 

situation, where government gets mixed up in that. And they've actually been 

very good all through the years of keeping those two things very distinctly 

separate. If it's a problem and the county just says, "Go to that board," they 

deal with it. And the main reason for that was to be able to give works of art 

to the museum, give money to the museum, that would be handled and spent 

through the museum associates. It is still possible for somebody to give a work 

of art to the County of Los Angeles. But then, if somebody gives a work of art 

to the County of Los Angeles, it goes before the board of supervisors, it has to 

be approved, and so forth and so on. But there were negotiations that were 

worked out and have been adhered to pretty consistently ever since that time. 

And that was the time of the formation of this new board and the building of 

the new building and the recognition that they would not function as being 

patsies, I'd say, of county government. They needed more power to operate 

than that. So that's what it was. 

RATNER: 

You mentioned that, obviously, you learned a lot by sitting on that particular 

board that probably helped you over the rest of your career. 

HOPKINS: 

Yes, many things I learned from that. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

I wondered if there was anything specifically that you used to help you in later 

positions. 

HOPKINS: 

Well, actually, there's several things that all kind of relate in that category. 

[laughs] Other than learning a great deal about professionalism and art and 

attitudes about art from Ric [Richard F.] Brown as a director, the thing I 



learned from him by observation was that as the director of a museum, never 

confuse yourself with the board of trustees. I think in his case, he began to 

think of himself as a board member, as a crony, as a friend of the group. And 

when they turned on him, it was very, very difficult for him to understand that 

that could happen. He would often refer to it from the standpoint of money 

will always vote with money, is what it amounted to. So that was a very 

important lesson to learn. The second thing I learned, which sounds minimal 

but actually was important, was to each day read the business pages and the 

sport pages of the newspaper. If you can't communicate with board members 

in any other way, you can communicate in those two areas. [laughs] And the 

third thing wasn't necessarily a board thing, but a thing that was always 

interesting to me, remains interesting to me: when you are involved in an art 

museum as a person working—whether you're the director or curator or 

whatever else—you are called upon to be somehow related to the community 

of the arts in a broader sense of that. I used to laugh just simply in terms of 

how do you dress during a given day, because very often I would go down to, 

let's say, Venice and visit an artist like Ron Boise, who was the poorest living 

artist in the world, and eat fish stew with him while we talked about art, come 

to the museum to eat with the docents or the support councils at noontime, 

have a board meeting in the afternoon, and then go that evening to the 

Weismans [Frederick R. and Marcia S.]'s house to eat a big dinner and have 

chocolates and swim in the pool. How do you dress when you get up in the 

morning? And how do you plan for it? There's no answer, except that you do 

learn that you don't confuse yourself with that, you just do what you do. And 

you don't worry about having $800 suits. You don't worry about things that 

would in some way put you in that category. You just simply do what you do 

and hope that people will respect you for it. For me, thank heavens, it's 

worked. The other thing that I learned and have adhered to is that in my 

particular positions at Fort Worth [Art Museum], San Francisco [Museum of 

Modern Art], here, I have never chosen to be a member of the board. Very 

often, in most cases, the director is a board member. I've just simply felt that 

I'm there to do my job to give the information report, do this, do that. So I 

have my own little base. But if issues are ever such that it's a question of your 

being a deciding vote, I just don't want to be there in that position. I think it's 

much better, cleaner, for the director not to be a board member. Those are 

just some things you learn. 



RATNER: 

What would you say makes an efficient and productive board of trustees? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I guess the best thing is to say that if they adhere to the purposes of why 

a board is formed, which is to set policy, determine if it's a general museum or 

a modern museum or whatever else it might be, to hire and fire the director, 

which is their option, and to obviously be involved in the fund-raising aspects 

giving it the financial support that it needs to operate— Those are the three 

key board roles. Some boards actually do that. And it's quite wonderful when 

they do that. Very often it's not the board itself but rather people who— As 

art museums became more prominent, it became a mark of, I guess you'd say, 

social success to sit on the board of a museum. There's always just kind of an 

underlying group of people who are in one way or another kind of being 

groomed for the board, who like to assert themselves in a variety of ways that 

seemed to be somewhat more problematical. I've not had great difficulty with 

my board, thank heavens. I learned not to have an exhibitions and an 

acquisitions committee if I can avoid it. I did not have one in San Francisco. I 

don't have one here. I had a certain one in Fort Worth, but it was not 

problematical. Because those are the issues that are really the most 

interesting in terms of the museum itself, all right? Any board member has the 

right to stand up and say, "Hey, you've done fifteen sculpture shows. When 

are you going to do something else?" "Hey, you've done only this. When are 

you going to do something like that?" That kind of input is important and 

valuable. But when the board gets involved in decision making, essentially, 

about exhibitions, other than the financial things that make them work— They 

just simply don't recognize that sometimes you have to be working on a show 

for years in advance to be able to get that. You have to make agreements on a 

given day or you're going to lose that show or you're going to lose that object 

or whatever else it might be. So I think that a board that is committed to the 

institution and the idea of the institution—not necessarily committed to the 

director or even committed to the program, but committed to the institution 

and the importance of that institution in the community—is the board that 

works best. There aren't many. [laughs] 

RATNER: 



Unfortunately. 

HOPKINS: 

There aren't many. 

RATNER: 

Okay. I wanted to talk about a few curatorial issues. You had mentioned that 

in 1965 you became head of museum programs. I wondered exactly what that 

involved and how you might rate the museum programmatically compared to 

other museums of its type and general size at the same time. 

HOPKINS: 

At the County Museum? And compare it? Well, okay. Let me just kind of give 

you a job definition. I think my title was head curator of exhibitions and 

publications, which is a misnomer. 

RATNER: 

Was that later? Was that—? 

HOPKINS: 

That was during my last— About 1965 on. Okay? 

RATNER: 

Okay. 

HOPKINS: 

The last three years that I was there. And before that I was head of education 

and programs. Right? 

RATNER: 

Okay. I guess I had it delineated a little differently. 

HOPKINS: 

All right. But no, since curatorial responsibilities have to do with the 

collections and acquisitions, it was a mistitle. But that didn't matter. It just 

gave me— It's prominent in terms of the letterhead or whatever, I guess it 

was. But one of the things that I'm certainly proudest of is the fact that, using 



the Museum of Modern Art as an example, and you're talking about 

membership and other things of that kind, I established a publications 

program which gave each of the members of the museum—then thirty 

thousand members—a catalog a year as part of their membership. That meant 

that for that catalog we could publish an edition of thirty thousand, forty 

thousand, which made the unit price of each one of those very insignificant 

compared to if you're making an edition of two thousand or three thousand or 

something else of that kind. It allowed us to do bigger and better catalogs just 

on that basis. It also allowed us to—which we'd never done before that time—

to work with copublishing, to work with [Harry N.] Abrams, for example, to 

work with other firms that were interested in distributing the catalog on a 

national level as a book apart from the catalog itself. So all of those things I did 

institute. The reason I was able to institute them is because the museum had 

taken a dramatic step forward. When I first went there in 1961— I'm not 

putting this on me, I'm just saying the time frame in 1961—it was the pattern 

of the museum to, almost in every instance, borrow exhibitions from the 

Cleveland Museum [of Art], the Art Institute of Chicago, the Museum of 

Modern Art, whatever it might be. Very, very little origination. We realized 

over time—and this was not a board decision, this was kind of interstaff—that 

if we were going to have a particular strength and awareness, it was probably 

going to be in the area of contemporary art, because that's where the interest 

in the community seemed to be centered as much as anything else. That 

coincided with bringing Maurice [Tuchman] here from the East Coast, who 

began immediately to do exhibitions. So right after we got to the new building 

we originated— Jim [James H.] Elliott had originated his Bonnard exhibition 

[Bonnard and His Environment], which had been many, many years in the 

works, the New York School exhibition [New York. School, The First 

Generation: Paintings of the 1940s and 1950s], the Kitaj exhibition [R.B. Kitaj: 

Paintings and Prints], the [Edward] Kienholz exhibition, American Sculpture of 

the Sixties. 

RATNER: 

I have a list of exhibitions, if you want to look at it. 

HOPKINS: 



Yeah. American Sculpture of the Sixties. Oh, great, wonderful. So what it 

amounted to is that we were— the Picasso print show [Picasso: Sixty Years of 

Graphic Works]—producing at least half our programs and borrowing the 

other half. We'd borrow [Alberto] Giacometti [Alberto Giacometti 

Retrospective], We'd borrow Jackson Pollock [Jackson Pollock Retrospective] 

from major institutions. But we were actually originating. So for the first time, 

here was this West Coast museum feeding back to the field. And not only 

were we originating, but the exhibitions that we developed traveled to other 

museums, so that we were feeding West Coast feedback to the Midwest and 

the East Coast, which just simply hadn't happened before. So it gave us a 

certain position. And then—and this is almost exclusively due to Maurice's 

capacity, but also the interest since the building had been built here in Los 

Angeles—critics like Robert Hughes from Time magazine would come out for 

an exhibition. We'd be written about in Newsweek and Time magazine—the 

Morris Louis show or the Sculpture of the Sixties, or whatever else it might So I 

would say that, compared to other institutions and their making a mark, we 

made a very significant mark in terms of national institutions. We simply didn't 

have it at the collection base. We didn't have the collection of the Art Institute 

in Chicago or the Metropolitan [Museum of Art] or the Cleveland Museum or 

others so we had to make it on a programmatic base to create awareness. And 

we did that. So it elevated us a number of notches and made it possible for us 

to get exhibitions from the other things, because then we'd increased our 

membership to thirty thousand, thirty-five thousand people. Then, it was of 

interest to museums to know that they were coming to a big audience center 

for the exhibitions that were being done. So these were my main tasks—to 

develop from scratch the program having to do with publications in a really 

meaningful way, and secondarily, to schedule the whole exhibition program 

and to try to plot that in such a way that it was variable and interesting. And 

no question about the fact that it was heavily dominated by twentieth-century 

art, which was not the board's favorite, but it's where our curatorial strength 

was. Ebria Feinblatt was an excellent print curator, had built a very good 

collection, but was not a dynamic exhibition person. And yet she did this 

wonderful Picasso graphic show, which was a very important exhibition. And 

George Kuwayama was not a tremendously energetic curator, but we did the 

great Indian show [The Arts of India and Nepal] and the Japanese exhibition 

[Art Treasures from Japan] during that time. But largely it was within the 



twentieth century, okay? Yeah, well, I can give you a— [reads list] Bonnard, 

[Peter] Voulkos, New York school, Kitaj, David Smith: [A Memorial 

Exhibition], Five Los Angeles [Sculptors and Sculptors' Drawings], Knud Merrild 

[1894-1954], John Paul Jones [Painting and Sculpture 1955-1965], Ed Kienholz 

[Edward Kienholz], Natzler [The Ceramic Work of Gertrud and Otto Natzler: A 

Retrospective Exhibition], [Robert] Irwin, [Kenneth] Price, Josef Albers: [White 

Line Squares], also Man Ray [Retrospective], John Mason, Morris Louis, Ten 

Italian Architects, American Sculpture of the Sixties, Jackson Pollock 

[Retrospective], So on this first page alone, there are only five exhibitions 

which were not originated by the museum. 

RATNER: 

I know. That's extraordinary. And they all had catalogs also. 

HOPKINS: 

Yes. Right. That was extraordinary. You know, you think back, and you don't 

think it's extraordinary, because you're just there doing it. But in fact, it's 

pretty extraordinary. Gets more extraordinary as I look at it. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

Yeah. I was very surprised when I was putting this together and I saw that. 

HOPKINS: 

It was an active, active time. I can tell you exactly where I fit. Okay, this is 

where I left for Fort Worth— 

RATNER: 

Yeah, I wasn't sure— 

HOPKINS: 

—with the [Eight] American Masters of Watercolor, and then Dada, 

[Surrealism, and Their Heritage]. Right after that I left. 

RATNER: 

Right after, you left. I wasn't sure. Yes. Okay. Since you were basically the chief 

curator, how clearly was the exhibition policy at that point—? How was it 



delineated, or was it, in terms of how many modern shows as you were 

saying, how many sculpture shows, how many local—? 

HOPKINS: 

Let's clarify one thing. I was not the chief curator, okay? [laughs] The chief 

curator was Jim Elliott. 

RATNER: 

Right. He was still there. 

HOPKINS: 

He was there not as long as— I don't remember now when Jim left. But I'd say 

about '66 or something like that. For purposes of collection and exhibition 

development I was really not a chief curator. I don't want to confuse that 

issue, because my role was programmatic in terms of publication and getting 

it done. And I did work on some exhibitions, like the Morris Louis show and 

some other things of that kind. But that just was the thing. We really sat 

around as curators and discussed and what have you. But just the dynamic 

personality of Maurice dominated the curatorial meetings as well as the 

programming. So, second point in terms of how was that done in terms of 

scheduling— I think one thing that reflected itself in the exhibition program, 

which I had forgotten about but is certainly worth mentioning, was an attempt 

to do an increasing number of exhibitions incorporating artists from this 

general region, exhibitions of greater scope, like American Sculpture of the 

Sixties, and giving them that kind of first-line credibility, where you do David 

Smith over here and you do Peter Voulkos over here, and then you think 

about who is important and who isn't important and things of that kind. That 

was a part of the program. We also had instituted a [Modern and] 

Contemporary Art Council award [Young Talent Award] that was given each 

year to an artist that essentially was to give him enough money to work for a 

year living in Los Angeles. Our agreement was that they would work during 

that year in Los Angeles and that we wouldn't even ask a work of art from 

them. But if in time the museum wanted to buy a work of art, we would be 

able to deduct that amount of money from the price of the work of art. So the 

museum was doing a number of things to start to generate some interest in 

local activity, which was brought about by the criticism of that fact that the 



museum had done very little for the artists in the region. And in fact, it had 

done very little for the artists in the region. They used to do the annual juried 

exhibition. That just got too big and too cumbersome and impossible to deal 

with. When that disappeared, there was a gap when there was very little 

actually done. As far as the programmatic base of trying to deal with various 

areas, like sculpture and printmaking and painting and what have you, that 

was just program patterning, to try and do the best that you could. Local or 

national, we tried, whenever possible— And that's always been a policy of 

mine as much as it can be—that if you were doing more than one exhibition at 

a time, which we were doing, that if you were doing something quite esoteric, 

you'd try and put it with something quite popular, so that the esoteric and 

sometimes the much more interesting show would benefit from the audience 

that was coming to the popular exhibition, to make it balance back and forth. 

Then, what I was saying in terms of the historical nature of the program, I 

would have to say in fairness that I was working out of my field of knowledge 

and expertise. And while we did not have on the staff the curators that were 

dealing with nineteenth-century art and eighteenth-century art and what have 

you— Our strongest curators were in Asian art, really, with George 

Kuwayama, and Ebria in printmaking. Decorative arts were fairly fallow. And 

then modern and contemporary. So those were our real fields. But I was not 

adept at, say, looking to see if the Cleveland Museum was doing an exhibition 

of Tiepolo drawings or if the Metropolitan Museum was doing an exhibition of 

American art from the colonial period. Which perhaps would have given a 

different patterning, let's say, to the overall, but it just didn't happen that way. 

I guess that's what it amounts to. Because when you kind of grow into your 

job you learn those things in the process of doing them, but you're not 

necessarily conscious of them at the time that you are doing them. 

RATNER: 

You just mentioned the Contemporary Art Council. Their primary purpose was 

to support exhibitions and acquisitions. How involved were you with that 

group? 

HOPKINS: 

Jim Elliott was the founder. Next to Jim, I was the most involved in the 

development of that group, because of interest and also just because I knew 



so many of the people. We had a long-running thing at the museum which we 

called the Modern [and Contemporary] Art Council. The Modern Art Council 

was a very good group of committed people interested in modern art—

interested in art but particularly interested in modern art. They would raise 

money and periodically buy a painting for the museum, all right? And they 

bought some very nice things. They bought the Stuart Davis painting. They 

bought the Stanton Macdonald-Wright painting. They bought a number of 

things that added to the modern section. As we got engaged with all of these 

things we've been talking about—having been involved with teaching, looking 

at modern art, contemporary art, getting collectors excited, getting this going, 

and so forth and so on—there was clearly an emphasis on contemporary art 

awareness. It had been capturing the nation's imagination ever since abstract 

expressionism. So we thought that we should bring together a group of 

collectors, primarily, who would support us in that area to acquire works of art 

and to help us do exhibitions. We began putting down lists of names and 

people that might be interested. And they all joined—or many, many, many of 

them joined. And some people who had not been that active in collecting 

joined and wanted to become involved. It was a very active group. It was 

really a wonderful group. You can find a list of the initial members, but people 

like Betty Freeman, who was collecting Clyfford Still and Philip Guston; the 

Weismans, who were collecting broadly across the field of every art, including 

some Californian; Betty Asher, who was collecting mainly Californian artists of 

that time; Michael Blankfort, who was collecting mainly Californian, but a few 

other things at that time; the Factors [Monte and Betty], who were involved in 

kind of assemblage and Northern California art; the young Factors—Donald 

and Lynn Factor—who were involved in pop art. A great brilliant diversity. And 

including even stronger people in the community, like the Schreibers [Taft B. 

and Rita], for example, and the Sherwoods [Harry and Phyllis], who were not 

major collectors but very much involved in the whole thing. We would meet 

on a fairly regular basis, usually having a lecturer here from somewhere. It 

could be Harold Rosenberg, could be Bill [William C.] Seitz. And we'd all pile 

into somebody's home, a hundred of us. They'd usually invite a number of 

local artists who would come too. So it was an educative session as well as 

looking at the different people's houses and what they'd collected. And it 

became kind of a necessary thing that you kind of add a new work every now 

and then, and you'd have it at your house the next time, and then this and 



that. So it got them interactive as a group. It enhanced the educational 

awareness, not only in terms of the local scene but the national scene and the 

international scene. There were very funny events that occurred. I don't know 

if I told you this or not. We were meeting at Polly Hirsch's house, which is a 

wonderful glass house with a pool out behind it. And we were all sitting in this 

glass living room with our backs turned to the pool. And our guest for the 

night was Roy Lichtenstein, who was talking about his work. And [Robert] 

Rauschenberg was also here at the time. I think he was working over at 

Gemini [G.E.L.]. And he wasn't able to deal with the issue that Lichtenstein 

was the star of that night and he was not. So halfway through Roy's lecture we 

heard this terrible kind of gasp. Everybody turned around, and it was Bob out 

peeing in the swimming pool to create a little diversion in terms of the 

evening. [laughs] There were a number of things like that—skinny-dipping in 

the Grinsteins [Elyse and Stanley]'s pool and other things that would happen 

during the course of the meetings. So it had, you know, a really lively 

presence. One of the spin-offs from that was the group that gave the award to 

the local artist each year, which was a significant award. There's a special little 

section that worked on that. They did support exhibitions at the museum—

and that was very important—and acquisitions for the museum. Also, even 

more importantly in the long run, was the fact that they themselves were 

acquiring works of art, which we assumed, in the best of all possibilities, 

would come at one time or another to the museum. And many did. Many have 

now gone to MOCA [Museum of Contemporary Art]. But at least they're here 

in town, which they wouldn't have been otherwise. 

RATNER: 

How much was that award that went to the artists? 

HOPKINS: 

Oh. Somehow I think it was— I'll say $5,000. I'm not sure it was $5,000. But I 

know it was calculated on the basis of the fact that an artist could live in Los 

Angeles for a year and produce work on that amount of money. 

RATNER: 

And did it have a name, or it was just the Contemporary—? 

HOPKINS: 



It was the Young Talent Award, I think was the official name. 

RATNER: 

Oh, and it's still the Young Talent Award. That's how that started. Fred 

Weisman was the second chairman of that Contemporary Art Council. And he, 

apparently, resigned when the board refused to allow the council to approve 

the new curator of twentieth-century art, which was Maurice Tuchman. What 

did you know about that incident? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, that's— You've phrased it. That's really pretty close to what it is. We're 

talking about boards and boards' influence and different things of that kind. 

And while the Contemporary Art Council was not a board, it was a group that 

was giving support to the museum, and it was important. It was prior to the 

time that we had gotten to the new museum, but it was in the process of the 

building. We had all agreed that it was necessary to have a curator of 

contemporary art at the board level as well as at the staff level. So a search 

was carried out, and a number of people were brought out and looked at. Bill 

[William C.] Agee, I know, was one of the people that came out. And Maurice 

was among them. Maurice was one of the younger ones in the sense that he 

had been doing fellowships—very well trained, but doing fellowships—at the 

[Solomon R.] Guggenheim Museum, but didn't really have an exhibition-

originating base behind him. And I think that Fred's feeling was not necessarily 

anti-Maurice, but he wanted a star. He wanted somebody that had already 

made a mark. And of course we weren't really paying that much, but that's 

beside the point. But it was an assertion of an ego at a time, and it was a 

conflict. I was not there at the meeting that night. But Jim Elliott, who was 

titular head of the group, was forced to bring Ric Brown, the director of the 

museum, that night. And they had this real set-to, and Ric justified the choice 

of Maurice, as did Jim and the majority of the council. Except Fred didn't. So, 

true. Happened. 

RATNER: 

What rights should a museum council have? 

HOPKINS: 



Well, I think that's a pretty good example. And while it was messy for a 

moment, that was the right action. If he wanted to resign, if he felt his ego 

was not being satisfied, he should be allowed to resign. But the right of the 

council is in the hands of the museum. That was the same thing we were 

talking about before in terms of the Junior League and other things like that. 

RATNER: 

Right. 

HOPKINS: 

That if their first issue is not the museum and to support the museum, then 

you lose it all anyway, right? 

RATNER: 

We've talked a lot about exhibitions, and you've mentioned some acquisitions. 

But I wondered if there are any memorable acquisitions that stand out during 

your tenure there? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I had very little to do with acquisitions until I got to Fort Worth and then 

San Francisco, because when I came as a junior curator in the modern art 

department, they weren't buying that much modern art or contemporary art. I 

actually had a hand in buying two things, and had a hand in losing one thing 

that's still tragic in my mind. I wanted to buy a Kenny [Kenneth] Price piece for 

the collection. I told you about that— where it was $750 and we had to 

promise it would be a world-shaking piece of art on into the future. And then 

that piece was lent to an exhibition at the Whitney Museum [of American Art]. 

It was destroyed and never put back into place. But that was the end of that. 

The other thing that I did acquire just out of . broader interest— I was in New 

York one time at Andre Emmerich's gallery. They had a beautiful Cycladic 

figure which I've always loved, because I've felt it also related to modern and 

other things. I came back and convinced Ric to try and find a donor for that, 

and Anna Bing Arnold bought it for the museum collection. The third thing— I 

was in New York and got word of the fact that Henri Matisse's great Dance 

from 1909 was available for purchase at $250,000. And I couldn't get on a 

plane fast enough to get home to tell Ric to get busy, get the money, get the 



money. And he said, "Don't worry. I'm going to New York in three days. I'll go 

by and I'll see it." And as he went into the gallery, David Rockefeller was 

coming out of the gallery, having just bought it for the Museum of Modern 

Art. That was tragic. The other big loss among many losses— And one doesn't 

ever know if this could have been absolutely true. But the New York collector 

Ben Heller had built an extraordinary collection of abstract expressionism. He 

was one of the first to buy Jackson Pollock and [Franz] Kline and [Willem] de 

Kooning and the rest of them and had filled his New York town house with this 

absolutely perfect material. And it was circulated as an exhibition by the 

Museum of Modern Art, which we took at the County Museum, and which I 

installed. And Ben Heller was a friend of a number of the people on the board. 

He was particularly friendly with the Weismans. He's given them a lot Of 

advice in collecting. And it was rumored that the collection could be 

purchased by the County Museum for $1 million, okay? And that kind of ran 

into the conflict, again, in the board in terms of amounts of money—would 

that be a justifiable expenditure, would it be this, would it be that, and so 

forth and so on. In the middle of that, the Pasadena [Art] Museum, which was 

beginning to bud as the beginnings of their new process, heard about this. And 

there was a big kind of confrontation where I was torn between the fact that 

the County was not going to do this, was I being disloyal by urging Pasadena to 

do this, and so forth and so on. Well, it did never happen. But, of course, then 

one painting, Pollock's Blue Poles, was sold two years later for $2.5 million. 

Now it's worth—I don't know—$50 million. I can't even imagine what it's 

worth. One painting out of the collection. So those are things you just feel 

really badly about, because we'd lived for years with the fact that the 

Arensberg collection was here in town and didn't stay in town and could have 

stayed in town. And I just think of that collection, and the Heller collection. 

Had those been part of the L.A. County Museum, it would be a whole different 

story. And one would have been a gift and one would have been $1 million. So 

what? [laughs] But anyway, just to answer your question, acquisitions at that 

time were not my purview. I was there when Jim would make a proposal or 

suggest, you know, or Maurice would make a proposal,.but I was not 

personally responsible. 

RATNER: 



But for example, when you're talking about that the Heller collection had a $1 

million price tag on it— Where would that money have come from? Would 

they have had to have raised it from the trustees? Or was there an acquisition 

fund in place? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, no, there was a very, very modest acquisition fund. And the board, quite 

truly, had not ever raised $1 million for collections or for buying works of art. 

They were struggling to get the money for the building put together, and 

they'd just gotten that done and other things of that kind. It would have been 

an extraordinary effort to put together that kind of money. But at the same 

time that that was happening, individual collectors were buying works by that 

time for $50,000, $100,000 apiece. And had they thought of the museum 

beyond their own personal collections, they could have put together $1 

million. Any one of them could have done it, but they didn't. [laughs] And one 

can't say in absolute truth that if we said, "All right," to Ben Heller, "we got the 

$1 million," he wouldn't have said, "Well, sorry, it's $2 [million]." You can't 

swear to that. But it was one of those little things that was a chance that we 

flipped on, missed. 

RATNER: 

There was that article in the paper not too long ago that talked about that 

amongst American museums, that the trustees at LACMA [Los Angeles County 

Museum of Art] give a very low percentage compared to others. How would 

you say that compared to your time on staff? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, certainly that's true. Of course, the whole world was different then. Now 

we're talking about big money. Then we weren't talking about really big 

money. There was not even a mandatory trustee commitment. It was more or 

less assumed that a trustee would give $1,500, but that was not in any way a 

mandatory thing. It was a matter of through councils and coercion and mainly 

going to individuals and asking them for support for a particular exhibition or a 

particular idea. But the percentage of giving was always relatively modest. 

That's because they had this big chunk coming in from the county that had a 

lot to do with covering the costs of running the institution. So they weren't 



pressured. It had not become a habit I guess is what it amounts to. But now, 

hopefully, with articles like that—which did chagrin a number of the members 

of the board—and with other things of that kind and with the ambitions in 

place, I think they will be more forthcoming. But I don't want to get off on that 

topic, because with all these issues of the NEA [National Endowment for the 

Arts] and the NEH [National Endowment for the Humanities] and the private 

arena picking up that support and the other things like this, it's just all total 

nonsense. The NEA and NEH do a whole different service that nobody is giving 

it credit for. So [we'll] talk about that later. 

1.7. TAPE NUMBER: V, Side One (August 2, 1995) 

RATNER: 

Based on our last conversation, I wanted to ask you just an additional question 

about the hiring of Ken [Kenneth] Donahue. When you were talking about 

that, you said that he came from the [John and Mable] Ringling Museum [of 

Art] and that no one that you knew was really familiar with him. I wondered 

why you thought Ric [Richard F.] Brown selected him. 

HOPKINS: 

Well, actually, it was interesting, because the [Los Angeles County Museum of 

Art] board [of trustees] had been asking Ric to get some help, because they 

were in the middle of building the new building. And a great deal of his time 

was being devoted off to building the building and the administration of that, 

the fund-raising, and the various aspects of it. Yet his greatest interest was as 

a scholar in terms of art and art history. He was not a perfect administrator, as 

many museum people were not at that time and still are not. So they asked 

him to get a deputy director, which we had not had as part of the system 

before. And he looked around the country. It was not a search—that I knew of 

at that time—of setting up a true national search through a search firm, which 

was not very common, even, at that time. And he brought forth that name for 

discussion, brought him to the board of trustees for acceptance. And they 

accepted him as the deputy director. He'd been the director of the Ringling 

Museum, which is a smaller museum in Sarasota, Florida, I think. And he was a 

baroque scholar, which was different, again, than Ric. Ric was an impressionist 

scholar. I think the board was pleased with the fact that this person had 



knowledge in an area that no one else there really did have. It was an area 

that was somewhat more conservative, which appealed to some of the board 

members. So that was the basis of the hiring. Then, though I can't tell you the 

actual month and days, shortly after the museum was completed in 1965, 

there was a confrontation between Ric Brown and the board. And the board 

always said Ric was fired, and Ric always said he resigned. [laughs] So it's one 

of those issues. But in any event, he was off to find a new position in Fort 

Worth at the Kimbell [Art] Museum, which he took. There was a search, then, 

for a director—a rather casual but nonetheless national search. And the 

determination was to move Ken Donahue up into the director's position. 

RATNER: 

Okay. 

HOPKINS: 

That's the fact. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

Okay. What do you feel what Ric's—? 

HOPKINS: 

We felt as staff people—which in our mind that means museum people 

working in the museum, and by far the largest majority had had a deep 

affection for Ric Brown— that the board had acted very badly in terms of his 

leaving. And we felt at the time that they moved Ken Donahue up primarily 

because they felt that he was a person that they could control more than they 

could Ric—I mean, a softer personality. And that's the gossip, [laughs] 

RATNER: 

I read that elsewhere as well. What do you feel was Ric Brown's greatest 

contribution to the museum? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I think unquestionably the fact that he was the catalyzer for establishing 

a board with enough power to raise the money to build a new museum, a 

board which ultimately turned against him. But in the process of doing that, it 

changed the board from what had been essentially a WASP board, is really 



what it had been in the past primarily. He brought in very powerful people in 

the community, like Norton [W.] Simon, for example, and Richard [E.] 

Sherwood, the attorney, and Sidney [F.] Brody. And the fact that many of 

those people were Jewish was an important step forward in terms of Los 

Angeles history and broadening the base of the board to accept that. There 

was a lot of angst amongst the board at that time. And Ed [Edward W.] Carter, 

who became the functional catalyzer of getting the new museum built. I think 

unquestionably the greatest contribution was moving the museum from part 

of the tripartite [Los Angeles County] Museum [of History, Science, and Art] 

down in Exposition Park to its own Identity of the Los Angeles County Museum 

of Art in Hancock Park. He was important in the negotiation with the County 

of Los Angeles to be sure that there would be funding for the museum when it 

was done. He worked with the board to establish a basis whereby works of art 

could be given to this entity, which was the board, rather than to the County 

of Los Angeles, so that they had more flexibility and freedom in terms of 

acquisition and deacquisition. Negotiated the fact that the county did not 

have the political right to come in and stomp on the programmatic ideas of 

the institution. So those were all major, major steps in terms of the evolution 

of Los Angeles art museums and art history and made a dramatic difference in 

terms of the impact, because as I've mentioned I think before, the 

membership jumped from something like five thousand to twenty-five 

thousand by the time the museum had even opened. And from the very 

beginning, the very first day, attendance was a miraculous shift. And support 

for the museum was dramatic, and it really had as important—if not even a 

more important— impact than, say, the building of the Music Center [of Los 

Angeles County] after that time in establishing Los Angeles as a major cultural 

community. In those earliest days, the beginning days of getting the museum 

built, two or three things did happen where some acquisitions were being 

made for the museum. Acquisitions were being made by these new, more 

powerful board members, who were collectors—obviously the Norton Simon 

collection, the [Taft B.] Schreiber collection, the [Frederick and Marcia S.] 

Weisman collection, and other things like that. So establishing of the idea of 

personal collecting, which eventually, of course, paid back in terms of things 

coming to the museum in some cases. In some cases not, like the Norton 

Simon material. David [E.] Bright died just before the museum had opened 

and left his collection half to UCLA and half to L.A. County Museum. That 



enhanced the modern holdings significantly, which were very weak. But I think 

most of the major acquiring—though Ric would like to think of himself as an 

acquisitor—came after that time, in terms of art coming into the museum. 

And one of the criticisms at that beginning— There is a lot of excitement 

about the building and a lot of excitement about the community's evolution 

and the excitement of what was going on. But much of the criticism leveled at 

the collection was that it was not a very satisfying or a very complete 

collection. So that the drama of really what's happened since that time, which 

I think is a fact that has never been paid proper attention to— When you 

simply say that in— Let's just take the year 1960 more or less as a watershed 

year, when all of these different people began to collect, and the fact that 

they were here in Los Angeles, and whether Norton Simon's collection ended 

up at the Pasadena [Art Museum] or came to the County Museum, a major 

contribution to art in depth, in terms of the art history. So you can really say 

that from 1960 on—what is it, a forty-year span of time— the increase of the 

art holdings of the general public of Los Angeles is so dramatic. I don't think it 

could be matched probably anywhere in the country. And just as I say, that's 

so rarely talked about. You talk about this or that or this good thing or that 

bad thing or something else. But as a graduate student in the late fifties, to 

find works of art to write serious dissertations about or to have discussions 

about or bring groups to talk about in the museum, they were basically 

nonexistent. And over this forty-year span, the combination of the County 

Museum and then obviously the dramatic increase in the [J. Paul] Getty 

Museum—which was really a very sleepy place until Mr. Getty died and left 

this massive amount of money to begin acquiring things—the [Norton] Simon 

collection in Pasadena, Huntington [Library, Art Collections, and Botanical 

Gardens] taking on American art as well as English art, the building of MOCA 

[Museum of Contemporary Art]— You have to go to a lot of different places 

now. It's not like the Metropolitan [Museum of Art] in New York, but you go to 

a lot of different places. But you can build a true art history now in Los 

Angeles, which you could never have done as recently as 1960. So that's 

classic. And I think you just have to say that the actions of Ric Brown, in terms 

of the museum at that time and getting it built, were a very major catalyzing 

effect to all of them. 

RATNER: 



When and why did you begin to feel that it was time to move on? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, several factors actually at that point in my life, some personal and some 

professional. When I came to the museum in '60, I came as a junior assistant 

curator of modern art. And then when we began to talk about the new 

museum being built, I was approached to become the head of education, 

since that was my background. That was not necessarily something that I 

would have loved to do, but I was very much a company person at that time. 

So I moved into the position of head of education while still down in 

Exposition Park and began to develop things like the docent program and 

training and the things that went along with that. And as we came over to the 

new building, it gave me the opportunity to expand into things like film 

programming, for example, and other aspects of education that were there. 

During the period of time before we moved from the old museum, they had 

brought in a person to be kind of head of programs, and that person didn't 

work out. So when that person had not worked out, I guess I had proven 

myself enough to Ric and to the board that they asked me if I would take that 

position. I said, yes, I would be pleased to do that, because there was a salary 

increase, and I was married at that time with two young children. So that put 

me in a much more administrative kind of position and role. Then when Ric 

Brown left, which was a shock to a lot of us— Many of us were very strong 

supporters of his. In fact, in one anecdotal situation, I know that when this 

was all going on, I felt that I, at least, had to do something, make some 

contribution along the way. And a person that I did know was a man named 

Richard Sherwood, who was very important to the board over a long period of 

time. So I called and made an appointment with him that one evening just to 

talk to him about the importance of Ric and the fact that this was really 

tragic—what was going to happen—and is there any way that that could be— 

But not knowing whether he's a friend or not. But it was on that same day that 

I was offered tickets to a Dodger ball game by Julian Ganz, who is another 

person very much involved in the board and becoming a major collector of 

American art. I took the tickets, thinking, "Well, I'll see Dick and then go.rt 

Then we got in this long conversation at the Sherwood house, and I missed the 

game. And it was the night that Sandy Koufax pitched his perfect game. 

[laughs] Julian Ganz has never forgiven me for not being there in the box that 



night. Anyway, so when Ric left, that was important. And we all felt to a 

certain extent that, out of loyalty, we should be thinking about other things 

and thinking about other positions. And Jim [James H.] Elliott, who had then 

become the chief curator at that time, shortly after Ric Brown left was asked 

to be the director of the Wadsworth Athenaeum in Connecticut and went to 

do that. When Jim left, then that left another vacuum at a somewhat higher 

position in the area. Ken Donahue was now the director, and they were 

somewhat questioning the board about all of us, because we were Ric Brown 

loyalists, I guess you'd say. After a rather long debate, they moved me into this 

position of what we called the head curator of exhibitions and publications, 

which was at that time the kind of second position in the museum staff. That 

was a real professional challenge for me and also groomed me more toward 

being a director. And in the process of that situation, the combination of that 

more intensive work, the kind of confusion within the museum— There were 

things like the [Edward] Kienholz show going on, all kind of different things 

that were upsetting. I was having my own personal problems in terms of my 

marriage situation. I began to just simply rethink my priorities. I had a 

modicum of respect for Ken Donahue, but not what you'd call the kind of 

respect I had for Ric Brown. And I wouldn't say that we were conflicted, but 

there were certain problems there. I felt that he was not a strong enough 

director. At one moment, in fact, we as staff confronted him and suggested 

that perhaps he should think about some other position. That didn't sit very 

well either, as you can imagine, though we got over that. I was then at that 

same time asked to come back to interview at the Museum of Modern Art in 

New York—which, because it was such a wonderful institution, was something 

to give serious thought to—to become the head of education. I went back in 

February, and talked to Rene d'Harnoncourt, who was then the director just 

about ready to leave at the end of his career, and spent time with the people 

who were giving me support. And in all of those conversations, two things 

happened. One, the fact that the salary that I was offered was about what I 

was making at L.A. County Museum, slightly less than that— The Museum of 

Modern Art salaries were never very large. It was the prestige of the 

institution. I did have a family. I realized in the middle of February, as I went 

back to my hotel, that I'd come there, I'd taken cabs to the museum, I was 

staying in a fairly comfortable hotel. And all of this black soot was pouring 

down the windows with all of this aggressively ugly black snow— I said, "Now, 



if I really was here, what would I do about school? What do I do about this? 

What do I do about that? What do I do about—? I'd be getting around in the 

subway, not in taxicabs. I wouldn't be staying here. I'd be living in Queens or 

something like that." So I just simply felt that I wouldn't fit in that thing. And 

then I talked to Rene d'Harnoncourt. He said, "Well, you're really a curator 

more than you are an education person. We just don't have a curatorial 

position right now." That was that. Well, that was my first break toward 

actually looking and thinking seriously about that. And then almost 

immediately after that, I received a phone call from Ric Brown asking me to 

come to Fort Worth. I'd never been in Texas before in my life. And I went, 

which was an interesting experience itself, because you realize how much 

people are influenced by American movies. All I knew about Texas is what I'd 

seen in the films, expecting it to be a barren, desert waste. So I flew down to 

Dallas, which was all green and lakes and so forth and so on. We went to Fort 

Worth, which is a lovely, charming residential community—not gigantic, about 

three hundred thousand people. And Ric approached me about coming and 

being his chief curator at the Kimbell Museum, which was then not built. The 

collection had been left. Ample money to build the building had been left. 

Ample money to buy works of art had been left. And there was some 

discussion at that moment of perhaps Lou [Louis I.] Kahn being the architect, 

which was obviously very exciting. And at a better salary than where I was. 

And I went back home and I thought about it a lot, and finally wrote Ric a 

letter and just said that I really honestly felt two things. One, that his area of 

interest for the museum was really not my area of interest because they were 

ending at the beginning of the twentieth century. Secondly, I felt I had already 

done my apprenticeship with him and that he had been a wonderful mentor, 

but that I just really felt that was not the right thing for me if I was going to be 

moving. So that passed. And about six months later, he called again and said 

he'd been talking to the people at what was called the Fort Worth Art Center 

at that time. And that perhaps we could work out a situation where, since the 

Amon Carter Museum [of Western Art] was there in a little beautiful Philip [C.] 

Johnson building, which was dealing exclusively with conservative aspects of 

American art from the Revolutionary period up through, well, even the 

twentieth century, but very conservative work— The Kimbell Museum was 

going to be there, which was going to be the art historical museum, essentially 

everything but American art up to the beginning of the twentieth century. And 



the Fort Worth Art Center museum was there, but it was kind of a sleepy place 

that had some of this and some of that and some of this and some of that. 

And it clearly was going to be snowballed over, run over. So I went down and 

talked to the board [of trustees]. Ed [Edward] Hudson Jr. was the president of 

the board at that time. I talked to them and they were very nice people—

young, active people. Sid [R.] Bass had just recently graduated from Stanford 

University and was back in the community. There were a number of people 

who were really supportive of the idea of wanting to get involved in modern 

and contemporary art. So we agreed that the Art Center museum would 

become a twentieth-century museum. So that gave me two things. One, it 

gave me a directorship, which I was really kind of looking for. And the answer 

to that, often, is in those days the curatorial salaries were so bad that if you 

didn't become a director, you weren't going to survive much longer anyway. 

That's changed to a certain extent, thank heaven. So it gave me a directorship. 

Secondarily, it put me in contact with Ric, for whom I had great admiration. 

And it put me in my field, which, you know, I couldn't knock. And I found that, 

actually, in the couple of times I'd been down to Texas, it was enough like my 

Idaho heritage to feel comfortable in that environment. So I agreed and went 

back and forth two or three different times and decided that I would do that. 

It turned out to be a very good career choice, as far as that's concerned. It also 

was a time, again, where my marriage had gotten more complex and more 

difficult. That separation ended in divorce, is really what it amounted to, when 

I went there. And that was bad and very difficult and very hard on me for a 

while, and I'm sure hard on my wife and family. But the challenge was great. 

The challenge was really incredible. [laughs] Do you want to go on with that 

discussion about that area or not? Or you want to go back—? That's why I 

laughed. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

I just actually wanted to wrap up the LACMA [Los Angeles County Museum of 

Art] thing and finish up. I only wanted to ask you how you would assess your 

years at LACMA in terms of both professional growth and your contributions 

to the institution. 

HOPKINS: 



Well, it was a time of incredible professional growth and challenge and 

stability. Speaking about myself as an individual, I really had found my home in 

museum work. And I was very gratified to have found that home. From the 

very beginning, I was given credibility, which was very encouraging, not only 

from Ric Brown, but from Jim Elliott, the chief curator, which I've mentioned. I 

functioned well with the staff. And I did have ideas, and a number of those 

ideas were carried out in terms of just somebody getting different spaces in 

the building and doing all kinds— We all did everything, so it wasn't like we 

were isolated. I was able to support Jim in the modern art interest. We were 

able to get more shows done in that area, like the Ben Heller collection [The 

Mr. and Mrs. Ben Heller Collection of Twentieth-Century Paintings] and 

the Futurism show and the Philip Guston show, things that may not have 

happened in different circumstances or the shifting of the wave. And I got 

along very well with the people who made up the [Modern and] 

Contemporary Art Council. Many of them became lifetime friends. I later came 

back to even work with Fred Weisman. And the fact that I professionally 

advanced in terms of my career gains or what have you and learned things 

that were necessary, at least fundamentally, to think of being a museum 

director rather than being somebody working in a museum. So that point of 

view, I think, was unquestionably the most challenging time in my life, 

because it was really a fruition period. I'd had a lot of education. I'd done the 

gallery thing a little bit. I'd done this. I'd done that. I had a lot of artist friends, 

and increasingly there was a community of friends. So it really all just kind of 

came together in a very good way. In terms of my contributions, I think they 

were very important within the context of the institution. The thing that I 

would name, I suppose, as being most important would be that I had a 

capacity to install exhibitions. And I installed many of the exhibitions at the 

time both in the old building and the new building, which doesn't sound very 

important. But the other people didn't have that skill. And people were 

conscious of it. When they would write newspaper articles, they'd mention 

the installation, and that was good for all of us. That's kind of a first step. The 

second part I guess would be the fact that I began to develop broader contexts 

with contacts within the texture of the museum field, friends at the Museum 

of Modern Art, friends in Chicago, friends here, there, so forth and so on. So 

we were getting more exhibition possibilities than we might have had 

otherwise. And then when I became the head of education, probably the most 



important thing was starting the docent council, which is now one of the most 

venerable groups anywhere in the country, as a volunteer group. They're still 

amazingly tough about how they proceed with what they do, and they do a 

brilliant job, brilliant job with it. I was working with Glenn [C.] Janss, whom I've 

mentioned before. Also at that point—I think I'd been there two years, 

something like that— As a gift, the docent council decided they would send 

me off to Europe, and gave me enough money to go to Europe and roam 

around. It was the first time I'd been back to Europe since I was in the service. 

And that was great. That broadened my perspective even further. 

RATNER: 

That's a nice thing. 

HOPKINS: 

I met people at the head of the Stedelijk Museum and met people at the head 

of the Stockholm museum [Moderna Museet]. So that part was certainly 

important. Then when I got into the area of exhibition, I think probably 

undoubtedly that my greatest contribution would be in getting exhibitions 

coming to Los Angeles that normally—if they came to the West Coast at all—

would go to San Francisco, like the Jackson Pollock [Retrospective} show, like 

the [Alberto] Giacometti [Retrospective] show. So because of the new building 

primarily, but at the same time, bigger audience, we were getting more 

important kinds of exhibition, and especially in my field of interest, in the 

modern field. Then I think the fourth thing that was major was the recognition 

that we had a membership now of twenty-five thousand people plus and that 

we could improve our publications dramatically by creating publications. So 

we would give one each year to the general membership and use part of their 

funds for that. Which means we would publish a catalog in an edition of thirty-

five thousand, which meant that a publisher like [Harry N.] Abrams or one of 

the major presses was interested in working with us in that. They would 

distribute the hardbound, and we would do the catalog. That was combined 

with the importance of Maurice Tuchman coming to the museum—we've 

talked a little about that—and doing a number of exhibitions, actually 

originating exhibitions in Los Angeles which traveled from here to the East 

Coast, to the Midwest, and other places. The first time, really, in L.A. history 

that that had been the case. So the combination of doing those exhibitions, 



circulating them, doing catalogs that were comparable to major museums 

around the country—I think those are really kind of the major things. Some 

secondary things that were interesting— And still I just have an invitation on 

my desk today from the ASIFA [Association Internationale du Film 

d'Animation] group, which is the international animated film festival. I did that 

the first time at the L.A. County Museum. It's gone on every year ever since 

that time. It's in its thirty-seventh year or something like that—the animated 

film festival. And we did some other interesting, experimental things. Lots of 

good lectures. We brought in a lot of international personalities to speak at 

the museum. Those are my main contributions, I think. 

RATNER: 

Pretty great ones, it sounds like. 

HOPKINS: 

Well, it's a lot of years compacted into a paragraph, so it sounds like more 

than it was. 

RATNER: 

It certainly set LACMA on a great course. Okay, well, we've now gotten you 

through graduate school, and your first— 

HOPKINS: 

Out in the world? [laughs] 

RATNER: 

Out in the world: your gallery [Huysman Gallery], LACMA. And we're on to Fort 

Worth. 

HOPKINS: 

Okay. 

RATNER: 

And you've just mentioned a little bit about how you got there. You 

mentioned that Fort Worth had a population of approximately three hundred 

thousand at that point, which was certainly different than Los Angeles. And of 

course, the [Fort Worth Art] Museum was much smaller. I wondered, besides 



those two obvious things, how you would characterize the basic differences 

between the two cities, in terms of the support for the arts and the collectors 

and— 

HOPKINS: 

Okay. Yes, it's a very interesting question because— Yeah, a city of three 

hundred thousand, as opposed to multi-million, that's the biggest difference 

right there. A West Coast sensibility which had evolved, at least by that time, 

into a fairly sophisticated sensibility about the arts in general, though we had 

trouble with our board from time to time in dealing with material that was 

somewhat erotic in nature— We did an Aubrey Beardsley show, for example, 

and the question of some of the board members, "Could we show these? Or 

couldn't we show those?" And some contemporary art that they had difficulty 

with and "Could we show this? And could we show that?" But that wasn't as 

much in the community as it was in the board. The community was much 

more accepting and ready to accept. And things were happening in the 

galleries and so forth and so on. So Fort Worth, as I said, the challenge 

essentially was the fact that as a new concept— That this little museum would 

become essentially a museum of modern art. I think the things that 

characterized it differently, in terms of Texas people as opposed to California 

people— We had some real battles about,avant-garde art. They just weren't 

quite ready for it. They had a lot of trouble. I'll talk in a minute about that. But 

at the same time, they were very supportive—the board was very 

supportive—in two ways to a museum person. One, since they lived in Texas 

all the time, they traveled frequently. They went to Europe frequently. They 

went to New York frequently. They went to different places, both to expand 

their knowledge and education and to escape Texas heat—things of that kind. 

The issue of having money to travel with was not an issue. And that's always 

an issue in the museum field. Everybody thinks you should sit at your desk all 

the time and do these wonderful things—which of course isn't even remotely 

possible. But it opened up that world of travel significantly. Kind of constant 

contact back and forth between New York and there and Los Angeles and 

there and other places. I was given a lot of support in that arena. The first 

action when I got there was the fact that we had in the collection a very 

important painting by Renoir. It belonged to a woman named Ruth Carter—

Ruth Carter Johnson at that time—who was a very prominent woman in Fort 



Worth. She's been the head of the National Gallery of Art, the head of their 

board, and a number of other things. And I sat down with her and said, "You 

know, this is really a wonderful painting, but it doesn't fit in our category. It 

really doesn't. We can do a couple of things. If the Kimbell is interested in 

buying it, that's fine." Because Ric was there and thinking about these 

different things. "Or would you mind if we somehow exchanged it or did this 

or that or got something more in the twentieth century?" And she agreed to 

that. That's pretty amazing. So we traded the Renoir for a Picasso, 1909 Head 

of a Woman, the great early bronze cubist Picasso head, and a Kandinsky 

painting from 1925. I've never tried to tabulate the monetary benefit of that 

or not one way or the other. But it made a big difference in terms of adding 

this kind of material to the museum. Then the other thing that was really 

important to me is that, while the overall budget of the museum was very 

modest in terms of running it— Well, we didn't have a big staff; we didn't have 

a lot of things to take care of. But there was an acquisition fund, the Benjamin 

[J.] Tillar [Memorial] Trust. I can't remember now exactly how much it spun 

off. But we'll say maybe close to $100,000 a year to buy works of art with. In 

Los Angeles, to try and buy a work of art was almost impossible. There just 

was not funding for acquisition, and especially in the contemporary area. So I 

had this nice little pot to work with. And it was a time when you could buy an 

Ellsworth Kelly painting for $10,000. You could buy a Frank Stella painting for 

$10,000. You could buy any number of things for $10,000. So we got busy and 

we really started to add things to the collection, which was very exciting to 

me, because as I mentioned, in LACMA I really was not that much involved in 

acquisitions as such. So this gave me a real chance to be able to think of the 

things that I would like to have and that I thought would be good. And in the 

process of buying those, meeting with the board, which was a broad, 

community-based board, not terribly art knowledgeable, very willing to listen 

and to learn— Again, that's a difference between— I guess you'd say the two 

things were, in major city boards with a very limited education in the arts, 

people think they know everything there is to know. And in Texas, they're 

much more open and willing to learn that, in fact, you have some expertise 

and you are imparting that to them. So I spent a lot of time doing lectures for 

the whole board and for the community and other things, just in terms of 

getting things going. That was certainly a positive. Then we organized groups 

where we'd go to New York together. We'd go to the auctions, and we'd go to 



the galleries, and we'd look at different things and what have you. And people 

like the Hudsons were buying contemporary art. And Sid and Anne Bass, the 

woman he was married to at that time, began collecting in the area of a lot of 

California things—a lot of Robert Irwin, for example, light and space. They 

were interested in things of that kind. As sophistication built rather rapidly, it 

was not without its rocky moment. Because we did, shortly after I had gotten 

there— A close friend of mine is a man named Peter Plagens, who has become 

the art critic for Newsweek magazine but then had been in Europe for a time 

and come back to the University of Texas in Austin—was a very hip young 

person and a painter himself. I asked him to work with me to co-curate an 

exhibition of drawings [Contemporary American Drawings], which I thought 

we could afford to do within our process. So he did the West Coast and I did 

the East Coast. We brought together this collection, maybe 150 drawings, that 

had two drawings by John Altoon which were very erotic in nature, kind of 

princess-and-the-frog drawings, and two drawings by Mel Ramos in Northern 

California which were dealing with the nude figure in relationship to animals 

and things of that kind. And we hung the exhibition. And I didn't really give it a 

second thought, because it was the kind of show that in Los Angeles you 

wouldn't give a second thought to. But all of a sudden, this community 

uproared, which is unbelievable. I was being attacked and I was being— I 

guess you'd say at that time in Fort Worth, the majority of people who came 

to the museum were women, right. It just simply wasn't considered a man's 

activity. The men were to come into the exhibition, and they'd want to see the 

dirty drawings. And they'd come and look at the dirty drawings. Then they'd 

come and attack me for making their wives confront something like this. There 

was a lot of that Texas manhood thing that was in there. And that particular 

exhibition had been funded by the Junior League. They did once every year, 

funded an exhibition. I had to go before them as a body and defend myself 

and defend this, that, and so on and so on. And they listened. We got over 

that hump, and it was fine. There was one kind of personality with whom I 

clashed almost on a regular daily basis, a man named Sam Canty Jr., I think 

Sam Canty II, who had developed this reputation of kind of being Mr. Art of 

Fort Worth, okay? A kind of Mr. Art of Texas. He was a very nice and effete 

person who loved to think he knew everything about this and that and had a 

great affection for the work of the Fontainebleau [school] period, and was not 

at all happy about this whole modern sensibility that we'd been putting 



together. In fact, the first run-in I guess I had with him was when I went down 

there and we met. I was in the museum, and I walked around the museum, 

which was a nice kind of little German-type building, had been based on a 

Bauhaus style of building. But the interior walls of the whole building were 

Peg-Board, which is an awful surface in any event. [It was from] the fifties, 

when the builder [had] kind of an interesting idea he'd just hang things off 

pins and that would be that. I said I would come if we'd negotiate a salary and 

so forth. I said, "I'll come if the first thing you all agree [to is] we'll raise money 

to get rid of the Peg-Board, and we'll resurface the walls, and that will be 

that." And the board kind of grumbled and so forth and so on and so on. 

"Okay, that's fine." Then I went that evening to Mr. Canty's house. This was 

before I was even hired. Mr. Canty's whole living room was Peg-Board. 

[laughs] So I knew where the idea had come from. So you could see we kind of 

had conflicts. He would try to goad me every now and then in different ways. 

But he was not, in my mind, as complex a person— He was kept into his kind 

of place by other board members. And he was not as difficult as many of the 

trustees that I worked with in Los Angeles. So that was fine. So there were 

these issues. Then a little later on, I did a Claes Oldenburg exhibition in Fort 

Worth. Just kind of fascinating history, because ten years before that time, the 

contemporary museum in Dallas, which developed and then folded because 

they did a Claes Oldenburg exhibition— They fired the director, and they ran 

out of money, and that was the end of that, because they just couldn't 

condone this Oldenburgian nonsense. So when I did the exhibition of 

Oldenburg [Claes Oldenburg: Object Into Monument], he was a great hero. 

And I was a great hero for having done the exhibition, and that's the way it 

was then. What I guess I'm trying to explain is that I've always felt blessed in 

the sense that where I have kind of landed has been on kind of a growth curve 

and an interest curve and a sophistication curve. So that all began, really 

developed very rapidly. I was there five and a half years, and by the time we 

got to about the third year, I guess, of the program, we began to be 

recognized as one of the interesting smaller museums of modern art in the 

country. And we did exhibitions of Rauschenberg [Robert Rauschenberg: 

Selections and Robert Rauschenberg: "Stoned Moon" Lithographs] and 

Oldenburg and things of that kind, that were really rare for that section of the 

country. So we were getting the Dallas audience. We were forcing the Dallas 

museum to get busy and more active. A lot of things were happening. It 



became a very important Texas manifestation. At the same time, because of 

my long association with artists in Los Angeles and my affinity for artists, I 

worked a lot with the artists who lived there. And if you were to ask anybody 

there now what my reputation would be or where it would be based, it would 

be in that arena of giving the local artists support and education at the same 

time. I argued continually that it wasn't the issue of showing always the artists 

of that area, but it was showing the artists of the area what really is going on 

and then showing them in the same context so they can grow together. And it 

was a good program. It worked. I did teach at TCU [Texas Christian University] 

during that time, basic courses in art history, and a lot of the young artists 

came out of that program. So I managed to build— I can say this now in 

hindsight. At the time I wasn't doing anything other than doing what I thought 

was best intuitively, so it's a different kind of situation. But that obviously gave 

the communities some kind of strength. And then the Kimbell was built in the 

beautiful Louis Kahn building. They had acquired a reasonable number of 

really important objects. So here's this little city of three hundred thousand 

people with three different museums, and we took great pride in pointing out 

that we all worked together. We were in very close proximity to each other. 

We all knew each other. Mitchell [A.] Wilder was the director of the Amon 

Carter Museum, and he'd come from Los Angeles here. He'd been the head of 

Chouinard Art [Institute] and other things out here on the West Coast. So we 

kind of had this growth pattern, and people nationally became very interested 

in what was happening, especially after the Kimbell got done. Again, I couldn't 

have asked for a better growth configuration. I instituted exhibitions. They 

used to do a show called the Tarrant County annual [Annual Exhibition for 

Artists of Fort Worth and Tarrant County], which was a juried show. I 

expanded that to being called [Project] South by Southwestand would bring in 

people as far away as New Orleans on the one side and New Mexico, Arizona 

on the other side to broaden it into a regional show base. Brought in 

important national jurors—again, a change of bringing people in to talk to 

them and to look at the work and deal with that. They began to look at Texas 

art as something with a special flavor different from New York and different 

from Los Angeles, with a lot of PRing [public relations work] out of our 

heads—totally made up—making Texas the fifth point on the national star, 

you know, with New York and L.A. and San Francisco and Chicago, and now 



Fort Worth down there [laughs], which was all a fiction. But nonetheless, it 

was interesting for people to think about that that way. Those were the times. 

1.8. TAPE NUMBER: V, Side Two (August 2, 1995) 

HOPKINS: 

Again, this kind of comparison between L.A. and Texas. And there we didn't 

have a big endowment as such, but the amount of money we needed to run 

the institution was not monumental. It was always a question of somebody 

going to different people. We did get some NEA [National Endowment for the 

Arts] grants and other things of that kind, but mainly were just going to people 

and saying, "Give us $10,000, $10,000, $10,000." Once that got kind of 

established there that became a pattern, and they gave us that. The C.ity [of 

Fort Worth] gave us a certain modest amount of money. It was enough to do 

the kind of programmatic things that we wanted to do, within reason. But in 

the fund-raising chores, again, you learn a lot about the processes of Texas, 

because I went one day with the young president of my board, Ed Hudson, to 

the Fullers [Adelaide and William M.]'s house—collectors, not that important, 

you know, good, solid people in the community—and asked them for $10,000 

after we had done others and had gotten it. So in the midst of the 

conversation, I was asked if I shot. And I asked them what they meant by did I 

shoot. They said, "Will you hunt?" And I said, "Yeah, I grew up hunting." And I 

said, "But I don't hunt animals. I bird shoot and that kind of thing." And they 

said, "Well, you've got to come out to west Texas, because we have eight 

hundred thousand acres in west Texas and we go out and we do duck hunting 

every fall. Love to have you come out." I was concentrating on the $10,000 

and not hearing this enormity of this piece of land of eight hundred thousand 

acres. So they agreed to give us the $10,000. We were walking down the walk, 

and Ed Hudson said, "You know, they don't have eight hundred thousand 

acres in west Texas." And I said, "Oh, really?" He said, "No. What they really 

have," he said, "is two four-hundred-thousand-acre plots that butt up against 

each other." So I realize there's a real finesse in that. The other thing that—

again, by fluke, whatever, circumstance—was I was asked not too long after I 

had been there— And art people are always somewhat suspect in any 

society—outside of the board, in terms of the general population. And I think I 

said that I learned early on to read the sport pages and the business pages and 



what have you. But I was asked to go duck hunting, which I'd done as a young 

person. So I went duck hunting. And we were out during the day. It was 

November and chilly and cold, and [there was] no dog to retrieve game, but I 

had gotten two or three ducks. And the other hunters were all sitting around 

the edge of the pond and perfectly willing to leave the game there, which 

unfortunately is a Texas phenomenon. But that's not the way I was brought 

up. So I stripped down to my skivvies and swam out and got my ducks and 

brought them home and had them to eat. And then I became a hero. That was 

a story that just permeated the whole society. So I got known outside of the 

art world as being okay. [laughs] Those were the Fort Worth years. The 

interaction was great. The other thing that was important to me professionally 

is that by becoming a museum director I was able to become a member of a 

group called the Association of Art Museum Directors, AAMD. And that is 

made up of the 150 leading art museums in the country, where you have a lot 

of interaction with your peers. Through that association I got to know people 

like [J.] Carter Brown and the people that were then directors of the Museum 

of Modern Art, later Richard [E.] Oldenburg, and Jim [James] Woods of the Art 

Institute of Chicago and then my old friend Jim [James T.] Demetrion and 

Walter Hopps. So I became part of the whole interactive group, where we 

exchanged ideas and exchanged discussions. I became part of different 

groups, and appeared in congressional committees and things that just simply 

expanded my horizons in very dramatic ways. Then I was asked in 1970 to do 

the American representation at the Venice Biennale. Do you want to go on 

with that, or what? 

RATNER: 

You can go ahead with that. 

HOPKINS: 

No, you go ahead. You keep on your track. 

RATNER: 

We don't have to. I can just back up and we can pick up with the Biennale 

now. 

HOPKINS: 



Well, It's just it's only in the context of the fact that I'd been there, I guess, two 

years and was approached to consider doing the Biennale at a time when—

Going into the whole history of the Biennale and how it's funded and so forth 

and so on is far too complex and very boring. But in the earlier days, it had 

been supported by the Museum of Modern Art. They dropped it as being a 

thing that was too expensive to do. It kind of shifted into the governmental 

clime of Washington and was handled through the [Smithsonian Institution] 

National Museum of American Art. They checked different things around the 

country and decided what they were going to do and who they would like to 

have. They approached me and asked if I would be interested in doing a print 

exhibition. And I was interested in doing a print exhibition, because I'd kept 

contacts here in Los Angeles with the development of Gemini [G.E.L.], for 

example, and Tamarind [Lithography Workshop], and I was quite 

knowledgeable in that area. So we put together this grouping of a hundred 

and fifty plus prints by contemporary American printmakers, very different 

than the normal Venice thing, which deals with one artist or two artists, 

something of that kind. Then we were going to set up a lithography shop, an 

etching shop, and have artists come through the summer and actually produce 

prints there on the spot. And it happened that it was the Biennale that was 

totally being disrupted by the Vietnamese war. The student riots in Paris had 

occurred just before that time. All of the upset, and all kind of things. And a 

number of the American artists who were against the war— Artists don't too 

often hang together as a group. But in a situation of this kind, it was a place to 

attack our government, is really what it amounted to. And the Venice 

Biennale, as opposed to the Documents, does have some political overtones, 

because the funding comes out of government—the British council, the 

French art council, and you have the national pavilion in the park in Venice. So 

the issue arose about whether or not these artists wanted to be in the 

Biennale. And since it was no one artist who could be hurt too much—it 

wasn't a major show by this artist or that artist—they started withdrawing 

their prints and saying, "We're not going to show." Then I had to confront 

myself with "Do I go ahead and do this?" or "Don't I do this?" or "What is the 

issue?" And I felt I had the commitment with the artists who did want to show, 

of which there were more than did not want to show. So it was a very complex 

and difficult year and reflected, I think, extremely well, again, on Fort Worth, 

because to do this, I had to go back to Fort Worth and say, "Look, we have to 



raise $35,000 to do this. It would be good for us. It would enhance the 

reputation of the museum. It would do this, do that." And then when the 

Biennale happened, it was kind of a mess. Fortunately, we got a couple of 

fairly good reviews in the New York Times and other things. They were 

appreciative of how we had handled it. But I thought, "God, when I come 

home, I'm just going to get slammed into the wall." [laughs] But they were all 

very good and very supportive. That was another nice Fort Worth 

phenomenon. I also, just incidentally, at the same time—by fluke it happened 

at the same time—did the art presentation at the Spoleto festival in Italy 

[Festival of Two Worlds]. Just after I got Venice installed, I went with my 

young son, John [Thomas Hopkins], down to Spoleto. And he and I installed a 

[Robert] Rauschenberg exhibition there at the Spoleto. Interesting time. 

RATNER: 

Yeah. It sounds like that was actually a really wild time. 

HOPKINS: 

Right. 

RATNER: 

I want to ask you about the Spoleto also. But just about the Biennale— You 

mentioned you got some good critical reviews in the New York Times. What 

kind of reaction was there from the public? 

HOPKINS: 

The general public in Venice you mean this time? 

RATNER: 

Yeah. 

HOPKINS: 

It was a very strange year in any event, because the Vietnamese situation was 

going on, student unrest, government, all of these things. Practically every 

country in the world was having trouble of one kind of another, and some 

pavilions did not even open that year. But the Venice Biennale is always 

exciting. You can go and you can lambaste it or whatever, but it's always 

exciting. And people always show up in big numbers, which they did. That's 



when I first met Count [Giuseppe] Panza, for example, who came to the 

gallery. And I was there the whole summer, so I met a lot of people who have 

been friends really ever since that time. The reaction to the idea of the making 

of the prints was— [laughs] I should mention this because of two things. One 

of the first people that I wanted to come and make prints was Ed [Edward] 

Ruscha, because Ed was a close personal friend, a good artist, and a good 

printmaker. He had been experimenting at that time with his prints that dealt 

with natural substances—you know, raspberry jam, spinach juice, this, that. 

He was using them as printing colors and techniques. And he got involved in 

the issue of whether he should come or not, because of this whole thing. He 

finally decided he would come, and I was so relieved. So we sat down and 

started talking about a project, and he said, "Well, what I really want to do is a 

chocolate room." And I said, "You want to do— What do you want to do?" 

[laughs] He said, "I really want to do a chocolate room." And so he explained 

to me. So in this one portion of the gallery—about one-fourth of the U.S. 

pavilion space—he silk-screened sheets of Nestle's chocolate, you know, just 

through a silk screen screen. There was no image. He would just screen the 

screen covered with chocolate. He did about—I don't how many hundreds of 

sheets—I'll say four hundred sheets and then attached them all to the wall in 

an overlapping way, like a California bungalow's shingles, okay? They were 

there, and it's of course about—I don't know—120 degrees and humid beyond 

belief in the middle of the Venetian summer. You'd walk in that room, and this 

permeation of this horrible smell of Nestle's chocolate would just knock you 

practically out of the room, [laughs] And after about the second or third day 

was up, kids found out that they're going to lick their finger and make marks in 

the chocolate. They started immediately making initials and this and that. I 

said, "Ed"—who went off to London then to do something else—"what do we 

do about this?" He said, "Let them do it. That's fine. That's what it's about." So 

we kept it up for about two weeks, and then finally the ants got in. That 

finished off the whole phenomenon, because they really crawled all over 

everywhere. Ed was asked a year after that time to do the catalog 

for Documenta, the big German show, and his images and ideas were all ants. 

So I always wondered if there was a connection. I've never really asked. That 

was one aspect of that. The other thing that was amazing is that while some of 

the artists went, the person that we had there working in silk screen— We had 

John Dowell from Pennsylvania actually doing lithography. He did really rather 



wonderful things and worked with students and worked very well. And Bill 

[William] Weege, from the experimental print school at the University of 

Wisconsin, Madison, was there. He was doing silk screens. All summer long he 

would sneak out prints saying "Impeach Nixon. Impeach Nixon. Impeach 

Nixon." [laughs] And that's one moment, since we were supposed to be good 

representatives of the government— You know, you go to this thing, and they 

say, "Now, you're going to represent the United States. You have to do this; 

you have to do that. You're not to do this, that." When I saw him doing this, I 

said, "God, now what do I do?" So I said, "You mustn't do that." And of course, 

three days later, I'd see somebody walking down the Venice boulevard 

wearing the beach things and silk screens that he was handing out. Anybody 

could get them. It was not a controllable situation. But happily, nobody really 

stepped in and raised Cain with us. 

RATNER: 

In one of the reviews that I read about the Biennale, they were talking about 

the fact that the Biennale had changed that year, and as you just said, that it 

wasn't focusing on individual artists but the creative process and that they had 

abolished prizes. But one of their criticisms, which is so interesting, was that 

we would be doing a print show, when in fact Europeans are the ones who— 

HOPKINS: 

Originated. 

RATNER: 

—originated and worked— Not taking into consideration, of course, all the 

new things that were happening and all the experimental kinds of things that 

were coming out of Gemini and places like that. 

HOPKINS: 

Yeah, we could talk about that for a minute. Because the reason to do a print 

show was essentially exactly that—that the European tradition, in terms of not 

so much silk screen, but certainly lithography, certainly etching and other 

things of that kind, had been long, long established. And in the United States, 

as a broad generality, if you're in art school—when I was in art school—you 

learn the process of lithography and etching and what have you. But you did it 



all. You did the etching. You did the color. You did the rubbing of the plates. 

You did the grinding of the stones. You did the printing. And they were pretty 

messy prints compared to the professional sense of what European 

printmaking had been. But then when June Wayne got her Ford Foundation 

grant to start the Tamarind Lithography Workshop here in Los Angeles, her 

whole ambition, of course, was to introduce to America the process of the 

master craftsmen, the printer working with the artists to produce these much 

more professional editions and to get all of the numbers straight and work out 

all of the processes of editioning. So through her enterprise here on the West 

Coast, it really did revivify printmaking as such. And there was ULAE [Universal 

Limited Art Editions] on the East Coast, which was doing a very similar kind of 

thing. Then June spun off a number of printers that went to San Francisco and 

various places, but primarily Ken Tyler, who started Gemini in Los Angeles and 

began working with the most important L.A. artists that were here, as well as 

New York artists. And other shops then developed themselves in terms of 

doing silk screen printing and various other things. A number of the major 

artists—Jasper Johns, Robert Rauschenberg, Ellsworth Kelly, Roy Lichtenstein, 

and, on the West Coast, Wayne Thiebaud, Ed Ruscha, Richard Diebenkorn—all 

were doing prints and doing prints of rather extraordinary quality, based even 

on European standards. In fact, we felt quite strongly that the American 

system of printmaking at that time was much better because in the European 

system— There were a lot of questions about doing what they call "afters," 

which means that Miró might do a drawing and send the drawing down, and 

then they would do the cutting and do this and redraw on the plates and do all 

of that kind of thing, and then Miró would sign it. This [American system] was 

a much purer process. That's really what we wanted to show. And I can see 

why a European critic might think that was strange in the process, but we 

didn't think so. But I think that the key thing is— The two things that really 

made it difficult for us, of course, were that out of a 150-print show, which 

was reduced down to about, I think, probably 80 prints altogether— And it set 

up a division between artists who didn't want to show and people who did 

want to, people who were friends of mine. [There were] all kinds of reasons 

that they did one thing or another. But we did present in a big central wall, 

when you walk into the pavilion, a list of all of the artists who chose not to 

show and stated their political reasons for not doing that. So we hopefully 

balanced both sides, as much as it could be done. 



RATNER: 

So that was a list of people who had been invited to participate, but then— 

HOPKINS: 

But chose not to. So they were able to make their political statement to it. 

RATNER: 

That must have been hard for you to go ahead with that, and I know it was a 

big list of people who— 

HOPKINS: 

I lost about forty pounds that summer, I think, [laughs] 

RATNER: 

But you got to spend the whole summer in Venice. 

HOPKINS: 

Yes, I know. You can't knock that. True. Well, the other thing was just that it is 

part of the whole phenomenon— Because we took over a building on the 

Grand Canal which had been our old consulate— It was in terribly run-down 

condition. The consulate had left some time ago. We bought little folding cots, 

and we did this and we did that, because we were a commune, is what it really 

amounted to. Because all of the people— John Dowell had his family, Bill 

Weege had his family, I had my family. You had this whole thing, this kind of 

nest of people that we had to take care of. Then of course we were inviting 

European artists to work with us in the print shop. And a Danish artist came in, 

an Italian artist came in. And we had our regular communal meals and all of 

those different things. So there is a lot of stuff to keep your eye on other than 

the exhibition itself—you know, whether your child is going to drown in that 

dirty canal or a pigeon is going to give him a disease he couldn't— [laughs] 

RATNER: 

You came through it unscraped. 

HOPKINS: 



We made it through, definitely. We made it through. But I smelled like Venice 

for about a year after that. 

RATNER: 

Since you mentioned Spoleto, I just wanted to ask you about that. You'd 

mentioned that there was a show of Rauschenberg's things [Robert 

Rauschenberg: "Stoned Moon" Lithographs]. I had also thought that I'd seen 

somewhere that you did a show of Dennis Hopper's black-and-white 

photographs [Dennis Hopper Photographs]. So it was a two-part—? 

HOPKINS: 

There were two parts. And that transpired because Spoleto had always had— 

When it began, Spoleto did some really exciting art things. They did sculpture 

in the square—Spoleto, which is this wonderful little town—with people like 

Sandy [Alexander] Calder and David Smith and other artists like that. By this 

time their finances were much more limited. But they wanted to do some kind 

of an art component each time they did it. Later, it was split, coming to South 

Carolina part of the time, and over there part of the time. So we agreed that 

we would do this Rauschenberg print exhibition and the Dennis Hopper show, 

which I had just done in Fort Worth. That in itself is kind of an interesting 

story, because during the latter part of the fifties, when Dennis was a 

struggling actor in things like Rebel without a Cause and was considered to be 

kind of anathema within the film industry, he was an artist. He made 

assemblage-like objects that related to Kienholz and Wally [Wallace] Berman 

and other things. They're much cleaner than that. But he considered himself 

quite serious about that, and he was a serious collector. But when he came 

here from San Diego to be in the film industry and was having a hard time 

getting work, he became a still photographer. The whole ambition of being a 

still photographer was to shoot full-frame images that would help him in 

terms of planning directorial things and things later on that he was very 

interested in. He thought it would improve his vision. So he did this rather 

incredible documentation of the sixties, because Dennis lived the sixties to the 

fullest. Images of love-ins, images of [Roger] Vadim and Jane Fonda on the 

beach when they were shooting Barbarella—that kind of period of time. And 

the motorcycle gangs, and all of the aspects of the sixties that one would wish, 

plus a fairly good representation of artists that he knew in different situations. 



They were really quite extraordinary photographs. But Dennis's lifestyle— At 

the time he was living in Santa Fe or Taos, I guess, and was spending a lot of 

time doped out. And there was great concern about the things that he had 

there. Walter Hopps, again, knew about the existence of these negatives, and 

Walter's own life was very scattered at that moment. So they turned to me to 

at least take this box of negatives and just hold on to it so that nothing 

happened to it, which I did. Then I began looking at the negatives and they 

looked really interesting. So I asked that we make some quick prints just to 

look at them and see what they were like. They were a whole story of the 

sixties. I called Dennis and asked if it would be all right if we did an exhibition, 

which he agreed to, and worked with me through that whole period of time to 

do the show, and came down. And it was kind of exciting. They were prints 

maybe ten by twelve inches, twelve by fourteen inches. Then later, of course, 

Dennis became kind of a darling of the film community, and there's now been 

a book produced of his photographs and various other things. But there's this 

funny, tentative moment in the art world where things and people can simply 

get lost if things turn one way and they can be saved if things turn another 

way. That was just an interesting point, I think, in Dennis's life—my life, too, as 

far as that's concerned. Watching over Dennis for four days in Texas at his 

deepest drug time was not the happiest— No one would like to do it. You 

were waiting for a phone call any moment that he'd been taken into a Texas 

prison for the rest of his life. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

How was that received in Spoleto, the Hopper and the Rauschenberg? 

HOPKINS: 

I didn't ever see anything about it, okay? It was done in a church. It was a nice 

installation in one of the wonderful, old—I'll say, fifteenth-century— buildings. 

And nothing looks better in my mind than that wonderful architecture in 

conjunction with contemporary art. But it was not a major, major part of the 

Spoleto phenomenon. If it was written about in the Italian papers, which I'm 

sure it was, I just did never see the material on it. Unless you found 

something? 

RATNER: 



No, I didn't. I wanted to ask you more about exhibitions and acquisitions. But 

let me just back up a little bit to the earlier time in Fort Worth. You got there 

in 1968, and— 

HOPKINS: 

June of '68, I think it was. 

RATNER: 

June of '68. And the man you succeeded, Donald Burrows, had been director 

for only two years. 

HOPKINS: 

Good heavens, where do you find all this stuff? [laughs] 

RATNER: 

And as you sort of mention, but more modestly, your arrival began a period in 

which the museum began to really gain national and international recognition, 

both through the exhibitions and the publications. And of course it had not 

been focusing on modern or contemporary, as you mentioned. One of the 

things I think that maybe I even read that you said was that up until 1968, not 

a single piece of New York School painting had been purchased in Fort Worth, 

either by the museum or an individual. I wondered how you would guess that 

compared to other cities of its size at the same time. 

HOPKINS: 

Oh, well. Okay, that's interesting. It's hard to make comparisons to cities of 

that size, because in Dallas, a much larger city, a million people, they had 

bought things by Franz Kline, for example, Jackson Pollock—under duress, but 

nonetheless, they had bought them for the contemporary museum. And then 

they eventually found their way back over to the Dallas Museum [of Art]. But I 

would think for the average city of three hundred thousand— That's probably 

about where people were, you know, unless they were very close to another 

major urban center. If a city was three hundred thousand, let's say, in 

Massachusetts or something like [that, you would] very well have a different 

thing. But when you really think about it, around the country there were 

hundreds of little centers. It's pretty amazing for a city of that size to have 

started from scratch and a very conservative base with the Amon Carter 



Museum—which is [Frederic] Remington, [Charles R.] Russell, and things of 

that kind—and suddenly getting engaged in the general art history through 

the Kimbell and getting involved in modern art through the other— And it's 

just become their passion, which is amazing. But I think you couldn't name 

very many cities that would be in that position. 

RATNER: 

Was the first piece purchased after you arrived? And were you instrumental in 

that? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, it depends on what you call the first piece, okay? From the standpoint of 

the museum, it had in its collection, at that time, a nice Georgia O'Keeffe, for 

example, an Abraham Rattner, who is not a very well known name now, but 

they were respectable artists of the forties. And shortly before I came there—

after I had agreed to come there, but before I came— Fort Worth—it's a good 

indicator, as a matter of fact—clearly wanted to make some kind of 

statement, okay? Picasso made available a black-and-white painting from his 

own collection, a reclining nude, a very good painting. And I can't remember 

now what the benefit was, but it was to be sold for some cause. He agreed to 

that. And they had a national bidding thing. They had TV in New York. They 

had TV in Los Angeles. They had TV in different places. And the Fort Worth Art 

Center museum bought it for $65,000, right? So there they were at the time 

making a statement: "We're going to make something happen." So there was 

obviously an attitude that was starting to work. That was there as a Picasso 

work. As I mentioned, I was able to talk Ruth Carter Johnson into selling her 

Renoir and getting another Picasso—1909 Picasso sculpture and a Kandinsky 

painting. And they had bought—before I came, but again, it was in about a 

year's time before I came—from— Who wrote Tiny Alice? [Edward] Albee. I 

bought from Albee his suite of Picasso's [Ambroise] Vollard [portraits] suite. A 

hundred beautiful prints. So they were entering into this modernist realm 

without enough money to sustain that. They just didn't have a lot of money to 

buy a lot of important works of art. I'm trying to think now of what the first 

thing that I bought was. I think probably the first thing I bought was the 

Ellsworth Kelly painting, which was $10,000. And then, I bought the Frank 

Stella painting, which I think was $12,000. I remember that was a big, big 



issue, because Stella that year was working on his Protractor series, and he 

had done paintings that were ten by twenty feet and ten by ten feet. Ten by 

twenty feet would have been way too big for our institution, and I wanted a 

ten-by-ten-foot painting. And Leo Castelli told me, "You can't have one, 

because the twenty-by-ten-foot paintings were for museums, and the ten-by-

ten-foot paintings are for private collectors." But he relented and sold me one. 

Morris Louis was a very sought-after artist at that time. We brought down a 

major Morris Louis to look at and decided not to buy it, which was too bad. It 

was very beautiful. But I just couldn't get people into that. The acquisition that 

I had the most difficulty with in that earlier period was buying a Joseph Cornell 

box—a very beautiful box called Medici Boy, one of the best known of all his 

boxes—which I bought from Richard Feigen Gallery for $15,000, which is the 

highest price ever paid for Cornell at that time. They found that very difficult, 

to spend that kind of money for that kind of a little box. But nonetheless after 

the discussion they went along with We were able to buy a Clyfford Still 

painting at that time, a beautiful yellow Clyfford Still painting, which is one 

that used to hang in the Los Angeles County Museum of Art on loan. There 

were three paintings there: one beautiful black one, one red, and one yellow 

one. The black one went to the Chicago Art Institute, and the red one went to 

the Walker Art Center, and we bought the yellow one. Those were the first 

kind of major purchases, okay? And then during that time I got very excited 

about Brice Marden and bought a painting of Brice Marden's, which was really 

reaching for them. That's a very esoteric thing. And Ed Hudson also bought, 

for his own collection, a Brice Marden painting. I think Sid Bass bought one. Ed 

Hudson bought the suite of Andy Warhol Marilyns, which were available for 

$400 at that time. Why I didn't buy any? I didn't have $400, that's the answer. 

That's very simple. [laughs] But I think I bought three different suites of that 

for different people in Fort Worth. And I may have mentioned— I don't know 

if I did before or not. But in Los Angeles, about 1968, '70, they did this thing 

called the tower of peace [Artists Protest Tower] up on Sunset Boulevard. And 

amongst the painters who did two-by-two-foot paintings was Roy 

Lichtenstein, who did a little beautiful painting called Atom Burst, which was 

later offered to us by John Coplans for $600. It's such a great little painting. 

Blue benday dots, blue and black benday dots. I saw it just about a month ago. 

I said, "God, this is such a beautiful painting, why didn't I buy that?" Again, I 

didn't have the money. It was too foolish to think about. But when I hung it at 



the museum, I hung it on that Peg-Board wall, and those blue benday dots just 

went [mimics explosion]. [laughs] Unbelievable. And I bought a Mondrian 

drawing, so it wasn't all contemporary. But— 

RATNER: 

Those are— [presents Hopkins with list of works] 

HOPKINS: 

Oh, my, look at that! Okay. 

RATNER: 

You have a really good memory. 

HOPKINS: 

Okay. Lichtenstein, the Kelly, the Jasper Johns drawing, Lachaise's torso—

that's right, $7,500. Clyfford Still, Joseph Cornell, Kandinsky, Larry Bell—yes, 

that was shortly after I was there. I came out here and they were auctioning 

some things for, again, a cause. I bought a very beautiful Larry Bell box and a 

Craig Kauffman, one of the plastic vacuum-formed pieces. And again, it was 

not a lot of money. But every time that something like this would happen, it 

was a matter of concern, a matter of learning for them, okay? 

RATNER: 

Right. 

HOPKINS: 

And that was really quite amazing, okay? 

RATNER: 

But they were open to that? Because— 

HOPKINS: 

Yeah, they were. They were. I mean, nobody ever said no. They always hung it 

with pride. I guess you'd say the only thing that was a problem for them is 

something that would move into the realm of eroticism in a fairly strong way. 

Other than that, it was all right. And we had, I mentioned, the Annual 

Exhibition [for Artists of Fort Worth and Tarrant County] that we did, the 



Tarrant County annual. And the young woman that served as our receptionist 

was an artist and also made her living modeling for people. One of the 

paintings submitted one year was a painting of her naked running through the 

woods, which we hung over the reception desk where she was a receptionist, 

in kind of a tribute to Manet and his Luncheon on the Grass. That was very 

hard for them to understand. [laughs] Yeah, okay. Some of these are prints. 

The Thiebaud was a print. Man Ray was a print, yes. This is Oldenburg's 

obelisk. Magritte was a print. [James] Dine, yeah. That was a good painting. 

Robert Indiana numbers— Okay, '69 was the Kandinsky, okay, great. Yeah, 

Calder was a good drawing. The Albers. That's a terrible moment in my life, 

when I had bought this Clyfford Still painting and I got the Cornell and Josef 

Albers— Did I tell you this? I think I told you. 

RATNER: 

No. 

HOPKINS: 

Josef Albers— When I was at the L.A. County Museum, we owned this 

beautiful blue-black Albers and I was always very strongly touched by the 

purity of Albers's things and his color sense. So I wrote an article for the L.A. 

County Museum bulletin on it and sent it to Josef Albers. And he liked it. We 

began a correspondence, and we became friends. Then when Gemini started, 

they asked if there was any way we knew how to get in touch with Albers. So I 

helped them get in touch with Albers. And then they started producing 

Albers's prints and did a wonderful White Line Squares series and asked me to 

write an article for that, which I did. I went back to visit Josef and spent time 

with him. Every year when I went to New York, I would go visit him. Then I got 

to Fort Worth and I had gotten these other objects. And I thought I knew Josef 

well enough to say, "Look, Mr. Albers, it would be wonderful if we could buy a 

painting from you. And if we bought a painting from you, perhaps you'd 

consider giving us another one, so we could really talk about your color 

theories and so forth and so on." I thought it made very good sense. But I 

made the mistake in the letter of saying that we had recently acquired a 

Clyfford Still painting and a Joseph Cornell box and how wonderful this would 

be to have his work and so forth and so on, naively. This was one of the big 

lessons of my life. He never spoke to me again in his whole lifetime. Simply 



because I'd bought these other artists, I'd mentioned them in the context. 

[laughs] 

RATNER: 

Gosh, talk about the egos they all have. 

HOPKINS: 

Oh, yeah. That's the only way you can learn that, is to make a hideous mistake 

like that once. Then you just never mention another artist in the context of 

the artist you're talking to. 

RATNER: 

So obviously he didn't give you a painting, [laughs] 

HOPKINS: 

That's right. No, he didn't. But actually later, at the San Francisco Museum [of 

Modern Art], Anni Albers, his widow, who tried to intercede a couple of times, 

did leave eight paintings to the San Francisco Museum while I was there. It 

pays off sooner or later. Yes, yes, yes. Anything you want to know about any of 

these people? 

RATNER: 

Oh, just if anything stood out as really spectacular, had an interesting story 

attached to it. 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I think that another thing that we did try to talk about— And this had a 

lot to do with my earlier involvement with Walter Hopps. So much of this stuff 

you carry on in your life through those contacts. But things like the [Kurt] 

Schwitters, for example, which I would not have gotten had I not had that kind 

of experience. And the Mondrian drawing, which is absolutely beautiful, I just 

wouldn't have even— I wanted those things in relationship to the more 

modern and contemporary things, because they made sense in terms of a kind 

of history. The [Mark] Rothko we bought from Ed [Edwin] Janss here in Los 

Angeles. The [Victor] Vasar6ly. Oh, yeah, the beautiful Don [Donald] Judd. That 

was a major purchase— one of the beautiful stack pieces. One or two 

purchases I made that, in reality, when I got them to the museum, I couldn't 



hang them because the ceilings weren't high enough. So you make that kind of 

mistake, too, from time to time. But now they can and do. Oh, yeah. Actually, 

that's worth mentioning. The Lynda Benglis piece, For Carl Andre, from the 

1970s, was important in a couple of ways. You notice that there are not too 

many women's names on here in terms of acquisition. And there was a time 

when women were beginning to make their statement, where Judy Chicago 

did her ad in Artforum magazine and Lynda Benglis did her ad 

in Artforum magazine. It was a big deal, though. So we commissioned her to 

come to Fort Worth and do one of her polyurethane pieces, which she was 

mixing this stuff in big buckets and then pouring it on the floor. And these 

things kind of poured out from the wall like a lava flow. Amazing kind of thing. 

And the fact that they agreed to that and went along with it was pretty 

amazing, and one of the earlier supports for Lynda's work, which she's always 

appreciated. Wow, okay. Pretty good. Pretty good. Yeah, Hannah Hoch, 

another one of those offbeat things. I'd always loved at the Museum of 

Modern Art the fact that they had paintings on the wall and sculpture in 

certain places on the floor, but they had these lighted cases, these illuminated 

cases, in which were these surrealist objects. I used to love to look at those 

cases and those objects. So when I was able to get the Cornell and the 

Schwitters sculptures, I had the staff build in a light box in the gallery. And I 

was really happy that I really liked it. It kind of took you from big scale to small 

scale. It was very intimate. When I left the museum— The show that we'd 

done just before I had left, when they were doing the new wing and things, we 

covered over the light box. Six years later they were taking that out of there, 

and the electric lights were still on inside. [laughs] 

1.9. TAPE NUMBER: VI, Side One (August 2, 1995) 

RATNER: 

Okay. We were just reviewing this list of significant acquisitions from the Fort 

Worth Art Center museum. You're somewhere in 1971 or '72? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I'm looking at '72 at the moment. 

RATNER: 



Okay. 

HOPKINS: 

We were pretty much at the moment, just by reading the names, arranging it 

around. When you think of a community that was not that much involved, and 

by this time, they were not only involved but very supportive— Yeah, a lot of 

these things I'd like to have. 

RATNER: 

Because this list that we're looking at, of course, just mentions the works. It 

doesn't say how you— 

HOPKINS: 

Acquired them? 

RATNER: 

Right. You think most of these were purchases or—? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, yeah. They were almost all purchases. There were very, very few gifts at 

that time. But since that time, again, gifts have come along. And that's been 

great. The shift in that came the year before I left, '73. The Bass family, the Sid 

[W.] Richardson [Foundation Fund] trust, gave us $1 million to expand the 

building. Right. And we used a Texas architect from Austin whose name I've 

forgotten. It's terrible. 

RATNER: 

I have it. O'Neil, I think. 

HOPKINS: 

Oh, good. Yes, you're right. O'Neil Ford. 

RATNER: 

Right. 

HOPKINS: 



Good for you. They did a very sensible plan and actually got it built for the $1 

million. It unified that funny building in a way, gave them much more gallery 

space, and organized it. I left during the construction of that and came to the 

San Francisco Museum [of Modern Art]. And Richard [H.] Koshalek then 

followed me as the director. But they were far enough along at that time that 

they were then— Now it's become much more give-and-take—many more 

things coming as gifts to the museum and other things of that kind. But then, 

it was almost all purchased. A lot of these things, I must say, are prints. We felt 

that, since we had wanted to build a collection, give information, spread the 

information, adding prints was a good thing. So we talked a lot about that. But 

even at that, there were a lot of amazing things in there that I almost don't 

remember in some cases. But I'll be happy to tick off the ones I think are most 

important, if you want me to. 

RATNER: 

Sure, if that's easy to— 

HOPKINS: 

Yes. I'll do that on tape. 

RATNER: 

Okay, that's fine. 

HOPKINS: 

Yeah, that's amazing. That's nice. Yes, we were getting all the way up to John 

Cage and Robert Smithson and Brice Marden. Good. 

RATNER: 

You mentioned the Lynda Benglis work [For Carl Andre]. Did you have the 

opportunity to commission any other works of art while you were there? 

HOPKINS: 

Let me just think. Let me think. No, I think that's the only work that we 

actually commissioned, because that was a whole new thought. That was 

somebody coming down to a museum doing a work of art for a particular 

place and location with that museum. We did things that began to talk about 

that. We did the exhibition of Robert Irwin [Robert Irwin—Douglas Wheeler]. 



Well, it was to be an exhibition of Robert Irwin, Jim [James] Turrell, and 

Douglas Wheeler. But anyway, it's a light and space show. And they came 

down as artists and determined the space and looked at the space and made 

decisions about how they'd install and how it looked and so forth and so on. 

But not as a true commission as such. The only image in terms of public art we 

got into— We did negotiate for a long time with Ellsworth Kelly to do 

something for the new city hall building, which fell through, which often 

happens with Ellsworth, which was too bad. But in one of the biggest bank 

buildings downtown [Fort Worth National Bank Building]— The architect was 

John [C.] Portman [Jr.]. And John Portman liked to put art in front of his 

buildings or around them. So here was this building going up. And we saw the 

image of what he was going to put up in front of it, which was—to us—an 

unknown Belgian artist, and certainly not very interesting. Kind of classic 

bronze, dumpy stuff. So we formed a coalition—Ric [Richard F.] Brown was 

very helpful in this, too—Ric Brown and myself and some of our community 

members. We stormed the bank and said, "Look, how much are you spending, 

$100,000 for this stuff? If you're spending $100,000, why don't you buy 

something really wonderful with that amount of money?" And Portman was a 

little nonplussed, but he was okay. He said, "Well, if you can find something 

better, let us know." I was in New York, and we found a beautiful red Sandy 

[Alexander] Calder, a really beautiful big piece, almost too big for the site. But 

a beautiful big piece, and it was $100,000. So we talked to John Portman. John 

Portman agreed that that would be fine and would be wonderful. The 

president of the bank was having a terrible time with it. He wasn't even very 

happy about this more conservative stuff, and now this big red thing. It just 

happened by fluke that David Rockefeller came to town during that time, and 

the bank president asked him— because Rockefeller was a major art 

collector—"What do you think of the idea of having this big Calder piece out in 

front of the building? Don't you think it will be controversial?" David 

Rockefeller took him by the shoulders and said, "If it isn't, don't bother doing 

it." So he won him over. I saw that again about a month ago, too. It's gone 

through several manifestations. The bank has gotten in trouble, and they 

wanted to sell the Calder. It's funny how things like that happen. And the 

general public got aware of it. Now it's become such a wonderful thing in the 

city that they all said, "No, no, no. You can't get rid of it." So they dropped the 

idea and have kept it there. Another one of those things. Some of these 



people came down and talked. Lynda, obviously, came down and talked. 

[Robert] Rauschenberg talked. [Claes] Oldenburg talked. Robert Smithson 

talked. So when we made purchases, we'd try to get the artist down there. 

We'd do exhibitions or something to justify getting them there so that there 

would be interaction between the collectors. The thing I have found and find 

fascinating is if you can get people going to galleries, getting to know the 

people who are in the galleries— People are very resistant to going to 

galleries. They think if they go, they have to buy something. If we can just get 

them acquainted with the gallery people, especially get them acquainted with 

the artists, they become very committed to art and collecting art. If you leave 

it to their own devices, they just never can quite make that bridge. I think 

that's one place I was helpful always, is with helping to catalyze that. 

RATNER: 

That must have increased your audience also. 

HOPKINS: 

It did, yeah. Our audience was great. Because again, it was one of those things 

where when we'd open an exhibition people would come from Houston, 

they'd come from Austin. They would drive miles and miles and miles to come 

over, because it became a scene. It became a whole phenomenon. Openings 

became as important as the exhibition sometimes, okay? 

RATNER: 

All right, we have just a couple more minutes before you have to— 

HOPKINS: 

If I get reminiscing about that, I won't get— 

RATNER: 

No, I know that we have to wrap up early for you today. Let me just ask you 

one more question and we can call it a day. But you just mentioned the art 

scene. Was there even a local art press upon your arrival? And how did that 

change over the years you were there? 

HOPKINS: 



That's a good thought. When I first came down there—I'd been there a short 

period of time—there was a person named James Meeker who became a very 

good friend. He floats in and out now. I still consider him a very good friend. 

He was a very good writer. He would write periodically about the things that 

went on, but there wasn't really that much to write about. And if you were to 

ask people there— I did never think of it this way. But you were talking about 

the director who was there ahead of me, who had originally been a landscape 

gardener and had some art sensibility [Donald Burrows]. But they think of me 

as being the first professional director—I think that's really true, in that 

sense—that broke away from the old Texas scene and gave support to new, 

younger artists that were in the scene and bowed to some of the older ones, 

I'm afraid. Just kind of cut off a generation. And then got them involved in the 

national, international idea then. So Jim did not have a lot to write about 

before that time. But he's a good writer. Shortly after I came down there— I'd 

been there about a year and then the woman that became my second wife 

came down about a year later—Jan Butterfield, who is a writer. Jim yielded up 

his position to her to write for the Fort Worth Star-Telegram, which was our 

main paper. She didn't get a lot of space, because there wasn't paid 

advertising to support it. But she wrote a regular column about things that 

went on. Without talking about quality, the most consistent writing was done 

at the Dallas paper. I think it was the Dallas Morning News, a woman named 

Janet Kutner. They had a regular weekly article on art, which would be 

somewhat parallel to, say, L.A. at the time with Henry [J.] Seldis and other 

people of the kind. The Houston Post had a writer, though they did do other 

things. It wasn't as is the case in many American cities at that time, where it's 

either covered by cityside or somebody who was the sports reporter would 

occasionally do art or culture or something. We were blessed with some 

interested, knowledgeable, and intelligent people, who were actually writing 

criticism at that time. That was helpful, because if we got on the edge of 

difficulty one way or another and the scene was growing very fast, the press 

was very supportive actually at that time. So it was good for us. 

RATNER: 

By the time you left, had it matured even further or—? 

HOPKINS: 



Yeah, it had. Several things had begun to happen by that time. The triumvirate 

of museums [Amon Carter Museum of Western Art, Fort Worth Art Museum, 

and Kimbell Art Museum] had become such established facts in terms of Fort 

Worth life that they kept a regular daily column going, always regular, and still 

do. Dallas began— it's a little like L.A. and San Francisco—to get competitive in 

that way, and began to talk about doing something about their museum and 

building a new museum and getting in gear. And Janet worked very hard as a 

writer in proselytizing for those ideas. She's still there and still is writing and 

does good articles. She calls periodically, because they do reviews every now 

and then of the history of this or the history of that or something. Yeah, I'd say 

the Houston and Dallas and Fort Worth, right now, of the two— I would say 

that Houston and Dallas have the better art writers, okay? But they all have 

regular coverage of the arts by an art writer. 

RATNER: 

So you sort of kick that off. 
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RATNER: 

I thought we'd just pick up with Fort Worth [Art Museum] and move on from 

there. 

HOPKINS: 

All right. 

RATNER: 

Initially when you went there, I believe you functioned as both the chief 

curator and director. 

HOPKINS: 

No, I went just as director. 

RATNER: 

So there was a— 

HOPKINS: 



Was there a curator? No. The museum at that time was small. There was a 

director: myself. There was a head preparator. There was a money person. 

There was a PR [public relations] related person. There was a custodian and 

guard and a head of education. That was about it. No other curatorial staff. 

RATNER: 

Okay. So essentially, you were the— 

HOPKINS: 

That's right. Yes, I was. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

Okay. Given the heavy administrative load that most directors carry today, 

having the time to curate a show is a luxury now. I wonder if that had anything 

to do with the fact that you might have been interested in Fort Worth. The 

fact that it was a smaller museum, less mired in that administrative kind of 

detail. 

HOPKINS: 

Yes, that certainly was a factor, because even at the Los Angeles County 

Museum of Art I was able to work on originating a show or two. I did an 

exhibition of John Paul Jones [John Paul Jones: Paintings and Sculpture 1955-

1965], for example, because there was a feeling that we hadn't done much 

about California artists or Los Angeles artists. I worked on a little exhibition of 

Josef Albers's White Line Squares prints [Josef Albers: White Line Squares] that 

had been printed at Gemini [G.E.L.] that I'd written the catalog essay for and 

obviously enjoyed that curatorial aspect in working with the objects, which I 

was not given much opportunity to do in my administrative role at the County 

Museum. Going to Fort Worth, even though the budget was generally small, 

there was enough money to do certain things in those days. The staff was 

small, so it was very easy to administer. The museum was easy and low 

maintenance. We had an acquisition budget which was important in terms of 

doing that, so I could start right off the bat by figuring out exhibitions. And I 

tried to work on the principle of more or less borrowing half of the exhibition 

program and originating half of the exhibition program. A lot of the origination 

had to do with things that were local or regional—therefore inexpensive—in 



the texture of doing that. But I had not been there too long when I turned to 

my friendship with Robert Rauschenberg, who was Texas born, who had never 

had an exhibition in Texas. We thought it would be an interesting idea to do 

that. And amazingly, with Bob's help, we got extraordinary works for that 

exhibition [Robert Rauschenberg; Selections]. It was a time when the museum 

had never really dealt with something like that. But important early works— 

And Leo Castelli was very important in making loans. We did kind of a funny 

handcrafted catalog, which I wrote and which Bob was responsive to. It turned 

out to be a wonderful event, because his mother came up from Port Arthur, 

Texas, where he was born. Other people came. Everybody came in from Dallas 

and from Houston and other places. And Bob himself is an extremely 

ingratiating personality when he wants to be. He was certainly on that 

weekend. He had his coterie with him. So that show kind of set a standard for 

the things that we could do beyond the normal exhibition program and still 

could manage to fund them within the budget. We later did a Claes Oldenburg 

exhibition [Claes Oldenburg: Object into Monument], one of the major ones 

traveling around the country. But a lot of the program was regional in its 

reference. Certainly I took great pleasure in that, because it put me in contact 

with this whole coterie of artists in Texas that I had not known well. I thought 

there were some outstanding young people at work. Some of them have gone 

right on with their reputations. So that's good. 

RATNER: 

What did you have in mind in developing the exhibition program? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, the museum, to all intents and purposes, based on the people on the 

board [of trustees] who were most supportive— It was, as you had guessed, 

for a community board fairly broad based, thirty or forty people, a number of 

them not terribly active. But the ones that were active were really interested 

in the more contemporary end of things. Though we were essentially a 

modern museum— And that's been the title that came along to the institution 

a little bit later on [Modern Art Museum of Fort Worth], to divide it from the 

Kimbell [Art Museum] doing its art historical thing and the Amon Carter 

[Museum of Western Art] doing its American thing. But we did very little in 



terms of early twentieth century. It was almost all contemporary 

programming. 

RATNER: 

I have a list of the exhibitions that they did. 

HOPKINS: 

That would be helpful. That will refresh my ancient memory. 

RATNER: 

I thought we could look at that together. 

HOPKINS: 

Good. Okay. All right, now, actually the ones before June of '68 were 

exhibitions that— 

RATNER: 

Were in place. 

HOPKINS: 

Were in place, right. For example, The Guiding Hand, which is listed here, was 

rather typical of what they were doing. It was instructors in various Texas 

universities and things of that kind. And then the Tarrant County annual show 

[Annual Exhibition for Artists of Fort Worth and Tarrant County], which was 

their annual. The Texas Fine Arts Association was an exhibition which traveled 

around, which would have been juried in Austin, and traveled to different 

places there. The [Fort Worth] Art Center School Exhibition, which is simply 

the little school right there at the museum. So when you get down to it; the 

first one that I had to do with was Leon Polk Smith. The Leon Polk Smith show 

[Leon Polk Smith: Paintings, Reliefs, and Drawings] was interesting because it 

came from New York. Leon Polk Smith was an important abstract painter who 

had not been given his due, dating more or less with Ellsworth Kelly, perhaps 

preceding him. Kelly, of course, was a major star at the time. Here was an 

exhibition that was partly funded out of New York, so we were able to do it. 

And then the Andy Warhol: Marilyn Monroe Silk Screen Prints, that suite of ten 

wonderful heads of Marilyn, had been purchased by Ed [Edward] Hudson [Jr.], 

one of the collectors in Fort Worth and on my board. But that gives you kind 



of a clue of how we could do things inexpensively. Prints and Printmaking was 

an exhibition dealing with prints that we had. They had, over the years, 

developed quite an extensive print collection. We used it as an educational 

opportunity to show how lithographs were made, how etchings were made, 

different things of that kind. Then the Rauschenberg exhibition, which as I say 

kind of set the pattern for my being there, because we fought out at that time 

the issue of doing just regional and local shows or in fact providing regional 

and local artists with source material of artists that they had not seen or may 

not have seen except in reproduction. Because one thing that I was very 

conscious of when I saw this show called The Guiding Hand of people teaching 

at the various schools there and some of their students— It's just there were 

works that looked like Frank Stella, there were works that looked like 

Ellsworth Kelly, there were works that looked like Robert Rauschenberg. But 

they were a different scale, a different pattern, smaller—all of those different 

things that, obviously, indicated that the artists were conscious of that, but 

they were getting their information out of magazine reproductions rather than 

the real object. So this was the beginning of that turn. New Acquisitions [and 

Permanent Collection Highlights]—that was to, I think essentially mark the 

purchase of the Kandinsky painting and the Picasso head [Head of a Woman]. 

Kenneth Snelson was a— Actually, that was a wonderful exercise that I'd 

almost forgotten about. Kenneth Snelson is an artist that works off of the 

principles of [R.] Buckminster Fuller, building monumental pieces of sculpture 

that are held together by tension out of stainless steel and stainless steel 

cable. He came down and installed in the park area in front of the building five 

big pieces [Kenneth Snelson: Five Monumental Sculptures]. One of them, I 

would guess, was probably fifty-five feet high. They literally were in the park 

area outside of the museums. Again, Snelson was—is—an artist of national, 

international reputation, and he came down and actually did this work with 

some of the students who were there. So putting the Fort Worthers and many 

Dallasites and Houstonites as well in contact with these artists whom they've 

been reading about and seeing was a big issue. But you can then— Daumier 

Lithographs: [Forty Social and Political Comments], I mean, obviously, we're 

trying to make our money last. The [Robert] Irwin—[Douglas] Wheeler: New 

Works was certainly an important exhibition, risky in the sense that it showed 

several of Robert Irwin's disks when he had done them, in about 1968. This 

was one of the first showings of that material. And Doug Wheeler, who was 



also a light and space artist, doing kind of Plexiglas illuminated forms. Jim 

[James] Turrell was supposed to be in that exhibition, but being a complex 

personality, he decided not to. That was interesting for me, because it was an 

exhibition that was very, very beautiful, but not the kind of exhibition that 

would draw a large audience. Because even though so many of the people—

I'm not being critical of people in Fort Worth; it's true anywhere—would come 

and kind of look in the space— They'd think, "Gee, that's something," but they 

wouldn't even spend two minutes looking at it or concentrating on it, because 

it wasn't what they used to think about as art. That began to shift attitudes as 

well. I should mention that through this period of time, with the board group 

and anybody who would like to come, I did on more or less a monthly basis 

kind of slide contemporary art history lectures and discussions and question-

answers, so people were getting more filled in in terms of what was 

happening. But then, immediately following the Irwin-Wheeler show, which 

was one of the better and more interesting shows in the country at that 

time— In fact, it was reorganized, but it went on to the Stedelijk Museum in 

Amsterdam. So we were kind of playing at the edge of being something more 

than what they used to be. But then we followed that with the Tiffany Table 

Benefit Exhibition, which was simply all of the leading hostesses in Fort Worth 

doing tables with Tiffany plates, dishes, silverware, candelabras, so forth and 

so on, as a benefit to make a little money, okay? [The Tempera Technique: 

Recent Works of Ronald Thomason] Ronald Thomason was a local artist who 

was working in the tradition of Andrew Wyeth. And then the thirty-

second Annual Exhibition of Artists of Fort Worth and Tarrant County. I should 

just simply say that I've always been a believer in the idea of juried exhibitions. 

When a museum reaches a certain level of recognition, the first thing they do 

is eliminate juried shows, because they are complex and they're difficult to put 

together and they do or don't necessarily do the purpose. But I certainly felt in 

Texas, especially as an emerging artist area, that to have a juried exhibition 

where artists of greater and lesser reputation all participated and bringing in 

jurors—again, like bringing the artists into the area, like Rauschenberg and 

Snelson—curators like Walter Hopps, for example, and Jane Livingston from 

the West Coast and Marcia Tucker, she was then at the Whitney Museum [of 

American Art]— Being able to let the artists and the people of Fort Worth mix 

with well-known curators around the country who are getting more art 

information all the time that it was happening. A little later, we decided that 



the Tarrant County annual was perhaps too limited. It had been established so 

that artists from that region, without including Dallas, could be in the 

exhibition, was what it was. We then originated a group of shows 

called [Project] South by Southwest which drew from a bigger area. And they 

were more important. Kandinsky Watercolor Exhibition, that was a show that 

was traveling through AFA [American Federation of Arts]. And [The Lipman 

Collection of] Contemporary American Sculpture— I don't even remember 

that. That's interesting. Don't even remember. 

RATNER: 

So you don't know if that was a local collection or—? 

HOPKINS: 

No, it was not a local collection. It's a New York collection. But I'm just trying 

to remember the images in it. It was middle-scale sculpture. 

The Contemporary American Drawings show we talked about a little bit at our 

last session, which was the one that became so controversial. That was 

originated by Peter Plagens and myself and I guess nearly got me fired for 

giving support to erotic material. But it was a test, all right? Laser 

Environments, that was a piece from the [San Francisco] Bay Area. I've 

forgotten even the artist's name. But it was the time when art and technology 

was interesting, and laser work was beginning to be a part of— It's a single 

piece. One installation. And then One Hundred Years of English Silver [1660-

1760]. So you can see we had a kind of identity problem there. Okay? Stencil 

Ornaments of Louis Sullivan was a hand-rubbing thing dealing with 

architecture. That was a small show. Good Design I did originate. It's 

something that in my whole lifetime I've wished I could do more of. But I don't 

have the time to really devote to it. I was very influenced as a student by the 

[Good Design] exhibitions that were done by the Museum of Modern Art in 

New York. And I can't remember now if they did them every year or every two 

years. But they would bring together the best of design from that time. It was 

shown in New York and then at the Merchandise Mart in Chicago. And it had a 

great impact on my awareness of design and the importance of design and 

how that related to living and architecture and mass production and all of 

those different things. Nobody really does that anymore. There was an 

attempt in [the] Pasadena [Art Museum] for a few years to do something 



about California design. But it's one of those issues where you think about 

Italian design. You think of Danish design or Scandinavian design. You think of 

all of the different areas now of Japanese design. It seems to me that America, 

in that area, has not maintained its position. Even though we have one of the 

most Important schools right here in L.A. at the Art Center [College of Design], 

it seems that we've settled for kind of chrome-filled, you know— Whether 

we're talking about refrigerators or automobiles, we're talking more about 

surface than design itself. I just wish there were more design shows, I guess is 

all I would say. 

RATNER: 

Why do you think that's happened? 

HOPKINS: 

I really don't know. I really don't know. I would guess that in large part a 

business mentality dominated American industry for a long period of time that 

in its own mind was convinced that what the American public wanted was 

something that looked flashy, whatever else it might be, instead of— And 

something that did work. It's not a question of the things not working. But 

they always had all these add-ons and attachments. And I think it was just the 

market mentality that drove them, that was putting the public consciousness 

at about the eighth-grade level rather than more mature thinking. But that's 

slowly changing. I think now the opportunity does exist for design. And I think 

for the future if we're going to maintain important international trade 

relationships, if we're going to have anything to do with the budget deficit or 

the trade deficit with a country like Japan, we just have to make products that 

in fact work well within those societies and function well and look well. I don't 

think we've done a very good job with it. That's personal opinion, but that's 

my feeling. Stephen Antonakos, another New York artist who's worked with 

fluorescence and neon. Very interesting light show. Light was very much on, I 

guess, my mind, because of the California light and space movement of that 

time. Harry Geffert [Harry Geffert: New Light Sculpture] was—is still—an artist 

working in the Fort Worth area, very interesting, has gained quite a bit of 

reputation. Gaston Lachaise: [Sculpture and Drawings], that was a traveling 

exhibition done by Gerry [Gerald] Nordland. It was a test a little bit, because 

we'd done the drawing show and had trouble. Lachaise is somewhat erotic, 



certainly by contemporary standards very little so. But nonetheless, when I 

first showed them that material, they just kind of oohed and aahed and 

thought well, you know, naked breasts and fat tummies and so forth and so 

on, would that sell in Fort Worth? But it was received and everybody liked 

it. Selections from the Metropolitan Museum [of Art], that was a show that 

was based on just simply friendships between people in Fort Worth and the 

Metropolitan Museum, who released a number of third-level works of art to 

be seen there. It was a total downer as far as I was concerned. But that's what 

it was. Gerhard Marcks: Sculpture [Drawings, and Prints], again, that was an 

exhibition originated by UCLA that was traveling around the country. The 

[Tarrant County] annual, again. [Edvard] Munch Graphics, that was a traveling 

exhibition. Then more Rauschenberg [Robert Rauschenberg: "Stoned Moon" 

Lithographs], which was the series of lithographs he'd done with Gemini. That 

actually was the— We were talking about Spoleto [Festival of Two Worlds] last 

time. It was the Stoned Moon series that we showed in Spoleto, along with 

the Dennis Hopper Photographs. We'd shown the graphics that we'd done at 

the Venice Biennale workshop when we had been there all summer making 

prints. And then our first [Project] South by Southwest, which went beyond the 

Tarrant County annual and gave more artists an opportunity, got a bigger 

spread of artists. It brought people in as far away as from New Mexico and 

Arizona and Texas and Louisiana and kind of went along the southern tier of 

the country. 

RATNER: 

I'm sorry. Excuse me. Did you meet any resistance when you decided that it 

would be a better idea to expand that Tarrant County to the Southwest? 

HOPKINS: 

No. I can't speak for other people, but by that time there was a great desire 

for more and more and more— to see more and to get more ideas and more 

influence, more things floating through. It's almost a 180-degree turnaround 

from a kind of close-minded beginning. But when these artists started to float 

in from different areas, when they've actually come to openings from as far 

away as New Orleans and things of that kind, then people got excited about 

that. It became not only an issue of showing more diverse and I guess to say, 

in the long run, more interesting art, but it was also the beginning of a scene 



of collecting and people getting involved with artists from the region and 

exposing them. It's all exposure and education. Dennis Hopper Photographs, 

we talked a little bit about that. And Jerry McMillan, who was a photographer 

here on the West Coast who was doing photo-related sculptures at that time. 

A small exhibition of his [Jerry McMillan: Small Objects] that I tried to carry 

into Texas, a little bit of Southern California in terms of people that I 

knew. Photography into Sculpture was a big show originated by the Museum 

of Modern Art. It's fascinating now to look back on these things and recognize 

exhibitions like Photography into Sculpture and things of that kind that today 

would be four or five, six times more expensive to do than they were then. 

Thank heaven, I guess, we had that time. I can't remember [A] History of Texas 

Fashion. I can't tell what that was about. It probably was a fund-raiser, likely as 

not, probably people dressing up in costume. Alvis Ballew-Jim McMahon, they 

were— Well, they're master's theses from TCU [Texas Christian University]. 

RATNER: 

Why would you have been doing that there at the—? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, TCU was the only art department in Fort Worth, okay? They actually had 

become engaged, I guess you'd say, more or less at the same time and were 

doing more interesting work. And kids were coming out of there that would 

get into the Tarrant County annual and other things like that. Part of the 

requirement for graduation was to do a thesis show somewhere. And Jim 

McMahon and Alvis Ballew were artists that I liked. So we just simply did them 

at the museum rather than at the gallery on campus. Wojciech Fangor was a 

Polish artist. One of the early dissidents, again, working in kind of a style that 

would relate to, say, [Victor] Vasarely or— What was that called? I can't 

remember. 

RATNER: 

Op. 

HOPKINS: 

Yes, you got it. Op art. That's exactly what it was. And he was a rep from that 

region. I thought it was very interesting work. I'd seen it, and I enjoyed 



actually doing the exhibition. I haven't seen much of his work since that time. 

Another TCU master's show [Curtis Scott]— Now, these were not big 

exhibitions the master's shows. They were just simply smaller ones. I 

originated Milton Resnick: Large Paintings. I thought he was an artist of the 

New York School that had kind of been left out of the history of things. So we 

did that show. It was very beneficial to him. We got a big painting for the 

museum. It created some interest. Texas Fine Arts Association. Again, that's 

that recurring show that comes up. It's a small exhibition. [Annual Exhibition 

for Artists of Fort Worth and] Tarrant County. Objects: U.S.A.. 

RATNER: 

What was that? Was that another design thing? 

HOPKINS: 

No, Objects: U.S.A. was an exhibition of craft material—glass, ceramics—

circulated by the [S.C.] Johnson [and Sons] wax company, who had purchased 

this massive exhibition of post-World War II group of American paintings, 

which they circulated some five years before that time. Then they did a 

second exhibition dealing with objects, with materials that would be crafts 

related to becoming art—clay art and glass art and other things of that kind. 

So that was a traveling show. Then we did a little renovation. Selections from 

the B. Gerald Cantor Collection, who is a collector here in Southern California, 

primarily of Rodin. I knew him at that time, and he lent us six or seven Rodin 

pieces, including the big Thinker that sat out in front of the museum for about 

two or three years. Tribal Art of West Africa [II] was a private collection of 

African material. The Kirk Johnson Collection of Animal Paintings, that was a 

very small exhibition in the front gallery. Kirk Johnson was one of those well-

known artists dealing with wildlife and the big white hunter. There's a lot of 

that in Fort Worth, and they really wanted to do that, so I said okay. We did a 

small thing, I think about six of his paintings. [Contemporary] Los Angeles Art 

in Texas Collections, that was just simply borrowed material from Fort Worth, 

indicating that people were beginning to buy Los Angeles art. At that time, it 

was largely people like Ed [Edward] Ruscha, Joe Goode. That's worth 

mentioning, because they became frequenters of Fort Worth. Jim [James] 

Meeker, the person that I mentioned who wrote for the Fort Worth Star-

Telegram, was also a very arresting host. He was a collector. He made a lot of 



friends. They would travel and come visit and spend time there. And the ones 

that spent some time there began to find their ways into collections. So it was 

interesting. Then John Dowell [Jr.], Jack [James W.] Boynton, Wayne Thlebaud 

Graphics. This was all a graphic exhibition. John Dowell was one of the people 

on the Venice Biennale with us. Jack Boynton was an artist working out of 

Houston. And Wayne Thiebaud was, of course, a West Coast artist. So three 

different approaches to graphic arts. Edward Hopper Bequest was circulated 

by the Whitney Museum [of American Art] when they received the whole 

Edward Hopper estate. And they did an exhibition of Hopper works which we 

brought down. Conchita Berry. Doesn't ring a bell. Interesting. Twentieth-

Century Prints from the Permanent Collection, because we'd been collecting 

prints all the time, and we had a nice collection by that time. Sybil Edwards: 

Twenty Years of Egg Painting. Sybil Edwards is a woman about, at that time, 

probably seventy-five if not eighty years old, who meticulously painted every 

conceivable kind of egg, from quail eggs to ostrich eggs, in very beautiful, 

geometricized patterns, again like Vasarely. It was just kind of honoring her for 

years of hiding away and doing these things. [Thirteen] Studies for Balzac—

from the Collection of B. Gerald Cantor. Then the big Oldenburg show, which 

was a major exhibition. I think that came out of the Los Angeles County 

Museum of Art, if I'm not wrong, in terms of its organization. But it was 

dealing with the idea of his drawings, and then actually translating those 

drawings into monumental sculptures. Oldenburg also came down. [Diaghilev] 

Stage Designs was a circulated show through AFA. Ten Toys by Artists, that's 

something I've never been able to follow up, but I've wanted to follow up at a 

time. These were simply artists that wanted to do toys and did them. It was 

kind of a funky exhibition. But I've always been intrigued with the idea of 

going to national distributors of everything from Legos to Lincoln Logs to 

Tinker Toys to whatever else and getting them to give us fifty sets apiece and 

then kind of arranging artists by virtue of their aesthetics with those things 

and saying, "Okay, have at it. Do whatever you can do with this," and make it 

more a children's kind of exhibition. I may still do that, may still do it. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

It's a great idea. 

HOPKINS: 



Joe Goode: Work until Now—not a retrospective at all, because Joe was just 

probably about fifty at that time, but a review of his work up to that time, 

which I originated and did a catalog for. Reginald Marsh [Retrospective], again, 

came from the Whitney Museum, I think from their permanent collection. Jim 

Love: [In Pursuit of the Bear], a sculptor living in Houston who was doing a lot 

of things dealing with the image of the bear in steel. He's very respected in 

that area. And it was fun to do. Okay, these [Betty Voelker: Passageways; John 

Fleming, Bill Jenkins. Bob Shaw] are all essentially local artists, except for 

Avigdor Arikha, who was at that time just beginning to show and was being 

given a lot of support by Maurice Tuchman here on the West Coast and 

Barbara Rose on the East Coast. We did a series of small paintings of his. Let's 

see. Twentieth-Century Art from Fort Worth-Dallas Collections was the end of 

my tenure as such, because that was an exhibition to celebrate the opening of 

the new museum, the facility. I came back there after I had left to do that 

show, because people had trusted me and made loans, very important things, 

from Dallas collections and other things. It was a very important show, I think, 

for them and for me, to simply point out how much had been purchased in 

recent time. That was important in terms of the contemporary movement. 

And then, the Roy De Forest Retrospective, that was planned, but I was not 

there to do it. That's after Richard came, Richard [H.] Koshalek. That's it. 

RATNER: 

Okay. That inaugural show for the expansion, that really was interesting, 

because they clearly couldn't have done that show, or only a very small 

percentage of it, in 1968, when you arrived. 

HOPKINS: 

That? s true. 

RATNER: 

There's been a big change in their collecting. 

HOPKINS: 

Big change. Well, more than in the collecting, a change in their attitude. I 

would hear occasionally— If we got, let's say, a bad review in a New York 

paper or something of that kind, the general feeling of people was you don't 



even try to get things in papers out of Texas, because they don't understand 

Texas, they don't like it, they're only going to bad-mouth it, whatever it is. I 

didn't believe that, obviously. By the time that we had kind of gotten going, 

they'd become much more nationalized, internationalized, and they traveled a 

lot and they spent a lot of time in museums. But they got really engaged, and 

that had an impact on a lot of other things. It did impact a lot of the Dallas 

people, some of the most interesting people in Dallas: a woman named Betty 

[Elizabeth] Blake, who was very important as a collector of contemporary art 

in Dallas; Evelyn Lambert, who was also a major collector of contemporary 

work; Stanley Marcus, who was not the greatest collector, but a very strong 

supporter of contemporary work. All of them functioned in behalf of the Fort 

Worth Museum, although they all lived in Dallas. And that began to have the 

kind of impact of relationship like the one that exists between San Francisco 

and Los Angeles, that more and more people in Dallas kept saying, "We've got 

to do something. We've got to do something. We've got to do something." 

They became much more activated and brought in a much stronger curator 

than they'd had before doing exhibitions. So it all just came to life. 

RATNER: 

Except for the couple of shows you mentioned that had a little controversy 

surrounding them because of content, what about things like when you did 

the Rauschenberg show or some other things like that? They were pretty open 

to that? 

HOPKINS: 

Yeah. In fact, the Rauschenberg show, I guess because that was early in my 

tenure— And Bob, even more than now, was just right at the top of his ladder, 

you know, and anything and everything had to do one way or another with 

Rauschenberg. When he came there, with his first show in Texas, it's the kind 

of thing that could have been negative. And it certainly is not to say that a lot 

of people came and said, "Gee, I really like this material." But they were all 

willing to swing with it. So when we had the party after the opening, it must 

have been one of the most lively parties they'd ever had in Fort Worth, 

because everybody came, everybody went to see Bob, everybody wanted to 

shake hands, everybody wanted to talk to his mother. [laughs] I guess you'd 

say that's when the proving point came that, number one, we could, in Texas, 



do exhibitions like that and we could, in Texas, get artists from New York to 

come down and spend time and begin to interact. From then on, it just kept 

kind of opening up, with the exception of the drawings. 

RATNER: 

Okay. I just wanted to ask you a little bit about—you've mentioned it briefly—

the collaboration between the Fort Worth Art Museum and the Kimbell and 

the Amon Carter Museum. You had kind of a unique—at least I think it was 

unique—collaboration that occurred in five areas: collections, exhibitions, 

education, your research libraries, and your bookstores. How did this idea 

evolve? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I think like Topsy, it just grew. That's what it amounted to. I think 

actually, when we were contemplating something at one time, I used the term 

"the collaboration of the three museums," and wrote a little article about the 

fact that here we have, in this city of three hundred thousand, three hundred 

fifty thousand people, three different museums, which is already unusual. You 

have two of them privately funded exclusively—you didn't have to go to any 

agency, didn't have to go anywhere to get money for the kind of thing they 

were working on—and one that was supported by public funding, which 

strangely enough was the modern museum. But I wanted to get across the 

idea to some of the people that even though they may not be supporting the 

art that they most liked, they had the art in the other institutions given to 

them free. So it's a community effort to be able to have the full spectrum of 

art history. It was important to do that. That sold. It was an idea that they 

accepted, because Texans are very good about that. When they think about 

their whole community, it's all not based on private wishes. So that term "the 

collaboration between the three museums" kind of stuck, because we were all 

in the same configuration, because it was easy to walk from one museum to 

the other. And the guidelines were really very clearly drawn. They're not as 

clearly drawn now as they once were. And everybody kind of adhered to that. 

The thing that made it easy, the thing that made it compatible and interesting, 

is the fact that all three of the directors— Ric [Richard F.] Brown at the Kimbell 

Museum, Mitchell [A.] Wilder at the Amon Carter Museum, and myself—all 

had Los Angeles backgrounds. We'd all worked together. We all knew each 



other and had a respect for each other. So we didn't get into an ego-

conflicting situation, which, you know, could happen in time. What's 

happened more recently, when I was there just about a month ago, is that as 

the Kimbell buys more work of extraordinary quality it moves up into the 

twentieth century. And they have a lot of Miró works, for example, and more 

Picasso works than they used to have, more Braque works than they used to 

have. And the modern museum is retreating, or advancing, I guess you'd say, 

more into contemporary. There are those things, like the Kandinsky painting, 

for example, and the Picasso head, that one wishes in the best of all possible 

worlds would be at the Kimbell Museum. They would either buy them or 

whatever, and then, the Fort Worth Museum could buy more contemporary 

art. May or may not happen, who knows? But I know that one of the big 

controversies is that we owned at the Fort Worth Art Center museum the 

great Thomas Eakins painting called The Swimming Hole, which is a wonderful, 

wonderful painting, but had no contextual relationship at all to what we were 

doing at the Fort Worth Museum at that time. I suggested on several 

occasions to the board that we lend it to the Amon Carter Museum, where, in 

fact, it did fit into the texture very much better. And everybody's all, "Oh, no, 

no. We've had it—" Then you get another side of the Texas personality, which 

has to do with longevity and heritage and who gave it or whose mother was 

involved and all of those things that make those issues not ego centered but 

family centered, I guess you'd say. So everybody felt that that shouldn't 

happen, and it didn't happen in my time. Later, in a big controversy, the Amon 

Carter Museum did buy it. Now it is in fact part of the Amon Carter Museum, 

and should be. Of course that's a story after my time. But I still have all that 

material in a brown box somewhere and would love to at some time sit down 

and write a little article about the purchase of that painting in Fort Worth, 

because the letters that went back and forth between the head librarian in the 

city who had— Because the little museum at that time was in the library. They 

wanted to buy an Eakins painting. They wrote to Mrs. Eakins, who was still 

alive, and she offered them three things. Amongst them wasThe Swimming 

Hole, which was a bunch of naked guys swimming. And they wrote back 

saying, didn't she have something else other than that that possibly they could 

have, maybe a portrait or something like that? [laughs] And somewhere along 

the line, she became adamant and said, "No, this is the painting that you 

should have. And that's it." I forget what the price was, something insane like 



$1,000. I don't know. Then it took them twice as long as they planned to pay it 

off, because they didn't have the $10 that month to be able to pay. And all of 

these correspondences went back and forth. So here's this American art 

masterpiece sitting there in this tiny community at that moment in time, 

owned by people that didn't want it. [laughs] So you never know. But it's a 

great story. I've just always wanted to do a little kind of pamphlet or book 

around it. Someday. Someday. 

RATNER: 

Someday. Have any other cities followed that particular model, worked in—? 

HOPKINS: 

In concert? 

RATNER: 

Yes. 

HOPKINS: 

Well, no, because I think it's never been that clear-cut. Very often in a 

community, you have things that are competing for money—that's always a 

big issue— competing for board members, support of different kinds. So that 

the fact that these two institutions were privately funded by families and well 

endowed made that more possible. And it also had to do with very clear kind 

of aesthetic sensibilities. Mitch Wilder was an Americanist and Ric Brown was 

an internationalist but up to impressionism, and I was a modernist. So it 

happened. Now, I think that one does try. But I know in terms of my San 

Francisco experience, as we developed the San Francisco Museum of Modern 

Art and it became dynamic and a lot of people got engaged and involved, the 

Fine Arts Museums [of San Francisco], the [M.H.] de Young [Memorial] 

Museum board began to think, "Well, we should get more going in the 

twentieth century, because that seems to be where the excitement is." And I 

always fought that down and during my time was able to kind of fight it down. 

I would always argue, "You have nineteen centuries to deal with. And I have 

one. Can't you find something exciting in nineteen centuries?" But here, 

actually in Los Angeles, we accept the fact that County is a big, general 

museum, and that's come up to contemporary art. But certainly, MOCA 



[Museum of Contemporary Art] does things that County would not do. We 

[UCLA at the Armand Hammer Museum of Art and Cultural Center] will do 

things that County and MOCA wouldn't do, because MOCA's committed to 

kind of avant-garde, international art. County's devoted to the history of art. 

We're devoted to education and things that have social impact. The [J. Paul] 

Getty [Museum] [is concerned] with its own particular kind of art history. 

We're in a pretty good position of not overlapping each other in those areas. 

I've always believed, which is just interesting compared to New York, which 

has so many museums with so many different attitudes, so much longer a 

collecting history— But I'm increasingly impressed with the fact that in Los 

Angeles, even though you have to go to several places, if you go to the Getty 

Museum, if you go to the County Museum, if you go to the Huntington 

[Library, Art Collections, and Botanical Gardens], if you go to the Norton Simon 

Museum, if you go to MOCA, if you come here, you really do have now an 

extraordinary outlay of art history. But people think of it in this fragmented 

way. I wish sometime we could do a show all at one time that would be 

nothing more than a celebration of the things that we own and have 

education programs that show how these things overlap and how they relate 

and how they tie. Because even with the overlap, let's say, between Getty— 

They have this incredible ancient material the County didn't have, the 

incredible furniture and tapestries and things that County doesn't have. The 

British collection at the Huntington museum— Norton Simon overlaps more 

just in terms of very choice object kind of things. But we could do more 

cooperation. I believe we could do a lot more cooperation than we do. But 

we're not so bad. 

RATNER: 

There's always a future. 

HOPKINS: 

Right. Egos and budgets get in the way, that's the trouble. 

1.11. TAPE NUMBER: VII, Side Two (August 8, 1995) 

RATNER: 

Okay. I just wanted to ask you another little question about the board. 



HOPKINS: 

Fort Worth board? 

RATNER: 

Yeah, Fort Worth board. You mentioned last time that your board was really 

quite supportive, particularly in the areas of travel opportunities and 

acquisition funds. I wondered whether they were overly involved in day-to-

day decision making or whether that worked out okay. 

HOPKINS: 

No, actually, I think— Well, public museum boards are essentially the same 

wherever you are. You can change the names of the people, but the 

personalities are almost interchangeable. There is the self-made person who 

thinks he knows everything about art. There's the socialite, the serious 

student, the collector. There's one of each on every board, if not more. But 

from the beginnings, this issue of coming down there with the idea of 

instituting a more or less modern museum— With the exception of the person 

Sam Canty, who had been so much involved in the museum all the way along 

his lifetime, who always resisted that idea— Everybody else was willing to take 

that kind of test. I would report what I was planning to do by way of 

exhibitions, and there was never a time that somebody said, "Don't do this. 

Don't do that." There were certain times when they would want to do 

something that they felt would be good for the community or good for us, like 

the Tiffany table setting, let's say, or the wildlife paintings. Occasionally 

something like that would occur. Well, that occurs everywhere. And those are, 

in that kind of institution, modest compromises at that time, especially to 

keep that kind of thing going. They were more Interested in acquisitions. And 

the acquisition group was very committed to that, and sometimes made—I 

felt—on a rare occasion the wrong decision. But in large part, if you gave them 

enough discussion, they would go along. They would grudge a little bit. Then 

you would just hope that time would convince them that this was right. And 

most often that was the case. I mentioned the Cornell box [Medici Boy], which 

we bought for $15,000. It was very hard for people not really deeply involved 

in art to see why this little object should be worth that much money, when 

you could buy a big Stella for that amount of money or buy something else like 

that. But they did listen to judgment. I think one of the things that I always 



appreciated a lot about the people that I worked with in Texas is that they 

were open to listening and learning, that it was not a closed-mind situation, 

with a few exceptions. Those few exceptions, you just have to kind of sit down 

and talk and work with them. They may never be totally happy, but 

nonetheless they were swept along by the mood. They were much less day-

by-day involved in activities than some of the board [of trustees] in San 

Francisco [Museum of Modern Art]. We can talk about that later on. And 

many of them, when I do go back there, remain appreciative. They're always 

there to say, "I remember when we did the lecture" or "I remember when you 

convinced us to buy this" or "I remember this or that" and various other 

things. They were a generous group in that sense, except when you stepped 

on their toes, I guess you'd have to say [laughs], when they felt that you were 

pushing their boundaries. And that was not the board that was a problem in 

that way; it was when they felt that the general community wouldn't 

understand something. Then they would have a certain amount of difficulty 

with that. They were willing to risk it in most cases. As I said, in the one case 

that was most severe, in terms of the [John] Altoon and Mel Ramos drawings, 

the board was supportive. And after I talked to the Junior League group that 

funded it, they were supportive. So it's a learning process, which was 

important. I wish more boards were like that. 

RATNER: 

Has any subsequent experience that you have had been matched in terms of 

ease of raising money? 

HOPKINS: 

[laughs] No, no. You know, I look back at that list of exhibitions. The other 

thing I wonder is how we did that. I can't even imagine how we did that. We 

got some funding from the NEA [National Endowment for the Arts], not a lot. 

We got some funding from the Texas Commission [on the Arts and 

Humanities], not a lot. We got some funding from the city, not a lot. Individual 

donors, some, but not a lot. We had about $350,000 a year that was there to 

operate with. We had another $350,000 in acquisitions, which was a great, 

great bonus. And I've never had that again in my lifetime. But no. It was 

always a worry, but it always was there. It seemed to work out. We got done 

what we wanted to do. There was never a time we had to cancel an 



exhibition. But it's important to remember that the whole world was so 

different then, that, you know, what costs $50,000 to do then would cost $1 

million to do now. It's just so absurdly different than it used to be. 

RATNER: 

Just a few other details. In 1971, the Fort Worth Art Center changed its name 

to the Fort Worth Art Museum. What precipitated that change? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, the major difference was that in the Art Center, as it was conceived as a 

complex, there was a theater and a museum and a school. And we placed less 

emphasis on the school, because they were doing some private teaching, TCU 

was doing its teaching, other things of that kind, though we didn't ever not do 

some limited classes. But it was less a feature in terms of that. The theater 

was really almost an independent operation. And the issue was to get into the 

museum context rather than this art center context. And that had as much to 

do with anything else— It's just simply a maturation process, is what it 

amounted to. They weren't ready to call it a museum of modern art, even 

though it clearly was that. But now it is. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

Right. Eventually they got around to that. Okay. Then in the following year, in 

1972—and you'd mentioned this previously, just briefly—the Fort Worth Art 

Association received approval from the city council for a $1.4 million 

expansion of the museum complex, which was to be funded by a grant from 

the Sid [W.] Richardson Foundation. 

HOPKINS: 

Right, yes. 

RATNER: 

When it reopened in 1974, the exhibition space had doubled, and the facade 

and the entry court were modified. Then, an additional grant was received 

from the [Virginia Steele] Scott Foundation that allowed for the closure of a 

garden courtyard to form a solarium, and that provided increased office 

space. How instrumental were you in pursuing this expansion project and in 

selecting the architect? 



HOPKINS: 

The expansion project was entirely my own. We just simply had been growing, 

and we needed more space. It was a little difficult in the fact that the Kimbell 

is a masterpiece of international architecture, and the Amon Carter Museum is 

a beautiful building designed by Philip [C.] Johnson, designed for a purpose 

other than what it turned out to be. It was to be a repository, and constant 

and non-changing exhibitions. It was kind of developed as a mausoleum. Then 

it became an active museum, so they did some adjustments to it. But 

nonetheless, two major architects. And the history of the Fort Worth Art 

Center museum building is that it had been designed based on Bauhaus 

principles as a little building on stilts on the side of this hill, which was nice 

thinking. This was before the other two museums were there. The apocryphal 

story is that the person that was then the head of the board looked at the 

model and said, "None of the German crap here," and smashed his hand down 

[hits table] and broke up the model. But again, I guess relating to some of 

what we're talking about, some of the more interested and interesting board 

members then reconstituted the idea and built the building more or less as it 

had been planned, with its interior Peg-Board walls and its cork floors and all 

of the things that represented the forties and fifties. But we simply had 

outgrown it. It needed a stronger appearance, is really what it amounted to. 

The Richardson family had been very supportive through the time that we 

were there, and Sid [W.] Richardson was dead and gone. But Perry [R.] and 

Nancy Lee [Muse] Bass, who were the heads of the family at that time—and 

then their sons have come along after that—were very nice people involved in 

collecting a little bit, but were just really good Fort Worth people. So they 

came forth with the amount of money, working with the board and what have 

you, to do this. We figured about $1 million expansion. We knew there was 

that kind of funding. We could not very well go to an architect away from the 

area. O'Neil Ford had a very good reputation for very solid, stable, good 

buildings, and they began to develop a plan for us. It was interesting, because 

it seems that the logical choice of that time was O'Neil Ford, because you had 

a wonderful national architect, a wonderful international architect. What 

would he do? And you thought, "Well, okay, now they will strain themselves 

to do something quite interesting." And for $1 million, they did a lot. Actually, 

they unified the building, brought the theater and the museum together in an 

interesting way, provided ways to walk into the museum to avoid that 



incredibly hot Texas sun or bad weather, if it happened, gave us twice as much 

gallery space. The building still looks pretty good. They could stand a lot of 

internal renovation now. And I'm sure they will get to that with the new group 

of people that they have there. So that project was my own project, and it 

reached a point where it was well along. And I'd been there for five years and 

had not necessarily planned to be there. You know, I had no set time in my 

mind, but I was beginning to think about California again quite clearly. Heaven 

knows why. It just was a rooted situation. I was asked to interview to be the 

director of the La Jolla Museum of Contemporary Art—now the Museum of 

Contemporary Art, San Diego—that was carrying on quite an interesting 

modern program. I came out and I talked to the board there. I really fretted 

and worried and worried and fretted, because Fort Worth had come a little bit 

into the kind of national picture, was playing a role in contemporary art. And I 

worried about what La Jolla at that time would do, because La Jolla had a very 

scattered history back in the deep past, tried everything, and sometimes it 

worked and sometimes it didn't. But it was finding a more contemporary role 

for itself, and some good people were involved with it. So I went there. They 

offered me more salary and a house which is right on the land next to the 

museum—you know what could be more beautiful?—looking over the cove 

and the La Jolla Bay. And the temptation was incredibly great. I said, "All right, 

I'm going to do it." So I came out to a meeting and essentially talked about 

that. Then we had a cocktail party after that meeting, and an old retired 

admiral came up to me. It was during the beginning of the seventies, and my 

hair was certainly not long, but it was longer. He came up and kind of grabbed 

me by the back of the head, and he said, "We'll enjoy having you here, but 

you've got to cut your hair before you come." [laughs] I wrote to them the 

next day and said, "No, thank you, I don't think I'll take that position." But that 

rooted the idea of California again and being a little restless. The San Francisco 

Museum of Art was looking for a director. Gerry Nordland was leaving. And 

they began a search. There were a number of us from California that had been 

considered and looked at in that job. Jim [James T.] Demetrion; Irving Blum, 

the dealer, was interested, strangely enough, in that position? Walter Hopps 

was interested in that position. I was interested in the position. I don't really 

know how the others applied or what all happened, but I said, "Yes, I would be 

interested in considering it." They asked me to come out, which I did. I spent 

some time in the city and met a lot of the people on the board and met 



different people. And I didn't hear anything for a long time, like two or three 

months. I didn't hear anything. I finally called and said, "Are you still searching, 

or have you made a decision? What's happened?" And nothing had happened. 

They asked me to come out a second time, and I went out a second time. And 

finally— Though I have to be honest and say that I think that Jim Demetrion 

was their first choice. Jim didn't want to do it. He felt that he would not work 

well with the San Francisco people. They called one night and said, "Would 

you like to come? The salary will be this and that will be that," and so forth 

and so I said, "If you can tell me that this is a unanimous decision on the part 

of the board, yes, I'll come." So they called two days later and said, "It was a 

unanimous decision on the part of the board." So it was just too great a 

temptation to resist for a thousand different reasons. And I hated to leave the 

Fort Worth project, but it was going on, it was obviously being done. The 

patterning was good, and the building was going well, and the budget was 

working well. So I talked to them, and they did understand that. I left for San 

Francisco with several things very much on my mind. The first, probably, and 

the most important thing on my mind was can we, at the San Francisco—? 

Well, I should give a quickie background. The San Francisco Museum had also 

had a rocky history. It had an extraordinary beginning back in the 1930s under 

its first director, Grace McCann Morley, who was an unusual woman, who 

brought exhibitions to San Francisco at that time that were parallel in every 

way to what was going on at the Museum of Modern Art in New York. You 

don't recognize it as much as that, because it wasn't in New York. But, you 

know, the first [Jackson] Pollock exhibitions, the first Clyfford Still exhibitions, 

a lot of incredible things. And I didn't ever choose to delve into the whole 

history of that. But at a given moment, she was let go, I think predominantly 

because of her sexual preferences. But that was kind of hidden information. 

She'd also got very much involved in the United Nations when it met there in 

San Francisco, and then got involved in India. She had a lot of broad 

intellectual interests. But after her time, the museum stayed exactly as it was. 

There was not a lot of support. They had rather wonderful things in the 

collection because of Grace and other people like that. But the building was in 

terrible disarray. And I always felt that what you have to do is spend $10,000 

on paint and then spend the rest of your money on acquisitions and see what 

would happen. It was always a discussion, even right in Los Angeles, about 

what should happen to the San Francisco Museum or what could happen. But 



that moment in time was one when the Pasadena [Art] Museum, which had 

been opened as a contemporary museum in Los Angeles, was going to close. 

That clearly was not going to last any longer, and the Norton Simon would be 

taking over that space. The L.A. County Museum, the board had become 

increasingly conservative and had kind of cut Maurice off at the pass after his 

big Art and Technology exhibition and kind of said, "All right. We can do 

contemporary shows, but we can only do one a year or one every year and a 

half, something else of that kind." So there was not much opportunity to be 

doing modern and contemporary art in Southern California, when we'd 

established this tradition of doing that during the 1960s. So I saw an open 

door. I said, "There's no reason why, if we work hard at this, we can't kind of 

regain the luster of getting major exhibitions in San Francisco, and originate 

shows," and so forth and so on. That was a very big goading principle, just to 

keep things active. And secondarily, the issue that the board at that time was 

becoming interested. It was getting involved. A lot of new people came on 

after I was there. But the group that was there was supportive of these ideas. 

And we talked about the dream of being kind of a new silver age, as opposed 

to the great golden age of Grace Morley's time. I relied a lot on that history. I 

skipped the twenty years in between. [laughs] We keep talking about the 

beginnings. I convinced them that they should change their name to the San 

Francisco Museum of Modern Art. They were afraid that would hinder fund-

raising. I said, "No, because then you'll be the only museum of modern art on 

the West Coast. You'll have a very specific role to play, and by playing that 

role, you'll draw a bigger audience from different places." They accepted that 

concept. They accepted the concept of having four or five people from away 

from San Francisco on the board that would help to kind of funnel interest and 

things. Ginny [Virginia M.] Wright from Seattle, Glenn [C.] Janss from then Los 

Angeles but later Sun Valley, and Marcia Weisman from Los Angeles all sat on 

the board of the San Francisco Museum. That got them kind of interested. And 

I used a lot of sloganeering at that time about whether you wanted to be a— 

It's when they had the Pacific Coast baseball league, okay? And I forget now 

what the name of the San Francisco team was. It was the Hollywood Stars and 

the San Francisco Seals. But I asked them two or three times, "Where do you 

want to play? Do you want to play in the Pacific Coast League or do you want 

to play in the National, the American League?" So, whatever combination of 

stuff, that worked well. And using my Fort Worth experience— It's a natural 



affinity anyway for the artists of the region. I tried to figure out ways and 

means that we could get them involved, because they were very 

disenfranchised. They felt that they had not been given enough attention in 

recent times. It's a big art community. And like all art communities, they 

wanted too much attention. But they at least wanted some attention. We 

originated some things early on. One of the major ones was what became 

known as the Artist's Soap Box Derby, which we did twice actually. The 

principle was to give each of the artists a certain amount of money—I forgot 

what, I'll say $300—to build a car that ran by virtue of rolling down a hill, no 

motor, no engine, no this, that, but by running down a hill. They would use 

their artistic designs and motifs to create these various vehicles, and we would 

have a race on a given day in spring, whatever it was. Artists who were not 

interested in designing cars could design trophies that the cars would win in 

these different categories. One of the things that always impressed me about 

the San Francisco Bay Area, while it's a very compacted city and even the 

environment around it— And it had ideas very different than, let's say, Los 

Angeles or New York. But the art community—amongst the better-known 

artists as well as some of the young artists—is very much a community. They 

really work together. They have a kind of sense of brotherhood and support 

and interaction. And there's that whole group of artists—William Wiley and 

Robert Hudson and Richard [Blake] Shaw and, you know, a group of artists of 

good national reputation—who would on an occasion like the soapbox derby 

function like a really baby artist. They would really get involved in these 

things. So we did it the first time, and the cars were incredible, unbelievable. 

You may have seen that in Sports Illustrated. I don't know if you ever saw that 

magazine or not. 

RATNER: 

No, I read one little article, but I didn't see any pictures. 

HOPKINS: 

It's somewhere in the bag there. I'm going through all that stuff, so I'll find it 

and bring it out again. But they were— One of them, Richard Shaw, made a 

beautiful no. 2 yellow pencil, you know, with its lead point and what have you. 

And one of the artists involved in Art and Technology did a machine that 

looked like it came out of the twenty-first century. It was unbelievably 



beautiful. One was a wonderful old wreck of a hippie thing with a three-

hundred-pound nude dancer on the front of it, roaring down the hill ninety 

miles an hour. It was a huge success. It brought the whole community 

together and got everybody very excited about it. And everybody wanted to 

do it a second time. I was worried about doing it a second time, because we 

almost ruined somebody the first time. And we did do it a second time. It was 

even more successful. But it became more dangerous, since we— We're not 

going to do that anymore. But it had a lot of impact in just simply tying the 

museum to the general art community as such. And people started to kind of 

come to the museum. Gerry Nordland, just before he left, had done some 

work on the third floor of this old veterans building, which is something we 

should certainly talk about for a minute. The building was built in 1935. It was 

in an area of the city called the War Memorial [Building]. And the War 

Memorial was Initially to be an opera house, an art museum, and a veterans 

building. And as [happens] so often with cases of that kind, they didn't raise 

enough money. An opera house was of the greatest priority to them, so they 

built the opera house and then combined the veterans building and the art 

museum. The art museum was on the fourth floor, the top of the building, and 

the veterans had all the rest of the building. And the principle was that since 

World War I was the war to end all wars, that as the veterans died off, the art 

museum would take more space and take more space and take more space. 

They neglected to think of World War II and Korea and the Vietnam War and a 

few other things that. You can't imagine a more complex relationship than 

between veterans of foreign wars and a modern art museum. Yet they'd lived 

with it for a long time up on the fourth floor, and we negotiated the third floor 

finally, as it happened. Then the veterans kind of dug in, and we never got 

much further than that. But the two floors gave us space to do a lot of things. 

And an architect named [C.] David Robinson had done quite a bit of interior 

work just to make it much more than the $10,000 in paint that I talked about. 

We placed all of our emphasis at the outset, really, on exhibitions. And 

through the situation in Los Angeles and what was there, it made it possible 

for us to take exhibitions from the Whitney Museum or the Museum of 

Modern Art or other major traveling exhibitions that people really wanted to 

see and get involved with. On the other hand, we originated things from the 

West Coast, from the Bay Area, that kind of stimulated a sense of history. I 

also relied a lot on talking about the California School of Fine Arts and the days 



of Mark Rothko and Clyfford Still and that wonderful moment in their history. 

Working with Clyfford Still—which is a whole story in itself— He gave us this 

monumental gift of thirty-one paintings, and that added to the incentive to 

begin to collect. New members came on the board who were seriously 

interested in collecting and had serious money, people like Don [Donald G.] 

Fisher, who owned the Gap configuration, and John and Frances Bowes, who 

were involved in things like hackey sack and hula hoop and boogie boards, you 

know, outdoors sports equipment—again, very successful kind of company. 

The [Walter A. and Elise Stern] Haas family was always deeply engaged in the 

museum from several different directions. So it was a board— I think when I 

went here, the budget was about $2 million a year. When I left, the budget 

was about $5 million a year. It certainly is more than that now. But it was 

constant growth. The best thing that happened to me is that a man named 

Gene [Eugene E.] Trefethen [Jr.]—who was an older, retired Kaiser [Industries 

Corporation] executive, very good personality, very much involved in fund-

raising for University of California, for Mills College more recently— agreed to 

be the head of our board, which was stunning. Because he really was one of 

those— He's like a Franklin [D.] Murphy in Los Angeles—well liked, well 

received, much admired. That was the beginning of, really, the evolution of 

the museum from that time up to now, the completion of the new building 

some fifteen years later. It was just a growth pattern from that moment on. 

Our membership increased a lot by virtue of the exhibitions we were doing. 

We had free Thursday night openings, which became so hectic that we really 

were concerned about fire codes and things of that kind, because it became 

kind of— All of the younger groups came, because number one, it was free, 

and number two, they could meet people, kind of a date night situation. We'd 

go up that old elevator and there would be thousands of people up there on 

any given opening night. I've never, ever experienced the kind of combined 

fear of too many people and the joy of that much involvement in terms of the 

community, in terms of an institution. It really was exciting when it would get 

to that. And San Francisco, along with that, of course, is a very social town. I've 

never worn black tie so much in my life as in San Francisco. They love to dress 

up. But they did things, then, that weren't specifically related to the museum. 

But events like the Black and White Ball, the opening of the [San Francisco] 

Opera season ball, would happen at the museum. It became a place that was 

just used endlessly, constantly for all kinds of activities—good, bad, and 



indifferent. But It really set a kind of community standard, in a way. The 

political climate was good, because we were getting quite a bit of money at 

that time from the hotel tax, which is an enlightened tax on the part of [the 

city of] San Francisco, where they would charge people who stayed in hotels a 

certain percent of tax and then that would go into things that would improve 

tourism in San Francisco. And a certain amount of that came to the arts and 

came to us. And Dianne Feinstein was the— Well, [George] Moscone was 

mayor, and then he was assassinated. Then Dianne became mayor. And they 

were both very sympathetic to these civic ventures that were going on. So 

practically from the day I got there— I'll never forget— The museum business 

had changed from a time when the museum director and his wife would give 

teas on Sunday afternoon. That was back in the thirties and the forties. But I 

walked up the front steps of the museum the first day I was to be there 

officially, walked in the front doors, went up the elevator, went up to what 

was to be ray office, and opened the closet door to hang up my coat, and 

there was a Santa Claus suit sitting inside. [laughs] I said, "Well, my first official 

act is to throw out the ii Santa Claus suit. Now, we go from here," So that put 

us on a different foot, no. Okay, now you ask questions. 

RATNER: 

[laughs] Well, that was a good overview of what was happening. How would 

you compare the San Francisco art scene at that moment in time to the Los 

Angeles art scene? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, it's interesting. And this is more a personal perspective. Through the 

early part of the sixties and up until about 1968, the L.A. art scene was kind of 

a steady climb—you know, more galleries, more interest, more awareness, a 

whole variety of things seemed to be functioning. Somewhere around '68, and 

I can't define this in any real way, things began to shift. The board of the 

County Museum took a more conservative stance. The contemporary museum 

in Pasadena began to open with great fanfare and then began to fold after 

that time. A lot of people went different places. Walter Hopps went off in '68 

to the East Coast. And I had gone. Jim Demetrion was leaving after the 

Pasadena Museum beginning, things of that kind. So It moved into the 

seventies, and a lot of younger artists came in that next wave, that next 



generation—artists like Chuck [Charles] Arnold! and Laddie John Dill and Guy 

Dill and Peter Alexander. They're following on the heels of the Ruschas and 

the Goodes. So there's a third generation of artists that were being bred on 

the West Coast, being bred in Los Angeles and staying in Los Angeles. But the 

outlets for them became somewhat more limited. So that was one of the 

reasons to go to San Francisco. The San Francisco scene was an older, more 

established scene, but very hermetic. The artists had taken a particular kind of 

pride in the fact that they lived and worked in San Francisco. Many of them 

taught at the San Francisco Art Institute or the California College of Arts and 

Crafts or one of the many state universities around the area. That's how they 

made their living while they did their art. They weren't at the whim of the 

marketplace. It wasn't a big mercantile center, like New York or what they felt 

L.A. was, and they took a certain pride in that. It seemed to me that the pride 

was based on the fact that there was nothing else available, [laughs] And 

whether I was right or wrong in that assessment, that was kind of the feeling 

that I had. But a lot of good artists and with a very particular sensibility—

again, very different than— Los Angeles was involved in so-called finish fetish 

and light and space and moving on to people like Chris Burden and began to 

verge into things of performance art and environments and happenings and 

things of that kind. Northern California was really more painting than almost 

anything else. Sculpture, but in traditional senses of that—you know, three-

dimensional objects that sat on the floor or three-dimensional clay objects or 

paintings that hung on the wall. It was at that moment a more traditional 

environment. A lot of the artists were more mature, because they had been 

there for a long, long time and had reached maturation, had been showing 

regularly in some of the galleries and particularly in outlets on the East 

Coast—through the Allan Frumkin Gallery that was supportive of that kind of 

Bay Area figurative movement. They had gone through the Bay Area 

figurative, moved into what was called funk art, which had a lot to do with the 

ceramic sculpture of people like [Robert] Arneson and people of that kind. 

Nathan Oliveira was down at Stanford [University] teaching. Frank Lobdell was 

down at Stanford teaching. This whole conglomerate of, I think, very special 

artists that had good regional representations and reputations, but were 

hardly known outside of the Bay Area, with a few exceptions. And it just 

seemed like everybody was just happy with the way things were. You hear 

that about San Francisco frequently—that everybody's so complacent because 



it's such a lovely place that who cares what happens anywhere else, anyway? 

And there was some of that. But when the kind of stimulus started to come 

along, we did a Roy de Forest show [Roy de Forest: Retrospective], which was 

taken from us to the Whitney Museum, for example. That was an important 

part of the programmatic things that we worked on—that we began to 

actually originate shows, which had not been the tradition that much in the 

past. And they were actually taken by museums of consequence away from 

the area. That was the beginning. We got lucky in things like the Clyfford Still 

gift, for example, and some other things. And we began to get regular— I 

won't say regular articles. But when we did exhibitions, they would be written 

up in Time magazine or written up in Newsweek magazine or something else of 

that kind. It's a little like the Fort Worth thing on a bigger scale, where people 

got intrigued with what was happening in San Francisco. And they were 

responsive. A lot of travel. And we tried to institute things of getting people to 

come to San Francisco. Always the hardest part— I know that we wanted to 

start a critics series of people coming. We asked certain people to come, who 

did come, like Clement Greenberg, for example, and who was pretty well 

along in years at that time. But Betsy [Elizabeth C.] Baker, the head of Art in 

America, had never been on the West Coast, never been in San Francisco.Art 

in America, right? The American art magazine. And here's the head editor, 

who had never been in that city. So we tried to get some of that action going 

back and forth at the same time. Well, the other thing that did happen almost 

concurrently—was already beginning—but it all kind of bubbled up at once, 

more galleries came along. There were good galleries in San Francisco already. 

But more came to join them. I'd say, particularly somebody like John 

Berggruen, who is a very aggressive salesperson and has the wherewithal to 

kind of back up his interests— And people started to collect. And more artists 

started to be seen. It was a time that [Richard] Diebenkorn's reputation— It 

had nothing to do with the museum. But suddenly, his reputation just went 

through the roof. And people began to look at other artists in that region. 

Wayne Thiebaud began to catch on as an artist of really major national import. 

So they began to break out of this hermetic seal that they were in, and I think 

that was important. But there's a very strict difference between people doing 

art in Northern California and people doing art in Southern California or New 

York. They're very different scenes. Now they blend more. You can't draw all 

those lines as tightly, because there were people there like Tom Marioni for 



example, who was working in conceptual art, really pushing the line; Terry 

Allen, who was working in environmental settings. So the lines have blurred 

somewhat more now, and it's going to be very interesting to see with the 

opening of the new San Francisco Museum how activated San Francisco 

becomes as a commercial town, as well as being a museum town. That's 

always been their kind of regionalized sensibility. I think that probably will 

dominate it, while Los Angeles is always looking somewhere else. I mean, it's 

not necessarily looking at New York anymore, but looking at the world, looking 

at this, looking at that. The artists are always around hustling here, there, 

everywhere. And in San Francisco, they just stay home. Amazing. 

RATNER: 

Quite a difference. 

HOPKINS: 

An art dealer in San Francisco would be behind their desk from ten in the 

morning until five at night. An art dealer in Los Angeles, if they're doing what 

they should be, was on the road 80 percent of the time. That' the difference. 

RATNER: 

A big difference. When you initially arrived, what was the museum's 

relationship to the other Bay Area museums? And what was its reputation? 

HOPKINS: 

It had a particularized kind of reputation, which had some times been very 

high and sometimes had failed, okay? But it was known as the thing that it 

was. The Fine Arts Museums [of San Francisco]—what was then the de Young 

Museum in the Golden Gate Park, the Asian [Art] Museum [of San Francisco], 

which had been added to the de Young Museum, and then the [California 

Palace of the] Legion of Honor, which was out on the bay—were essentially it. 

The Oakland Museum played a particular kind of role with California art and, 

under people like George [W.] Neubert, and others, did interesting exhibitions 

of California art. People would flow over to see that. The [University of 

California] Berkeley [University Art] Museum had been built by Peter [H.] Selz, 

mainly because of a big gift of Hans Hofmann paintings, and was essentially 

the university gallery. It's kind of gained more esteem in recent times. But at 



that moment, the museum that was really the center, or could be the center, 

of modern and contemporary art was the San Francisco Museum. It had that 

defined role. Some people liked it; some people didn't like it. But it had its 

own independent board that were not interested in the other things. Some of 

them later got involved with [University of California] Berkeley, because they 

were doing kind of parallel things at the University of California. But it was not 

competitive. The funds for the Fine Arts Museums came from the City of San 

Francisco. Funds for the Museum of Modern Art came a little bit from a hotel 

tax, but mainly from fund-raising, private fund-raising. We would start every 

budget year with a deficit of $1 million and find it during the year's time, 

amazingly find it. So I would say that when I first got there, the museum had a 

heritage, it had a history. We reminded them of that history. People were 

responsive to the reminiscences. And in about a year's time, we'd really 

turned the corner in terms of bringing it back into its original role in the 

community, I guess is the best way to put it. 

1.12. TAPE NUMBER: VIII, Side One (August 8, 1995) 

RATNER: 

We were just talking about the [San Francisco] Museum [of Modern Art]'s 

reputation. I wanted to ask you a few things about the board [of trustees]. 

You've touched on a number of those things already, but you happened to say 

that before you accepted the job, you told them that you needed it to be a 

unanimous decision before you would say yes. What gave you the feeling that 

that might not be so? And had you had any sort of experience previously that 

led you to believe that that type of support would be imperative? 

HOPKINS: 

No, it was not based on my personal past experience in terms of, say, the Fort 

Worth [Art] Museum, where I had that support. Certainly, recollections of the 

old Los Angeles County Museum [of Art] board [of trustees] and Ric [Richard 

F.] Brown—you know, they get embedded in your mind and are there. But I 

think the thing that was on my mind at that time is that there were a lot of 

people interested in the position in San Francisco that were my peers and my 

friends. And the search was a long-time search, okay? They finally made the 

decision to have me there. I just wanted to be sure that that was a firm 



decision, that they were all in agreement that this was the thing. I didn't want 

to wander out to the West Coast and find that I had a 52 percent majority. So 

whether it was unanimous or not, by asking them to make it unanimous, at 

least they felt that when I came to the first board meeting—or at least I could 

feel—that there was a unified body. Because I had met a lot of the people on 

the board, and some I responded to immediately as being people that would 

be really fun to work with. Others were kind of like the Sam Cantys of Fort 

Worth, that had been so involved in the museum so long that no matter who 

was the director, they were still in charge. You got that feeling when you 

talked to them. 

RATNER: 

Right. 

HOPKINS: 

So I knew that that would be a thing. And the museum had had trouble, had 

been up and down and had bounced around a bit for a few years. That usually 

is a sign of a fractious board of one kind or another. I was just doing what I 

could to solidify my position before actually getting there and getting going, 

because, I guess like somebody in politics, you have a hundred days before 

they begin to attack you in one way or another or something. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

So you made sure you had your honeymoon. 

HOPKINS: 

That's right. Yes. 

RATNER: 

In an article that I'd read about you in California Living from December of '84, 

it was talking about the board. And I'm kind of paraphrasing, condensing a few 

things here, but it said: "His success is attracting a new breed to the museum's 

governing board, more business oriented than arts oriented. The L.A. 

collectors have begun to take an interest. Both Robert Rowan and then Marcia 

Weisman have been on the board within the past few years. On the face of it, 

it's a coup. But behind every major collector is a major dealer who might want 

to manipulate museum activities at every level, from acquisitions to the hiring 



of curators with predilections for their artists." How would you respond to 

that assessment? 

HOPKINS: 

Yeah, I think it's very true. It's one of those complex and difficult, for lack of a 

better term, trade-offs, I guess you'd have to say. Because in the board's 

structure, for example in San Francisco, you had people like Elise [Stern] Haas. 

Elise Haas was the elder Mrs. Haas. She was the grand dowager of the 

museum. She was Mrs. San Francisco Museum, okay? She was a wonderful 

person and very committed to her art and had very definite ideas, but the 

ideas that she had were ideas of building a board, of doing this, doing that, 

making it work. She was not there to criticize what you were purchasing. She 

wasn't there to criticize the exhibitions. She was tough and harder actually on 

her other board members than on, let's say, the directors. But it was very 

important that she be on your side. I'm sure that a director who didn't have 

her on his side would know it very rapidly. There were people like Moses 

Lasky, who was a very important attorney and very committed to art. But he 

had a particular idea about art. He was very interested in prints. He was 

interested in European art. He wasn't as interested in a lot of contemporary 

things. So he was more kind of a dilettante, but he was art oriented. We had 

on the board a man named Frank [O.] Hamilton, who was an artist. He was the 

token artist on the board, and he had been there for many, many years. He 

had his own ideas because he was an artist and kind of represented the art 

community, but at the same time, didn't represent certain aspects of the art 

community. And then members of the [Brooks and Marjory] Walker family 

and other families like the [Walter A. and Elise Stern] Haas family that had 

been involved in the museum for a long, long, long, long time. So the board 

had kind of that character to it, all right? You'd say the majority of people 

were interested in art, rather than the otherwhere it began to shift a little bit 

was when we began to talk about enlarging the budget, more money for 

exhibitions, how to get this going, how to get that going. And people were 

brought onto the board, like Byron Meyer, who was a real estate person, who 

was a collector as well; Toby Schreiber, who was the son of— 

RATNER: 

Taft [B.] Schreiber? 



HOPKINS: 

—Taft Schreiber here in Los Angeles, who was very much like his father, who 

became involved in collecting and thought he knew everything rather rapidly; 

the Fishers [Donald G. and Doris], who, as I say, headed [the] Gap, which was a 

major company, who were becoming collectors, who were less secure about 

their knowledge— But, you know, they wanted to be involved in it. So, yes, 

more businesspeople came on the board. And yes, those businesspeople did, 

at a given time, create some complexity in terms of exhibitions and things of 

that kind, but not unmanageable. Not unmanageable. And before too long, 

and with Gene [Eugene E.] Trefethen [Jr.] coming there and this desire to solve 

this problem of the building as half veterans and half museum, valiant efforts 

were made by a man named Gerson Baker to take over the whole building, to 

get the whole building in that location, which to me would have been the best 

thing. That was what I'd always wanted to have happened. After I'd been 

there for ten-plus years and this board has kind of shifted, you did have 

certain things that one can recognize. It did not happen to us in terms of the 

exhibitions that we did or what have you. But I would have to say that more 

recently, as the same people on the board have become more powerful, 

become more intensively involved in collecting, been sought after to be on 

boards like the Whitney Museum [of American Art] or the collectors council of 

the National Gallery [of Art], or things of that kind, they've become big players 

in this whole system. They've probably become more complex in terms of 

exhibitions and who they support and who they don't support. I felt I saw a 

little bit of that in the collecting. So when I was there, they were kind of 

coming into it. But I was feeling on a number of occasions when one would 

present an exhibition idea— Because I could think of one specifically where 

[F.] Van Deren Coke, who was our photo curator, wanted to do an exhibition 

of Czechoslovakian photography [Facets of the Collection: Czechoslovakian 

Photography], a very important exhibition in the photo field. And Toby 

Schreiber just simply stood up and said, "Well, why do we want to deal with 

that stuff? What does that have to do with art? That has nothing to do with 

art. Let's do something like—" I don't know who, you know. Those are the 

things that do happen. The other thing that does happen and can happen is 

that the monetary bottom line becomes the dominating feature rather than 

the exhibition program. And in fairness to this board, that was never the case. 

It was always a question of trying to make the budget balanced, okay, but not 



to say, "Quit doing exhibitions. Quit doing this or quit doing that. " It was 

always to try to work to get that all put together. It seems as though 

traditionally a board becomes much more fractious around the building of a 

building and the bringing things into a fruition and a new wave, because then 

you get into all of these ego configurations about who gets credit, who does 

this, who raised the money, who was the director, what's this, what's that. I 

haven't been around enough in San Francisco to know how that's all playing 

out in that given instance. But it's very much a part of the museum tradition 

that if you build a building, it1s very wise to move on shortly after that or 

you'll be probably pushed on shortly after that in time. It was certainly— To 

simplify the answer, it was very much a sign of the times when the cost of art 

became so high, where exhibitions became so expensive because the art had 

become so valuable, insurance so much higher. You couldn't move works of 

art for an exhibition. You'd have to get four planes instead of one plane or six 

trucks instead of two trucks. You'd have to print a catalog that was three times 

bigger than you would publish, because everybody wanted their work 

reproduced in color, because that increased the value of the painting. It was 

that kind of a world in the seventies and the eighties. The San Francisco board 

was a sign of that. But I would say in principle, it was a more disciplined board 

than certainly in my earlier Los Angeles experience. Not to say there weren't 

conflicts. 

RATNER: 

Right. This same article went on to talk about clearly delineated— And I don't 

know if it was this clear—that the old guard supporters lobbied for [San 

Francisco] Bay Area artists and that kind of thing, and that the newer board 

members were more interested in what was happening nationally and 

internationally. 

HOPKINS: 

No question. Absolutely no question. 

RATNER: 

How do you balance something like that? 

HOPKINS: 



Well, never perfectly, obviously. Never perfectly, because there is no answer. 

On the one hand, we're talking about personalities. Frank Hamilton, for 

example, there as kind of the artists' representative, also the regional artists' 

representative, always pushed for Bay Area art. Two or three other people on 

the board are always there pushing for Bay Area art. I was trying to use the 

principle, such as the one in Fort Worth, of "Yes, you show the artists of your 

region. You give them credibility. At the same time, you bring in the best of 

anything else, so that you have this melting pot of ideas going on. 11 But 

certainly from the standpoint of the board, that's reflective— Because the 

most successful single venture, I guess you'd say—setting aside exhibitions 

and acquisitions and things of that kind—in relationship to the museum was 

an extension again of the Fort Worth idea, the establishment of a group called 

Collectors Forum. The principle of this group was to bring together a few 

couples at a fairly high rate. I can't remember now was it $1,000 or what it 

was, but a high rate then for museums to be members. And that we would, as 

an institution, provide opportunities for them to expand their knowledge of 

collecting, expand their capacity to collect, so forth and so on. They would in 

turn, with the money that they raised each two years, do an exhibition that we 

called a kind of biennial exhibition, where we would bring to the museum a 

show of works selected by the curators at the museum or myself that would 

be available for sale in large part, that they could buy for themselves or that 

the museum might buy or they might buy for the museum. Their money 

would, every two years, present this exhibition. They would pay for that. It 

would help the budget. It helped get art available. It brought art in from the 

outside to be bought. It did all of these different things. I thought when we 

started that we would have maybe twenty couples, something like that. I'd say 

in less than a year's time, the membership was up to a hundred people. It 

became a very active and dynamic group. We traveled to Documenta every 

three years, to see the big German show. We traveled to other places In 

Europe, depending on what was going on. We went every year to New York to 

the contemporary art auctions. And it became a big thing for them. We went 

to the Chicago art fair [Art Chicago International]. We traveled down to Los 

Angeles for weekends to come and visit galleries, things of that kind, always 

with the idea of collecting and getting them engaged with people who were 

the dealers, because people starting to get interested in art really don't know 

where to turn to get the education. We did also slide shows and educational 



things for them at the museum. But to feel that they could walk in and say hi 

to Andre Emmerich or walk in and say hi to Leo Castelli and have Leo Castelli 

call them by name, you know, just gives them a tremendous ego boost. They 

were given primary seats in the main showroom at the contemporary art 

auction. Actually bidding on works of art makes the big, big difference in terms 

of how they feel about things. So these are all positives and negatives. The 

positive payoff is that it comes back ultimately in art for the museum. The 

negative is that they become a more fractious group, because they become 

more complex than their limited knowledge—or expanded knowledge, for 

that matter. It can create problems for a director or curators. But again, it was 

a time when a lot of this group was on a learning curve. And it wasn't just 

there. It wasn't just that museum. A very high number of the people involved 

with the San Francisco Museum have gone on, as I say, to be major 

participants on boards of the National Gallery and Whitney Museum and the 

Museum of Modern Art and other things. So their ambitions have been 

satisfied. But it was kind of the beginning of the Reaganesque sensibility. And 

a lot of these people, because they were corporate people and entrepreneurs 

and self-made in many cases, were members of the YPO, the Young Presidents 

Organization. Young Presidents Organization, then, when it would meet each 

year, would have an art session. It became part of their kind of game. The 

issue of art investment became a factor, where if— X bought a painting for 

$10,000 by a hot young artist in New York, and he went to YPO and said, "Gee, 

haven't you bought a so-and-so, yet? Gee, haven't you bought a such-and-

such, yet?" And the next person would buy one for $15,000, the next for 

$20,000, just like investment or like stocks and bonds, insider trading, and all 

of that stuff. That would be one way or another related to that. So it was the 

beginning of that kind of flashy part of the art world that pushed the prices to 

absurd levels and totally out of whack and scale. But the interesting thing to 

me, and I would love to look into this more sometime, that when this all kind 

of collapsed as a thing, of all of the people who seemed to continue in their 

consistency of involvement, were the San Francisco collectors. And, you know, 

it seems contrary to the nature of the city. You'd think more L.A. collectors or 

more New York— But they kind of stuck with it. They keep buying, arid they 

keep adding, and they keep changing, and so built their new museum. So I 

guess the education took. I guess that's the only way you can look at it. But I 

should go on and just say that when I left the San Francisco Museum— I know 



I was quoted two or three times quite rightly in saying exactly what you are 

saying, that this is a danger looming, that more and more semi-informed 

people who pull the purse strings are going to be more in control of the 

institutions than the professional staffs that are running them. That is a 

concern. I think now things have shifted. We've gone off of that high-eighties 

phenomenon. I think it's a little bit different than it was then. But right then, it 

was a real concern, I think. The market was driving everything. The gallery 

dealers— Well, which is another point that relates to that. The people who 

were most important in the art world at that time were a half a dozen dealers. 

I could show slides for two hours to my group of people and talk about a 

broader sense of art history and how this fit and what have you. But the 

dealers were dealing with the hot items, so they had more influence on the 

people than I had. If somebody went to New York and spent some time with, 

I'll say Andre Emmerich for a lack of another person, would come back, and I'd 

say this, and they'd say, "Yeah, but Andre said this, " that's conflicting. You're 

disagreeing with Andre about certain things, but not everything, you know, 

because he's after all a dealer representing his twenty artists, and that's his 

whole thing in life. And you could never convince them that that was true. 

[laughs] 

RATNER: 

Which dealers would you say those might have been? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I think at that time it was the beginnings of Larry Gagosian. Certainly 

Larry [Lawrence] Rubin at Knoedler [and Company] was a very influential 

person. Leo Castelli has always been, but in a much more subtle fashion. 

Andre Emmerich certainly in that mix of people. Those are kind of the primary 

ones. Pace Gallery, Arnold Glimcher, yeah. 

RATNER: 

You were also quoted as saying— I can see now maybe why you said this. You 

were talking later. This was from Art in America, from January of '92, about 

the new patronage. And you were talking about that, that "As the price of art 

increased, museum collections were being shaped not by curatorial decision, 

but by trustees who were not always particularly knowledgeable. " And you 



said, "After a while, every museum begins to look more or less the same, 

because that's what the trustees collect, " which is basically what you were 

saying. But did you see that really begin to happen in San Francisco in terms of 

its collection? 

HOPKINS: 

Okay. I think I was speaking more somewhat more nationally. It used to be 

amazing to me to go to New York, let's say, in the seventies or the early 

eighties. And when you go one time, the Whitney Museum would be showing 

Frank Stella, and the Metropolitan Museum [of Art] would be showing 

Ellsworth Kelly, and the Museum of Modern Art would be showing Jasper 

Johns. Then you go a year later, and the Whitney Museum [of American Art] 

would be showing Jasper Johns and the Metropolitan would be showing 

Ellsworth Kelly, or whatever combination of things, which seemed to reflect 

the kind of market-driven phenomenon. And if you look at the museums 

across the country— including San Francisco, with the exception of some of 

the Bay Area things—at the same time, everybody had to have their Stella. 

Everybody had to have their Johns. Everybody had to have their Kelly. 

Everybody had to have their this or that. And it was a similar experience going 

from museum to museum to museum. I'm only lamenting the fact that one 

would hope that museums in various regions would have some commitment 

to the artists of their region, so that those would be available somehow for 

people to see when they came there. I was a little disappointed at the opening 

of the San Francisco Museum—I found myself in league with Frank Hamilton 

and some of the others who were there—that more of the Bay Area art wasn't 

up, if nothing else, at the opening of the museum to give that credibility. But 

now San Francisco has kind of staked out this intensive international position, 

looking very heavily to Germany and some of the European artists—which 

allows me to make an observation. I'm not saying that as a negative, because 

there are a lot of negatives that happen to all of us in given times. But 

museums are institutions. No one person's aesthetics make that institution. 

Ultimately it's a whole combination of them. And it's important that those 

attitudes of different curators and directors be different, so that as the 

institution goes on for fifty years, seventy-five years, a hundred years, it has 

multiple opinions. It's not just one eye directing the whole thing in one 

direction at one time. 



RATNER: 

How involved was this board with day-to-day decision kinds of—? 

HOPKINS: 

At the San Francisco Museum, I did not ever have an exhibition committee. 

That's the greatest freedom that any museum director can have. 

RATNER: 

By design, you didn't—? 

HOPKINS: 

By design, yeah. By design and by acquiescence. Every now and then, they'd 

say, "We should have a—" And I would say, "Well, that's fine. " I said, "Let's 

every six months sit down. We can talk about the exhibitions, talk about things 

you might be interested in seeing, and so forth and so on. But if I don't have 

the freedom to commit to do an exhibition at a certain time, when I'm 

approached by the Hirshhorn [Museum and Sculpture Garden] and the Art 

Institute of Chicago to combine and do an exhibition, then we're going to lose 

out. We're not going to get things fast enough. We're not going to get the 

information the way we should get it. So we're done. " And they bought that. 

The acquisitions committee was always complex, inevitably complex. They had 

a lot to say about how the money would be spent. But the amount of money 

we had to spend in San Francisco was so minimal. You know, I wish I had the 

Fort Worth funds at that time—some of the wonderful things we could have 

bought. We would struggle to get together some extension funds, I think 

because they were so precious. It had a lot to do with what people thought or 

didn't want. But there's a lot of arguing, just out-and-out arguing, about 

whether we should buy this or whether we should buy that or whether this 

should be an important purchase. I think the thing that made the difference is 

that we bought very little. When I brought Van Deren Coke as the curator of 

photography, Van Deren was a good proselytizer and photography was not 

expensive then. The museum had one of the better collections of 

photography, was one of the few museums ever collecting in that area. So we 

could buy a lot of photography, but very few prints and drawings, and 

occasionally, a major painting. That's where always the conflict was, in terms 

of what to buy. There were two or three things that I felt we very much should 



have that they just simply wouldn't buy. That's really what it amounted to. But 

on the other hand, that didn't bother me a great deal, because they left me 

alone In terms of trying to find gifts and other things of that kind, in arranging 

for the Clyfford Still gift, arranging for the Philip Guston gift of eight paintings, 

arranging for the Josef Albers gift. We got so much art through gifting—which 

is another big problem in museums—but actually art of our choice through 

gifting, that the small amount in acquisitions— The important thing about the 

acquisition aspect which is very hard to talk to laypeople about is that if you 

have these things over here, this kind of strength, and if you had this one 

painting that would give a bridge to this or if you have this one object that 

gives a bridge to that, it would be so important. But they don't see that. They 

want to keep adding more of this or more of that or something else. So they 

were very hands-on in the area of acquisitions, there's no question about it. 

Endlessly hands-on. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

What kind of criteria ideally do you think a potential board member should 

meet? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, there is the classic of what a board member should be. And that means 

that a board member should be a person of wherewithal committed to art, 

able to give money—and if not able to give money, able to get money—whose 

primary purpose is to establish policy for the institution, hire and fire the 

director, and balance the budget. That's it. Now, name one. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

How often does that happen? [laughs] 

HOPKINS: 

They do exist. They do exist. But increasingly, as I say, in this climate of the 

necessity for so much more money to run museums, the issue of somebody 

deeply committed to the idea of art plays less of a role. And somebody who's 

gotten involved in art, usually self-made people rather than old-family money, 

is looking for a certain kind of social cachet as well as the other. And some of 

those can turn out to be extraordinary. Some, at the same time, function at 



that shallower level. I think way, way back to somebody like Norton [W.] 

Simon, who began collecting—one assumes this kind of a dilettante 

collecting—and became as knowledgeable as most curators, as committed, as 

completely deeply involved in the art that he got a very clear sense of where 

he wanted to be and where he didn't want to be. Nobody could work with 

him. Nobody could shake him of things. He would use the collection as a 

weapon. But at the same time, he was very much committed to his art, which 

was important. And it has enhanced our area significantly because of it. 

RATNER: 

Okay. You mentioned that when— It took about a year to kind of get the 

museum's reputation— 

HOPKINS: 

Yes, attention. 

RATNER: 

Right. So you kind of turn the corner there. But enlarging on that, when you 

arrived, besides that, what appeared to be your greatest challenge? 

HOPKINS: 

Okay. I don't know if I would have phrased it this way then. But looking back 

on that, my biggest challenge was to kind of break the regional hold on the 

museum, I guess the regional feeling, that was rooted two ways. One, it's not 

that they hadn't been doing exhibitions of, say, artists from the East Coast as 

well as West Coast. The issue of Bay Area and others was always there as a 

conflicting situation. But I was there really to battle a lack of ambition—I guess 

that's what it amounted to—and complacency that was just, "This is a nice 

little place. A nice little city. We have a nice little thing. Let's just do it this way. 

" I guess I could have just done it that way, but it was really battling 

complacency as much as anything else. But the signs of a desire to move 

beyond complacency were there. If the signs weren't there in some of the 

people that I talked to, then I would never have tried it as an ambition. 

RATNER: 



Because the museum was so much larger than the Fort Worth, your time was 

obviously—and your responsibilities, I would guess, were—somewhat 

different. How did your job description change? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, when I first came there and through that period of time, I spent a lot 

more time working with the board, a lot more time working with collections 

and things, not as much time to originate shows, though I did originate shows. 

I didn't do a lot of the writing, but putting together and collecting the [Lorser] 

Feitelson and [Helen] Lundeberg show [Lorser Feitelson and Helen Lundeberg: 

A Retrospective Exhibition], certainly the Judy Chicago show [The Dinner Party; 

Judy Chicago], which was essentially curated by Judy, but nonetheless, there. I 

was more involved, because that's what we wanted to do, in getting major 

exhibitions to come to San Francisco, like the Robert Rauschenberg show or 

the [Jasper] Johns show or other things. I did curate the Painting and Sculpture 

in California: The Modern Era exhibition. Actually, I did a number of curatorial 

things, because the museum at that time wasn't that much bigger. Physically it 

was larger, and the collection was better, and all kinds of things like that. But 

it was during the time that I was there that this kind of social transition of art 

as something dealing with lots of money, lots of money, lots of money 

happened. So I actually had a good opportunity. It may have had something to 

do with my decision when I left to leave, and the fact that I was getting away 

from working with the art, getting away from dealing with some of those 

issues, which has always been a matter of primary concern to me or interest, I 

guess you'd say. And I could see that kind of coming to an impasse or a halt or 

whatever you choose to call it. I think that that is a part of it. It was getting 

bigger, bigger, bigger, bigger. I had, fortunately, good administrative support, 

generally good administrative support. And we were always successful in our 

fund drives. I was spending more time doing that, but it really didn't stop me 

from doing some curatorial work. So I've been blessed that way, had an 

opportunity to do it. I guess the last thing that I did curate or bring together 

was the permanent collection show for the fiftieth anniversary [Fiftieth 

Anniversary Acquisitions], which was a great kind of culmination of a lot of 

things, that gave me a lot of satisfaction and gratification. 

RATNER: 



What size staff did you have when you first arrived? 

HOPKINS: 

Much bigger certainly than it had been in Fort Worth. An actual curator, as 

such, and a librarian. Well, first of all, myself, an associate director who was 

involved primarily in administration, two people in the business office, a public 

information person, a curator, two curatorial assistants, a registrar, a 

registrational assistant, membership secretary—you know, the full gamut. I'll 

say thirty people as opposed to five. So this was a different administrative 

role, too. 

RATNER: 

And how did that change over the next twelve years? 

HOPKINS: 

In terms of numbers? 

RATNER: 

Yes. 

HOPKINS: 

It expanded fairly steadily through that time. And I think the main expansion 

was in the area of getting a curator of photography, for example, opening up 

the areas of architecture and design and beginning to get a curator working in 

those arenas. The expansion was mainly in the creative area, in the curatorial 

area. There was a big jump in— We had a development person, but much 

more high-powered development person, and then the development people 

to work with that, because fund-raising became such a major issue. So that 

certainly expanded in a way. We developed an intensive travel program and 

brought on a travel coordinator, but I'd say most of the growth really was in 

the curatorial area and has continued that way. It's true. 

RATNER: 

One of the first things that you did apparently was to develop a five-year plan, 

which, as I understand, was basically to increase the museum's visibility in the 

Bay Area. How did you go about accomplishing that? And how successful do 

you feel you were? 



HOPKINS: 

Well, I think it was successful. We've talked about bits and pieces of that. But I 

think that we essentially tried to make some decision making in terms of 

where we were heading—were we heading to play nationally or were we 

heading to be regional or whatever? That was a big factor. Getting the name 

changed was a big factor to identify in that question. Being able to bring 

exhibitions from New York and Chicago and other places there or from L.A. up, 

whatever the case might be, to where the museum was considered to be a 

venue for the most important exhibitions of modern— Changing the name 

helped that, obviously, a lot to a certain extent. I think those were the main— 

A lot of that was imaging. Some of that is, I guess you can say, smoke and 

mirrors. But at the same time, the opportunity did exist and people were 

responsive to that idea. So within two years' time, we were getting our regular 

national coverage, which would have not been the case before that time. It 

was good. 

RATNER: 

So it did happen. All right. 

1.13. TAPE NUMBER: IX, Side One (August 23, 1995) 

RATNER: 

I'd like to pick up today with a little bit more discussion about the personalities 

and dynamics of your board [of trustees] at the San Francisco [Museum of 

Modern Art]. 

HOPKINS: 

Okay. Well, first of all, it was a fairly big board for that time. It was about 

thirty-plus people. We met once a month, except during the summertime and 

at Christmastime. We met at lunchtime. And we had always an amazing 

attendance. It was always like, I would say, probably 80 percent of the board, 

90 percent of the board— which is very unusual in terms of a museum 

situation, that there's that much involvement. So that already was something. 

When I first came there, there were a few deadwood members on the 

board—not a lot, but a few deadwood members on the board—who had 

joined for one reason or another and were not that committed. But shortly 



after I arrived, Evelyn [Danzig] Haas was made the president of the board. And 

as president of the board, she carried the Haas name. She is the daughter-in-

law of Elise [Stern] Haas and Walter [A.] Haas, the old kind of founders of Levi 

Strauss [and Company], and the great grand dame of San Francisco. Evelyn 

had a lot of sociopolitical cachet, I guess you would say. And she was very, 

very supportive of the things that I talked about. She was the most supportive 

in terms of changing the name to the Museum of Modern Art. She was very 

supportive in terms of reforming what was called the women's board or 

women's art council into a different kind of art council that didn't have a sexist 

leaning one way or another, to get more people involved. She was just very 

helpful in the whole initial process of getting acclimated and getting to know 

the people on the board and the other things like that. Shortly after that time, 

she, with a number of the board people—three or four of the board people—

felt that we needed some new, strong kind of powerful leadership within the 

community. They sought out a man named Gene Trefethen—Eugene [E.] 

Trefethen [Jr.]—who had been a Kaiser [Industries Corporation] executive for 

a long time, retired, very respected in the community, very involved with the 

University of California as well as other things. And why in heaven's name— 

Since I don't think he had any interest in art at all, but purely it has a civic 

responsibility. He chose to take on the issue of being the board president 

when Evie then moved up to chairman. From the standpoint of community, 

that gave us, I guess you'd say, a different kind of clout than we had had 

before. Because the Haas family had always been prominent (in fact, 

dominant, I guess) in the museum affairs—and I don't think by any intention, 

but just simply by the power of Elise Haas—the board members all kind of 

kowtowed and not a lot happened. But under this new kind of dynamism of a 

socially responsible chairman and a prominent person in the business 

community in terms of the other— Also the key thing with Gene Trefethen is 

that he'd been an active fund-raiser and was very personable and was very 

good at it and began to open doors to different foundations and things both 

nationally and regionally as we went out on forays for things. During the time 

that I was there, we had three different fund-raising drives, each of them 

increasing in amounts—I think the first one was $3 million and the second $4 

[million] and third $5 [million]—all of which were successful, which for that 

museum at that time in its history was quite remarkable, because we were in 

competition with not only the other museums, but the [San Francisco] 



Symphony and the [San Francisco] Opera and the [San Francisco] Ballet. And 

San Francisco is not a gigantic source, the community being about seven 

hundred thousand people. So that put us in a good position. Then, we 

reorganized the board in such a way that— It had been up to that time self-

perpetuating. That simply meant that people just kept putting people back on, 

people back on. And we established new rules and guidelines for the board 

that you could serve for three-year terms, and then you must be off for a year 

before you came back. Then you could come back if everybody wanted you 

back and you wanted to be back. It was a way of getting rid of deadwood and 

getting some turnover. We struggled through that, decided who would leave 

after the next year and got all that worked out. That gave room for some new 

people to come on the board. And people that came on the board were 

people like Donald [G.] Fisher, the head of the Gap company at that time; 

Toby Schreiber, who owned Specialty Brands, an international spices and food 

organization; Frances Bowes, who was the wife of a prominent businessman in 

town and a very important social figure there as well; Byron Meyer, who is a 

real estate broker; and Gerson Baker, who is really involved in real estate. So 

we kind of began to spread out into the community. And another very 

prominent family in terms of the board from way back in the 1930s was the 

Walker family. I guess you'd say that's the Protestant side, and the Jewish side 

with the Haases to kind of combine it— But Marjory Walker was getting along 

in years. And her son, Brooks Walker Jr., came on the board and accepted the 

chairmanship after Gene Trefethen. This was after about a four-year period of 

time. So during the period of the time that I was there, there was quite a 

complete turnover. And the people that— One loss, which was difficult, is the 

fact that the board became more and more business oriented, even though 

everyone was involved in art collecting or most of them were involved in art 

collecting. There wasn't the depth and passion about art that some of the 

earlier members had had. But those early members did not have as much 

financial wherewithal or as much community clout and other things of that 

kind. So there was kind of a trade-off common for boards at that time in 

museums as everything became more expensive to do. Exhibitions became 

more expensive. Everything became more expensive. But nonetheless it was a 

strong board in its organization. It was that board, largely, that has raised the 

$80 million to build the new San Francisco Museum. So I would just have to 

say that the combination of the Haas family— Very broad in that context, 



because Madeleine Haas Russell, who is a Haas, was on the board; Mimi 

[Lurie] Haas, the wife of Peter Haas, came on the board. The Walker family 

maintaining its thing. Gene Trefethen, a prominent figure. The Gap becoming 

a stronger company in the area. Almost everyone was succeeding financially, 

and doing very well. So the board structure was there, happily, through the 

whole time I was there. There were other people of great importance. There 

was an old attorney named Moses Lasky, for example, very prominent 

attorney in San Francisco, who was an art enthusiast and kind of grumpy. He 

was always the one that kind of held things down from wild excesses in one 

direction or another, I guess you'd say. And the board was supportive. It could 

be complex, but it wasn't fractious like the Los Angeles County Museum of Art 

board in the old days. They really were kind of working with the museum very 

much in mind, and very civic-minded in their orientation. I was blessed in two 

ways. One, I didn't ever have to have an exhibition committee, though we 

certainly discussed exhibitions a lot at meetings. We did have an acquisition 

committee meeting, and that was always complex. Because myself making 

presentations for paintings and sculpture, and [F.] Van Deren Coke making 

proposals for photography— Very often we were frustrated in what we 

wanted to buy, because there wasn't really enough money to do that. There 

never are enough acquisition funds. But at the same time, they very often 

would turn down something that we felt very strongly about, even when we 

made a very good case and a very good presentation, based, I felt not 

infrequently, on their lack of a broader art knowledge. And that was rather 

important in that board, in the sense that while a number of them had been 

groomed toward collecting during that high-powered segment of the eighties 

and were more or less beholden, I'd say, to powerful dealers—whether it was 

Andre Emmerich or Leo Castelli or Arnold Glimcher—their knowledge was 

coming more from the marketplace than it was from a broader, in-depth 

[understanding] of art history. So when we would propose things that fit into 

our collection very well but were not of that moment, were not exciting at 

that moment, we had difficulty getting some of those things bought. They 

were very supportive in terms of things that did happen, very fortuitous things 

that happened. When it was possible to work with Clyfford Still to get a major 

gift of Clyfford Still paintings for the museum, which was a two-year project on 

my part, they were very supportive in terms of the idea of turning over a room 

to that on a permanent basis, to find the funds to build out that room in such 



a way that it met Clyfford Still's wishes. They were very supportive in helping 

me deal with the Philip Guston gift, which did not have any strings attached. 

But it was simply a very large body of work. So even though our accession 

funds were rather limited, we had some extraordinary good fortune in terms 

of gifting. And we can talk about that a little bit later on. I think I mentioned 

the fact that when I went there, I asked them to make the board vote a 

unanimous vote, which they did. So I felt that I had their support. There are 

always moments where you wonder and worry, or you're running into 

personality conflicts with this person or that person or something else. I guess 

that if there was a focal point in terms of complexity, it would be at a time 

when the board was getting stronger. We were in the old [War Memorial] 

Building next to the opera house, in the veterans center, which was built—I 

think we talked about this—as a monument to World War I. The art museum 

was on the fourth floor, and the veterans had the building below that, and 

then since there were going to be no more wars, we'd slowly take over and 

they'd disappear. It didn't happen that way. But we had taken over the third 

floor. So we had two floors of the building. The veterans still had the two 

lower floors. There was always friction between that group and our group. But 

we, at one point, had reached a condition where we just had to expand. We 

felt we really had to expand. And the basis of that expansion was really in 

competition, I guess you'd say, with Los Angeles, and the fact that we had 

been doing a lot of exciting exhibitions. Los Angeles had gotten busy and had 

started the planning for MOCA [Museum of Contemporary Art]. That kind of 

kicked into action the fact that we needed to have a bigger building. Under the 

leadership of one of the board members named Gerson Baker, we tried 

valiantly to take over a theater on the ground floor of the building, which was 

called the Herbst Theatre. And the intention was to take that theater and 

redefine it as a major entryway into the museum, the core that would go up 

through the building, up to the third and fourth levels, and essentially would 

dominate the structure, and would slowly generate the veterans leaving from 

the building. For some reason that I can not understand to this day— The 

Herbst Theatre is a terrible theater. The acoustics are bad. Everything else is 

bad. It's been there, was essentially unused. But once it was announced that 

we were going to take it over and make it something else, the community got 

very involved, which San Francisco does. We got letters from people saying, "I 

had my wedding there" and "I went to my high school graduation there" and 



"I did this, that. " "You can't touch it. " "It has to be such an important thing. " 

[laughs] So it was a bad scene. And we conflicted back and forth and back and 

forth. Whenever a decision of that kind had to be made, it was made by a city 

commission called the War Memorial [Performing Arts Center] board. The War 

Memorial board was a series of political appointees without particular interest 

in the arts, without particular interest in the veterans. We always had a very 

hard time with them, though we found out later that they would have 

supported us in this. But we dropped it. And in dropping it, Gerson Baker was 

very frustrated and very upset and blameful in terms of not getting this done 

and that done and other things like that. So they began to talk about a new 

building at another location, actually at the Yerba Buena location. I was still a 

strong supporter of where we were. I liked that location. And I felt that with 

the opera house there and the symphony there, and the ballet building there 

and plans, at least discussion—which has now happened—of the Asian Art 

Museum [of San Francisco] taking over the old library, which was just across 

from city hall, that it was a kind of great focal point for the city. And I felt that 

the veterans could be bought out from the building for several millions of 

dollars and replaced in another building which was semi-empty in the area, 

where they'd be happier, because they'd be all alone. We'd be happier, we'd 

be all alone. But we conflicted on that point. More and more as I went along I 

began to feel two things: number one, that it was very hard for the board to 

make a decision, because they've never raised anything beyond $5 million. 

This thought of having to raise $50, $60, $70 million—which was being talked 

about at that time—was a matter of concern. We did studies of the area, and 

they figured, "Well, we could raise $30 million, but we'd have trouble doing 

this and that. " So I kept pushing for the idea of keeping us in that location and 

what have you. I could see the board was really interested in a new building in 

a new location, and that was not of really great interest to me. I can't honestly 

tell you why. But it wasn't something that was there in the conflicting thing. It 

was then that I began to think about leaving and coming down and working 

for the [Frederick R.] Weisman [Art] Foundation. But looking back in history in 

terms of a board that did what a board was supposed to do and worked very 

hard at it and diligently at it, I think probably that board is as good an example 

as any. The individual people can be complex and difficult at a given time, but 

the board as a whole was really quite remarkable, I think. Okay, is that enough 

on the board? [laughs] 



RATNER: 

Sure. You did mention last time, however— I think you said a man named 

Frank [0.] Hamilton was an artist who represented [artists] on the board. How 

important do you think it is to have artists on a museum board? 

HOPKINS: 

That's very interesting, because also during that time, not having necessarily 

to do with the San Francisco Museum but museums in general, issues of board 

diversity became important. More and more granting agencies, like the 

National Endowment for the Arts and the [National Endowment for the] 

Humanities, the California Arts Council, even some of the foundations, began 

to look at things like board structure in terms of their diversity. One of those 

diversities was in the issue of having artists on the board. I have fairly strong 

feelings about that. Frank Hamilton, while he was well known in the art 

community and had many friends in the art community— Actually, the man 

that he lived with, Mason Wells, was more known to, let's say, the broader art 

community. That was a long, long-time relationship. But he didn't represent 

the artists who were what I would consider to be the important artists of the 

region. So nobody ever went to him for particular advice, though he 

supported regularly, and continued to support through his whole tenure, the 

idea of [San Francisco] Bay Area art— that we shouldn't just be thinking 

internationally or nationally; we should be thinking about the art of the 

region. That was a very good leavening voice always to have there. He was 

often petulant and difficult, and more often than not, the board would not 

accept his things. But he was there as a voice for that purpose. Now, in terms 

of MOCA [Museum of Contemporary Art (Los Angeles)], for example, when it 

was in its evolutionary phase, they made a great show out of having board 

representation on the part of artists: Robert Irwin was very much involved, 

and Sam Francis was very much involved, and some other ones. It's not a good 

experience for the artists, because if you are there as the board representative 

of artists, then you become the focal point of that and become the blame 

point for things if they don't happen. If there are not enough L.A. artist shows 

or there are not enough San Francisco artists, then you get punched. And I 

don't think it's good for your career. I don't think it's good for that. And in the 

art community, just like any community—whether you're talking about the 

African American community, the Chicano community, the white 



community—no one person can speak with enough breadth really to kind of 

cover that. It's been tried. It's been discussed. Some places it works. Some 

places it doesn't work. But it helps to have an artist's voice. At the same time, 

the people who should be bringing that voice are really the directors and the 

curators and the people within the museum that are contacting a very broad 

array of artists. That's just my opinion. The issue of diversity was interesting, 

because we did on a number of occasions bring— I know that—what's his 

name?—Gene Washington, who was a [San Francisco] Forty-niner football 

player, African American, came on the board for a period of time but simply 

wasn't very active and clearly was a token person. We met one time with Rudy 

Nothenberg, who was the mayor's cultural assistant at that time, Dianne 

Feinstein's assistant. We had a long, long, long luncheon meeting, and we 

discussed issues of diversity and how it could work and how it wouldn't work 

and how even though the board was predominantly white, fairly balanced 

between men and women, that the community's interest was very much at 

stake there. And to suddenly bring on a big diversity of things was the 

common argument in museums at that time. The board is now more diverse. I 

think there's an Asian American. An African American, I know, is on the board. 

It's been very hard for boards to adjust to that idea, especially since so much 

of the board business is in the area of money rather than other things. It's 

complex. But it's gotten better, as all things have gotten better. Things have 

become more diverse. The people on the boards are seriously committed to 

the arts, not just tokens of one ethnic group or another, and work very hard 

toward a common end. I think that's that, okay? 

RATNER: 

Okay. We had talked earlier about when you had arrived and you talked to the 

board about what type of museum you should be in, really, at what level you 

should be operating at. I had found an article from Artnews in November of 

1974, where you were talking about the roles of museums. You said, "If we 

believe in collections and preservation and education, that has to come first. 

Everything else is secondary. We do have and will continue a community 

program, but one at this institution. We won't be going out and doing mural 

projects in the neighborhoods. " I was wondering what was happening with 

museums at that time in general that would have led you to make that kind of 

a statement. 



HOPKINS: 

Well, I think that was, again, a broader time of redefinition. You can almost 

say that the seventies was the beginning of movements to broaden the base 

of museums to democratize institutions. It was at that time that museums 

came forth, through the [Association of] Art Museum Directors and AAM 

[American Association of Museums], talking about the true role of museums in 

society. And that definition, the American Association of Museums definition, 

is to collect, to preserve, and to educate. Those were the three things. That 

was a time when museums said, "This is what we do. This is our purpose. " The 

thing that is always open to interpretation is the area of education. What is 

education? Because essentially all changing exhibitions fall into the role of 

education, all lectures, all discussions. And I think that at that time— What I 

was saying in terms of the San Francisco area is that we did have in San 

Francisco a lot of budding alternative spaces, development of the Fort Mason 

project, which was— We had a very strong city art commission [San Francisco 

City and County Art Commission], for example. Though it didn't have a lot of 

money, it was very active and was very much involved in community 

development. That was really what was on my mind, that the institution 

should play a somewhat more singular role. I was also concerned at that time 

that the breakdown, I guess, of the old system, where a number of nationally 

renowned critics and museums and dealers—the whole art world mafia, if you 

want to call it that, whatever it might be—began to dissipate in a lot of 

different directions, a lot of critical opinions and different positions, different 

attitudes. The introduction of, at that time, a lot of discussion of African 

American art, but not that much exposition of it— The women's movement 

was certainly the strongest thing on the horizon at that time. And the feeling 

that what had been the apex of the art world in American art—abstract 

expressionism and pop art and minimalism and the important movements 

that brought American art to the foreground in the international scene—were 

going to get lost in community development. Well, they did. [laughs] Most of 

us over time have changed our mind about what a museum is and what a 

museum's role is and how it should function and what its role is in the 

community. And the elitist-populist battles still go on, but in quite a different 

way than they were before. I can only define that by saying that you think you 

know a lot, and then suddenly one night you go to sleep and you wake up the 

next morning and something has changed in your own head. And you don't 



quite know how that's happened or what's happened. But when you think 

of—I'll use the term—Chicano art as an idea with a lot of pigments, strong 

colors, a whole different aesthetic sensibility than one was used to in terms of 

American art at that time, it was very hard for your eyes to see that as art, 

because your eye had been geared or trained toward something else. Then 

suddenly it began to look interesting. You started to think, "Well, gee, this is 

an exciting new thing. " Or more politically, philosophically, in terms of the 

women's movement, art began to appear which was dealing with other social 

issues. Because the other transition in the art world which was so important at 

that time was that since the end of World War II and abstract expressionism, 

whether you were talking about pop art or minimalism or abstract 

expressionism or even California finish fetish, you were talking about art for 

art's sake. The issue of politics was way over here. Artists were dealing with 

issues of art and issues of universality and all those other wonderfully 

idealistic things. But as these other elements began to play, then art and 

politics became a role. Art which had political content beyond idealism began 

to play a role. Now, of course, in the nineties, that's playing a much more 

important role than art for art's sake. The pendulum has swung. It does that. It 

goes back and forth and back and forth. So it had a lot to do with my own 

changing vision, which led to things like the presentation of Judy Chicago's The 

Dinner Party in San Francisco in 1978, and working on the city art 

commissions, the projects for the airport, and things which were much more 

populist in their orientation than other things that happened. I think I was 

shifting my gears along with many other museum people. This was in 1974. I 

guess I would say in connection to that, that taking that particular position at 

that time was also a goad to my own board and to the people involved with 

the museum, which had, in the period of time before I came there, been quite 

loving hands at home in terms of its attitude, wasn't putting enough pressure 

on itself or on its community to grow and develop and expand. I'm sure that 

had something to do with it. 

RATNER: 

Okay. Also, somewhat related to that in terms of the type of museum that you 

would become and what your viewpoint would be, you were talking in an 

article in the Sunday [San Francisco] Examiner. And you were talking about the 

Museum of Modern Art here. You said: "I realized by cutting off their [the 



Museum of Modern Art in New York's] permanent collection when they did, 

they cut out the best of California art and didn't seem to want to include it in 

their temporary exhibitions either. It occurred to me then that our job is to 

dovetail, not to compete, with the Museum of Modern Art. A museum on the 

West Coast has got to be visually and philosophically different from those on 

the East Coast." What exactly did you mean by that? 

HOPKINS: 

Most people of my generation, in terms of an awareness and appreciation of 

modern art, came from the Museum of Modern Art in New York, okay? And 

that vision is essentially the vision of a person, Alfred [H.] Barr [Jr.]—and 

Dorothy [C.] Miller and others. But it was essentially a vision that defined 

modern art. It helped to define it in terms of our understanding of it. And in 

that definition, then— As New York became the international center for art 

activity, it became the definer. Since it is there in New York, since the Museum 

of Modern Art was established, the collections that it added to its collections 

were coming predominantly out of what one would call the East Coast 

movements—abstract expressionism, pop art, minimalism—and very little 

attention paid to anything that was going on in California, whether it was the 

light and space movement or the Bay Area figurative movement or any of 

these movements that have gotten lost in history, which is my own special 

area of orientation. So I felt that we were reaching a point at that time where 

the idea of being beholden to New York—which is a little bit of what we were 

talking about before, with the board being beholden to New York dealers and 

attitudes on the West Coast— I just felt that the time was coming—and it has 

indeed continued to come—where New York remains the center for art 

activity, but the West Coast is a very important ballast to that. And because 

we're on the Pacific Rim and draw Asian orientation— They're on the 

European Rim and they're more Eurocentric in their attitudes. There are 

distinct personality and philosophical differences between people that live on 

the East Coast and people that live on the West Coast. And one is not right, 

and one is not wrong. But I felt that that overwhelmingly dominant position of 

New York to determine styles, attitudes, and so forth and so on, was not in the 

best interest of other museums, and not in the best interest of art or the 

country. So let's find our own niche, philosophically, and begin to fill it. That's 

really what it amounted to. The other thing that goes hand in hand with that, 



of course, is the continuous bugaboo of mine, which has to do with the fact 

that all publishing of consequence emanates from New York in terms of the 

art world, other than newspaper accounts like the Los Angeles Times, 

occasional flurries of magazines that don't last, and other things of that 

type.Artnews, Art in America, Arts magazine, New York 

Times, Time, Newsweek, Vogue, New Yorker—you know, all of the things of 

consequence that people read that have to do with art come out of New York 

and, as far as I'm concerned, come out of a New York philosophical bias in 

terms of what art is. It's been a constant struggle over the years to get 

publications to take California art seriously. It began to happen a little bit 

when we became the most populous state in the nation about 1968. I think it 

was something like that. And I think that magazines began to assess their 

readership. Strangely enough, subscription levels of major magazines in 

California are much higher than they are on the East Coast, of East Coast 

publications, including the New York Times. So they began to pay a little bit of 

attention. And then we were able to wedge in, by inviting some of the New 

York critics to come out and spend some time and see more about what's 

going on in the West Coast, that almost every publication would do an annual 

California issue. There wasn't much heart and soul in it, since they would take 

maybe a master's thesis and redo it or they'd review an exhibition or 

something that happened six months ago. But now, even though the 

magazines are still all in New York, there's a greater balance between 

coverage of East Coast and West Coast activity—and worldwide activity. It's 

become much more internationalized. I just have a strong feeling that our best 

future possibility as we get into the next century is this country will have two 

centers of mercantile and art activity. They will be quite different in their 

orientation, but the two of them will give you much more diversity than 

you've had before. I guess in reality, one could say equally that that's possible 

in terms of Texas and its orientation to Central and South America. You have 

that kind of central, southern flow; you have the Eurocentric flow, and you 

have the Pacific Rim flow. That should impact things in a very exciting way in 

the future. 

RATNER: 

Why do you feel the West hasn't been able to establish and maintain a 

significant publishing presence? 



HOPKINS: 

I think it's a matter of tradition. I think publishing has been an important 

family enterprise on the East Coast that came— Again, a Eurocentricity came 

through Europe and came to New York. I can't tell you why. I certainly have 

thought about it a lot and certainly worried about it a lot and certainly have 

been there babying along any number of publications that failed after the 

third issue or the fourth issue. The only one that did work, and that was 

always such an important example, was when Artforum magazine began its 

publishing, which was here on the West Coast. It was at a moment when 

Americans were getting interested in art in bigger numbers than ever before. 

And because the magazine looked like a New York publication in its 

organization, because it was well edited, and because it hit at a time when 

there was a broader, more open interest, it had an impact. It was purchased 

by New York collectors, New York dealers, New York artists. It then became 

one of the major art magazines. But even with that success, we couldn't 

sustain it. It was originally in San Francisco. Then it was bought by Charlie 

[Charles] Cowles, brought to Los Angeles. He couldn't make it work here, so he 

took it to New York. Now it's another New York magazine. But the impact of 

that was, to me, quite clear, that that magazine, with a reasonable readership, 

did articles having to do with Richard Diebenkorn, Robert Irwin, Ed [Edward] 

Ruscha, Joe Goode, Billy Al Bengston, Craig Kauffman. You could name two 

dozen artists that were featured in the magazine while it was a West Coast 

thing. And those are the names that everybody on the East Coast still knows. 

They don't know people since that time. They don't know people before that 

time. It's a very important part of our maturity to get to publishing of some 

consequence. But it just doesn't happen. So I can't tell you the answer. 

RATNER: 

It's a shame. 

HOPKINS: 

Wish I could tell you. 

RATNER: 

Yeah. 



HOPKINS: 

It will happen. It will just take time. It's not that people on the West Coast 

don't read, which so often is the thing, because— Well, I shouldn't say I know 

they read or not. But at least the subscription rate on the West Coast of 

publications is very high. I think it's just not part of the tradition. People that 

kind of moved West got involved in other things than the traditional East 

Coast, major family-enterprise activities. And publishing was not one of them. 

RATNER: 

You just mentioned the Pacific Rim. It's just slightly off the subject, although it 

does relate to San Francisco, but how do you think the museum's location on 

the Pacific Rim influenced its programming at the time you were there? And 

how do you think that affected the California art scene overall? 

HOPKINS: 

At the San Francisco Museum? Well, you can point to specific cases in Los 

Angeles and Northern California and up to Washington where Pacific Rim 

orientation has been very important in terms of— Say, for example, Stanton 

Macdonald-Wright, who came here after being in Europe and began to look 

toward the Orient and began to build those things into it. John McLaughlin, a 

very purist painter here, looking out at the Pacific and the kind of attitudes of 

Asian philosophy began to come into his work. Robert Irwin. Sam Francis, 

certainly, who a larger part of his life lived in Japan, and the Jungian and Zen 

attitudes that are voiced there. Equally true in movements like Dynaton, for 

example, in San Francisco, and certainly in terms of artists like Morris Graves 

and Mark Tobey up in the Seattle area. There is that direct one-to-one impact. 

It's much more a bleeding attitude that I think reflects more here on the West 

Coast, because of the nature of many people who come here and because of 

the environment on the West Coast. I think that oriental religions, for 

example, play a role more so here than they would on the East Coast, whether 

you're talking about Zen or Baha'i or Rosicrucianism or any of those different 

things. And I see that as essentially oriental influence, you know, of flowing in 

and being assimilated in the West Coast culture. So many of the artists that 

very often you don't even think of them in that context. I was talking to Ed 

Moses not long ago. And he speaks always about the influence of the Orient 

and oriental philosophy and even things like the tea ceremony that play a part 



in the way he perceived his art. I think that it just doesn't get across the Rocky 

Mountains, just as certain things now increasingly don't get across the Rocky 

Mountains—and probably the Appalachians, in the other direction. I think it's 

going to play an increasingly important part. I did a couple of articles in a 

magazine called Images and Issues—which may have been in that initial box—

which were just my thoughts then about the importance of being on the 

Pacific Rim in terms of economic evolution of American society, which 

inevitably impacts the art thing as well. So I think it's not just the art. I think 

it's really a whole package. And if everything that seems to be the case out 

there in the world holds as it's holding and changes in terms of the growth 

patterns, the Asian influence on this part of the United States is going to be 

infinitely greater. And our influence back is going to be infinitely greater. And 

the mercantile aspect is going to change cities like Los Angeles—especially Los 

Angeles—and San Francisco dramatically in the next twenty years. I think so. 

So who knows what transpires, but it's important. And it is a philosophical 

attitude. I think it's couched in terms by the East Coast people of all of the 

nuts and bolts— I forget. Was it Frank Lloyd Wright that said that? That if you 

pick up the country by the East Coast and shook it, all the loose nuts and bolts 

would scatter to California? I think it was. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

I think you're right. It was Frank Lloyd Wright. 

HOPKINS: 

And there's a certain truth in that. 
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RATNER: 

Okay. Was there anything else you wanted to add on that? 

HOPKINS: 

No. Get me wound up, I'll go on forever, [laughs] 

RATNER: 

Well, I didn't have access to a complete history of the museum prior to your 

arrival. It seems like you almost totally revamped the exhibition program 



when you arrived. And over the years you added the departments of 

photography and architecture and design. I wondered what kind of support 

you received from the board for those expansions. 

HOPKINS: 

I think I mentioned the fact that when I went there, I reviewed the history—I 

knew it fairly well, but reviewed the history. And it was quite clear that back in 

the 1930s, when the museum opened under the leadership of Grace McCann 

Morley, that the San Francisco Museum, though it was not recognized for it, 

was in many ways doing exhibitions comparable to, if not better than, the 

Museum of Modern Art in New York. Again, that thing we were just talking 

about—the press being there, and it actively being here. She did wonderful 

exhibitions, amazingly advanced exhibitions. Then I looked at the person that 

followed her, a man named George Culler, who, for lack of a better thing, 

added some things to the collection, worked with the people in San Francisco, 

but didn't really push much for growth or expansion. And during that period of 

time—even then—things were becoming somewhat more expensive, and 

nobody raised the ante. So they just kind of were there. When Gerry [Gerald] 

Nordland came, he was more aggressive, did some very interesting exhibitions 

and did some borrowing from the Museum of Modern Art and other things of 

that kind, plus originating some shows. It was during his tenure that they 

expanded the point from the fourth floor to the third floor. They had a little 

more space to maneuver. Gerry in a way opened the door to this new 

sensibility, I guess you'd say. When I went there, I felt strongly that this 

institution that years ago just needed to buy some paint, you know, and 

couldn't afford it, was in some little glimmering way beginning to move in a 

more active configuration. I sensed that they wanted that, though San 

Francisco is very complacent. They have the things that they want. They have 

the symphony, the opera and the ballet and the museums. And they don't 

really care too much about what goes on in other places. It's just so 

comfortable right there. So complacency was a difficulty. But as I was 

mentioning, with this new board structure, a different kind of dynamism, a 

desire to know more, the desire to be part of a regional and national and 

international scene rather than just be a small-town— I sensed those were 

kind of getting into place. So I used the example of Grace Morley and that 

wonderful period of time, and that we were going to recapture that and now 



move on into a new direction, that we were going to declare ourselves to be a 

museum of modern art, for which I did have discussion. But certainly I had 

support. And everybody agreed we should do that. We redefined our 

committees and groups. We founded this thing called the Collectors Forum, 

which was the most important single thing, I think, that impacted, because 

that allowed me to take them to New York, to take them to Europe, to go to a 

lot of different places, get them activated. They, in turn, gave me money to do 

exhibitions that would bring a broader spectrum of art into the museum. And 

that, I guess, stimulated their appetite. I think the transition time— In terms of 

I'll say the three-, four-year period of that, the board was very supportive. It 

doesn't mean that everybody's definitely "Yea, yea. " There's always a little 

backbiting or this or that. But as an overall, certainly it was supportive. Now, I 

tried to at that same time deal with issues of national, international art, and 

also keeping in mind the [San Francisco] Bay Area, which was based very much 

on my Texas experience. But no matter what city you are in, if there's a large 

creative community, it's a maw that can't ever be filled. You can do shows 

every day, and you'd be criticized for not doing other shows of artists of the 

Bay Area. So you just take your knocks with that as you go along. But I think 

that the really big difference was the opportunity, on our part, and being able 

to balance our budget sufficiently to be able to take shows from the Museum 

of Modern Art and from the Art Institute of Chicago and various other places 

that had a national cachet or international cachet that just hadn't been getting 

to San Francisco for a long time. They'd either been coming to Los Angeles or 

not getting to the West Coast. And then we began to originate some shows 

that created a broad national interest. It was by fluke. But, you know, the 

Clyfford Still gift was inTime magazine. The Judy Chicago show was 

in Newsweek, magazine and Life magazine. The [Painting and Sculpture in] 

California: [The Modern Era] show was in Time and inNewsweek. Again, we're 

talking about this publishing issue, of New York publications dealing with 

exhibitions that we were originating in San Francisco in really quite amazing 

numbers during that period of time, which gave us a kind of cachet, too. But 

more than anything else, it stimulated the board's awareness that they were 

players. I guess that's really what it amounted to. And they liked that and 

carried on with that. 

RATNER: 



Just specifically in reference to the architecture and design— 

HOPKINS: 

Oh, I'm sorry. Yes, I didn't answer those. 

RATNER: 

That's okay. 

HOPKINS: 

Can I answer it? 

RATNER: 

Yes, please. 

HOPKINS: 

All right. Let me deal first with photography. Photography had been a 

collecting point for the San Francisco Museum for many years, one of the few 

museums in the country that had accepted photography as being somehow 

related to the art world rather than a mechanical device: the Museum of 

Modern Art in New York, Chicago Art Institute, and the San Francisco 

Museum. That also dated back to Grace McCann Morley days, where a person 

working with her—a person who was hired as a preparator—and then later 

on, getting more involved, a man named John Humphrey started to build a 

collection, mainly of the [Group] F/64 artists of California, and on through. But 

we had a nice group of things. It was also at a time when the market and the 

high price of art and things were just going through the roof. So I proposed to 

the board that we bring in a strong curator in the area of photography and 

build on those collection bases during this period of time. And Van Deren 

Coke, one of the leading photographers and photo historians, agreed to come. 

He was a very dynamic person. He had attitudes not unlike my own, where I 

wouldn't say we were necessarily in conflict with the East Coast, but we 

wanted to establish something of our own. So as the Museum of Modern Art 

under John Sarkosky would be doing exhibitions or the Metropolitan [Museum 

of Art] under Weston [J.] Naef at that time would be doing exhibitions, Van 

would be doing his exhibitions that were counterpunch kind of things back 

and forth. That started a real dialogue about photography. That created 

excitement. And there were a number of photo collectors in San Francisco, so 



there was this support base for that. Graham Nash, of [the musical group] 

Crosby, Stills, and Nash, came on the board for a while, and other things to 

give that a boost. The board was less receptive to the area of architecture and 

design. And my argument was that, again, like photography, very few 

museums in the country had given adequate attention to architecture and 

design. The classic example of an institution that did that, again, was the 

Museum of Modern Art in New York. But we had a different philosophical 

position to present. And there were not very many people interested in that, I 

have to admit. But one of the really strong supporters was one of the board 

members named Frances Bowes. She really liked that idea. She helped me to 

catalyze certain parts of it. And we didn't have a curator in that area; we just 

simply began to do things. We did an Issey Miyake show [Issey Miyake 

Spectacle: Body Works], for example, which was astoundingly beautiful in 

terms of the way it was presented in that big rotunda room, and achieved a lot 

of national notoriety in that area. We started to do some architecture shows 

and architecture lectures, and found that it was this astounding audience for 

architecture in the Bay Area. You know, you give a lecture in the architecture 

arena, four hundred people would show up— students, architects themselves, 

all of the other related things. What I was looking for—it relates a little bit to 

what we were talking about earlier in a different way—was diversity of 

audience. If we could capture the architecture and design audience, if we 

could capture the photo audience and the painting, sculpture audience— 

there's a lot of overlap, but still three different audiences—then we could 

develop support groups in each of these areas, which would help the museum 

in terms of broadening its base and getting it going. But there were two or 

three times in the early sledding of that where I just thought that was going to 

disappear, that there wasn't enough support to keep it going. But they finally 

then agreed, just about the time that I was leaving, to find a curator in that 

area. It still is a weak area. But they're building slowly, slowly, slowly. And a lot 

of it, again— I'd made the comment that the higher-powered board members 

interested in collecting blue-chip, elitist art wanted nothing to do with 

architecture and design. They just thought that was just some fantasy over 

here in this direction. But there were enough serious people to kind of keep it 

on line. So, good. 

RATNER: 



Would you say that would be a main reason why those subjects, particularly 

architecture and design, have been given such little attention in California 

overall? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, not only in California, just nationally. If you just take the broader context 

of museums, not a lot is done. You could go into the Metropolitan Museum 

now and see a lot of wonderful things up through, say, early twentieth 

century, up through Frank Lloyd Wright. But I felt, again, the Museum of 

Modern Art collection in design through the thirties and the forties and fifties 

played a very important role in my life personally. I just love the idea that they 

would put up these things and say, "This is good design, and this isn't, " and so 

forth and so on, and gave recognition to people like [Charles and Ray] Eames 

and [Hans] Knoll and the Bauhaus and all of those different things. I learned a 

lot from those exhibitions. I always wondered why they quit doing them as 

much as they did. They continued to collect. And then I thought that their 

aesthetic went haywire. At a given moment I thought that what I thought was 

good design I didn't think was what they thought was good design. [laughs] So 

since that was really the one—at least in the modern art arena-focal point 

institution, it seemed like a wide-open field. No museum on the West Coast 

was dealing with that in any kind of consistent and adequate fashion; It 

seemed quite logical that we would pick up that thing. I would also say, which 

is purely pragmatic— But when you go to the bookstore at the Museum of 

Modern Art, quite beyond the books, [they have] this whole segment of 

design based very much on their design collection and named by them as 

good design, and so forth and so on. The Movado watch, for example, called 

the "Museum Watch, " is purely based on the credibility given to it by the 

Museum of Modern Art. And from the standpoint of income producing, since 

museum shops are supposed to not be in competition with the bookstore 

down the street necessarily— They're supposed to deal with things that are in 

their area of interest. And in a modern museum, that is complex. Rather than 

simply bringing in willy-nilly jewelry from a craftsperson or made in Korea or 

something else of that kind, to establish design as part of the institution's 

mission, and then being able to handle in the bookstore objects of good 

design, is a merchandising principle along with everything else. [laughs] So 

there's a lot of good reasons why an institution should be involved. Plus the 



fact that I really do believe that there is this audience that is as big as the 

audience for the visual arts or painting or sculpture or performance in those 

other arenas that just hasn't been tapped effectively. And it's something we 

hope we can develop here in time. 

RATNER: 

So it's really kind of an old-line idea that that's just not art. Would you say that 

that's the attitude? 

HOPKINS: 

Yes. Sure, sure. In fact, we did a design show in San Francisco that had been 

originated by the La Jolla Museum [of Contemporary Art]. It had to do with 

Italian contemporary design [Italian Re-Evolution: Design in Italian Society in 

the Eighties]. And a number of people, including critics, were offended that 

these were trade goods, these were trade items. "What are they doing in an 

art museum?" That doesn't make sense. " But again, as philosophically 

museums hold to the idea of collecting and preserving and educating, they at 

the same time are interpreting, educating in a much broader way than it was 

before. So it not only runs into issues of multiculturalism, but multi-visions at 

the same time. 

RATNER: 

What kinds of exhibitions—I'm speaking specifically of San Francisco now—

drew the greatest public response? 

HOPKINS: 

Let's think about that. I won't try to go into any sequence or order. The most 

overwhelmingly attended exhibition during the time that I was there was Judy 

Chicago's [The] Dinner Party: [Judy Chicago], much to my amazement and 

surprise. I thought it would be interesting, certainly. But there were people 

literally standing in lines almost around the block to get in. It hit some buttons 

both negative and positive. And that year balanced our budget. As a matter of 

fact, it was the one exhibition which really had income, made money. The 

exhibitions like the Robert Rauschenberg show, the Jasper Johns show—which 

were exhibitions of national import and, before they got to us, had been 

written about in the national press; therefore, an audience was built in kind of 



at the beginning—certainly drew very, very well. Whenever we did something 

that had to do with the Bay Area, it had significance for the artists. Because it's 

somewhat different than, in my mind, in Southern California. In Northern 

California, they all support one another. They really do do that, not the kind of 

warm, hugging support. And that's one thing you can do, is go to somebody's 

exhibition and talk about it, and so forth and so on. So those were generally 

well attended. Probably the worst attendance of any exhibition that we did 

with some significant cost involved was the Ed Ruscha show [The Works of 

Edward Ruscha], because Ed Ruscha was a Southern California artist. The 

people that came up from Southern California were in reasonable numbers. 

But the Bay Area audience— Forget it. That's all there is to it. The Issey Miyake 

show that I mentioned was very well attended, and I think one of the catalysts 

to my thinking in those areas. We were talking about photography and 

painting. We did a Robert Motherwell retrospective [Robert Motherwell], a 

major exhibition of Motherwell's work that had been publicized and actually 

had come to the West Coast. And that was in the galleries on the right-hand 

side of the building. And on the left-hand side of the building, I've forgotten 

now what the photographer show was. I'll say [Edward] Weston, because that 

was such a popular name and figure. I'm not sure that's what it was. But when 

I came to the museum on Saturdays and came to the museum on Sundays just 

to kind of check things, it's like the building was sinking on the left side. There 

were hundreds of people in the photography gallery, and five, six, seven, 

eight, nine in the Motherwell. Obviously, the shift in terms of aesthetic 

interests and awareness and things was on. This was burning out, and this was 

catching a kind of fire. So that idea of audiences for different things was a 

factor. The other thing, just talking about audience in general— Almost every 

exhibition—which again is somewhat different than Los Angeles—

independent of what it was, was well attended. And on the weekends, the 

museum was jammed. It's just amazing. On free nights, on Thursday nights, 

frequently I would go in the building and hold my hand toward my head and 

leave and just hope to God there wasn't a fire or an earthquake or something 

because it was really pushing safety levels to an unusual limit. But there was 

that interest. It did catch on. It grew, it grew, it grew. And it's very interesting 

for me now to see what's happening with the new museum, the excitement of 

its opening and so forth and so on. But I am hearing more and more kind of 

grousing now about the elitist nature of it. Somehow we managed to hit both 



an elitist and populist sensibility that really kept things going. But I don't think 

it's necessarily now in San Francisco or then in San Francisco. It had a lot to do 

with the nation's attitude about art. Art was a very hot thing in the eighties. 

Art is not a hot thing in the nineties. Other things are hot. I can't figure out 

what they are [laughs], but it's not art. 

RATNER: 

What do you feel your obligation is to educate your audience by presenting 

more challenging exhibitions versus— 

HOPKINS: 

Non-challenging exhibitions? [laughs] 

RATNER: 

—non-challenging exhibitions? [laughs] 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I've always believed I am fundamentally an educator and trained in that 

way and believe in issues of education and lament the fact that museums 

haven't done more to give a broader public an awareness of the art thing. We 

bring them in. We give them an exhibition. We give them no explanation and 

expect them to love it and understand it, which they can't do. So we've been 

as a profession more or less at fault in that. That's one of the reasons that 

here at the UCLA [at the Armand] Hammer [Museum of Art and Cultural 

Center] I teach Saturday classes in just basic art history. I'm going way back to 

cave paintings in the next group of lectures just to try and groom audiences. 

Every new generation needs the basic information. You can't just keep feeding 

new stuff, because you lose a lot of people. I feel more or less the same way 

with education, that I cannot be as critical as I might have been, say, twenty-

five years ago, of people doing exhibitions of Walt Disney or there's a big 

Barbie show circulating the country now, for example—things of that kind that 

are not going to challenge anybody for anything. They're essentially 

entertainment and commonality, but it brings people together in a context 

that I think is a generally healthy context. I do think that from my own point of 

view that one has to do periodically— There are two things that have always 

been important in my career. One is things that have to do with art of the 



West Coast, whether we originate or somebody else originates. But 

exhibitions that keep putting scholarship forward about the West Coast, so 

that someday when an art history book is written covering the twentieth-

century art in the United States, the West Coast will be a more important part 

than it is at the present time. I also believe that you have to do, at least 

periodically, every year, every eighteen months, some exhibition with some 

social intensity, social consciousness involved in that. It can sometimes be the 

same show. But whether that has to do with the women's movement or the 

black male or Chicano or Asian or whatever— This whole thing that Los 

Angeles makes you feel conscious of, this issue of the melting pot of American 

society—that if we don't educate our audiences, even if they reject it in the 

first go-around or a couple of go-arounds, to build it into the system in such a 

way that it has a point to turn over. Now that we have in Los Angeles a 

number of different institutions, there's more reason for that to happen. Back 

in the old days, when only the [Los Angeles] County Museum [of History, 

Science, and Art] existed, it was very hard in a year to get any real depth to 

diversity of your program. But now with MOCA and L.A. County [Museum of 

Art] and ourselves and the Santa Monica Museum [of Art] and other things, 

there's more chance to do that. I think that here, of course, since we're part of 

a university program, a larger emphasis is placed upon scholasticism and the 

catalogs and the things that go with it and less upon audience development. 

So we're trying to balance between the two things. But I think that if you take 

the exhibition that we're doing next spring, the Sexual Politics: [Judy Chicago's 

Dinner Party and Feminist Art History] exhibition, using the Judy Chicago The 

Dinner Party as a centerpiece— Well, a lot of people are critical of the idea of 

showing The Dinner Party. It's work made in the seventies. It's never been 

seen in Los Angeles. It was made in Los Angeles. Thousands of people have 

wanted to see it, and I'm sure will come see it. Is that an intellectual activity? 

Is that a populist activity? It's hard to define that. But by putting it into the 

texture of what's happened in the women's movement in art since that time, 

up to the present time, then it has a very strong educative basis, kind of an 

icon holding down this end of a more massive exhibition. So art is not 

entertainment, I don't think you can say. It doesn't mean that if you're 

engaged in art and go to an exhibition like Picasso's Weeping Women at 

LACMA [Los Angeles County Museum of Art] that you can say, "Why are they 

doing that? It's been done, things like that, a hundred times before. We've 



seen all the Picasso. " And that's entertainment for the audience that gets 

absorbed. You just love to stand in front of those pictures or that picture for a 

long time without worrying about its strong, educative blast that goes along 

with it. So I think it's balanced, again, like everything else. 

RATNER: 

You've mentioned— 

HOPKINS: 

I think we have seen too much of Monet in the last— [laughs] 

RATNER: 

Yeah, but people love it. You've just mentioned a number of exhibitions, but I 

didn't know if you maybe would want to take a minute and look at the— This 

is a much heftier packet than— 

HOPKINS: 

Than the other one? Yeah, well, a longer time. That's eleven years of activity. 

RATNER: 

I thought that you might just want to look at it and hit some high spots. 

HOPKINS: 

Who gave you those? 

RATNER: 

Eugenie Candau, is that her name? 

HOPKINS: 

Yeah, bless her heart. Give her my best. She's a great researcher, I must say. 

Nineteen seventy-four, here we go. Well, let's see. This just opens all kinds of 

interesting things. This is just about exactly the time that I got there, all right? 

In fact, this is exactly right, because I began— 

RATNER: 

In January. 



HOPKINS: 

In January of 1974. And this gives you a sense of just the beginning of larger 

and smaller things. The Ron [Ronald] Stark/Philip Trager: Photographs—you 

know, obviously photography is there as something. The M. I. X. Graphics [II; 

Drawings] show— We had a group headed by a junior curator named Rolando 

Castellon, and the program was called M. I. X. I can't honestly tell you what M. 

I. X. means now [Museum Intercultural Exchange], but it was to deal with 

issues of minorities, particularly Mexican Americans, but also Asian Americans 

and various other things. It was a little program. Even then, it was already 

beginning to function that way. American Glass Now was a borrowed show. 

That had been arranged before I came.Nevelson: Wood Sculptures, major 

show from the Walker Art Center. But, again, the interesting thing is you 

have Max Beckmann: Graphics, you have Ron Stark photography, so our 

spaces were set for larger or smaller exhibitions, and we could do them in 

different mediums and even then begin to hit some audience. Levi Strauss 

Collection—that was an exhibition that I was asked to do because Levi Strauss 

had been collecting work for their corporate offices. The person who had been 

collecting it was Dan [Daniel] Weinberg, who became a very prominent dealer 

here in Los Angeles and San Francisco. It was quite an advanced group, but it 

was not yet ready to be seen as a collection. I felt so badly that that had to be 

the first show that I did. [laughs] And then, Roy Be Forest Retrospective—it 

was organized by the San Francisco Museum. The important thing about Roy's 

retrospective is that it went off to the Whitney Museum [of American Art] and 

began that thing of exhibitions that were originated on the West Coast being 

seen in East Coast museums. Okay, let's go on. Bruce Nauman: [Work from 

1965 to 1972], major show, again from L.A. County and the Whitney Museum 

[of American Art]. The Paintings of Gerald Murphy, that was a small show. You 

may remember that. I don't know if you ever read that little book by Calvin 

Tomkins called Living Well is the Best Revenge. 

RATNER: 

Yeah, I loved that book. 

HOPKINS: 

That's about Gerald Murphy, is what it's about. He only did about six paintings 

in his life. So that was a great little treat. But again, that came from the 



Museum of Modern Art. So we're borrowing ma j or shows or shows of 

unusual interest that they just didn't do that much before. Man Ray: Photo 

Graphics, don't remember. Okay, SECA— 

RATNER: 

What did that stand for? 

HOPKINS: 

Pardon me? 

RATNER: 

What does SECA mean? 

HOPKINS: 

Okay, SECA is the Society for the Encouragement of Contemporary Art. And 

that is a group affiliated with the museum, a particular group, like the Modern 

Art Council, that formed themselves. I think they charged themselves each a 

$100 membership. It's very modest. But then each year, they would go out 

into the community and go to the studios of a number of artists, having looked 

at them first in slides. And they'd pick maybe two dozen that they would go 

visit. And then they would all sit down and powwow and eventually select one 

or two artists out of that group. They'd be given a little monetary award and a 

modest show at the museum. It was again one of those things that was very 

supportive of the idea of the local artist. SECA was there before I came. The 

Prints of Richard Hamilton. Robert Arneson, that's a classic case of a major 

show by an artist of the region. It was particularly pleasing when one of the 

artists from the Bay Area would be an exhibition organized by another 

museum. We tried always to take those shows when they would come, 

because it made good sense. From the Picture Press, that was a photographic 

exhibition from the Museum of Modern Art. God, Stanley Truman: [California 

Coast—Carmel to Mendocino], what's that? Arthur Dove, yes. Arthur Dove was 

not organized by us, not that it makes a major difference. It was organized by 

Barbara Haskell, who had been at the Pasadena [Art] Museum, and she had 

gone off to the Whitney Museum. I think actually what happened is that she 

was in transition, and I think we became the kind of basic funding agency for 

that exhibition, but our staff didn't really do it. It's a big and important show. 



This is Baja. That was a group of San Francisco artists that went south, spent 

some time in Baja and did some things. Okay, now, '75, now we're getting into 

the next year. Okay. Poets of the Cities: New York and San Francisco, major 

exhibition kind of following the themes that we've been talking about, dealing 

with artists of the beat generation on the East Coast and the West Coast, So 

that brought together people like Bruce Conner and [Edward] Kienholz on the 

West Coast and Rauschenberg and Johns on the East Coast and kind of made it 

a more national scene. Faralla was a local artist. Max Bill, big exhibition by the 

Albright-Knox [Art Gallery]. Robert Smithson: [Drawings], important artist at 

that time, recently had died just before that time. The [Bay Area Architecture] 

Honor Awards was a small exhibition. I think that's where I began to see that 

there was an audience for architecture. I think that in some of those little 

shows— Women of Photography was a major exhibition and beginning issues 

of women. Cy Twombly: [Paintings, Drawings. Constructions 1951-1974], 

major exhibition. It's wonderful to see some of these things. And then, you 

see— You know, about every fourth one are small exhibitions dealing with 

artists of the region, like the Howard Hack-Sylvia Lark-[Leonard Sussman: 

Prints] show, and whatever. Sol Lewitt: [Drawings and Wall Drawings], major 

exhibition. The Photography of [László] Maholy-Nagy. Okay. The [Josef] Albers: 

[Formation/Articulation] show was a small one. Fetishes, that's one of the M. 

I. X. programs. Jean Arp, big exhibition from New York. Hassel Smith: 

[Paintings 1952-1975]— We tried to every eighteen months do a major 

exhibition of one of the heroes of the Bay Area, okay? So people like Arneson 

and Peter Voulkos and Roy De Forest, we tried to sneak one of those in on a 

fairly regular basis. New Japanese Photography, from New York. Arshile Gorky: 

[Drawings to Paintings], that was a show from Texas, a very good show. Well, I 

think you get a sense just through the diversity of the things where we're 

borrowing half of what we're doing, we're organizing more. We're doing a lot 

of little shows to keep the local artists involved in the task, but giving them a 

much stronger national program than they've had before. And thank heaven 

we were able to fund it. Clyfford Still, of course, was based on the gift of 

Clyfford Still. Have we talked about that? 

RATNER: 

I was going to say, maybe we should talk about that now. 

HOPKINS: 



Sure. Why not, for a minute. What it amounted to is that Clyfford Still had 

always been a very complex artist and extremely difficult to deal with, and 

everybody knew that. When I was here at the Los Angeles Museum in the 

early 1960s, Jim [James H.] Elliott arranged with Clyfford Still to have four 

paintings hung in one gallery. They were just astoundingly beautiful: a big 

black one, a yellow one, and an orange one. I've straight out forgotten the 

fourth one. They hung there for almost a year and a half. And it had a lot to do 

with the very beginning stimulus here in Los Angeles of getting people 

involved with contemporary art and getting them engaged. And to have these 

four master works was important. He had made, at that time, an agreement 

with Fred [Frederick R.] and Marcia [S.] Weisman to sell them two paintings. 

Clyfford Still's whole thing was that he didn't like to sell paintings on the 

marketplace. He sold paintings to allow himself to continue to work. And he 

liked to pick his collectors. And he was a hero to many of the artists because of 

that hard-nosed position. He had taught at the San Francisco Art Institute in 

the immediate post-World War II period and had a tremendous influence on 

the artists in that area, including Hassel Smith and Frank Lobdell and others. 

So he was kind of—much more so in the Bay Area than here in Southern 

California—a household icon all right? He came to the museum one day. We 

had one major painting in the collection that had been given to us by "Hunk" 

Anderson, Harry Anderson. It's a very good painting. And because of our 

limited space there, very often the permanent collection wasn't up. 

Sometimes it was down; sometimes it was up. But by good fortune, it was up. 

And by good fortune, the Still was hung in a very propitious position. And 

somebody came to my office and said, "Clyfford Still is in the museum. " I 

hadn't seen him since fleetingly in Los Angeles days. He always kind of raised 

terror in one's heart. He was such a strange, austere figure. So I went to meet 

him and greeted him and said how happy I was to have him there. And he 

said, "Well, let's go down to your office. " He came down, and we talked for a 

little while. I thought, "Now, if there's anything I can do for this museum, it's 

to do a Clyfford Still exhibition, because he's refused to do it in a lot of other 

places. " I had been thinking about this, and I broached him on the subject 

that day. I said, "I've been thinking that I really would like to do an exhibition 

of your work. Is that at all possible?" And he said, "Well, Hopkins, I don't think 

so. I'm not really that interested in exhibiting, " and so forth and so on. He 

says, "But perhaps we could talk about some other things. " So I made an 



agreement to come visit him in Maryland when I went there and went back to 

his house. He and Mrs. [Patricia] Still were there. It's like a San Francisco 

Victorian house plunked down in the middle of Maryland, in this tiny town of 

New Windsor. And the most austere environment: a Naugahyde couch in the 

living room, one other chair, and a lamp, and that was it. You were offered a 

cup of coffee, and that was it. No more than one cup of coffee. You couldn't 

take a notepad, and you couldn't take a tape recorder. And you couldn't do 

this or do that. You kind of sat there like Grant Wood's American Gothic 

figures across from one another, trying to be polite. So we began to talk. And 

he said something to the effect of— He always called me "Hopkins. " He said, 

"I've been thinking that maybe we could arrange a long-term loan or a gift to 

the museum. I would rather do that than have an exhibition. " And he said, 

"You have that one nice painting. Maybe we could have one or two other 

things that—" After two and a half years of extended conversation, finally it 

came down to I think it was thirty-one paintings, I don't remember what. But 

every time I met with him, the number would go up. And he would ask me 

what I thought about this, what I thought about that. And should we just have 

new things? No, he wanted some history. He wanted this and that and that. 

And then, in the midst of all of that thing, which was very wearying, you can 

imagine, because he was not an easy personality, but I kept trekking back to 

Maryland, trekking back to the West Coast. The issue of making them available 

for study so that they could be seen on a regular basis, for people that wanted 

to see them— [C.] David Robinson was our in-house architect at that time. He 

devised a system of walls which would open and close, so that we'd have 

probably six or eight things on view at any one time. And if somebody came in, 

was seriously interested in seeing all of them as a study, then they could 

actually go in, we could open the walls, and they could see the whole gift. It 

was quite unique. And I thought, "Well, will the board accept this or not, this 

big tribute to a single artist?" But they agreed to that. So this was the 

presentation of that gift, which created a lot of kind of national excitement at 

that time. And it was amazing, because nobody thought anybody could get 

along with Clyfford Still. And I always hesitate to say I got along with him. It 

was obviously something he wanted to do, and we seemed competent to do 

it. It all worked out. But then, as time when by, in his lifetime, he became 

quite benign and quite gentle. He came to San Francisco a couple of times and 

accepted an honorary degree from the San Francisco Art Institute, which was 



really nice. He'd never done anything like that before. He accepted this 

Skowhegan [School of Painting and Sculpture] award when we put him up, 

which he'd never done before. And I know just not long before he died, he 

came to the West Coast, he came to San Francisco, and took myself and my 

wife at that time, Jan Butterfield, out to dinner. And he bought her a corsage. 

You know, a great old gentleman. He bought her a corsage. And he bought me 

a carnation for my lapel. He was so embarrassed giving me that carnation. 

That's a story I don't tell very often, because Still didn't want himself to be 

humanized. [laughs] But that was a very touching moment. But it was a great 

event. Again, that had a lot to do with kind of catalyzing the community, 

because that was a thing where here's an artist of international renown, a 

tough artist not as widely heralded, let's say, as [Willem] de Kooning or 

[Jackson] Pollock, but in the mind of many just as important, that had played 

an important role in the Bay Area. So that kind of catalyzed the whole 

community. It became a thing of welcoming a hero home and setting up our 

own flag in terms of attitudes. So it's a little of what we talked about earlier. 

1.15. TAPE NUMBER: X, Side One (August 23, 1995) 

RATNER: 

Okay, we're talking about Clyfford Still and how that impacted the community. 

In the catalog for that exhibition [Clyfford Still] you said that "Still made it clear 

that he wished me to be a participant in the selection process. " Why do you 

think that was so important to him? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I think the importance of that to him and to me was the fact that Still 

was a very complex person. There are all kinds of apocryphal stories about 

him. The one thing he had done in the past was to give a gift, a comparable 

gift to the one that he gave us, to the Albright-Knox [Art Gallery] in Buffalo, 

because Mr. [Seymour H.] Knox had been a very strong supporter of his early 

on. I think what Still saw quite clearly was the fact that whatever else 

happened, he could assure himself that if he had in this museum and this 

museum and this museum a number of works with some agreements that 

made that possible over an extended period of time, that he would secure his 

place in history, rather than going to the dealer market situation. The question 



then was, were you being just a big sap? Was Mr. Still giving you these things 

that he wanted to give you? Or were you in fact involved in the choosing 

process, so you didn't appear as a pawn to his wishes. There's always that 

terrible thing dealing with artists that one artist will think that's a heroic thing 

to get that many paintings. Somebody else will say, "Oh, you just took what he 

gave you. " [laughs] So those were clarifications we made along the line in our 

discussion. On three or four of the visits we would look at particular things, 

and he would show me different things, and did this make sense and did that 

make sense. His whole argument was that if you go to a museum and see one 

Rembrandt, okay, you're not seeing Rembrandt. You have to go and see the 

good days and the bad days, the good years and the bad years, and this and 

that. Then you can really begin to understand art, okay? That was his absolute 

belief and why he hated to go to museums. Generally there are one, one, one, 

one, one, one and just kind of a picture show, as he called it. So that was the 

basis for the size of the gift, and I was conscious of the gift to Albright-Knox 

and I wanted ours to be different and explore different attitudes in Still's life. 

There were a number of earlier works that were there, and there was a very 

generous gift. He then later did a similar thing with the Metropolitan Museum 

[of Art] in New York, but by that time his stock had been somewhat depleted 

between Albright-Knox and ourselves. So thank heaven— I hate to think— I 

would say out of that group of thirty-one paintings, six to seven just absolutely 

stunning masterpieces. And of course when Still died, then he left things in the 

hands of his wife [Patricia Still]. And as is so often the case with an artist's 

widow, they're much more difficult than the artist himself, because they want 

to do absolutely what he wanted. Where he would allow some flexibility, she 

was much more rigid. X correspond with her still. Maybe once every six 

months somebody will request a loan or somebody will request that they 

come to visit her or somebody will request, "Is there a way I can find a 

painting for sale?" The answers are almost always "No. " We keep in touch 

along the line. 

RATNER: 

Yes. How did he feel about the catalog? Many color photographs of all the 

works. Was he pleased with that? 

HOPKINS: 



He liked it very much. He wanted the works reproduced in color. He didn't 

want a standard catalog, in terms of all kinds of historical documentation. So 

we agreed that we would deal with the correspondence between us and 

statements by him and photographs themselves. We were working with a 

publisher at that time, and I was never that happy with the reproductions. I 

always felt that they were not as good as they should have been. It was at a 

time when laser printing was just coming into being. So color reproductions 

since that time have been much, much better, and other books have 

appeared. But he liked it. He was happy with it. 

RATNER: 

Obviously it was a restricted gift in some ways, because there were a lot of 

conditions attached to it. I wondered, did that cause you to change your 

opinion of accepting restricted gifts, that experience? 

HOPKINS: 

No, not in that case. Because the standard museum rule is that you do 

everything you can to accept gifts and get them without restrictions, without 

defining spaces, without defining this, that, or other things. And I would have 

to say that that particular gift and that particular time in the evolution of the 

museum was important enough to me and I convinced the board it was 

important enough to them to justify having this space for them to be seen. 

Now, it did cause some problems, I think twice during the time— Because 

what you can't tell— He had a daughter [Diane Still] that lived in San 

Francisco, and she would come by about once every six months, and then if 

everything was okay, she'd go away. If it wasn't okay, then I'd get a letter from 

Mr. Still or Mrs. [Patricia] Still. But we adhered, actually— It's interesting, 

because now in the new museum, though they have a number of the Still 

paintings up, there's not a special room for Still. I don't know how that has 

shaken out in terms of agreements or whatever else it might be. I'm sure 

there may be some correspondence going back and forth. There was one time 

when I took the Stills out of the Still room, because I needed to hang an 

exhibition that had a continuity and a flow to it, and I put a number of the 

Stills up in another gallery. And the ones that were not seen, the ones that 

were on the back of the walls, stayed in their locations, the back of the walls, 

so that theoretically, someone could still come in and look at it. And Still didn't 



ever question that. In fact, I wrote to him and said, "This is what we're going 

to do. " But I was attacked head on by the local critic, Tom [Thomas] Albright, 

who was very intensively Still oriented in his attitude and saying that I broke 

the gift regulations and so forth and so on and what have you. There was that 

kind of intensity around things like that. But at that time then Still supported 

me, so it was fine. It wasn't an issue. But accepting restricted gifts is complex. 

My justification for that particular thing and those restrictions was part of a 

philosophical thing that I talked a little bit—different museums at that time, 

that I felt that— Now we're back to that thing of New York dominance again. 

But I felt that if you went to the Museum of Modern Art in New York or the 

Whitney Museum [of American Art] in New York or the Art Institute of Chicago 

or the San Francisco Museum [of Modern Art] or the Los Angeles County 

Museum [of Art] or the Houston Museum [of Fine Art], you would see the 

same artists every time you went. And it was hard for me to believe that 

everybody felt exactly that same way about art. Obviously boards felt that 

same way about art. But that each institution should pick an artist or a couple 

of artists or three artists that had particular significance to them, and they 

should set aside space in their museums for those three artists, and just make 

it a dedicated thing to work with them on through. That then would give 

everybody an experience, and each institution somewhat different. It would 

have to do with Georgia O'Keeffe in the Southwest or Arthur Dove at the 

Brooklyn Museum, or whatever it might be. Now, whether those were excuses 

or realities, I can't give you the honest answer, but I certainly felt strongly 

about it at the time, all right? [laughs] So that's that. 

RATNER: 

Okay. Well, one of the reasons that he gave for selecting your museum— I 

know you had said that he actually had his first museum exhibition there 

under Grace McCann Morley. But he commented that part of it was because 

of the spareness and the austerity of the facilities. He liked that. What do you 

think he would say about the new building? 

HOPKINS: 

He wouldn't like it. He wouldn't like it. Because he didn't like— Just by saying 

that, the spareness and austerity, that just gives you— He really was like an 

old Protestant minister, and you would never know when you were going to 



cross him or what would upset him or what would do this or do that. I had a 

very happy working relationship with him, but when I hear some of the tales 

surrounding him— There's the old apocryphal story, when they were doing 

the first major exhibition of abstract expressionism in Europe which made 

America the preeminent art-creating country for that moment, Still did not 

want to be In it because of his antagonism to Europe and European museums 

and so forth and so on. So they went to a person who had given him help, 

named—sorry I've forgotten his first name—but an artist, Alfonso Ossorio. He 

had four or five Clyfford Still paintings, and so they went to Ossorio and asked, 

"Would you lend these paintings?" And he did. And they went to Europe and 

were part of that exhibition and helped to establish Still's importance as an 

artist. They came back and Ossorio— Still and Mrs. Still called and asked 

Ossorio if they could come to dinner and he said, "Yeah, you can. " They were 

having cocktails in one room, and I guess Still kind of led them out on the 

porch. They were having cocktails, and he excused himself for a few minutes. 

And he left and he cut all of his paintings out of the frames on the walls and 

rolled them up in a roll and climbed out of the window and went home. 

[laughs] 

RATNER: 

Wow. 

HOPKINS: 

So he's a pretty tough old bird. 

RATNER: 

I'll say. 

HOPKINS: 

Now I've forgotten the question. How would he feel about it? I think he would 

have difficulty. The paintings look well, but it is true that in those big, old, 

nicely proportioned galleries at the old museum the big paintings looked very 

well. And we did keep things always simple. We didn't have a lot of money. So 

it was a question of if we did an installation, or if it was a question of painting 

a wall or something of that kind— But mainly it was just a white environment. 

And now it's going to be quite different, much more elegant. So he may not 



like it as much, but the paintings look well. Maybe you'll have to ask Mrs. Still. 

[laughs] I'll give you her address and you find out. 

RATNER: 

I'll guess from what you said she'll say no. [laughs] And then finally, you were 

mentioning that little bit of renovation that was done so that the paintings 

would be accessible. Who paid for that? 

HOPKINS: 

That was paid by the museum. I forget what the cost was, I'll say $50, 000 or 

something like that. It was an ingenious system of— If I were going to do it 

again, it wouldn't be quite that way. It wouldn't be so heavy, but you had to 

build for seismic considerations as well as everything else. And it did work. You 

could go in there and open the four walls and stand In this gallery for a long 

time. But the board agreed to do that, so it wasn't— You're asking about the 

issue of restriction. We were very conscious of the restrictions, and it was all 

agreed that Still had a prominent enough role in the history of San Francisco 

to justify that. 

RATNER: 

Okay. Did you want to go back and just peruse those? 

HOPKINS: 

Exhibitions? Not to be getting that long on every one of them. Well, now you 

can see—you were asking me about this thing about democratization—how 

it's beginning to happen with things like [Creative Processes in the Human 

Environment: ] Lawrence Halprin and Associates and his wife Anna Halprin, 

who did dance lessons in the museum to— Therapeutic dance things and 

meditative dance things for children and so forth and so on. Picasso, Brague, 

Léger— That was a collection of those three. You're talking about art as 

entertainment or meaning. That's an exhibition that essentially— Three big 

names. Several nice works of art by each one of them, but no scholastic or 

intellectual substance beyond the works themselves. [refers to the 

exhibition Video Art: An Overview] Video began to get introduced. Jo Hanson: 

[Crab Orchard Cemetery] was a local artist there in San Francisco and still is. 

We occasionally, for budget reasons, did things like the preliminary collections 



and loan collections to show how people were coming along and what they 

were doing. The "Wild Beasts": Fauvism [and Its Affinities], major, major show 

from the Museum of Modern Art. See, that's the kind of show that we would 

never have gotten before, because it would have gone to Los Angeles if Los 

Angeles was interested. But now I had good relationships with the people at 

the Museum of Modern Art and with Richard Oldenburg and the curators and 

things, so it was good. Christo's Running Fence: [Documents of Work in 

Progress]— Christo has always been a major controversial figure, as you know. 

And there was a lot of controversy when he wanted to do theRunning 

Fence project. Do you know about that project at all? 

RATNER: 

Through Northern California, yes. 

HOPKINS: 

Yeah, through Northern California. It was going through two counties, Marin 

and Sonoma, and heading to the coast. And he had to battle the [California 

State] Coastal Commission. He had to get the permission of something like 

two hundred farmers to run things through the land. He had to do this, that, 

and it raised every environmental concern and a lot of the local artists got very 

exercised against Christo and used every excuse they could to block him in the 

process. So we did this kind of explanatory exhibition of what was to happen 

and it did happen and of course then everybody loved it. Like the one he just 

completed in Berlin. Okay, okay. Painting and Sculpture in California: The 

Modern Era-epic. That was an exhibition that was concocted by myself and 

supported by Walter Hopps to do an exhibition at the time of the bicentennial. 

We got funding from the NEA [National Endowment for the Arts] for both the 

Still show, the presentation of the Still objects, and the Painting and Sculpture 

in California. It was one of the hardest shows that I ever worked on, because I 

was working with Walter, who was very bright, who knows everything, who 

has a hundred hidden pockets. We were dragging up artists out of the "lost 

boys" group and so forth and so on. But it was a wonderful show. It took the 

whole building. Covered not just the [San Francisco] Bay Area, but also 

Southern California. Dealt with a lot of different aspects of history and was far 

from a perfect exhibition. We made it quite plain that it was to kick off this 

thing that you and I have been talking about of a West Coast phenomenon, is 



what it amounts to. It's always gratifying in a catalog like the one here [at 

UCLA at the Armand Hammer Museum of Art and Cultural Center], Pacific 

Dreams: [Currents of Surrealism and Fantasy in California Art, 1934-1957], 

where we're credited for having done shows like that that stimulated other 

scholars to do other stuff. So that was major. [San Francisco] Rock Poster Art, 

looking back at the beat generation and those days before the death of Jerry 

Garcia. [Images of Bay Area Artists: ] Mimi Jacobs, a photographer who did 

photographs of all of the artists in the Bay Area. She was the photographer of 

the first little book I did of California art. 

RATNER: 

Right. 

HOPKINS: 

Beverly Pepper: [Monumental Sculpture]—again, bringing women into the 

program of monumental sculpture. There was an exhibition mainly outside of 

the museum. It was mainly in the garden area behind city hall. And we 

managed to get that arranged. Artists for Amnesty— You can see a lot of these 

things, new social consciousness, creeping in. In Celebration of Ourselves, that 

was kind of a wonderful exhibition that was done by a man here in town 

named Seymour Rosen, who was a photographer who has made it his life 

work to document all of the eccentric art or "other" art that he can find, like 

Grandma [Tressa] Prisbrey's Bottle Village and— 

RATNER: 

Right, right. 

HOPKINS: 

—this, that, and other things. He had documented Von Dutch Holland's 

striped paintings on cars and flame painting on Chicano cars and 

photographed all kind of ethnic breads and everything under the sun. So this 

was an exhibition dealing with that attitude of art, which has now become 

very popular. But at that time, he was about the only person really seriously 

working in the field. [A View of] California Architecture [1960-1976]. Oh, God. I 

can't even remember that. [laughs] Right, that's right. Talking dolphins or 

trying to get dolphins to talk [referring to The Dolphin Embassy: An Experiment 



in Interspecies Communication (The Ant Farm)]. We're reaching way out in 

that area. The Ant Farm was a very interesting group, very much involved in all 

kinds of things—in architecture, in design, in environmental habitat, in all 

those things—way back early on. California Pictorialism. I don't really 

remember exactly when [F.] Van Deren Coke came, but this begins a really 

more serious aspect of the evolution of photography in the museum. 

RATNER: 

I think he came in '79. 

HOPKINS: 

Okay. So this is still the head of the— Meditations on the Condition of the 

Sacramento River [the Deltas, and the Bays at San Francisco]. That had to do 

with Newton and Helen Harrison, who teach at University of California, San 

Diego, who have become also very much involved with the environment and 

their ideas about that. Okay. World Print [Competition 77]. We did that every 

other year I think for a couple of years. Now it doesn't exist anymore. It was 

one of those carryover exhibitions that had been done that lost its steam. 

Jackie Winsor Sculpture. That's okay. Questions: New York-Moscow-New York-

[Moscow]. That was a piece that was done by Douglas Davis, working with 

aspects of video and international telecommunication where he was talking to 

two artists in Moscow—this is long before the [Berlin] Wall came down—

Komar and Melamid, who have become quite important since that time. And 

he would send them photographs; they would send back photographs. They 

would stand in similar locations and do similar interactions, and this was the 

documentation of it. It was a kind of an interesting example of the beginning 

of what's become fax and CD-ROM and instant communication and what have 

you, and a way to get through the Berlin Wall through these various 

processes. Interesting. Howard Fried: [Installation Pieces], local artist. [Our 

Man in Lilliput; ] Jim Cayton, local artist. We had a gallery off to the side of the 

main gallery, which was about, I'll say, twenty by forty feet, which was a 

godsend, because we could do a lot of single-installation pieces. We could do 

a lot of, you know, small exhibitions in that. That was good.Marie 

Johnson/Betye Saar, beginning of multiculturalism in a serious way. We were 

fairly early in all that. That was good. Then a big [Robert] Rauschenberg show, 

which again was something that was largely organized by Walter Hopps. I 



guess I would say that the opportunity to get many of the exhibitions that we 

got came through personal contacts anytime in my career when my peers 

were of a similar age, similar this, similar that. So it was very helpful knowing 

all those people. Modern Chair; [Its Origins and Evolution], that's an early 

design exhibition, a test in that arena, to see audience— That gave us a clue to 

audience, so that we did later an Italian design show [Italian Re-Evolution: 

Design in Italian Society in the Eighties] as well. Yeah, that was a bad 

show: America 1976. The United States Department of the Interior 

commissioned forty or fifty artists to go to different places and paint those 

places and bring them back and make an exhibition. There were a number of 

Bay Area artists in that group and that's why we did the show, but it was not 

terribly successful. Photographs from the [Julien] Levy Collection [Starting with 

Atget], from the Art Institute [of Chicago]. The Eyes and Ears [San Francisco 

Billboard Festival: A Documentation], where artists painted billboards. We 

documented all of that. In fact, that was actually a project that turned out to 

be very beneficial for us, because there were billboards dealing with social and 

political issues, and the billboard company gave the space. The artist did them 

and designed them. But they covered us on CBS news with Walter Cronkite, 

and it created a lot of national attention and created other exhibitions like 

that in other cities. So it was nice. Okay, '78. Herbert Rockere: [Recent Work], 

local. Joseph Raphael: [The California Years], local, but well known. Came from 

New York, came to Los Angeles, now lives in France. A realist, very beautiful 

paintings. Peter Voulkos: Retrospective [1948-1978]. You know, it's really 

interesting looking back to this. You're always conscious of the local 

community artist complaining about not enough, not enough, but as I read 

through this list— 

RATNER: 

There's a lot. 

HOPKINS: 

—it's amazing how much we actually got accomplished. Vito Acconci, that was 

a relatively small show, but a good show. Jennifer Bartlett: [Rhapsody], that 

was just one piece. [Wayne Thiebaud: Recent Work], that's a different show 

than the big show, I think. John Mason: [Installations from the Hudson River 

Series]. Alfred Jensen: [Paintings and Diagrams from the Years 2957-1977], 



that was a major exhibition. [Robert] Heinecken, major photo exhibition, from 

here. Synchromism and American Color Abstraction [1910-1925]. That was 

interesting to me because of the association between Stanton [Macdonald-

Wright] in California and the whole kind of reevaluation of the synchromist 

movement. Then the big [Jasper] Johns show. Good heavens, then Philip 

Guston: [New Works in San Francisco], 'Seventy-eight, okay. I guess so. That 

was another kind of major point, because— We're talking about mission of the 

museum, and when we got to the Still gift, one of the things that I have talked 

about a lot off and on is the fact that so many of the artists that make up 

what's called the New York School really came from the West Coast. That 

included Robert Motherwell, Clyfford Still, Mark Rothko, Philip Guston, 

Jackson Pollock—you know, five of the biggest names in the so-called New 

York School. So I use that often as a discussion point. And then after the Still 

gift, I thought, "Well, wouldn't it be interesting if we had representation of the 

West Coast people that were there. " So I went to spend a lot of time with 

Motherwell. Unfortunately, as time went by, I cared less for the art that he 

was doing. But Guston was somebody of great interest to me for a lot of 

different reasons. Mark Rothko was already deceased, but we did make an 

arrangement with the Rothko estate to actually get two or three Rothkos later 

on. And Pollock— That was impossible, because, God, we had the great early 

Pollock that had been there, the Guardians of the Secret. But in the Guston 

case, I had installed his exhibition that had been done by the [Solomon R.] 

Guggenheim Museum at the old Los Angeles County Museum of Art in 

Exposition Park in about 1962, 1963, somewhere in that time. I met Guston at 

that time and I enjoyed him. He's a really wonderful tough old guy. And he 

told me a lot about his California background and different things like that. 

Then his reputation kind of folded. He kind of disappeared from the scene for 

a number of years. Then suddenly he reemerged with a strange new cartoony 

painting in the 1970s in an exhibition at Marlborough [Gallery]. And a lot of 

people hated it. But I knew enough about his early background working with 

Lorser Feitelson and people here and what have you, and so admired his 

paintings when I was a student at the Art Institute because— This was before 

abstract expressionism, when they were figurative painting. They seemed to 

be very consistent with early stuff that he had done. So I kept kind of checking 

with it and checking with it and checking with it—actually I think through 

[Harry] "Hunk" Anderson, as a matter of fact, who had been trying to buy a 



Guston painting from the classic abstract period—and was reintroduced to 

Guston. We began to talk about doing an exhibition, and then we did it. 

During that time Guston then gave us six or seven things—major, major, a 

triptych—amongst the recent work. A couple of the cartoon-like, the kind of 

[Ku Klux Klan] paintings, transitional painting, and two early ones that led 

into— We had a good white abstract painting in the collection. So that gave us 

kind of two of these California people in some real depth. And as it's turned 

out, in the minds of a lot of people, the Guston gift is much more important 

than the Still gift at this moment. Ten years from now it will be something 

else. But because Guston's influence has grown, especially in terms of younger 

artists and their ideas— So that was just a wonderful association. I loved going 

back to his place and spending time with him. He worked a lot at night. He was 

in very bad health at that time. Smoked a lot, drank a lot, had all of his 

lifetime, but he was never going to change. So we had great, great 

conversations on the old days and L.A. and this, that, and everything under the 

sun. Then shortly after his exhibition when he came out here, he was lionized 

by a lot of people. But he kept kind of repeating over and over during the 

exhibition and shaking his head— So many of the paintings he hadn't seen 

himself for years. He'd say, "Henry, this isn't an exhibition, this is a life. " You 

know, and then he would— He was obviously very much immersed in it. And 

then after the show had finished here and was getting ready to travel off to 

the Whitney Museum, he died. He was sitting at dinner one night with his 

doctor friend and his wife and a couple of people, and they were having 

conversation at dinner. Somebody asked him a question, and they looked 

over, and he was just gone. Like that. 

RATNER: 

Wow. 

HOPKINS: 

No sign that it ever happened or anything else. Just his head was down, and 

that was it. He was just gone so. Funny. But that was major and important, 

because those paintings looked great in the San Francisco Museum. 
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RATNER: 



I'd like to continue today with a review of the exhibition schedule at the San 

Francisco Museum of Modern Art. I think we'll pick up with 1979, which was 

the year [F.] Van Deren Coke arrived. 

HOPKINS: 

And Van Deren Coke arrived to be the curator of photography. Very well 

known photographic historian, had been working at the [International 

Museum of Photography] on the East Coast. He was affiliated with [the 

University of] New Mexico. Left us eventually and went back to the University 

of Arizona, where there is the gigantic archive of photography. It was a great 

coup to get him there, since photography was an area of interest and had 

been since early on in the evolution of the museum with John Humphrey and 

Grace [McCann] Morley. But the collection had never really been organized or 

truly categorized. And when Van came, he did a tremendous amount of 

acquisition, an endless array of exhibitions. He was very good at finding 

funding for the exhibitions that he wanted. Probably the most important thing 

that happened in that era was that he established the San Francisco Museum 

[of Modern Art] as being the West Coast ballast against the East Coast 

museums, whether that was the Metropolitan Museum [of Art] or the 

Museum of Modern Art in New York—a kind of dialogue in terms of different 

attitudes about photography, since they had a somewhat different view that 

he had. It became a very interesting dialogue back and forth in terms of the 

writing, in terms of the catalogs that were published, the criticism. It was a 

highlight, no question. So now Van is there. 

RATNER: 

Okay. 

HOPKINS: 

Okay, well, we're looking at exhibitions. And we're looking at Jerry Burchard, 

[Ingeborg Gerdes, ] John Spence Weir: Photographic Viewpoints, one of the 

exhibitions. We had, on the third floor of the museum, where most of the 

offices were— It circled around an inner courtyard which was obviously closed 

off at that level. We had most of our photographic exhibitions in those 

quarters. We did a little later on redefine a gallery that was a storage space on 

the fourth floor, which gave us a nice kind of composite space for small shows 



where we could show something like twenty-five or thirty prints usually by an 

individual artist, but sometimes a group show. So it meant that that was 

simply ongoing, that as one would close, another would open. One would 

close, another would open. And then periodically we would do exhibitions in 

the larger gallery areas as well, because photography was popular in terms of 

an audience developer in San Francisco. [Desert Project: ] Elin Elisofon and 

Richard Kamler, also an exhibition of photography. Essentially, it was a project 

that they had worked on together and brought it to the museum. George 

Segal: Sculpture was a full-blown exhibition from the Walker Art Center in 

Minneapolis with a catalog. It had been organized by them. This was before 

the time that we were approaching Segal to do the Holocaust monument in 

San Francisco, but it introduced a lot of people to his works and his ideas and 

made it easier to sell that idea. The Dinner Party: [Judy Chicago], major event, I 

guess you would call it. Judy Chicago had been building The Dinner Party in 

Southern California, in Los Angeles. Since she was essentially a Los Angeles 

artist, even though she'd taken the name Chicago from her birthplace and was 

certainly one of the people who was most recognized in terms of the women's 

movement, which was going kind of full blast at the time both on the East 

Coast and the West Coast— But one of the things that we are examining now 

in April 1996 coming up in a big feminist exhibition [Sexual Politics: Judy 

Chicago's Dinner Party and Feminist Art History] and redoing The Dinner Party, 

as a matter of fact, is how much of the women's movement in art actually did 

emanate here in the Los Angeles area through a thing called Womanhouse, 

where Miriam Schapiro and Judy Chicago were kind of cofounders, coleaders 

of that. When Miriam then went east, Judy continued her work here. But if 

you're really tracing a history of the feminist movement or women's 

movement in art, it has to center in Los Angeles, in the beginning, exciting 

days of that. And while this is sometime after Judy has changed her name 

from Gerwitz to Chicago, the idea for the project just kind of bubbled up. She 

wanted to do a women's statement having to do with issues that got as 

complex as the last supper, for example, of the disciples sitting at the last 

supper with Christ, all male Images. The idea of a triangulated table both as a 

geometric symbol of unity, but at the same time just a triangulation in most of 

Judy's work referring to kind of the pelvic crotch area, female. Her idea was to 

develop a three-sided table open in the center, at which would be place 

settings for, I'm going to say thirty-nine or thirty-three—we'll have to get that 



straight, I can never remember—important women in history going way back 

into the historical period and coming up as recently as Georgia O'Keeffe. I 

think Georgia O'Keeffe was the last woman at the table. She organized a group 

called Through the Flower, which was essentially a philosophical group. [There 

was] a lot of discussion, quite beyond Judy, in terms of who should sit at the 

table, who shouldn't sit at the table. Why was this important, why that was 

important. Certain women decided against— Because she wanted diversity at 

the table, some in the arts, some in poetry, some in literature, some in 

religion, some in politics, some in everything. But having made the decision, 

she then wanted to— For each place setting, she, Judy, was going to make a 

plate, since she had worked some in ceramics. And the idea was to make a 

plate which in its appearance would reflect the attitudes of the particular 

person, whether it was a more openly erotic statement like Georgia O'Keeffe, 

for example, or a more stately one in the case of Queen Elizabeth or more 

poetic in the terms of Virginia Woolf, whatever the situation might be. So as 

she was planning the plates, as such, she was also doing runners which would 

go under each plate on the table. And those runners would go across the top 

of the table and hang down on both sides. And her principle there was to— 

Though the designs were by Judy, she sent out a call across the country for 

women who did traditional weaving—well, not weaving necessarily, but 

embroidery—and all the various techniques in terms of handiwork that had 

been more or less traditional women's roles, especially in the nineteenth 

century and early twentieth century, doing samplers and doing all kinds of 

different household goods. She put out this call to groups all around the 

country who engaged in that kind of thing, and a number of women emerged 

who were really interested in participating in this project. She would send 

them a segment of a design, and they in turn would send back that segment of 

design done in the particular stitchery that they thought was applicable again 

to the person that was being represented. From those—though she would 

send out let's say seven, eight, nine, ten on each of the different ones—she 

would then select the person that she felt was doing it the best. And not only 

doing it the best, but also a kind of history of all of that kind of embroidery 

work—various kinds of French knots and ties and different things that hadn't 

been used for some time, but were part of the tradition of that kind of work. 

So that was one aspect of the exhibition that brought many people into it who 

essentially were amateurs, people who were not considered to be artists but 



craftsmen, but totally unknown again, because they were women working 

wherever—Iowa, Nebraska, or Missouri or wherever else. A third aspect of the 

exhibition was to recognize another kind of essentially women's work, which is 

in the area of china painting. And while Judy made the plates, cast the plates, 

painted the plates, she was interested in having along with the exhibition a 

presentation of china painting and kind of weekly classes and places where 

people could watch women at work and doing that. So the whole thing was to 

be a composite of a thing relating to the last supper and women meeting at 

the table in conversation, though obviously the people aren't there. But all of 

this interaction through the centuries in terms of women, with the runners 

representing kind of women's work, which is both a combination of a 

recognition, a put-down, and a celebration all at the same time. And the same 

kind of thing with china painting. Then on the floor itself upon which the 

dinner table sits, triangulated white tiles, again each with a different woman's 

name on the tile, so there are hundreds of women celebrated essentially 

within the piece. Well, when she first told me about it, I was interested in the 

idea, because it sounded like it was going to be rather a major statement 

having to do with feminist issues. I would come down periodically when she 

had something to show me. And she got to a certain point in the evolution, 

and I said, "Well, we'd really like to consider showing it at the San Francisco 

Museum as an opening. " I have to say at that time that I was never, ever sure 

that it would come to fruition, that it really would happen, because it meant 

all this corralling of people and all of this energy and all of these different 

things. And before the project had gone too far along, a lot of personalities 

and personal attitudes began to emerge, I guess you'd say on the negative 

side. Many people, unfortunately many of them women, felt that Judy was 

such a dominant figure in relation to this project and was controlling the 

whole thing and was not giving artists their right to really express themselves, 

but rather using them as apprentices and perhaps misusing them in that 

context. I didn't see any of that. The women that I saw working on the project 

seemed always enthusiastic and always very much involved and perfectly 

willing to be in an apprentice role, recognizing it was not going to go on for a 

lifetime and that they would go on from that and do other things. I didn't ever 

check fully to see how much credit was given to each person who was 

involved in the project, but it was just interesting in the fact that there was 

this feeling that it was going to emerge as something of interest. People 



wanted to be a part of it. And then within the women's movement itself, of 

course, there were a lot of different factions and attitudes, and an East Coast 

attitude, a West Coast attitude. So every time I would go down it was always a 

large philosophical argument. But at the same time the object, The Dinner 

Party itself, began to take a certain form and a certain shape. And we talked 

about the various things of the pragmatics of presenting it and the 

engineering. So suddenly it came close to the time, and we tried, through the 

San Francisco Museum, to circulate the show to a number of places, feeling as 

I did then and as I do now that it was certainly one of the most important, if 

not the most important, single image having to do with the women's 

movement at that particular moment in the seventies. We talked to museums 

in Seattle, for example. We talked to museums in Rochester. We thought we 

had a tour planned that would go from San Francisco to Seattle to Rochester. 

in the midst of all of the planning and the organization, Seattle and Rochester 

both dropped out, and Judy was quite nonplussed. This was before the show 

had ever really happened. She was concerned because they— Timidity, I guess 

you'd say, on the parts of some. And it was a fairly expensive project to 

present, because it had to have a special room setting and environment for it 

to take place. So when it opened at the San Francisco Museum there were no 

official bookings for it after that time. I did not know— I had no idea— 

Because Judy was a Southern California artist, first of all, okay? And I think I 

mentioned in one of our earlier conversations that probably the least-

attended exhibition that we did during ray time at San Francisco was the Ed 

Ruscha show [Works of Edward Ruscha], which they felt was the epitome of 

Los Angeles, and they wanted nothing much to do with that. So one didn't 

know whether the idea of women would carry beyond the idea of a Los 

Angeles artist, whether all of these things would happen. But from the very 

beginning— And it was a very dramatic presentation, because it was designed 

pretty much for the big central rotunda room at the San Francisco Museum, 

which had very high, kind of classical ceilings and architecture and a skylight 

and a room big enough to encompass it. Because there are very few rooms in 

museums that are able to encompass the scale of the piece— So it was in that 

chamber, which was totally blacked out except for spotlights on the piece 

itself. When you entered you walked along a corridor with banners celebrating 

the idea of The Dinner Party. Then you went into The Dinner Party and you 

walked around the table in single file so everybody couldn't be in there at one 



time as a normal exhibition. You kind of had to go one by one by one. And 

there was the exhibition of china painting and the demonstrations of china 

painting, the demonstrations of embroidery, a whole corridor of historical 

panels dealing with women's histories. And quite apart from anything else, it 

was brilliantly executed. It was engineered in a way that it could be moved, 

the table could be broken down, the units could be collapsed, and even the 

lighting track and the material that went with it were well put together. So as I 

saw it emerging in the galleries I was much more impressed than I had been in 

looking at it in bits and pieces, though I— Judy kept saying, "It's going to be 

this, it's going to be that. " I was never really sure what it was going to be. But 

it became an amazing success in the fact that people often were lined up clear 

out into the street and waiting as much as an hour, waiting an hour and a half 

to actually get in and be in line and go through the exhibition. And one person 

would stand there, and the other would go to the bookstore and then they'd 

come back and somebody else would do this and what have you. We had 

made with Judy a financial agreement which was a modest one, because none 

of us knew what the audience would be. But it was overwhelming; it was 

really overwhelming. And as you can imagine, the critical response was real 

positive and negative depending entirely on the person, depending on the 

writer, depending on where they were, and so forth and so on. It's always 

been Judy's feeling, ever since that time, that while it was a sociological 

phenomenon and people were very interested in coming to see it— And it was 

not just a women's audience. Families would come. Men would come. Some 

would come with kind of set ideas and what have you. But during the time of 

the exhibition, to the best of my knowledge, there was no antagonism within 

it, because it had that kind of sepulchral look to it that demanded respect and 

quiet. You'd argue when you got outside. There were demonstrations by other 

women in front of the museum. They got involved. And there were a lot of 

surrounding activities which only generated more and more audience. So 

about the only thing I could compare it to, in terms of my history in museum 

work, would have been the [Edward] Kienholz show here in Los Angeles back 

in the middle 1960s, which, because it received some degree of negative 

press, created an interest in terms of people wanting to see it and what it was. 

So through the whole time of the exhibition it had that support. The art 

writers simply didn't care for it. Suzanne Muchnic here on the Los Angeles 

Times was probably as vitriolic as any writer in terms of that particular view of 



the women's movement and the erotic nature of the plates and a number of 

things that disturbed her. I guess we'll see a year from now if she still holds 

that same opinion. But then during the course of that exhibition and because 

she [Judy Chicago] had marshaled so much energy around the country in 

support of the idea of the piece, they decided they would do it at the 

University of Houston. They did it in Chicago. They did it in the Brooklyn 

Museum in New York. And then it traveled overseas. I don't remember all of 

the venues, but I know it was certainly in Germany; I know it was in Australia. 

And everywhere it went it had the same kind of audience reaction. In 

Germany I know they had a special women's night where everybody dressed 

up as the people at the table and had a masked ball and that whole variety of 

thing. Then it came back after that tour and was put in storage in Oakland, 

where it's been ever since that time, for the last decade. So having made a 

decision— This is, I guess, an interesting later part of the same story, but an 

important part of the story, is that about four years ago there was the 

possibility of having a permanent housing for The Dinner Party, which has 

always been one of Judy's great interests. Not consuming, but she always felt 

that would be a wonderful thing if it could happen. A university in Washington 

D. C. [University of the District of Columbia] was interested in doing that. In 

fact, it was a university that was committed to diversity, was committed to 

women's subjects. They had a space at the university where it could be 

housed and it was generally announced that that would happen. And 

the Washington Times, which is kind of a radical right newspaper, got ahold of 

it, blew it totally out of proportion in terms of the cost, because the actual 

cost of the installation of the piece was something like maybe $100,000. But 

the space renovation, which they had to do anyway, was more like $600,000, 

and the particular writer just couldn't cope with the idea that somebody 

would do that. Then it became an issue before the Congress and they actually 

presented it in congressional hearing. And there were discussions— 

RATNER: 

Wow. 

HOPKINS: 

—in congressional hearings. And our own Orange County congressman, Bob 

[Robert K.] Dornan, was the most vitriolic of the group. 



RATNER: 

What a surprise. 

HOPKINS: 

Yeah, what a surprise, right. And none of them had ever seen the piece. The 

interesting thing is those congressional hearings do exist on tape and we have 

them, and we'll play them during the next Dinner Party showing, or this next 

exhibition, because the— Even then, when we first talked about this, four 

years ago, the climate was beginning to shift in terms of attitude about the 

arts, support for the arts, other things of that kind. And to see these 

congressional members stand up and rail and rail and rail, never having seen 

the piece, never having seen the context, looking only at individual images or 

something of that kind— It's pretty amazing. That's almost as important as the 

piece, as far as I'm concerned, that document. So when I knew about that, I 

thought, "Well, the piece was made in Los Angeles; it's never been seen in Los 

Angeles; it's a decade after the fact. " And inevitably during an evening 

discussion with women at one place or another, The Dinner Party comes into 

the conversation, saying why was it never seen in Los Angeles, why this, why 

that. I thought, because of that and because of the other issues surrounding it, 

it was time to bring it out again and to surround it with an exhibition, which is 

being done by Amelia Jones, which would update art within the women's 

movement up into the 1990s. New things that have happened having to do 

with women of color, which became an issue a little bit later on. All of the 

political issues that have surrounded the women's movement, changes in 

attitudes over that time. So we want to make it essentially a celebration of The 

Dinner Party being here, but also the importance of the exhibition and the 

continuation of the women's movement and the things that go with it. So The 

Dinner Party has played quite an important part in my life. Going just back to it 

very briefly, it was the one year when I was in San Francisco when we were 

having real difficulty closing the budget, everything that didn't get balanced. 

And The Dinner Party pulled it out. [laughs] So it was beneficial from the 

standpoint of the institution. As I say, it has so many different aspects and so 

many different controversial elements. And it's always been a great 

disappointment to Judy that the more or less traditional male critical group 

had a hard time with it. But some women were so intensively against it, like 

Suzanne, and accepting it sociologically but not accepting it as art, and yet, at 



the same time, now it's in a full color reproduction in Helen Gardner's basic art 

history book, Art through the Ages. So it's become a piece within the context 

of history. But even now, every day we sit down and talk about what we're 

going to do or how we're going to do it, another argument emerges about one 

thing or another. And as I understand it, some of the eastern artists don't 

want to be in the exhibition, because they feel that Judy will dominate it. So 

one can only cope with it the way it is. I was thinking the other day that it 

must have been somewhat like that back in the fifteenth century at the 

beginning of the Renaissance, when all those men artists were sitting around 

with such prominence, each fighting for their own role, their own tradition, 

their own importance. Slowly history takes care of that. The idea is, ten years 

later, to have younger writers, women writers, who can now have a kind of 

psychic distance between that time and the piece and what have you and 

evaluate it in a different way. We've been very gratified that the Getty [Grant 

Program] has given support to the catalog. University of California Press has 

decided to copublish with us. And the reader report on the catalog is really 

stunning, just talking about these bright young women and their attitudes and 

their ideas, and the scholarship is very good. So we'll all know a year from now 

how that— April of '96 is the time that it starts here, and it will be here 

through the summer. 

RATNER: 

Now, will you have any of the early critical reviews as part of the—? 

HOPKINS: 

Oh, I'm sure. We're going to try to do as much— One of the issues is to try to 

place The Dinner Party in kind of an historical context. So in the catalog 

certainly there will be issues of the critical reviews that were written at the 

time. And I'm sure there will be other things. Because we're not trying to 

create new controversy. We're trying to simply show the evolution of 

something that kind of finds its way in and out of history. But I think the 

ultimate issue for me was the fact that it is amazing how often it comes into 

discussion and has never been seen by your generation or others. So now 

there are women who came who will bring their children, I'm sure. And there 

will be some new attitudes. Then just beginning right now with the meeting in 

China [Fourth World Conference on Women's Rights, September 4-15, 1995] 



and the other things and moving into the 1996 political arena, it should have 

some effect on raising the level of discussion of women in society. We hope 

that's what will happen. We'll see. 

RATNER: 

Right. The timing is great. 

HOPKINS: 

Knock on wood. [knocks] 

RATNER: 

Just clarify for me, why would It have gone to congressional hearings? What 

university would it have been at, that that would have been an issue? 

HOPKINS: 

Okay, okay. That's a very good point. We'll have to check exactly the name of 

the university, but I think it is called the University of the District of Columbia. 

And it's right in D. C., and it is therefore under the jurisdiction of Congress, 

since they don't have senators or congressmen of their own— 

RATNER: 

Right. 

HOPKINS: 

They have a number of different congressmen that kind of oversee the things 

that go on in D. C. So that's why. And when the Washington Times wrote the 

initial article just kind of blasting this cost of money on blah, blah, blah, and so 

forth and so on, it became an ideal political forum for those who wanted to 

make those attacks. But I say, unfortunately, I just heard the other day that 

Bob Dornan has dropped out of the presidential race, and I was hoping this 

might knock him out. [laughs] But he didn't even have to wait for that. Maybe 

we can knock him out of Orange County. That would be something. 

RATNER: 

Yeah, that would be good. 

HOPKINS: 



But just thinking of that alone in itself, it's one of the rare instances— There 

are art issues that come before Congress in terms of the NEA [National 

Endowment for the Arts] and other things. But this long discussion of this 

particular piece or work of art is pretty amazing. And I just learned yesterday, 

as a matter of fact, from Susan [A.] Grode, who is a very Important attorney 

here in Los Angeles that deals a lot with political issues and democratic 

political issues and women's issues and is a strong supporter of The Dinner 

Party, that when this was happening in Washington and when the 

congressional hearings were taking place in the Congress, there was an 

intensive women's lobbying force at work to keep it from being debated in the 

Senate. And they did. They actually kept it from being debated. And Jesse 

Helms very desperately wanted to debate it in the Senate. They isolated him 

and they said, "No, no, no way this is going to happen. " That's a story— I 

don't know all of the ramifications, but it's just interesting that it generates 

that kind of capacity to have a lot of women of importance write letters to 

senators of importance, and actually have that impact. 

RATNER: 

Did she testify at all? Judy? 

HOPKINS: 

She didn't testify in Congress. She certainly made her statements at the time 

of that, and those are all written and documented. She then, once it reached a 

kind of crescendo, just pulled back and said, "No, we're not going to place the 

piece here, no. " That was the better part of valor in that situation. So they're 

still looking for permanent housing. It will come up again, I'm sure. 

RATNER: 

Right. Maybe something really will come up after your exhibition. 

HOPKINS: 

Okay. So if we take all that much time on every piece here, we'll be in trouble. 

RATNER: 

We'll be here till the show opens. 

HOPKINS: 



That's right. The Jim Dong, [Jim Goldberg, Chris Huie, Kate Kline May, Danuta 

Offinowski: Photographs], again, that's photographs. As I say, many of these 

are exhibitions that were done in the corridor gallery for photography to keep 

people up to date in terms of contemporary movements. And Van Deren 

Coke, of the photo curators at that time, would be considered I think probably 

"the most avant-garde of the group. Kind of reaching for photography not just 

as an idea about art, but reaching to the new utilizations of things like the 

giant new Polaroid camera, of things having to do with digital imagery and 

giant scale and all of those issues that were affecting other artists at that 

time. H. C. Westermann, wonderful exhibition. Again, [Harold] Westermann 

died shortly after that time. One of the great kind of, I guess you'd call him 

almost an "other" artist in a way, that built his work out of wood, with very 

whimsical ideas. Very much highly regarded in the art community but not 

broadly, broadly known. SECA [Art] Award [1978: Milton Komisar], we talked 

about SECA, the Society for the Encouragement of Contemporary Art, which 

each year gave an award, and that award consisted of having an exhibition in 

one of our small galleries there. This was Milton Komisar.George [C.] 

Longfish/Mary L. O'Neal: [Works on Canvas]. These are exhibitions that 

essentially— Rolando Castellon, whom I mentioned last time, was in charge of 

this group called M.I.X. And we've got to figure out what M.I.X. meant 

[Museum International Exchange]. But essentially it was a multicultural idea 

early on in the issues of multiculturalism. This was an exhibition dealing with 

African American work. Okay. The Museum of Conceptual Art [at the San 

Francisco Museum of Modern Art], very interesting. The Museum of 

Conceptual Art revolved around a person named Tom Marioni. And Tom 

Marioni, in the two or three years before I came there, which would be in—I 

keep forgetting my time—'73, '74, had instituted kind of in his house, or his 

apartment, a thing called a Museum of Conceptual Art, where you didn't really 

have show places, you just had ideas and things would emanate from that, not 

necessarily as objects but sometimes installations, sometimes this, that. He 

did them in different places. And it had quite an interesting history going on. 

One of the things that he did as a conceptual artwork— Before I was 

appointed to be the director of the museum, he sent out a beautifully 

engraved card announcing that he had been appointed to be the director of 

the San Francisco Museum and sent it to all of the museums and all of the 

publications. [laughs] And many people announced it. It became published for 



that first year in the national list of art museum directors. And I thought it was 

one of the best pieces he ever did. [laughs] But it was that kind of an idea. So 

this was just documenting aspects of the Marioni movement, I'd guess you'd 

say. Mirrors and Windows: [American Photography since 1960] was a big 

photography exhibition organized by the Museum of Modern Art. Paper on 

Paper— That was during the time of the interest in handmade pulp paper, and 

there were a lot of artists working in various aspects of that. That just simply 

tipped that direction. Harold Cohen: Drawing. God, it's funny to remember a 

lot of these things. Harold Cohen works at the University of California, San 

Diego, and has been involved in computer art before computers even became 

an issue. He was developing this giant, I'll call it a mouse, the kind of thing that 

moves around the computer. But it had wheels on it and so forth and so on. 

He was teaching it to draw, is really what it amounted to. And under the kind 

of direction it would roll around the room and you put giant papers down on 

the floor and it would draw on these papers, thicker lines, thinner lines, and 

would run back and forth and start and stop and stop dripping pigment and 

adding pigment. And he's always been known for that, with a very solid but 

limited reputation. And just very recently because of all of the computer input 

and things of that kind, he has just recently shown it again in his new 

adaptable form where it really is running now without even his compunction 

behind it. So it's a little like monkeys painting masterpieces. But it was 

interesting. Noguchi's Imaginary Landscapes is another big exhibition done by 

the Walker Art Center. I would just simply mention again this thing of the kind 

of importance at that time of the fact that we were able to, in San Francisco, 

do exhibitions from the Whitney Museum [of American Art], the Museum of 

Modern Art, the Walker Art Center—kind of the big three, I guess you'd say, of 

interest in American contemporary art. None of those exhibitions were 

coming to Los Angeles at that time, because the Pasadena [Art] Museum was 

defunct and the [Los Angeles] County Museum [of Art] could only do a certain 

amount of contemporary work. And the board [of trustees] wasn't terribly 

interested in doing that anyway. So these exhibitions would bring a large 

audience from Southern California up to San Francisco. We then put on the 

board people like Marcia [S.] Weisman here from Los Angeles, Virginia [M.] 

Wright from Seattle, Glenn [C.] Janss, who had originally come from this area, 

more recently in Sun Valley, Idaho. [The point was] to diversify our board, but 

also to kind of take advantage of that. And as it kind of reached a crescendo 



toward the end of the seventies and the beginning of the eighties, it was a 

very strong impetus in the evolution of MOCA [Museum of Contemporary 

Art]. How strong, it's really hard to say, except to say that each time Marcia 

Weisman would come up there was a grimacing. They would say, "We're 

getting really tired of having to come to San Francisco for everything that's 

happening. " And while variety is bubbling here, I think that really helped to 

catalyze that, and then, of course, building MOCA here had a great deal to do 

with catalyzing the San Francisco Museum that's just completed in San 

Francisco. So those things happened. Northern California Clay Routes: 

Sculpture Now was simply an indicator of the extension of the California clay 

movement, which is historically important, and the fact that the so-called big 

five of clay, Peter Voulkos, John Mason, Kenny [Kenneth] Price, who all kind of 

began in Southern California— And then Voulkos going up north, and then 

adding the kind of funk artists like Robert Arneson and Richard Shaw and 

Ronald Nagle, I guess would be the sixth. Ron Nagle would be the sixth in that 

group. But playing a very important part in California art in taking clay out of 

the idea of craft things and teapots and kettles and plates and moving it into 

the arena of sculpture and serious conceptualization ideas. By this time, by the 

seventies, the Southern California branch of that had pretty much expired. 

Mason was off teaching in the East. Kenny Price was away from the area. The 

group in Northern California expanded. They were teaching a lot at University 

of California, Davis. It was a growing movement. So this was an idea of 

showing the second and third generations beyond the master. Okay, keep 

going. Jack Fulton: [Puns and Anagrammatic Photographs], again, 

photographs. The Black Photographer, that was a— Yes, exactly. A bow to 

multiculturalism at that time in photography. Modern European Sculpture 

[1918-1945: Unknown Being and Other Realities], that was one of the first 

aspects, I guess you'd say, of conceptualization that we were dealing with. 

There were people like Joseph Beuys, for example, and Marcel Broodthaers, 

the Belgian conceptual sculptor. Kind of a recognition of the European 

movements, more or less at a time before the young, wild German artists 

began to appear or the Italian artists of that new generation. But it was the 

beginning of the recognition on the part of American museums that things 

were going on in places other than the United States. We'd been very 

interested in showing American work and almost forgot what was happening 

in other parts of the world. So this was the beginning of that, beginning to 



lead in. [The First] Western States Biennial Exhibition. We did that, I think, 

twice during that time that I was there. That was an exhibition that dealt with 

the nine Western states organized as kind of a combination of their state art 

councils and a little support from the NEA, to give recognition to artists that 

live in Wyoming and Montana and Idaho and Alaska and places away from 

California that don't have very many exhibiting venues. And it was very 

important for them to have an outlet in a museum like the San Francisco 

Museum, which I guess, you know, some of this has to do with personal 

[issues] and personality. Having been born and raised in Idaho, I was much 

more sensitive to that issue than many other museum people might have 

been. So that's really why we were doing it. Okay. The [John Takami Morita] 

Prints of the [Charles and Linda] Ware Family [Series]. They were a well-known 

printmaker group up in Northern California. That was also one of the mixed 

programs fabricated to be photographed. Again, a major exhibition organized 

by Van Coke for the museum. Space, Time, Sound: [Conceptual Art in the San 

Francisco Bay Area, the 1970s] Okay. That had to do with— I forget her 

name—I can see her standing in front of me—who was the curator at that 

time and had been the curator before I came. But it was kind of an extension 

of the idea of conceptualIsm in what was going on in San Francisco at that 

time beyond the Museum of Conceptual Art in a larger context than— I'll think 

of her name in a minute. [Suzanne Foley] Okay. George Blakely-Photographic 

Sculpture, Sam Hernandez-Wood Sculpture: 1978 James D.] Phelan Award [in 

Art] Winners. That's again like SECA, although it was a fully California 

movement. Nineteen eighty— Beyond Color. I'm not sure I even 

remember Beyond Color. I don't. But we did it. Jon Palmer: Castings, small 

exhibition. An artist was working in kind of body casting, different 

ways. Michelangelo Pistoletto. Middle-size exhibition. Pistoletto was a well-

known Italian artist who did kind of mirror images with figures against the 

mirrors. He was moving into conceptualization and installation and things. We 

did a small section of those. Constructivism [and the Geometric Tradition: 

Selections] from the McCrory Corporation [Collection] that was a major 

collection of constructivist art developed by this particular corporation that's 

now unfortunately been dispersed. The exhibition was organized by the 

Albright-Knox [Art Gallery], and it was a good time to do that exhibition 

because everything was moving away from kind of purity of form and it 

reminded people of kind of the Mondrian classical tradition, I guess that's 



what it would be. Westcoast: Art for the Vice President's House, that's an 

interesting phenomenon. It was during the [James E.] Carter administration. 

And the idea, at least in terms of the vice president [Walter F. Mondale] and 

the vice president's wife [Joan Adams Mondale], was that they wanted to have 

some art presence. That was one of the highlights. They did not do a great 

deal necessarily for expanding the budget of the National Endowment for the 

Arts, which happened, strangely enough, when we were under the [Richard 

M.] Nixon administration. But they selected four curators from around the 

country representing the four regions of the country of East Coast, upper 

Midwest, Southwest, and the West Coast. And Joan Mondale asked me if I 

would do that on the West Coast. So I gathered a selection of things, again, 

from Alaska, from California, from Idaho, Wyoming, Colorado, the kind of 

western states. 

RATNER: 

So they weren't just from your museum? 

HOPKINS: 

No. it was actually a selected exhibition of contemporary art that would be 

compatible with the vice presidential residence. So I went back and looked at 

the house and looked at the spaces and the walls and selected the work for it. 

Then we showed it at the museum before it went off to Washington, where it 

was for a period of, I think it was six months. I think it was up during that time. 

They had a nice celebration with tents, and all of the artists were invited. It 

was really a wonderful time. It was a hideous political time. It was during the 

[Iran] hostage crisis [1979-81]. And when the president appeared, you could 

just see he was just absolutely worn out, ashen. But the Mondales were 

incredibly charming hosts, and it was a wonderful idea. And you just wish 

more of government would get involved in that. Of course, she was very 

committed to the arts in general. She is a potter and enjoyed that and liked 

crafts perhaps more than some of the other things, but recognized 

contemporary art. There were things like Robert Irwin and Billy Al Bengston 

and Ed Ruscha and Ed [Edward] Moses and the better-known names around 

with no real limitation on what you could put in or not put in. The only 

anecdote around it was that— 
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HOPKINS: 

I should just say that I really enjoyed the experience, because Joan Mondale 

was very forthcoming. We became good friends during this period of time 

going back and forth. She came frequently back to San Francisco. And 

interestingly, as you may well remember, San Francisco was about the only 

community in the country that voted for Mondale when his time came to run 

for president. But when I'd gotten the whole show put together— It was the 

day before the opening. I had brought a group, our new Collectors Forum from 

the San Francisco Museum, back to this thing, because the vice president's 

house was all very cozy and wonderful. I went that morning and got to the 

house and got out of my taxicab and they stopped me as soon as I got there 

and began to frisk me. There were dogs running around the front yard and 

this, that, and the bomb squad was there, and God knows what's happening. 

So Joan Mondale came out of the house and said, you know, "Do you know 

anything about these artists?" And I said, "Yes, of course, I know all of them. 

What seems to be the problem?" She said, "Well, we heard this sound like 

ticking, and so we called the bomb squad. " And the dogs were sniffing, and 

they weren't finding anything. And the people were all running around, finding 

nothing. I was in the entryway, sitting on a stand with a Kenny Price pot, a big 

Kenny Price pot. And I really wasn't paying any attention. I said, "Well, it can't 

have anything to do with the art. It's some other thing altogether. " But I was 

hoping and praying it wasn't anything, because we had this big party going. So 

then I started to hear this ticking too and I thought, "God, it's true. 

Somewhere in here there's something ticking. " And I was beginning to get a 

little bit alarmed. And what it was was that when the air-conditioning kicked 

on, there was a piece of paper inside the Kenny Price pot, and the air 

circulation was flipping it against the edge. It sounded just exactly like the 

ticking of a bomb or clock. So I reached in and pulled it out and I said, "I think 

this is the culprit. " [laughs] That was the end of that. So that was fun, funny, 

funny, funny. As an associated thing, that was just the time that we had 

formed our new council called the Collectors Forum. The principle of forming 

that council was to create a situation where we would help people collect 

works of art, familiarize them with galleries and with dealers and with 

museums and things of that kind. They would, in turn, through their 



membership dues, support an exhibition every two years at the museum. It 

was kind of the beginning of it, and it was a very kind of glamorous way to 

start. It helped us get a very large membership and a lot of enthusiasm that's 

kept going ever since that time. We went from there on up to New York to go 

to the auctions and then we went to Storm King [Art Center], and so 

everybody was feeling very much a part of the art world. Jo Hanson Public 

Disclosure: Secrets from the Street. A little exhibition. Jo Hanson is an older 

woman who just diligently pursued her art over time, every now and then 

does something interesting. This was bagging up essentially things she just 

found in the gutters and everywhere else around the streets of San Francisco 

before the homeless phenomenon really was a phenomenon, the indication of 

the shifting balance of wealth and lack of wealth and the other things that 

were there. Photography's Response to Constructivism. That was in 

relationship to the other thing that we had done in kind of an abstract 

photography. Milton Avery: Drawings, a tiny exhibition. [Photographs by] Anne 

Noggle, local photographer. The little monotypes [Margo Humphrey/ 

Monotypes], that was a small exhibition through M. I. X. Paul Delvaux: 

Paintings and Graphics. That was an exhibition— Paul Delvaux, like Magritte, 

Belgian surrealist artist, not nearly as well known as Magritte but an important 

artist at the time. It was during a visitation of the king of Belgium to the States. 

We mounted this exhibition at the time. He came to the museum and he came 

to the opening. Dianne Feinstein came over and served tea for he and the 

queen, and then there was a lovely kind of get-together, or what have you. 

And they gave me the knighthood [Order of Leopold III] from Belgium. So 

that's my— 

RATNER: 

How about that. 

HOPKINS: 

That was very nice. And then Philip Guston. That's another major, major— 

Major, major in the sense that Guston— We talked about the story of Clyfford 

Still. The Guston story is somewhat different. Guston had been a very 

important artist during the first phase of abstract expressionism. During that 

time, an exhibition [Philip Guston] was organized by the [Solomon R.] 

Guggenheim Museum in New York, which we took at the old [Los Angeles] 



County Museum down in Exposition Park. I was relatively new on the staff at 

the time, but I was doing installations because I like to do them and a lot of 

the other people didn't. I got to know Guston during that time. I had not met 

him before. But he was there; he liked the installation. He wrote me a card, 

which I was tremendously happy about, because I admired him so much. And 

then I didn't see him for a long time. Many years after that I was in Paris and I 

was going in the front door of the Louvre museum, and there was Philip sitting 

on the step. It must have been at least six years after the show. And I was a 

young curator, and he was kind of this heroic figure. So I was walking up to 

him to reintroduce myself, and he called me out by name. And I thought that's 

just amazing, that kind of memory, you know, that he would even have that or 

that he would remember. So I was very pleased and flattered. But then, at a 

certain period, he almost quit working altogether. He was kind of blocked in a 

lot of different directions, and then suddenly in about 1970, he began to 

emerge with this whole new figurative series, the total opposite of his abstract 

work. [There was] a great deal of negative criticism about it at that time, but it 

had something that captured the ideas and the thinking of some of the young 

people who, by that time, were kind of burned out by abstraction. Photo-

realism wasn't capturing their imagination. They were, in some cases— 

Installations and performance pieces weren't inspiring them. So the painters 

among young people were quite taken by this kind of new body of work 

without knowing a great deal about the history of Guston or anything else. 

And I know that Guston told me at that time that one of his best friends, of 

course, through his lifetime was Bill [Willem] de Kooning— And de Kooning 

came to that exhibition at Marlborough Gallery in 1970, and they were going 

down the elevator together and he then— And de Kooning just shook his head 

and said, "Phil, you sold out. " And that was all. And Guston was very 

disappointed by that, but at the same time he felt he was kind of being true to 

his initial roots, which were in political, social painting through the thirties and 

the forties, and well into the fifties he was functioning that way. It explained, 

also at that time, many of the things that appeared abstract really had subject 

matter in them as far as he was concerned—that there were those elements 

that related. And so we had in the San Francisco Museum collection a 

beautiful painting that had been given to us by Betty Freeman, which was one 

of the first abstractions. It was called White Painting I—white, grays, and 

blues. The Still gift had taken place, and I was interested in doing more with 



the other artists of the New York School that had a West Coast connection. So 

that gave me an obvious kind of entree into that. The collector [Harry] "Hunk" 

Anderson had been recently on the East Coast, and he'd been looking at 

Guston paintings and was interested in perhaps the idea of having one. He 

called me one day, said he'd been talking to Guston and that Guston 

remembered me and that he would be interested in the possibility of working 

out some kind of gift to the museum. So more or less like the Still thing, we 

began to talk about an exhibition. And we decided to go ahead and do it. It 

was a wonderful experience. It was great, because I was able to go back and 

spend time with Guston in his studio, actually select the paintings for the 

exhibition, to work with the writers preparing the catalog. But just simply 

being able to converse with him was really quite a treat. And I had— I guess 

you'd call it an advantage; I don't know whether it's an advantage or not. But 

Phil was then about in his seventies, I don't know how old, but we'll say his 

mid-seventies, fifteen years probably older than I was. But he treated me 

always like somebody of his generation, because I looked older than I was. 

One night we were sitting and talking and drinking a little bit. Finally he said, 

"You're not as old as I think you are. " I said, "No. " [laughs] But I said, "But 

keep treating me that way because I'm getting a lot of information I never get 

from another generation. " He would drive himself unmercifully. He would not 

work a lot in the daytime but would go to the studio at night and paint 

practically all night and just come in kind of worn out. It was a true passion. 

And during that last six to eight years of his life, he was just painting endlessly, 

endlessly, endlessly. And he knew he had a heart condition, and he drank—

not overwhelmingly, but drank—and then he smoked and he wasn't going to 

change his habits. So he probably felt that he didn't have a lot of time to get 

all of his stuff out. But it was a great treat. So we did the exhibition at the San 

Francisco Museum, it then went on to the Whitney Museum. It revived a 

whole new interest in Guston and that still goes on in terms of the younger 

artists. I was amazed because I went to São Paulo to do the São Paulo [Bienal] 

and, based on the show that we had done here, we did a Guston exhibition at 

São Paulo [Philip Guston]. 

RATNER: 

what year was that? I could have that also actually. 

HOPKINS: 



It's in the early eighties. I think '82. 

RATNER: 

'Eighty-two, I think. 

HOPKINS: 

Yeah. Then I went back, to São Paulo about two years later on a totally 

different situation, and we went to the galleries, and there were at least five 

people working like Guston. [laughs] It was amazing to see that kind of 

influence. But it was a wonderful experience, because Guston was always so 

nice to me. And we got to be good friends during that period of time. He came 

out to the opening of the exhibition and looked at the galleries and saw many 

of the works that he hadn't seen for many years. And I think I told you before, 

he turned to me one time and said, "Henry, this isn't an exhibition. This is a 

life. " And at that time they were making a film, and that's on the film. And 

that was really nice. I think it was kind of a final statement. He then went 

home and was sitting at the dinner table with friends and his doctor. And his 

doctor addressed a question to him and he was dead. He didn't even riffle or 

choke or gag. Didn't do anything. His head fell down and he died. At almost 

exactly the same time, within a matter of months, Clyfford Still died. It was a 

funny conjunction of things, because they were such different personalities, 

such different approaches. Now, let's see. [A] Future for works of Art. What 

was that? I can't even guess. Know What You See, I'm not sure I remember 

that either. [Project Hands-On: Participating Paintings by] Jananne Lassetter, 

that was a small exhibition. That was a children's presentation for activities on 

Saturdays, interactive. Photography in the Nineteenth Century, Herman 

collection. [Individual Visions: Harvey Himelfarb, Diana] Schoenfeld, [and 

Jacqueline] Thurston. Yeah, that was, again, one of the M. I. X. shows. I think 

by that time Rolando had gone, but we were still doing those small exhibitions 

of local artists, which was, just to reiterate, one of those issues of how do you 

deal with the local area and still do national shows and international shows 

and maintain some degree of equanimity within the group. These were little 

exhibitions that helped to do that. World Print III, we talked about that. We 

did that a couple of times. The show got weaker and weaker and is now, I 

think, totally disbanded. Twenty American Artists was our first biennial 

exhibition sponsored by the Collectors Forum. The idea being that I would go 



out and select work, bring it to the museum, install it. The work would 

essentially be available for sale. Collectors would buy it, and some did, and 

hopefully we would get one or two things for the collection to cover our little 

biennial situation. I did the first one, and then George Neubert, who had 

become the curator at that time, did the second one. I think we did four 

altogether before they went on to something else. Paul Beattie: [Painting and 

Drawings], wonderful, off-beat, kind of the last of the beat generation. Artist 

without recognition working at the same time as Bruce Conner and Jay DeFeo 

and what have you but never really recognized, doing some very beautiful 

little drawings and paintings. That was a tiny show, but nice. [Photographs by 

Alfred] Stieglitz from the Permanent Collection of Photography. That's, again, 

indicative of how the collection was building.SECA [Art] Award [1980]: [Squeak 

Carnwath, Suzanne Hanson, and Seth Seiderman]. Curator's Choice: [Selections 

from the Permanent Collection by John Humphrey], who was retiring at that 

time, a selection of his things over the years ever since working with Grace 

McCann Morley. Richard Haas: Architectural Facades. Richard Haas, you may 

remember, is the artist that paints photorealistic sides on buildings in New 

York and various other places, creating the illusion that the flat brick wall is a 

classic structure. So these were kind of drawings for drawings, is what they 

were. Mike Henderson—Carlos Villa/ [New Works] They are both [San 

Francisco] Bay Area artists of some note teaching at the [San Francisco] Art 

Institute. [Lorser] Feitelson and [Helen] Lundeberg: [A Retrospective Exhibition] 

was my show with, again, artists from Los Angeles, husband-and-wlfe team. 

Very important in the evolution of California art. And it was just— It was 

something that I'd wanted to do for a long time. And there's a young woman 

named Diane [De Gasis] Moran who was working on an essay, a book 

essentially, on them. So we put the two things together. I did the show there, 

and it also came down here to be shown at the Wight [Art] Gallery at UCLA. 

Now, in time what's happened is that Lundeberg has become better known 

than Feitelson. Feitelson was more the teacher, historian, theoretician, and 

Lundeberg just kept painting and painting and painting. And now, through a 

combination of her work and the fact that she was not recognized because she 

was on the West Coast, in the women's movement, a variety of things, she 

gained really quite a wide reputation that's been honored by the College Art 

Association and honored in a lot of different ways. SECA [1980] Photography 

[Invitational], that was SECA doing photography.New Images from Spain, 



catch-up on what's happening in other countries, organized by the 

Guggenheim Museum. Nine Masters of American Photography. That's a Van 

Deren Coke show.Day of the Dead was just what it was, a celebration of the 

Day of the Dead. Art-Eco Icons by Fredric Hobbs, that was a tiny exhibition, just 

in one little teeny sections. [Photographs by Joel] Meyerowitz, one of the 

corridor gallery [exhibitions]. Wiley Territory, major exhibition of William 

Wiley, who was certainly one of the best-known artists of Northern California. 

If you make [Richard] Diebenkorn a Northern California artist of that kind of 

figurative movement, then Wiley would be the key figure in what was called 

the funk movement that Peter [H.] Selz named an exhibition after, based on, 

as I understand it, a musical term, that simply means horsing around, fooling 

around with music. So Selz took it out of jazz and put it as a title and it's stuck 

now. So funk is a known movement. But Wiley was kind of the peak of that big 

overdue exhibition. Avant-garde Photography In Germany: [1919-1939]. 

Again, one of Van's exhibitions. A very important one in terms of new 

information, new documentation, historical as well as present. In '81, [San 

Francisco] Art Institute Alumni: [Selections from the Permanent Collection], 

that was just a permanent collection show. Every museum, especially the San 

Francisco Museum, had to do things periodically from the permanent 

collection, because we didn't have enough budget to just constantly be doing 

everything. Yet we wanted to be very active, and, you can see, we 

were. Portraits of Artists that were drawn out of the permanent collection of 

photography. That whole group of things was a period of time that we were 

saving money, obviously. Okay. Then Expressionism: A German Intuition, 

[1905-1920] that was one that we arranged with the Guggenheim Museum. 

We were co-originators with the Guggenheim Museum and with the museum 

in Essen in Germany [Museum Folkwang] that really helped us with the 

selection and collection of that material. It was a show that was shown at the 

Guggenheim, at the San Francisco Museum, dealing with fundamental 

German expressionism of the bridge group, primarily. [Ernst Ludwig] Kirchner, 

[Karl] Schmidt- Rottluff, that whole group. A very important exhibition, good 

one. Lewis Baltz: [Park City], photography. Annette Messanger, who'd gone on 

to become quite important in more recent times than that. Three Europeans, 

again, a small photo exhibition, permanent collection. Jean Weinbaum: 

[Watercolor and Collage], a local San Francisco watercolor and collagist who 

had worked for a long time— He was originally Swiss and just needed to be 



seen. Same thing with the Approaches to Drawing and then the [Rainer] 

Wittenborn/[James Bay Project] exhibition. It was a small exhibition funded by 

the Goethe Institute in San Francisco. [The] Art Fabric: [Mainstream]. We're 

trying to now get organized in terms of design and architecture, and this was 

an exhibition circulated by the American Federation of Arts which had to do 

with fiberwork, making the attempt to break out of craft into art, the same 

way that clay had broken out of craft and moved into art. And that was a big 

discussion area at that time, about what is art, what isn't art, what is craft, 

what isn't craft, what is women's work, what isn't women's work—all of those 

issues that surrounded it. It was not an amazing exhibition, and it didn't really 

make its point as well as it could have, but some really amazing artists like 

[Magdalena] Abkanowicz came out of that movement and have gone beyond 

that to move fabric into the mainstream. The Markers was again at that small 

graffiti exhibition, or related to the graffiti exhibition. [Liz Phillips: ] Sound 

Sculpture, one particular piece, again for children, interactive. Jerry Burchard 

and Ron Cooper, again, they were artists working in that area. Photographs 

and Words, the fairly major exhibition again by Van Deren Coke. Jim Love up to 

Now: [A Selection] was a Houston artist. He was an artist that I knew in Texas, 

and it was a small gallery exhibition. Mark Adams, well-known artist in the San 

Francisco area. This was just showing his big tapestry [Pond in Golden Gate 

Park] which he'd done which was then going to go to the airport commission 

and is now in the San Francisco [International] Airport. SECA [Art] Award 

[1981: Mark Katano, George Lawson, Margaret Rinkovsky] again. Facets of the 

Collection: The Nude in Modern Photography. Photo-Trans-Forms by Judith 

Golden and Joanne Leonard, both interesting women photographers and have 

maintained their reputations as time has gone on. Russell Baldwin: 

[Visual/Verbal Commentaries]: again, this was a black artist, two-part 

exhibition. The [Giorgio] Morandi: A Retrospective, important show. Beautiful, 

beautiful, beautiful show, organized by Jim [James T.] Demetrion when he was 

the director of the Des Moines Art Center. Beautiful, quiet exhibition. Paul 

Wonner: Abstract Realist. This is when Wonner was breaking out of— He'd 

been reasonably recognized as one of the Bay Area figurative artists and kind 

of hid away for a period of time and then reemerged with these rather 

extraordinary and classically established flower paintings. So it was pinning 

him down a little bit. [Facets of the Collection.] Color and Colored 

Photography, that's our own collection. Will Connell: [California Photographer 



and Teacher], an important exhibition of Connell. Louis [J.] Kahn: Architectural 

Drawings and Models, not a very big exhibition, but, again, one that began to 

introduce architecture as an idea into our program—photographs. The 

Ladder was a single piece by Richard Smith, a British artist, which was in the 

rotunda gallery. God, when I think of the number of things and the hard work 

of putting this together, I can see why my staff was a little crazy. [laughs] 

The Edward Hopper: [The Art and the Artist] show was at the time that the 

Hopper estate had gone to the Whitney Museum and they'd begun to define 

and were circulating it in exhibition. So everything wasn't avant-garde. 

Obviously with Morandi and with Hopper and with realist drawings and some 

other things, we were trying to cover a waterfront. 'Eighty-

two, [Resource/Response—Alvin Light: A Memorial Exhibition]. Alvin Light 

died. He was a sculptor in the San Francisco Bay Area working with big 

wooden forms. Abstractly he would have been comparable in wood to what 

Peter Voulkos was, I guess, in clay. Very much respected locally, not outside 

that area. PaulOuterbridge: [A Singular Aesthetic], a first exhibition of 

Outerbridge's photos coming out of Laguna that really reintroduced him as a 

very important twentieth-century photographer.Jessel: [Bay Area 

Personalities] was an exhibition of watercolors of various people in San 

Francisco, a tiny show. [Resource/Reservoir; ] Diego Rivera [Mural Studies], 

that's from our own collection. [On Reflection: A Tribute to] John Humphrey. 

John died and it was a tribute to him. Howard Margolis: Recent Works on 

Paper. That essentially was like the SECA show. Then The Works of Edward 

Ruscha, who we've already talked about, which was a full-blown exhibition 

circulating the country but not terribly well received in San Francisco. Ceramic 

Sculpture: Six Artists. This was the six people I just named earlier today that 

were kind of the heroes of the clay movement. Kandinsky in Munich: [1896-

1914]. This was a coordination with the Guggenheim Museum. Tom [Thomas 

M.] Messer, who was the director at that time, and I, we had good 

connections. They were going to do three exhibitions dealing with Kandinsky. 

They were going to start with Kandinsky in Munich, then do Kandinsky as we 

know him in terms of the full-blown abstractions from 1910 to 1925, and then 

a third show that would deal with kind of the Bauhaus period up to the Paris 

period when he died in the forties. We only did this one exhibition, but it was 

kind of a wonderful exhibition for many of the artists there, because it dealt 

with the whole evolution of Jugendstil and the beginnings of the Blue Rider 



movement. It was as much books and catalogs as works of art. It was a 

wonderful show. [Henri] Cartier-Bresson: [Photographer], you can imagine 

how well received that was. And then things from our collection that related 

[Facets of the Collection: Boubat, Brassai, Doisneau, Izis, Kertész, Model]. Ansel 

Adams [and Ansel Adams: An American Place, 1936]. It's only interesting 

because Van was not a great fan of Ansel Adams. Not that he wasn't a fan, but 

he just felt that he was over seen, over seen, over seen. Yet we were just 

constantly getting pushed to do something about Ansel Adams. So every now 

and then he would appear. [SECA 1982] Photography Invitational; [Selections 

from the] Permanent Collection; Sculpture in the Twentieth Century— Oh, that. 

Okay, that was the second [Collectors Forum] biennial. That was the one 

organized by George Neubert. Twenty American Artists: Sculpture [1982], 

relating to the same thing. [Resource/Reservoir; J Collage and Assemblage, 

that was a tiny exhibition. [Stanley Bowman/]Barbara Kasten. Again, one of 

the quarter galleries. Recent Color, same thing. Images of America: 

[Precisionist Paintings and Modem Photography]. It was organized by us at the 

San Francisco Museum by a young curator named Karen Tsujimoto who is now 

at the Oakland Museum, a very bright young person who liked very much this 

aspect of American art and put it together as a major, major show. We 

circulated it from the San Francisco Museum. Form, Freud, and Feeling, that 

was a small photo exhibition. Alberto Burri: [II Viaggio] was, again, a 

presentation of kind of single object— Kind of a tribute to him. Johan 

Hagemeyer, photography, small show. Works by California Cookbook Artists. 

Among other things, we published a cookbook dealing with recipes by artists 

in the San Francisco Bay Area, and it was published by the museum. Actually, 

it was a very good cookbook. Again, one of the things about the Bay Area 

which I enjoyed so much is that when you had a project like that everyone 

would participate in it. They wouldn't pooh-pooh it. Down here if you went 

to— Half the artists would say, "Oh, I wouldn't do something like that. Oh, I 

wouldn't do something like that. " But they would always get into the spirit of 

things. It was a good fund-raiser and a good cookbook, and they had a good 

time. [Paintings and Works on Paper by] Christopher Lane, young man still 

working, still plugging along. Interesting artist. Mark Boyle's Journey to the 

Surface of the Earth. That was my own interest. Mark Boyle is a British artist— 

British or Irish, I'm not sure. British. Artist who founded a method of 

recreating absolutely a particular segment of the landscape, the urban 



landscape or the rural landscape, whatever it was. Roughly, I'd say, six by six 

feet. We would take an impression of that thing, and it would have to do with 

a particular spot that had a very particular reason for that coming together in 

terms of forces of nature or forces of society or whatever else it would be. 

And then you would have this chunk of the land, that's what it really looked 

like, which was amazing, three-dimensional. It's a family, and the whole family 

still does the same thing. They travel all over the world doing the same 

thing. Robert Graham: Statues came from the Walker Art Center. It's 

interesting in the fact that Graham—you know, evolving actually in the Bay 

Area and then coming down here after his schooling and becoming prominent 

in terms of a lot of different work—still is liked by some people and hated by 

other people. It's a very diverse opinion about it. And it was even more radical 

in San Francisco, where he had not lived for some period of time. The critics 

didn't like it very much, but we liked it. Joseph Cornell: [New Acquisition], 

that's, again, a part of, I guess you'd say, my own attitude and my own feeling. 

We had the Still gift, we had the Guston gift. I think we finished that story by 

saying that he gave us a number of paintings at that same time. So we had a 

section of that. Then we had a major gift from the [Josef] Albers Foundation. 

And I was just thinking, we have this big abstract expressionist. We have this 

kind of social realist. We have this color purist. And now if we have this kind of 

collage person or this assemblage person in some depth, then almost 

whatever your aesthetic is, you'll be able to come to the museum and see 

something that you'll relate to. So that was the basis behind the Cornell thing. 

And almost everything during the time that I was there came by way of gift. 

Major, major works. Major, major amounts of money. But this was an actual 

expenditure, where we bought four Joseph Cornell boxes for $100,000. It's 

only interesting because I really am very fond of the work of Joseph Cornell. 

But the two times in my career, once in Fort Worth, when I was trying to buy 

one of the very best Cornells [Medici Boy] for $15,000, the board just couldn't 

understand it. And in this case, when I'm trying to buy four of them for 

$100,000, they didn't understand either. But we did get them, and they've 

become major parts of the collection. Italian Re-Evolution: [Design in Italian 

Society in the Eighties]. That was a beginning of the kick-off of the idea of the 

design area and talk about getting actually doing it on a regular basis. It was 

criticized, again, for this idea of showing products rather than— What did that 

have to do with art? Nonetheless, it was important. [Recent Western 



Watercolors by] Sheigla Hartman, water-colorist from that area. Okay, 1983. 

How are we doing? Brett Weston Photographs: [1925-1930 and 1980-1982]. 

Big, big show. Frank Lobdell: Paintings and Monotypes, really an important 

exhibition, because Lobdell is probably one of the least recognized, most 

revered painters in the San Francisco Bay Area. Kind of a follower of Clyfford 

Still early on with Hassel Smith. Hassel Smith is shown more widely. Frank 

Lobdell was very much a reclusive figure, teaching at Stanford [University], 

very much respected there. But we just really wanted to do an exhibition, and 

we did. It was a good show. Lee Friedlander: [Factory Valleys], photography. 

[Facets of the Collection; ] Doris Ulmann, Cultural Documents, 

photography. Tough Stuff, that must have been one of the children's things. 

[Resource/Response/Reservoir: ] Frank Stella Survey [1959-1982]— This was 

an exhibition. It's interesting, because we're using permanent collection again, 

and also using things that have been purchased or gifted. And what I was 

trying to show is that using Frank Stella as a thing, that in San Francisco we 

could mount an exhibition of fifteen works that would cover everything from 

his black period to his most recent work at that time, and that a museum 

outside of New York would have those kind of holdings, and so forth and so 

on. We thought it was a wonderful idea. The critic at the time, Tom [Thomas] 

Albright, wrote a kind of an "Oh yeah, like" criticism. "Like, so what do we 

need to see all this stuff for? We've seen it a hundred times in New York. " 

[laughs] You never know what's going to happen. [The Work of Atget; Old 

France], Atget, wonderful exhibition of photography. Mark Rothko [1949:] A 

Year in Transition. That was actually a small exhibition as we were trying to 

coordinate a gift from the [Mark] Rothko foundation, because Rothko was, 

again, the New York artist that spent time on the West Coast. There's an 

interesting story about Rothko. The San Francisco Museum, during Grace 

McCann Morley's days, bought an important early Rothko called Slow Swirl at 

the Edge of the Sea. It was a very important transitional kind of out of the sea, 

out of surrealism painting—but before the blobs, before the Rothko blob. A 

little later on, a couple of people in the museum decided that—and 

unfortunately not on the staff but on the board at that time, between 

directors—they wanted to trade that for what had become a more typical 

Rothko painting. And they did. And it's been a cause in San Francisco ever 

since that time— San Francisco never forgets. It's like an elephant. You would 

go to a cocktail party, and they'd say, "Why did you ever exchange Slow 



Swirl?" And I'd say, "I had nothing to do with it. It was twenty years ago. " 

Anyway. So we made a deal with the Rothko estate to give the museum four 

or five paintings. We thought we had that deal almost set, and then somebody 

came into the gallery and did drawings of swastikas on the painting, pencil 

drawings of swastikas on the painting, and did them harm. We never did 

figure out who it was, but it loused up the gift. We didn't get five, we got three 

paintings. But it was all right. And Slow Swirl at the Edge of the Sea ended up 

as a gift from the Mark Rothko estate to the Museum of Modern Art in New 

York. So that story will go on forever. But anyway. Bay Area Collects: [A 

Diverse Sampling]. That was just an exhibition to show people how much 

activity was going on in terms of collecting in the area. It was a very impressive 

exhibition. Resource/Reservoir: WPA Allocation. A lot of things were given to 

the museum from the WPA [Works Progress Administration] from that earlier 

period of time. This is a total digression. But the last two nights that I have 

been home, I flipped on channel 50, which is the Orange County KCET [local 

public broadcasting service television station], and they've been doing a series 

of programs on California art during the 1930s, '40s, '50s. It's funded pretty 

much I think by the James Irvine Foundation. And they are remarkable 

programs. They're just amazing to watch and just show again how much art 

vitality in all kinds of areas was going on here in California during that period 

that's not even documented in the history books. So we've got to get busy and 

do something. [Richard] Diebenkorn: Etchings and Drypoints. Again, that's 

using Diebenkorn in terms of the local collections. Oh, God. [Twentieth 

Century Masters: The] Thyssen-Bornemisza Collection. As you know, he has 

several collections. This was a collection of modern work, which are now 

across the street from the [Museo Nacional Centro de Arte] Reina Sofia in 

Madrid [in the Museo Thyssen-Bornemisza]. [Morrie Cambi/]Kurt [E.] 

Fishback: [Interpretative Photographs], again photography. Elegant Miniatures 

[from San Francisco and Kyoto]. That was an exhibition of little teeny things. It 

was an exchange exhibition where artists were supposed to do something five 

by five inches—x number of American artists and x number of Japanese 

artists, and they did an exchange between Kyoto and U. S. It was a tiny little 

exhibition. It was nice. California Clayworks: [Selections from the Permanent 

Collection], it was our own collection. [Familiar But Unique: The] Monoprints 

of Joseph Goldyne. Joseph Goldyne is a doctor in San Francisco who became 

involved in collecting and began to do these very intimate little monotypes. 



He's become quite respected. And then the big Issey Miyake [Spectacle: Body 

Works] show, which was really the kickoff of the design section of the 

museum under Frances Bowes, who was the most supportive one in that area. 

Everybody kind of looked askance on the board when we talked about doing 

this big fashion number, but Miyake was highly enough regarded by many of 

the women in the area to think it would be interesting to do. And he came in 

and did the installation in the rotunda, and it was as stunning as the Judy 

Chicago thing had been. It really was a remarkable installation. And it did 

really help us to kick off the whole design area, because people got very 

excited about it and enthusiastic. Miyake came and spent a lot of time and 

talked, and it was good. The Lane Collection: [Twentieth Century Paintings in 

the American Tradition], a wonderful Boston collection of paintings around the 

time of Arthur Dove and [John] Marin, and that group of American 

artists.World Prints ['83: World Print Four: An International Survey and 

Contemporary Masters: The World Print Awards], I think that's the last time 

we did that. Video ['83: A Generation of Artists]. We never could get quite 

engaged in video. Everybody kept trying to get us engaged in video. We would 

occasionally do something, but it just didn't seem to work right within the 

building. There was no real supporter there for it, though we did do a 

wonderful installation of Bill Viola and helped his career get going early on. 

[California Counterpoint: '] New West Coast Architecture, okay. This is the 

beginning of that aspect. The curator on that, you should know, was Helene 

Fried. Helene Fried was working as a semi-curator at the museum. She's 

worked with architectural firms most of her life. She is a remarkable woman. 

She had a lot to do with San Francisco and the evolution of the Yerba Buena 

Gardens, just kind of watchdogging it, having community meetings and what 

have you. And now that it's evolved, with the San Francisco Museum and the 

other museum at the park and the park itself, it's really a great deal to her 

credit. She was interested in the whole West Coast and younger architecture 

and what was happening. Susan Rothenberg, not a retrospective, just a good-

size exhibition of her work. Paul Strand: [The Range of Expression in the Years 

1914-1973]. [From the Collection: The Gifts of] Jermayne Macagy, that goes 

way back into the history of San Francisco. [Alexander] Rodchenko: Russian 

Modernist. This was not a big exhibition. Sculpture from Germany, again, from 

ICA [Independent Curators Association]. This was a rotunda exhibition of 

several pieces. George Neubert was a curator by that time, and his primary 



interest was in sculpture. Nineteen eighty-four. Photography in California: 

[1945-2980]. That's more or less from our own catalogs. Abstract Painting and 

Sculpture in America [1927-1944], This was an exhibition dealing with the 

post-World War I into the World War II period, which added kind of a 

modernist sensibility to the more avant-garde things we were doing. Lee 

Krasner: A Retrospective. Major show bringing Krasner— We did not organize 

it. It came from Houston. But to give recognition to Pollock's wife, who'd 

always been known as Pollock's wife, but now really identifying her as a major 

artist. Though it just says Museum of Fine Arts in Houston, it was organized by 

Barbara Rose, who also brought Helen Frankenthaler out of the woodwork to 

a major American position. Theodore Roszak: [Photographs from the 1930s], 

photographs. He was a sculptor primarily but also did wonderful photography. 

Architecture in Silver, that was a tiny exhibition. It was essentially silver 

services, coffee pots, teapots, sugars and creamers, trays, by major American 

architects of the moment. Photography, [Eleanor and Barbara: Photographs 

by] Harry Callahan. Alfred Stieglitz, photography. The [Permanent Collection: ] 

Albers Installation of the gifts we had gotten. Well, this was one of the 

interesting things, because—! was just thinking of this—the Stieglitz show 

from March to May in '84 was in one gallery on one side. The Robert 

Motherwell retrospective was on the other side at the same period of time. 

And it's when I learned that different audiences feel different ways. The 

Stieglitz exhibition, I think, probably outdrew Motherwell ten to one. 

Thousands of people were in the Stieglitz gallery; hundreds were in the 

Motherwell gallery. It helped me a lot in terms of defining not necessarily 

what art is or isn't, but how the public mood about certain attitudes and ideas 

about art shift and change and how radical those can become. Because the 

ten years before that, hardly any would have gone to Stieglitz and everybody 

would have gone to Motherwell. So that's life. Ansel Adams: [1902-

1984] again.[Resource/Reservoir: ] Dennis [A.] Oppenheim, a major installation 

in the rotunda of a single piece with drawings. Oppenheim came from 

California originally, been working mainly in New York. Subjektive Fotografie is 

photography from Germany done by the Essen museum. The Human 

Condition was the second [Collectors Forum] biennial that I did. I did the first 

one, then George Neubert did the sculpture one, and I did the third one, 

which was called The Human Condition: [Biennial III], which I guess we would 

all agree was the most important of the three, in that it exposed what was 



going on in art at that time as artists moved away from the traditions of 

abstraction or minimalism or photo-realism and began to deal with real social 

issues, to be really concerned about things of that kind. Artists like Eric Fischl 

and Sue Coe and that generation, I'd guess you'd say. Jenny Holzer, Richard 

Bosman, West Coast artists as well, a selection for the Collectors Forum show. 

1.18. TAPE NUMBER: XII, Side One (August 31, 1995) 

RATNER: 

Can you comment on the exhibitions [at the San Francisco Museum of Modern 

Art] in 1984? 

HOPKINS: 

Okay. Yeah, one important thing here, though it just simply says The Human 

Condition: Biennial III, which it was, but the exhibition was in two of the three 

big galleries. The third big gallery was entirely devoted to Edward Kienholz as 

part of that exhibition. But it was almost an independent exhibition, because 

then that traveled from us on to the Walker Art Center after that time. It was 

work that Kienholz had done in Spokane, Washington. He was living, at that 

time, half his time in Berlin, dealing with kind of German themes and ideas, 

and half of the year in Hope, Idaho, a tiny little town up in the Aryan Nations 

section of Idaho where he has a big complex, where he had built a cabin many 

years ago and spread out. But he was from that area, from that Spokane, 

Washington area. They were tearing down an old hotel, and as he often did, 

he got in there and got them to sell him a lot of the material, and so he rebuilt 

certain aspects of that, which had been one of the elegant hotels in his 

childhood and become a flophouse by that time. He was kind of tracing the 

history of it. Some of the strongest work of that period, of the last phase of his 

life, came out of that. It will now be incorporated into an exhibition that's 

being done by the Whitney Museum [of American Art] in New York and will be 

here at MOCA [Museum of Contemporary Art] coming up next year—I think 

it's a year and a half from now. But introducing the San Francisco audience to 

Kienholz in that kind of depth— It's the first time they had really seen him that 

way and he had a really dramatic impact, because the assemblage and later 

things had already been an interest there, but it just recreated in young artists 

a whole new attitude. And you see now budding Kienholzes all over Northern 



and Southern California. After the big exhibition happens you're going to see a 

lot more of that, I think. Clyfford Still. I think that was essentially just getting 

out the whole collection and showing it. Nathan Oliveira: [A Survey Exhibition, 

1957-1984], major exhibition again like the [Frank] Lobdell show [Frank 

Lobdell: Paintings and Monotypes] and the Roy De Forest: 

[Retrospective] show. Primary artists of the region. The [William] Wiley show 

[Wiley Territory], being given recognition. Western States 

[Exhibition] show. Diego Rivera: The Cubist Years. That's just interesting from 

the standpoint— As I remember back, we were talking about boards [of 

trustees] and board activities. Here was an opportunity to see a major 

Mexican muralist who did major work in San Francisco as well as other parts 

here, in his early phase, in his whole cubist period. It's a wonderful exhibition. 

But some of the board members just couldn't understand why we would want 

to do an exhibition like that—the shallowness of the contemporary interest of 

collectors and board members. Sometimes they get lost in terms of a reason 

to do an exhibition historically so that you learn something about our history. 

[That's] one of the problems. Okay. The Twentieth Century: [The San Francisco 

Museum of Modern Art Collection]. That was simply our fiftieth anniversary 

exhibition. And that was major, major in the fact that we had been fifty years, 

1935-1985. And during the time that I had been there, twelve years by that 

time that I had been there, we'd been acquiring a lot of work. But we hadn't 

had a chance to really show it a lot, because we were doing so many 

exhibitions, as you can see. So it was the first shot out of the basket of taking 

the whole museum and using just the permanent collection and presenting it, 

we hoped, in a really nice fashion to stimulate and make people aware of the 

fact that this particular space within this building was no longer adequate to 

deal with what we wanted to do. We had to either expand in that building or 

build a new building. We had to do something. And it had exactly that effect, 

because when the show was up, it was well received by the critics generally. 

And along with being well received, it was very well attended, because it 

created a lot of local public pride in the collection. I received a lot of letters 

after that time saying, "Why don't we just leave that up and forget the 

exhibitions?" and so forth and so on. And I could write back and say, "Well, we 

can't do both. We have to have more space. We have to do this; we have to 

do that. " So that was really the stimulus to the whole building process, and 



things that went on after that. That's pretty close to the end of my career in 

San Francisco, actually. Right. 

RATNER: 

Okay. 

HOPKINS: 

Okay. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

Wow. That's quite an impressive array of exhibitions. 

HOPKINS: 

An amazing number when I look back on it. 

RATNER: 

Well, you just mentioned about—it's a segue with that—your fiftieth 

anniversary exhibition in terms of acquisitions, because you really, from my 

research, beefed up the permanent collection. 

HOPKINS: 

Happily, yeah. 

RATNER: 

And apparently, just for a little bit of statistics here, in 1973, which was the 

year before you arrived, seventy-seven works entered the permanent 

collection. And a decade later, that number had jumped— and then it said 

annually, so probably for several years around there—over six hundred works 

were entering the permanent collection through gift purchase or bequest, so 

that was really quite a— 

HOPKINS: 

Big jump. 

RATNER: 



Yeah. So you've mentioned the Still gift and the [Philip] Guston and the [Mark] 

Rothko and a few other things. I just wondered before we moved on from 

there, were there any other acquisitions that you felt were worthy of note? 

HOPKINS: 

There were. I mean, obviously, the Still gift was probably the largest, the most 

important. The Guston gift was very important. The [Josef] Albers gift, which 

was eight paintings, was certainly important. The [Joseph] Cornell gift 

purchase was important. And along with those kind of larger groupings of 

things or committed to an idea, other things came in individually. [Richard] 

Diebenkorn figurative painting was a very important thing to help broaden out 

our basis. We bought two Diebenkorn Ocean Park series paintings during the 

time that I was there, one just when I was coming and one later on given by 

the Lands, Hunter [A.] Land [Jr.], There were things that came to us having to 

do with Elmer Bischoff in the [San Francisco] Bay Area figurative segment of 

the painting we bought. A number of things. We bought a lot of photography 

of great import. And the numbers— It's such a swelling number from seventy-

seven to six hundred. A lot of that was in photography, again both by gift and 

by purchase. I made an estimate one time that during the time that I was 

there, the estimated value in terms of gifts that were given was something like 

$30 million. And the amount of money we spent to buy works was about 

$400,000, so it was a pretty good figure, pretty good figure. But it did 

stimulate things like the Collectors Forum group, which we founded and which 

was very important to help keep up with things. People were buying for their 

collections. And then also the tax laws in our country have always been 

favorable to people buying, and the market was increasing at that time. So 

you could buy something at $20,000 and give it at $60,000. So there were a lot 

of things coming into the collections that someday— I should just make that 

as a general statement. Things coming into the collection of museums 

generally in the United States that are desirable to have but are sometimes 

repetitive of things that are always there or someday will be traded or sold for 

other objects to improve the collections. We, thank heaven—this is not true in 

every instance—had an unusual opportunity to get gifts that were really quite 

extraordinary, very special. But as a general rule in museums, when you build 

your collection by gift, you don't have the opportunity to build it by careful 

design where you say, "We really need this; we must have this; we must have 



that; we must have that. " We had two areas of interest pretty much in my 

time. One was the building up of the collection in terms of prominent artists 

that I happened to have contact with or built contact with. And then the 

artists of the Bay Area. And there's a very strong commitment to the museum 

on the part of the artists and collectors in that area. So they would add in the 

Bay Area section while we would be getting gifts in the other areas. Then we 

could fill out with purchase in certain sections. That's where we could buy a 

Diebenkorn—you know, they were very expensive about that time—or we 

could buy a [Wayne] Thiebaud, for example, who is a very important California 

artist and we don't have good representation there at the San Francisco 

Museum [of Modern Art]. And there was a time where they could have 

bought Thiebaud for $600 and didn't and then you had to go back and buy him 

for $200,000, which is too much. But the acquisition period during that time, 

plus the things that were there as part of the collection early on, brought the 

museum to a whole different kind of level of cognizance. And I was made 

aware of that when the collector [Harry] "Hunk" Anderson, who has a very 

fine collection— The question was was he going to give some or not give 

some. He still hasn't made up his mind what he's going to be doing exactly. 

When we put up the fiftieth anniversary show, he came to the museum, he 

said, "You don't need my collection anymore. " But at the same time, four of 

the things that he had given to us, three of them before I came there—the 

Jasper Johns, the Robert Rauschenberg, and the early Clyfford Still—are major, 

major paintings. They're very important to the whole collection. So I guess it 

still is not the Museum of Modern Art in New York, but slowly it becomes one 

of the strongest collections of twentieth-century art. And I think one of the 

dilemmas that I faced is that there are people involved in the museum who 

are committed to work as early as Matisse, for example. And we even have, in 

the collection, a couple of really wonderful Monets. But as the museums have 

kind of moved ahead, and as art history has gotten to a certain point where 

nobody can afford to buy a Matisse anymore unless somebody has one and 

wants to give it— So you can never build out the collection as a twentieth-

century museum the way that the Museum of Modern Art in New York is built 

out. And they began to challenge, not too long after I left, should we sell some 

of these early things and be buying more contemporary work? They've not 

resolved that. But I think as long as some of the older family board members 

are there, that will never happen. I hope it never happens. I hope that a time 



will come when someone of extraordinary wealth will buy another Matisse, as 

I said. But it has these pockets of collection. It has this wonderful little fauve 

collection. It has a half dozen paintings by Matisse from 1900 to 1903. They 

came out of the [Sarah and Michael] Stein [Memorial] Collection. They're not 

gigantic, but they're just absolutely beautiful little paintings. Then we 

bought— many, many years ago, long before my time—a wonderful 1909 

Matisse. When Mrs. [Elise Stern] Haas died she gave us the wonderful Woman 

with the Hat from about 1905, a perfect fauve painting. We had this wonderful 

little segment of Matisse, hardly any Picasso to speak of, hardly any Braque. I 

think we have one or two or something of that kind, but nothing really dealing 

much with analytical cubism or the early modernist movement. So you have 

these pockets of stuff. Somebody else has to deal with it. But a lot of good, 

good stuff came there at that time and a lot of good enthusiasm. And now 

with the new building and the importance of that, that should continue to 

grow. I've been fascinated by the fact that even during this kind of lack of 

interest on the part of collectors generally nationally, it seems to me that 

some of the Bay Area collectors have just continued right through this thing. 

Good news for the future. 

RATNER: 

So were you already gone when the [federal] Tax Reform Law of 1986 hit? 

Were you gone by that point? 

HOPKINS: 

Tax reform act? Which tax—? 

RATNER: 

In 1986, when you could no longer give the— 

HOPKINS: 

Let's see. Yeah, I was here in '86. There was that tax reform act, but then, as 

you know, they've kind of gone back on that. 

RATNER: 

Right. I wondered in that interim period whether you'd noticed a big drop-off. 

HOPKINS: 



Well, everybody did. And we all wrote and all made a lot of sound and noise 

and fury. And sub rosa, it's kind of gone back to the other system. Every year 

they say, "Well, this is going to be the last, this is going to be the last. " And 

who knows? In this new climate it may very well be the last. But it's been very 

advantageous to museums in terms of— I thought maybe you were referring 

to the California law that has to do with art royalties. I was there at that time, 

and I felt very strongly that it was a very bad law. I still feel that it's a bad law, 

but nobody pays any attention to it. The principle is absolutely right, that 

artists should get something from the resale of their works of art. But I think it 

should be a flat percent: if you resell the work of art for a profit, 15 percent of 

the profit goes to the artist. But the way they set it up, if you sell a work of art, 

profit or not, 5 percent goes to the artist. And much art is sold not as a profit 

in any way whatsoever, so that the collector who has been supportive of this 

artist suddenly is being docked for something that— I don't know who framed 

our law, but they shouldn't have. But we then fought it at the national level In 

the late 1980s and tried to get a federal law that was essentially— It would 

just simply say that if you bought a work of art and then sold it later at a 

profit, 15 percent of the profit would go to the artist or the artist's heirs for, I 

think, two generations or something of that kind. And Senator [Edward M.] 

Kennedy was very much behind it, and a number of other people, but it just 

never got to final legislation. They keep setting it aside and setting it aside. 

Another issue that's never been resolved, the issue of— While you or I can go 

out, if we had the money, and buy a work of art and five years later, if it's 

increased in value, give it to the museum with that increased value. an artist 

can't do that. 

RATNER: 

Oh, I didn't realize that. 

HOPKINS: 

So that if you are Richard Diebenkorn and you wanted to give a painting to the 

museum, the only value you could take would be the value of the paint— 

RATNER: 

Oh, right, of the materials. 

HOPKINS: 



—and the canvas and the canvas stretcher bars. And that seemed to me a very 

strange situation. But nothing is perfect, right? 

RATNER: 

What was the museum able to do in the area of commissions? 

HOPKINS: 

We didn't do a lot of commissioning. The one major commission that we did 

during the time that I was there has been a disappointment to me, I have to 

admit. We had gone, as part of the Collectors Forum group, on a trip to see 

the German big triennial, the Documents exhibition. And we traveled around 

different places. And when we went to two or three different places in Berlin 

and later down on the French Riviera, there was this incredibly beautiful Sam 

Francis painting from the fifties and early sixties. He's always had this great 

following in Europe. He was born in San Mateo, California. But Sam is, again, 

one of those artists that you either love him or hate him. And a lot of people 

just thought he was too decorative and so forth and so on. But he was getting 

along in years. And historically he had gone to school at [University of 

California] Berkeley for a little while, had been in the air force, was injured in 

the air force, was having a physical health problem in the air force, brought 

back to San Francisco, feels he was saved in San Francisco, as far as being 

alive. There are still photographs of him in what looks like an iron lung being 

hauled out to receive an award in the San Francisco Museum juried exhibition 

with Grace McCann Morley standing by him, and he's kind of sticking out of 

this machine holding up this little watercolor that he'd got a prize for. So 

there's a lot of reason to give him credibility. So we made a deal with him that 

he would do a painting for the museum for $100,000, not a high price for a 

Sam Francis painting at that time. And the idea was to do a painting that 

would deal with the end wall of the rotunda, which was that big, central, core 

room, very beautiful room. And it was to be a painting that would be, I don't 

know, whatever. We were trying to figure it all out. But he began working on 

it, and it was something like four, four and a half, five years before it was ever 

done. Finally got done, finally was there, finally was installed. It is an 

extraordinary painting, and it does cover the whole wall of that rotunda area. 

It was done in five panels so it could be taken down if there was anything that 

needed to be done, and so forth and so on. But the current administration just 



doesn't like it. They didn't have it up hardly any time after I was there. And 

now, of course, in the new building, I don't think there's a place for it. It really 

was kind of for one location. I've been meaning frequently to look into that 

and see if there's not some way that it can be reconstituted or something 

done about it. Because before he died, I know that in Bonn, Germany, they 

were redoing the whole federal building, and they had commissioned him to 

do a major wall piece, something like 120 feet long and 30 feet high, which he 

was never able to complete. I've often thought that this piece, if they're not 

going to use it, should go to someplace that really does want it. So that was a 

major commissioning. We were involved in things that had nothing to do with 

the museum. I was in a lot of different things. I think the one that I'm happiest 

about is doing the United [Airlines] terminal at the San Francisco 

[International] Airport with the [San Francisco] Airports Commission, where 

we bought a number of works of art over four or five years and instituted a 

program which still goes on of changing exhibitions in the United terminal 

area. And a lot of those works were commissioned, as far as that's concerned. 

But for the museum, per se, we didn't. 

RATNER: 

Okay. I read in one of the museum's catalogs that "By judicious pruning of 

redundant material from the collection, moneys were realized to acquire key 

works. " Deaccessioning is, of course, frequently a touchy issue, and I— 

HOPKINS: 

Always a good one, yeah. 

RATNER: 

And although you use the funds to purchase other works of art, I wondered 

how much resistance you met along the way to that pruning. 

HOPKINS: 

Well, actually not a lot, because every museum has a lot of things that are 

there. I'll just give you an example. Kenneth Noland's horizontal stripe 

paintings— which are quite beautiful paintings but not the most important 

work that he did—a lot of those were purchased by collectors in the sixties 

and the early seventies. And they were given to museums because they had 



increased in value. And I think we had something like four of them in the 

museum. We don't need four of them. And yet they were slightly different and 

they were from slightly different years and so forth and so on. But that's a 

place where you can prune. It reached a point, in many instances, which has 

never really been clarified by the law, that somebody can give you something 

and say, "You may sell this. " The museum still feels that it should hold it for 

about three or four years before it does that. So some things are actually given 

kind of for the idea of the deaccession. The whole issue became complex, 

because museum directors and older-line patrons have always had trouble 

with the fact that if you give something to a museum they think it's going to 

be there forever. And some people are buying their little tiny bit of history by 

knowing that a label is going to be there forever with their name on it. So the 

general understanding, or the desire anyway, is that you don't sell something 

unless it's gone through curatorial review and then gone through board 

review. And then if the donor is still living or any heirs of the donor are still 

living, they must give permission for you to sell it. So it's really a complex 

process to get to selling, if you do it exactly the right way. Then if you do sell 

with the permission, then whenever you buy, the original donor's name will go 

back on the label with the other name. You see that now very frequently. But 

it's about the only way that a museum can acquire what it wants to acquire, as 

opposed to what it receives from gift, to try and build some continuity or 

sense to the collection rather than just a bunch of pictures. Because museums 

just don't have money to acquire. That was one of the big problems in the 

eighties, when things got so expensive. The only people that could afford to 

buy were private collectors of great wealth. Museums had no money, except 

in a rare instance like the [J. Paul] Getty [Museum] or the Kimbell [Art] 

Museum or something of that kind. But deaccessioning, you know, it certainly 

is an issue. It was an issue from the first time that it became used as a word. 

The term has always been questioned right up to our most recent episode in 

terms of the sale of the Leonardo [da Vinci] Codex Leicester] and other things. 

It's constantly rethought and rediscussed, and it's getting to be more of a 

problem—not in terms of the numbers of things, but the recognition that 

more and more institutions are simply going under because they can't afford 

to maintain the collections that are there. I think the [Isabella Stewart] 

Gardner Museum in Boston has these extraordinary paintings and doesn't 

even have enough money to sweep the floors. But I fault a lot of things in that 



area, including the government and NEA [National Endowment for the Arts] 

and other things that— If nobody else is concerned, how can they complain 

when the museum does something? 

RATNER: 

Okay. Well, we'll get back to the NEA later. 

HOPKINS: 

Yeah, we will. I'm sure we will. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

The San Francisco Museum of Modern Art is privately funded. 

HOPKINS: 

Yes. 

RATNER: 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of that kind of a situation? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, if a privately endowed museum is sufficiently endowed, it is certainly 

wonderful, because you don't have to deal with a lot of issues of city or county 

or state or federal politics that get into that. And the board of trustees is 

generally a self-perpetuating board of citizens of that given area. Because it is 

called the San Francisco Museum and then eventually the San Francisco 

Museum of Modern Art, it has the support of the community as a private 

museum. Institutions that have somebody's name on them, like the Corcoran 

Gallery [of Art] in Washington or the [Isabella Stewart] Gardner Museum that I 

just mentioned, and the Phillips Collection in Washington— Because of the 

quality of the works of art they have, slowly, slowly, slowly over time people 

have been willing to give to that as an enterprise. But for many years they 

didn't. And it caused them real problems. They would much rather give to the 

Museum of Modern Art in New York, which is also a private museum, okay, or 

the Whitney Museum in New York, which is a private museum. I shouldn't say 

the Whitney Museum, because it has a private name on it too. But when the 

museum reaches a certain level, even if it has a person's name on it, the name 

is forgotten, and it goes on and does that. But people are so concerned about 



recognition. That's one of the problems we have here at the UCLA [at the] 

Armand Hammer Museum [of Art and Cultural Center]. Who wants to give 

money to Armand Hammer's museum, you know? He was supposed to leave 

enough to take care of it. Most people don't leave enough to take care of 

things. The advantage is that you have a little tighter structure. But now, in 

contemporary times, to get grants, for example, you have to have a diversified 

board. It doesn't matter whether you're a state or county or private 

institution. You have to be open a certain number of days a week. You have to 

do this; you have to do that. So there's really very little difference between 

the two. We were able to, as a privately endowed museum, get money from 

the hotel tax fund in San Francisco, which the city museums couldn't get, 

because they got a stipend from the city out of a different pot. I guess the 

advantage here in Los Angeles, certainly in terms of the [Los Angeles] County 

Museum [of Art], is that— I don't know how many billions— I think it's $90 

million a year the county gives them in support of the museum. It's not 

enough to run a museum of that kind. And the trustees have to continue to 

raise money. But because they always have this stipend, criticism says they 

don't work as hard as they should to be raising their money. If you're in a 

private museum, you just have to work constantly to that end. So I really don't 

think right now there's a major, major difference between either one. 

Museums of a certain size—massive museums like the National Gallery [of 

Art] and the Art Institute of Chicago, which essentially was a private museum 

too in its inception—really have to have a lot of civic support just to maintain 

themselves. 

RATNER: 

To what extent does the pressure to raise more money and continually secure 

more important works of art ever let up? Or is there a point where you reach a 

plateau that the board and the critics and the public are not hounding you? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I think that depends a lot on the kind of museum that you represent. I 

think the biggest case of that, I guess, is probably now the Museum of Modern 

Art in New York, which during the 1930s, '40s, '50s, '60s was the most 

aggressive and most honored museum of its particular type—twentieth-

century museum—in the country. It reached the point where it literally ran 



out of space. When do you make a decision to take down the Matisses and the 

Picassos and put up somebody doing work in the 1980s or 1990s? It's just not 

going to happen. So their accession policy has been much more limited since 

the 1980s than it was before. There's so little reason for it, and yet they're 

constantly being kind of pummeled to keep doing that. You hope that new 

institutions with more space will come along. Then you get into other issues, 

which are equally amusing, where you have a museum like the [Solomon R.] 

Guggenheim Museum or the Whitney Museum or the Kimbell Museum in Fort 

Worth that are acquiring institutions, and they fill up their space within that 

and need to expand and then the public gets on their back because they are 

changing an architectural masterpiece, in one way or another, by modifying it, 

expanding it, adjusting it. So being a museum director is not an easy job in any 

event. Most museum people are quite acquisitive, because that still is the 

primary mission of the museum, is to collect. No, I guess they can't ever get 

off your back, unless you just simply make a finite statement. Say, "This is it. 

We're not going to do it anymore. " That's happened with things like the 

Phillips Collection, say, for example, and now the Barnes Collection, which is 

somewhat more public. They don't add anything; they have to constantly take 

care of what they've got. But that's not a job that most museum directors 

want, because they really want to be in the activity of exhibitions and 

acquisitions. 

RATNER: 

Okay. You've mentioned Tom [Thomas] Albright actually a few times. You 

mentioned that he was very supportive of Clyfford Still. I just wondered, 

beyond that, how you would characterize the art press in San Francisco. 

HOPKINS: 

Difficult. In a number of different ways. The art press around there was mainly 

Tom Albright, who was a very good writer, but I felt was totally committed to 

an era and a period of time and an attitude and an idea which was the kind of 

beat generation in the post-fifties, sixties. Any time you did something with 

the artists of that period or relating to that period, then it was always very 

laudatory. When you went beyond that—and especially when you began to 

deal with issues that, one way or another, reflected New York—that was 

always a big problem for him. Or if you're dealing with exhibitions that had to 



do with international ideas. He was very much a city person. Allan Temko was 

essentially an architectural writer, but he would write art criticism frequently 

as well. And he was even more biased in terms of his attitude and opinion. I 

shouldn't forget either, obviously, Alfred [V.] Frankenstein, who was the old-

line critic for the San Francisco Chronicle. He was there certainly when I first 

arrived, though he was not writing quite as much. Tom Albright was doing 

most of the writing. He was instrumental in my being there, as a matter of 

fact, because he had remembered way back to the old days when I had done 

an exhibition at UCLA [Fifty Paintings by Thirty-seven Painters of the Los 

Angeles Area] as a graduate student. It traveled to San Francisco, and he 

reviewed it, and he liked my writing and things of that kind. He kind of kept in 

touch through that time. And I know when I was in Fort Worth, he was there 

visiting the Amon Carter Museum [of Western Art], and he asked me if I was 

really seriously interested in the San Francisco job. So I thought he had some 

bearing on that. But he wasn't always kind as a critic. That's life. 
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RATNER: 

Before we wrap up your San Francisco [Museum of Modern Art] experience, I 

wanted to ask you about the museum's education program. 

HOPKINS: 

From early on in the history of the museum, dating back into the 1930s, there 

was always an education component, and actually an education section with a 

couple of classrooms and so forth and so on, even though the museum itself 

was small. That was a very active part of the program all the way through, in 

terms of teaching classes. When I got there, due to budget and due to space 

needs for exhibition and development of a new conservation center, which 

was an important part of the museum, we cut the classes way back. But we 

still did continue teaching in one room the evening courses, because it had 

become a tradition for some of the better artists in the area, like William Theo 

Brown and Wayne Thiebaud, to take figure drawing classes. They would all get 

together about once every month, and they would sit down with a model and 

draw, and they were doing some rather wonderful things. So the education 

area within the museum spread in a number of different directions. We 



instituted a travel program. We did something I had also instituted at the Los 

Angeles County Museum of Art. And it was an ideal situation in both cases, 

where I felt that, since museum curators and people working in museums 

never have enough money for travel and never get away and boards are not 

terribly sympathetic to sending people away on travel, if we had a program 

where members would go to various places— whether that was to the big 

German show Documents or the Venice Biennale or just to New York from 

time to time—and curators could travel with that group, it would benefit 

them, it would benefit the group, it would be good for the museum. So we did 

that, first of all, in Los Angeles. It worked really pretty well. I also did it at Fort 

Worth [Art Museum], I might add, and I've done it here at the [UCLA at the] 

Armand Hammer Museum [of Art and Cultural Center] as well. Because I really 

believe that travel is an important part, though I've shifted my thinking about 

it a little bit. But the one in San Francisco was very successful, because the 

head of education, a man named Dennis O'Leary, who is now the director of 

the Boise Art Museum in Idaho, would take groups of people to New York, 

would take people to Chicago to the art fair [Art Chicago International]. We 

then expanded into European travel. And we every year would take a trip— 

Actually the San Francisco Museum travel program has turned into the most 

successful one in the nation. They go everywhere now and very rarely don't 

have a trip filled and what have you. It's under the leadership of a woman 

named Margie [Marjorie Abel] Boyd, who was a volunteer at the museum and 

who simply expanded it and kept it growing and developing. The only thing 

wrong with the theory is that I found myself going more often than the 

curators on these various jaunts, because they wanted that kind of leadership. 

The other thing that was a little bit wrong about it is that I had hoped it would 

be a great educative thing for a broad base of membership. But in almost 

every instance, the pool of people who would travel was around fifty or sixty 

people that would keep going and keep going and keep going. And there's no 

real way to cut them off and say, "You can't go on this, " as long as they put up 

their deposit. But it is an enhancement. And I think the enhancement, as much 

as anything else, is simply making it available, which creates the feeling that 

the institution is live, it's active, it's engaged in national and international 

activities. And it certainly serves that purpose, and does, in fact, create some 

funds for the institution. So the travel program was a very important part of 

the educative process. The second thing that we tried to develop in San 



Francisco, and it worked pretty well, were occasional children's exhibitions in 

the area near the rotunda, the big central room. They were largely interactive 

performance-type activities or something of that kind, which is what I have 

reinstituted here at the UCLA Armand Hammer Museum, but in a much better 

way. Because now we have a very strong education department here headed 

by Cindi [Cynthia] Dale, who is very knowledgeable about the community. 

Thirty out of the fifty-two Saturdays a year, we have programs on Saturday 

morning that are free to children. They come here at ten thirty and they 

participate in an interactive performance. It could be music; it could be dance; 

it can be spoken word. It can be anything dealing with one of the various 

ethnicities that make up Los Angeles. So it might be Thai one weekend and 

Hawaiian another weekend and African American another weekend and so 

forth and so on. That performance, where the children there interact either by 

playing the instrument or looking at the costumes or learning dance steps of 

different nationalities and backgrounds, then is followed by an hour of story-

telling by someone of that same ethnicity or tales, at least, of that same 

ethnicity. Our hope is with this rather large. Westside, predominantly white 

audience, that at an early age—between the age of five and nine—we're 

introducing children to the broad aspect of what makes up Los Angeles, 

acquainting them with a lot of different people and a lot of different ideas that 

are here, without ever using the word multiculturalism—kind of breeding that 

into the system. 

RATNER: 

That's a great idea. 

HOPKINS: 

And it's working very well, I must say. 

RATNER: 

That's wonderful. 

HOPKINS: 

That's about all I need to say about education, [laughs] 

RATNER: 



You just briefly mentioned the conservation program. Did you have a lab there 

at the museum? 

HOPKINS: 

We did have. It was during a time, during the 1970s, when there was a lot of 

interest in conservation of works of art. It had not been a thing of primary 

concern in museums, though people did the best they could. So there was a 

national interest developed in training conservation people. There were three 

or four centers in the United States that did training for conservators. And San 

Francisco Museum had a tie with Sheldon [W.] Keck, who was one of the best-

known conservators in the country. He would send interns to us, and we 

would then train them, they would go back. And some would stay, and some 

would go. It became one of the major labs on the West Coast. Los Angeles 

County Museum of Art has a very good one. And the San Francisco Museum 

has a very good one, especially dealing with contemporary art. So it helped 

not only the museum in terms of their work, but it also was a great boon to 

collectors up and down the West Coast, who had difficult problems where 

something happened in lending a work or something of that kind. So that was 

a major contribution, I'd guess you'd say, to the field. Unfortunately, now that 

we get into the eighties and the nineties, there are a lot more trained 

conservators and they are high-priced, because they work hard, but they do 

make a lot of money. And the kind of training systems have disappeared again, 

though there are enough conservators to keep it going. But the lab in San 

Francisco is still intact and one of the best labs in the country. 

RATNER: 

And it's in the museum? 

HOPKINS: 

It's in the museum, right. Now where it is in the brand-new museum, I don't 

know. But it's there. It was there when I was there. 

RATNER: 

Okay. You had mentioned previously that you felt the building of MOCA 

[Museum of Contemporary Art] here served in some ways as a catalyst for the 

new San Francisco Museum. I wondered in what other ways the revitalization 



of the Los Angeles art scene, the new building at LACMA [Los Angeles County 

Museum of Art] and the new Getty Center and MOCA, as we just said, affected 

the San Francisco art scene. 

HOPKINS: 

The basis, I think, is simply—whether you're talking about art or you're talking 

about football or you're talking about baseball or whatever you're talking 

about—there's kind of a natural competition between the two cities. And 

while San Francisco was always the kind of dowager of the West Coast and 

very kind of insulated and proud of itself and contained and a wonderful city, 

Los Angeles is kind of a big, sprawling mass of things going on. So in the earlier 

days—by earlier days, I mean the 1940s, 1950s—a lot of activity in the San 

Francisco Bay Area through what was then the San Francisco Museum and the 

[M. H] de Young Museum and the [California Palace of the] Legion of Honor—

And a number of important contemporary shows were done there, certainly in 

San Francisco Museum with Grace [McCann] Morley—you know, Jackson 

Pollock shows, Clyfford Still shows, things that weren't being seen anywhere 

else but on the East Coast. But then there's kind of a slump—whether it's an 

economic slump, cultural slump, too much self-satisfaction, not enough 

energy, who knows exactly? But at that time, then there was a generation of 

activity here which led to the building of the new Los Angeles County Museum 

of Art, which had been, up to that time, part of a tripartite museum—history, 

science, and art—down in Exposition Park. So in 1965 when that was done, it 

really brought Los Angeles into focus as a cultural center. Then in 1965, many 

of the exhibitions that would normally have gone to Northern California began 

coming to Southern California. It was, number one, a newer space, better 

space, and a significantly larger audience altogether. The balance shifted from 

San Francisco to Southern California in that way. Then I think I've mentioned 

before that also concurrent with the building of the Los Angeles County 

Museum of Art was the development of the Pasadena [Art] Museum into a 

contemporary museum over in the little Chinese building in Pasadena. And the 

desire to build a new building, which they did and completed in I think it was 

1970— 'Sixty-nine, 1970. That started off with a splash In terms of 

contemporary activity. But there was not enough monetary support in the 

community at that time, especially in Pasadena, to support that activity, and it 

failed. And when it failed, it was taken over by Norton [W.] Simon with his 



great collection, which probably should have gone to the Los Angeles County 

Museum but didn't. So that [Norton Simon Museum] was founded and 

established there. But much of the contemporary expression disappeared, and 

LACMA was caught in a situation where, since it was a general museum and 

supposedly was doing everything from Tiepolo to Rembrandt to 1968, it was 

not temperamentally suited toward that activity, though they did many 

wonderful exhibitions in the 1960s. By 1968 the board [of trustees] had 

become somewhat more conservative and established. So they just simply 

said that one time a year maybe in their gallery spaces, or maybe twice a year, 

they would do shows that dealt with modern and contemporary art, which, for 

a general museum, is a reasonable balance. But that was our only outlet in Los 

Angeles at that time. That again created an open door in Northern California. 

When I came from Fort Worth to go to the San Francisco Museum I was very 

conscious of that. And by expanding our spaces slightly and energizing the 

board, we were able to get the exhibitions that did come to Los Angeles or 

didn't even get to the West Coast, because there wasn't really room for that. 

That stimulated a lot of excitement. And since our program was a modern and 

contemporary program, a lot of people from Southern California would come 

up to Northern California for those exhibitions in very great numbers. And it 

was probably as extensive an ongoing travel group, I'd guess you'd say, for art. 

But it was also kind of peak time for the visual arts. There seemed to be a lot 

of interest. And as they would come up, very often people would mention the 

fact that they felt that they were getting tired of coming to San Francisco and 

they had to do something about getting a new contemporary museum going. I 

remember very specifically one evening at Sissy Swig's house— Sissy is her 

nickname, and I'm going to forget her first name [Roselyne Chroman Swig]. 

Anyway, the Swigs' house at dinner celebrating one of the various openings. 

Marcia [S.] Weisman was there, and a number of artists from Los Angeles. Ed 

[Edward] Moses, I remember particularly. And we were all sitting at one table 

and lamenting, in a way—even though I was the director of San Francisco—

that the contemporary end of the Los Angeles art scene had been cut off. And 

Marcia began to talk about the possibility of taking over what was the old Pan 

Pacific Auditorium, a great old building over by the CBS [Columbia 

Broadcasting System] building on Fairfax [Avenue]. It was a beautiful art deco 

structure and should have been preserved for the community. And as we 

know, it burned down, so that's gone. But her thought was, "All right. Here's 



this massive barn-like configuration that needs a lot of work. Let's start 

thinking about this. " So she was thinking very seriously about it, about a 

contemporary museum. And not too long after that time— The one thing that 

came out of that whole evening of a lot of talking and drinking and yelling and 

so forth and so on was that the only way Los Angeles would get to the point of 

having a museum would be for the people who collected contemporary art in 

Southern California to simply commit behind that and really get it in gear. 

Then shortly after that time, though Marcia was still actively pursuing getting 

a group together for Pan Pacific, an opportunity occurred in the downtown 

redevelopment area where this big new group of buildings was going to built 

very close to the Music Center [of Los Angeles County], And the traditional 

implication of something like that is that 1 percent of that, or maybe 2 percent 

in Los Angeles at that time, was to go to art. And that usually meant 

embellishment. It usually meant a piece of sculpture out in the yard or it 

meant something else. And working with then mayor Tom [Thomas] Bradley— 

A group of people, including Marcia, convinced them that what they should do 

is take that 2 percent for art, and rather than putting it into art as such, they 

would put it into a museum building. Therefore they would have a building 

and it would be there for contemporary art. And Tom Bradley was amenable 

to that idea, except that that concept— And I forget the actual monetary 

figures, but it seems to me that the money that would come in from the city 

would build the building. The group that was interested in having this happen, 

to make that happen would have to raise $15 million in endowment funds to 

get it off the ground and get it started. And they did that, so the conjunction 

came together. They had an architectural competition. That was quite exciting 

because a number of people submitted really interesting things. [Arata] 

Isozaki was selected to do the building, so then MOCA emerged. But, yes, I've 

always felt that that's stimulated the San Francisco activity. It certainly was a 

stimulus to Los Angeles, getting busy with MOCA. Then as MOCA was 

beginning to develop, which was toward the end of my tenure in San 

Francisco, I would come down here with groups. We would visit the collectors, 

and we'd visit a lot of other people, and we would talk about MOCA, and we'd 

talk about the opening of that building and the importance of it as an 

architectural statement. A very important part of all of this [was its status] as 

an architectural statement as well as expanding the scene and the recognition 

that exhibitions that have been available to San Francisco would now, by 



nature perhaps, come to Southern California, because— It's so complex. But 

essentially the art world had changed to a point where exhibitions had 

become very expensive, works of art had become very expensive. Therefore, 

insuring them was expensive, traveling with them was expensive, everything 

trying to put together a show was expensive. More and more institutions were 

turning to corporate sponsors to give them support to do these exhibitions, 

and the corporate sponsors very often would have their headquarters in Los 

Angeles or would be interested in that very large audience that Los Angeles 

represented, a much larger total than the San Francisco Bay Area. So there 

was concern about that, and then there was also just simply an ego, I'd guess 

you'd say, that had been developed by that time by the new board of the 

museum that felt that they had to have their own museum, that they had to 

have an architectural statement, they had to have a major building, they had 

to raise the money to do it. And they were able to do it simply because the 

businesses that many of the people on the board represented had been so 

successful. Levi Strauss [and Company], [the] Gap, a lot of other companies 

that came into that, architectural firms and so forth and so on. But again, it 

was exactly the same situation, where friends of mine were coming from Los 

Angeles to San Francisco to see what was happening there. And then suddenly 

we were going from San Francisco to L.A. to see what was happening down 

there. So I just said many times that the only danger of the evolution of 

California as a major cultural center is if San Francisco and Los Angeles both 

fell to sleep at the same time. But I don't think that will ever happen. It's been 

nice, I must say, over the thirty-five, forty years of my career to watch that 

back-and-forth interaction, because one has a fondness for both cities and the 

people in them. And to see that kind of friendly competition occur to benefit 

the whole community is great. They expanded the L.A. County Museum. That 

made a great difference in terms of exhibition spaces and was very helpful. 

Now, of course, the next thing to open is the big Getty Center. And that will 

revitalize— The San Francisco Museum, as I understand up to this time, which 

is brand-new, has had a major kind of impact on revitalization. It's created a 

lot of excitement, a lot of people have come. It's very close to the downtown 

area where people stay and it really has an economic impact on the 

community as well as a cultural impact on the community. And I think exactly 

the same thing is going to happen when the Getty Center opens, because it's 

so well known worldwide. The building has been in the process of building for 



such an extended period of time. It's such a monumental structure. And its 

physical location up on the bluffs on Sepulveda Pass allows one to walk up 

there and see almost a 360-degree panorama of what Los Angeles is all about, 

the first time really that you can see the whole city in all of its different 

manifestations. And I think millions of people will go for no other reason than 

just to walk around, look at a little art, have lunch, maybe never go to the 

museum. Maybe just have lunch and walk around on the plaza. But It should 

have the impact on the cultural evolution of Los Angeles that the County 

Museum did have when it was built or the Pompidou Center [Centre National 

d'Art et de Culture Georges-Pompidou] in Paris when it was built. So we'll see. 

That's yet to happen. 

RATNER: 

Good things ahead. When they started talking about MOCA, did you at any 

point consider a move for yourself? 

HOPKINS: 

I did not consider a move for myself, but I did talk to the group. And it was 

kind of an interesting period of time, because they were looking at a number 

of people to be the director. I knew most of the people involved. I did not 

know Eli Broad terribly well at that time. Eli Broad was the founding chairman 

of the MOCA thing, and it was his job along with the board to make a decision 

about a director. We talked a little while ago about having artists on the 

board, and at that time, Robert Irwin was on the board, Sam Francis was on 

the board. And they have very set ideas and attitudes. Certainly, Sam Francis 

had a great deal to do with the selection of Isozaki as the architect. And Irwin 

was kind of pushing in another direction. But that was a case where artists 

were actively engaged in what was going on. So they began their directorial 

search, and I remember being down here one time and eating at Michael's 

restaurant with representatives of the board. I didn't realize until we had been 

talking for two and a half hours that, in a way, I was being interviewed. And it 

was not in my mind, at that time, to shift positions. I was really interested in 

who would come here and who would do it. The highest interest was in two 

people. One was Martin Friedman, who was the director of the Walker Art 

Center at that time and a very prominent figure in our field, who had good 

knowledge of the West Coast. He had come from UCLA at a point in time and 



would have been a wonderful choice. I have no idea whether he didn't want to 

come, whether this, that, I can't tell you that. And the other person that they 

were interested in was [K. G.] Pontus Hultén, who had been the director of the 

Moderna Museet in Stockholm, which had gained a very large reputation in 

the Western world. The two best-known European museums at that time 

were the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam and the museum in Stockholm. And 

it's interesting, because I've wondered why those two museums became so 

prominent in all of our minds, and I realize because they were the only two 

that were really collecting American art in a serious way. They were good 

friends of ours. And then Pontus went on from there to become the director 

of the [Centre National d'Art et de Culture Georges-]Pompidou museum in 

Paris, where he was very effective. He's a very dynamic, large, walrus-like 

person with a Swedish accent. [laughs] So he made a lot of impact, had— 

Well, I'll try to do this in sequence. So Pontus was of great interest, because a 

lot of us knew Pontus. He had done some exhibitions for the Museum of 

Modern Art, spent a lot of time here. He was involved in sailing. He liked the 

West Coast. And it suited MOCA's interest in internationalizing—that they 

weren't just a Los Angeles museum or a national museum; they were 

interested in more international ideas. So somewhere in the texture the battle 

between those two people went on, and the ultimate decision was to go with 

Pontus. I know that during the time when I was talking with board members at 

Michael's, I told them that I felt that probably of the two, if I had to make a 

choice, it would be Martin Friedman rather that Pontus. And my explanation 

was simply the fact that Pontus had never been a museum director in the 

United States. The difference between a museum director in the United States 

and in Europe is that in Europe most of the funding comes from government 

sources, either the national group or the section of the country or the city or 

something else of that kind, and in rather large amounts. And the director of 

the museum has to appear before the various councils once a year to assure 

the budget and tell them what's happened, what the attendance has been, 

what's going on, what they want to do, and the money is allocated—enough 

to do exhibitions, enough to do all kinds of things. Here, the museum 

director's out every single day raising money to keep the institutions alive, 

because there's such limited government support. It has to come from either 

private individuals or from corporations or from foundations, all of which 

[need] nurturing and hand-holding and other things. I felt that it's not that 



Pontus was not capable or would not be quite wonderfully adapted to it, but 

he had never done it. So these are hours and hours and hours of time 

consumption in fund-raising that would not be normal to him and take him 

away from thinking about art. But they agreed on Pontus. The general feeling 

was that his international reputation was such that that would have an 

immediate impact on the awareness of MOCA. It did. Absolutely no question 

about that. Secondarily, because of Pontus's context, they could create an 

international board, which they did, with people like Dominique de Menil, 

who essentially was European-American; Count [Giuseppe] Panza in Milan, 

who was an avid collector of really light and space art, many of them West 

Coast artists like Irwin, Maria Nordman, as well as [Dan] Flavin and the East 

Coast artists— So when these people of international import joined the local 

board, that was a great asset. And certainly that was Pontus who brought that 

into being. But before too long a time—in fact, really not much more than six 

months or a year—I remember specifically Pontus coming out of a given board 

meeting— One day I just happened to be here when he was there. We were 

having dinner over at Ed [Edwin] Janss's house. He was kind of mopping his 

brow and shaking his head. And he was in a kind of desperate state. Because 

he had gone to the board and told them that— They'd made a decision they 

were going to collect only art after 1945. What he wanted to buy was a late 

Picasso, and nobody on the board was even interested in a late Picasso. They 

couldn't understand why somebody would be interested in a late Picasso. 

And, of course, Pontus, being an art historian, being involved in the European 

sensibility, the whole evolution of that kind of thing, was so nonplussed that 

he could walk into a board meeting and people could tell him what he could 

buy, because that had never happened to him in Europe before. That had 

been his decision. If he had the money then that's what he would do. So it was 

rather a shocking comeuppance for him. And then the fact that he was not 

devoted to the idea of fund-raising, though the board was active— They were 

doing okay, but it began to fall apart and did fall apart. But having him there 

for the first two years, by name only, had a really positive impact on MOCA. 

Then there was a question of who would move into the position of director, 

and that's where Robert Irwin's presence was felt. He was a very strong 

supporter of [Richard H. ] Koshalek and brought Koshalek here initially. I mean 

it was his suggestion that he would come here as the curator and then gave 



him support to move up into the directorial spot where he's been since that 

time. So that's that story. 

RATNER: 

I didn't know all that background. That's great. In an article in the San 

Francisco Examiner entitled "San Francisco vs. L.A.: The Great Debate"—what 

we've just been talking about—from April of 1987, you said, "During the last 

two years of my tenure at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, there 

was a feeling that the arts of San Francisco were coming off a great high and 

there was no need to do much more. There were some members of the board 

of trustees who did not want to do anything to expand the institution. " How 

did this influence your decision to move on? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, it's really hard for me to say what Influences any decision in my life, 

because it's more serendipity, I guess, than anything else. I was picked to go to 

the Los Angeles County Museum from my [Huysman] Gallery, which was 

probably going to fail in two weeks. And after having served with Ric [Richard 

F.] Brown for a number of years there, being able to go out to Fort Worth and 

work in an institution [Fort Worth Art Museum] next door to him, but at the 

same time just handle my own show, was— It certainly was wonderful to be 

selected to come to the San Francisco Museum, knowing that I wasn't going to 

be in Texas for a terribly long time. I was there five years, long enough to earn 

my honorary Texas citizenship [laughs], and I'm on to the San Francisco 

Museum. But I've just always believed— Somewhere deep down in my psyche 

is a belief that you should work on a five-year plan. You do five years, and then 

if that five years is fine, then you maybe do another five years. But I don't 

think it's good for you as an individual or necessarily for institutions that you 

sit for too terribly long in any one place, though a decade is a long time. And 

actually I was in San Francisco for twelve years. Whether that's my own sense 

of restlessness or whether it's just simply the belief that you do your good 

work and maybe continue to do that at a certain level and you still put the 

same energy into it—that whole process of repotting— I think that's just ray 

temperament. The things that were going on here in Southern California— 

When I would come down here from San Francisco, on occasion, I would come 

down here and think, "Gee, that's really a dumb city. " That's when I'd come 



down here, say, around Christmastime and all those pink and yellow and blue 

Christmas trees were falling over in the wind. [laughs] "That's really a strange 

place. " But other times I'd come down and think, "Gee, you know, this is 

nirvana, " which it always has been for me, in Southern California. But I think 

one of the things that actually made me begin to think about coming here 

again, in whatever the context, had to do with a trip that we organized—

speaking of the benefits of travel—to come to Los Angeles for three days to 

tour domestic architecture. We were starting the architecture and design 

department at the museum. And we brought a group of thirty people from 

Northern California to Southern California to look at not public buildings, 

because Los Angeles didn't have a lot of really great public buildings—some 

good earlier ones, but not recent ones—but it really does have a lot of 

interesting domestic, architecture. We stayed down in Santa Monica, went out 

each of the three days to a variety of things, including most of the Frank Lloyd 

Wright houses up in the hills that were opened. The old [Rudolph M.] 

Schindler house, the John Lautner house, the beautiful new building by the 

architect of the Getty, whose name suddenly slips my mind. 

RATNER: 

Richard Meier. 

HOPKINS: 

Yeah, Richard Meier out in Malibu. The first ranch house that was designed, 

the Cliff May ranch house, and he was still alive at that time. So we were there 

to stand around his piano and sing and various other things, [laughs] The 

weather was so glorious and the trip was so exciting that I still can't imagine 

any three-day trip I've taken anywhere in the world that was more interesting, 

just in terms of that aspect of things. That in a city where you've lived all your 

life and you knew the things were there, but you just had never taken 

advantage of them. It was really very stimulating. At the same time, in San 

Francisco, as I've said before, we'd reached a point with the board [of 

trustees], which was a very good, very high-powered board, and certainly their 

support there for building and doing a variety of other things— But there was 

a conflict between people who wanted to do a new building, who didn't want 

to do anything at all, and who wanted to really take the old War Memorial 

Building and ideally make it into something. And I was in the position of 



wanting to take the old War Memorial Building and getting it made into 

something. And I didn't seem to feel that was going to happen. There was just 

a desire for a new place, which I was not that terribly excited about. Because I 

have to be honest and say I didn't think we could raise the money to do it in a 

meaningful way. And I was very much more concerned that it would just 

simply kind of slide back down into a thing of the old San Francisco Museum. 

And by that I mean the energy level would change and shift and various other 

things. So that was kind of what was going on there. Then I'd been there for 

twelve years' time. And I was sitting in my office one day, and Marcia 

Weisman, who was then on the board, was just talking. And she said, "You 

know that Fred [Frederick R. Weisman] is thinking about building a museum in 

Southern California or taking over the old Greystone mansion [Doheny House] 

and turning it into a contemporary museum, and he's looking for someone to 

head his [Frederick R. Weisman Art] Foundation. " I'd known Fred and Marcia 

for twenty-five years, for a lot of different reasons. And it just somehow struck 

a chord in me. I don't even know. I can't honestly say why or what the 

situation was. But it was an opportunity to kind of start something new. It was 

more the desire, I guess, to kind of come back to Southern California, which 

I've always felt was my kind of special home territory. Secondarily, I was 

getting a little tired of museum as museum, just as such. It can burn you out, if 

you're not careful in the process. It sounded kind of exciting, so I just decided 

to come. And the board of that time, after— Well, there was another aspect 

to be exactly correct. At one point during this time I was trying to make this 

decision, I was approached by the board to move up into a position of kind of 

director emeritus, okay, at a higher salary, to be primarily a fund-raiser for the 

new museum, to bring in more curatorial support. And I just didn't want to be 

just a fund-raiser. That was just not in my temperament, though I'm not a bad 

fund-raiser. But not to be committed to that as a full-time thing. So all of those 

kind of forces kind of congealed, and I came back to Southern California. That 

was that. 

RATNER: 

What aspect of your years in San Francisco would you say gave you the 

greatest pleasure? 

HOPKINS: 



Well, an endless array of things. I guess probably the things that gave me the 

greatest pleasure were the period from, oh, let's say '75 to '77, '78, where we 

were able in San Francisco to capture a large number of exhibitions that were 

coming from other places. We did both the Jasper Johns exhibition and the 

Robert Rauschenberg exhibition that no other museum in the country did. I 

was able to originate shows, get the Clyfford Still gift going. Developing the 

[Philip] Guston show was a great, great treat for me. So it was around 

exhibitions and acquisitions. Certainly that created the excitement. It was a 

small enough facility at that time to let me do some curatorial work as well as 

directorial and fund-raising, things of that kind. Doing The Dinner Party: Judy 

Chicago show, which was kind of a broadening of attitudes and helping to kind 

of spread the word out a little bit. There were a lot of things. And San 

Francisco is indeed a complete and charming city. It's easy to get around in. 

It's wonderfully diverse. You can go from section to section to section. The 

climate Is interesting, because it's never too cold or too hot. Yet at the same 

time, it's a complacent city. And it is so compacted on that peninsula that the 

six hundred fifty thousand people that are there— It will always be six 

hundred fifty thousand. They may be different people or they may be the 

same people moving around in circles, but you can't physically grow beyond 

that because of Its peninsula location. So you know, after about the I'd say 

probably seventh or eighth year, I began to feel that kind of closing in and 

closing in. It was not unlike what I felt in Fort Worth. And that's just simply 

talking about personality. If you find yourself spending all of your time with 

the same people, and those people are friends that you like and you really 

enjoy them— But since essentially they're your business acquaintances, not 

your close personal friends, that gets pretty repetitive after a while. I think 

that has a lot of impact on how I think about things too. 

RATNER: 

And what would you say had been your greatest challenge there? 

HOPKINS: 

Oh, well, the greatest challenge, in my mind, was right at the beginning, to try 

and marshal the forces to commit to the idea of being seriously engaged, at 

least at a national level if not international level, in terms of the presentation 

of modern and contemporary art. When I first got there, I would say the board 



was more or less equally divided between, I don't want to say do-nothings, but 

[people] committed so avidly to the [San Francisco] Bay Area and Bay Area 

artists and so forth and so on and another half that were interested in this 

other thing. I didn't know how much push or force there would be to that. But, 

as I say, the two factors that tipped that coin— One was that Evelyn [Danzig] 

Haas was the head of the board and accepted the idea and pushed the idea of 

renaming the museum the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art. And then 

bringing Eugene [E.] Trefethen [Jr.] in as the head of the board, who 

marshaled a lot of energy and brought in new board members with careful 

thought in terms of each new member that came on, what they could offer, 

what they would offer. So I could see that turning. And that, combined with 

some of the other things we were able to do in exhibitions, and the fact that 

suddenly here were things going on in San Francisco that were appearing 

in Timemagazine or Newsweek, that always stimulates board people. I don't 

know why. A lot of other things do. I could feel that turning in about 1975, '76, 

'77. So that was very exciting—to feel that you went there to do a thing and 

you felt that it was beginning to happen. 

RATNER: 

Well, it seems like quite— 

HOPKINS: 

The other challenge was to fend off conservativism, I guess. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

And you managed to do that fairly well? 

HOPKINS: 

Fairly well, right. 

RATNER: 

Is there anything else at all you'd like to add about San Francisco before I get 

you to Southern California? 

HOPKINS: 

No, probably not, probably not. Probably think of a thousand things after we 

stop, but that's okay. 



RATNER: 

Okay, so you left San Francisco and you came to the Weisman Foundation. 

Before you tell me more specifically about that, though, what was it like to be 

back in Los Angeles? How had it changed since you had lived here in the 

sixties? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, it hadn't changed physically a great deal. In fact, I guess, that's one of 

the things that's interesting about L.A., is that you can take down one building, 

add another building, but the general character never seems to change. So 

many dumb little landmarks are always around that it's always Los Angeles. I 

guess the biggest physical change from the time that I left in 1968 was along 

the Wilshire [Boulevard] corridor. The very building we're sitting in here right 

now, the Occidental Petroleum [Corporation] building, was the only high-rise 

building on this end of Wilshire Boulevard. And earthquake codes had 

changed. So to come back and see what appears to be hundreds of buildings 

lining Wilshire, at least down through Beverly Hills, was probably the biggest 

physical shift. The other thing that I found, and that I must say I find, even 

today, incredibly gratifying— Because when I left here in 1968, I lived out in 

Thousand Oaks, and I would drive into the office each day. And when I would 

drive in, I'd see this yellow layer of smog sitting there in the Valley and I 

thought, "God, do I want to drive into that or not?" But I find if fascinating that 

now in the mid-1990s with more automobiles, more traffic, more this, more 

that, there is indeed less smog. At least certainly less that bothers me on an 

ongoing basis. 
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HOPKINS: 

Those are kind of physical manifestations. In terms of the art world, I suppose 

probably that the evolution of MOCA and Fred's interest in doing something at 

Greystone—picking up an area of interest, again, in modern and 

contemporary art, which I've always believed the city can do more than it 

does sometimes—were appealing. The art community as such— By that I 

mean the galleries and the other things. Well, there are a number of good 

galleries operating. They were really dispersed. When I left in 1968, La Cienega 



[Boulevard] had been kind of the key center of contemporary activities. Some 

galleries in Beverly Hills, but that was in a little bit of a shambles. But the 

feeling that MOCA would stimulate new growth— It didn't really happen that 

way. They thought that a lot of galleries would occur downtown and would 

develop. That built and then disappeared rather rapidly—though there's quite 

a large downtown community of people making art, because of inexpensive 

residences— and the center kind of shifted out towards Santa Monica and 

Venice. So those were kind of minor, I'd guess you'd say, shifts in the scene. It 

was still at a point in the eighties where there's a lot of excitement about the 

visual arts. I was disturbed about the high price of things and the high cost of 

things. And I felt very strongly that that simply had to burst. It just was 

inevitable that it would burst. The question was simply when. And the sooner 

the better as far as I was concerned, because it was getting away from— 

Everything was becoming in terms of commodities or something else. Also, 

when I first came back here, I had never lived at the beach. The closest I ever 

lived for a while was at Santa Monica Canyon when my children were very 

little. And when I came back I thought, "Well, I'm coming back to Southern 

California. I should really get a place somewhere by the beach. " I hate going 

to the beach [laughs], but something in my mind— So I rented a place in 

Pacific Palisades. It was really a wonderful little place. I would come up here 

and work for Fred and go back down there. If there was an opening at MOCA 

or an opening at [Los Angeles] County [Museum of Art] or something, I just 

couldn't make myself come back and drive those distances. That's something 

that I had gotten out of the habit of, the L.A. driving that you do every day. I 

don't know, I probably average fifty miles a day now just doing stuff. I'm back 

in the habit and back in the swing. But at that moment it was an adjustment to 

make that shift over. I'd been there for about a year, and I thought, "This is 

nonsense. First of all, you're not going to the beach. Secondarily, you're too 

far out of the center thing. " So I found a little townhouse here in Westwood. 

That's been incredibly convenient. Easy access for everywhere. You can get to 

the airport easily, get downtown easily, get wherever you want to go. That's 

been very satisfying. So that's coming back, okay. 

RATNER: 

So tell me exactly what happened. Marcia had mentioned to you that he was 

thinking of starting a museum, but what really transpired there? 



HOPKINS: 

Fred and Marcia Weisman had been important collectors since the end of the 

fifties in Los Angeles. They had built one of the better collections of modern 

art, certainly modern and contemporary art. The thing that was interesting 

was that we always looked upon them as these amazing people that were 

going out and buying this art that hadn't really been proven to be perfect yet, 

at relatively high prices, and building this collection. As it turned out, the 

largest part of the collection in the beginning days actually belonged to their 

son Richard [Weisman], who may have been a minor at that time. This was 

back in the early sixties. But he had an estate from his grandparents [Myer and 

Lucille Michaels Simon] and they were using his money to buy the art, which 

turned out to be brilliant. But I've often thought that it could just as equally 

have turned out to be anything but brilliant. [laughs] So they had built this 

really important collection. They were seriously involved. Both Marcia and 

Fred were very much involved in collecting. Marcia was a very unusual person. 

She offended a lot of people just by her brashness, but almost everybody 

respected her commitment to what was going on in the art and the art world. 

And Fred was equally engaged in the whole thing. And when they separated, 

they went their different directions. Marcia stayed in the house where they 

had been, and Fred took over a new house over on Carolwood Drive. And they 

split the collection by flipping a coin. Because one of the kind of standards of 

Los Angeles history had always been that you get these great collections built 

and then there'd be a divorce and they'd all be sold, like the Edward G. 

Robinson collection or something else of that kind. Or we'd lose it like the 

Arensberg collection. So we all thought that was a very sensible solution. It 

just simply shifted art from one house to another house. And I know that 

when they flipped the coin, the first choice on the part of Marcia, I think, was 

the Jackson Pollock painting. They had the late Jackson Pollock painting. And 

the first choice on Fred's part was the [Alberto] Giacometti dog, which he'd 

always been terribly fond of. So monetary values weren't necessarily the 

decision base. It really was based on affection for particular kinds of art that 

made them choose what they chose. But when Fred got to the new house, it 

gave him more room to collect. He had a little more space than he'd had 

before. He began to collect avidly, and in some cases quite expensive works of 

art: a couple of Picassos, for example, a very, very beautiful Picasso drawing, 

and some other things. He had bought back a Clyfford Still painting that he 



had sold. He bought initially for I think it was $15, 000. Sold it because it was 

too big to fit in the house. Saw it at an auction and bought it back for 

$750,000. So that's one of the bad deals he made. But again, it shows an 

affection for particular objects and works of art in that sense. And Fred always 

had that character. He was both endearing on the one hand, charming, and 

very complex and difficult on the other side, as anybody, I'd guess you'd say, in 

that kind of a situation is. I don't know if this is a true story; it certainly is a 

story that I have been told. That he'd been involved in a number of enterprises 

and had been successful in those enterprises and obviously was a well-to-do 

person, but he was offered an opportunity to become a distributor of Toyota 

automobiles before people knew what Toyota automobiles were. The story is 

that his secretary convinced him that he should do that. He didn't want to do 

it. She convinced him that he should do it. And he did go ahead and do it, and 

it just turned into a gold mine. It just turned over money like— And he had 

most of the eastern seaboard as a distributorship. So that was the unusual 

cash flow income which gave him the impetus to do a couple of things: one, to 

start a foundation to cover tax issues, and secondly, to continue his collecting 

in terms of other works of art, which brought him to this kind of higher level of 

prominence. So he was sitting on that about the time that he was beginning to 

form his foundation. His basic at-home collection, the earliest thing in it was a 

little Cezanne painting. Most everything else was twentieth century, and most 

of that toward the fifties, sixties, and seventies, kind of the post-World War II 

period, with some very good early examples as well. When he started his 

foundation, the ambition was to do the seventies and the eighties and the 

nineties, that he would keep adding. And that was a decision based on the fact 

that when he and Marcia separated, he had to make a decision—did he go 

back and buy those things that he lost, essentially, in the divorce, or would he 

go forward? And he made a decision to go forward. I thought that was quite 

an enlightened decision at that time. So he had his eye on the old Greystone 

mansion, the Doheny mansion in Beverly Hills, and wanted to make it into a 

contemporary art museum housing his foundation collection, so forth and so 

on. It's interesting, because Greystone has played a part in a number of 

different situations. There was a time when Joseph [H.] Hirshhorn, when he 

had built his collection, which eventually became a museum in Washington 

[Hirshhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden], tried to get Greystone to house 

his collection here in Los Angeles. That would have been nice too. And that 



didn't work. So Fred felt it would work and I came down before I even had 

signed on. He brought me down as a consultant for several months before the 

time that I said, "Yes, I'll do this. " I wasn't at all sure I wanted to. But I went to 

Greystone with him a number of times and he looked through that wonderful 

old building. And you can see how this was fixed and that was fixed and if you 

could redo the grounds— One of the things that was most exciting to me—

and Fred was interested in sculpture—was that you could develop there a 

wonderful collection of sculpture, which no museum really in Los Angeles has 

the opportunity to do. MOCA doesn't have room for sculpture. County doesn't 

really have room for sculpture. So that's something you could add to the mix 

of collections and things. That really kind of got my juices flowing in terms of 

thinking about things that could happen. I would say that shortly after I agreed 

to come down, not more than six months after that time—and we'd begun to 

do some foundation programs, we'd begun to do a lecture series, we'd begun 

to do some things to introduce the idea of the foundation as an active entity—

we ran headlong into the chamber of commerce of the city of Beverly Hills, 

some of whom wanted very much this to happen, to become the Weisman 

whatever it was going to become, and some who were neutral, and some 

were absolutely adamantly against it. It gave me a taste of politics that still sits 

badly in my mouth. There are a number of examples that one runs into, and 

you begin to wonder who's running the country. But I know we would go to 

public hearings and you would hear people saying, "Well, we really don't want 

them in this neighborhood. You know, artists, they're dirty and they're all sex 

morons, " and so forth and so on, "and they'll be making love In the bushes 

and we'll have to watch all that. " You can't believe that somebody's standing 

up and saying that. And another elderly gentlemen, "They're all starving. They 

don't have any money or anything else. They're going to be cooking hot dogs 

over there. " [laughs] The misconception of the art world is so unbelievable 

that you couldn't stand it. So these negotiations were going on, and it reached 

a point where, undoubtedly had they gone to a vote, Fred would have won 

the vote. It would have been a close vote. It wouldn't have been a unanimous 

vote. And his great concern was if he moved into Greystone on that kind of a 

basis, that three years down the line, four years down the line, somebody 

would find something to complain about. Or somebody would do this or that 

and it would cause a big ruckus. And it just wasn't worth it to him. So his 

dream to have a museum there folded. That didn't disappoint me a lot, 



because I'd already mentioned the fact that I was getting a little tired of 

museum as museum as such. But the idea of starting something new— We 

began to develop programs for the foundation. He was very interested in 

traveling the foundation collection. And I think I first started by going with the 

collection to Switzerland. I was there for a period of time and had just been in 

Portugal. Then we did a kind of an Asian swing through Hong Kong and two 

venues in Japan. That was exciting, you know, to travel with the collection. 

And it also— Which I'll just insert as, again, a personal aside. It's interesting, 

when I got the L.A. County Museum, I'd had a reasonable chance with my 

family to travel. I'd been in the service. I'd been two years in Europe. But I'd 

not traveled a lot since that time. When I went with the L.A. County Museum, 

it kind of became my position to represent the museum in a number of 

regional and national situations. So I traveled frequently to the Midwest and 

to New York. And when I went to the San Francisco Museum, just because the 

nature of things—Fort Worth and San Francisco both—it opened up European 

travel. I was traveling a lot to Europe back and forth, as well as in this country. 

When I went with Fred I had the opportunity to open up Asian travel. So 

there's all these little bonuses, I'd guess you'd say, in terms of the expansion 

of your education and your spirit that came along with it. Whether that was 

all, again, serendipitous or something that was subliminal in the back of my 

mind, I don't know, but it has been beneficial. So that was one aspect. And 

then we started a series of, I guess you'd call them seminars, of bringing 

people together—eighteen authorities on a particular topic, to sit down for 

two days and simply discuss that topic in depth and then publish a little 

brochure having to do with it. We did two on architecture, two different 

aspects of architecture. We did one on public funding for the arts, public and 

private funding for the arts. We did one on conservation. I think we did four 

altogether, four little books. And it was very difficult. Fred was not a great 

reader. It was very difficult to convince him of the benefit of the written word 

as a result of these activities. He loved being there, and he loved the people 

who were there and loved being involved in the conversations. But he really 

didn't see this idea of if you had eighteen volumes of these little books, how 

valuable they would be. And actually they're widely used, the ones in 

architecture, right here, are quoted all the time, in terms of discussions that 

were there. So we were always trying to think of ways to do things that the 

other museums weren't doing and that were adding to the information about 



art and the areas of discussion at that time. Then also we're giving Fred a 

degree of credibility, because he's very interested in his public image. He was 

tremendously interested in publicity. And so we did that. Then we also 

instituted the Frederick [R. ] Weisman Art Awards. The intention of those was 

to become an Academy Awards for the visual arts. And he had, again, the 

wherewithal to do that. We only got it done once before he kiboshed that 

one. But we kept trying to convince him if you do this every year for ten years 

it becomes an established thing, and then it becomes very important for the 

art world. So the idea of that was to give each of three museums $50, 000 to 

buy a work of art of their choice. And then the institutions' curators who 

selected and the artists whose work was bought would be brought to Los 

Angeles and honored each year in that thing. Plus the fact that we would 

honor a major figure. The person that we honored in our first year was John 

Cage, which was astute at that time certainly. And we had a very good panel 

of people who made the decision of who we should select. We were all 

absolutely delighted after talking about fifty different people and fifty 

different things how Cage seemed like the logical choice. We also gave an 

award for the best catalog produced during the last year. The idea of 

scholarship— And that had a monetary attachment to it. Then we had an 

award for the best curator of the year, somebody who had done an 

outstanding exhibition. So by honoring curatorship, honoring scholarship 

through catalog, honoring a hero of the things, and honoring contemporary 

artists through purchase, for museums it seems to me there was an absolute 

win-win situation in terms of creating interest in the arts and keeping it going. 

But he, by that time, was thinking about building the pavilion next to his 

house. It was designed by Frank [Franklin D.] Israel to house the foundation 

collection. And that was quite an expensive project that took about two years. 

By the time we'd gone through that and getting that built, which turned out to 

be quite a wonderful building, I was just simply burning out. The combination 

of dealing with that complex personality— Though I have to be honest. I'd say 

I really had a great fondness for Fred. His good side was extraordinary; his bad 

side was complex and began to wear on you. And being at the kind of, I'd 

guess you'd say, beck and call of one person was also not the best thing. So I 

had reached a point in my career and my life in terms of age where I thought, 

"Okay, now what do you want to do next?" My contract with Fred was for five 

years. I was getting to the end of that period, and I felt, "Well, now is the time 



to do what you really want to do. What do you really want to do?" What I 

really wanted to do was teach. So I was thinking, "Wouldn't it be nice if I could 

teach at UCLA, since I live practically on the doorstep?" And about a week and 

a half after I had that thought, they actually called me from UCLA, the person 

who was the dean at that time, and asked if I would like to come teach a 

seminar class. And I said, "Yeah, I'd love to do that. " So I did teach a 

grad[uate] seminar, and then they asked me to come and teach something 

else, and I did that. So I was teaching a class each semester for a year's time. 

Sometimes I'm terribly obtuse and naive. And they needed a chairman— [tape 

recorder off] So anyway, I really was interested in teaching, because I had 

really taught all my life, I guess you'd have to say starting with teaching 

puppetry and stuff back in junior high school and high school and on, and 

junior school in Chicago to children and practice teaching and teaching in high 

school and teaching art history at UCLA [University] Extension and at Fort 

Worth TCU [Texas Christian University]. I'd given it up a number of years. 

When I came to San Francisco, I said, "I'm not going to teach. I will give 

lectures, but I'm not going to teach. " And I was really kind of missing it. And 

then I also thought, because of the diversity of my background—having been a 

teacher, having been a gallery person, having been a museum person, having 

been a foundation person—I'd kind of covered the waterfront as far as the 

arts were concerned. So maybe I had something to offer in that area to young 

people going into whatever field. That was good. Then they approached me 

after I'd been there for about a year's time to consider being the chairman of 

the art department. I had certain reservations about that. But I was there just 

as a lecturer. I was only there to teach. And I would keep hearing these horror 

stories of people who had been a lecturer for three or four years and then 

they'd been let go. And that was the end of that. So I said I would consider it 

for about a three-year period, but not more than that. I was creeping up on 

sixty-five at the time. They had several different candidates, and we went back 

and forth and back and forth. And they decided that I would be the right 

person to be the chair. As I got more engaged in the process, I realized that 

this was another one of those kind of interesting opportunities, because the 

department, as it had been constituted, ever since I was there as a graduate 

student way back in 1957, '58, '59— Much of the same faculty was still there. 

That's one of the amazing things about tenure, is that you're there forever. 

Just as I was appearing on the scene, a number of them were retiring. So it 



was an opportunity to build a whole new department with a whole different 

attitude and a whole different approach. And the bravos who would represent 

the new direction were kind of already in place in the form of Chris Burden, 

who was one of the most avant-garde artists in the country—how he ever got 

appointed in the first place was always amazing to me, but it was true, in that 

rather conservative department—and Charles Ray, who they had brought in as 

a young artist without a very strong reputation and suddenly emerged with a 

rather intensive reputation. And some people that were coming in and 

lecturing were really quite brilliant and interesting. So that was a thought. It 

was also a time when the whole school had gone under a whole scrutiny and 

change and shift. And there was a question of getting rid of the art 

department at one [ time and doing a whole different adjustment and 

evaluation. It was a strong prediction that they would form a school of the 

arts, which would include the visual I arts, would include dance, would include 

music, would include design, would include world arts and cultures, and that 

this new school would function in a more professional school fashion than it 

had ever done before: training artists to be artists, musicians to be musicians, 

theoretically dancers to be dancers, designers to be designers. So you had 

what essentially was an art school in a university context—which is quite 

amazing, as opposed to being a university part of a liberal arts program, where 

you learned a little bit about art, a little bit about music, so forth and so on—

with more emphasis on the graduate program. So that was exciting. And then 

to have these highly professional people as the faculty and then being able to 

expand that faculty and then begin to see, as we have in the last two or three 

years, a shift in the quality of the graduate students and improvement and a 

bigger interest in terms of the young people— So the challenge of doing that 

was really interesting. Much of it was straight administration, which I'd been 

doing in museum work, and the kind of thing that the majority of faculty 

weren't acclimated to and certainly weren't interested in doing. So they went 

outside and brought in a chair, who was me, so we put together this 

department. And happily, just last year we were listed among the top twenty-

five art schools in the United States, including the major art schools, like Art 

Center [College of Design] and CalArts [California Institute of the Arts]. That's 

the first time that had happened in UCLA history. So that was encouraging to 

know. So I had started that and was working on that and really enjoyed it and 

really enjoyed the contact with especially the younger, undergraduate 



students. And I was teaching and had a basic art history and theory and things 

to get them acclimated as they went a little further on in their careers. Then 

shortly after that time, I guess I hadn't— I'm not sure I'd even been fully 

appointed as chair before we began to negotiate to take over the Armand 

Hammer Museum. It certainly was about that time— And I know I had been 

talking to a number of people. I said, "Well, you know, the Armand Hammer 

Museum, here it is. It opened; he died. The leadership is not that interesting. 

What are they going to do with it? Is it going to disappear, become a May 

Company [store]? Who knows what's going to happen? Wouldn't it be 

interesting if UCLA took over management?" Little did I know at the time that 

UCLA was already in negotiation, that Hammer entities had approached them 

in that way. So I was called in to talk to the chancellor and to Andrea [L.] Rich, 

the executive vice-chancellor, about the feasibility of this. Was it possible? 

Would this happen? Could it happen? We began what turned out to be almost 

a two-year negotiation to establish the management agreement with 

Hammer. And you've read all of that stuff, I assume, or at least you have it to 

read. It's a very complex thing. The key things that we wanted for UCLA is to 

be sure that we had control of the program—that we could do what we 

wanted to do, that somebody from Occidental Petroleum [Corporation] 

wouldn't come down and say, "Look, you can't do that kind of an exhibition, " 

or "You can't do this or that, " which they might do, but it has no meaning. 

Secondarily, we were obviously very concerned about being sure that when 

this agreement was made that it was financially sound. And while the basic 

part of the agreement certainly was agreeable— That we would manage the 

museum on a ninety-nine-year agreement; that we would receive from a 

special bond portfolio which had been set up that would draw $2.5 million a 

year without variation over a period of the first thirty years of the agreement; 

that we, UCLA, would put in approximately $1 million (that's what it has cost 

us to run the Wight [Art] Gallery before on campus); and that we, UCLA, would 

not be responsible for any more than that at any one time, with the exception 

of cost of living increases, a small percentage each year that that amount 

increases— So we were kind of starting with, theoretically I'd guess you'd say, 

with a building and with about $3.5 million in operating funds, which is 

nothing to sneeze at. The way it works in terms of our operation is that it 

takes exactly that $3.5 million to hire the staff and keep the doors open. 

There's not a dime for exhibitions. But that's better than many museums even 



at that. Exhibitions or programs. Then the other thing that was our greatest 

concern, and proven to be intelligently so, was the fact that we had no idea, 

because of the complexity of Armand Hammer's life and pending lawsuits and 

a whole variety of things, of how those would shake out in terms of financial 

things. There was pending at that time what's been known as the [Joan] Weiss 

suit, which was the niece of Armand Hammer who claimed that Hammer had 

coerced his wife [Frances Tollman Hammer], upon her deathbed, to leave the 

collection and things to him. And so the suit was brought in and nobody 

knew— The original suit was for half of the collection. That was very difficult, 

because if, in fact, the collection, which was not very strong to begin with— 

But if a suit was won for half of the collection, who knew what would go to 

that half? Who knew what would go to this half? Almost a meaningless 

activity. But during the time of the negotiations, the suit was changed away 

from being half of the collection into a monetary suit, which could have been 

up in the $50 million range had it been settled in favor of the niece. And UCLA 

wanted protection against that, so that if there were not funds available that 

it would never come back to where it was UCLA's responsibility to carry that 

out. So it was based on that negotiation that the agreement was that the 

collection, which was the only asset of the foundation and the museum as 

such, could be escrowed and parts sold if necessary. The only asset was the 

collection. The question is, how do you deal with that? So the agreement was 

that we would have two independent evaluators come in and look at the 

collection, which we did. When I say we, this is us over here and the Hammer 

entities over here, trying to figure out ways— But for them, they didn't know 

experts in the field. We did. So we were trying to be helpful in that. They 

brought in two independent evaluators, one a museum curator and one a 

museum director. They looked at the collection and made a decision that the 

things that should be held at all costs were the late nineteenth-century, early 

twentieth-century, impressionist, postimpressionist pictures which made a 

coherent unit. And the value of those— I'm not going to remember the actual 

values as such, but the Idea was to find in the collection something like $45 

million that could be escrowed—which simply means the work of art set aside, 

not shown publicly, held in escrow just like being held in a bank vault—as a 

contingency against any of the issues having to do with the suits and the other 

things that were happening. So essentially the art was set aside. Then the 

Weiss suit was happening and was accruing some expense in terms of legal 



fees and this and that and what have you. There was also pending, and is at 

this moment still pending, a County of Los Angeles tax suit which has to do 

with the fact that between the time that Armand Hammer took his art out of 

Los Angeles County Museum and brought it back from international travel, it 

was hung in the Occidental Petroleum offices on the twenty-fourth floor of 

the Occidental Petroleum building, their headquarters, which is considered in 

the minds of the tax people not to be a public place; therefore, the foundation 

art is not serving its purpose for public need, even though they had docents 

that did actually tour people through and they did a variety of other things 

and it was during the time that the museum was being built. That's still being 

argued. But that could also be, you know, some settlement in the area of $5 or 

$10 million. So as things were determined, the experts who looked at the 

collection decided that if one needed funding of some kind to settle all these 

different things, the one object that probably could be sold that would not be 

a detriment to the collection as such—because it was really as much a 

scientific document as it was an art document, much more a scientific 

document than an art document—was the Leonardo [da Vinci] Codex 

[Leicester]. Armand Hammer had purchased the codex for about $5 million in I 

think it was 1980, if I'm not wrong. It became part of the foundation collection 

here and was installed and was presented in the museum. It was interesting 

that nobody came to see it. It was always there, there was always a sign. 

Maybe one person in every fifteen days would wander in or something. But 

that's beside the point. The key issue was if you had a choice, if you had to sell 

a work of art to meet these demands, was it better to sell a Rembrandt, was it 

better to sell a van Gogh, which was probably the most important single 

painting in the collection? Or is it better to sell a work of art that essentially is 

a codex and a scientific document? And that would probably raise sufficient 

money to cover it. So the decision was made by the old board— And this is 

always very difficult to explain to people. There was a board in existence 

before UCLA had anything to do with the management of the museum. And 

this is all during the negotiating period that this is happening. 

RATNER: 

I know. UCLA is not even— The final papers have not even been signed— 

HOPKINS: 



Have not even been signed, that's right. 

RATNER: 

—at this point. 

HOPKINS: 

That's correct. 

RATNER: 

Because we're jumping ahead here. Okay. I've got it. 

HOPKINS: 

No, no. The final papers were signed on April 1, 1994. Prior to that time there 

was a board in existence that had nothing to do with UCLA. They managed the 

affairs of these various things. So it was that board that made a decision to sell 

the codex and began negotiations with Christie's to put it on the market and 

make a decision how to do that. This was several months prior to April that 

this all was happening. Then as it happened, after those things were all in 

effect to a point where you could hardly get beyond it, the first ruling came 

down on the Weiss suit that looked favorable to the Hammer entities. 

Without getting into all the details, [it looked] favorable to the Hammer 

entities that it probably could be settled for less cash than had been originally 

thought. The assumption had been that the settlement could be around $30-

$35 million, something of that kind. But it looked as though it might be 

possible to settle and arrange much lower. And the L.A. County tax thing, 

which is still pending, nobody knows. It could be as much as $30 million but 

could be as little as $5 million. It could be nothing. It should be nothing, in my 

mind. But the combination of those things is what set the sale of the codex 

into motion. When the first ruling on the Weiss case came down, then the 

implication was, "Well, now you don't need to sell it, " but nobody knew the 

expenses that were actually going on at the time. So when it was first 

proposed that the codex be sold and estimates were given by both Sotheby's 

[Sotheby Parke Bernet] and Christie's, the estimate range was around $8 to 

$12 million depending on whichever. The Christie's estimate was somewhat 

larger and the agreement was that they would go with Christie's, and 

secondarily, Christie's agreed to pay $7.5 million up front before the sale ever 



occurred. So that put us in a position, after now the signing of the agreement, 

which is about the same time, of feeling we were covered. That's why we 

signed the agreement that we knew we had the cash in hand to cover 

immediate things that might happen in terms of the estates and arguments 

and so forth and so on, not having any idea what the Leonardo would auction 

for. So then time went on and it was getting fairly close to the time that the 

piece was going into auction, and we were then in management charge here. 

And Christie's appeared on the doorstep one day discussing the fact that they 

didn't have any authentic bidders. The way auctions work is that if you have 

one person who is seriously interested, if somebody's come forward and said, 

"Look, I'm really interested in buying this— What is this—?" And our reserve 

price was $10 million. Reserve just simply means that you wouldn't sell it for 

less than that, right? If you have two people that are really interested, then 

you've got a real auction going. And that's really wonderful when the auction 

house knows ahead of time that there are a couple of people that are 

interested. Nobody was appearing—not even one at that moment. So it was a 

question of whether we should lower the reserve or not. We had then, after 

our taking over, formed a new board, and that board has three 

representatives from UCLA, three representatives from Occidental Petroleum, 

which is the owner of the museum, one representative of the [Armand 

Hammer] Foundation, which is Michael Hammer, and two members at large, 

who are Eli Broad and John [V.] Tunney. And Eli has had a lot of experience in 

terms of buying and selling art. So we discussed this at great, great length, and 

the decision was that we would go up to the day of the sale, and if nobody had 

appeared out of the woodwork or if Christie's really felt that it was going to be 

difficult, that they would tell our board and our board would make a quick 

decision whether to lower the reserve to $8.5 million or to keep it where it 

was. So this was going on. I went to bed that night and paid no attention. And 

the first call I got the next morning was to say that Bill [William H.] Gates had 

bought the codex for I forget the actual price, but $28.5 million plus a buyer's 

fee, which brought it up to about $32 million, something like that. Unheard of. 

Nobody could imagine how that transpired. Nobody could even guess. 

RATNER: 

And he just came out of the woodwork? 

HOPKINS: 



Well, came pretty much out of the woodwork. It's interesting, again, all of 

these funny little bits and pieces. But two things were happening that we 

didn't know about. The one thing that was happening is that Carlo Pedretti, 

who's a Leonardo professor at UCLA, who was instrumental in convincing 

Armand Hammer to buy the codex in the first place and got him also, 

Hammer, to commit a million dollars to UCLA for the Leonardo study center 

[Armand Hammer Center for Leonardo Studies at UCLA]— Hammer, when he 

bought it, didn't want to share it with UCLA. He wanted it to be his own 

possession. But Carlo Pedretti, when he found out— I actually went to him 

personally and told him that we were going to sell the codex, which was not a 

comfortable situation, you can imagine. But then ever since that time, he had 

been working in the little town of Vinci in Italy, where he resides now most of 

the time, in that area, getting a coalition of Italian bankers together to buy 

back the codex. Because interestingly enough, there is not a Leonardo codex 

in Italy. They all belong to the queen [of England]'s collection in Windsor 

[Castle]. And this one that was the last one, which was floating around and 

came here— It was a chance for Italy to get back a thing. It was quite a bit of 

excitement there. They put together quite a significant amount of money to 

be able to do that. Then during the point of the discussions about selling the 

codex, we were sitting in this office and talking about different things. And 

two things— It was being sold as a manuscript, not as a work of art, being sold 

in the rare books area, which has a different clientele than the art clientele. 

The art clientele is there. And we were just talking back and forth about who 

might buy it, and I said, "Look, " I said, "you have to remember this is a 

scientific document. There are people in the computer world with a lot of 

money that might very well be interested in this. " We just kind of passed it on 

and didn't think about it too much. But the bidding, then, came between the 

Italian banking syndicate and Bill Gates, who wanted it. And they went to the 

top of their limit, which they were sure the Italians didn't think they would 

have to go that high, but they went to the top of their limit, and then Gates 

just— 

RATNER: 

Which was how much? Do you know? 

HOPKINS: 



I think, well, if he bid $28, they probably went, what it was, $27, I guess. They 

were probably going in million-dollar increments, I would guess. So, again, a 

fortuitous set of circumstances brought this incredible amount of money, 

which immediately, of course, created monumental discussions. If it was sold 

for $10 million, twice what Armand Hammer paid for it in the eighties, there 

probably would have been very little fuss and furor. But it was the most 

expensive book ever sold. 
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HOPKINS: 

So anyway, they were probably bidding in million-dollar increments. But the 

amount of money which— Such a large amount— I think it [the Leonardo da 

Vinci Codex Leicester] was probably the most expensive thing sold at auction 

that year, and it created a lot of national attention. Brought a lot of heat back 

on the institution [UCLA at the Armand Hammer Museum of Art and Cultural 

Center] for selling works of art, because that's the rule—the guideline, I should 

really say. It's a moral, ethical rule. It has nothing to do with law. But if you sell 

a work of art, you're supposed to put that money back into buying new works 

of art. And secondarily, if you sell a work of art, it's supposed to go through 

curatorial agreement and then board agreement, all of which we'd followed. 

We'd had experts in; they'd made the decision; the board had looked at it; 

they'd agreed that if something was sold that would be the one that was sold. 

I'd gone before the AAMD, or Association of Art Museum Directors, to explain 

why this was being sold, and that it was the old system, not the new system. 

And they accepted that. But that still doesn't stop the press from responding 

the way they should choose to respond. And the biggest difficulty for us was 

and remains the fact that I almost every day have to explain that the money 

from that sale, the total amount of money from that sale, is invested through 

UCLA, but it is invested and cannot be touched unless the board determines 

otherwise for roughly six and a half years from now. The eight-year term of 

holding was set up by the legal entities, because, as I understand it, that would 

be the statute of limitations on any lawsuit that could be brought against 

Armand Hammer personally since his death. Once those eight years lapse, 

that's it. So the money is simply sitting there. It is drawing interest. And the 

money that is there and the interest from that, according to the moral, ethical 



principle, can be spent only to buy works of art in the future. Now, that's 

somebody else's decision to make eight years down the road. But if the [Joan] 

Weiss suit is indeed settled, if the California tax suit is settled—those are the 

two I think right now that I know about, nothing else has emerged—and if 

nothing else does emerge, the board might decide, say after five years, that 

they feel clear enough that they can go ahead and do something, utilize the 

funds. But the conception of selling a work for $30 million and then suddenly 

going out and asking people for money to help you do this or help you do that 

is very difficult for them to understand why that should be the case. [laughs] 

And in reality, of course, you don't have a dime. It's like being land poor, I 

guess is what it amounts to. So that's been a very interesting part of this 

experience in the institution. 

RATNER: 

Well, I'll say. It certainly generated a lot of press. 

HOPKINS: 

It did. [laughs] A lot of stuff, that's true. 

RATNER: 

So none of that money Is used to settle these other two lawsuits you're talking 

about. 

HOPKINS: 

No, no. If, for example, the Weiss suit suddenly bubbled up, and if a judge 

made a determination that in fact she had won the suit, okay, then it is still 

within the realm of possibility that one would have to make a cash settlement. 

The really wonderful thing about the high price of the codex sale is that what 

they had hoped to gain by that sale was say $10 million. That's a buffer that 

would satisfy UCLA, all right. What they gained was $30 million, which makes 

it very unlikely that anything else in the collection or just in escrow would ever 

have to be sold. And that would be the ideal situation. Under things that are 

escrowed, the portions of the collection that are escrowed are all laid out 

according to a schedule in terms of things that could be sold first, things that 

could be sold second, things that could be sold third, based on their value with 



importance to the collection. But if the codex sale serves nothing more than to 

save everything else, that's pretty miraculous, yeah. 

RATNER: 

So it's the first line of defense. 

HOPKINS: 

That was the first line of defense. Maybe the only necessary one, which was 

great. 

RATNER: 

I'm going to back you up for a minute, just so we don't lose part of your story 

here. You touched so quickly on the [Frederick R.] Weisman [Art Foundation] 

period and I just wanted to ask you a couple more questions about that. 

HOPKINS: 

Sure. " 

RATNER: 

When you agreed to accept the position, what kind of conditions did you 

have? 

HOPKINS: 

Conditions? 

RATNER: 

Right. For accepting that position. 

HOPKINS: 

We had a handshake agreement, okay? It was just simply a handshake 

agreement, which designated my salary, which was comparable to my salary 

plus a little in relationship to the San Francisco Museum [of Modern Art] 

salary. That I would be able to develop a staff of five people, the curator, 

registrar, myself, a kind of coordinator of business things, what have you. That 

I would be called the director of the Frederick R. Weisman Art Foundation. 

And that was about it. No conditions, no conditions. [laughs] 



RATNER: 

Okay. 

HOPKINS: 

Then again, you were talking about personality. I don't believe in conditions. I 

don't believe that you write down any kind of condition that means anything. 

It either works or it doesn't work. 

RATNER: 

Prior to accepting that position, what had been your view of private 

museums? And did that change at all after working in that situation? 

HOPKINS: 

Good question. Actually, that's a very good question. Because it was at a time 

here in Los Angeles where Armand Hammer had—you know, this is a little bit 

later on—but pulled his collection out of the [Los Angeles] County Museum [of 

Art] and was deciding to build his own museum. It's a time when Eli Broad was 

building his [Eli Broad Family Foundation] collection, and nobody knew exactly 

what he was thinking about. There was another collector in town who was 

building a collection and was going to house it in New York in the Soho area. It 

was all part of this massive thing going on in the 1980s and artist investment, 

art of this, art of that, the rise of the boutique museum. Certainly from the 

standpoint of general museum knowledge, I knew that a museum that has a 

person's name on it—whether it's Armand Hammer or Frederick Weisman or 

Corcoran [Gallery of Art] or Phillips Collection or the [Isabella Stewart] 

Gardner Museum—was in difficult straits because people simply don't like to 

give public support to museums that are named after one man or one woman. 

That was the texture. The Corcoran, the Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum, 

the Phillips Collection have always had a very hard time raising enough money 

to maintain themselves, even to maintain their collections. So we looked into 

that. That was one of the surveys I did ask Fred to make, to just check the 

history of private museums and where we were. And I think that the 

speculative factor in that has to do with the cost. I think that nobody really 

understands the tremendous cost of doing that. I know Fred did not really 

understand the tremendous cost. He had this vision that you could buy a 

building for $15 million or something like that and you could leave several 



million dollars to maintain the collection, that that's all that was necessary. 

But all those contemporary museum issues, having to do with air systems, air 

control, humidity control, incredibly expensive things to put together—

modest staff cost, personnel. Walt Disney always said we should always 

automate everything and [it would] be much better, because people cost so 

much, [laughs] And it's true. So I don't think anybody can project— The one 

that seems to have worked certainly is the Norton Simon Museum, because 

there was enough money to maintain that. The [J. Paul] Getty [Museum] 

certainly seems like it will work, because there's enough money to maintain 

that. Fred was a very wealthy person, but he had other interests as well as the 

museum. So once the Greystone thing had fallen apart— The hope there, of 

course, was the Greystone would become his to utilize on a ninety-nine-year 

lease, something of that kind, so there would be no building cost. There would 

be renovation costs and other things of that kind. Certainly I've had some 

reservations over the years about so-called boutique museums, and especially 

in situations where they have worked against the existing institutions in the 

community. I witnessed that when everybody was wooing Norton Simon to 

give his things to the County Museum. Again, the same kind of situation was 

with Armand Hammer. But I felt that Fred's collection— Well, I'd guess I'd 

have to respond and say my feeling was— Now, whether my feeling was that 

or whether my feeling was that I wanted to come back to Los Angeles— The 

two things get mixed up a little bit. But his collection was broad enough and 

strong enough and also characteristic enough of a single collector. And his 

desire, which was ego driven for sure, but at the same time was to simply 

make the point that a private collection is something different than a museum 

collection. It expresses the views and the attitudes of the person who collects 

the art, and as such, it has interest, it's an area of study simply because it 

takes a different, kind of eccentric position having to do with one eye directing 

the sense of it. So I was led to believe that was a possibility. Now, beyond 

Greystone, we looked at probably two dozen different properties in Los 

Angeles as possible places for a museum to happen. I know one was down at 

the corner of Abbot Kinney Boulevard and Venice Boulevard right where they 

built the new [City of Los Angeles] Venice [branch] library. There was a corner 

lot that was available there next door to Sam Francis's studio, down in the art 

area where the artists were, which would serve a new section of the 

community that really didn't have a museum as such. That was appealing. It's 



kind of during the time of the Santa Monica Museum [of Art] evolution. We 

looked at a mansion over on San Vicente Boulevard, a really interesting big 

place that conceivably could have worked. We negotiated for six months with 

UCLA when UCLA was interested in building on the corner of Wilshire 

Boulevard and Veteran [Avenue], which is the big parking lot down there. 

They had dreamed of the possibility of building a cultural center there, which 

would get their theater arts down there, get their film programs down there, 

get a museum established, and that negotiation came very close to coming 

through. The thing that was interesting— I was talking about the complexities 

of somebody like Fred Weisman. He would go for two years on this high. And 

when I say high [I mean] with money coming in, adequate money to fulfill all 

of his dreams, however ambitious. But then he would have to renegotiate his 

Toyota [Motor Sales, USA] contract. Whenever the time came to begin to 

renegotiate the Toyota contract, he would become very frightened, I guess is 

the best word, because if that fell apart then a lot of other things would fall 

apart and so forth and so on. Then he would get very stingy. It would seem 

that two or three times—and I just finally quit paying any attention to that—

he would be in a negotiation like the one with Greystone or the one at UCLA 

and suddenly it would turn out to be Toyota negotiating time and then he'd 

pull back from everything. So I've never known nor will I ever try to sort out 

whose fault it was that certain negotiations fell through, because it depended 

entirely on where he was in his temperamental sphere at the moment. But 

I've forgotten what the question was. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

I was asking about boutique museums. 

HOPKINS: 

Right. I didn't have a strong positive opinion about boutique museums. I 

probably had more than not a negative opinion, because I still believe that 

works of art should go to major institutions, where they can be cared for and 

taken care of properly. But I did think that this was an interesting aspect of 

Southern California, and because of the success of the [Norton] Simon 

Museum, that this could work. That's what it amounted to. So as I say, shortly 

after I got there, it was a year after I was there, I knew that Fred would never 

build a museum. That was quite clear. And now, of course, the situation is 



one, since his dying, of whether his wish will be fulfilled, which is that the 

house and the appended foundation building would be left there as kind of a 

private museum, like the [Virginia] Robinson Gardens in Beverly Hills, which 

would have to be visited by special appointment, by group, by limited 

numbers. As I understand it— I've not seen this written in a will since I left 

Fred, but I think that still is the main desire, that it be kept there as a house 

museum as such. So we'll see. 

RATNER: 

How much did you have to spend on artwork annually? 

HOPKINS: 

It would vary a great deal. How much I had and how much the foundation had 

and how much Fred had were all open questions. There were very few works 

of art that I personally bought for the foundation. When I say personally 

bought, I mean made the recommendation to Fred, it was accepted by Fred, 

and then actually bought. During the five- or six-year period, there probably 

were not more than a half-dozen things that I particularly said, "You must get 

this; you must get—" He was not really very controllable in that area. I think 

where I exerted as much control as was possible was to keep him from buying 

certain things that I thought he shouldn't be buying. Because he was very 

prone to walking into a gallery situation and being there and being talked into 

something and buying it— And I just kept trying to work on him to say, "Just 

don't commit today. Go home and think about it overnight. If the next day you 

really want to do that, go ahead and do it. " That's kind of an interesting story 

in a way, because when Fred and Marcia [S. Weisman] separated and Fred 

took his half of the collection and when Marcia took her half of the collection, 

the issue was always—or you'd hear it expressed very frequently—that Marcia 

was the eye and Fred was the money. And I've never quite believed that that 

was entirely true. Marcia had an eye for blue-chip things, okay? Fred had an 

eccentric eye for some other things. But his judgment in this kind of intuitive 

sense was really quite an informed judgment. I don't want to get into his 

personal life, but after Marcia died and as other women started to come into 

his life, then the question was was it his judgment or other things that got in 

the way of what he was seeing or buying. But he bought a lot of dumb things 

toward the end of his life. A lot of good things too. 



RATNER: 

So it wasn't a major part of your responsibility, then, to expand the foundation 

collection? 

HOPKINS: 

No. The main purpose for my coming here was to help Fred to establish the 

museum at Greystone and to develop foundation programs that would bring 

credibility to the foundation beyond the thing of buying the art. That was 

mainly in the exhibition of the art wherever— You know, we traveled it 

around the country. We had two exhibitions going simultaneously—one 

nationally, one internationally. The work was things like loans to foreign 

embassies to create an awareness of an active foundation busy doing things. 

And as it happened, in the process, almost all those things I think that we put 

before him and actually did were really good ideas, but he didn't always 

respond to them in terms of being good ideas. They would fall from 

happening, like the books that I was talking about, or like the [Frederick R. 

Weisman] Art Awards program. But when he decided not to build a museum 

as such, then that's when I began to think of doing something else. I knew that 

the five-year contract was— I had the moral responsibility to fulfill that, but 

other than that, that was it. 

RATNER: 

I see. When you were talking about some of those programs that you put in 

place with the $50,000 for the museum purchase and what have you, who was 

selecting the people for those awards? 

HOPKINS: 

The two people, actually the three people— Well, the two people in kind of 

judgmental positions— I was the director. And when I came there, a young 

woman named Nora Halpern had been working with Fred for two or three 

years. She had just recently come out of UCLA and through the Whitney 

[Museum of American Art] program. Very bright young woman who is now 

working at Sotheby's [Sotheby Parke Bernet], as a matter of fact. She had 

been there and myself, and when we would have these ideas, we would sell 

them to Fred as an idea. Then we would select a panel, and I'm not going to 

remember who all was on that panel. We can track it down somewhere, but I 



think it was Walter Hopps from the Menil [Collection] museum, I think David 

[A.] Ross from the Whitney Museum was on it. But it was a broad spread, and 

we were always very careful to select people from different sections of the 

country, from different institutions, male and female, different combinations 

of people. But all of the panels that we put together, and the selection groups 

for making judgments about who should get these awards, we always felt it 

was very important to get top-flight people, in terms of the determining thing. 

So it wouldn't be looked at as a regional phenomenon or something beholden 

to Fred one way or the other. It really worked out very well, except in practice. 

[laughs] 

RATNER: 

Then, for example, I know you said one of the programs— You circulated 

these museums around the country and internationally, but then I guess 

maybe I read somewhere that in some situations, you then also would 

purchase the work of a regional artist and then donate it to the local museum. 

HOPKINS: 

Yes, you're right. Absolutely true. That happened with great frequency 

whenever we would— We actually did several things. When we did an 

exhibition in a given place and we'd go there, that would very often happen, 

that Fred would talk to the people in the region. Sometimes I'd go down as an 

advance person and talk to the museum people, the curators, what have you, 

and find out who they were interested in. So then I would know better where 

to take Fred to the various galleries and the things that were there. I would do 

that and then would usually buy a work of art and leave it there as part of 

their collection. Yes, that was a part I'd almost forgotten about, but that was a 

fun part. 

RATNER: 

Yeah, that's a very nice idea. So Fred actually made the decision on which 

piece to purchase. 

HOPKINS: 

Ultimately, yeah, he made the decisions. We made the decisions on who he 

should see, and then he made the decisions of what he would like to buy. 



RATNER: 

I see. And who made the decisions on where the collection would travel? 

HOPKINS: 

The decision on travel collections— That works the same as this museum, 

more or less. We'd get requests from people all the time, and we would try to 

work out a request that would carry a theme. We started in Baltimore and we 

went to Florida and we went to Texas, so keeping to kind of the Southeast, 

you know, for ease of travel. And actually that was a great, great benefit to 

many people, because that was all at our expense, you know—all of the travel, 

all of getting the objects there, everything else. Totally a foundation expense. 

So it was very good for them. 

RATNER: 

So it went to smaller places that didn't have access to that kind- 

HOPKINS: 

Right. Well, not too small. Think of the Baltimore Museum [of Art], for 

example, and some of the— They're not too small, but they are institutions 

that could really benefit from that kind of an exposition. It was mainly, as I say, 

work of the seventies and the eighties. Fred's own personal collection never 

did travel. And he was very reticent to lend. But the foundation collection he 

wanted out as much as it was possible to be out. 

RATNER: 

The art award that you mentioned, was the actual award for that the [Roy] 

Lichtenstein brush, the bronze brushstroke? 

HOPKINS: 

Yes. Right. 

RATNER: 

And whose idea was that? 

HOPKINS: 



That was my idea. That whole thing was my idea. He agreed that we would do 

it, and I said, "Okay, that's fine. " I proposed that we have an award, and that 

the award be made by an artist and that it be significant. Since Lichtenstein 

was one of the artists that he liked, and it made perfect sense to me that he 

would be the person that— I won't go into other choices and speak negatively 

about other artists, but Lichtenstein was my choice, and I thought, "God, will 

he agree to do this?" So we approached him, and he agreed to do it. We gave 

him a fee of $50,000. He made the design. The design was fabricated in 

Gemini [G. E. L.] here in Los Angeles. We made an initial edition of fifteen, and 

had we kept doing the award, we could have kept doing it for the right 

numbers. But as it happens that piece only exists in an edition of fifteen, at 

the present time. That's it. 

RATNER: 

Okay. It became clear you weren't building this building. Then there was talk, I 

guess, of dispersing the collection. What criteria was used as to where it 

would go? 

HOPKINS: 

Oh, right, you mean dispersing the collection? The foundation collection? The 

issues had to do with, yes, having made the decision not to do the building. 

The issue was what would transpire. Fred had a connection with Minneapolis, 

because he was born there and felt an affinity there and his parents were 

from there. He had given two or three major, major works to the Walker Art 

Center, the great Spoonbridge and Cherry piece by Claes Oldenburg, and a 

continuing maintenance fund for the garden, in the name of his parents. Then 

he got involved with the University of Minnesota and agreed to build them a 

building with his name on it as a small art museum. He would put up $6 

million toward that. They would have to raise $6 million to do it. And he would 

lend them art. The agreement was that if he died, the work that was on view 

at that time would stay at the museum. And I think there was some change in 

that, but that's the way it was when I was there. Then the San Diego museum 

[Museum of Contemporary Art, San Diego] had come— As you would guess, 

when you have art and are giving—modest amounts of money we always 

gave, but a certain amount of money, a certain amount of art—there are 

always petitioners for different things. Probably the best arrangement that we 



made, as far as I'm concerned, was with the San Diego museum, where they 

were interested in doing something more about California art and we were 

interested in placing an important group of California art. They agreed that 

they would keep on permanent view except at certain times— More or less 

the agreement we have here. Except when they needed the whole museum 

for a special exhibition or something else, they would keep this collection on 

view. The idea was that when you come to Los Angeles to see California art, 

you have to go to the galleries, because the museums don't have very much of 

it up, ever. And the museums argue that they show California art not as 

California art, but they show it in the context of national, international art, and 

if it was good enough to hold up to that then it will hang, like a [Richard] 

Diebenkorn or a [Robert] Irwin or something of that kind. Fred's interest was 

in having somewhere a collection of California art in Southern California that 

would be readily available to people when they were in California. The 

Oakland Museum has that kind of repository in Northern California, but not in 

Southern California, at least at that time. So they agreed, and I was very happy 

to work that out. I still go down and lecture every year on the collection when 

I go down there. So that was a very good placement. He did make some gift to 

the New Orleans Museum [of Art], though those gifts were primarily works of 

art to be sold so that they could buy Louisiana artists there. He was interested 

in maintaining support for the artists of their regions, is what it amounted to. 

RATNER: 

And then what happened at Loyola? 

HOPKINS: 

Not Loyola, Pepperdine [University]. 

RATNER: 

Pepperdine, Pepperdine. 

HOPKINS: 

Well, Pepperdine, essentially, was beyond ray time. 

RATNER: 

That was, okay. 



HOPKINS: 

But I can tell you what happened there. It's simply the fact that Pepperdine 

was building a new little cultural complex, a combination of a theater and a 

museum and what have you. And they were looking for a director to run the 

Pepperdine gallery [Weisman Art Gallery]. Nora Halpern, who I'd mentioned 

was working with me at the Weisman Foundation, had gone off to work as a 

story reader for the Steven Spielberg thing. What's it called? I don't know 

what the company's called [Amblin Entertainment]. Anyway, she didn't like it 

and wanted to get back into the art world and interviewed for the job at 

Pepperdine and got it. So she became the director of the Pepperdine gallery. I 

was involved in the inaugural exhibition. This is before Fred had anything to do 

with it. They did a very beautiful Wayne Thiebaud show. And I went out and 

lectured and talked a couple of times. It's a nice space. So Nora ran it, and 

then she, through her contact with Fred, convinced him that, number one, he 

could name the building after himself for $1 million. That was step one. That 

was always appealing to him, to have his name on things. Then step two, that 

they would lend them works of art from the foundation on an ongoing basis to 

help them do exhibitions when they were not doing anything else. And that 

still continues, I think. They did not give them works of art, they're only on 

loan. 

RATNER: 

And then apparently there was a challenge grant for the American Center in 

Paris. Was that after—? 

HOPKINS: 

No, that was during my time. And that was a commitment on Fred's part for 

$5 million to help build the American Center in Paris. That was negotiated by 

Henry Pillsbury, who was head of it at that time. They had to raise, I think it 

was two to one or three to one, I forget what. But it was a very generous gift. 

And one of the provisos in that gift is that Fred would have an apartment at 

the American Center forever that would be his apartment. That has not 

worked out too well, because the American Center, while it sold one piece of 

property for an extraordinary amount of money, which is now— The Cartier 

Foundation has taken over and built a building on— And that allowed them to 

buy another piece of property in a newer— Actually, an old worker section of 



Paris that's being redeveloped. They agreed to hire Frank [0.] Gehry as the 

architect, which partially had to do with Fred and myself and others, because 

Frank was kind of Fred's favorite architect and did his Toyota offices and did 

the Minneapolis museum [Frederick R. Weisman Museum]. I think they always 

felt they agreed to use Frank mainly to get Fred's $5 million. [laughs] So Frank 

designed a lovely building that's never been fully completed. They've run out 

of funds; they're having a terrible time getting money. They've renegotiated 

that gift, the $5 million gift. The apartment has never been finished. I was 

there last summer. It's one of those places you don't how it's going to survive, 

because you don't know where the support money is going to come from. And 

yet it's a handsome place and a new, interesting section of Paris that should 

survive. But I don't know, because the American Center is not government 

sponsored. People all think because it's the American Center that it's federally 

funded, which it's not. It's not like the German or French or Italian cultural 

centers and things around. So it's in trouble. Too bad. 

RATNER: 

That was really all I had about the Weisman Foundation. Was there anything 

else that you wanted to add about that? 

HOPKINS: 

I'm sure I'll think of other things. No. Not offhand. 

RATNER: 

Okay. 

1.22. TAPE NUMBER: XV, Side One (September 13, 1995) 

RATNER: 

The last time you took us on a quick overview of your time at UCLA, and I 

wanted to go into a bit greater depth on that today. But before we get on to 

that, you'd made a comment in reference to leaving San Francisco and moving 

on to the [Frederick R.] Weisman [Art] Foundation that you were just really 

tired of the whole museum thing and ready for a change after all those years. 

And obviously you felt rejuvenated at some point, or we wouldn't be sitting 

here in this office. [laughs] 



HOPKINS: 

Wouldn't be here talking. I guess that's right. 

RATNER: 

I wonder if you could comment more specifically on what you meant by that. 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I think it simply is a matter of personality as much as anything else. 

Though I don't know where that came from, since my grandfather [Talcott H. 

Hopkins] and my father [Talcott T. Hopkins] spent their whole lifetimes in one 

job with one organization. But somehow, in terms of my own thoughts, ideas 

about my life and the world, I don't think I've ever intended to stay in one 

place or at least one position for a lifetime. That was never the intent. And 

that, combined with just the nature of the field that we're in, as a museum 

director primarily, which, while it's not under fire as constantly as say a 

football coach or something of that kind in terms of "win, win, win, win, " I've 

perceived it to be a profession where it's rare that somebody stays for thirty, 

thirty-five years in one spot. I have often felt that if in fact that is the case, 

very often not as much gets done by way of the institution as it should. 

Coupled with that there is also a philosophy, which I adhere to, that 

institutions go on forever and people change. And if you are in a given 

position, let's say for as much as ten years, something of that kind, hopefully 

you've done as much good work or done a lot of good work. Then if somebody 

else comes along behind you and somebody was there before you, then 

you're getting the benefit of three different attitudes, three different eyes, 

three different opinions that help to expand the institution in its growth in 

different ways. But also related to that is just simply yes, you do burn out to a 

certain extent, because it is a demanding job, more demanding than many 

people think. Because when you are dealing with a board of trustees of as 

many as thirty, thirty-five people and you develop support groups in terms of 

modern art councils or collectors' forums or directors' councils or whatever, 

you kind of amass around you several hundred people to whom you are, 

because you want their support, somewhat beholden. That can be taxing, let 

alone doing the things that one would love to be doing in a museum, like 

curating shows and other things like that. But I felt the same way about my 

teaching. I love to teach, and I taught all the time I was at graduate school as a 



graduate student, and taught all the time I was in Los Angeles, and taught 

when I was in Fort Worth. And when I came back to San Francisco, I said, "I 

just don't want to teach during this time. " But then after a certain amount of 

time I really wanted to, and it was my main reason for coming back to UCLA. In 

the museum director situation, I probably would not have come back into this 

had I not been at UCLA and had we not begun the negotiations with the 

[Armand] Hammer [Foundation] entities and had I not been equipped to be a 

museum director. When negotiations began, there was a general 

understanding on the part of the Chancellor's Office and myself that I would 

serve as the beginning director [of UCLA at the Armand Hammer Museum of 

Art and Cultural Center] to get through this long process of two years of 

negotiation and then would serve as the director for a brief period of time. 

I've always said at the very beginning I would be here, I would get it started, I 

would get it going, and that would be it. That still is my program. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

Okay. So you returned to UCLA to teach. Very shortly after you began to teach, 

though, I believe, did they ask you to run the Wight [Art] Gallery? What was 

the timing on that? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, yes, that was almost simultaneous. And I'm not going to remember the 

exact sequence of events, but when I came to UCLA I really did want to teach. 

The reason that I wanted to teach is that I felt that I was then—in my actual 

life pattern—into my sixties. I had been a student. I had been a teacher. I had 

been a gallery director. I had been— 

RATNER: 

Sequence for Wight Gallery— 

HOPKINS: 

Okay, that's right. At any rate, as I say, I'd been a student, I'd been a teacher, 

I'd been a gallery director, I had been a museum educator, I'd been a museum 

curator, I'd been a museum director, I'd been a foundation head—I'd been all 

of these different things practically covering the art field from A to Z. I 

thought, "Well, perhaps I have some information to impart to students who 



are in the art career, " recognizing that many of them probably will not end up 

being artists. "But if I can, through my classes in history and theory, open 

doors to other avenues for them, as they were opened for me, " I thought I 

could serve a purpose. Then I told you how I kind of became the chair [of the 

Department of Art], That kind of snowballed. At about exactly that same time, 

Edith [A.] Tonelli, who had been the director of the Wight Gallery, left that 

position. And they asked me if I would serve as the director of the Wight 

Gallery and chair the department at the same time. That's pretty much at the 

beginning phases. So I did do that. That was quite a different situation than 

being here at the Hammer, however, because that's a less public institution. 

We did fewer shows, we weren't open during the summer months, and we 

had a strong curatorial staff in Elizabeth [F.] Shepherd in painting and 

sculpture and Cynthia [M.] Burlingham in photography and prints and so forth 

and so on. I was devoting about I would guess 25 percent of my time to that, 

and the larger part of my time to chairing the department and teaching in that 

first couple of years. That's how that happened. 

RATNER: 

How had UCLA changed since you had been here as a graduate student? 

HOPKINS: 

[laughs] Since I had been here as a graduate student? Well, when I was here as 

a graduate student the art department was in what is now the architecture 

building [Perloff Hall]. It was a very happy building at that time, with painting 

upstairs and art history on the main floor and crafts and ceramics and things in 

the lower level, an active department. And back behind that was a gigantic 

parking lot where anyone could park easily and inexpensively along the line, 

which has now of course become the [Franklin D.] Murphy Sculpture Garden 

and become the business building [Anderson Graduate School of 

Management] and become the art building [Dickson Art Center] and become 

Bunche Hall and a lot of other things. So it was a large university at the time 

but a smaller place. And I guess you'd say that there was a greater 

homogeneity between the art history department and the art department, 

because it was a combined unit at that time. Since that time they've 

separated. Art history has gone off into [College of] Letters and Science, and 

art is in the School of the Arts [and Architecture], which I personally think is 



too bad. But there was apparently a lot of conflict between the art historians 

and the artists, which there always has been traditionally. And I guess the 

argument in the old days was, when somebody was chairing the department, 

were they in the art department or were they in the art history department? 

So that has changed, just the structure that has made the art department 

there— While I think it's too bad that art history and art are somewhat 

separated, the institution of the School of the Arts is a new concept that I'm 

very much in favor of. I may have said earlier on that, when I first came to be a 

student at UCLA, the first person I met on this campus was a man named 

Gibson [A.] Danes, who left shortly after that to go off and head the Yale 

[University] department. But he had had a significant impact in making UCLA 

into an art-conscious campus. And even in Life magazine there was a big 

picture of the arts at UCLA, which drew me up there in the first place. That 

more or less disappeared when he disappeared, but now it has been 

reconstituted under the concept of the School of the Arts. And as of last year, 

of course, bringing architecture into the mix adds a lot, and the design 

department, which has been coasting for the last three or four years, is now 

back on line, and one hopes that that will evolve in a dramatic way. It's much 

more as if we were doing our best in music and in art, and in the future in 

design and architecture, to prepare the students that come to us to compete 

in the fields with students who might have chosen to go to a straight art 

school like CalArts [California Institute of the Arts] or [Otis Art Institute of] 

Parsons [School of Design], or one of the major art schools or architectural 

schools. The advantage, we feel, to our students, obviously, is that they have 

the gigantic university around them with all of the events that are there in 

which they can participate, whether those are theatrical events, whether 

they're art events, whether they're political science events, whatever it might 

be. It's just a much broader education. And because of that we get students 

who are interested in that academic background, as well as just pursuing a 

professional craft or whatever you choose to call it. And that is exciting. It's 

been wonderful to see the department shift in terms of the people who are 

teaching there, become more professional in its approaches. That's a 

difference from when I was there as a graduate student. The art department 

essentially was made up of teachers who taught art, and now it's made up of 

artists who make art, I guess is what it is. And you can argue either way in 

terms of the Tightness or wrongness of that, and about the only way you can 



judge it is in terms of the graduates who come out of the program and how 

well they succeed in the fields. But I think those are the kind of fundamental 

philosophical shifts that have occurred. Of course, just when you talk about 

physical changes— As I had mentioned, the Murphy Sculpture Garden, which 

was a major addition to the campus, not just to the little North Campus area 

where the arts are, but it's added a lot to the whole campus. And we keep 

adding to that now. In fact, right at this moment, as we speak, they're 

installing a group of eight sculptures by Robert Graham given by the [Roy and 

Carol] Doumani family in a little garden over by the North Campus cafe, so the 

garden now will spread all over the campus. 

RATNER: 

Great. What led to that philosophical shift in splitting that department? 

HOPKINS: 

Some years ago, when I was in Los Angeles but before I came to UCLA, there 

was a confrontation between the administration—the chancellor's office—and 

the departments, in terms of how they functioned. And there was some 

question of whether or not one should simply give up undergraduate teaching 

in the arts and teach only at the graduate level—a lot of argument and 

discussion about that, and conflict. [There was] a conflict in terms of the art 

history department and its views at that time, which was largely a Marxist 

position that was more or less under attack, I guess you'd say, from the 

administration— Or a desire to rebuild it. So I think all of those things then 

culminated in rethinking. That was essentially a decision, I think, on the part of 

Andrea [L.] Rich primarily, to bring the arts into a single package unit that 

would function in a more professional manner. And at that time Robert [L.] 

Blocker was brought here as the dean, and I was brought here to chair the 

department, to get that in gear, along with the other heads of the different 

departments. You'll have to look up the actual conflict, all right? 

RATNER: 

When all that was going on you were quoted in a UCLA publication as saying, 

"It's important to guard against entrenched Southern California insularity in 

the art department, " and you would rather "keep a lower ratio of tenured to 

nontenured faculty so as not to get locked into a position where we're talking 



about now, but in ten years it doesn't look like now. " And I wondered how 

well you've been able to meet that goal. 

HOPKINS: 

It's worked quite well, except that in the last three years, last four-year period 

of time since—having nothing to do with my being there, thank heavens— But 

the fact that I had been there during a budget crunch. When I arrived, or 

about the time that I had arrived, the university was sailing along in terms of 

state support, and the state budget was healthy, and the economy was 

healthy, and so forth and so on. And when the state economy broke and the 

budget was a real problem, we were given 8 percent cutbacks, 7 percent 

cutbacks, 6 percent cutbacks during given years. The great fear on my part and 

the part of faculty was that you have a certain amount of what they call FTE 

[full-time equivalents], which translates into salaried positions, what it 

amounts to. When you bring somebody into a tenured position it becomes 

"hard FTE. " And if you are employing somebody as a lecturer for the short-

term basis, it's called "soft FTE. " Nobody in a university system can touch hard 

FTE, because that's tenure. You just don't play with that, or at least up to this 

time nobody's played with it. But soft FTE, if there's a budget cut, that's where 

the cut often comes. My great concern was that we would lose our flexibility, 

because while we have fine faculty, extraordinary faculty, since they are 

professional artists, they're very often doing exhibitions all over the world. 

And if they're gone for an extended period, they go without pay, and we 

replace them during that period of time. But in my mind, it's important that 

students get many different views in the five years that they're in school—and 

most students now go through in five rather than four years, another change 

since my day of undergraduate work. So to keep the soft FTE has always been 

terribly important to me, and we've managed to cling on to that pretty well. 

We've lost some but not much. We'll hope now it gets better. 

RATNER: 

Yeah. 

HOPKINS: 

I'm not a great believer in tenure by the way, never have been a great believer 

in tenure, probably for the same reason that we talked about my being a 



museum director and shifting every ten years or so. I've just seen too many— 

And it may work in certain fields. But in the arts field, you get an 

entrenchment— And the art field is always moving on, constantly moving, and 

doesn't stand still. What was prominent in one decade may not be in the 

decade following that. So while somebody may be perfectly capable of 

teaching and philosophically oriented to teaching, nonetheless you are 

blocked into your— Another thing I absolutely believe, like it or not, you're 

blocked into your generation. And while I would prefer never to think that was 

true and at one time thought it couldn't possibly be true of me, I now know it 

is true, [laughs] You have to constantly bring that fresh generation up if you're 

going to be keeping current, especially in the fields of the arts. So I don't know 

how you would proceed with something other than tenure, unless you did 

some kind of exchanges through the system or something else. I don't know, 

but I don't think it's healthy for the institution. 

RATNER: 

Do you know what the ratio of tenured to nontenured faculty is in the School 

of the Arts? 

HOPKINS: 

In the School of the Arts? Well, it would be very hard to make a ratio, only 

because— Certainly the preponderance of our FTE is in the hard category. But 

because you are bringing in untenured people for one class, one quarter, or 

two classes, two quarters, or something else of that kind, you have many 

more bodies passing through that way than you do in terms of the tenured 

areas. So somebody might, in a five-year education, be exposed to more 

nontenured people than tenured, but still the preponderance of the 

department is tenured. Right. 

RATNER: 

That article I mentioned went on to say that the reorganization of the School 

of the Arts seems to have fostered a renewed sense of community among the 

various disciplines. I wondered if you had noticed that as well, and if so, how? 

HOPKINS: 



That, I have to put in the area of "striving for. " I hope that I can continue to 

work with this as time goes on, since the arts have changed and continue to 

change. One of the major changes, of course, is that so much that happens in 

the art world, including things like performance art—which is as much theater 

as it is art, but it's not accepted in the theater arena, but is accepted in the art 

arena—so much that has to do with video— That's another aspect of 

technology now, computerization, things of that kind, that are shown in art 

museums and shown in art galleries, when they could just as well be shown in, 

I don't know, social science classes or something else. But they're not. We've 

become kind of a gathering pot of creative activity that doesn't fit the normal 

definition of art in the old days: drawing and painting and sculpture. That 

being the case, there are issues that come into play having to do with body 

motion, things that relate to dance certainly; building installations and 

tableaux in full-room environmental situations, which brings in aspects of 

architecture and design; all of the technological aspects of video and 

computerization, which brings in design again and other things like that. To 

get an education in terms of what the arts can be, are now in this generation, 

and can be beyond that time, it's necessary that you have contacts in these 

various areas and they have contact with you. A dancer may very well turn out 

to be criticized as a dancer but accepted in the art world. I think of the 

performance that was done at MOCA [Museum of Contemporary Art] just two 

weeks ago, which was a museum event. It had to do with dance, but it was a 

museum event, and dance critics questioned whether it was dance or not. Art 

critics couldn't care less whether it was dance as long as it was exciting and 

moved well in the space and created the environment that they wanted to 

create. So that's what we're dealing with. Now, those area breakdowns, or I 

should say integrations, haven't occurred as much as any of us would like to 

see them happen. I think we all give lip service to that, but then the actual 

question of its occurring is difficult. The one unit in the School of the Arts that 

deals just kind of automatically with that is the group called World Arts and 

Cultures, under the direction of Judy Mitoma, which spun off of the dance 

department at one time. And since that's a multicultural, multiethnic, 

multidisciplinary phenomenon, they're more inclined to get engaged in a lot of 

different activities, and slowly some of the art people are getting engaged. 

Probably the catalyst of that is Peter Sellars, who is so active in theatrical 

events here in Los Angeles and the art festival and the other things. When he 



teaches his class in World Arts and Cultures, many of the art students take his 

class as a criticism class, and that's a great way to integrate So we hope we 

can get more of that going. I said now that architecture is part of us. One of 

the things that we are talking about doing is taking what was the upstairs area 

of the Wight Gallery and creating a single lab for the whole School of the Arts, 

in terms of technological equipment. We'll have lab assistants there to train 

you in terms of various aspects of computerization, and then you'd be able to 

rent time or buy time or whatever it is to create whatever you would choose 

to create after you've learned the processes. So that will bring a lot of people 

together from different disciplines, I think, in the same room, and they're 

bound to communicate. The other thing that we don't have and that we want 

very badly and hope we can achieve now, with the Wight Gallery being used 

less frequently for exhibitions, is simply a common meeting place. UCLA is still 

a transient campus. Most people disappear at night, go home, or go wherever 

they go, and the graduate department, which— We're talking about changes 

again. The graduate department is totally away from the campus. It's over in 

Culver City, about fifteen miles away from the actual campus itself, which is 

great for the graduate students in art because it's closer to the kind of 

environment they'll be living in after they get out of school. It's a big, barny 

space, kind of like Inexpensive studio space, and it gives them a sense of 

homogeneity and camaraderie in the three years that they are there working 

through that program. But they don't, other than through their teaching 

assistantships, get really to the campus. There's not a real interaction between 

undergraduate students and graduate students, which is too bad. We hope in 

time we can rectify that. But if we had a common room where one could just 

simply play their videos or talk or have a Coke or discuss or whatever that 

might be, it would certainly help. Then, finally, one of the things that we 

dream of down the road is that we'll be able to institute, through some of the 

physical space of the Wight Gallery, a student-related gallery where we can 

actually teach basic principles of museum and gallery management, again 

recognizing that many students, when they get out of here, will be doing 

something other than making art. But [we want] to give them some of the 

fundamentals of how to proceed with that while they're in school, as part of 

their own presentation of their work and the work of the other students. So a 

lot of ambition still ahead, [laughs] 

RATNER: 



Exciting. Much of what you're talking about I imagine comes under your 

responsibilities, I'm guessing, as chair of the— 

HOPKINS: 

Art department. 

RATNER: 

—art department. What exactly are your responsibilities in that capacity? 

HOPKINS: 

As the chair? Well, it's a little confounding, but I think first of all obviously the 

primary issues have to do with enrolling students, getting the students 

through their undergraduate study, enrolling graduate students, getting them 

through their graduate study. That's the fundamental purpose beyond 

teaching in the classes, all of the different things that transpire in relationship 

to that: working with the faculty on an ongoing basis to be sure that certain 

things having to do with the academic requirements of the institution are 

being met, having to do with development of new course structures through 

the executive committee, having to do with developing scholarship funds— 

And that's another part. You're always raising money wherever you are, but 

developing scholarship funds in this time of difficult money to come by— So 

you have those things. You oversee about a dozen different committees that 

have to do with the university and the department and fund-raising, which is 

somewhat more personal, keeping an eye on the development of the 

department in terms of its public image, getting records straight from the 

who's been there and the when and what, and recognizing the importance of 

the people who are there by getting articles written about them and other 

things of that kind. But a great deal of my time, pleasantly, is spent with 

students—students that have problems, students that don't have problems 

but just simply need a voice every now and then in terms of communication. 

It's a full-time job. There's a lot of paperwork involved in chairing, and that 

paperwork has so much to do with a bureaucracy like UCLA, where there's 

always somebody who is ready for advancement to a higher position. There's 

always somebody who is being complained about. There's always somebody 

who's coming up for tenure who may or may not be acceptable, and those 

things just consume hours of time with never coming to resolution, it seems 



like. [laughs] But, as I say, all of that challenging aspect, the real joy of that is 

seeing students come in, seeing them through their program, seeing them pop 

out the other end at graduation and then hearing they're doing okay. 

RATNER: 

Up until you took over the chairmanship of the department, they had been on 

a rotating system that had placed various members of the faculty at the head 

of the department for a one-year term. And then you were hired, and that 

system came to a halt? 

HOPKINS: 

Disappeared, right. Well, it may come back into effect. That had a lot to do 

with the fact that the faculty that was there in place until the time that I began 

to lecture there—which was, to all intents and purposes, the same faculty that 

was there when I was there in 1961— Again, we're talking about tenure. That 

faculty was in large part, as it was put together, a body of people who made 

art but didn't exhibit it frequently in major places. There are some exceptions. 

Lee Mullican showed quite regularly; Bill [William] Brice showed quite 

regularly. But the majority of the faculty members didn't show that frequently. 

They simply taught and, I felt, were caught in that situation of being teachers 

too long within the system. But that being the case, since they'd been there so 

long, they all then retired at about the same time. And it was a time, because 

of the economy, again, that they were setting up special possibilities for 

people who did retire, economic benefits to them. So suddenly, within a two-

year period of time, we lost five people and lost those five people who were 

competent to chair. They'd been there such a long time; they knew what it 

was, they knew all the terminology; they knew all of the stuff that they had to 

know. So they could sit there for a year and do that. I'll just simply say it was 

not well done, because when I did get there, there were many people who 

were behind in their advancements, many people who hadn't bothered to 

apply, many people who this, that, and a number of other things that had 

been built up over time. It was quite casual. But the desire on the part of the 

department itself to go to the outside to find a chair, rather than somebody in 

the area— And again, the way that the faculty is now constituted, there's 

nobody who is really interested in being the chair. Since I'd been trained in 

administration or found out about administration in my museum director's 



role, that was not a complexity for me. But these people are really hard artists, 

and to have to deal with issues of executive committees and graduate student 

committees and so forth and so on— It's just difficult for them. They don't 

want to do it. So they were delighted to be bringing somebody in from the 

outside. I told them that I would be there for three years. I was actually there 

longer. But now since I am full-time at the museum during this year, and we 

will have an acting chair in place, Bill [William] Hutchinson, who's been around 

the department for a long time— Three of the faculty members have chosen 

to take on one quarter each. And that's very healthy. From my point of view, 

that's very healthy, that they will test the air of that. I don't think that many 

are going to find that they like it, but at least they are now participating in a 

different way in the department. So I think that's good. But when I leave the 

museum, when I go back to teach—just to teach, not to chair—they will start a 

search for a chair and bring somebody in that will be there again for three or 

four years. I think the principle was that it is a one-year appointment 

renewable, but nobody ever bothered to raise the issue, so that's what 

happened. And it's better for the department. It's much better for the 

department to have an ongoing chair because, again, maybe not for five, six, 

ten years, but it took me a year to simply learn the UCLA terminology. It's all 

initials, and you haven't the faintest idea in the world what they are, and your 

head is swimming when you get out of meetings the first two or three months 

that you're there. It takes you at least that long to learn it, let alone do 

something about it. 

RATNER: 

Speaking of that initial period—so before the Hammer is really in the picture, 

just about the Wight Gallery itself— What do you feel should be the goals of a 

university gallery within a major metropolitan area? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, it's a good question, and there are multiple answers to that. I can simply 

say that the Wight Gallery in its emergence, even back in 1961 when it was in 

the art building in a much smaller facility— It had a collection which was there 

which was not terribly distinguished—some not-so-interesting old master 

works and a few really quite wonderful things, a Gainsborough and a couple of 

Constables and some other things that were really quite special that had been 



given to the university. But Fred [Frederick S.] Wight, who was teaching in art 

history and in charge of the gallery at that time, developed around himself an 

art council that was a very strong support group, which each year raised the 

money to do a major exhibition, and then there was money to do other 

exhibitions as well. But the exhibition program at UCLA, though not tons of 

people got to the gallery, was doing exhibitions that were probably as 

important if not more important than what [Los Angeles] County [Museum of 

Art] was doing, L.A. County being the only existing place at that time. Fred 

Wight did Francis Bacon shows; he did Arthur Dove shows; he did Hans 

Hofmann shows; he did my kind of graduate exhibition of young, of California, 

of Los Angeles artists [Fifty Paintings by Thirty-seven Painters of the Los 

Angeles Area]. He did an exhibition of thirty-five Los Angeles artists under the 

age of thirty-five, you know. There was really a full-blown exhibition program, 

maybe three or four a year. So the UCLA galleries always had a presence 

beyond a university gallery. It functioned almost like a local or a community 

museum within the texture of the city. Many university museums are much 

more driven by faculty, by art history faculty, different things of that kind, that 

want to bring a thesis to presentation as an exhibition. So we've tried to 

bridge that situation, both there and here, where while the museum staff as 

such and the museum staff here at the UCLA Hammer museum are all UCLA 

employees— And since the head of the Grunwald [Center for the Graphic 

Arts], David [S.] Rodes, is essentially a scholar in English, and I am in the art 

area, we are a combination of what would be called faculty and the others. 

But in selecting our exhibition program we then contact the various disciplines 

in the university who might be interested in the exhibitions that we're working 

with, whether that's the Italian department or the French department or the 

women's studies department, the Chicano studies department, or whatever 

else it might be, to develop around the exhibition lectures, symposiums, 

discussions, writing in the catalog, you know, getting their support. It seems to 

really work quite well. And it does make it different than, say, MOCA or L.A. 

County in that sense. But we did have some discussions, which is interesting, 

about—and we still have those discussions— who do we serve? Is our 

audience the university, or is our audience the community? And here we are 

in this cusp position, breaking down the old town and gown Idea of being on 

the edge of both. If we relied exclusively on the university for our audience, 



we wouldn't have that much of an audience. If we rely on the community, we 

have a much larger audience. We're trying to bridge the two. 

RATNER: 

As a university gallery, what's your obligation, if any, to show your faculty? 

HOPKINS: 

The answer officially is none, okay? That has been a precedent set via the 

Wight Gallery over an extended period of time. It does not mean that 

occasionally a faculty person Is not shown. For example, they did an exhibition 

about three and a half years ago of Fred Wight, who was a painter during all of 

his lifetime and not too often seen and did some rather interesting things right 

at the end of his life, which was much fun to see. We did a drawing show of 

William Brice, who is a very good draftsman as well as being a painter. But 

there is no obligation to, say, do an annual faculty show or to do a one-person 

show of a retiring faculty member or something else of that kind. It doesn't 

mean it doesn't come up, because it does come up from time to time. And it's 

discussed from time to time. But thus far, we've been able to set that aside. 

However, just to raise the issue, not so much in terms of faculty, because if— 

We will be doing an exhibition, for example, a year from now, where a number 

of the faculty will be in that exhibition. It has nothing to do with UCLA. It just 

has to do with better art in the world. We'll actually be doing, coinciding with 

Lari Pittman's exhibition of paintings at MOCA, his drawings here. He is a 

faculty member. But again, it's because Lari's an interesting artist. What is a 

little bit in limbo at the moment is the fact that we at the Wight Gallery have 

traditionally done the undergraduate and graduate shows—the students, not 

the faculty. And with the Wight Gallery at the moment being used for other 

things, we don't plan to do undergraduate and graduate shows here. Again, 

that's the difference between a bigger space, a more public space, a more 

community space. But we have to continue to do them. Now, the graduates 

had their show last year in the commercial gallery complex called Bergamot 

Station here in town. And that was a very successful situation for them, 

because they got a much bigger audience than they would have had on 

campus. Traditionally that show comes right at the end of the year, and 

people are gone. There's hardly anybody to look at it. So this worked well for 

the students; it worked well for Bergamot Station, because it brought a lot of 



people there that had not necessarily been coming. We have to face this year 

what we're going to do with the undergraduate show, where that will actually 

be installed. For the graduates, I think we can figure out in some empty space 

or something else of that kind. 

RATNER: 

When you just mentioned the— This gets better than this. [laughs] 

HOPKINS: 

Okay. 

RATNER: 

You just mentioned the student show. I thought I'd read that you had 

instituted juried exhibitions— 

HOPKINS: 

That's true. 

RATNER: 

—for undergraduates and graduates—? 

HOPKINS: 

No, undergraduates. That's it. 

RATNER: 

Just undergraduates? And was that with outside jurors? 

HOPKINS: 

Outside jurors. 

RATNER: 

How successful has that been? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, it's been successful depending on who you talk to, I guess you'd say. 

[laughs] But what I felt was that the undergraduate exhibitions and exhibitions 

for third- and fourth-year, who are upper-division students, okay— So it is 



something in your first couple of years to aspire to and then be in there. I felt 

it was important that the students at that level begin to learn something more 

about the system and how it operates and what have you. So rather than 

having an exhibition where everybody puts something up the way it used to 

be, if they wish to do it, or faculty making a decision in terms of students that 

would be in the exhibition— But if we went to the outside, went to a gallery 

owner or went to a critic or went to somebody else to be the juror in art and 

in design, then you'd be getting a somewhat more professional input, and the 

students would feel that this idea of getting into an exhibition makes some 

sense. Essentially, it also grooms them to participate in other juried 

exhibitions. Because I've felt that one of the hardest things for a student once 

they're out of school, especially if they don't pursue graduate studies, but 

once they're out of school, how do they get that critique? Where do they get 

input? There are dozens of exhibitions around the country that bring In jurors 

from different locations, different people. So if you learn how to submit to 

those exhibitions early on in your career and start sending things out, you'll be 

building your resume, building your history, and things of that kind. The 

general feeling about the undergraduate show the last two or three years— 

It's been a very exciting exhibition, but it is a situation where maybe 30 to 40 

percent of the work submitted is accepted into the show itself. We do, 

however, just so that it balances that— You submit to the exhibition by slides, 

which is kind of the national standard now. So when we have the exhibition, 

we run carousels of slides continuously so that everything that was submitted 

is seen in the carousel, so Jerry [Jerome I.] Smith four slides, Mamie Doren 

four slides, you know, what have you, whether it's in the show or not. Then 

the students can make judgments about the juror. Why did he put this in? And 

why didn't he put that in? Why this, and why not that? We're trying to make it 

a learning experience, is what we're trying to 
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HOPKINS: 

Let me go on just quickly, since you asked about the graduate show— The 

graduate exhibition is a requirement for graduation, to have an exhibition of 

work prepared specifically for that. It takes the place of the thesis in other 

areas, though you must also write a paper. So that can't really be juried. 



Theoretically, during your last year of graduate school you are preparing your 

thesis exhibition and getting it ready. We presented it traditionally in the 

Wight Gallery, breaking the space into a series of cubicles, where each student 

had, I don't know, I'll say a fifteen-by-twenty-foot space within which they 

could do whatever they wanted to do to meet their requirement. Then the 

faculty comes to that exhibition, and that's where they do their final review 

for graduation. This last year when we did it at Bergamot Station, everybody 

wanted the center because it was a more commercial arena. And again, we 

wanted it to be a learning experience. We left it to the students to decide 

what they wanted to show, how much and how little. Some of them showed a 

rather large configuration; some showed rather small ones. But it looked more 

like a gallery show, I mean like a true professional gallery exhibition. They kept 

their own control on that and did a good job. 

RATNER: 

One of the other things that you initiated when you came here was bringing 

artists of some importance to the campus to spend time with students, both in 

workshops and in one-on-one situations. Which artists were willing to 

participate in that? [laughs] 

HOPKINS: 

Actually, I was going to say one of the things I would like to have instituted 

and have to a certain extent instituted, but not nearly to the extent that we 

would like to do it— It's interesting you've raised that issue, because you were 

talking about differences between back when I was a graduate student and 

now. One of the things that was very interesting to me back in the late fifties 

was that summer school was a very important part of a program, all right? 

UCLA used to bring out people like Adolph Gottlieb, who at that time was one 

of the primary people painting. He would take on a certain number of 

students, and then he would teach through the summer, and that would be 

that. That's when somebody like that would come for the amount of money 

that a university could offer. Summer school now is— It doesn't have that 

importance. We teach drawing, we teach painting— fundamentals. You can 

pick up credits during the summer for an undergraduate painting course. But 

it doesn't have that kind of presence, and I miss that. I've always wanted to 

see that come back on line. But the idea of bringing in people is very much the 



same thing. It has to do with more soft FTE people that would be there on a 

regular basis, people that would come in. We're handicapped. It still remains 

an ambition. We're handicapped. We don't have a facility for an artist to come 

and work. That would be the best of all situations—if we had what could be 

called a studio residence on campus where you could bring somebody for a 

cycle when they just could work and mix with the students. And if we ever 

rebuild the building, that will be one of the first priorities in everybody's mind, 

to have that happen. What we have been able to do is to capture people who 

are here for exhibitions on a regular basis who will come over and talk to the 

students and interact with them and function that way, and that's working 

pretty well. We're bringing more people of national import to teach as 

lecturers: Joan Jonas, for example, who is a very well known performance 

artist, has been there the last two years and this year will, in fact, be here in 

winter quarter and do a performance at the same time, working with the 

students. David Hickey, who's an internationally recognized artist, will be here 

in the spring this year to be working with the students—Now, these are things 

that are outside of the regular class structure that we're supporting through 

the Art Council funds we have available. And the purpose, again, is just to 

broaden the education base, okay? Kiki Smith has been here. A number of 

other people. 

RATNER: 

When you were talking about Dr. [E. Maurice] Bloch earlier when you were in 

graduate school, you were commenting that greater diversity in teaching 

would be beneficial. You pointed out that he was well-versed in not only prints 

and printmaking, but American art and connoisseurship. I wondered, what it is 

about the practice of recent art history that has made a more singular focus 

the norm? 

HOPKINS: 

Art history is fascinating, because I think maybe it's not the way you think it— 

I think maybe in fact it's a little looser now. I hope it's a little looser now. But 

when I came to graduate school here at UCLA in 1957, things were pretty 

much operating under the immediate post-World War II system, which means 

that the basis of art history is kind of a Germanic tradition. Teaching art 

history as close to a science as you can teach it. And looking at important 



people in the field like Erwin Panofsky, for example, who pioneered different 

ways to look at paintings in terms of identifying times and spaces and 

iconography and iconology and the other things that went with it— Very little 

sympathy in the art history department for people who make art, because all 

of art history is either from reproductions or from slides or from something 

else, which is bizarre, but it's largely true. It doesn't mean that they don't have 

an appreciation for art. Nonetheless, that's what is it. So it's always conflicting 

between people who are interested in art history— And I'm one of those 

cases, since I did paint when I was younger and did paint while I was a 

graduate student at UCLA—not in classes, but just I could do it in my room. A 

conflict between the scholarship, somehow, in their mind and the practice of. 

But I personally have always felt that it's terribly important for art history that 

in fact you do have certain interests, or you've at least played around pretty 

seriously in art and art making, because so much of art history has to do with 

the processes and the techniques and the mediums and all of the different 

things that go into it. I think that's loosening somewhat by the fact that art 

history now deals much more in sociopolitical arenas than it ever did before. 

The whole women's caucus for example, in relation to the College Art 

Association and various other groups, more politicking. There are art 

historians that are totally engaged in, let's say, the art of Cuba, as much 

because of Cuban politics as because of Cuban art. So that's broadening that 

old Germanic thing. It's shifting. What's making the other difference, however, 

is the thing I think that you're referring to, is the narrowing of fields. As 

universities turn out more and more art historians, topics get smaller and 

smaller. If you're the first art historian, you'd write about anything you want 

to. [laughs] If you're the nine hundred thousandth one to come out of 

Princeton [University] or UCLA or what have you, to find a topic is pretty 

difficult. I remember going to a lecture when I was a graduate student called 

"Exciting New Finds on the Pediment of the Parthenon, " and it had to do with 

putting the nostril of one horse back in place in the right location. I thought, 

"This is quite wonderful, but it's not the way I want to spend my life. " [laughs] 

So I think that just the numbers alone have kind of narrowed the fields and 

narrowed the focus and also the availability of scholastic material. Now the 

information explosion, in terms of books onto disks, onto computers; the 

numbers of translations that have occurred in the last twenty years where text 

used to be in Italian or German or French or English, and now is translated into 



all of those different languages— The expansion of just particular fields in 

themselves in terms of ancient art history, or whatever else it might be, leads 

to greater and greater specialization, and I think that's what's happening. And 

it is too bad. I think it's too bad. I think it's too bad especially for 

undergraduate students that can benefit a great deal from somebody who is 

more diverse in their approach and appreciation. And while no one ever 

questioned Maurice Bloch's scholarship—he was probably the most hard-

nosed about scholarship— If you're going to be doing something, you had to 

do it right. But he did truly enjoy prints, the processes of prints and 

printmaking, and you could feel it when you were in those classes. 

RATNER: 

What was the relationship between the Wight Gallery and the Grunwald, and 

how has that changed now that the Hammer is operating? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, it hasn't really changed at all. I don't know the absolute history, except 

that in the initial gallery at UCLA, which was still in the building that's now the 

architecture building, Fred Grunwald, who was a collector of prints, primarily 

of German expressionist prints, but prints generally, and groomed very much 

by Maurice Bloch, had on loan his collection at UCLA. It had its own little 

archival area; it had its own cases; it had this, that. It wasn't nearly as 

dominating as it is now. When he died, he left it to UCLA as an entity separate 

from— And it was its own thing, like the Belt Leonardo library [Belt Library of 

Vinciana]. It was its own particular thing to be on campus that was integrated 

physically into the Wight Gallery because exhibitions were done from it from 

time to time. It has always had its own director, okay? So there's been a 

director of the Grunwald, director of the Wight Gallery. I think it's a very 

cumbersome and complex and unnecessary in the long-run situation, but 

that's simply the way that it's been. When we came here it served to a certain 

extent as an advantage only in the fact that that's our primary collecting area, 

UCLA's primary collecting area. And since it existed as an entity and an 

entirety and had its own support group built in when we came here, one can 

give a work of art to the Grunwald Center for the Graphic Arts without having 

to worry about giving it to the Hammer Museum or giving it to UCLA or 

something else, so that we can continue to acquire without encumbrance, I 



guess, in that area. One doesn't know five, ten years down the road— There 

will always be a curator, but whether it will be a complete staffing that is the 

Grunwald in relationship to the Hammer— I doubt that that will happen. 

RATNER: 

What's the role of the Wight Gallery now? 

HOPKINS: 

You mean the physical entity of the Wight Gallery? Well, right now it's 

complex. And for history, that's something else. We're talking about right now 

at this moment. Grunwald has left, we have left, and the Wight Gallery will be 

used for the next three years— We had the [1994 Northridge] earthquake, all 

right? And in the earthquake, the Dickson art building on campus was fairly 

severely damaged. The Wight Gallery was less damaged, because it's kind of a 

rectangular box and newer. It had modest damage. There will be one 

architectural exhibition there early in the fall, then the building will go under 

minimal seismic restoration. It is possible that the second level will be 

developed fairly rapidly as this media center that I was talking about. But 

probably over the next two to three years, it will serve as a staging area, 

because at some time in the near future it will be necessary to go into the 

Dickson Arts Center, vacate the whole building—by that I mean the Arts 

Library, the slide library, all of the painting classes, all of the sculpture classes, 

so forth and so on—to do major seismic renovation. One of the staging places 

will be the Wight Gallery during that time. And the plan, which is not yet set, 

but the plan on the part of UCLA, should it occur, is that they will rather 

quickly, beginning this fall, build a new Arts Library. They've needed one very 

badly, and it's important that it be built. But taking advantage of the seismic 

situation, build what essentially would be the shell of a new Arts Library, and 

use that shell to rehouse the art department and the Wight to house the art 

department while one of two things happened. Either Dickson is taken all the 

way down to the ground and rebuilt—which sounds awful but actually would 

be the most wonderful thing that could ever happen—or totally renovate it 

and bring it up to code in terms of 1990 seismic terms, at which time, after 

two years, we would move back into that. Then the Arts Library would move 

into the new shell and be completed. So we're talking turn of the century. 

RATNER: 



Right. Wait, I thought maybe I'd read this somewhere, but I thought maybe 

that there were some plans to use that as a student exhibition space primarily. 

HOPKINS: 

Well, yeah, if you're talking about our grand scheme, getting beyond this thing 

of a trauma in the middle, which I did mention, that the hope is to use the 

lower section, which is a lot of gallery space, essentially as a student-run 

gallery where we could teach basic courses in museum and gallery 

management. And this goes back again—if we're talking about then and 

now—to where you learn something and how you choose to use it or can use 

it. Working with Maurice Bloch in his seminar in American art history, we did 

an exhibition. Now, he was not that much of an exhibition person, but he gave 

some recognition to people going in different directions. We actually decided 

to do an exhibition on Civil War drawings [Special Artists of the American 

Wars]. He didn't want to give us too big a theme, and so we scattered around 

the country, found everything we could about Civil War drawings, borrowed 

from other institutions, learned how to do loan forms, wrote the essays for 

the catalog, installed it in the hallway gallery. It was nothing very lavish, but 

we learned a lot just about the technical things of doing shows. That 

experience gave me the opportunity then to go to Fred Wight and say, "Look, I 

want to do an exhibition for my thesis work. " And he agreed to that. And if I 

hadn't had that knowledge, I probably would never have dared to do that. So I 

keep that always in my mind, and the desire would be then to be able to have 

exhibitions where students would do catalogs or do publications at least or at 

least wall labels, in terms of essays and statements that would improve their 

critical skills. They would learn to drywall, to do the installation of the building, 

of the actual space. This is always helpful to anybody. They would learn how 

to install works of art in terras of the right way to do it, the wrong way to do it, 

and how to wear gloves, and how to do that, and so forth and so on. So if they 

wanted to work, let's say, as a preparator here or at LACMA [Los Angeles 

County Museum of Art] or something of that kind, they would at least have 

that kind of basic training. They would learn how to install works of art, not 

physically, but the relationships of one work to another work in terms of how 

you make them look good in the environment, whether those be choosing 

colors to present the works themselves, publicizing the exhibition, writing 

press releases, the other things that go with it. It can be a wonderful little 



training ground for diversity within that. I must admit that when I go to 

graduation and I see a hundred students coming out of this one campus, 

UCLA, in the spring of the year, with degrees in art, and knowing that there 

are hundreds of art schools all over the country turning out that many 

students and no real planning given to support for those people, that we're 

not— Nobody's training gallery people. Nobody's training critics. Nobody's 

doing this or that. Somehow if we're going to make the whole system work, 

new galleries have to open with every generation that comes out of school, 

new critics have to come out with the theoretical ideas that are being 

presented at that given time, or it's just going to all fall on its nose. So that's 

the thought; that's the dream for the future. 

RATNER: 

It's a good dream. 

HOPKINS: 

Yeah. 

RATNER: 

And quite a turnaround for what UCLA's philosophy had been In the past. 

HOPKINS: 

It's true. Right. Entering the real world, [laughs] That's right. 

RATNER: 

That's right. Within this university context, how would you characterize your 

administrative style, and how does it differ, if at all, from when you were at 

the [Frederick R.] Weisman [Art Foundation] or in San Francisco, for example? 

HOPKINS: 

Not radically different. I fundamentally believe that the best administration is 

the least administration, and I have always kept an open-door policy just 

generally, and that's my own inquisitiveness rather than anything else. 

[laughs] If you have your door open, you can hear as much as the other, but it 

also lets people come in. And to try to deal with things as quickly as they come 

up, rather than letting them linger any more than is possible, and to 

communicate as often as one can. We have here, have had, regular weekly 



staff meetings on an ongoing basis. We meet with faculty probably once a 

month. But now more than ever communication becomes the biggest 

problem, I think. It's not a defined style, other than the basic philosophical 

principle that less is more, if you can do it. I guess the other thing is to 

recognize you can only do so much in a day, and you don't carry it home with 

you when you go, if you can avoid it. 

RATNER: 

That's a good trick. You talked a little bit about the initial process with the 

Hammer, and you mentioned that the Hammer people were actually the ones 

who initiated the discussions with UCLA. 

HOPKINS: 

Yes. It was almost simultaneous. 

RATNER: 

Almost simultaneous. What was your reaction upon hearing of that 

possibility? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I must admit that in my own fantasies, I had already thought that it 

would be ideal if the Hammer Museum and UCLA would come together, 

because I knew what was happening here after Armand Hammer died, and I 

felt— I hadn't really become officially affiliated with UCLA, but it just seemed 

so logical that these two places that are so close together that something like 

that should happen. Because with Armand Hammer gone, essentially it fell to 

a board, which largely was not even physically here. And relating to Occidental 

Petroleum [Corporation]— the company which actually owns this building is 

the landlord—they're just not equipped to run a museum. Had they had to do 

that on an ongoing basis, it just would have been headaches for them, 

unbelievable headaches. This is a much better solution, I think, for everybody. 

No, I was very excited about it. I'm sure we've talked about this four or five 

times during the time we've been chatting, but the parking problem on the 

UCLA campus is really a problem. If you are dedicated and know your way and 

want to go to the gallery, that's fine, but it's just kind of general, by way of 

conversation everybody says, "It's so hard to park at UCLA, " so pretty soon 



people stop coming. The simple fact that our highest attendance, I think, 

during a given year at UCLA was about thirty-five thousand people, and in our 

first year here our attendance was something like seventy-five thousand, and 

we'll keep it growing. If you want to get your ideas out it's obviously much 

better in this physical location than there. That was the big bugaboo on 

campus. 

RATNER: 

In addition to that possibility of having more space, what else excited you 

about the possibility of that merger? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I think several things actually. One, the fact that we can run a full-year 

program, okay? Secondly, we can become and have become much more 

engaged in different kind of educational enterprises with children and with 

adults, because people, once they find they can come here and park quite 

easily— And we have a special rate for people that come for two hours. They 

can park for two hours for three dollars, which is better than some of the 

other places. There's just a lot more we can do. And the other thing— While 

this sounds pie in the sky, there are in this building two spaces that constitute 

about fifteen thousand square feet and a little theater that have never been 

finished. Now, it's going to be very hard to raise the money to finish those, 

even though we have, as you know, by the agreement, the right to put 

somebody's name on it inside the building. It's hard to find somebody who is 

willing to put their name inside Armand Hammer's museum. That's a tough 

fund-raising proposition. But it does mean that, as we are able to expand, we 

can expand—and that means in terms of collections, it means in terms of 

exhibitions, it means in terms of services, a lot of different things like that. I 

can see this place ten years from now, hopefully five years from now, being an 

important entity, as important an entity as, say, MOCA or L.A. County, but in 

quite a different context. And that will all shift when the Getty [Center] 

museum obviously opens very close to us over here on the Westside. We talk 

about ourselves as a cultural center more than a museum, and we believe that 

concept exhibitions are very important to us and our main educative stance, 

along with the permanent collection. But we also hope that through a lot of 



other things we'll be serving the community in a way differently than the 

other museum. 

RATNER: 

Where did that whole idea of a cultural center come from? 

HOPKINS: 

I think out of our brains, I guess is really what it amounted to. Certainly it's 

what I proposed when we first came forth here, because it just seemed to 

make sense in relationship to the university. What I have felt and still feel, 

though I may not, in time, have much to do with this— My own feeling is that 

if we could institute it I would like to have, on almost a regular, ongoing, 

monthly basis, what essentially would be something like a town forum 

meeting where topics could be discussed that have nothing to do with the arts 

whatsoever. It might have to do with AIDS research. It might have to do with 

immigration. It might have to do with who knows what, because we have such 

a great university resource over here. And if we could have on a monthly basis 

a speaker or a panel dealing with topics of that kind, that would serve the 

whole Los Angeles community in a way that can't— Again, this difficulty of 

getting to campus—it would bridge that and would, at the same time that that 

was happening, create an environment where the people who came to that 

would get our brochure knowing that we do poetry readings on Thursday 

nights, we have children's programs on Saturdays at the exhibitions, and so 

forth and so on. It would help to broaden, hopefully, again, people in that 

sense. That was my thought, and people bought it. So good. 

RATNER: 

So then you fill a different niche than the other major places as well? 

HOPKINS: 

Yeah. 

RATNER: 

Just back to the negotiations a little bit: Who all was involved in the actual 

negotiations? I know you mentioned— 

HOPKINS: 



From the standpoint of the university: the chancellor [Charles E. Young]; the 

primary catalyst to discussions, Andrea [L.] Rich, the executive vice-chancellor; 

the two lead attorneys for the university, a man named Joe [Joseph D.] 

Mandel and Ruth Simon; myself; and Cynthia Cooper, who is kind of Andrea 

Rich's—what do I want to say?—executor I guess is the right term. That was 

the UCLA team, as such. Here, the key person that had been on the staff 

working with Hammer since the beginning is a woman named Paula Berry, 

who is now my executive assistant director, who is a trained lawyer who had 

gotten involved in the arts and had been a very valuable resource, because 

she knew the whole history from Armand Hammer's lifetime. Representatives 

from Occidental Petroleum and their attorneys, representatives from the 

Hammer Foundation, which is Michael Hammer and his attorneys. So lots of 

attorneys. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

Great group. Well, clearly it was a complex process, and initially it seems as if 

it was not expected to take quite so long to come to an agreement. 

HOPKINS: 

True. 

RATNER: 

I believe the first announcement about the merger came in the summer of 

1992, and they said that talks had been underway for more than a year at that 

point, and that they believed in this case one plus one equals three. Then in 

the fall of '92, UCLA's publication Artswork announced that the negotiations 

were in fact in their final stages, and that the museum hoped to offer a range 

of programs by September '93. Of course, the official announcement didn't 

come until April 1, 1994, so I wonder what happened in the interim. 

HOPKINS: 

A lot of consternation, I guess. From the point of view of people who were 

going to be working in this environment, it was very difficult, because we had 

an exhibition program at the Wight Gallery, and the question was, would we 

be doing something at the Wight Gallery, or would we be doing it here? Or 

how, what, where it might be. And actually we did an exhibition here prior to 



the time that we had actually signed the agreement, because it was a time 

when we couldn't use the Wight Gallery and we had scheduled the exhibition. 

So we did it anyway here. There was that kind of flexibility. It wasn't lockout. 

The things that took the time— It's a little like the O. J. Simpson trial. Every 

time you would solve a problem, it would open another problem. And the 

complexities— Since the operating agreement is that it's a public document, 

it's accessible. You have a copy of it, so you know how complex it is. We'd get 

to a certain point— I think that the places where I played a role, where it had 

some bearing, were in those issues of what management meant, and just 

being sure that we had the right to do what we wanted to do by way of 

exhibitions and by way of program, as if we were a public entity and not 

dominated by Occidental Petroleum or the foundation or something else. 

Now, that's been tested to a certain extent with some of the exhibitions we've 

done and will be doing. And thus far, that's really worked quite well. There 

was some mistrust on the part of the initial Hammer board [of directors], in 

terms of whether they were giving away too much. And it was very difficult to 

convince them, because they weren't really art people, that what Armand 

Hammer had here by way of a physical building was fairly interesting but not 

completed, what he had as the collection was limited and would not draw an 

audience on any kind of a regular, ongoing basis, and if they tried to go it 

alone—which I think they actually occasionally may have thought about—that 

it just wasn't going to go really much of anywhere. So even though 

theoretically they were making available the building, they were giving $2.5 

million a year to operate— This is through Occidental. They were making 

available the collection. There was a lot they were making available. But 

without a management team it doesn't exist. Thus far, our primary concern, 

obviously, was the people here in the Occidental Petroleum tower. They're 

delighted, because they've had very little that they've had to worry about or 

complain or fret about in any way whatsoever. And I think that's largely 

because the agreements are as well worked-out as they are. 

RATNER: 

So that was just a time-consuming—? 

HOPKINS: 



It was worth taking the time. There were no real crises. There were no hidden 

agendas that were on the table. It was difficult working out how things would 

happen in terms of—as I mentioned before—suits pending and things of that 

kind and of where the responsibility lay. Our obligations began as of April 1, 

'94, in terms of the responsibility for actions that had been taken prior to that 

time. And we certainly sit in on different things, and yet it's, again, very clear 

in the operating agreement there are certain things upon which UCLA cannot 

vote and certain things upon which Occidental Petroleum cannot vote that 

have to do with things that happened before our actual takeover and things 

like that. The real advantage to UCLA in this agreement—if you managed to 

read all the way through the contract—is that at the end of the thirty-year 

period it's possible for UCLA to purchase not just the museum, but the whole 

Occidental building. And if that holds true and if the world holds as it is, that 

would be a great, great boon to the university. 

RATNER: 

So there was never a point where things were ready to fall through or—? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I didn't ever feel that— There were frustrations as things would go from 

lawyer to lawyer to lawyer. And certain things would be questioned by one 

entity or the other, because there was always I guess you'd have to say a 

concern that the foundation, primarily, and the collection itself as units, if they 

were simply taken out of this building and sold, they might have been very 

much to the economic benefit of one or two people within that foundation 

arena. And one didn't know exactly what the foundation wanted. But when it 

finally came around and was agreeable to this thing, then everybody seemed 

quite satisfied. But because they could have— You know, the foundation has 

activities other than the museum. There was a university that Dr. Hammer was 

involved in [Pepperdine University] and some other things like that, so they 

theoretically could have used the resources that are here, the physical 

resources, the collection, translated that into funds to support some of the 

other foundation activities. That was the question, okay? Their legal people 

needed a lot more assurance. 

RATNER: 



You mentioned the board, and it's comprised of nine people: three from UCLA, 

three from Occidental Petroleum, one from the Armand Hammer Foundation, 

and two from the— 

HOPKINS: 

Two at large. 

RATNER: 

Two at large. What's the reason for that particular configuration? 

HOPKINS: 

I don't think there's any absolute thing, because, in fact, it can be expanded 

from that number. It was a number to begin with, all right? It was a number to 

keep balance within the kind of organizations of the power structure so that 

nobody had an absolute dominating vote. The two at-large people, in terms of 

the written document. Essentially, one is an Occidental appointment and one 

is a UCLA appointment, so that it keeps that four-four balance. The foundation 

has the little edge, I guess you'd say, if we all decided to vote against one 

another to kind of have a fall-out. It's been much more compatible than that. 

The agreement in this initial grouping of nine to have Eli Broad and John [V.] 

Tunney as the two board members outside, those were perfectly acceptable 

to both groups. There were a number of other names proposed, and those 

were selected out Of it. The initial group of nine, of course, was the chancellor 

and the executive vice-chancellor and the dean of the School of the Arts. And 

now that the executive vice-chancellor and the dean of the School of the Arts 

are gone, we replaced those with Claudia Mitchell-Kernan, who is the 

academic dean, and Joseph Mandel, who is the university attorney who has 

been part of these negotiations all along. So I think it's going to be fine. There 

are a lot of discussions now, largely instituted by myself, to somehow either 

expand the board— and if we expand the board, we expand it on that same 

principle, two more Occidental, two more museum, two more Occidental, two 

more and so forth and so on—or some other board that has more 

responsibility than just a membership group or something of that kind. 

Because in this day and age the handicapping feature of having such a small 

and precise board is that it doesn't serve a development purpose. The boards 

of most art museums, like LACMA or MOCA, are there primarily as 



development tools to help the director raise money out in the community, 

and so forth and so on. And the responsibility of this board is not that. The 

responsibility of this board is to see that the agreement between UCLA and 

the Hammer Museum is carried out properly, though, in discussing all of this, 

it sort of expanded their mandate. But we're trying to figure out within the 

system of the university, which essentially— My board of trustees 

theoretically is the [Board of] Regents of the University of California. That's my 

"super board, " I guess you'd say. They're not terribly interested in what we're 

doing [laughs], and if we don't create a major ruckus I doubt that we'll ever, 

ever hear from them. So on the one hand, again, this is the difference 

between university museums and other museums. I can say, "That's fantastic. 

I don't have to deal with a board of forty people. I don't have to hand-hold and 

go to dinner and do this and do that and so forth and so on. " But on the other 

hand, without that tool in a community like Los Angeles, that fund-raising tool, 

it's difficult. So, we're working with that now, and we hope within the next six 

months or so we'll figure out the right way to do that. If you're going to have a 

board of that kind, then you obviously have to give the board some power 

within the context of— I mean, normal powers of a board are that they set the 

policy, establish the policy, they can hire and fire the director—which is not 

the case in this case— and they generally oversee the sense of the 

administration of the museum. And while they don't have necessarily 

committees, they have a voice in acquisitions, a voice in exhibitions, and other 

things like that. So we're trading a certain amount of freedom to have a board. 

And one wonders. 

RATNER: 

Which of those pieces would you be most likely to add? 

HOPKINS: 

Which pieces? 

RATNER: 

In terms of giving them some power. 

HOPKINS: 



Oh, power? Well, I think if we're just simply talking about starting a museum 

cold, and not having to go through things of what the university will allow and 

what this board group will allow, I have no qualms about their setting policy as 

a board. They should have the right to hire and fire the director as far as I'm 

concerned. And really those are the two main issues. And then support for the 

institution. I would prefer not to have—and have been blessed thus far in my 

life that I haven't had— really intensive board involvement with exhibition 

planning. I have always had an acquisition committee. But there's usually so 

little money, it doesn't make a lot of difference. [laughs] As long as you have 

the freedom to do the exhibition program that you want to pretty well, and as 

long as you have the security of review within your board, so you know every 

now and then where you stand more or less in their eyes, I think it would be 

fine to give them those powers. But who knows? We'll see. 

RATNER: 

In terms of a fund-raising arm, which, according to the agreement, you 

actually are supposed to— 

HOPKINS: 

Develop, that's right. 

RATNER: 

—be developing, how do you deal with the issue that you have mentioned 

before—I mean, that this is a building with somebody's name on it? What's 

the agenda there to—? 

HOPKINS: 

It's tough. Amongst the two years of discussion, one of the big discussions 

was, "What do we call ourselves, and how can we call ourselves?" And even 

getting to definitions of sizes of type and everything else in the agreement. It 

was a very ticklish issue. We are officially UCLA at the Armand Hammer 

Museum of Art and Cultural Center. Very often it is in newspapers and it will 

have just simply "UCLA/Hammer. " 
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So we are officially UCLA at the Armand Hammer Museum of Art and Cultural 

Center. And I say that now I see it occasionally "UCLA/Hammer" in the 

newspapers. More frequently it's still referred to simply as the Armand 

Hammer Museum. These are identity problems we have to keep working with. 

We insisted, in our conversations, that since this was a problem and is a 

proven problem in museums around the country, that if you have a museum 

with someone's name on it, it takes a long time for that to come into the 

public consciousness enough to where they will give it support, even though it 

has that person's name on it— Like the Phillips Collection or the [Isabella 

Stewart] Gardner Museum, other things we've talked about. We hope, by 

putting UCLA first—UCLA at the Armand Hammer Museum—that it will shift 

an awareness to being UCLA, okay, rather than the Hammer Museum. And 

that's happened in some contexts. It seems to be working all right in terms of 

looking for state grants or federal grants. We worried even about that, 

because with its, again, private name, even though we're a 501C organization, 

how that would happen. But the other is still there. There are still certain 

people in the community that simply will not yet come into this building 

because of some conflict they've had with Armand Hammer or— The biggest 

conflict was when he made a decision not to leave his art to Los Angeles 

County Museum of Art and to build his building in the first place. He upset a 

lot of the key art people in the community. We have to wean them back into 

the system. And it was very gratifying to me at the opening of the Black Male: 

[Representations of Masculinity in Contemporary American Art] show and then 

again at the opening of the Pacific Dreams: [Currents of Surrealism and 

Fantasy in California Art, 1934-1957] show, that a number of those people 

were in the building. In fact, they came to me and told me this was the first 

time they'd been in the building since it opened, and they guessed that now 

they could change their mind. [laughs] But it's a long and a hard job to do that. 

And as I say, especially if you're asking somebody for $2 million, say, to finish 

off a theater, which is a wonderful thing to do and a wonderful programmatic 

device and great for the community and to have your name on it, but it would 

take somebody who didn't have an extreme feeling about Dr. Hammer to do 

that. Would you do it? 

RATNER: 

Maybe, if I had $2 million. [laughs] 



HOPKINS: 

It depends on how many million dollars you had. That's right. 

RATNER: 

Maybe I misread it, but I thought that the agreement said that UCLA's name 

could never be more prominent than— 

HOPKINS: 

No. First was a big issue, okay? But it cannot be more prominent, that's quite 

right. That's correct. I don't think I have anything at hand, but when we use 

the name, UCLA is first but in smaller typeface than the Armand— There. 

[demonstrates] That's remaining there. That's interesting. Well, that doesn't 

really meet the code, that particular piece. UCLA should be grayed slightly or 

should be slightly smaller in type size than the other. 

RATNER: 

But it can come first. It just- 

HOPKINS: 

It can come first. 

RATNER: 

Okay. I wondered that, because then you do see it on the brochures and 

things with UCLA. 

HOPKINS: 

That's true. Well, we proposed that it simply be UCLA/Armand Hammer 

Museum of Art and Cultural Center. That was rejected. It had to be "at the. " 

And that really was a time-consuming argument, because they did not— They 

were obviously functioning in behalf of Dr. Hammer—perfectly legitimate and 

fine—to be sure that his name did not get lost in the process of all of this and 

that UCLA would simply dominate it and that other name would just slowly 

disappear. So they fought very hard for that. And we had to make some 

compromises, but we did win the thing of being first. That was the 

important— 

RATNER: 



Right. 

HOPKINS: 

And they have accepted officially our new logo device, which meets the 

agreement. 

RATNER: 

We talked about that there's a certain amount of art in escrow, and 

apparently that art, the escrow art, can be loaned, but not shown in the 

museum. What is the reason for that? 

HOPKINS: 

Because it is our collateral against future funding problems. 

RATNER: 

Right. 

HOPKINS: 

So the agreement was that that art would be set aside just like being put in a 

bank vault, just like a security for a loan, but would not be used. Therefore, it 

cannot be used for our or their benefit during that period of time, but it can 

be lent by the bank, okay, theoretically, to somebody else during that time, as 

long as the proper precautions are taken care of and what have you. It's 

literally there to be called in should it be needed to settle large monetary 

Indebtedness. As I said the other day, the two things that are pending are still 

pending but should be resolved within the next year or so. And if they are 

resolved and it falls within the monetary funding that's already come in from 

the sale of the [Leonardo da Vinci] Codex [Leicester], all of that art will come 

out of escrow and will be available for exhibition again. A short term in a 

museum's life, [laughs] 

RATNER: 

Right. I wanted to ask you a little bit more about that, actually. We talked 

about, and you just said again, that that money would be used for art, and 

that's kind of in agreement with the AAM [American Association of 

Museums]'s code of ethics. But I think in the agreement it said something that 

money realized from that after the pending and potential lawsuits are settled, 



that that money could be used for temporary exhibitions and other purposes 

at the discretion of the board [of directors]. 

HOPKINS: 

Let me define, okay? A work of art was sold. And the amount of money from 

that sale, $28 million whatever it was, is set aside in a bank account, raising 

interest. And that initial amount of money, $28 million, and the amount of 

interest that it raises over the eight years— Or the board can decide to 

truncate that time, make it five years or four years if everything's settled. But 

let's just say the eight years, because that's statute of limitations. So now let's 

say eight years have gone by and you have $35 million. The initial amount of 

money and interest during the escrow period, according to AAMD [Association 

of Art Museum Directors] moral guidelines— there's no law in any way, moral 

guidelines—should be used to purchase works of art. I mean, if you sold a 

work of art, you use this money to replace the work of art. But at the end of 

that eight-year period, you're now at $35 million drawing interest. You can go 

out tomorrow afternoon and spend that whole $35 million on art. It would be 

easy to do, but you don't. [laughs] So after that eight-year period, the interest 

accrued beyond $35 million can be used half for exhibitions or something at 

the discretion of the board. I've not paid a great deal of attention to that. But 

as long as the initial amount of the sale and the interest accrued during that 

period is retained for purchasing works of art, that's the moral position. 

RATNER: 

So maybe that partially explains this. On page fifty-three of the operating 

agreement, there's a reference to the museum reserve fund, which is the 

money from the codex, correct? 

HOPKINS: 

Right. 

RATNER: 

And it says that, that that can be— Let's see. 

HOPKINS: 

Used for legal fees or something of that kind. 



RATNER: 

It has to do with the deficit related to the bond portfolio. 

HOPKINS: 

Deficit related— 

RATNER: 

It said something about that the cash flow deficit related to the bond portfolio 

at the time of the closing. So I wondered, were any of the funds from—? 

HOPKINS: 

No, no. Because the bond portfolio brings in $2.5 million a year. In the period 

of time prior to closing, because of the way it was set up, it was actually 

accruing more money than that. But in the last year of operation of the 

Hammer Museum as the Hammer Museum, they lost money in that 

operation. That was compensated by the additional funding coming in from 

the bond portfolio, which hurt us. We thought that we had this extra bonus 

that we didn't get. The only thing that's been taken out of that $28 million are 

the legal fees having to do with the suits pending at the present time, accrued 

before our time. But if there are still legal fees relating to those suits, then 

those are taken from the bond portfolio. 

RATNER: 

Right. But so if there is a deficit one year and you're not getting your $2.5 

million, it doesn't come from that. 

HOPKINS: 

We can't do that. No. But we are guaranteed the $2.5 million whether the 

bond portfolio is— I am told that no matter what, we get $2.5 million a year, 

okay? Now, whether the bond portfolio actually accrues a little bit more than 

that, or if there's a deficit then it picks it up and does whatever, but we are 

guaranteed $2.5 million. 

RATNER: 

Okay, $2.5. 

HOPKINS: 



So if it did not reach $2.5 million or if we managed in such a way that we had a 

$500,000 operating deficit, we could not turn to that money to correct it. 

RATNER: 

Okay. You mentioned last time that you'd gone to Carlo Pedretti to tell him— 

HOPKINS: 

Told him we're going to sell the— 

RATNER: 

Right. You had that lucky task. What was his reaction to the sale of the codex 

to Bill [William H.] Gates? 

HOPKINS: 

I don't honestly know the answer to that in the fullest sense. I can only 

surmise that having put together this group of Italian bankers to buy the 

codex, and then to find that the other competitive bidder that pushed them to 

the top of the limits and then went beyond that— That he must have been 

terribly disappointed. He didn't make any negative comments at that time. 

Some people did about Bill Gates— Who was this and so forth and so on. But 

the codex is now, at this present moment, on loan in Venice for a two-year 

period of time. That was a compensatory agreement made very quickly by Bill 

Gates to give salve to the Italian banking group. So I think that probably he 

should be fairly happy. And also the fact that he chose to go back to the initial 

name of the codex, the Codex Leicester, and so it stays what it was before it 

became the Codex Hammer. From a scholastic position, that's good. You know, 

that's fine. And I even saw a little article the other day that he's trying to put it 

on CD-ROM and making it available, so that's good. 

RATNER: 

Good. 

HOPKINS: 

I don't think anybody should have any complaint. They did have, because of 

just the nature of the game. 

RATNER: 



Right. How, if at all, do you feel the sale of the codex might impact future 

donors? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, if you're talking about future donors of works of art, as opposed to 

future donors in terms of money— The biggest negative impact of the sale of 

the codex is that it was such a large amount of money and so publicized. And 

no matter how hard you tried for fifty years every single day giving a lecture, 

sending out press releases, everything else, you can never make a broader 

public understand that this is not money that you can suddenly just use to run 

your museum. So it's difficult for us to have a $30 million windfall sitting over 

here that can't be touched, while you're trying to raise money for daily 

operations. Hopefully you just slowly, slowly, slowly get that information out. I 

think from the standpoint of a donor situation, from the standpoint of the 

UCLA/Hammer, if they are seriously interested in that I don't think that would 

be a major problem, because essentially this sale met the requirements 

however you would call it, because the principle of selling any work of art is 

that it first of all has to be looked at by the curators and decided that they feel 

it should be sold. In this case, it was two people from outside. But two people 

in the museum field, renowned. 

RATNER: 

And were they working independently or together? 

HOPKINS: 

Together. They came together and evaluated the collection. They did it 

independently, but then they sat down and talked, and they decided this was 

what should happen. So that was done. Then it must be presented to the 

board. Then, in the case of a living person, it has to be presented to the 

owner, the previous owner, and in this case to the foundation. So it went 

through that three-step process before it was actually ever taken to market. I 

know the same rules that we abide by— When I say "we" now I'm talking 

about UCLA, not the Hammer Museum, which was never accredited as a 

museum anyway in that sense. But that's not a moral loophole you're looking 

for. People have indicated a willingness and desire to give things to us already, 

almost none of which have we accepted, because UCLA is not a collecting 



agency other than the area of prints, drawings, photography, and watercolors 

through the Grunwald [Center for the Graphic Arts], and occasionally a work 

of art in terms of the [Franklin D. Murphy] Sculpture Garden. And we've not 

redefined our collecting policy yet until we kind of know better what we are 

doing. Because if—just a game plan— if five years from now that money is 

free, then we can actually start to buy something for the museum. What do 

you do? Where do you specialize? With [J. Paul] Getty [Museum], with Norton 

Simon [Museum], with [Los Angeles] County Museum [of Art], with the 

Huntington [Library, Art Gallery, and Botanical Gardens], with MOCA [Museum 

of Contemporary Art], you know, what, where do you collect? Good question. 

RATNER: 

Right. 

HOPKINS: 

So if you start building suddenly willy-nilly things from gifts, that doesn't make 

a lot of sense right now. 

RATNER: 

Although as we mentioned a few minutes ago, and it says in the agreement, 

that UCLA, in running this museum, should be soliciting things for the 

museum. 

HOPKINS: 

But the issue of that is not necessarily how many we would or what the 

situation was. This was a big part of probably three or four weeks in the two 

years of thrashing out. The issue of if somebody wanted to give something to 

us, okay, who is "us"? There are two entities. Actually, there are three entities. 

One is the Grunwald, one is UCLA, and the third is the Hammer Museum. And 

we negotiated that since the Grunwald was an existing phenomenon, anybody 

who wanted to give something could give it directly to the Grunwald without 

its going through the other— If somebody offers a painting to me, okay, I must 

solicit it for the Armand Hammer Museum. If the donor says, "Oh, no, that's 

not what I had in mind. I really want to give it to UCLA, " then I can accept it 

for UCLA, but I must first represent it as being given to the Hammer Museum. 

RATNER: 



If somebody were to give it to the Hammer Museum and then the agreement 

were terminated for some reason— 

HOPKINS: 

It would stay here. 

RATNER: 

It would stay here, okay. Just going back a little bit to what you have in mind 

for UCLA at the Hammer. In a letter you received from the creative director at 

UCLA [University] Extension in April of 1993, it said, "I support your ambition 

of making art museums accessible and popular instead of intimidating and 

academic. " And I wondered in what ways you hoped to make that ambition a 

reality here, and what kinds of things have you already been able to 

implement? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I think mainly, in those issues, we're talking about the things we have 

talked about before: the children's programs on Saturdays— You know, it's 

really interesting, because we have as many as two hundred fifty, three 

hundred children on a given Saturday. And when I say children, I'm talking 

about kids from maybe four to fourteen, with parents. It reached a certain 

point during the popular phase that we were exceeding the fire code 

requirements in the wintertime when we had to do them on the inside. So 

that's already awful. Our educational staff was a little burned-out this 

summer, so they reduced the number of things that went on. It's already one 

of the things that's most important about the museum to people, that brings 

them here on a fairly regular basis. And when we don't do them, attendance 

falls off. You can feel it. So that aspect— And we talked about that in terms of 

the desire to introduce young people to ideas of the various ethnicities that 

make up Los Angeles without getting into any heavy-handed situation around 

that, but just simply letting them involve themselves with different people and 

different groups. Then the basic art history classes that I'm teaching on 

Saturdays— Again, much to my surprise, fifty, sixty, seventy people show up 

every Saturday morning when I'm teaching those. It's not something I can do 

every Saturday, because I just can't be here every Saturday. We've got to 

figure out some system to make that work, but I very much want ongoing art 



appreciation courses taught so that we can keep grooming new audiences, not 

just for ourselves but for awareness and interest in the art, since there's 

obviously a need for that, a desire for that. Poetry readings once every month 

on Thursdays. We have, through a combination of the art rental gallery and 

the others, what we call dialogues on art, which means artists— In fact, this 

morning Jo Ann Callis is talking to a group of people over here. That's usually 

one hundred, one hundred fifty people. And music we've been doing on 

Sunday. We're going to shift that now to Saturday. We're going to be doing a 

series of jazz concerts on Friday nights. So that's all surround material. And 

along with that surround material, hopefully things outside of the arts that we 

talked about a little earlier today. In terms of the exhibition program, it is 

diverse, because it works in a couple of different ways. One, it becomes highly 

scholarly, like the sixteenth-century French print show [The French 

Renaissance in Prints from the Bibliothèque National de France], which is a 

definitive statement on a narrow subject topic. That was that, and very much 

related to what a university museum would do, or a university gallery would 

do. To the big women's exhibition that we're doing this spring coming up, or 

the Black Male—highly controversial exhibitions dealing with contemporary 

issues and things of that kind, which also in a way you could say relate to a 

university gallery perhaps more than to MOCA or LACMA [Los Angeles County 

Museum of Art] because of the intellectual content. And surrounding those 

with lectures and discussions and what have you. We hope we are developing 

an issue of accessibility and relaxation and comfort even though we're 

sometimes dealing with pretty fearful subject matter, that you can approach it 

in a way that keeps you informed and doesn't put you off and you don't hide 

from it. 

RATNER: 

So from those numbers it sounds like the community is really taking advantage 

of the— 

HOPKINS: 

More so than before. Now, you compare those figures I gave you to 

something like LACMA. They're a pittance in comparison to LACMA. But I feel 

comfortable that each year we're going to add more and more and more. 

People that get here are responsive. We just have to— The building is quite 



forbidding, as you well know, no matter how you approach it. You come in on 

the Wilshire [Boulevard] side, it's like coming into a bank. You come in through 

the back, you have a kind of blank wall you walk into and you wonder what's 

going on in there. You go to the parking lot, you might as well be in the 

Occidental [Petroleum Corporation] tower. So we're working right now on a 

whole campaign to get us money to enliven the building—more things outside 

on the sidewalk letting people know, more signage on the Westwood Village 

side, hopefully some flags and banners of one kind or another just to create an 

environment of warmth rather than the kind of coolish environment that it 

has right now. 

RATNER: 

Right. Do you have a sense of to what extent UCLA faculty, students, and staff 

are taking advantage of this now that it's not right on the campus and the 

program is broader? 

HOPKINS: 

That was a big issue, interestingly enough. But I would say that we are getting 

more students actually, because they're coming more in class groups. They 

will come to specific exhibitions, you know, thirty in this class, twenty, what 

have you. Even though we were right on campus, I don't think that happened 

as much then, because it was kind of assumed kids would go. They didn't. The 

faculty, same thing. I think we probably have about as many as we have. And 

this year we're putting on a big, big push to get students used to our free 

Thursday evenings—even though UCLA students only pay a dollar to come to 

the museum—get them used to the idea that it actually is free here on 

Thursday nights and some interesting things go on on Thursday evening and 

it's a good inexpensive date. So we'll start doing some pushing over in the 

general housing areas and over on fraternity and sorority rows to get different 

groups in on different evenings. 

RATNER: 

Because you're open later into the— 

HOPKINS: 



Yeah, that's one of the things that we established in the beginning—that we 

open at eleven rather than ten, and we close at seven rather than five. We're 

actually open during that—what do you want to call it—pre-film time, I guess. 

So if you were walking down here, you got off work at five and you said, "I'm 

going to go to a movie at seven, " you could come here for a couple of hours in 

between. It's going to take a long time until people get used to that. Just like 

the garden courtyard, where we have coffee service and light sandwiches and 

salads and things of that kind. It's not as much our interest that people come 

in and spend a lot of money buying that. It's nice when they do, and so far it's 

been supporting itself. But we just want people to come in who are buying 

sandwiches over at Togo's and come over here and sit and eat it. There's 

music; it's a very pleasant place to sit. So we're going to start promoting that 

more too. I believe that this building very badly needs people flow. The more 

people that are in it, the more attractive it becomes. But if you're kind of 

alone walking into these marble halls, it's a different place. 

RATNER: 

Kind of lonely and intimidating. Maybe we'll just wrap up today. Could you just 

mention— We were talking a little bit before we started about the travel 

program and how that— 

HOPKINS: 

Yeah, right at the beginning. Well, I think we talked about the fact that I didn't 

see travel programs in different places. It's funny, because I was thinking that 

after we talked about it, I don't really even know how the first travel program 

got going, except for the fact that we thought it would be interesting for a 

certain number of people who are involved in the [UCLA] Art Council, which 

was a more active group at that time, to go to the Venice Biennale. So we 

contracted with Crown [International] Travel, which does very good, top-of-

the-line tour things. They've been in the business a long time. We got together 

a group of twenty-five people, and we went off to Italy and had a great time. It 

actually was a very good tour, because we went to a lot of Palladian 

architecture north of Venice. We went to the Biennale itself. We spent a little 

time in Como, a couple of days in Como, a couple of days in Milan. We went to 

Count [Giuseppe] Panza's collection. We got into a number of other 

collections, things of that kind. We worked very hard at making it really a good 



trip. So we've now done— We did that trip. We went to Florence, Sienna, 

spent the whole trip in Tuscany, which was very special. Went to Paris and 

Prague. And now, this is kind of a splinter trip, just going off to Helsinki and St. 

Petersburg, because when we planned the first Prague trip we did not know 

about this exhibition of German art in Russia [Hidden Treasures]. And during 

the time we were planning, people came up and said, "Gee, we should do 

that." And we said, "There's no time to plan that but, " we said, "we'll try." So 

we combined with KCET [public television station] in this case, and it was filled 

practically overnight. So we're taking thirty people off to the wilds of Helsinki 

and St. Petersburg as the temperature now begins to drop. I don't know what 

it's going to be like when we get there. Plus the fact that they blew up the 

American embassy in Moscow today. I don't know what climate we're going to 

find. The nice thing, however, I must say, about this particular trip, is that in 

the first three trips, there was about a 50 percent overlap from the last trips, 

which is kind of the worst thing about a travel program where you get a set 

group that keeps going and going and going. This group is almost totally 

different, because it's so close on the heels of the one that we just did. But we 

have found already from the program— In fact, David was telling me, David 

[S.] Rodes, that they had a little event at the Grunwald graphic art center last 

Sunday and invited maybe two hundred people. And a large number of people 

who came were people who'd been on the trip. So we're beginning to build 

allegiance. That's important. 

RATNER: 

So who are you attracting to these trips? People who are UCLA? 

HOPKINS: 

The first trip we offered through the Art Council. Then we did the Art Council 

and the [UCLA] Graphic Art Council. Then we did Art Council, Graphic Art 

Council, and basic membership. So now we are trying to figure out— You 

obviously want to fill a trip, first offering. Will that be available to, say first of 

all, the $100 members? Probably it will be a membership benefit to have the 

opportunity to sign first. That seems to me the right thing for us to do. And if 

in fact we find that this is working well, which it seems to be, then we would 

expand. What I hope we can do is get to travel programs that not just go to 

Europe or southeast Asia or something else of that kind, but will go to New 



York maybe once a year for the auctions, will go to Chicago art fair [Art 

Chicago International], will go on shorter two- or three-day trips to the [San 

Francisco] Bay Area and things that a lot of people can participate in, and then 

they get really excited about that. We'll see. 

1.25. TAPE NUMBER: XVII, Side One (October 18, 1995) 

RATNER: 

We talked a little bit last time about the exterior of this building [UCLA at the 

Armand Hammer Museum of Art and Cultural Center]. You'd mentioned ways 

that you were hoping to enliven it, but I wanted to talk a bit about the building 

itself. It was designed by Edward Larrabee Barnes at a cost of approximately 

$60 million. It's seventy-nine thousand square feet with fourteen thousand 

square feet of exhibition space. And apparently they ran short of money 

before it actually opened, and so some areas were never— 

HOPKINS: 

Finished, right. 

RATNER: 

—completed. I wondered what your opinion was on the design and on how 

well it functions. 

HOPKINS: 

Let me just talk a little bit— When you say apparently ran short of money, 

what the situation was, as I understand it, is that Armand Hammer made a 

decision to take his works of art out of the Los Angeles County Museum of Art 

and to build his own museum in Westwood attached to the building of his 

headquarters, which is Occidental Petroleum [Corporation], at a very lively 

location, the corner of Westwood Boulevard and Wilshire [Boulevard], which 

is generally understood to be one of the most intense traffic patterns 

anywhere in the city. He hired the well-known architect Edward Larrabee 

Barnes, who had done the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis and who had 

done the Dallas Museum of Fine Arts in Dallas, and on very short notice, 

because he was speeding up this process. I know that Mr. Hammer 

intentionally picked a day when there was a meeting in Los Angeles of the 



Association of Art Museum Directors, which are the directors of the two 

hundred leading museums in the country. We were meeting in Beverly Hills. 

At that moment there was the announcement that Mr. Hammer was going 

ahead with his own museum in this location. And some of us came over. 

Martin Friedman, the director of the Walker Art Center, and myself came over 

to see Ed Barnes and see what his proposal was. And he held up about six little 

pieces of cardboard. Clearly it was moving very, very rapidly. But it did have 

the impact already, the distinguishing features of the building, which is the big 

arch on the Westwood Village side, and a sense of the inner garden courtyard 

and the way they would integrate to the building. It was a very difficult 

building project, because the space behind Occidental Petroleum had 

previously been a gas station. It was there, and that was under the control of 

Occidental, so that was easy to get that property. But then there were 

limitations on height and a variety of other things that came into play. And the 

decision was to build the building at about a three-story height on the lot 

behind Occidental Petroleum, and then also taking the first three floors of 

what was Occidental Petroleum. So the building was new and then redefined. 

The join between the two buildings was a complex problem, I'm sure, for Ed 

Barnes to work out. How much of that design had to do with Ed Barnes, how 

much it had to do with Armand Hammer, it's a little hard to say. But as the 

project got under way, the stockholders of Occidental Petroleum began to 

wonder how much of their possible proceeds were going into this facility as 

opposed to Dr. Hammer's personal money. They looked into it, and they found 

in fact that a reasonable amount of Occidental Petroleum's money was going 

into this, for what they considered to be self-aggrandizement. There was a 

lawsuit and a case and it was settled. And the agreement was that—and I 

don't know the exact figure, we can find that— but let's say no more than $67 

million could be spent on building the building. And that was absolute. So the 

building proceeded, and I don't think anyone knew much about what was 

happening, other than that the process happened quite rapidly. It's true that 

when the building was open to the public, there were a number of spaces that 

were not complete. The two major spaces that were incomplete were a 

theater, which is on the main garden courtyard Westwood-side floor, certainly 

the most interesting entrance to the museum coming into the garden 

courtyard and off to the right as you come in. There was blocked out in 

concrete a theater that could be a three-hundred-seat theater. So some of the 



basic definition was done, but it was never brought to completion. It's very 

important to us, obviously, the UCLA contingent, that that theater be finished. 

It is our ambition. Our great desire and ambition is that that theater—if it is 

finished with somebody's name on it, because it will take about $3 million as a 

grant to do that—will become primarily what we will refer to as a 

cinematheque, essentially a theater that is designed primarily for film, but also 

good for the spoken word, for lectures, for small concerts, things of that kind, 

so that we can introduce here in Westwood on the Westside an ongoing daily 

film program dealing with historical film, much as they've been doing it for 

years at the Museum of Modern Art in New York. That is obviously an 

audience gatherer. It's a whole different kind of audience of bringing people in 

and getting them involved. That's critical to our future. Immediately adjacent 

to that is a six thousand-square-foot space that in the original Hammer 

thinking would have been a library and reading room and other things of that 

kind. But since UCLA now is in this management position and has any number 

of libraries and has continued to build new ones, it means for us, for the 

future, the possibility of expanded exhibition space. An additional six 

thousand square feet for exhibition—whether that's permanent collection or 

whether that's changing exhibition or performance—would be very valuable. 

And the two projects, the adjacent gallery space and the theater, are more or 

less linked, because of the intertwining air conditioning and security and 

controls and what have you. So we hope we can bring both of those to fruition 

at a not-too-distant future. We've been working with the theater department 

at UCLA, and the dean of the theater department Gil [Gilbert] Cates, who is 

supportive of this idea, and Bob [Robert] Rosen, the head of the UCLA Film 

[and Television] Archive, to get this project on line. We are right now, at this 

moment, bringing the other space, the gallery space, up to a certain level of 

function. Right now we can't use it as a public space, because it doesn't have 

air, it doesn't have fire control, and other things. But we are going to go ahead 

and do the minimum of that—redefine all the walls in the areas for the 

presentation of Judy Chicago's The Dinner Party in April of this next year. It's 

the only room within the gallery space configured in such a way that can 

contain this massive fifty-by-fifty-by-fifty-foot table which constitutes The 

Dinner Party. Then there's the third space, which is above the lobby on the 

Wilshire side, which had originally been planned to be a restaurant, which 

would be a lovely location for a restaurant. But what they found out is that 



since it's in a high-rise structure, they couldn't flue it properly, so it sits there 

as an empty space. We're dividing that now as essentially storage and study 

area. Those are the three main parts not completed, which provides us with 

opportunities for the future. But we're also handicapped by virtue of the fact 

that when you have a building with a man's name on it, the Armand Hammer 

Museum of Art and Cultural Center, it's somewhat more complex to get 

funding for people, even though they can put their name on the theater or 

their name on the gallery. They have to, first of all, like Armand Hammer. And 

secondly, they have to be willing to be secondary to that. So we'll see. As to 

the actual physical use and function of the building, it's difficult. Many people 

come here and like it very much. They like coming to the garden courtyard, 

walking through the courtyard, getting up to the gallery. They find it kind of 

casual and interesting, and once they get to the galleries, it's fine. But there is 

a great deal of, I don't want to call it wasted space, but a great deal of space. 

You have this garden courtyard in the center, then you have a peripheral 

walkway at the second level before you get to the galleries. And there's no art 

there. So you walk a long, long way before you see art at this moment. We 

hope in time, obviously, to correct that. It's all a rather grayish, coolish 

building, and the greenery of the garden courtyard certainly helps that. But it 

is a building that, if you do not have a significant number of people in it, has a 

somewhat lonely, lonely feeling. And you just have to figure out how to cope 

with that. One of the things that we did do was to open the garden side, the 

eyebrow entrance—the main entrance, as Ed Barnes had seen it—and to 

develop that entrance as a walk-in, so that you can come into the garden 

courtyard any time without paying admission to the museum and have a cup 

of coffee, sit in the courtyard. That's beginning now to take off in an 

interesting way. The other real complexity of the building is that— Since we're 

on this very busy kind of corner of Westwood and Wilshire, it's not a walking 

area. A lot of people, unless they are on the Westwood side, that happen to 

be walking to have dinner or go to a movie or something else—There 's not 

really a walk-in entrance as such. The front of the building on the Wilshire side 

is very austere, and one feels that you're walking into a bank, really, rather 

than a museum. It's not very strongly identified on that side. So most of the 

entry into the building is through the parking lot, which is underneath the 

building. And you come up through the parking lot to a certain level and then 

you come into the lobby area, which is a rather large and gracious lobby area, 



but again, austere. It's without art. And to begin, at least in its early phases, to 

correct that, we have set up our rental gallery there, which has actually been 

more successful than we anticipated. So you at least come in and see some 

art, even though it doesn't relate to the exhibitions. You at least see and feel 

that this is an art institution. Another thing that's been difficult for us is that 

we have really one of the very best bookstores of any museum in the city— 

It's very well done. Maggie Sarkissian, who used to work for the [J. Paul] Getty 

[Museum] bookstore, came over here, because it's a somewhat larger 

operation. She's a very good buyer. And good merchandise, predominantly 

books, but also some other items. But it's on the second level; it's up on the 

gallery level. People don't feel that they can walk in the garden court and go 

to the bookstore without going to the museum, which of course they can. But 

how do they know that, even though we keep telling them over and over 

again? It's a long chore to get that message. So those are complications of a 

significant amount of walking or elevatoring or whatever before you get to the 

art within the institution. But once you're in the galleries, they're really very 

lovely. The lighting is good—the utilization of regular daylight and other 

lighting—the ceiling heights, the general feel of the gallery. Everybody 

responds very well to that. 

RATNER: 

Just because you just mentioned the art rental gallery— I know it's been 

praised for its mix of L.A. 's best-known artists with unknown artists. I 

wondered what your philosophy is on rental galleries and why you feel this 

one has really taken off so well? 

HOPKINS: 

There were three reasons to do it. Number one, we had a group that was very 

active in support of the UCLA museums called the [UCLA] Art Council. And a 

group within the Art Council, headed by a woman named Sandy Schwartz, was 

just very interested in an art rental gallery idea. And the fact that they had 

worked so hard as volunteers to make that function is step one. Step two is 

where within the facility would we place it, thinking of it as a somewhat 

smaller activity than it's turned out to be. And it was propitious to think of 

using that lobby space now until at some later time some other things will 

happen there. So that it gives you the appearance of art when you come into 



the museum itself. Then thirdly, it's just my own belief that art rental galleries 

and sales galleries can help broaden audience awareness, help broaden 

collecting, getting people involved. This is a very weak time in the art 

economy, has been for the last four or five years, and will continue for some 

time. And it has given us an opportunity, because of that, to show people in 

the art rental gallery that normally wouldn't show in an art rental gallery, 

because they're interested in keeping their images before a broader public. So 

by mixing the better-known artists and the younger artists, it does create an 

excitement. And people have been very flattering about what is happening. 

We thought we would operate for a couple of years at a loss. We've actually 

broken even in the first year, so that's great. 

RATNER: 

Yeah, that's great. When the museum reopened as the UCLA at the Armand 

Hammer, the Eli Broad [Family Foundation] collection [The Assertive image: 

Artists of the Eightiesfrom Eli Broad Family Foundation] was the inaugural 

show. What was the reasoning behind that? 

HOPKINS: 

That's actually very simple, because when we began negotiating with the 

[Armand] Hammer [Foundation] entities, we didn't know how long it would 

take to conclude all of that. We believed that it would be concluded favorably, 

but we didn't know when. It actually took two years of kind of slogging work 

back and forth and dealing with a million attorneys to get it all put together. 

So we had no real sense of what an opening date might be. And since Mr. 

Broad has founded his foundation back in 1988 with the idea of building a 

collection of art of the 1980s and the 1990s, and then on beyond that, in 

significant numbers— I think they now have something over a hundred artists 

in their collection represented in depth, because they like to collect in depth. 

And the whole purpose of that foundation is to make works available on loan 

to museums around the world, whether that's one object or five objects or a 

specific show like a Cindy Sherman show or something else of that kind. And 

since Mr. Broad has become one of our outside board members, I imposed on 

him, letting him know that we had no set time that this could happen, but 

would it be possible to do an exhibition at that time. It was really a plan [so 

that] whenever [we opened], then we could reach to that immediate resource 



to make that function, so we wouldn't be sitting dark for an extended period 

of time. That's really the reason for that beginning. 

RATNER: 

Well, over the course of your career, you've been involved in several openings 

of new buildings. And of course, this was a reopening. But could you describe 

the events surrounding the opening and talk a little bit about the reaction and 

kind of the image you were trying to—? 

HOPKINS: 

Here at the Hammer? Well, I think, to be historically accurate, before the 

Broad show, which was the opening show for the museum, we had been 

working for about six months with what remained of the old Hammer staff, 

which had been reduced to almost zero, to keep the museum active, again, to 

simply keep it from being dark. And we did an exhibition called The Assertive 

Image, which in a way was our show and wasn't our show. And we did an 

exhibition called Mexico through Foreign Eyes [1850-1990], which was a 

photographic exhibition of photographers other than Mexican photographers 

dealing with the issues of Mexico. Then, of course, we did the Broad 

collection, but the issue was to try to establish, at the earliest possible time, 

the idea that this was not the old Armand Hammer Museum, that it was now a 

university-affiliated museum with a broader community purpose and that we 

were not just a contemporary museum, but in fact, had some historical 

balance as well, because we're not limited in terms of our programming. And 

to try to set that difference as early as we could. I think the combination of 

those things and the shows that followed that, the sixteenth-century print 

show [The French Renaissance in Prints from the Bibliothèque National de 

France], for example, which was not a crowd gatherer, but was an exhibition 

which came largely from the Bibliothèque National in Paris and then was seen 

here, seen at the Metropolitan Museum [of Art]— And again, Bibliothèque 

National, is a kind of super scholastic sense of our exhibition program. Then 

the contemporary show before that, then the Mexico through Foreign Eyes, 

indicating our interest in the broader community, overall, and trying to bring 

to the Westside, which is essentially primarily a white/Asian population, to try 

to bring a sense of the greater Los Angeles to this arena. And people have 

been very responsive. It's been interesting over the first year of operation, 



because a number of people who are important in the Los Angeles art world 

were offended by Dr. Hammer's taking his collection out of [Los Angeles] 

County Museum [of Art] and implied that they simply wouldn't ever come 

here, whatever happened. But when UCLA became the manager of the 

institution, slowly with each opening, more and more people that are part of 

the recognized art world are coming to the opening events. They're good 

opening events, because that's one place the museum works beautifully, and 

that's the garden courtyard when the weather is reasonably nice. It's probably 

one of the better party places, I'd guess you'd say, in town. And it's used not 

just by us for those events, but frequently used by film studios for premieres 

and other things of that type. It's becoming known as a kind of gathering 

point, which we like very much. 

RATNER: 

So when UCLA took over, the original Hammer staff was about nil at that 

point? 

HOPKINS: 

Yes. 

RATNER: 

And what size staff are you operating with now? 

HOPKINS: 

Yes, the old Hammer staff was about nil. It was operating, at that time, 

essentially with three directors— one was kind of the building director, one 

was kind of the creative director, and one was I'd guess you'd call it the PR 

[public relations] director—and one very good person, whose name is Paula 

Berry, who was there from the beginning, who was a lawyer by training, but 

very much interested in the arts and seemed to be the kind of catalyzer to 

holding things together. The agreement was, not through UCLA, but it was the 

Hammer's own decision, to reduce their staff significantly. All of the directors 

disappeared. A number of other staff people disappeared. We worked out 

with them as carefully as we could and integrated staff. They had a registrar 

that we felt we needed, an additional registrar. Paula Berry I mentioned, who 

is now my associate director, who is very good in all of those things, not only 



past history but right now. People involved in installation in this building who 

were very good. So we dovetailed the two staffs that were the old Wight [Art] 

Gallery staff at UCLA and what was left of the Hammer staff, and we managed 

to do that with hardly losing a person, which is great for everyone. At that 

time, everyone, old Hammer staff as well as Wight Gallery staff, became UCLA 

employees, as such, and have the benefit of that. We now have a staff of 

about forty people. That's without counting guards and security and things of 

that kind, which is a moderate-sized staff. The reason it is somewhat larger 

than, I'd guess you'd say, an average staff is that we have two entities within 

the building. One is the Wight Gallery staff, dealing with exhibitions of 

sculpture and painting and performance and all different things like that. Then 

we have the Grunwald Center [for the Graphic Arts] staff, which in the UCLA 

hierarchy was divided into two entities back even before I was here. That has 

its own director, has its own curator, has its own assistant curator, has its own 

registrar. So we have two affiliated groups that work very closely together, 

and as far as the general public is concerned, we are one thing. But we are two 

things working together. 

RATNER: 

We've talked several times about the Hammer operating as a cultural center. I 

wondered how you might characterize the specific exhibition mission, because 

it seems like from looking over the exhibition schedule, that there's a heavy 

emphasis on exhibitions with kind of a sociopolitical overtone. 

HOPKINS: 

Well, okay. The exhibition program and the outreach program participate 

actively with one another, but also sometimes they are separate. We define 

our exhibition program more or less in the following way. First of all, we have 

no restriction on any moment in history. We can show anything from cave 

painting to contemporary art. We have no restriction on any kind of national 

or international— It could be from anywhere in the world, depending on what 

that is. We thought about our mission in relationship to MOCA [Museum of 

Contemporary Art] and L.A. County [Museum of Art], the two primary 

exhibiting agencies, both of whom are better endowed, work on larger 

budgets than we do. So we are working on a program where we will do at 

least once each year, more or less, an exhibition that has to do with issues of 



social responsibility. That's not only as an exhibition, but all the surrounding 

material, the lectures and discussions and things that go with that. So as I say, 

we did even before we opened Mexico through Foreign Eyes. We did the Black 

Male: [Representations of Masculinity in Contemporary American 

Art] exhibition, which was a major controversial issue at that time. And now in 

history it's quite important when you think that just in the short time after 

that— And we kind of risked doing that during the O. J. Simpson trial, because 

it spoke poorly of black men as well as speaking well of black men. And now, 

obviously in more recent history with the Million Man March situation, it was 

part of a catalyst activity that kind of got things in gear. So you never know 

how things are going to turn out. Then of course we're planning for this next 

spring coming up this massive exhibition of art by women from the 1970s up 

to the 1990s [Sexual Politics: Judy Chicago's Dinner Party and Feminist Art 

History], updating that movement not only from the standpoint of the art, but 

the changes in the women's movement itself, different definitions, different 

attitudes—a broadening in terms of women of color, for example, and all 

kinds of issues that will be involved in this showing. That too surrounded— It 

will go on for sixteen weeks. It's a long exhibition period, to take advantage of 

the student audience in the late spring, the UCLA student audience, and then 

to take advantage of tourism during the summer. We expect that to be a very 

lively and controversial thing. Even though the University of California and 

UCLA have always been more or less characterized as conservative 

institutions, educational institutions, they are not afraid of that kind of 

mission, in terms of discussion. So that while one might argue with the board 

[of directors] about the controversial nature of a given show, we don't have to 

do that, because that really is part of the broader university mission. That's 

one major part of our program. Secondarily, we are interested in things that 

happen in California and on the West Coast generally. We did a major 

exhibition having to do with assemblage movement and its core roots here in 

California. We just completed the California surrealism show, Pacific Dreams: 

[Currents of Surrealism and Fantasy in California Art, 1934-1957]. We're 

looking now for something that will come along after that. Then we do, 

through Grunwald, let's say, the very scholarly in orientation sixteenth-century 

print show. But now we have the Stanford drawing collection up [Master 

Drawings from the Stanford University Museum of Art] and mixed with that a 

very large, very colorful, very bright exhibition of the various print houses here 



in Los Angeles that are dealing with Chicano and Mexican American artists 

[Across the Street: Self-Help Graphics and Chicano Art in Los Angeles]. So, yes, 

that sociopolitical thing and issues of minority publics in Los Angeles have 

been important to us for some time, long before we came here, and will 

continue because we think that's an important role to play. Then beyond that 

exhibition program, as such—and I think we've talked about this before—is 

that in our regular Saturday programming, we felt that we could have 

significant impact on the Westside by working with children in children's 

programs. That's proven to be very successful, continually growing. We still 

have some glitches, I'd guess you'd say, to work out, because with that kind of 

programming, if you do it every single Saturday, that's the way it should be 

done. People forget if you drop out for three or four weeks. But it's such a 

burden on our staff, so we can't yet quite do that. It's been very successful in 

that we have been doing thirty-six Saturdays out of the year programs where 

we do a dance performance or music performance or some activity that is 

interactive with children where they learn to play musical instruments or they 

learn dance steps or they simply see the costumes or whatever else it might 

be, presented by one of the various ethnic groups that make up the greater 

Los Angeles area. And then that is followed, an hour later, with storytelling 

about or by someone of that same ethnicity. So you might come one week and 

you're having a Japanese drum corps and then Japanese fairy tales. And then 

you would come another week and have Korean dancing and Korean fairy 

tales. Then you come hear African American music and then you'd have 

African American fairy tales. So without ever getting into discussion of 

multiculturalism or other things, it becomes simply an introduction to the 

richness that makes up this city in its own way, and you hope that kind of 

sticks in the minds of these young people. I must say that I also have been 

personally giving just some lectures on broad art history, art appreciation, and 

they overlap the children's programs, so I get a chance to see many of them 

on Saturdays. It's really wonderful to see these young kids from three, four, 

five, six, seven years old— I remember one day particularly when there was an 

African American storyteller, woman storyteller, who was about maybe forty 

years old, something like that, and she got the kids so drawn in that at the end 

of the things when she was waving and saying good-bye and so forth, they all 

came up and just hugged her in this great kind of wonderful way. It really 

brings tears to your eyes, and you wish things would be more that way. So 



that's been a very good program. Then through the larger outreach we have 

been doing symposiums and discussions and issues of, again, I'd say social 

concern, without being too concerned about controversy. During the Mexican 

show we did a panel on immigration which nearly ended in fisticuffs, for 

example. And we did a lot of panels during the Black Maleshow and got into 

discussions with [Louis] Farrakhan followers and others and divisions within 

the black community in terms of those discussions. And we've done a lot of 

groups that have to do with the improvement of the Los Angeles art scene in 

general, how we can all work together to do that. So we think we found our 

right niche. Now we have to make it grow. And yes, we do think of it in terms 

of a cultural center almost more than a museum. I personally look forward to 

a time when we'll be able to—the theater will be a big factor in this—have a 

situation where we present things that have nothing really to do with art at 

all. They might have to do vaguely with the topic. Let's say, if you take women 

as a broad topic, but it might be issues of medical advances, it might be issues 

of political advances, it might be issues of any number of things that can occur 

here just as a good meeting place of people, without always relying on the art 

to be the main issue. 

RATNER: 

You had commented previously about this whole social consciousness issue, 

saying that there's something about Los Angeles that makes people more 

aware of that really than other places. And I wonder if you felt there was 

anything beyond the simple diversity of our population? 

HOPKINS: 

Oh, well, sure. It's not a simple diversity [laughs], it's one of the more complex 

diversities anywhere in the world. And I think that it's a very different ethnic 

mix than, say, New York or Chicago or somewhere else. All major cities are 

faced with the same ideas. But I guess it's a combination of things. Number 

one, we've had two riots in the last thirty years, the [1965] Watts riot and the 

later one around Rodney King [1992]. We've had the O. J. trial, which certainly 

has opened to the whole nation issues of racism and discussion, whether it's 

in terms of the jury determination or whether it had to do with Mark Fuhrman 

or whatever. It's been a catalyst to community understanding. And I think that 

those things, which can be looked at in many, many different ways— But I, in 



the long run, see all of those things, including the two riots, as issues that have 

to do with have and have-not but desire to have. And now slowly because of 

those issues, being forced to deal with them in ways perhaps more 

aggressively than some other city. Then secondary to that, not only because of 

the broad ethnic mix but just because simply of the Southern California 

environment, it's a very different city than New York or Chicago or Houston. A 

lot of people come here because of our film industry with a fantasy idea of 

what living in Southern California is about. And that brings a different mix of 

people here, I think, than other places. Because we are traditionally a place 

where people from Iowa and Nebraska and the Midwest came for retirement 

or to escape harsh winters or to find the sun or whatever else that is, which is 

and remains a fairly conservative midwestern part of our population. Then you 

overlay this broad mix of different ethnic groupings and philosophical, political 

attitude groupings. You just have what is the melting pot. And I think we are 

much more the melting pot, and we'll be looked at forever in terms of solving 

those problems that will help other issues. One of the things that is kind of 

stunning about all of this is the United States in general with its melting pot 

heritage. But when you look at countries like Japan, for example, and Korea, 

China, certainly you're talking about ethnic purism really, in still big, big blocks 

of the world. For all of their criticism of what we do, they deal in areas of 

ethnic purism, and someday all this is going to be facing them, maybe many 

generations down the road. So we're kind of at the forefront in that. That's an 

exciting place to be. 

RATNER: 

Scary sometimes too. 

HOPKINS: 

Yeah, very scary, that's right. Very scary. 

RATNER: 

At what point do you feel you personally became more conscious of these 

gender and ethnic identity issues and in dealing with marginalized populations 

when beginning to seek acquisitions and set your exhibition—? 

HOPKINS: 



Program, you mean? Well, I don't know if we talked about this before or not— 

If I'm repeating, I'm just repeating. Way back when I was in graduate school 

here at UCLA and teaching first classes and various other things, I had this kind 

of idealistic one-world dream that everybody should intermarry as quickly as 

possible, and everybody turn into a nice kind of creamy brown person. That's 

one ultimate, I guess, solution. But I think the real impact of diversity came to 

me before diversity was broadly discussed. It just simply came from living in 

San Francisco, strangely enough, rather than Los Angeles, because San 

Francisco's such a contained community. You have the Latino-Chicano section; 

you have the Italian section; you have the Chinese section; you have the 

Japanese section; you have the whitey section. You have all of these different 

things. And since no more people can live on that tiny peninsular point, it's 

kind of a question of they're constantly shifting neighborhoods. They kind of 

keep going around in a circle. But also, you can't walk downtown or around 

the city or drive around the city without being conscious of being in these 

different neighborhoods because of the signage, because of the food available 

in the markets, because of the good odors of food that permeate. I think, to 

me at least, what came into focus was that the issue is to maintain these 

cultural differences, because they add so much richness to our lives in terms 

of food, in terms of festivals, in terms of all of those different things. And if we 

did all intermarry, then pretty soon all of that would disappear and we'd be on 

white bread and weenies or something. I don't know. [laughs] And that 

seemed like a real loss, because San Francisco does generate a— It's always 

been a city that has given great respect to the individual. It's always had its 

crazy individuals like Emperor Norton [Joshua A. Norton] and some of the rest 

of them, but groups will fight for the right of an individual to be what he wants 

to be, whether that's a gay or not gay or whatever it might be. So you get that 

kind of sense of that, while it's still a rather conservative city. But I think that's 

where I really gained a respect for kind of the richness and diversity. It was 

also, of course, a time when those issues were being discussed in the art world 

much more so in terms of African American art, Latino art, women's art that 

had not been discussions, really, back in the fifties and the sixties. So I became 

a believer in that. And that was a shift in attitudinal ways, because I think you 

quoted me one time as talking about being kind of the fine-art, pure-art, 

removed sensibility, which was the discussion of the time, obviously. But as 



things changed, then to try to bring a wider audience to understanding and 

appreciating what that change is seemed important to me. 

RATNER: 

Do you feel at some point in dealing with these different groups, if not you 

personally, but then just in the art world in general, that you run the risk of 

having the message outweigh the aesthetics? 

HOPKINS: 

No question, no question. I think that can be defined back into the 1970s, 

where the old system broke down—the old system being two or three critics 

dominating the sense of what art was, leading collectors in that direction, 

leading people thinking in that direction. Then in the seventies because of 

these various combinations of things—women's issues, ethnicity issues, 

political, social issues, the Vietnam War— All of those elements played into a 

situation where more critics appeared and intelligent writing people who were 

willing to take a position saying "That's not art, but this is art too, this is art 

too, this is art too, this is art too. " And the opinions became scattered and 

nobody dominated and it confused collectors who were convinced that 

whatever these people said was right, and suddenly it wasn't always right. Or 

they might be swayed in some other direction. It put an art audience—not a 

very broadly informed art audience, but an art audience—in the position 

where more and more they had to make the judgmental base about what was 

important and what wasn't important. It brought strong galleries to the 

forefront, not so much critics, but galleries with enough money and with 

enough consciousness in terms of what they were doing to boost their artists 

forward. The mercantile end of the business became more important really 

than the philosophical. But the whole issue was democratization. And there 

were discussions at that time, a lot of discussions, many in which I 

participated, that said that what we were doing was bringing art down to the 

lowest possible common denominator, almost like television, all right, bringing 

it down to the twelve-year, broader twelve-year mentality level. And from 

that bottom, bouncing into new forms and new issues and new ideas that 

would evolve. And I think that's really more or less what's happened. 
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HOPKINS: 

Because the thing that was interesting was that most of the people of my 

generation, who then had become the museum directors of the major 

museums in the country and were leading that thought— And many others 

had become dealers. Let's say men and some women in their forties and fifties 

had all pretty much been trained in the same way, which was a very solid 

Eurocentric tradition, an evolution of art history as exemplified, finally, by the 

Museum of Modern Art in New York, which was kind of the grandfather for all 

of us. So suddenly when we were faced with new Chicano imagery, let's say, 

or when we were faced with issues of graffiti or faced with issues of African 

American art that was coming out of an African heritage base or faced with 

women's art that was coming out of quilting and out of pattern and out of 

design, our eyes just couldn't see that as art. There's just no way we could see 

that as art, because it wasn't part of our visual pattern we'd been into. Now 

that that's been going on for ten years, our vision is broadening, and you are 

finding more interrelationship in terms of motif—you see that especially 

among art students—that aren't even conscious there was ever any other 

way. That some of us coming from Puerto Rico and some of us coming from 

Spain and some of us— It's all mixing. But that need to change and broaden 

your vision I think was important. But I think in this time—and this is 

personal— whether the message overrides the art performance or not is not a 

matter of major concern to me. I think that in a way the message is more 

important. And sometimes that takes fifty less-than-perfect images to make 

that message. But somewhere out of that, the messenger with the art 

inherent is going to come, somewhere along the line. That will transpire in 

whatever area. The other thing is that, this is very hard to say, but it's a purely 

personal observational statement— When you think of the vast shift in art 

from the impressionist and postimpressionist, as just a case in point, or even 

cubism and fauvism up to the present time, not only has the attitude about art 

changed into a more conceptualized sensibility, but the execution has 

changed. It's not as interestingly strong as it was. It takes more room to make 

a little statement than it used to take. The issues are bigger. I don't know. I 

don't have any way in the world to resolve that in my own mind except to say 

that I think that the genius artist—even though there are thousands more 

people making art now in the world than ever before— is still that rarity. We 

have a lot to broadly pick and choose amongst at the present time, but I 



haven't seen the emergence of that one strong controlling school. It may 

never be that way again. It may be that teaching about art is not going to be a 

simplistic thing anymore. I was certainly faced with that when I came back to 

teaching at UCLA five years ago. I was going to teach my basic Eurocentric 

program in art history, and I looked out on a class of about forty-five people of 

which 40 percent was Asian and 30 percent was Latino and 20 percent were 

African American and 15 percent were white. And I said, "I can't teach this 

anymore. " We have to rethink the processes to make it work in the new 

world. And I don't think there's enough time to teach it. That's the big 

problem. When you have ten weeks to do this or a semester to do that, and 

you're trying to take into account all of the different things that are working 

and flowing and moving through the system, it's an impossible chore. But 

again, Los Angeles is kind of a wonderful place to be, because history can be 

the only guide. You've seen periods like this before with big dips and hollows, 

and then you see this monumental rise, and then dips and hollows and 

monumental rise. So I'm looking for it around 2000, for another something of 

major import. 

RATNER: 

You'd say we're definitely in a hollow right now. 

HOPKINS: 

I think we're in kind of a hollow, I have to say that. 

RATNER: 

I had two questions to ask you pertaining to the women's movement, really, 

things that had happened in the seventies where you were quoted. I think 

you've kind of answered those, but in the catalog for Painting and Sculpture in 

California: The Modern Era, which you did at the San Francisco Museum of 

Modern Art in 1976, you said— I'm quoting you here—"I recognize the 

inevitability of questions concerning ethnic and male-female balance within 

the exhibition. We were aware of this during the selection process, but 

weren't willing to subvert our understanding of that history. " 

HOPKINS: 

Right. 



RATNER: 

I think maybe I know your answer, but would you respond in that same way 

now? Because how do you acknowledge or kind of flesh out the artist who 

might have been on the periphery at that point? 

HOPKINS: 

I guess I would answer that, if I was doing a historical exhibition of the history 

of the art of Los Angeles as we understand it or San Francisco as we 

understand it that was clearly male dominated to that period of time, by 

almost even saying, "You could find the women artists on the periphery or the 

African American artists on the periphery. It's not that they didn't exist. It's 

just that they didn't form part of the historical pattern. " Now, one could reach 

outside, make the extreme academic effort to reach outside and say, "Well, 

was Judy Gerwitz as interesting as X? Or was Danny White, an African 

American artist, as interesting as Y?" which would be a whole different kind of 

exhibition. But this was kind of the historical pattern of what had transpired. 

And in that same catalog, we made the point— I hope we made the point—

that the whole issue of this kind of massive exhibition, which took the whole 

San Francisco Museum, was to relook at all of that, and that it was just simply 

a first step in kind of a California history—that little pieces of it could be 

broken off and rediscussed and relooked at and reexamined and expanded. 

And that's kind of what's happening now, as younger scholars get involved in 

it, like Susan Ehrlich in her Pacific Dreams and the wonderful book on the 

Society of Six: [California Colorlsts, by Nancy Boaz] on the Oakland artists. 

There are a lot of things now that are happening in California art that took a 

long time to get around to. Then I have to also say that, at that time, probably 

in almost any catalog they made a rote— A statement like that is essentially a 

disclaiming statement, recognizing that no matter how broadly you 

represented the various ethnicities or women's artists in relationship to the 

exhibition, it would not be enough. There's no way to meet that. So it would 

just simply be almost a necessity to state your awareness even if you weren't 

following the particular protocol of political correctness in terms of certain 

issues. But as time has gone by, and you said that was '76, even though there 

are groups around like the Guerrilla Girls, who are constantly attacking 

museums and galleries for showing not enough women and so forth and so 

on, the numbers game has changed quite radically and will continue to 



change. And I think that, certainly from what I can see in terms of the 

emergence of younger people in art schools, the balance between men and 

women is equalizing. I might be more hesitant to say that it's balancing in 

terms of ethnicities, but ethnicities have a cultural heritage within their own 

country. I'll use Korea as an example. A lot of the young people that are 

working here are becoming prominent in their country. They may not 

becoming prominent internationally, but prominent within their own cultural 

system. So I don't see this as any dead end. I don't anymore see the kind of 

arguments that used to be made, which probably were correct back in the 

forties and fifties, where a gallery person would look at a woman artist and 

say, "Look, this is a woman that's going to get married, have babies, get 

pregnant, not going to continue to produce. I can't develop this, because I 

can't be sure that she's going to be around all of this time to do that. " Now 

enough women have presented themselves as being in every way as resilient 

and as tough as any male artist, so-called, that I think that's not an issue. 

Another thing that is a factor is that more and more women are in the 

curatorial aspect of museums than ever before, and some ethnicities as well 

within those groups. And sometimes they themselves are more prone to male 

domination in exhibitions than— It's been very interesting to watch them, 

because they don't suddenly move off in a feminist attack or something else of 

that kind. But it really is a time— You call it a hollow, and I think it's not an 

unfair thing to say. It's a political hollow; it's a social hollow; it's a cultural 

hollow. It's a lot of things right now. But that's where we all are— Years ago, 

Irving Blum, an art dealer here at the Ferus Gallery in Los Angeles who had 

come from New York, said that living in Los Angeles is like sinking into a warm 

bowl of farina, which can be taken as a very negative statement. But on the 

other hand, if we're all in this stew together, then something is going to 

bubble up out of that at some moment. It will happen. 

RATNER: 

How necessary do you think groups—? You mentioned the Guerrilla Girls. How 

necessary do you think they are at this point? 

HOPKINS: 

At this point? Yeah, I think it's always necessary to have a goad. Art itself— 

Again, we're talking about the message and the means. But I think that one of 



the roles that art can play, and is playing to a certain extent, is as a goad 

against social issues. There's endless, endless argument about art as a sweet 

and lovely thing, which has never really been in history. It's always been 

reaching, always been controversial, always pushing and shoving in different 

directions. Has been supportive of revolution in the hands of David and on and 

on through time. And so that is certainly one of the many manifestations of art 

is to keep pressure on. As the women who are involved in Guerrilla Girls, as 

people who make art or write criticism or what have you see the necessity for 

that goad, that's fine. It's become now more a cliche, I think even amongst 

them, than a really serious intensive political issue. But it's a reminder. It's a 

constant reminder. And like the issues around the Black Male show or the 

issues that will rise around the sexual politics of that exhibition, all of those 

discussions, I think, have to be looked at as positive, tiny growth steps. To 

avoid it is just— You can't, in this day and age. There's no way that you can 

deal with contemporary issues and not deal with controversy. There are just 

too many who think too differently, that's all. 

RATNER: 

I'd read something you'd written in the dictionary of art about women artists. 

And you were saying—which I'm sure now you probably wouldn't phrase 

exactly this way—"Women artists of increasing numbers and quality are 

striking out in a variety of ways to gain parity in an art world that they 

perceive to be male dominated. " 

HOPKINS: 

Well, maybe I wouldn't write it exactly that same way. But my perception of 

the art world—and again, we're talking very personally— My perception of 

the art world since the 1960s is that there is no real glass ceiling. But at the 

same time, I think that very often women, ethnicities, men, in their own way, 

in many different ways in this age and time, impose upon themselves barriers 

which don't really exist. That's my perception. That's all I can say. 

RATNER: 

Well, the other piece really that I was getting to there was you had talked 

about that they see painting as a traditional male bastion. I just wondered 

what kind of correlation you might feel there is between an emphasis on a 



particular medium and the political or economic climate during a period of 

time. 

HOPKINS: 

Well, certainly at the beginning phases of the women's movement, much of 

which generated right here in Los Angeles through Womanhouse, with kind of 

two opposing but interesting forces—Miriam Schapiro, who then moved onto 

the East Coast, and Judy Chicago, who more or less relates to the West 

Coast— They are now as human beings in conflict with one another in terms 

of who is more important. So all the male Issues are now the female issues. 

But there was an intentional selection of ways to make art that were not the 

traditional Western male traditions of making art, painting being one of those, 

sculpture, to a certain extent, being one of those. But that's too broad. But 

let's take painting. So rather than painting, per se, working with materials that 

had been in tradition thought of as women's materials and working in motifs 

that were considered to be women's ideas—patterning and other things of 

that kind. That set them apart from this male bastion and put them in this 

category, saying, "This is no more important than that. But this is not that. 

That's them; this is us. " Obviously that's changed. And a lot of that has 

changed simply because it's been around for such a long period of time. But 

you would look endlessly at women's paintings that were based on a grid, that 

came out of a philosophical, political principle, not out of the heart and soul of 

the aesthetic of the person who made it, in my mind. You saw a lot of things 

that had to do with craftlike orientation, you know, quite beautiful ceramic 

pattern work and things of that kind that are coming out of women's studios, 

primarily. And certainly even in Judy Chicago's The Dinner Party, which is as far 

as I'm concerned the seminal piece for that kind of thinking, which combines 

embroidery, the history of embroidery, china painting, the history of china 

painting— All those things that were kind of nineteenth-century, nice women 

activities are now brought out into the world as being much more aggressive 

and stronger in what they're trying to do. So I think there are reasons for that, 

and clearly, I guess you could think of that also in terms of what we think of as 

primarily American-Indian-related art, which becomes sticks and feathers and 

baskets and bones and various other things that have to do with that, that are 

coming out of some kind of heritage. And you're not sure that they're 

translating into contemporary aesthetic idiom. But there's nothing more 



distressing than seeing somebody who is not of that ethnicity working with 

feathers and bones and baskets. [laughs] So I don't know. It's very complex. 

But there is a reaching for new materials, again, I'd guess you'd have to say, 

not specifically in that kind of reference. But Southern California has always 

been interested in new materials. And artists through time have always been 

interested in what is now new and available to them, whether that's optical 

devices,. in the case of Jan Vermeer, or whether it's the introduction of glass 

in big-scale glass earlier in the century. Or all the issues of plastics, which were 

experimented endlessly with here in Southern California in terms of art. So I 

think that in some ways there are materials that are identifiable with cultures. 

And those are being explored. But I think they're also being set aside and 

reaching on to other things. You may remember back twenty years ago, this 

vast, kind of women-oriented sensibility having to do with handmade paper 

and all of that. You see so little of that anymore. It's just like collage, which 

was such a major issue, and it's almost disappeared. It's become kind of a 

Saturday afternoon activity or something. 

RATNER: 

Earlier you had talked about curating an exhibition where artists would work 

with toys, and you've mentioned how fond you were of MOMA's [Museum of 

Modern Art's] Good Designshows. I wondered if you'd have the opportunity to 

curate any exhibitions while you're at the Hammer, and are there other shows 

you've thought about doing for many years, or others that suddenly seem 

appropriate for this venue? 

HOPKINS: 

Yeah, different things do emerge at different times. And I think it's true: many 

people, some ideas that you have, you just never get around to doing; and 

then others reemerge, and you say, "Yeah, now is the time to think about 

doing them. " I guess the point I'm making with that— I would love to do some 

kind of an ongoing design show, whether here or wherever, but with the 

consistency that had a pattern, that you did it every two years, or you did it 

every three years or something else of that kind. That went on in [the] 

Pasadena [Art Museum] for a certain amount of time, but it was much more 

handcrafted design than the old Museum of Modern Art that was telling you 

that this knife is better than that knife and this spoon is better than this spoon 



and this plate is better than that plate—which takes, you know, interesting 

curatorial and critical leadership and determination. The reason I'm interested 

in design is not necessarily that we don't have the opportunity to look at what 

would be called more good design. Even if you're talking about places like 

Crate and Barrel and Pottery Barn and what have you, there is an element of 

elegant taste and simplicity and form following function in many instances in 

those stores that wasn't really available in the thirties, forties, fifties for the 

broad public. But I just feel that one of the elements of our national 

competitiveness in terms of design is sadly deteriorated. And if we can't 

produce competitive automobiles, we can't produce competitive ice boxes 

and refrigerators and stoves. And if we can't make them in a size that other 

cultures utilize instead of our own monsters that run around loose, then we 

simply are not going to compete in world trade. So I think design Is a critical 

aspect of the art world, for lack of a better term, where one could make a very 

strong statement and begin to impact a broader thinking, in terms of our 

industry, in terms of the way things work in the world. Sometimes I think the 

leadership in our industries are totally ignorant of the world, but that's a very 

personal opinion. [laughs] But I do believe that's true. I think we've just been 

isolated as a nation so long, even though everybody comes here and lives here 

and it becomes more diverse. But we still stay within our fifty-state 

boundaries and are not equipped to deal in the world, not by virtue of our 

understanding of language, not by virtue of our deep involvement in other 

cultures. You know, we're pretty dumb. 

RATNER: 

What would you say the pros and cons are for the Hammer if UCLA were to 

privatize, as Chancellor [Charles E.] Young has suggested? 

HOPKINS: 

Privatize. By that you mean UCLA pulling out of the UC system and becoming 

its own entity? Well, I'm sure it would be disruptive and would affect all of us 

for a certain period of time. I think if UCLA were to pull out, which I think is 

extremely unlikely, I think it would be thought of so thoroughly and would 

have so much broader local L.A. support, that probably wouldn't impact us 

that radically. It would not impact, unless something I don't understand would 

happen, the Hammer-Occidental side, which is a larger part of our budgetary 



process. We have a guarantee that we will proceed on this side on the UCLA 

thing. If, for some reason, we couldn't proceed, financially to meet our 

obligations, then it would fail. I don't see that happening. 

RATNER: 

Okay. What are the advantages and constraints of working within a 

bureaucracy the size of UCLA? 

HOPKINS: 

It is an amazing bureaucracy. Having come out of the nonprofit but still 

semiprivate sector, it's amazing to go into meetings and spending hours 

discussing issues and never coming to resolution, or even if you come to 

resolution, it's then passed onto another committee beyond that, to another 

committee beyond that. That anything gets done is remarkable. I think in large 

part the nice thing about the Hammer-UCLA affiliation is that while there are 

points of difficulty— One of them, for example, is in building expansion or 

correction. Do we work with UCLA programs? Can we go outside? Can we do 

this or that? But since we're a little bit on the periphery, we have a little bit 

more freedom than something that's really centered deeply in the campus. 

And the campus is looking for ways and means to impact its own bureaucracy. 

It's very conscious of that fact that it's overblown. I personally have not felt 

constraint, either in the art department or in the Hammer Museum. And I 

think a certain amount of that has to do with the fact that I came here at a 

time in my career and an age where I felt that if I had good ideas, I would do 

the best I could to get them moving and across, and not pay too much 

attention to the bureaucracy. If I was a much younger man, then I would get 

involved in all of that mish-mash of tenure and evolution and fear and things 

that get going in university systems. I haven't felt a lot of constraint. There are 

times when I've felt frustration. And a lot of that has to do with what an 

amazing amount of time is necessary to go through the processes to hire a 

faculty member, for example, of outstanding qualifications, that for the 

private sector, you would call one day and sign the contract the next. The 

other frustration, I think probably for people in creative fields in the 

university—not just art, but music, dance, probably theater as well—is that 

there's a basic antagonism on the part of the letters and science people, that 

say, "Why should we be spending money on this when we're a major research 



university? This is not something that we should do. " So anytime things are 

tied economically, that begins to bubble up as an issue. You have to fend that 

off. But I think increasingly, UCLA is conscious in the broader sense of that, 

that through things like the Hammer, the Westwood—now the Geffen— 

Playhouse, all of the performing arts elements, we are putting out to the 

community things that are benefiting not just the university in terms of its 

community awareness, but benefiting the university in terms of more grants, 

more income basis, and things of that kind. So I think we're fairly secure at the 

moment. We'll find out. 

RATNER: 

You had mentioned that now it takes most students five years to graduate. I 

wonder what you feel the impact is of that? 

HOPKINS: 

Of that? Well, I guess if you look at it in the broader sense, that if in principle 

everybody is living into their seventies and into their eighties and what have 

you, that expanded life thing, then taking one more year to finish the basic 

part of your education is hardly worth mentioning in the overall. I've always 

felt that if you're going to live to you're ninety years old, you might as well 

take those extra twenty years at the beginning rather than the other end. 

Because it's obviously a more interesting time in your existence. So everything 

maybe gets stretched out a little bit further. But I think that it's just that in a 

university program in the arts, probably five years is desirable, because getting 

in your studio courses and also broadening yourself in terms of the liberal arts 

and getting the discussion which the university can offer that an art school 

can't, that's probably broadening and really worthwhile. I think that it places 

an incredible financial burden on both parents and young people, parents if 

they happen to be able to support their children, and children in terms of their 

loans that they have to make. And when you are in a five-year program in the 

arts with no insurance of income at all beyond that day that you get out of 

there, and you come out with $30,000 in debt, it's pretty appalling. I think it 

will impact us in time. Just this last week, there have been a number of articles 

written. There's one in the [Los Angeles] Times today, in the Metro section, 

which is kind of a repeat of an article in the New York Times about a week ago, 

just talking about the fact that in the last twenty years, the standard of living 



has just simply not kept up with what's going on. And we're seeing that in 

more and more indebtedness, not just in terms of students and student loans 

but just credit card indebtedness, and the other things, which at some time, I 

think would be a major, major, major problem. So it's not the hours spent, it's 

the economic necessity to keep those hours maintained. I think that's the 

problem. 

RATNER: 

What would you say is the biggest challenge facing you at the Hammer right 

now? 

HOPKINS: 

Me and the Hammer right now? [laughs] Well, the same thing that's facing any 

other museum in the country, and that's balancing the budget. And it's 

particularly of interest here because we have essentially what could be called 

an annual endowment of about $3.5 million dollars—that's the bond portfolio 

money which we've talked about and UCLA's million dollars, the combination 

of those two. And we can be reasonably secure that we have a certain little 

amount coming in from membership and a certain amount from admissions 

and various other things of that kind. But we need to raise, each year— Well, 

I'll come from the other direction. So that's $3.5 million. We feel that the 

program that we want to present is a program that costs about $5 to $5.5 

million. That means we have to raise each year $1.5 to $2 million dollars 

through all of these resources. That's membership, that's admissions, that's 

grants, it's gifts, it's everything else. That's not an overwhelming amount, 

compared to L.A. County Museum or MOCA, even though they get a lot more 

from the county and the city. But nonetheless it is a necessity, because our 

agreement says that we must balance our budget. That's somewhat different 

than a group of fifty trustees that can sit down and say, "Well, okay, we're 

$400,000 in debt this year. We're going to carry that over into next year. 

We're not going to use our endowment. " But certain things can be done 

about it. There's not much we can do if we don't, and we would then, 

therefore, have to cut that. So I think that's the biggest issue. We've been 

relatively free in terms of what we want to do by way of exhibitions from all 

parties concerned. People have been relatively pleased with the growth in the 

short period of time that we've been here. So it is really a very simple thing. 



It's just budget balance. And in this time, just to finish it off, which I know you 

well understand, with the cutbacks in the National Endowment for the Arts 

and conservativism in the National Endowment for the Arts, where we had 

been able to count fairly regularly on $300,000 to $400,000 a year from 

federal granting agencies, odds favor that that's going to be significantly less 

because of the sociopolitical nature of our program. Those are just not things 

that they're going to be willing to put money in. So it could be hard work. 

RATNER: 

One of the very few critical remarks I read about you—and of course, I did a 

lot of reading about you— 

HOPKINS: 

Must be getting bored by now, I think. 

RATNER: 

No. Was in reference to your stint in San Francisco. And that was that you 

have difficulty delegating responsibility. I wondered if you felt that was a fair 

assessment? 

HOPKINS: 

I know where that came from, more or less. I think I remember the article it 

came from. I think it came out of a Beth Coffelt article or something that had 

to do with the museum at fifty years or close to that. 

RATNER: 

Right. 

HOPKINS: 

I guess in a way that that could be called a truism. I don't think it's any longer a 

truism. I think it's as much as anything else a matter of ambition and age and a 

greater willingness to do that. Personally I think I've always been willing and 

anxious to give credit where credit is due in terms of work that people do. And 

if I was somewhat more a control freak at a point in time, it was because I had 

a sense of a vision that I wanted to happen the right way. And that does close 

you off from other ideas sometimes. So I think it's probably a fair statement, 



because certainly I have been, at times in my life, a control freak. But I've 

given that up for better things. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

You've been quoted as saying that you're opposed to or at least out of sync 

with, the growing electronic sensibility in museums, and of course, it's 

undeniably a part of the present and the future. There are virtual museum 

series using CD-ROMs that you can tour the Louvre, and LACMA [Los Angeles 

County Museum of Art] and the [Frederick R.] Weisman [Art] Foundation I 

think have their own Web pages on the Internet. There are computer 

programs that you can purchase that provide both elementary and really 

sophisticated information about various artists or movements and you can 

print out images on your printer of any painting or whatever. And I wondered 

what role you see technology playing both within the museum environment 

and as a educational resource. 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I guess if I could answer that, I'd be Bill [William H.] Gates and would be 

making a fortune doing something else. I had hoped that I would be out of the 

business and retired before any of this reached a point where it was beyond 

the need to ignore, because I do feel somewhat out of sync with it. And I am 

concerned about it. When I say I'm concerned about it, I really mean I'm 

concerned about it. I had an experience many years ago— We're talking about 

when do you become aware of ethnicities and different things of that kind. I 

think one of the times when I became very conscious of negative aspects of 

technology— I went with my young nephew [Ted Hopkins] to a video parlor in 

San Francisco, and I'd not been in one. There were these hundred machines 

with flashing lights and flashing colors and a very high decibel level and two 

hundred kids all with quarters laid out on the top of the machine sitting there 

for hours playing and what have you. It suddenly just hit me like a brick, "Just 

think. How can we ever expect a generation that's growing up this way with 

this technology to be sympathetic to or understand a Cezanne or a 

Michelangelo or whatever else it might be. " And how boring that must be to 

them in terms of their sensibility, when they've had all of this bombardment. 

I've felt also that as things get more specific in terms of visual imagery— I 

grew up in the radio generation and didn't see television until I was twenty-



one years old. The radio gave you so much latitude in terms of your own 

imagination, because with the words you were hearing, you were making up 

what these people looked like, you were making up the room they lived in, 

you were making up all of this stuff. Then when we got to the black-and-white 

television age, then things were being fed in through our eyes as well as our 

ears, and now of course there being with everything that's happening now, 

our eyes and our ears and our brain and all of our senses are pushed to very 

high limits. And clearly, a vast number of people see that as a positive 

information flow where everything goes much faster, much more smoothly, 

much more quickly. I'm not quite sure how I feel about it in relationship to the 

visual arts, because while all those things you say are true, that you can put 

out a copy of an image, you can do this, you can do that— The stoppers 

between programs— You can be looking at a Monet while it's sitting there on 

the screen. I'm trained to believe there's a real difference between the real 

object and the two-dimensional visual image, especially through a light 

projection. And I still believe that that's true. I think that while one can gain a 

vast intellectual knowledge of the arts— And that I do believe. I wondered for 

some time why with this new technology, if you have an extraordinary teacher 

in art history, like an Erwin Panofsky used to be— There's absolutely no 

reason in the world why Erwin Panofsky, from his living room, couldn't be 

teaching in every university campus in the United States. You would miss the 

interaction with him, but now you can even get the interaction, like a Larry 

King call-in show: "Hey, Erwin, what do you mean?" So I think there are those 

educational opportunities that would expose more people to genius, which 

could happen in, let's say, the small school I went to, College of Idaho, where 

the art training was minimal. But through that kind of programmatic thing, I 

could be as tied in as somebody in New York City. It's going to further enhance 

or not enhance, depending on how you look at it. One of the things that I have 

noticed, having come from Idaho, which is a very isolated section of the 

country, is that the impact of television is that it has given children and young 

people, especially kind of teenyboppers and on up to that period of time, a 

kind of false sophistication. They see all of these things on television, 

television, television, and they kind of put themselves in L.A. or New York and 

they pick up the styles and they pick up all of these things. So you are breaking 

down things. You're expanding, but at the same time, I think that there are 

certain harmful aspects of that. I really find ultimately, just in terms of my own 



thing, that the companionship with that screen can't somehow be positive in 

the long run, where hours of your life, hours of your day, are spent in 

association with that rather than human contact. I just find that very difficult, 

while at the same time I see the information flow as being amazing. But then I 

go back to my heritage and think of my father, who had a lot of work to do in 

Chicago living in Idaho. He'd get on the train, it would take him two days to 

get there, he would do one day's business in Chicago, and then it would take 

him two days to get home. Five days to do what now you get on the plane in 

the morning, you go to Chicago, do your business, you come back at night. Is it 

any better? I don't know. Is it any better than it was? Was that train time 

important to thinking and processing and getting your ideas straight in terms 

of what you're going to do in a presentation when you get there? Is the two 

days looking forward to coming home more beneficial than running around 

like a bunch of looneys? I don't know. But the only ultimate—I don't want to 

say the only—but certainly one of the positive ultimate benefits of that is that 

it is going to inevitably bring the world down to a situation where one can't 

think in terms of friends and enemies at all. When you're in that much contact 

daily, endlessly, when you're that interdependent on the activities, that 

maybe it will bring us a peaceful resolution to things. I don't know. But I'd 

rather live without it. [laughs] 

1.27. TAPE NUMBER: XVIII, Side One (October 18, 1995) 

HOPKINS: 

Well, it came up really just yesterday. We had a phone call from a person who 

writes for Talk of the Town for the New Yorker . He had noticed that on [the 

computer program] Windows 95, to put as a screensaver, I guess you call it, 

they're using the codex that Bill [William H.] Gates bought, you know, the 

Leonardo [da Vinci] Codex [Hammer], which is now the Codex Leicester. They 

wanted to know how I felt about it. Well, I have to be honest and say I asked 

our public information person to track down Windows 95. and track down the 

plus thing, and we'd go look at it. We couldn't find it. [laughs] We found the 

box, but they wouldn't open the box for us and play it for us. So we know it's 

there. But we asked the young man at the UCLA bookstore, who had seen it, 

how it was utilized. He said, "It's not informational, it's entertainment. It 

shows the flying machine, and it shows it flying" and so forth and so on. I said, 



"Is there any translation of the codex or these different things?" "No, that's 

not a part of it. " And I thought, "Okay, that's fine. " If I had talked to this 

person and he would have said— I was assuming he was showing a page more 

or less the size of the page with the script, hopefully a translation of what that 

script was, hopefully an image of the balloon or whatever else it might be. 

That to me makes perfect sense, because that is a manuscript. It's a book. 

There's no surface texture; there's no color to speak of— There's Leonardo's 

backward handwriting; there are all those different things. To expose that kind 

of sensibility to a lot more people than [would be possible if it were] hidden 

away in a gallery, it's no question that's an asset. But if you're talking about a 

van Gogh, and you're talking about surface structure, brushstroke, emotional 

impact, scale—which is the one thing you lose by all of these mechanical 

devices, viewing everything the same size—that is a misconception of how art 

works, in my feeling. 

RATNER: 

Kind of moving on here. The job description for museum directors changed 

dramatically since you entered the field. What are now the primary 

responsibilities of a director, and how has that changed over the span of your 

career? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, it has changed a lot before my career, during my career, and now kind of 

toward the end of my career. Before my career, museum directors were very 

often sons of wealthy families, or second sons in wealthy families, or whatever 

else it might be. While it was a wonderful thing to be involved in, salaries in 

major museums were like elementary school teachers' salaries, because the 

person in the position didn't need the money. It was kind of a gentlemen's 

thing to do, right? And the field kind of grew out of that. So the generation 

just preceding mine was the generation that turned it into a more professional 

activity base. You studied art history, and you didn't have to come from a 

certain social class or various other things. It was only your commitment to 

that and working with it. But the issue was a commitment to art and art 

history. And particularly—just because we're talking about that in terms of 

technology—the difference between museum people and art historians is that 

museum people really are committed to the object, the richness of the object, 



as opposed to the slide of the object or the intellectual awareness, so-called 

connoisseurship. So the head of a museum was a connoisseur, hopefully an 

intelligent and sensitive person, a connoisseur. And because the art market 

was not what it is—the value of art was significant, but not what it is—it 

meant that you could run a museum and if you at the end of the year had a 

budget deficit of $60, 000, which was quite a bit of money in those days, the 

trustees would pick it up, just pass it on. It was kind of like a parish priest, 

where you just go out and solicit your flock and get stuff put together if you 

can. So that put all the emphasis on the esoteric nature of art itself. There 

wasn't a great emphasis on audience or audience building or great big boards 

of trustees or other things. When I came into the profession, that had 

expanded quite a bit. The issue of art after World War II, which is my era, 

because American art became a prominent thing, which it had never been 

before— New York became the capital of the art world in terms of its 

mercantile interests rather than Paris, because we hadn't been bombed out. 

We had a ten-year hiatus while Germany and France and Italy were catching 

their breath after all of the destruction, that we had a free space to walk into. 

Then suddenly we museums became more oriented toward education, 

because we had an audience that didn't know anything. We became more 

oriented toward changing exhibitions to explain ideas rather than permanent 

collections, which people usually went to see. And all these things took more 

money. The process of that was that we could still think more seriously. As a 

director, you were hired because of your art knowledge. In many museums, 

except the largest museums, the museum director had the opportunity to 

exercise this curatorial expertise, either in terms of acquisitions of works of 

art, this area of specialty, or doing exhibitions. This was true at the beginning 

phases of my career. It was in the late sixties, seventies, as every city wanted 

its museum or this cultural center and every city began to vie for people who 

were visually good in the field, when the works of art value increased so 

significantly that doing an exhibition cost fifty times more than it cost ten 

years before that, that the transition into money became an issue. And when 

the transition into the director raising money— Many art people just are not 

adept at that—going out and pounding the pavement. That was certainly a 

major, major shift. Then this whole idea of the art-trained museum director 

sharing his slot with an administrator who was watching the bottom line, who 

was working with the development department— And now, within the 



museums, development officers and public information officers are paid 

almost comparable to directors and more than curators. So the basic 

curatorial work of the museum is down the ladder in terms of its importance, 

while the expanded boards of trustees— Because the museums need more 

money and people are brought onto museum boards because they have 

money, not because they have art expertise. It begins to shift. It becomes 

much more business. It's increasingly a business. And one of the more 

gratifying things of the withdrawal of federal support and the dip in the art 

market, the dip or crash or whatever you want to call it in the art market, is 

that perhaps it will bring us back to a little different sensibility. I think it's 

unlikely, but it could happen. All of the technological events you've been 

talking about are going to push this even further and faster. There's going to 

be more competition. So now I think the best avenue to being a museum 

director is to have an art historical background with an M. B. A. That seems to 

be the main thing. Or simply recognize that there's going to be an artistic head 

and a monetary head and you're going to be fighting all of your life with the 

issue of creativity as opposed to bottom line. And that's a tougher time. I've 

been blessed in the fact that the institutions that I have worked with, all the 

way from the beginning, the [Los Angeles] County Museum [of Art], the Fort 

Worth [Art] Museum the San Francisco Museum [of Modern Art], and here, 

should I choose to exercise it, are big enough to be important, but not so large 

that there's not some humanistic intent in there. And that I could tomorrow, if 

I chose, do an exhibition, if I had the time and energy. But I am more of a 

fund-raiser now than I was back in my early director days. More time has to be 

devoted to that. And I say the biggest problem is, unfortunately, balancing the 

budget. Not the bottom line, but balancing the budget to do the programs 

that we want to do. And that's a big difference. 

RATNER: 

Do you view that personally as a loss, that you don't have as much time to do 

those other things, the more curatorial kinds of things? 

HOPKINS: 

No, I must admit that I don't personally. I just have to say I've been really 

blessed in that fact that as I have grown or changed and the profession has 

grown or changed, my niche in it has always been one which allows me to do 



more or less what I want to do, which changes too. I'm not that ambitious to 

do a major, major exhibition. I am ambitious that my curators should do a 

major, major exhibition. And I'm very conscious of the fact, though I would 

have denied it vehemently maybe twenty years ago, that everyone is locked in 

their own generational pattern, like that or not. So in having younger people 

on the curatorial staff, you are getting a particular vision that relates to this 

time. I may not, other than doing an historical thing, in my own sensibility be 

as hip to current movements, let's say, as somebody who's living as part of 

those movements, which I was back in the sixties. Now is their turn, I think. 

I've not felt a loss. I feel a certain nostalgia. And I do feel a certain regret for 

future people in the field that it has become so much a business as opposed to 

being something more humane, which it should be, in my mind. On the other 

hand, people are the most important thing. I don't know who said that, but 

somebody said, "If we had a fire, and the most important Rembrandt was in 

jeopardy or the janitor, who would you save?" The janitor, every time. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

That's good. 

HOPKINS: 

I should say the custodial assistant. 

RATNER: 

Right. [laughs] That's changed also. 

HOPKINS: 

That's true. 

RATNER: 

The fact that several major museums in this country have been searching for a 

long time for a director also suggests just what you're saying, that the job is far 

more complex and less focused on art than it once was. You just kind of 

touched on the fact that— You didn't say the County Museum of Art 

specifically, but they looked for so long, and then what they ended up with 

was a— 

HOPKINS: 



Composite. 

RATNER: 

Right, exactly, Andrea [L.] Rich, who came from here as vice-chancellor, who 

now is the paid president and CEO [chief executive officer]. Now the top job 

there is really— Because that is the top job. It's not a shared thing. She's the 

number one person. So that's solely in the hands of an administrator rather 

than an art historian. Then the director, who's the art person, reports to the 

president. How do you feel about that particular scenario? 

HOPKINS: 

If I simply read the scenario without knowing the people involved, I would be 

quite distressed by it. And I must admit I am kind of distressed by it, because 

it's not an uncommon practice. This is pushing the envelope a little bit further, 

okay? Because in the Metropolitan [Museum of Art] they have kind of 

codirectors. In the Art Institute of Chicago they have codirectors. And then this 

is pushing the envelope to where this person is the power person. I happen to 

believe that the person listens to advice and is sensitive to these issues and 

probably will handle it quite well. It's going to be interesting to see. It does an 

interesting thing which could be positive in terms of L.A. County. It's a very 

specific case, all right, in terms of L.A. County. And that's the fact that if they 

are not looking for a director, this super-person who can do everything—

Carter [J.] Brown or whomever that might be; John Walsh [Jr.] I think is 

probably a good example—who can be a fund-raiser, who can be— He doesn't 

have to be a fund-raiser, but I think he could certainly be a fundraiser. 

Curatorial intent, so forth and so on, intellect. That now that they have the 

economic, political aspect under control, someone who does not have an 

overwhelming ego problem can come as an art historian scholar and do 

hopefully rather brilliant things in terms of the curatorial aspects of the 

museum. It gives them a different choice of director than they had before. 

That could work. We're just going to have to see how much egos get into that. 

You mentioned before this issue of the director's position and how complex it 

is. And therefore, there's a lot of openings, because who wants to be the head 

of an organization as big as L.A. County Museum or the Cleveland Museum [of 

Art] or other things of that kind? One of the things that has happened, even 

though curators have gained little respect or come to the position of reduced 



respect because of the monetary nature of the board, nonetheless, salaries 

have increased. A young person can come into a museum without great 

financial ambition and say, "I'd rather just be curator. I have no interest in 

becoming a director. " And while they may settle for a salary of $45,000 

instead of $120,000, it's enough to live on and allow them to do their creative 

work. It was not that way before. The way it was before is that if you kind of 

reached curatorial rank and had a family or had any kind of monetary 

commitment, you almost had to move on to some kind of administrative 

position of directorship or get out of the field, because the salaries were that 

low. That has changed, and that makes the curatorial position a much more 

attractive position for people. It's going to be much more competitive. There 

are going to be a lot of young people vying for those things. And in a way, at 

least in the L.A. County system, [the director] becomes essentially a chief 

curator, is really what it amounts to, with a different title. But that's really 

what it is. And that will still take significant skill on his or her part to bring the 

very disparate curatorial sections together under this kind of aegis, and 

getting it going. It's an interesting test. I noticed when Andrea was 

appointed— Though the quote was given as an anonymous quote, it was 

clearly John Walsh at the [J. Paul] Getty Museum who was saying, "This is 

horrible. This shouldn't be this way. " I think those of us who knew Andrea 

better thought, "Maybe in this one instance it might be okay, but if it becomes 

a pattern, then that's dangerous. " I shouldn't say dangerous. It goes right in 

touch with the technological age. Come on, everything is not a positive 

advance in evolution, all right? [laughs] 

RATNER: 

Apparently not. [laughs] In all the press that came out in that whole thing that 

happened, one of the things that was talked about was the fact that maybe 

LACMA would be placing a greater emphasis on educational components, in 

order to broaden its audience and base of support. I wondered how you felt 

about that and if you thought that that might step on your toes in any way. 

HOPKINS: 

No, because it's just one of those things there cannot be too much of. They'll 

be picking and choosing in terms of who and which— And I'm obviously happy 

to hear that if that transpires. Because L.A. County's really had a fairly good 



program. They've done musical programs; they've done film programs; they've 

done jazz concerts. They have a fairly broad sense of that. I know that one of 

Michael [E.] Shapiro's desires when he came here [UCLA at the Armand 

Hammer Museum of Art and Cultural Center] for that short period was to 

broaden the education base. It was a little forlorn and misthought of, I think, 

in the overall. I don't think it will bother us, because while a lot of the L.A. 

County Museum audience comes from the Westside, I think our physical 

location will work to our benefit in the long run. I think when the Getty 

[Center] opens, it's going to make a major impact on continued Westside 

sensibility, whatever you want to call that. No, in fact if we can, if we find in 

five to ten years that in fact the inroads are impacting us, we'll change our 

vision. That's all. But right now I think we're moving very much in the right 

way. 

RATNER: 

Given the current economic and political realities, what do you feel the role of 

the art museum is today? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, that's always a tough question. I was asked many, many years ago by Ric 

[Richard F.] Brown, my director at the L.A. County Museum, to write a paper 

justifying why somebody should give money to an art museum instead of 

cancer research or police and fire and various other things. It was kind of a 

little test. I thought about it for a long time, and I felt then and I feel now that 

an art museum is a place where people can come in reasonable safety, have 

an interesting experience, whether that's listening to a lecture or a poetry 

reading or music or going to the exhibition or whatever. It's a place for 

thought, consideration, sometimes beauty, sometimes conflict, sometimes 

different things. And I would love to see a broader exposure to that, obviously. 

Secondly, I think that the issues of art museums then bleed art out into the 

community in different ways. I've always been a believer—that's one of the 

things I wrote about in this paper—that we're really talking about, in many 

cases, prevention. And if there are thirty kids out there, or thirty million kids, 

with low self-esteem because they're having trouble with physics or having 

difficulty with language or having difficulty with any of those things that are on 

the academic side of the report card, if they can find some success in the 



creative fields, whether that's playing a musical instrument or whether it's 

dancing or whether it's drawing or making paintings, and if they're given 

credibility for that capacity, then we're saving a lot of future psychological 

problems along the line. And I believe the arts have that capacity. I really 

believe they do have that capacity. I think we misuse them terribly in the 

United States, because, as I say, we're placing this great emphasis on changing 

exhibitions and the excitement and so forth and so on. We're not educating 

the right way, meaning that we may be educating some of the children, but 

we're not educating a broader adult audience to understand that this is part of 

what health in the community is. It's a very hard message to sell, because 

there are all of these other things that are out there asking for your dollar at 

the same time that sound much more important and much more immediate. 

But one hopes that in an enlightened environment, which someday will come, 

I hope, to the United States—somewhat more like some of the European and 

Asian cultural phenomena—that art is just simply built in as part of the system 

of life. And it's not that way here. It still isn't that way here. It's a big division 

between people that spend time with the visual arts and a lot of the people in 

this country. That's going to take us maybe another two hundred years, you 

know, to become an older culture and become aware of that. I think another 

aspect that is important, and we're seeing so much of it now— And I wrote 

this little article for the Daily Bruin not long ago. There is this ongoing issue of 

who Americans are, coming always to this country for a dream, coming for the 

idea of the ambition of success and growth, and so much of that being seen in 

physical terms, and making that transition from the increased lack of need for 

physical activity—going to see a football game rather than participating in 

cutting down trees, or going to a health parlor to ride a bicycle rather than 

being out on the open road or whatever else it might mean, out of necessity. 

It just simply means that we have a lot of pent-up physical energy that's 

displaying itself in all kinds of hideous ways right now. And we have to make 

this transition out of making physical our primary emphasis and shifting that 

into some kind of a spiritual sensibility, which lets the brain be the developer 

of the ideas of the frontiers for the future, rather than the physical body being 

the catalyst of the frontiers for the future. The arts play a mammoth role in 

that, and at some time we will understand that. It will happen. But it's slow in 

coming. We still cherish here in this country, through many of our politicians 

and our militia groups and all of those different things, our physical energy 



and want to use it up and want to pound people and want to do all of these 

things that are becoming Increasingly issues in the press, like the O. J. 

[Simpson] wife-beating and the other things of that kind. And if they're not 

forgotten, then they will eventually understand this is the reason for this 

social problem, and we'll get on to something else. We'll see. 

RATNER: 

I think you probably answered this through a lot of different questions, but I 

just want to give you an opportunity to—if you felt like you hadn't really said 

as much as you wanted to— What do you think are the most significant 

changes you've seen in museums themselves during your career? 

HOPKINS: 

Changes in museums? First of all, certainly there has been a tremendous 

increase in the number of people who are even remotely Interested in the 

visual arts and coming to museums. Audience has grown remarkably. It is not 

a secure audience, because it can disappear tomorrow just as fast as it 

developed over the past years unless we continue to educate and grow and do 

it. Much of the audience acceleration has been based on what I would call a 

changing exhibition syndrome, the blockbuster show, like the Tut 

[Tutankhamen] treasures that you can't miss, the impressionist show that you 

can't miss, and so forth and so on. That's kind of a false sense of what art is all 

about, because you're seeing little bits and pieces and ooing and aahing and 

not seeing the whole philosophical-sociological advance or change in the arts. 

I have to look at that as positive, just simply because at least it gives an 

audience, so that if you function properly, you have an opportunity to 

influence one way or another along the line. That's the positive side. The 

negative side we've already talked about, which is the demanding physical, 

probably fiscal sense of the institutions. And the cost to creative thought as 

opposed to popular thought that comes along in that idiom, where you're 

constantly looking for the show that's going to break even or make money or 

you can get support for or something else, rather than the sixteenth-century 

print show or something, which is again one of the advantages of being with a 

university gallery with some vague degree of solvency, is that you can do 

shows like that. They're not being done very often anymore. So I think those 

are changes. I think a third aspect which is problematical, or it's going to be 



problematical, is that, because of the increased interest on the part of young 

people in dealing in more pacific things in life, more students in dance and 

music and theater and visual arts, [we are] turning out thousands of kids a 

year from all of the different art schools in the country that think they're going 

to make their living as artists, which is a fiction. One does everything you can 

to give them the grooming and support for that. But on the other hand, you 

have to recognize, if you go to L.A. County Museum of Art, okay, if you go to 

MOCA [Museum of Contemporary Art], if you go to the Museum of Modern 

Art in New York, to the Whitney Museum [of American Art], the [Solomon R.] 

Guggenheim [Museum], whatever, museums that deal with modern and 

contemporary art, and you look at the things that are in their galleries, of 

which I've been supportive and believing in and so forth and so on, you 

recognize that there's literally no room for the next generation. And you're 

not going to be able to build museums fast enough to give credibility to the 

artists that are emerging in the country. One finds it very difficult to believe 

that the Museum of Modern Art would take down its van Goghs to put up a 

Jonathan Borofsky or something else of that kind. Then you recognize that the 

van Gogh takes eighteen by twenty-four inches of space, and the Borofsky 

takes a whole room. So how are we going to meet that? When we get to that 

point, and we're practically there now, that you can't afford to build to keep 

up with the creative input that's going on— The next decade, that's going to 

be a really interesting phenomenon, I think, in terms of what does happen. 

Because so much of what people have been groomed to believe now I think is 

a false assumption— that if it's in a museum it has some credibility; therefore, 

I can more or less safely think of buying it or collecting it or learning about it or 

something else of that kind. But when we're forced into a position of having to 

take that down ten years from now to put up something else, that's going to 

change the whole feeling of stability, I think. So there are a lot of things going 

on. 

RATNER: 

In the New York Times from January 24, 1995, Michael Kimmelman said, 

"Museums have increasingly become multipurpose emporiums, places to shop 

and eat. They depend on the income they get from their businesses, and their 

buildings are designed accordingly. " How would you respond to that? 

HOPKINS: 



Absolutely correct. Problematical, but absolutely correct. I guess I would 

quarrel with the word emporium, but it certainly is part of the mall culture. If 

you provide a place for people to eat, to buy everything under the sun and 

devote excessive amounts of space to that— You can certainly make that 

point in terms of, say, the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, you could 

make it in terms of a redefinition in terms of a Metropolitan Museum or the 

[Museum of] Modern [Art]. They are income producers, absolutely no 

question about it. And income is important in this day and age. 

RATNER: 

Has anything besides pure economics contributed to that phenomenon? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I'd guess you'd say larger audience. Again, we're going to the changing 

exhibition thing. The thing of a memento of an exhibition of national 

importance to prove you've been there. But it's primarily economic, primarily 

economic. And that sometime in the next decade—plus is going to be looked 

at much more stringently by things like the IRS [Internal Revenue Service] and 

tax services for tax-free institutions in competition with business outside of a 

tax-free entity. It's hard to believe that bookstores and gift shops haven't 

already raised such a hue and cry that you're getting away with murder. 

RATNER: 

How do you measure the success of a museum? Are you looking at 

attendance, the number of grants, the number of members, critical reviews? 

HOPKINS: 

Oh, different ways. I think different ways. I think all of the above. If you 

accept—which I'm not always sure that I do—the kind of basic definition of a 

museum as an institution which collects, preserves, and educates, 

theoretically a museum should be based on what an extraordinary job it's able 

to do in terms of gaining the works of art in its area of greater concern and 

expertise. And that means moneyed institutions. How well is the Getty doing? 

How well is the Fort Worth Kimbell [Art] Museum doing? The Metropolitan 

Museum? In terms of their collections, what they're adding, what they're— 

That really should be the base, if we take the definition seriously. I think the 



secondary issue of attendance is the only way you can identify the popularity 

of your programs. And the minute you say popularity of your programs, you're 

talking about maybe issues in terms of intellectual input or sentimental input 

or spiritual input as opposed to simple numbers. But that's the tester, I guess, 

of that. I think American museums generally can take a degree of pride in their 

attempts at education. I think we're not together yet on that. But American 

institutions are much more conscious of having programmatic education, 

programmatic things and what have you. I personally am not against, and in 

fact favor, the idea of institutions that—without getting into high art and low 

art, okay?—are more expansive in terms of, let's say, design and architecture 

and fashion and all of the elements that make up a much broader art world 

than the specific tiny limitation aspects of that. It's not a reason for this 

particular kind of museum, but when you're talking about a broader sense of 

things, if you can make art in its broadest context a part of life that is 

meaningful, and people understand that that relates to that, then I think 

you're ahead of the game. So I'd think you'd have to say that first there would 

be the acquisition program, in terms of the importance and what's being 

acquired and the quality of those objects based on the mission of the 

museum. And secondly would be the nature of the exhibition program and its 

importance in carrying out the mission of that institution. Thirdly, it would be 

numerical, I guess, because that would be the testing thing that has to do with 

that. No, well, thirdly I guess would be the surrounding programmatic aspects, 

which generally would be called education. And then attendance as the kind 

of prover of all of that. 

1.28. TAPE NUMBER: XIX, Side One (October 23, 1995) 

RATNER: 

You responded fairly recently, in February of '95, to a questionnaire from the 

Association of Art Museum Directors on how museums will change in the next 

five to ten years. I'd like to read you your statements— 

HOPKINS: 

Where did you find that? 

RATNER: 



in your box. [laughs] 

HOPKINS: 

Okay, all right. 

RATNER: 

—and have you tell me why you believe these things will happen, which have 

already begun to occur, what it might take to reverse these trends, and if you 

feel anything positive can come out of this. 

HOPKINS: 

Okay, fine. 

RATNER: 

The first one is, "Museum expansion and construction will almost disappear. " 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I must say that I generally believe that. Clearly, the monumental 

institution of the Getty [Center] is going on, and that's going on exclusively 

with private funds and is now at a budget somewhere near $1 billion. But that 

does not incorporate any state, city, or federal funding, which makes a big 

difference. Areas having to do with the way that MOCA [Museum of 

Contemporary Art] was built in Los Angeles, which had to do with a 

monumental building project in downtown Los Angeles, for which there was a 

2 percent demand that it be spent on art, and an agreement with the mayor 

that that 2 percent, rather than being spent on a specific work of art, would be 

spent on building a museum, which in turn private people would fund— I think 

the agreement was $15 million or the amount to build the building from that, 

and then they must raise $15 million in endowment. And if they did that then 

it would proceed, and that's what happened. And it developed. So the 2 

percent for art becomes shakier all the time, especially based on the recent 

decision in Culver City, which is, I grant you, just a local issue, but still an issue 

that allows you to spend the 2 percent for art on architecture that architects 

consider to be art. That's always been a battle back and forth, but it dilutes 

the art amount. I think that for the short term, the nature of the political 

mood in the country right now is not to be spending excessive funds in terms 

of cultural activities, which I think is too bad, just based on a—for lack of a 



better term—Republican backlash that seems to have captured the 

imagination of the public. So I think that all of that urgency that went on in the 

sixties, the kind of positive nature of that growth and expansion, has 

dissipated. This is going to be a long answer to that question. But 

philosophically, at the end of World War II, when there was a thing called the 

G. I. Bill and when thousands of young men and some women came back from 

the war and were looking for ways to survive and had a free education and 

therefore didn't have to go back into their father's business or go back to the 

farm or do something else, more people had availability to a higher education 

than ever before. And because of the nature of the war, many of those went 

into pacific activities, whether that was the visual arts or dance or theater or 

other things of that kind. That built this gigantic resource, I guess you would 

say, including myself. I was not a G. I., but I was starting my college at exactly 

that same time. Though I did [serve] in the Korean War. Then I had my G. I. 

Bill, which I used for my education too. The key point of that is that this vast 

resource was available. Then those people spread out from the colleges and 

universities around the country to their communities, urged people to become 

involved in cultural centers and things of that kind, urged them to begin to 

start art clubs, many of which evolved into somewhat established institutions 

for no other reason than keeping all of this new wealth of creative abundance 

involved and employed. That carried on and reached kind of an apex, in my 

mind, in the sixties. And at that point along with everything else, buildings 

became much more costly. We built the Los Angeles County Museum [of Art] 

of ours here for $12 million. It seems an impossible situation when you think 

that here in a much smaller building, the [UCLA at the] Armand Hammer 

Museum [of Art and Cultural Center], they spent $70 million and the building 

still isn't complete. So the numbers and the figures, even setting aside 

inflation and everything else, scare people in terms of the amounts necessary. 

I think the fund-raising effort on the part of the San Francisco Museum [of 

Modern Art] recently, over a four-year period of time, to build a new 

building— You're talking about a major urban area without a defined museum 

of modern art and a lot of people who were seriously committed to that for 

many, many years. And almost all of that money—in fact, all of that money— 

came from the private sector. It didn't come, again, from the public sector. So 

I just think that private sector funding is not going to be that readily available. 

I think the interest in the visual arts at this moment is in kind of a dip. I think 



that you're not going to find federal and state funding to support projects like 

that. The tragic downside of that is that the major institutions in the country, 

the Museum of Modern Art in New York, the Whitney Museum [of American 

Art], the MOCA even here in town, L.A. County Museum, are all exhausted in 

terms of the space that they're using for the presentation of works of art. 

Many, many, many of them are stored in the basement, and yet, we're turning 

out maybe ten thousand young people a year who are interested in producing 

art. And that may be all right for themselves or perhaps a gallery or perhaps as 

a commercial scene, but there just is no physical space—or will not be in the 

near future—in museums to accommodate them. I think it's a very difficult 

and complex dilemma that will have to be faced. And it will only be faced in 

times of some new enlightenment that may come around the change of the 

century, when there's a lot of evaluation and discussion of things that have 

happened and the bad things of this century and the good things and the 

positive hope for the future and things that sometimes happen at beginning of 

centuries—certainly did at the beginning of the last century. So we'll see what 

happens. 

RATNER: 

"Museums without an already established endowment will do little more than 

keep their doors open. Many smaller museums without collections will go out 

of business. " 

HOPKINS: 

I think that's true still, for exactly the same things that I just discussed. There 

are really very few museums that are endowed sufficiently to maintain a 

strong— By that I mean keep their doors open, keep their collections in good 

shape, the things that a museum is supposed to do, and do changing 

exhibitions at the same time. You begin to see already within the art museum 

directors associations for the first time serious discussions of collection 

exchange, for example, where the New Orleans Museum [of Art] would lend 

parts of their collection to the St. Louis [Art] Museum and the St. Louis 

Museum would lend parts of theirs to New Orleans, using collections in a 

much more viable way to appear like changing exhibitions, rather than this 

incredibly costly process of developing major shows, like a Matisse show or 

something else of that kind. About the only kinds of shows that through big 



budget institutions will come together are exhibitions that those institutions 

feel will respond by virtue of increased gate, increased membership, increased 

bookstore sales. Those things become a breakeven activity. And that's not 

pushing the leading edge of art, which is never a break-even activity. 

RATNER: 

Along that same vein, "Traveling exhibitions will become more conservative 

and will rarely deal with social, minority, and ethnic issues. " 

HOPKINS: 

Yes. Same things, exactly. Well, it's going to be very interesting to see how 

that plays out. But more conservative, much more expensive than, let's say, a 

Monet exhibition. Billions of people come, billions of people pay to come, join 

to be able to get in first, go to the bookstore. And exhibitions that deal with 

our current contemporary problems are perhaps less expensive to put 

together, because the artist may not be as well known or expensive and is 

therefore less costly to package. But at the same time that that's true, the 

interest and the audience may not be so great. There are signs— Now, this is 

certainly not a national sign. But there are signs that in major urban areas— 

And I think of things like the Black Male: [Representations of Masculinity in 

Contemporary Art] exhibition that the Whitney did and we did that was 

probably written about as much as any other exhibitions that one would wish 

to write about. Therefore, audience stimulation— And the Whitney had a very 

large audience for that show, and we had a reasonably large audience—less 

controversy than the Whitney, but a reasonably large audience. So perhaps 

this is something that is capturing an imagination and might function in that 

way. I don't know quite how you look at that. Will you look at that as being an 

examination of urban multiculturalism and how it works in the positive sense, 

or whether it's some kind of titillation that people come to see, thinking it's 

something controversial or whatever else. But I may be a little off base on 

that, in that those exhibitions dealing with social issues, particularly 

multicultural issues, things of that kind, because they are less expensive to 

produce, may draw sufficient audience to justify their existence. I think what 

would be hurt most in this climate would be exhibitions of local Los Angeles 

artists of some reputation which would draw a large and friendly audience at 

time of the opening and very little audience during the time of the exhibition. 



That would be probably the most costly show you could do right now, unless 

you had some unusual support. I should mention, in the context of all of the 

questions you've just asked me, that as nearly as I can see—though I have 

seen a couple of articles recently indicating that corporations are providing 

somewhat more support—foundations are drawing their guidelines much 

more closely than they've drawn them before, being affected to a certain 

extent by the National Endowment for the Arts and attitudes there. And 

corporations may be funding somewhat more, but they are funding, again, not 

at the controversial edge, but at the conservative edge. So if you go to—and 

I'm making this up—Mobil Oil [Corporation], for example, or AT&T, they are 

interested in having exhibitions in their major corporate headquarter cities—

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, perhaps San Francisco, maybe Houston. But 

that leaves you these vast sections of the country with smaller museums who 

are also trying to educate their audiences toward art that have no access to 

those funds at all, because that's not the way it works. 

RATNER: 

That's too bad. 

HOPKINS: 

Yes, it is. Maybe some enlightenment sometime. 

RATNER: 

"Avant-garde exhibitions will be held up to ridicule by the government. " 

HOPKINS: 

Which they are. 

RATNER: 

Already happening. 

HOPKINS: 

Yes, that's right. But that's not unique in our country. If you go back to the 

time of the [Dwight D.] Eisenhower administration and the desire to send an 

abstract exhibition of American art—the most important art being produced in 

the world at that time—to Russia in exchange for other things and the fact 

that they just simply wouldn't let it happen— They traded that off instead for 



an exhibition of people like Andrew Wyeth and other kind of Americana realist 

artists. So that floats in and out of our political philosophy. But government 

leadership, with the very rarest occasions, are not that much involved in the 

arts. They don't see the value of them. 

RATNER: 

Okay. You actually already answered the— 

HOPKINS: 

I'll give a copy of that little article I wrote for the [Daily] Bruin— 

RATNER: 

I'd like to see— 

HOPKINS: 

—which kind of covers some of that stuff. 

RATNER: 

"Attempts will be made to codify art into politically acceptable categories. " 

HOPKINS: 

Already being done and will continue. 

RATNER: 

Which leads us to the NEA [National Endowment for the Arts], of course. 

We've kind of been skirting around with that. And as you've mentioned 

before, censorship of various sorts is nothing new to the arts, and you can 

look back to the Sanity in Art group or L.A. 's Red Squad. There are many 

parallels with today's issues. You're certainly well acquainted with the NEA, 

having applied for numerous grants on behalf of your various museums over 

the years, as well as having served as a panelist, chairing a museum policy 

panel from 1979 to '83, and participating in its Art in Public Places program. So 

given your perspective on the current situation, what do you feel the long-

term outcome should be and will be? 

HOPKINS: 



There was a long article in our paper today—I don't know if you saw that or 

not—on Jane Alexander, which I set aside to read and have not yet read, so 

I'm not up on her views on that. But I think that if she is able, in this climate, to 

maintain the NEA as a thing in the governmental arena, even on a straitened 

budget, I think that is important. Just simply stay there as a thing on the 

books. The reason I think that's important is simply that it does imply that the 

federal funding for the arts is not totally defunct and dead, and everybody in 

government doesn't agree that that's something that should never happen. I 

think groups like the NEA and the NEH [National Endowment for the 

Humanities] need constant revision and relooking at themselves. Being 

somewhat Pollyanna, this provides an opportunity for the agency to look at 

itself internally and see where the wastes are and where this is and what are 

the most important programs and what aren't. The great danger in that is who 

starts to make those decisions. Are those decisions being made, again, by 

people in the field of the arts, with some enlightened public leadership, like 

the head of the NEA? Or is this a political decision that's being made 

independent of people who are involved in the arts? That's the scary part. I 

think that one could have—and they've occurred in the past—panels funded, 

ideally, by the NEA around the country, where certain specific questions 

would be asked. Are there more important things we could be doing with this 

small pot of money than others? The tendency on the part of government at 

the present time is to have that amount—which has been pared by 40 

percent—largely distributed to state agencies for distribution, which implies 

that you're getting down to a grassroots level and you're getting going. But 

there is so much inequality in the states and their own ideas in terms of the 

arts. It's a little of what we talked about the other day of this kind of 

democratization. That's the principle that kind of takes things to the lowest 

common denominator. And then maybe it bounces off the bottom. So they 

either support it that way, or they support existing institutions of reputation. 

Whenever that's mentioned, it's inevitably East Coast institutions. They've 

never—to my knowledge—ever mentioned the Los Angeles County Museum 

of Art or even Art Institute of Chicago. It's always the Metropolitan Museum 

[of Art] or the National Gallery [of Art] or something else of that kind, which 

indicates an amazingly limited knowledge of what goes on in the country. But I 

think it is a time to reevaluate; it's a time to look very carefully at the 

programs. Keeping it on the books is important. Then hopefully, as there 



always is some kind of turn-around—the government begins to look more 

favorably in that area or begins to see the real purpose and need for that kind 

of activity—it will maybe open up and expand again. It is rather fascinating 

that the largest expansions in the NEA came at the time during Republican 

administrations. You would normally think that was not the case, but it was 

really through the [Richard M.] Nixon administration that the NEA came into 

being and gained some power. And the best leader they ever had was during 

the Nixon administration, in Nancy Hanks. A lot of it is based on what the 

power of government thinks. It may well be that Richard Nixon thought, "Well, 

this is bread and circuses, but let's give people bread and circuses. " And it's 

not a bad decision in some cases. So who knows? 

RATNER: 

What in your view has been NEA's impact on arts? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, ' I think it's been tremendous. And I think that the thing that is complex 

in terms of the judgments that have been made, having to do with funding 

certain controversial artists or performing artists or something of that kind, 

that focuses attention on specific things, perhaps a film, perhaps a visual 

artist. But so much of the support of the NEA has gone to funding small dance 

companies for example, small artist groups, and small theatrical groups 

throughout the country, that's given them a chance to survive for a period of 

time while they're getting their act together and proving their viability as a 

group. It really has served as a much more open training ground for people. 

It's also had the Impact of giving support to a variety of institutions that have 

emerged, for example, the Harlem museum [Studio Museum in Harlem] and 

other things of that kind dealing with aspects of our multiculturalism where 

there simply is not funding available in the community for that kind of thing to 

happen. It has, at the same time, of course, funded in its most liberal stance 

certain avant-garde agencies that were pushing the edges forward in exciting 

ways but on very limited funds. I think that's the biggest impact that it has 

provided. For better or for worse, it's also spread the arts more around the 

country, because there is some funding in Iowa, some funding in Texas, some 

funding in Nebraska, some funding, depending on how wisely that funding is 

utilized, to begin to give creative people in regions away from the major urban 



centers an opportunity to begin to develop and to reach a point of parity and 

excel and then maybe move to an urban area and participate in theater or 

something else of that kind. But at least they have a good training ground. I 

think that's invaluable. There are counter-arguments among people who make 

art and create art that the government should not have anything to do with 

art. Not that it's the idea of federal funding, but their fear is that any time you 

have federal funding it means an imposition of a code or an ethic or 

something else. Of course, it's becoming more that way. And if those ethical 

determinations become the reason for art to exist, then it's just as well not 

even to apply. Because it's not really to the benefit of conservative or 

nonconservative art. So we'll see. Pragmatically, though, just to answer the 

question, we have traditionally—because of our programs through the NEA—

received amounts annually in the amount of $300,000, $400,000, $500,000, a 

very significant portion of our exhibition programming. Yet the kind of 

programming that we do, we assume now that we probably have no access to 

NEA funds. We have to make those funds up in the community, and to make 

that up in the community, that's very hard money to raise for exhibitions like 

the women's show [Sexual Politics: Judy Chicago's Dinner Party and Feminist 

Art History] or Black Male or whatever else it might be. So that goes back to 

the first question you asked. It keeps going around in a circle. 

RATNER: 

Right. Complex. There was an article in the paper on Saturday about the 

shake-up in the NEA and the fact that so many jobs are going to be cut. It 

talked about how things were going to be consolidated—that they'd be 

dividing their resources into four categories, which were heritage and 

preservation, creation and presentation, education and access, and planning 

and stabilization—and that it intends, as you were just saying, to eliminate 

probably the most controversial program almost totally, which is the 

individual artist— 

HOPKINS: 

Artist grants. 

RATNER: 



—grants. And also that institutions and organizations will only be allowed to 

apply for one grant— 

HOPKINS: 

A year, that's right. 

RATNER: 

—per year. How do you feel about that? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, that's hard, obviously. Because when there were more categories, it was 

possible to apply for an institution like our own— Or let's say when I was with 

the San Francisco Museum, you might apply in the area of catalog for catalog 

support in a given area. You might apply for exhibition support in another 

area. You might apply for support for video development in another area or 

education support. So in these different categories, you could apply. If you're 

applying for exhibition support, you knew pretty well that if you were going to 

get funding at all, you were going to get funding for maybe one out of three 

proposals. And you were asked to kind of prioritize your proposals as they 

came in. But by having two or three proposals there, your chances of getting 

some funding was better, even though only one was funded. Now, this, of 

course, reduces the number of proposals. It puts it on the institution to make 

a decision which one they most want to put forward, which may or may not 

be the one that will be most interesting to have funded. But quite clearly, if 

you're going to reduce your staff by half, you've got to reduce your paperwork 

by half, and I think that's the point. I can't say, in all the time that I worked 

with NEA, I didn't feel an abundant bureaucracy. I always felt that the people 

were working very, very hard and long hours to accomplish their areas, 

especially during times of review and looking at project grants and individual 

artist grants. So that's a very big cut in that agency, but the funding has been 

cut as well, so— 

RATNER: 

So when they say you can only apply for one grant a year, that's one grant 

across the board or one in each category? 

HOPKINS: 



Well, that I'm not sure of. I have to look into that to be sure. 

RATNER: 

It wasn't clear to me. That would make it really tight. 

HOPKINS: 

But on the other hand, that will reduce the number of grant requests and 

maybe raise your percentage of possibility. I don't know. 

RATNER: 

In an article in the Washington Times, a comment was made that the roughly 

thirty years since the NEA began cannot be said to be a greater period for new 

American art than the previous thirty years. How would you respond to that? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, the Washington Times, of course, is one of the newspapers that, if not 

misrepresents, has a position which is quite contrary to anybody else in the 

field working with the arts. I guess the answer is in the question. They don't 

know that and I don't know that. History will tell us whether that's true or not, 

whether it's greater or worse. The other question, of course, is who got 

support, who didn't get support, how did it work, and what have you. And 

when you talk about the generation thirty years ago or forty years ago, you're 

talking about a generation that had extensive federal support through the old 

WPA—Works Progress Administration program—and almost every artist that 

came to the forefront after that time had been carried through the Depression 

years to a certain extent, not with lavish amounts of money, but through 

setting up a situation where there's a certain camaraderie, a certain 

brotherhood, a certain way to work together, a certain way to stay alive in 

very difficult time and maintain self-esteem that allowed them to burst out 

with this whole postwar phenomenon. The activity after that time, during a 

period of ebullience around the visual arts—the generations of the [Frank] 

Stellas and the [Jasper] Johnses and the [Robert] Rauschenbergs and the 

[Ellsworth] Kellys and so forth and so on—those people received very little 

support, actually, from federal funding. Because you could see that they had 

an economic means of rewarding themselves. The funding would come when 

you were planning exhibitions to honor their work at a later period of time. So 



I just think that any judgment of that kind is fallacious and premature, because 

who can possibly make those judgments until a hundred years after the time? 

RATNER: 

Whoever wrote that article felt like he could, I guess. [laughs] You said, at one 

point, that you want to work to fend off conservatism. And that certainly is, as 

we're just saying, our political climate right now. So how do you work to do 

that, to broaden people's views? 

HOPKINS: 

I guess you have to start at the individual base. You try, in terms of public 

presentations, lectures and discussions and writing articles and various other 

things, to express your view as clearly as you can. Then whatever fallout there 

is from that, in your public or educational role, professional role, then you do 

what you can within the context of the peers with whom you are working to 

establish a program that you think is reaching in a way that is meaningful to 

society. It's interesting in a way in my case—obviously using the word 

conservatism— I don't know what other word there is to use. Blandness, I 

guess. Cultural blandness. Because it shouldn't be truly an issue of 

conservative and liberal. Those are such political terms. It really should be so 

much more the recognition that all of the arts just have so many different 

roles to play, all the way from entertainment to constantly punching you in 

the nose. And sometimes that nose-punching gets pretty aggressive and 

intensive. But at the same time, it's that same kind of nose-punching that's 

created awarenesses in the past in terms of historical evolution, social 

evolution. And you think of the arts of, say, Daumier's creative time, 

Cruikshank poking, poking, poking at the politicians, poking at society in 

different ways. I'm sure they were just as offended as politicians would be 

now. So I think it's two ways. One is, as I say, individual, and one is in your 

presence. Of course, whenever you take that position in relation to your 

presence, then you're beholden to a lot of people—the staff that you work 

with, the trustees that support you, the funding basis for what you're after. 

And it's a question of how far or where you push with that. It's also very 

difficult in the sense—which is a generational phenomenon, I guess—that I 

would say that back In the 1950s, anytime that anything happened that was 

pushing the envelope, you were pretty much asked to participate in and you 



did, just to push the envelope. Now we're in a much more complex and 

sophisticated time. And there's certain things pushing the envelope that don't 

interest me at all, certain things that interest me a lot. It was kind of like a 

mass liberal response, for lack of a better terminology—that if somebody was 

standing against atomic bombs, everybody would sign up. Or if somebody was 

against nuclear energy, everybody would sign up. Or if somebody was for the 

environment, everybody would sign up. Now we know more about all kinds of 

different things, so we have to pick our pieces and places that are important 

to us or we think are meaningful. For example, I can't sign up with the 

vegetarians. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

One of the things that's been said about Jane Alexander is that one of the 

ways that she was going about trying to sell the NEA program more broadly or 

to maintain support was that she was selling it as a tool for social 

improvement. What do you think about that? 

HOPKINS: 

It's dangerous. Paul Goldberger, a person who writes primarily architectural 

criticism for the New York Times, wrote a very nice little piece, not a very long 

one, challenging that and saying essentially that to teach the arts as kind of a 

bland, social education process and broadening awareness and nice and light 

and easy and absorptive and so forth and so on is exactly what art shouldn't 

be. It should be this abrasive phenomenon that's always pushing and shoving 

and making people uncomfortable in the context, which is something we've 

never accepted really in an American aspect of art. But it does both. It does 

both. It also, in fact, just serves as pure decoration. It also serves as strong 

educative tool. So I think to take an agenda that essentially is politically viable 

at this moment, which is what she was doing, and therefore preserving the 

agency in a proportionate budget may be considered successful, but it's a very 

narrow perspective on what the arts are. 

RATNER: 

Just before we leave Washington altogether, you had mentioned much, much 

earlier—actually when we were discussing your time in Fort Worth—that 



you'd appeared before a congressional committee. I'd meant to ask you what 

that was about and whether you had done that at all since? 

HOPKINS: 

I have appeared, I guess over time, three times before congressional 

committees, two of those having to do with issues not unlike what we're 

talking about, having to do with federal funding for the arts, the NEA—is it 

doing its job, can anything be doing its job—NEH, NEA. Those were usually 

panels that came to Texas or came to San Francisco to examine those issues. 

The most recent congressional panel hearing that I went to was actually after 

I'd come back here to Los Angeles and was working at that time with Fred 

[Frederick R.] Weisman. It had to do with the issue of artists' rights. We had 

passed in California in the early 1980s or about that period of time and during 

Governor [Edmund G. ] Brown [Jr.]'s administration an artists' rights bill which 

gave the artist the right to 5 percent of the sale price of any work of art that 

they had produced. And I felt that the California law was faulty. Now we're 

talking about, again, that thing of what do you sign up for. The normal thing is 

for everybody to sign up and say, "Yes, 5 percent of the art, that's fantastic. " 

But the way the 5 percent law in California was written, is that it was 5 

percent on the resale value. So if you bought the art for $5,000 dollars, you 

resold it for $3,000, you still owed the artist 5 percent. Strange. I felt it should 

be a higher percent and on the profit, okay, because a lot of profit was there. 

Secondarily, I felt that on that issue of selling and reselling— There *s always 

that issue of a person, collector who buys a work of art by an artist when that 

artist is essentially an unknown artist, and takes that risk of going with him but 

gives him support at that time and later benefits from that. That's not wrong. 

That shouldn't— The third thing wrong with the California law is that the law 

is set up in such a way that the artist must in fact enforce it. There's nobody 

enforcing it except the artist. So if I owned a work of art by Edward Kienholz, 

let's say, and had had it for twenty years and sold it for $30,000, a profit, let's 

say, but let's say I sold it for $30,000, I would owe Ed or Ed's heirs now in 

California 5 percent of that. But Ed is dead and gone, okay? His heirs live in 

Texas. How are they going to follow up that sale? They can't do it, and the 

amounts are generally fairly small anyway. So I've always supported the issue 

of a flat rate, which I think should be 15 percent. It should be solely on the 

profit of the work, so that the person who buys and supports the artist and 



loses money is actually allowed to support the artist and keep whatever he 

gets back out of it if he needs to. And that should be very easily administered. 

That's just the flat process, and it would be administered through the galleries 

that make the sale and through the agencies, the auction houses and the 

various other things. So I went with Senator [Edward M.] Kennedy and some 

others around the panel to fight for that. It's never happened. Specifically, I 

remember Jenny Holzer, the artist, was there supporting it. I was there 

supporting it. A couple of other people. But the people that were against it 

were the auction houses and the dealers, because they felt that this was a 

burden on their capacities and so forth and so on. So we still don't have that 

law, and we still have the faulty California law, which isn't enforced. In 

probably one out of a hundred cases do they get their 5 percent. 

RATNER: 

Another thing for someone to work on. 

HOPKINS: 

Yes, well, there are endless things that keep going. 

RATNER: 

Okay, well, I thought we'd move on and talk a little bit about the art scene 

here in Los Angeles. And I wondered how you might rate the quality of art 

criticism here today? 

HOPKINS: 

Compared to what? Los Angeles has, ever since I have been here, through the 

[Los Angeles] Times, had at least a full-time critic, as did the [Los Angeles 

Herald-] Examiner, when theExaminer was here. And that was better than 

most cities. I mean, certainly New York has always had, Chicago has always 

had. But even large cities, the art critic was also the music critic or was the city 

beat person that was called in to do art reviews or something else of that kind. 

So we've had serious art writers, the majority of whom one doesn't agree with 

along the line. But now the combination of things, just with the one paper, 

really the L.A. Times, having a person like Suzanne Muchnic who does more 

reportorial writing, articles and critical articles— Those are very valuable 

articles, I think, that she writes on an ongoing basis. Chris [Christopher] Knight 



is a primary writer—and William Wilson, obviously, who is the older, more 

senior critic, and now kind of writing what he wants to write about— You have 

diversity of opinion, because Chris Knight doesn't believe everything that Bill 

Wilson does and Bill doesn't believe everything that Chris does. They're both 

good writers, and they write from very different perspectives. So I think that 

generally—from the standpoint of the daily or weekly newspapers, and a lot of 

secondary critics too, actually, and a couple of very good, not continuing, but 

periodic articles on architecture that are well done— I think that compared to 

other major cities, we're really pretty well served with that newspaper. We 

have so few publications other than that newspaper that to try to find a 

diversity of opinion beyond that— There's a little publication called Critical 

Issues, which deals with in-depth pieces from time to time. There are quickie 

reviews, like quickie movie reviews in things like Los Angeles magazine 

and Buzzand other things of that type. But that, I think, is where we're shorted 

in the city of the monumental size and diversity that we are, that we just don't 

have the breadth of publications that they have in New York. I think we've 

talked about this before, where just every art magazine of note is based in 

New York. The magazines that affect opinions, like Time and Newsweekand 

others, are in New York. So while I think we're daily well served by virtue of 

being able to know where things are happening or taking a different point of 

view than Chris or Bill or whomever, from a standpoint of a broader 

development of an intellectual climate through breadth of publication, we just 

don't have it. Too bad. We've never been able to develop it. We've tried. They 

all fail. 

RATNER: 

Just keep closing down. Because you arrived in Los Angeles during the late 

1950s when you were a graduate student, you really offer a unique 

perspective on the evolution of the Los Angeles art scene, and you've known 

and watched the development of many artists for close to forty years. I'd like 

for you to give me a snapshot appraisal of a series of individuals. I'll tell you 

the names and you can go from there. Let's start with John Altoon. 

HOPKINS: 

John Altoon. Well, John Altoon played a very important role in this community 

back in the fifties. He was here almost as an isolated aggressive, talented, 



bohemian artist, much in the mold of somebody like Arshile Gorky, let's say, 

on the East Coast, who had great knowledge, traveled a lot between east and 

west, had a very strong abstract sensibility, committed very much to making 

art. Brilliant draftsman at the level of Picasso. Drew so easily and drew so 

beautifully that he didn't ever think they were important. Ninety percent of 

that went in the waste can, while he struggled to produce the painting that 

was important. So he's kind of the Gully Jimson, I guess, of the early Los 

Angeles days. But he was a very strong, interesting, and good personality, and 

gregarious, and spent a lot of time with the younger artists at that moment, 

particularly ones around the Ferus Gallery, where he was a participant. His 

career and his early demise have not really served him well. You see things 

appearing in auction from time to time and you see them coming up for sale 

through the estate, but they just have never really captured a large audience. 

So he's a deeply embedded local hero, but within the art community itself, 

and primarily here in Los Angeles. 
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HOPKINS: 

One more thing about John, and that's the fact that clearly he was an artist, 

clearly he lived here in Los Angeles, and therefore influenced a lot of younger 

people who then used him as a mentor type. And that helped to get the scene 

going here. 

RATNER: 

How about Larry Bell? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I've known Larry Bell since he was a student at Chouinard [Art Institute]. 

My first, earliest contact came with him through his peers at Chouinard, Joe 

Goode and Ed [Edward] Ruscha, who were going to school with him. And Ed 

Bereal and Ron Miyasharo. And when I had my gallery called the Huysman 

Gallery—for which I now have the announcement, the original 

announcement, that somebody sent me— 

RATNER: 



Yeah, you showed me that. That is so great. 

HOPKINS: 

Huysman Gallery over on La Cienega Boulevard. I was introduced to him. He 

was doing kind of abstract paintings. He called them saddle paintings, because 

they had kind of a dip at the— He was working on the edges and doing that, 

and they had kind of an abstract expressionist sensibility, a little smoother 

color. Then almost overnight, he started to experiment with glass, various kind 

of transparencies and translucencies, and did a very, very beautiful minimal, 

minimal, minimal show at Ferus Gallery of the first pieces. And that absorbed 

him. Then he got into glass and vacuum and various other things and became 

quite a renowned artist nationally, even internationally during the later sixties, 

early seventies. He's been living in New Mexico most of his life since that time. 

He's done some furniture designing, continued to do some art. Shows here at 

a local gallery, Kiyo Higashi's gallery. But again a person who blipped, I'd guess 

you'd say, and kind of has maintained himself. When you see his work or you 

hear his name you think, "Gee, that's really nice. What's he doing?" But other 

than that kind of sixties interest in New York in new technology and aspects of 

light and space, it's not been easy for him. 

RATNER: 

How about Billy Al Bengston? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, Billy depends on who you're talking to. Billy was certainly one of the 

more aggressive younger artists in the late fifties. Began working in ceramics 

actually with people like Peter Voulkos and John Mason, and you still see 

pieces of his from those days in major ceramic shows. Talk about the evolution 

of ceramics into sculpture really, and to play sculpture— Began his paintings 

around the Ferus Gallery group, very committed to the idea of living always 

near the beach in the Venice area, involved in motorcycle riding. He was a 

motorcycle racer, he was a surfer, was all of those different things, so that 

naturally high-shine, high-technique materials— Masonite and enamel and 

thousands of coats of that—came into his work. His mentor at that time, 

dealer at that time, Walter Hopps, felt that of all of the artists at that moment, 

probably Billy Al was the most innovative and strongest and feels very strong 



passions for him. He's always had a decorative tendency that's floated in and 

out of that. And he of that group of artists was the first one and only one that 

was offered an exhibition in Martha Jackson's gallery in New York [Martha 

Jackson Gallery]. He went back, he bombed, he didn't like it, he didn't try it a 

second time. He came back and has two or three times— When he did a series 

called "dentos" [Cantos Indentos], for example, there was a little excitement 

about that. But he's become essentially a decorative painter in later years, but 

important to the scene. 

RATNER: 

How about Joe Goode? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I think Joe is of that same generation and group around Larry Bell, Ed 

Ruscha. That class at Chouinard obviously was a pretty great class. I don't 

think they were all in the same class, they were all in school in the same time. 

They were being taught by John Altoon and Robert Irwin and John Coplans, a 

writer-critic. Joe was actually, I'd guess you'd say, kicked out of school or 

whatever. At a given point they just said, "You know, you can't learn anything 

more from us. Go home. Do your work. " Which he did. He's probably the best 

and least understood of the artists in the Los Angeles area. His images have 

never been popular in the sense of, let's say, a David Hockney or a Ed Ruscha, 

that capture a writer's imagination. Very thoughtful. Has gone through, I 

would guess by now, a dozen stages, each of them kind of additive in terms of 

the things that have gone before. He's way, way overdue for a retrospective 

exhibition to analyze this kind of thing. His highest career point came also in 

the late sixties, beginning of the seventies, when there was a very interesting 

interplay between Europe and Los Angeles, especially London. There seemed 

to be a kind of skipping New York and jumping that way. He had dealers in 

Germany, he had dealers in London, for his prints and for his paintings. Nick 

[Nicholas] Wilder was a great supporter of his here as a dealer. But his 

painting, at any given moment— A certain audience can come along and love 

it, for example, or they can come along and dislike it. And he just keeps doing 

his own thing. He's not painting for fad or fashion. I think a retrospective 

would show the importance of the evolutionary steps. It was fascinating to me 

four years ago to be in Germany, in Bonn, where [K. G.] Pontus Hulten, who is 



one of the larger international museum figures, had put together an exhibition 

essentially called The Twentieth Century, essentially taking what he thought 

was the best stuff of the twentieth century. And he's quixotic and other things 

of that kind. But in the middle of that exhibition in Bonn of the most important 

things of the twentieth century was a Joe Goode staircase. And a lot of the 

artists that we know better and feel perhaps more warmly about weren't 

there at all. So it's something of importance that hasn't yet been seen or 

shown. 

RATNER: 

How about Robert Irwin? 

HOPKINS: 

I first met Bob, again, back in the late fifties. He was doing essentially 

illustrative work— doing record album covers, things of that kind. Started 

doing abstract paintings—more or less in the vein of [the] New York [School]. 

In fact, I should stop right there and say that one—you were asking me about 

Billy Al—one of the important things that Billy Al philosophically made a split 

between what was going on in New York and what was going on in 

California— He wanted to find a California style. That's much to his credit, and 

I shouldn't forget that. In the case of Irwin's earlier work, it was more like 

abstract expressionism, it was big, goopy painting. Then he began to bring that 

down into much smaller scale, beautifully framed, a big glob of pigment that 

just made you concentrate on that, that you almost could hold it. Well, you 

were supposed to kind of hold it in your hand as well as hang it on the wall. 

That kind of started him in the direction of pristinity and perception, and how 

you saw and how you looked at things. He began to experiment through a 

series of linear paintings that were sometimes mistaken for other East Coast 

artists—though they're really quite different—and then moved into the big 

plastic discs and the evolution of what now we call light and space, at which 

time he became kind of a philosophical guru, I'd guess you'd say, for a 

particular approach to art, and how you see, and perceptions. He is extremely 

bright, relies a lot on intuition, claims he doesn't read a lot, and yet has 

insights into a lot of these different areas. So he's a brilliant lecturer. My one 

story I love most is when I was in Fort Worth he was there, and we did an 

exhibition of some of his discs, and people would come in the gallery and look 



and walk right out because they wouldn't know what was there. A very, very 

beautiful show. But he lectured at Texas Christian University, where I was 

teaching, and he mesmerized the group of students there. When he got done, 

two weeks later the head of the department called me and said, "Could you 

have Irwin come back?" "God, " I said, "was he that exciting? You really want 

him back that quickly?" He said, "No. Ever since he's been here everybody's 

sitting around looking out at space and nobody's doing anything. " [laughs] 

"We've got to get him back and explain that it's taken him forty years to get to 

this point, and they can't just simply pick it up and disappear. " But he's 

become different over time. Expanded. Certainly has a strong national 

reputation, reasonable international reputation. He's had shows at the 

Louisiana Museum [of Modern Art] in Denmark and places in Munich, and his 

show is traveling around the world right now. His most recent project is the 

whole major garden area of the Getty [Center] museum complex, which will 

open in two years. Still, perception is the base, okay? His art has moved into 

an inclusion of the environment in different ways, but always in this very 

special handling. I think the highlight of his career, for me, was certainly the 

evolution of the disc shapes and some of the other things, as kind of the 

maximum moment. But now we'll see this next moment coming up. This will 

be the first time he's had really enough money to carry out the ideas he wants 

to do, so we'll see. Looks good on paper. 

RATNER: 

Craig Kauffman. 

HOPKINS: 

I actually saw him the other night, first time in many years. Craig was at that 

time in the late fifties a little bit like a slightly younger John Altoon. He was the 

carrier. He was the carrier of one thing, John another thing, and Wally 

[Wallace] Berman a third thing. I think he came originally— No, he came from 

right here in Eagle Rock, but he spent a lot of time in San Francisco. He's from 

a fairly well-to-do family; he traveled widely. He traveled to Europe. He was 

always constantly picking up stuff and bringing it back, messages of what's 

going on and what's happening. So he was very important in that role. His 

early work was a little bit related to Altoon, perhaps more than some others, 

but beautiful kind of abstract expressionist handling. He then— And it's been 



written about, but to pin down exactly when this transition where Irwin quit 

being abstract expressionist, Larry Bell quit being an abstract expressionist, 

Kauffman quit being an abstract expressionist, and they all started getting 

involved in new materials, different ways, different approaches to that— He 

started his vacuum-form shapes, which were surely the highlight of his career. 

And he extended that as far as he could and had a very wide reputation and 

then moved beyond that. The things that he moved beyond into were not as 

publicly acceptable as the other things. I think a lot of the transition away 

from that kind of experimentation had to do with the nature of the materials. 

There was quite a bit of poisonous stuff that was involved in the plastics, and 

emitted gases and other things of that kind. So I think for health reasons a lot 

of them moved on and didn't really find next niches, I'd guess is what you 

would say, to sustain that, though Craig still does shows, still produces. I 

understand that he's now doing some of the plastic shapes again in Japan and 

finding reasonable success at that. He lives most of the time in the Philippines. 

RATNER: 

Ed [Edward] Kienholz. 

HOPKINS: 

Master, master, master of all of the artists. And I think the thing that endears 

me so much to that generation of Los Angeles artists— We're really talking 

about two generations, the Kienholz-Altoon generation and then the Bell-

Goode generation. No matter whether you like their art or not, or whether 

they gained acceptance in New York—which was a big issue for them in those 

days but is no longer that important—each of them in his own or her own 

way, but primarily he, were doing something unique to themselves. You 

couldn't point at them and say, "Gee, that Billy Al looks like that Kauffman; 

that Kauffman looks like that [Edward] Moses; that Moses looks like Goode. " 

They were all into their own heads and doing their own things and leaning on 

each other. But Kienholz, more than anyone, was a true innovator in the sense 

of taking what was a non-art background, a farm background, translating what 

he knew into a sensibility and a philosophical approach to art and continuing 

to develop and excel with it throughout his whole lifetime until he died just a 

few years ago. He had higher moments and lower moments. They're in the 

process of a major retrospective right now [Kienholz: A Retrospective] which 



will be at the Whitney Museum and will be at MOCA and in Germany. He's as 

well known in Europe, if not more known in Europe, as in the United States. 

His pieces are in major museums everywhere: [Los Angeles] County Museum 

[of Art], Whitney Museum, Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam, Museum Ludwig 

in Germany, [Centre National d'Art et de Culture Georges-] Pompidou in Paris, 

probably more than any other Los Angeles— I guess Richard Diebenkorn, in 

quite a different category, would be the other L.A. artist with that wide a 

reputation. But Kienholz has had very little— Other than individual pieces and 

occasional exhibitions, he's only had one major retrospective show, and this 

was back in the L.A. County Museum in the 1960s [Edward Kienholz]. This will 

be the first major show since that time. And I think it will just simply create an 

astounding awareness of the contribution he's made. I think so. 

RATNER: 

Ed Moses. 

HOPKINS: 

Well, Ed is now our local old-timer, I guess you'd call it. He's kind of our 

version of Bill [Willem] de Kooning, I'd guess you'd say, or something of that 

kind. Again, Ed is an artist of extraordinary passion and consistent hard 

working through his whole lifetime since he began as a student up to the 

present time. Perhaps more talented than a lot of the other people, and 

therefore, kind of getting into digressive patterns from time to time. He's 

mined territory all the way from pure abstract expressionism to purism to 

architectonic forms to aspects of light and space and installation. But his real 

passion still seems to be coming right out of gut-associated abstract 

expressionist ideas, certainly in the more recent shows in the last decade. 

Very highly regarded. He would be, for our time, kind of the John Altoon, I'd 

guess is what you'd say. He's very gruff but approachable. He's out a lot in 

terms of the scene, around a lot of younger artists that kind of hang on his 

coattails in interesting fashions, and he brushes them off like flies. But you 

need somebody like that. And he is due for a major exhibition at MOCA 

coming up. I don't know where that show is traveling. But again, it's a very 

consistent and serious body of work. I just would make an observation based 

on all of these things that you're raising, the names that you're raising. It's a 

little like the situation here as I review it, in history, looking back on the 



thirties and the forties, and I think, "Why are these artists not as well known 

as the artists in New York?" I know why, but I ask that question. I'm going to 

be asking that question again about this generation of artists. Why are they 

not as well known as some of the others? Clearly they are as powerful, clearly 

they're as committed, clearly they are producing art— Similar things. And 

again, it's that lack of publication in Los Angeles, the lack of the commercial 

scene in that development sense of galleries. It's the lack of people on the 

West Coast being secure enough to support the artists here as opposed to 

buying in New York where tougher dealers are convincing them they should 

be doing other things. History may straighten that all out. But there are a 

number of them here that are in every way as worthy as artists that are better 

known nationally. 

RATNER: 

How about Kenny [Kenneth] Price? 

HOPKINS: 

Again unique. Absolutely unique. Amazingly so. You wonder where that funny 

stuff ever came from in the first place. Really interested in ceramics. He was 

kind of a beachy, surfer type. Again, hung around Billy Al. He and Billy Al were 

very close at that time. Went off to Alfred University for a really good 

grounding in ceramics and ceramic materials and things, where they were 

teaching not only the art aspect but the scientific aspect for nose cones and all 

of that kind of use of ceramic materials. So he was very well educated to his 

craft. Came back here, began to develop dumb little mountain shapes with 

caps on the top, but all part of the idea of taking the idea of functional 

ceramics, teapots and coffee pots and cups and so forth, and taking them 

beyond that into the realm of true sculpture. He has chosen, for the largest 

part of his career, to maintain that, the aspect of a functional item, even 

though it may not function that well as a cup or something else, but turning it 

into something of a unique and individualized character. And it's very hard to 

say in history where that sensibility would come from. Did it come from 

Japan? Did it come from the southeastern United States potters and an old 

guy named [George] Orr that influenced a lot of people around here? He just 

did really strange pots, and I think probably that had some impact on Kenny. 

And he also threw very thin, which also impacted Kenny in terms of the way 



he built his pieces. But then when he began with the kind of egg shapes and 

the combinations of hard forms with these brilliant colors and what looked 

like kind of soft interiors, they took on a kind of persona that related to 

surrealism and other ideas like that. It's been quite successful. There were 

questions early on, when his prices started to escalate somewhat, "How can 

you sell these for such high prices?" And because he was always very careful, 

he was always very concerned, still is very concerned about the presentation 

of his work. Even though it's something not much bigger than a coffee cup, it 

has its own pedestal, it has its own glass box in which it sits, it has its own 

thing. So the issue of its being an item of substance, not just a clay pot— It's 

always before you, and you have to confront that idea. But I think that his 

reputation has grown steadily all the way along the line. It's not a 

breakthrough reputation, but I wouldn't be surprised after his demise that it 

became even more so than that. A brilliant individual artist. 

RATNER: 

Ed Ruscha. 

HOPKINS: 

Well, Ed is kind of an anomaly. Ed and Joe Goode came from Oklahoma City 

back in their childhood days and floated across the United States to L. A. Ed 

wanted to enroll in Art Center [College of Design] in Pasadena. He was really 

interested in design, fundamentally. Got here too late to enroll, and they said 

why don't you go over to Chouinard for a semester and then come back over 

here. He went to Chouinard, liked it, and just simply stayed and evolved on a 

somewhat different career path, though the aspects of design and advertising 

have always been a part of his work. He got involved in words early, early on. 

Words with meaning, without meaning. Came to prominence rather quickly 

after he got out of school. When he finished his Chouinard study, Joe and Ron 

Miyasharo and Ed Bereal and Larry Bell stayed here, okay, at least at that 

period of time and made up the War Babies show. Ed would have been in that 

show but he went off to Europe and was kind of expanding his mind and 

various other things. Came back through New York, met artists like Robert 

Rauschenberg and some of the others. So he was always alert, always very 

kind of conscious of things, wanting to expand, getting involved. Started 

producing some of the word paintings like Annie , based on the [Little] Orphan 



Annie comic strip. A big one called Boss, which is a big, tough sense of either 

"boss" in terms of a monumentally powerful person, or "boss" in this kind of 

surfing term of the best kind of thing. So he's always doing these kind of 

double-play words and very beautifully, smoothly painted. And drawings 

dealing with the same issues, prints dealing with the same idea. I think 

probably Ed's advantage in one sense is since he had these three arsenals—

you could have an expensive painting, inexpensive print, middle-range 

drawing—that he was dealing with subject matter that priced a sophisticated 

conscious— I guess, without trying to make it intense like a Kienholz, you 

know, in this really inner depths of your soul or something else, or really probe 

your intellect like an Irwin, in another direction it manages to hit in a lot of 

different ways. He was brought to prominence as a pop artist in an exhibition 

that came out of New York, Lawrence Alloway, who was from the [Solomon 

R.] Guggenheim Museum, being the curator of that show. We asked him to do 

a sub show for us in Los Angeles. Would he do a West Coast pop show, which 

he did. So it was Six and Six More: [An Exhibition at the Los Angeles County 

Museum of Art]. That introduced people like Wayne Thiebaud and Mel Ramos 

and Joe Goode and Ed Ruscha, and two others whose names I'm going to 

forget— terrible [Billy Al Bengston and Phillip Hefferton]. But anyway, 

introduced them to that audience. So he was accepted almost immediately as 

a pop artist and began to develop a wider reputation. Then as he kind of 

moved on through time, he was kind of thought of as a conceptual artist as his 

word art became more a part of that. And then he became more a part of the 

kind of hidden sensibility things as the words disappeared and the black 

images started to come along. So I would say that probably Ed, more than any 

other single artist, with the possible exception of David Hockney, who came to 

Los Angeles, probably represents what people think of as L.A. art more than 

any other single artist. His career has been successful, sometimes wonderfully 

so. He's always had good representation. Sometimes sells a lot, sometimes not 

at all, depending on what people are thinking about at the moment. Happily, 

tomorrow night he's getting the governor's award in the arts, which is very 

nice, to give him credit. That's great. But he's never ever— Which is I guess 

another thing about this group of artists, forgetting their successes or failures, 

how much money they're making or not making, forgetting what's being said 

about them or not being said about them: they all continue to make their art. 



They all spend their time in the studio doing what they're supposed to be 

doing and keep plugging away at it, which is pretty amazing. 

RATNER: 

How about Irving Blum? 

HOPKINS: 

That's a complex one. In the texture of what? 

RATNER: 

However you want to deal with it. 

HOPKINS: 

Before I had my gallery, when I was a graduate student at UCLA when I first 

got here, one of the first people I met was Shirley [Nielsen] Hopps, who was 

married to Walter Hopps at that time. And she was a very bright person—and 

Walter is extraordinarily bright and scattered, but Shirley, very bright and 

directed—and she kind of helped keep the Ferus Gallery books on line, and so 

forth and so on. So when Kienholz and Walter decided to split the gallery, they 

wanted to bring in somebody to work, and the person that they brought in 

was this person called Irving Blum who had come from New York, having been 

working, I think, at Herman Miller, something of that kind [Knoll Associates]. 

He wanted to get into the art business, and he was signed on for a very, very 

modest salary. I forget what, but none of us had any money, so It didn't make 

any difference. But he was willing to participate in that. He had a very 

different sensibility than Walter in terms of the art, but it was a committed 

sensibility. And because of his New York connections, he was one of the first 

people, if not the first person, to kind of spend time with Leo Castelli, who was 

the major dealer at that time for all of us, and kind of listened and paid 

attention to the grapevine and what was going on. You could call Irving, to all 

intents and purposes, the discoverer of Andy Warhol and, to a certain extent, 

Roy Lichtenstein. He was kind of the first to go to their studios and see these 

funny people and think there was something there. I may be slightly off in my 

figures, but not radically. He convinced Andy to do an exhibition here at the 

Ferus Gallery of thirty-two individual paintings of Campbell's soup cans. And 

that exhibition did appear. Nobody knew quite what to make of it at all, 



except this word "pop" was beginning to float around a little bit. I think the 

thirty-two paintings were available for sale for $100 a piece, something like 

that. My recollection is that Irving sold two, that he decided that if that's all he 

sold, he should keep the set. He asked the one person to sell one back and 

they did and I think the other person said no, and he had Andy repaint it. So 

he has that set of thirty-two soup cans, which is now hanging in the National 

Gallery of Art in Washington. That was Andy's first show. That was his first 

exhibition. And happily I wrote the first review of it for Artforum magazine— 

RATNER: 

Oh, how about that. 

HOPKINS: 

—which was about an inch and a half of copy, saying something to the effect 

that I liked onion better than noodle-o's or something, I don't know. [laughs] 

So he brought that New York sensibility, mixed New York with California, 

which was very valuable to the community, because that was just at a 

bubbling edge which would later be carried out by, let's say, Gemini [G. E. L.], 

bringing artists like Rauschenberg and Johns and Stella and others to make 

prints here in Los Angeles, and started an interaction between the art 

communities. Not just the artists, but also the collectors, and a lot of 

friendships developed in that period of time. Irving was certainly a catalyst, 

because he's an extremely gregarious person and can be difficult, but 

charming personality, was able to bring a lot of things into— And got certain 

collectors going like the Factors and others, Don [Donald] Factor, and others 

that would not have gotten going. He did exhibitions of Josef Albers, for 

example, that you can see the sensibility—as opposed to Walter's, in terms of 

Kienholz or Bruce Conner—was quite different. That helped to give artists 

here a sense of art broader than just abstract expressionism or what was 

going on. A little later on in, just in terms of careerwise— Irving was always 

looking for growth and expansion and was stockpiling through that time as 

well. The. Andy Warhol phenomenon is interesting to me. Andy did the suite 

of Marilyn Monroe prints, the ten images of Marilyn. Those were for sale as a 

full suite for $400. And Irving had maybe ten of them, twelve of them, I don't 

know how many. I know I bought three or four of those for friends. I was then 

in Fort Worth. I didn't have $400 at the time. I think at their peak that suite of 



ten prints on bad cardboard that's going to fall apart in about another fifteen 

years, I don't know, I think they went up in value to $200,000 or some absurd 

thing like that. I should go back and finish the story about the soup can. 

Because Irving made a deal with Andy, I think for $3,000, and then told him he 

couldn't afford it and so he bought the whole thirty-six paintings for $1,500, I 

think, [laughs] So he's smart as well as bright. He was very important to the 

scene. He still is important to the scene. He pops back periodically and spends 

time. He twice tried to get involved with bringing certain aspects of New York 

here. He joined with Pace Gallery in 1968; that was very short-lived and they 

disappeared rapidly. He came back with his own gallery at the, kind of the end 

of the eighties, beginning of the nineties, thinking that L. A. was on an up, and 

that didn't work either. But he's been important to the scene, you know. 

Depending on who you ask, he's a love-hate person. 

RATNER: 

How about Marcia [S.] Weisman? 

HOPKINS: 

All these complex people we're asking about. Marcia was, again, I guess you 

just have to say she was her own unique individual, as so many of these 

people are, which makes them interesting and important to many of us. She 

was certainly one of the earliest people to get seriously involved in the idea of 

buying contemporary art in Los Angeles. She wasn't the only one, but certainly 

she was one of the few. She took some classes with me, some of them. The 

apocryphal story is she went home to Fred Weisman and said, "Fred, I think 

we should have some art in the house. I need some money to go do this. " And 

Fred wrote a check for $2, 000 and said, "Don't spend it all in one place. " 

[laughs] But that was the beginning. She was smart, made contact with people 

like Ben Heller, the major collector of abstract expressionism in New York. 

They had the wherewithal. Her brother, Norton [W.] Simon, had begun 

collecting by that time in the late fifties, early sixties, and committed himself 

to art prior to the contemporary period. Whether that impacted Marcia to 

collect in the contemporary period, it's a little hard to say. But there was 

always a friendly battle back and forth in terms of what they didn't understand 

about each other's taste. So beyond the idea of collecting— And she and Fred 

were both equally engaged in that. You hear all kinds of stories that she was 



the eye and Fred wasn't. On the other hand, Irving Blum always said that was 

total nonsense, Fred was the eye and Marcia wasn't. So it depends on who 

you're dealing with. They began to accrue a collection primarily of living New 

York people, but also some of our California people, and they made their 

home available regularly for all kinds of events and parties and interactions. 

They were a very important catalyst to establishing what was then called the 

[Modern and] Contemporary Art Council at the Los Angeles County Museum. 

We had many, many evenings with people like Clement Greenberg and Harold 

Rosenberg and William [C.] Seitz, the curator for the Museum of Modern Art, 

there in their living room. It was always a great intellectual treat and a great 

pleasure. The nicest thing that anyone could say about that time in the sixties 

in Los Angeles—granted it was a much smaller scene than today—but all the 

people who made up the Contemporary Art Council were very generous in 

terms of inviting our local artists to the events that went on in that context. So 

the artists, even though they weren't making a lot of money, felt that they 

were part of a scene, part of a family that was involved in this. So she played a 

very important role there. She continued to be a catalyst for all kinds of 

activities. She would tour people through her house, she taught classes in art, 

the proceeds always going to MOCA or some other program of that kind. I 

think if Marcia Weisman did not exist, MOCA would not exist. There are 

different people that hold different opinions about that, but certainly 

everything I know leads me to believe that she was the primary catalyst. She 

was very interested in—and I think we talked about this—taking over the old 

Pan Pacific Auditorium as a place. But she just kind of kept the pressure on 

everybody. She had good political contacts with Mayor [Thomas] Bradley, and 

helped to set the deal of the 2 percent business to make MOCA happen. She 

got collectors engaged and helped raise the $15 million to get it set. But she 

was also complex and difficult and very difficult in meetings. She talked 

endlessly and loved to talk and often got the topic off on the wrong tack. But if 

she wasn't around it wouldn't be the same scene as it is here. A major, a major 

figure. 

RATNER: 

In your box of papers, I remember coming across something that said there 

was some idea to name something after her at UCLA? A student lounge or a 

gallery or something? 



HOPKINS: 

Right. I remember all those things. When I first came to UCLA and started 

looking around in terms of what could happen, what couldn't happen, in that 

incredibly complex and difficult building they call the art building, the Dickson 

Art Center—which should never have been built— But since it was built as a 

high-rise for teaching art— In the middle of it is this very barren courtyard, 

always cold, always— Something with a bad tree and a few other things 

hanging around it. And it was very easy for me to visualize that being covered 

over and setting up a kind of two-level student lounge and gallery situation in 

that area. I'd just come from working with Fred [Weisman], and Norton was 

getting older, and Marcia had died, and it just seemed that that would be a 

good memorial for her in that case. I talked to Fred about it, and he then kind 

of set it down, and then Norton died, and that kind of ended it. Now, 

historically, what's happened is that we don't know exactly what is going to 

happen, but because of the earthquake two years ago and the rather 

extensive damage to the Dickson Art Center, It may be taken down. If it's 

taken down, we build from scratch, and that's the best thing that could 

happen. It could be a mess for a while, but it would really vitally improve what 

is a very much improved department there in terms of its teaching. And that 

would provide the opportunity for the Wight Art Gallery, which exists on 

campus, to become kind of a teaching gallery and lounge, so it would serve 

the purpose of the Marcia Weisman center as I visualized it. When she died, 

she left $100,000 to the Grunwald Center for the Graphic Arts. She was very 

committed to drawing. After Fred died, most of her collecting was in drawing. 

So that was a generous gift. A number of us— Franklin [D.] Murphy and John 

Walsh [Jr.] and Walter Hopps and Jim [James H.] Elliott, who was the director 

of the University of California, Berkeley and the founder of the Contemporary 

Art Council at the L.A. County Museum, and myself—have been working to 

distribute Marcia's estate in terms of the art to a variety of institutions. That's 

almost complete. In the next three months we'll have that all done, according 

to her wishes. 

RATNER: 

Well, we spoke quite a bit about Walter Hopps earlier and we'd mentioned 

many of the early galleries and collectors, but is there anyone else, artist, 

collector, museum colleague, you'd like to mention at this point? 



HOPKINS: 

From that period of time? 

RATNER: 

Yes. 

HOPKINS: 

Well, yeah, of course, because Walter was certainly at one level and still 

remains not only a very dear friend but a profound influence—not necessarily 

in terms of taking all those ideas and running with them, but because it's such 

a unique brain. There are always things to be picked out of it whenever you're 

in conversation with him. And you also learn a lot not to do. He's like an older 

brother in the sense—though he's not older—you learn a lot of things not to 

do too at the same time. The other people that had great impact on my career 

evolution and so forth and so on, I suppose one of the first ones here in Los 

Angeles would be Fred [Frederick S.] Wight, who was the chair of the [UCLA] 

department in art history, though he wasn't a profound historian. He was 

teaching the twentieth-century arena. He was the director of the gallery 

before it was the Wight Gallery, back in the other place. He gave me the 

opportunity to do an exhibition early on, which was incredibly important to 

me. And was a good mentor through that time. I think another person that 

was and remains a good friend and important is Jim Elliott, whom I just 

mentioned, who was my boss at the L.A. County Museum and who brought 

me in as a junior curator after being with the gallery for a period of time. Then 

once I got there—it would be a little hard to say whether this was lack of 

management skill on his part or brilliance on his part— but they left me alone. 

That turned out, at least from my point of view, to be brilliant, because it gave 

me a lot of opportunities. From the very day I got there, if I had an idea and it 

seemed all right and seemed to make sense and seemed to fill a gap, then I 

was allowed to do it. So it moved me along in a very rapid fashion. And while 

moving me along and having that freedom, he also was there for counsel. 

Another person at the museum at that time, a man named Bill [William] 

Osmun, who was the head of the decorative art section who had been trained 

in Britain, was a very, very interesting guy. He was also there as a mentor. He 

was particularly good when it came to things like architectural design and 

other things. And I found my niche in installing exhibitions, because the things 



were so appallingly installed there. I don't know why I thought I had a knack in 

that arena but somehow it fell to my lot to install almost all of the exhibitions, 

which was great. I loved it. And continued on up to the new museum days. So 

he was Important, not only there professionally in my career, but he was also 

important as a mentor. Jim Elliott and Walter never got along very well, and 

yet they both played important roles in the community, Walter in this kind of 

esoteric art sense, and Jim in the kind of broader people sense—living out on 

the Santa Monica pier with this gigantic ballroom-like place where one could 

live, but where we would meet maybe once a month or once every six weeks 

when somebody interesting was in town. It was like a seminar all afternoon 

and evening, really a rich, rich, rich experience that I don't think exists at all 

anymore, which is too bad. So he was certainly important. Then the director 

there at that time, Ric [Richard F.] Brown, was like Jim, certainly gave me as 

much opportunity as one could possibly wish to grow and expand. When we 

moved from the old museum to the new museum, were making these 

transitions, the person who'd been in charge of the education at the museum 

had disappeared. And Ric asked me if I would like to be the head of education. 

I really didn't want to be the head of education, though that was my training. 
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HOPKINS: 

I really didn't want to be the head of education [at the Los Angeles County 

Museum of Art], but I was in a growth phase, I'd guess you'd say, and was 

married at that time. I had two small children. It was a position that paid 

more; it was more stable, I'd guess you'd say. I was a company person, so I did 

accept that position that took me out of the curatorial ranks. So anyway— 

We're talking about Ric [Richard F. Brown], right? Okay. I became the head of 

education, then started the whole docent program and got that going. And 

then as we moved into the new building, the person he'd hired to be in charge 

of overall programming and things had not worked out, so I moved into that 

position. I moved in another position. In a rather quick period of time, I got 

what ultimately I wanted, which was to be involved in the whole selection of 

the exhibition program, starting the publications program, which has now 

been one of the more successful ones In the country, but mimicking the 

Museum of Modern Art method of doing publications— therefore, being able 



to publish thirty-five thousand books and stuff of that kind. And that gave me 

the ambition really to go on and be a museum director. So for that I can thank 

him. I also can thank him for wanting me to work with him in Fort Worth—

we've talked about all that—which didn't seem right, but then worked out 

very well for me. So there are a lot of people around there. Going way back to 

second-grade teachers, but that's beside the point. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

Maybe you've hit it or maybe you haven't, but if you were writing a history of 

Los Angeles art, who would be the half dozen or so indispensable figures that 

you would have to include? 

HOPKINS: 

The broader, greater history of Los Angeles art? Well, a half dozen or so would 

be difficult, because it would depend on how far back in history you start. 

There'd be such a diversity of people. I think, just offhand, I think of somebody 

like a Galka Scheyer, for example, who was kind of running up and down the 

coast selling Kandinskys and Klees for nothing, but kind of establishing a sense 

of an art community and a scene and getting a house here and mixing 

architecture with art, and a catalyst of the kind of German expatriate 

community around her, and things of that kind. That certainly had an impact, 

gave persons a reason to be here. The development of the Arensberg 

collection— Had that collection not evolved, probably Walter Hopps's 

education would have been different, because he spent time there. My 

education would have been different, because the first time I saw that it 

changed my whole mind about what art was. The fact that we rejected it in 

Los Angeles and let it go back to Philadelphia tells you something again. Early 

phases of people who were seriously committed to art ideas I think is 

important. Artists at that time were important. If they didn't exist, maybe 

some other things wouldn't have happened. It would be hard to pick, say, one 

out of the group. I don't think that anybody can question the kind of catalyzing 

purpose in history of the Ferus Gallery, which at the time was just something 

that happened. But you had to say too that we had the advantage of having 

galleries like the Frank Perls Gallery showing kind of French—Picasso and so 

forth and so on— the [Paul] Kantor Gallery with the German expressionists, 

the [Felix] Landau Gallery with the Austrian expressionists and other things. 



There was a fairly wide ballast of material that opened a door for an avant-

garde gallery, to reach out to kind of younger people and ideas. And the 

seriousness of those people made it important. The evolution of the County 

Museum from that sleepy thing in Exposition Park. People like Ed [Edward W.] 

Carter, who was really the catalyst behind Carter Hawley Hale [department 

stores], and working with "Buffy" [Dorothy Buffum] Chandler, and Buffy 

Chandler saying, "Okay. I'm going to do downtown. You do the museum. 

That's your job. " And Franklin [D.] Murphy as a figure on the scene at that 

time to kind of mediate things like that between Norton [W.] Simon and Ed 

Carter. The bringing of Norton Simon and Taft [B.] Schreiber and other Jews on 

the board, which had never been a part of the Los Angeles evolution and 

growth. That was a very important single step in getting all of these activities 

put together. Again, you kind of have the beginning of the evolution of the 

museum, you have the growth of galleries like the Ferus Gallery, which you 

could name others, but that was certainly a focal point and remains that in 

terms of history. Key players in terms of developing collections of real 

consequence in the area— We've already talked about Marcia Simon 

[Weisman] and her catalyst in making MOCA [Museum of Contemporary Art] 

happen here. But since that time, or around that time, persons like [K. G.] 

Pontus Hultén and now Richard [H.] Koshalek in that role. The movement of 

the [J. Paul] Getty [Museum] from a repository for a few interesting objects 

into a full museum—I guess you have to say J. Paul Getty is the person who 

did that. But certainly the people who have carried on the trust and developed 

the new building. John Walsh [Jr.] is the director. You know, you can't name 

six. Over that span of time you can't name six, because each of them have had 

successes and failures. We built a museum that immediately had a 

membership of twenty thousand people in Hancock Park, a museum with 

some of the largest membership in the country. It's one of the worst buildings 

that was ever built. So what do you say? Should you have never built the 

building? [laughs] What's the right answer? Similar things could be said about 

MOCA and the incredible success of the Temporary Contemporary [now 

Geffen Contemporary at MOCA], and the question of whether the other 

building fulfills that purpose or not. So everything kind of bounces, bounces, 

bounces. I think on any given day you could name six different people with six 

different things, but they all fed into the maw of making us what we are, 

which is still not perfect by a long shot. 



RATNER: 

I guess if you were going to mention artists from the time you were here, it 

might well be, at least largely, the group of people that you— 

HOPKINS: 

Well, the group around the Ferus. But if you were just simply saying which 

artist who spent the larger part of their life in California that carries the image 

of California on their shoulders internationally, it would be people like Richard 

Diebenkorn, north and south combined, Sam Francis, north and south 

combined, [Edward] Kienholz, [Robert] Irwin. Those are probably the four kind 

of biggies, I guess. Then you have chomping at their heels, Ed [Edward] Ruscha 

and David Hockney, as an expatriate but carrying the kind of California 

imagery into a broader spectrum. The fact that you could even say that, name 

that many names at the present time who are identified specifically with the 

West Coast, that's such an advance over a few years ago, when nobody was 

identified with the West Coast. But there are many, many more. Now, at this 

moment, when you think of the kind of incredible aspect of the UCLA art 

department, where Chris Burden and Charlie [Charles] Ray and Nancy Rubins 

and Paul McCarthy, Lari Pittman, now John Baldessari, are among the best-

known artists in the world— But that's just brand-new baby generation. 

Hardly babies, you know, some of them are over fifty [years old]. But it's still 

that. So I feel very good about the role that Los Angeles is playing in feeding 

the greater art world, in that whole sense of that. I have great concerns about 

the art world and how it will function, but I think that all of this current activity 

can't help but vitalize some introspective looking at the past that led to this 

and the other things that got to them, because I don't think Chris spends any 

time thinking about wanting to live anywhere but here, or any of these artists. 

They feel quite comfortable that they are in an exciting, multinational, 

international cultural community that allows them to work and produce and 

do what they want to do. There's no more any talk of running off to New York. 

There's much more New York traffic west now than there is West Coast traffic 

east. And I think the artists that they are producing at UCLA as well as CalArts 

[California Institute of the Arts] and Art Center [College of Design] and the 

other schools in the area are clearly going to be the artists to be dealt with in 

the near future. The only terrible lack that I continue to feel is the lack of 

methods of getting that information out to a broader public through very 



intelligent writers. We've just never been successful in getting publishing 

really organized here in an effective way. The other would be, though that's a 

double-edged sword, the development of a truly commercial scheme—I 

mean, in terms of the numbers of galleries, let's say, in New York. Whether 

this movement now of PaceWildenstein and [Larry] Gagosian and expansion of 

Sotheby's [Sotheby Parke Bernet], whether that's the catalyst of that for the 

next decade it's a little premature to say, because I've seen so many ups and 

downs and ups and downs. But the thing that's interesting is the question now 

of what's driving it. It's understandable that when a museum like MOCA opens 

that there would be a catalyst activity. When a museum like the L.A. County 

Museum moved to its location, it's a catalyst to activity. We saw that in San 

Francisco when the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art opened. This kind of 

energy flows there and then it kind of just disappears. But there's no catalytic 

driving force that I can see for this new expansion other than somebody's 

belief that it's going to be an interesting place to be. That's probably the most 

encouraging sign that I see that they're not coming to take advantage of 

something, they're coming to make something. Let's hope it works. 

RATNER: 

That raises so many questions. [laughs] Maybe you just said you don't know 

the reason for that, but one of the things that you had said in the past—I think 

it was from your book Fifty West Coast Artists: [A Critical Selection of Painters 

and Sculptors Working in California]—was that the western cultural support 

system has been perpetually in low gear, if not reverse, [laughs] And what 

could possibly explain that? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, if we're talking about Southern California, we are fundamentally a group 

of expatriate lowans and Nebraskans and Oklahomans and so forth and so on 

who didn't come to California for the cultural climate. We came fundamentally 

to make a living and enjoy the sunshine. And there was always that kind of 

strange, exotic lure of Hollywood mixed Into it. Where did I read that the 

other day? They were talking about some review for something. It was a play, 

and they were talking about the references being too esoteric and too close to 

the industry to be interesting. And the response was, "Look, everybody in Los 

Angeles is an actor, so if they don't understand those references, they don't 



understand—" You begin to think from time to time that's true, you know. 

There's something about the environment. It's not an old family city. It's not 

like New York, or even to a certain extent, San Francisco or Chicago, where 

powerful families came up in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and 

developed a mass wealth and felt guilty about having so much and wanted to 

give it all away. That's just not been here. We always have had to rely on new 

wealth every time new wealth comes up. Now we're doing it again with the 

[Michael] Ovitzes and the other people in the area. But every kind of 

generation that goes by, one can hope that we're becoming an older city, a 

more established city. And there are more native Angelenos that live here 

now than ever before, because people have stayed for two or three 

generations, and a certain kind of civic concern and pride at that same time 

that may get us to that level. But it certainly has not been broadly the case in 

the past, okay? It may have something to do with the industry. Even the 

wealthy support people have been in many instances anti-intellectuals, from 

that point of view. I don't know how many books Fred [Frederick R.] Weisman 

read in his lifetime, but not very many. 

RATNER: 

What you just— 

HOPKINS: 

Like Ronnie [Ronald W.] Reagan, okay? 

RATNER: 

Right, the actor. You have it. When you mention the film industry, the whole 

entertainment industry, you would think that would be a natural partner for a 

strong collecting base here, but it hasn't really happened that way. 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I think my only true insight into that, bringing it right down to an 

individualized level, with knowing fairly early on Vincent Price, who was also 

another one of those figures important—important and unimportant in many 

different ways—to the community. But he was an early collector with a 

sensitive eye and awareness. Shortly after I got to know him, he was making 

that transition from being kind of a second-lead actor in a lot of films, but 



important films, to becoming a horror film character. And he was terrified. He 

was terrified as an actor, the recognition that you have a role, but you may 

never, ever again get one. May never, ever get one. You just can't spend your 

money on things when you don't think you're going to come back. So even 

though you have this tremendous star power and you're dragging down 

multimillion dollars a picture, the very nature of the egos of the people is that 

"If I'm out of the public eye, I'm going to go broke, I'm gonna die poor on the 

streets. " And it's happened many, many, many times, as we know. So you 

would think the more natural people would be the ones who were calling the 

shots—the studio heads and the various other things. And there have been 

some of those. One of the interesting things that's happening now this 

moment is the general feeling or understanding or fantasy, whatever you 

want to call it—and I've forgotten which is which—but the PaceWildenstein 

move is kind of a David Geffen-pushed activity. And the Larry Gagosian move 

is kind of a Michael Ovitz-pushed activity, and it's the competition between 

those two men and their power bases that are creating this thing. And it's in 

that belief that they will in fact find the Hollywood connection, which nobody 

has ever really been able to find before, in terms of that. Somebody said that 

they had heard that PaceWildenstein, since it's been here, has done $1 million 

worth of business. I can't believe that, but if that's true, that's fantastic. That's 

fine. Or maybe they needed to do $2 million, I don't know. I can't tell you how 

much it takes to feed that operation. But it certainly—since the thirties and 

the Josef von Sternbergs and the Eddie Robinsons and the Vincent Prices at a 

young age, and the Elsa Lancasters and— I forget his name. Captain Blythe, 

Henry VIII. Charles Laughton. I'm sorry, terrible. Since that time— Seems to be 

the kind of closest thing to a wave. And when you think of that— I have not 

had a chance to even think about this, and I'm not sure how I would find the 

resources if I really wanted to study it. But as I understand it, with all of this 

maneuvering with [the Walt] Disney [Company] and with Turner [Broadcasting 

System] and with various other things, that the whole television industry as 

well as the movie making is recentering itself on the West Coast as opposed to 

the East Coast, with network buyouts and other things of that kind. And if that 

is indeed true, that's a very powerful driving force for the future, but it's a 

pretty fanciful driving force. So I don't know what that means. Could be 

exciting, right. Could be exciting. 

RATNER: 



The number of galleries has really increased here over the last decade, but 

they're predominantly galleries of contemporary art. Why do you feel so few 

galleries dealing in historical work find Southern California a good place to do 

business? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I think for the same reasons we've been saying. Of course, in the old 

days there were galleries like the Stendahl Gallery, for example, that sold 

wonderful pre-Columbian material and other things of that kind, and did sell 

impressionist, postimpressionist works when the values were lower. Frank 

Perls, Paul Kantor in a modest way did that kind of thing. But I think that the 

collector of that kind of material felt absolutely compelled to either buy in 

Europe or buy in New York if they were going to be buying an impressionist 

painting or postimpressionist painting. So there probably was not a lot of 

market for that here. But with each passing generation, newer art becomes 

older art, I'd guess is what you would say. I wouldn't be too surprised to see— 

PaceWildenstein does represent earlier areas. Certainly the expansion of 

Sotheby's and previews of Sotheby's and various other things in the show they 

just opened does represent that some. And I've always felt that it is too bad, 

but we've not really either had much market for that. But now, as a thing that 

people don't talk about—and we should all be talking about it all the time—

that between the Getty adding one, one, one, one, one, one, one, is going to 

take fifty years. But they're adding wonderful things. And the [Norton] Simon 

[Museum], which is intact as it is. And the L.A. County Museum and MOCA and 

us, and a number of other things. If you really go to all of the institutions, you 

can really get a pretty fantastic cross section of art history now. And that's 

only been since the sixties. That's only thirty, forty years. All of that's 

happened, all of it. Not just some of it, but all of it has happened. That takes 

quite a while for generations to catch up. And if that statement that I've 

mentioned a couple of times of Robert Irwin's is true, "The artist lives in his 

time but everybody else lives quite a bit behind it, " you're just now coming 

into the awareness of what went on in the sixties and seventies. And I think 

that's probably a fair observation. But if everybody keeps their wits about 

them and uses things sensibly and promotes the culture and the community 

the way it can now be, I think, honestly promoted, I think a sense of pride will 

generate, which will justify more risks on the part of commercial ventures 



here in the community. Especially if they link that with what they think might 

be happening on the Pacific Rim, the Chinese economy, the Japanese 

economy. 

RATNER: 

We've just talked about the fact that Sotheby's has expanded and Gagosian is 

opened, and PaceWildenstein. And Bergamot Station is not all that old really. 

So we really do have this revitalization going on here. But it's not the first time 

the gallery scene here has flourished, as you've said. What's really required 

over the long haul, I guess, to create and then maintain that level of activity 

and support? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I think it's usually referred to as kind of critical mass—enough people 

over the line committed to it. So in so-called good or bad times, you don't just 

simply leave it and turn your back on it, but your interest is maybe less or 

something like that, but then it kind of comes back, because you're so 

committed to the whole area. I said before, I think really in the way the 

original makeup of this community, and then the youthfulness of it and still 

the great diversity of the spread of it— What do we really call Los Angeles 

now? Does that go all the way from San Diego to Santa Barbara? In a way, it 

really does. That's one factor. The second thing is that we just have not had 

long-reaching old family cultural commitment in a broad enough base to make 

that work. And new money is always looking for reward. Old money is looking 

to kind of pay back. So when it's looking for reward, it's looking for kind of 

social recognition or remuneration or something that has to tie into 

something fairly exciting or interesting or they're not interested in doing it. So 

I think it's going to take some really tough, bright, committed people, which 

PaceWildenstein and Gagosian can represent. And that really means meaner 

art dealers than we've ever dealt with before, more willing to promote their 

artists as being the most important artists in the world and making a certain 

number of people believe that. So many of the galleries in Los Angeles over 

time have been almost more educative institutions than sales points. They're 

bringing people to the attention of others. Then some of the better ones go on 

to other galleries, where the dealers are tougher and meaner. That's what 

happens. So I think that aspect is important to it. I think, absolutely without 



question, the publishing thing that we've talked about so many times is the 

biggest single factor in all of that. If you are in an environment where you're 

reading rather consistently of the things that are happening in your town, as 

you are in New York, whatever publication you pick up, it makes a difference 

in how you feel about it. Or you begin to think about what you're missing, or 

you begin to look, "Well, gee, I guess I better get out in the street and see 

what's going on, what's happening. " The other thing— You know, when you 

say we've had a burgeoning gallery scene before, we have and we haven't. 

Because you said that yourself, that the burgeon has been kind of the 

contemporary end of things and the less expensive items and other things of 

that kind. We're not a great town for selling million-dollar pictures off the 

rack. Those things all have to change if we're to be the— What I believe will 

happen ultimately— It seems to be an inevitable question of time. And we 

may be talking about fifty years, I don't know. We're talking about maybe sixty 

years, maybe a hundred years. But eventually this will be a country of two 

mercantile capitals. One will be New York, and one will be Los Angeles. We'll 

have political capitals other places. And I think those mercantile capitals will 

be quite different from one another, but they will be equally powerful in 

terras of world players. I noticed just again glancing at the paper, I hit one of 

these little teeny squibs that they're using for filler now, talking about better 

things about Los Angeles. They're saying that Los Angeles is the fifteenth 

largest world economy. Okay, well, that's pretty powerful. I don't know what 

New York is, but it certainly is there. And I know that California used to be the 

sixth largest world economy. It's probably slipped from that in recent years. 

But if we are now indeed the fifteenth largest world economy, that's a lot of 

flow. And that money and mercantile flow is certainly the third aspect. So, 

one, you've got to have the money to make it work. I think you have to have 

the generational stance of that. If you've lived in the city long enough, you 

want to do something for the city. That's why the San Francisco Museum of 

Modern Art happened, in a way. That people from families that have been 

there for four generations just said, "We're embarrassed. We've got to do 

something. " There was essentially new money that drove MOCA, a somewhat 

different situation. So you have to have the mercantile base, then you have to 

have the old-line commitment to the community itself as a next step. Then 

you've got to have a strong publishing base that deals with the goods and the 

bads but keeps you always reminded, okay? And then you have to have the 



creative force, the people that are actually making the stuff or doing the plays 

or developing the music. And I think we are in a good position when it comes 

to that. The important thing is now not to drive them away. Numbers of 

galleries don't really count so much as galleries of serious commitment. By 

serious commitment I don't mean necessarily big galleries like 

PaceWildenstein, but so many galleries in Los Angeles seem to open their 

doors and show eight or ten artists and try those for a little while, then they 

try six or seven more, they try this or that. The thing that was different 

between the Ferus Gallery and many other galleries here, and the importance 

of it, is it had a very specific point of view. It was going to convince people that 

those artists were the important artists in Los Angeles at that time, and they 

worked very hard at it, and they were successful. But to simply open your door 

and show art isn't a gallery, in my mind. 

RATNER: 

Would you say if a gallery is really doing its job correctly, the gallery has a lot 

to do with the success or failure of an individual artist's career? I mean, 

beyond obviously the artist's own— 

HOPKINS: 

Yeah, capacities. 

RATNER: 

Right. 

HOPKINS: 

Yes, I think so. If you can tell me why Ross Bleckner and Eric Fischl or David 

Salle or any number of artists of the eighties have more recognition than Ed 

Ruscha or Ed Moses or Robert Irwin, the very people we're talking about, then 

I'll listen to your argument. I don't believe it. It's not that those people are not 

without talent, it's not that the people that I'm mentioning are not without 

talent and perseverance and capacity to succeed, but their dealers have found 

the right inroads to the right people as collectors to convince them that they 

are the major artists of the eighties, or the major artists of the nineties. That's 

a lot of power, intellect, and lying and cheating. [laughs] 

RATNER: 



How do you explain the fact that until very recently, Southern California 

institutions have paid really astoundingly little attention to the art history of 

our own area? 

HOPKINS: 

Again, it's relatable to the same thing, that we're not a community. We're just 

slowly becoming a community. And some of the worst things that are 

happening to us are making us more of a community, I think. I think things like 

the riots and the O. J. [Simpson] trial actually bring us closer together—

because we have to defend ourselves against other communities— than 

further apart. And the fact that, as I say, there are now second- and third-

generation Angelenos in much greater numbers than before, so I think that's 

one part. I think another part is the nature of people who come here, the fact 

that they're coming here looking toward a future, and they're not coming here 

looking toward a past. They've come from somewhere else to get here. And 

very often their past is there. They still think of themselves as from Michigan 

or from Chicago, as opposed to being in Los Angeles. So I think that has a lot to 

do with it. It's been a transient city in that sense. You hear people complain 

about that frequently, not just here but other places—where people would 

spend all their time in Palm Springs, a large part of the year, and they may go 

back to their home base in Minnesota for the three nice summer months, but 

they leave all of their stuff to the Walker [Art Center], not to the transient 

place. 

RATNER: 

You mentioned earlier that if one could work around the egos and budget 

constraints, that there actually could be some very interesting collaborations 

between Los Angeles's various museums. What kinds of things would you 

envision? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, earlier this morning we talked about the fact that museums were 

beginning to look at ways to share collections, for example, which has been a 

possibility for ages, but we've never effectively done it, because we're all out 

looking for our own special thing that's a little bit different from somebody 

else or better so we'll get a little more money to be able to do the few more 



things. We've spent quite a bit of time today talking about publishing. And one 

of the things that I feel very strongly about in terms of Los Angeles and a way 

to help make things happen in an interesting way is that when you think that 

each of us as institutions—LACMA [Los Angeles County Museum of Art], 

MOCA, here, every institution, whether they're mainly permanent collection, 

Getty, Simon, or whatever—spend an extraordinary amount of money each 

year on a thing called a monthly calendar, getting events out to people. The 

theater companies, the dance companies, everybody wants people to know 

what they're doing. And I've always felt that there has to be some way that 

everybody puts their money in one pot, okay, and that money they put in one 

pot serves as a basis of the memberships of all of those institutions. Now, if 

you think about that in a broader sense— If you take the membership of 

LACMA at whatever it is now, down somewhat, but they say seventy thousand 

people, and twenty thousand at MOCA and six thousand here and ten 

thousand in the performing arts group, a lot of that overlapping, granted— 

But you're talking about probably a membership of a hundred thousand-plus 

people living in Los Angeles who would be an elite audience for any kind of 

advertising, but especially specialty advertising. Jewelry, bath salts, hotels, 

whatever it might be, liquor. So you have, with this mass of particular people, 

an advertising base that relates to a lot of different companies who would pay 

for advertising that wouldn't pay for advertising in an art magazine, wouldn't 

pay for advertising in a program guide to the theater or something else of that 

kind. You then make this publication which you would receive a copy of no 

matter what you were a member of, as long as you were a member. If you 

happened to be a member of four things, you'd still only get one. So you'd 

every month get this kind of coffee table publication that would tell you 

everything that was happening in Los Angeles during that month—theater, 

film, television, art exhibitions, so forth and so on. And that would be backed 

up by advertising, and that would be backed up therefore by articles having to 

do with the various things that were happening at given times, sometimes 

giving emphasis, being sure that throughout the year, almost everything that 

was involved was given some kind of emphasis through feature articles. And 

then that would be available to all the members, so we'd all have better 

information about what was going on. We would understand the dynamic of 

the community and the breadth of what was happening. But it would also 

then become a newsstand item in cities other than Los Angeles, so that it 



would be the cultural guide. If you're thinking of coming to the West Coast, 

you could find out two months ahead of time what was actually going to be 

happening here. I just think that's such an intelligent and sensible thing to do. 

RATNER: 

That's brilliant. Actually I can't Imagine someone hasn't thought of that 

already. 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I tried to get this going a little bit in San Francisco. And I've mentioned it 

now to Andrea [L.] Rich, who's going off to LACMA, "Let's work on this. " 

They've now hired, in the city of Los Angeles, a person to be a catalyst for this, 

for the arts in the city. So maybe that can transpire. The obvious argument 

against it is, "Okay, so here we are, LACMA, we're going to put in $50,000. 

You're going to put in $5,000. You're going to put in $2,000. " Who gets what? 

It's like cutting up the pie. That's what I'm saying about forgetting egos and 

setting aside and thinking for the greater good. But I think you could also find 

some pretty significant corporate and foundation support for that kind of a 

publication. It would be like a Smithsonian West. And it would have to be 

brilliantly done, brilliantly edited— which is the biggest failing of the other art 

things that we have started, is that they have an idea and what have you, but 

they don't have any— It's like the galleries. They don't have any policy; they 

just go all over the place. But that to me is the most important thing we could 

do. The other thing that I think we can do and should do is that every 

institution in the city, there should be a kiosk of some kind that has the 

information of every other thing of so-called civic import going on all the time. 

So when I'm standing at intermission I can be looking at the eight sides of that 

and seeing what's going on in the [Mark] Taper [Forum] theater or what's 

going on at MOCA, what's going on here, what's going on whatever. And 

again, how big does something like that have to be? Who cares? Gigantic, if it 

has to be. But then that means that everybody has to keep up their 

information, so you don't have extra pieces of masking tape with blank 

windows and other things like that. We fail in that arena. So I almost have the 

feeling that this should be coordinated not by one of the museums or 

something else of that kind, but it should be coordinated by somebody who 

gets a grant from a corporation or foundation to examine this problem and 



come to solutions, then bring the institutions in and show them how it could 

work, in fact, and then get it to function. I think that would have an amazing 

almost overnight impact if we got that going. So that's one thought. And the 

other, of course, is that I think that we can—not necessarily in Los Angeles, 

but I've thought that there are ways— These are fanciful dreams. But I've 

thought, "Wouldn't it be wonderful if we in Los Angeles and San Francisco 

devoted a year to our collections and just simply built the best possible 

exhibition we could build out of the collections in all of California?" Historical 

all the way up to— The best possible exhibition. Divide that in two portions: 

one portion would be in Northern California for six months, the other portion 

in Southern California for six months, flip-flop, one in Northern, one in 

Southern. So you would just get this whole expansion of history that would 

combine all of the different institutions. But then the egos that get in the 

way—which museums would do that, which ones wouldn't do that, why that, 

why not this, why not that. But it would be a wonderful thing to see, wouldn't 

it? I'd love to see that. 

RATNER: 

Yeah, it would be great. 

HOPKINS: 

So do them. Your generation has to do all this stuff. 
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RATNER: 

When we wrapped up last time, you were talking about things you'd like to 

see happen in both Los Angeles and San Francisco where there needs to be 

some kind of egoless collaboration. One of the things that you had previously 

mentioned was that when you were at the [Frederick R.] Weisman [Art] 

Foundation, you had begun annual art awards. I wonder what value you would 

see, if any, in reviving that, and how that might be facilitated? 

HOPKINS: 

It seems to me that in terms of Grammy Awards, Emmy Awards, Oscar 

Awards, Tony Awards, all of those theatrical phenomena that occur, that 



visual arts really are not rewarded. When the national council or the president 

selects his people during a given year, very often there's a visual artist 

incorporated, but it's usually somebody quite conservative, somebody fitting 

the nature of politics, I guess. And even to a certain extent that's true of the 

Governor's Art Awards, though they have a panel that selects— I've served on 

it now twice. This year I know that Ed [Edward] Ruscha won the award. In 

times past, Sam Francis won the award. Richard Diebenkorn, once. So major 

West Coast artists. But that's just one. And how much publicity does that get? 

The idea behind the [Frederick R.] Weisman [Art] Awards was that we gave 

each of three museums $50,000, museums spread across the country. It 

seems to me that one was the Whitney Museum [of American Art], the Menil 

[Collection] museum, and MOCA [Museum of Contemporary Art], I think, the 

first year that we did it, the only year that we did it. They bought a work of art 

by a living American artist for that amount, and then we gave those artists 

awards. And then we had a curatorial award—somebody that we thought had 

done the most interesting one-person exhibition during the year, somebody 

that we thought had done the most interesting group show during the year. 

And in one case that was co-curated. Then we had a lifetime achievement 

award which we gave to John Cage at that time, which seemed propitious, and 

then he passed on not too long after that. The whole idea is simply to 

recognize that there are artists; there are curators who buy art for their 

museums; there are people who do exhibitions of importance. We wanted to 

do a publications award, a catalog award, but we didn't get it in that first year. 

And then somebody who has achieved a great deal. We tried to make them 

national in every sense, not just simply Californian in their orientation. And I 

thought it was a very good idea. We did a ceremony at the Los Angeles County 

Museum of Art. It was a full house, and we had a great party surrounding it. 

Everybody had a good time. And I cannot tell you really now, other than the 

fact it was a really costly venture, in the fact that the awards themselves were 

$10,000 awards— We had Roy Lichtenstein make a particular piece for it—

which he did in an edition of fifteen, and was perfectly willing to have it go on 

into larger numbers—a very beautiful black and yellow brushstroke. And then 

the cost of the party and the event itself. So it probably ranged up in cost of 

$250,000 for a private foundation, which is fairly hefty. But it was within the 

budget of what could be done. We felt that if it was done for two, three, four 

years, it would gain national prestige and that prestige would reflect well on 



Fred Weisman, which was one of the purposes of the event. But mainly it 

would just simply create an awareness where, in an annual event, something 

like this would occur. I think it was the cost as much as anything else, and the 

fact that he was beginning to not feel terribly well, that made Fred say, "We 

don't want to do another one. " We were practically ready to do it, and we 

didn't. But I still think it's a good idea. Some people would say, "There are so 

many award ceremonies. " And there are a lot—here's no question about it—

but they're all in the performing arts or related to the performing arts, and not 

in the visual arts. So it seems to me that that's something that could be taken 

on by a community, by a corporation, by something that would stimulate 

ongoing interests and awareness and excitement and, to a certain extent, 

competition. Because if you think that as a curator— Since curators' salaries 

average in the area of $40,000 to $50,000 a year, if there's a $10,000 award 

out there, it may make you write a little better, may make your catalog a little 

better, may make you install a little better, who knows? But certainly it seems 

that it would have that kind of stimulus. So I'd love to see it continue. 

RATNER: 

Art fairs and juried exhibitions are two ways to expose audiences to a wide 

array of art. I wondered what your views are on art fairs, and why you feel 

they haven't been particularly successful in Los Angeles? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, art fairs have been successful. They were not terribly successful in Los 

Angeles. There are probably a lot of different reasons for that. Probably the 

most prominent art fair in the United States is the Chicago art fair [Art Chicago 

International]. It was one of the earliest ones. It was done through the 

[Chicago] Museum of Contemporary Art and the support groups for that. And 

the funding and income that came from that went to the Contemporary 

Museum. So there are a lot of people surrounding that institution that worked 

hard for it as volunteers, that really created an excitement and ambience and 

got it going. And it continues up to the present time. Probably the classic art 

fair is the Basil art fair in Switzerland that's been going on for twenty, thirty 

years. There's an art fair in Paris, there's one in Frankfurt; there are a number 

of different ones. They serve a purpose, and I think there are a number of 

valuable reasons for them, even the ones here in Los Angeles, in the fact that 



it does give you, in one shelter—a convention center or something else of that 

kind—hundreds of works of art to look at from many galleries that you might 

not normally go to see, let's say in Seattle or the Midwest or various other 

places. And really good art fairs of course have the capacity to pick and choose 

amongst galleries. So there is a certain high level that is maintained. That 

makes it interesting, because you are seeing the best of a given section or the 

best of something else of that kind. And a thing that was always valuable to 

me is simply the fact that when you go to an art fair as opposed to a 

commercial gallery, most often the prices are right there on the wall, so that 

you see that Larry Bell and you know how much it is. Or you see that Robert 

Graham and you know how much it is. And you see that young artist from 

Seattle and you know how much it is. It helps you to get a sense of pricing, a 

sense of values, a sense of different things at the same time. And then quite 

beyond that, of course, is the social event, where all of the dealers and 

museum people, educators, can kind of come together at one time and they 

have panels and different things that go on during that time. It's a gathering 

place, and it creates excitement. In Los Angeles two times— Actually, in the 

presentation of the Los Angeles [International Contemporary Art] Fair, it hit 

right after critical economic situations in the world, which obviously impacts 

everything a lot. Los Angeles has never been as commercial—it sounds strange 

for Los Angeles—in its orientation as far as the art world is concerned. They 

tried valiantly, in the second and third year, to get galleries like Leo Castelli 

[Gallery], for example, and other major galleries from the East Coast, who did 

come once or twice. But it just didn't pay for them to do that on an ongoing 

basis. The general consensus on the part of people here is that the organizers 

of the fair came from outside. It was a London group that did the fair. And 

while they were conscientious and did the job well, it didn't really come back 

to the community in quite the same way. It was never the money raised, and 

there was never really that much money raised. While it was given to a variety 

of sources, it was never a particular institution. I've always thought that that 

had a big bearing on it, that it really took the energies of the volunteer groups 

around a given place to really make it happen and make it exciting. But now 

it's defunct. Two years ago a younger group in town tried to institute a fair. It 

was not successful at all. So I think it's just off the boards for a while. With all 

of this new gallery activity in town and the other things, it may well come 

back. It's an ideal place for a fair because if it did function at the highest 



possible level, it would draw an audience from not only the East Coast, West 

Coast, but also the Pacific Rim, which is not that well served. Juried shows. Do 

you want to talk about juried shows? 

RATNER: 

Right. Exactly. Next question. 

HOPKINS: 

I'm a great believer in juried shows, and I guess I'd have to say I don't really 

know why, in the end result. Back many, many years ago there were a number 

of juried shows. [There was] a juried show at the San Francisco Museum of 

Modern Art. Los Angeles County Museum [of History, Science, and Art] had its 

juried show that was always very popular and very big. It got so big back in the 

late fifties that they had to alternate. They had sculpture and drawing one 

year and then they had painting another year, and they went back and forth 

and back and forth. Each city has kind of a different climate when it comes to 

juried shows of that kind. I was always surprised that San Francisco, while it 

had a number of well-known and recognized artists, would still submit to a 

juried exhibition on occasion. I never understood why they would. Most places 

they don't. You reach a certain level of magnitude and then you just simply 

don't want to put yourself in the position of having somebody say yes, this is 

good, or no, that's bad. The main reason that I'm supportive of things of that 

kind is just simply recognizing that nationwide the gallery system is not 

sufficient to deal with all of the artists that are currently working. The hardest 

period of time for an artist beginning his career is probably two, three, four 

years after he's out of school, where he's had direction, he's had critiques 

from his instructors, but now he or she is out there all by himself or herself 

and trying to establish themselves in some way. And there's no place to do it. 

There's no place to get a critique. There's no real place unless you're in a 

commercial gallery or are fortunate enough to get in one. So that's the 

reasoning. And the second reasoning, of course, is that it gives you exposure. 

As the juror, it gives you a lot of exposure to younger art that's going on 

around the country and some sense, at least, of what might be coming or 

what might be happening along the line. Then, just into the system Itself, I've 

always felt that the one-jury system is the best system, simply because that 

means that people who get in that exhibition know that you put them in or 



you didn't put them in. I always urge people to, if they feel ready, apply 

frequently to juried shows. Because if they get in half, that's good. If they get 

in all of them, that's wonderful. If they don't get in any, then they should 

rethink their priorities. I've always felt that the juried show should be juried by 

somebody who can help. A lot of artists like to be juried by other artists, but 

usually that doesn't lead anywhere. If you are juried by Marcia Tucker of the 

New Museum [of Contemporary Art, New York City] who's very interested in 

younger artists, or somebody from MOCA or somebody from a museum or a 

critical writer or something of that kind, then chances are that if you find 

somebody you like or find a number of artists that you respond to that you 

might put them in an exhibition, you might help them in some way along the 

line. And it does set up some correspondences. I jury a number of shows, and I 

probably write back and forth to maybe fifty, sixty artists that over the years 

have just kind of kept up, keep sending me slides back and forth. Sometimes 

it's a pain in the neck, but nonetheless it does help that. That's the key thing, is 

that it's a critique for artists at a certain level in their career, that benefit. I 

think the best juried show that was ever organized was organized by a group 

in Chicago called Momentum back in the 1950s, late forties and early fifties. 

They actually had three jurors, but they had three nationally prominent jurors 

from different sections of the country. One was an artist, one was a critic, and 

one was a museum person. And each of them had a different colored dot, 

okay. And to get into the exhibition— You could get in if you had only one dot. 

But on the wall label next to the work that was in show, the dots were there. 

Three people juried for you, two people juried for you, one person juried for 

you, who did, so forth and so on. A lot of different attitudes came to bear in 

the jurying, but then the artist had a very clear sense of kind of how he was 

doing in relationship to this group of peers. But that was an expensive show to 

mount, and it was back at a time when the gallery system— Chicago was 

another system where the gallery scene has never been terribly strong. But it 

was, I thought, a marvelous method if you could afford it. I've thought 

frequently—in fact, years ago, wrote to the NEA [National Endowment for the 

Arts] in its beginning phases— I've always felt that one of the things that the 

NEA could do would be to have some kind of regionalized national juried show 

where they could divide the country into four different sections or more than 

that and each year do, in each of those four sections, an exhibition, with the 

very best jurors from one section going to another and another section 



coming to another section. The results of those juried shows would then come 

to a final juried exhibition which would become a national exhibition which 

would travel to six or seven middle-sized museums around the country. If you 

did that once every two years, it would serve as kind of a training ground, I'd 

guess you'd say, for younger artists, exposing a lot of jurors' thinking in 

relationship to that, help dealers make selections, give people an orientation 

toward what art was. But they too felt that it was something that was too kind 

of at the bottom level, I guess, to get going, which I've never understood and 

won't ever understand. 

RATNER: 

So is that the reason that you feel it hasn't caught on here? Not caught on, but 

that it hasn't continued here, because people feel that you're dealing with the 

bottom level? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, there is a San Diego juried exhibition. I probably jury two or three shows 

in the general Los Angeles area a year, and then probably jury maybe one or 

two shows outside the area, in Arkansas or in Nebraska or Georgia or various 

different places where many of those shows are in mid-sized museums or are 

funded by artists' organizations like the Texas Fine Arts Association that does 

one of the major shows, I think, each year. But very few museums do it. I think 

you get into curatorial egos that say, "If we're going to spend this money, let's 

do it from the standpoint of being a curatorial show with a real point and a 

purpose behind it. " Four years ago, five years ago, there was a discussion here 

about the Barnsdall Park museum, the [Los Angeles] Municipal Art Gallery. It's 

always been in a dreadful position, because it gets no money from the City [of 

Los Angeles] to speak of at all and the city now has kind of a MOCA 

commitment. The budget there at the Municipal Art Gallery is tiny. And we 

were trying to privatize it. We felt that it would be a good thing if we just 

simply made the Municipal Art Gallery a Los Angeles gallery that showed Los 

Angeles artists with all the different multiplicities and multinationals and so 

forth and so on. We could form a board that would be effective in raising 

enough money to give it a stronger program. And Mayor [Thomas] Bradley 

was supportive of that idea. But it just simply didn't work when push came to 

shove. The person that they brought in—a guy named Al [Adolfo V.] Nodal—



was concerned— One of those tragic things that happen in L.A. He was very 

much a people's person and that certainly is good. The group of people who 

were interested were also people's persons, but he didn't believe that, 

because we were all from the Westside. He thought we were going to try to 

take over and dominate and make it a whitey phenomenon. So it didn't 

happen. But one of the things we did propose at that time was a juried show, 

and that now happens. It's really quite successful and very exciting, and it's 

the most important show they do during the year's time. So I think it has its 

impact even here. 

RATNER: 

Continuing to educate an audience is critical if we want to sustain a vibrant art 

scene. 

HOPKINS: 

I think so. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

In the March '89 issue of the New Art Examiner, you said, "Both MOCA and 

LACMA [Los Angeles County Museum of Art], since its expansion, have 

proceeded as if their audience had art history degrees tucked away in their hip 

pockets, and make little or no effort to place their offerings into an historical 

or social context. " Do you feel this is still the case? And if so, how to explain 

such an attitude, given the constant need to groom new audiences? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I guess the answer to that is that I come out of a different perspective 

and from a different period of time. A lot of different things could come 

together in that—having come out of Idaho in a very isolated art arena, and 

therefore feeling that something was missing; being schooled in Chicago, 

which was its own unique system— I mean, it's a very important city, a very 

large city, but it's never really gained national attention in terms of the art 

world except for its museums, which are incredible. And then here in Los 

Angeles, which was an adolescent city still finding its way and growing— Then 

when I was a student at UCLA, the fact that I saw so directly, one-on-one, the 

evolution of a contemporary art community here simply based on the 



excitement of a number of us who were young people at that time, who were 

going out and teaching classes in homes for people, in terms of looking at 

modern art. Then moving on to museum jobs, getting the same people 

involved in the museums, seeing the collections. Like the [Julian and Jo Ann] 

Ganz collection here of American art, the Weisman collection, other 

collections like that, started from that kind of stimulus. I think as far as the 

community was concerned—this sounds a little ego-centered—in about 1968, 

when Walter Hopps went off to Washington at that time, and when I went off 

to Fort Worth, some very positive things had happened in the community. The 

curatorial staff was much stronger than it had ever been before, with bringing 

Maurice Tuchman in to be dealing with exhibitions, some brilliant ones that he 

did at that time. But the concentration was on doing exhibitions, not 

necessarily working with the general public. Then on the other hand, the 

museum educators, rather than this kind of broader or idealistic purpose, 

were much more concerned with training their docents or training the people 

to talk within their own institutions. I think that MOCA has expanded its 

education programs considerably. They do art talks now on a fairly regular 

basis, but dealing with rather esoteric subject matter; L.A. County to a certain 

extent, too. But still in large part, just basic classes in art appreciation should 

be taught on an ongoing basis in all of those institutions, as far as I'm 

concerned. Because it's not just a question of zeroing in on somebody who is 

currently popular, but having a broader base upon which to make decisions. I 

feel very strongly about that. Obviously a lot of other people don't. But I 

always have, I guess you'd say, as a part of my own psyche and interest, 

probably because of my background. 

RATNER: 

Is that rectified in some way in terms of how they mount their shows, in terms 

of kind of the explanatory material? Or is it simply by offering classes and 

talks? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, okay. There is no one answer, obviously. But we did the Black Male: 

[Representations of Masculinity in Contemporary Art] show here [at UCLA at 

the Armand Hammer Museum of Art and Cultural Center] just recently this 

last year. Thelma Golden, a very bright young African American woman who 



did the exhibition, a really first major shot for her at the mainline Whitney 

Museum— And when it came to putting explanatory material in the exhibition 

area or explaining it, she simply didn't want it. She felt that it's there; it's the 

object that carries the message. You should be able to get it. If you don't get it 

don't bother, so forth and so on. A very tight intellectual curatorial position. 

So it becomes, in my mind, an issue of curators talking to curators, artists 

talking to each other, writers talking to each other in language that nobody 

really understands and maintaining a mystery, a kind of esoteric situation that 

keeps it removed from the people in a very broad way. We struggled with 

that, and we did in fact convince Thelma a little bit that one of the big 

problems with the show in New York was the fact that it lacked that. The 

audience that she was drawing, while some of it was the sophisticated art 

audience, a large part of it was the African American audience that had been 

not that often in museums, hadn't had a chance really for art education or art 

history. So we did expand the educative thing here, and the show actually 

worked much better. Now, some of that, yes, is in installation and explanatory 

labels that go along with that exhibition. Sometimes that can be excessive. 

You lose sight of the object because you're so busy reading labels and various 

other things. It can be enhanced by well-done acoustic guides, things that you 

can carry around and listen, especially when you're dealing with subject 

matter that you're not familiar with. And it can be done by the docents in the 

regular sense, or classes and symposiums and discussions during the time of 

the exhibition that stimulate that. Now, unfortunately, even with that, which 

is the point, you might be able to develop a certain kind of awareness of that 

particular exhibition, whether that's Sexual Politics: [Judy Chicago's Dinner 

Party and Feminist Art History] or the Black Male or [Willem] de Kooning or 

Matisse, or whatever it might be. But it's still not giving you the breadth of art 

history. Since Americans have never looked at art education as a primary part 

of education, most people only come to that somewhat later on when they've 

accrued a certain amount of wealth and they think it might have a social 

cachet to start to collect, or something of that kind. Then suddenly they come 

out into the middle of the thing and they're easy prey, I guess you'd have to 

say, for dealers and for auction houses, in the sense of grooming them toward 

their particular group of people or something else. They don't have the broad 

knowledge to make the judgments. And if ever there was a time, it's this time, 

because there are so many more artists, so many different attitudes, so many 



different reflections and ideas. And what a joy for somebody who is more 

broadly aware of the arts to begin to make choices in a particular area that 

somebody else might not even be interested in. But over time, build a 

collection of real significance and interest in that area, as opposed to simply 

following the mode, which in my mind has happened with too great a 

frequency in the last two decades So. 

RATNER: 

Okay. We've also talked about the sense of competition, whether it's real or 

imagined, between Northern and Southern California, and even a difference in 

attitude. When we were talking about San Francisco, you used a museum 

cookbook as your example, stating that the artists in San Francisco truly got 

behind that particular project as well as other projects, but that you wouldn't 

find that kind of support here. How do you explain that difference? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I think first of all, San Francisco's a much smaller community. And even 

though most of the artists live in the surround— Whether that's in Oakland or 

Berkeley or up in Sonoma or somewhere else, San Francisco is kind of the 

center of the activity. The San Francisco Museum of Modern Art has been the 

one focal point for that. They didn't have a lot of galleries at different times, or 

the galleries that they had were kind of co-op galleries and they may have 

provided, you know, a little bit of feed money or seed money, but not a lot of 

support. So it wasn't a major mercantile town in that sense. When the 

museum was doing something that had the artists in mind, had the bigger, 

broader art community in mind, there was a lot of support. As I say, artists 

even submitted to juried shows. When we did the [Artists' Soap Box Derby, 

some of the very best artists in the area all wanted to make soapbox cars 

because it was fun to make soapbox, you know. And many of them gave them 

as class assignments, in terms of their teaching, which is another thing about 

the [San Francisco] Bay Area— The kind of standard in San Francisco for the 

artists of the highest caliber, as well as others, is that you made your living by 

teaching and you did your art. Most of them taught at the San Francisco Art 

Institute or California College of Arts and Crafts, or UC [University of 

California] Berkeley or privately or whatever. That was just the thing. So 

there's that kind of educative base, there's that kind of community base, that 



all come together in interesting ways. They would then come together without 

even the idea of making a dime just to have a community event. That's 

another aspect of San Francisco. It is a party town, and they love all kinds of 

things. When Halloween comes they go crazy with dress-up. It captures that 

kind of imagination. Los Angeles doesn't have a centralized vision. It has never 

been beholden to its museums in certain ways to give them recognition or 

support. They're diffused all over the big section of the map, so there's no 

common core. When it did come together, in the group around Ferus Gallery, 

around Barney's Beanery—where not only the artists, but friends of the artists 

and others would get together; it was like one of the old New York bar things 

for a span of three or four years—that created an energy and an excitement 

and a stimulation. It had an impact. It hasn't really happened since that time. 

Because three or four of them hang out at Hal's [Bar and Grill], two or three 

hang out at 72 Market Street, three or four hang out at North Beach Cafe, two 

or four hang out— There's no common cause or common purpose. And I'm 

not saying that either one of those two things is necessarily good or bad. It 

does affect the art, I think, in interesting ways. In Northern California, the art 

has been, in my mind, more cohesive. With that I mean it began with the 

landscape in the nineteenth century and continues to work that way. The 

sense of painting has to do with a real relishing of pigment and painting and 

the old abstract expressionist sense of that, big canvases and thick impasto 

and rich colors and all of those— Though there are variations on that 

obviously as well. While down here, that kind of cool remove from a center is 

what I think led to the sense of experimentation with new materials and 

dealing with more abstract subject matter. There was nothing of extreme 

beauty that was going to draw you to recreate this scene in any given way. 

They're just two very different cities with two very different attitudes. They 

just simply grew up different ways during that time, and they each have their 

own kind of meritorious sensibility. I think that now in the 1990s, those 

divisions I made are somewhat shallow, because there are more conceptual 

artists in Northern California, there are more painterly people in Southern 

California, more this, more that. It's broadening out in that given way. But part 

of that too is the fact that the gallery scene In San Francisco is expanded quite 

a bit. And a number of ongoing galleries have been in business for ten, twelve, 

fifteen years, managing to survive and keeping going even during these weak 

economic times. And Los Angeles kind of falls all over itself, you know, the 



galleries appear and disappear and appear and disappear. So we don't have 

that kind of cohesive bonding, either in terms of the personalities of the artists 

or the sense of community. The other point that I started to make, which I 

think is a very important one, is that in Southern California, if you were going 

to be a hard artist, if you were going to really commit yourself to being a hard 

artist, then you didn't teach. You did construction work, you did almost 

anything other than teach, because the feeling was that if you taught, you 

were using up all of your energy teaching, and that in itself was taking away 

from producing your work. And somebody might steal an idea. [laughs] Who 

knows what might happen? But that was the attitude of the sixties and the 

seventies. It's interesting now, because economic times are weak. Many, 

many more artists of incredible stature are teaching now in Southern 

California. And it's impacting the scene in an exciting way, because I think that 

between CalArts—California Institute of the Arts— and Art Center [College of 

Design] and UCLA and, in architecture, SCI-ARC [Southern California Institute 

of Architecture] and other things, I just think we're turning out the most 

exciting young people anywhere in the country right now. So maybe we're flip-

flopping. Maybe we're becoming a San Francisco and San Francisco is 

becoming something else. I don't know. I don't think it's a competition 

between the two. It's always there, it's always lurking. And it's not just in the 

art world obviously. It's in business. Every time you pick up the paper 

something has moved from San Francisco here or here there, and it's always 

interesting news. So It's always been, I'd say, a friendly competition that has 

been beneficial to both cities, because it stimulates one to do something if the 

other one hasn't done it before that time. 

RATNER: 

You may feel you've answered this, because we've kind of pieced it around, 

but if you're going to make one kind of statement as to your perspective on 

the future of the L.A. art scene given the current social climate and the 

political and economic realities, what is your feeling? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I think I said this once before. But years ago when we were in the 

process of building the new Los Angeles County Museum of Art in Hancock 

Park, Jim [James H.] Elliott, who was the chief curator, after we'd finished the 



building commented on the fact— The negative comment— He said, "Henry, 

you know what we've done? We've built the first tract house museum. " And 

that was a terrible comment. But on the other hand he made an observation. 

He said that "Los Angeles inevitably will succeed in spite of itself. " And I think 

that's much more to the point. Because I think it will succeed in spite of itself. 

There are a lot of different things at work now in the city that are too complex 

for anybody to put a finger on, to say this will happen or that will happen. 

We've got to somehow stop the rupture and the flow of jobs leaving the state 

and the kind of economic decline and the various other things because that 

puts people in a mood, not in the most beneficial growth mode for the 

excitement for the future. So much of Los Angeles has always been based on 

the dream of the new, the dream of tomorrow, and if the dream of tomorrow 

is not there, then I don't know really what does happen. Perhaps there's a kind 

of reality base that sets in that may be more advantageous, and may lead to a 

greater community feeling than has existed before. And I must say that I do 

sense that even with all the craziness that goes around all the time, one gets 

the feeling that with the various natural disasters and then things like the 

Watts riots and the second riots and then the O. J. [Simpson] trial and things, 

you start to get the feeling that people really want to live here as opposed to 

coming and going and coming and going. And that may be positive. Physically, 

without talking about seismic situations, we obviously are in an absolutely 

ideal location for what I consider to be the future of the world. I've always 

visualized of the two West Coast cities, San Francisco and Los Angeles, Los 

Angeles being the infinitely more dynamic of the two and what will become a 

world center of trade. And that world center of trade will be oriented more 

toward the Pacific Rim and will make Los Angeles as important as New York in 

every way, perhaps in the next fifteen years more important than New York in 

many ways. Because I think the Pacific Rim power base, economic power base 

as well as cultural power base, is going to be more dynamic than the European 

power base, the old traditional one from out of New York. So I think we'll be a 

country with two economic capitals in a way. And I think that L.A. will be 

perhaps the stronger in a shorter time than we might think. Now, when we 

reach that economic plateau, then how does that affect our cultural life? Does 

that lead us to areas of growth and ebullience, like we felt back in the late 

fifties and early sixties and the seventies? I'm not sure. Certainly right now, as 

I understand it at least, the most vitalized business aspect of Los Angeles is the 



film industry, which kind of goes through ups and downs. The fashion industry 

is picking up steam in a meaningful way as far as the economy is concerned. I 

just think that as we become a world trade center, then the aspect of trade 

relating to art will also have more impact. And if these new galleries that are 

coming from the East Coast are seeing five years down the road or ten years 

down the road, then that's indicative. I think that's positive. My greatest 

concern right now about Los Angeles is simply the fact that there are so many 

diverse things that we're trying to deal with that we're losing sight of the true 

development of growth, cultural development, the very positive aspects of 

that. We're putting out fires instead of having a real goal and a mission. 

Maybe we've never really had a goal and a mission. Maybe that's forming, I 

don't know. 

RATNER: 

And what would it be? What should that be, that mission? [laughs] 

HOPKINS: 

That goal and that mission. Well, I'd guess you'd say, in the best of all possible 

worlds, that Los Angeles would kind of grab itself by its bootstraps and 

recognize that it's physically located in an amazing position, that it should be 

doing everything it can in terms of continuing to be what it is, the biggest and 

dumbest city in the world. By that I mean just more growth, more expansion. 

For somebody in Southern California to talk about no growth or slow growth, 

it's just fiction as far as I'm concerned. Anybody who has the California dream, 

whether they had it a hundred years ago or now, has just as much right to it as 

the next person. So I think that growth is the issue. I think we have to be much 

more dynamic in terms of creating an environment for business to happen. 

And one of the real creative facts of that where San Francisco was rated very 

high recently, in terms of the national polls in terms of a city that works— One 

of the big issues was access to a wide diversity of cultural events. We have to 

recognize that that's part of our maturity. And maybe we're just simply getting 

to that first point of maturation. We have built to a point where that can 

happen. Now we've got to be incredibly creative—the artists, again, are 

coming into play in a meaningful way—but incredibly creative in developing 

new job base phenomena. We just can't let that disappear from us. Aerospace 

is not going to do it anymore, and other things aren't. We've got to create a 



business climate that makes really creative people want to be here to do the 

really creative things in everything from computer to science to the arts to 

everything else, to make it function. It's still a great place. Would you live 

anywhere else? Probably, if you had a chance. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

I don't know. I don't know. I wanted to talk a little bit about the art market, 

also, related to what you were just saying and some of the trends in terms of 

corporate and personal giving. For example, both Times Mirror [Company] and 

ARCO [Atlantic Richfield Company], which at one time were really stable givers 

to the arts, have cut back their support. Many corporations have sold off their 

collections. And we've talked about the fact that many foundations have been 

influenced by the current political climate and that they're drawing their 

guidelines much more closely. I wondered what you felt the long-term impact 

is for the art world in general of reduced funding and personal purchasing for 

those corporations at all, and how you see it turning around? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, it may be quite a while before it turns around. We may very well, 

nationally, be going into a conservative mode where the visual arts simply will 

not be the most popular thing other than among very sophisticated people on 

the one hand, wealthy and sophisticated people, or people who are involved 

in the arts. I don't see a short-term solution to that. I would love to see in ten 

years a turnaround. This is an aside, but again I think it has a certain amount 

to do with my growing up and my childhood. And I was thinking about that 

this morning for some reason, that when I was in high school, a dancer could 

not appear on a stage if she was going to be in a state of semi-undress, unless 

she was absolutely stock still and not moving and therefore became an art 

form. 
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HOPKINS: 

If you, as a young person, lusted after something that you didn't understand in 

your body, you had kind of two resources. One was the National Geographic , 

to look at native women in a state of undress, or magazines like Sunshine and 



Health that appeared on the back, back racks of your newsstand, which had to 

do with nudist colonies, and you might have one photograph, something of 

that kind. Boys and girls simply didn't make love, where I grew up, before they 

were married. It was just simply not a thing. And I was actually thinking of it in 

terms of the [television] program Seinfeld, I don't know if you watch that or 

not. But just the subject matter that they deal with, just totally wide open in 

terms of sexual, personal freedom. And the great watershed of World War II, 

and the transition from the kind of puritanical thinking that went on in the 

thirties, then into the fifties, sixties, seventies, eighties, and now we're 

heading very quickly back to that kind of 1930s Puritanism, if government is 

any indication at this moment in time. That certainly doesn't bode well for the 

arts. It's just not simply something you can unleash and then leash again. It 

just doesn't happen that way. And I really don't understand it. I don't 

understand the reasoning behind it. Certainly there are a lot of things that 

offend me and bother me and there are a lot of things that I, in my interior 

sense, feel in fact have incredibly negative impact on young people, in 

television and film. All of the things that all of us deal with all the time. Yet 

those doors are open, and somehow you get those doors open and you learn 

to deal with them, or you absorb them when you're little. At this point in my 

life, I can no more truly absorb the idea of working with a computer. It's very 

difficult for me, and it would be very difficult for me to learn. I would stumble 

and I would stumble and stumble. But a kid five, six years old, that has grown 

up with computers, it's all absorbed into his system, and he's made his 

judgments and he's moving ahead and he's going eighty miles an hour. And I 

have the feeling that those same things essentially are true about sexuality 

and various other things. What I want to say, I guess, is if we take something 

like computerization and the seeming positive impact of that— So there's a 

great shove behind it for every young person to get involved in computers. 

And the issues of lifestyle, sexuality, all of those different issues, there is no 

one clear road. You have eighty different people telling you eighty different 

things at eighty different times. And for a child in relationship to his or her 

parents, or the parents in relationship to that child, to make those judgments 

becomes almost an independent judgment rather than a broad social 

judgment, because there's not a broad consensus. You have this editorial one 

day and that editorial the next day and this one day, one the next. So maybe 

that's all the formative things getting not just Los Angeles but the nation onto 



a next plateau of existence. If one can keep a fairly open mind about that, and 

if one can come to kind of directions in ways to deal with it, then that could 

bode very well for the arts. Not just the visual arts, but all of the arts and as 

meaningful expressions of the society. But if those meaningful expressions of 

the society are cut off or cut back or turned backward, then you're going to 

have millions of young people that have come along a certain path toward a 

certain kind of sophistication, and when they cut off that, it's going to be very 

confounding, I would think. Thank heaven I don't have to go through— 

[laughs] You with little babies are the ones that have to worry about all that 

stuff. 

RATNER: 

That's right. Three little girls to deal with. 

HOPKINS: 

That's right. That's a long way away from somebody sitting down and making 

art. But I was very touched, I guess I would say— This week's issue 

of Newsweek has a wonderful article by Peter Plagens on Mondrian 

[Retrospective] and [Constantin] Brancusi [1876-1957], you know, the two 

exhibitions that are in New York and Philadelphia. And that's where ray 

nostalgia hits, where suddenly these very beautiful objects that are created in 

this kind of modernist sensibility with this great idealism of the combining of 

ideas and so forth and so on— There they are, done thirty, forty, fifty years 

ago, and you can't turn back on that either, in a certain way. But it just 

reminded me again of the amazing simplicity of those times compared to the 

times now, and how much a young person has to absorb to be able to survive 

in the twentieth century, no matter where he lives. 

RATNER: 

I guess I'm just trying to figure out from that about, if we're talking about 

corporate giving and— 

HOPKINS: 

I'm sorry. Yes, we were talking about something else altogether. 

RATNER: 

No, I know, I'm just trying to— 



HOPKINS: 

I think that the specifics are there, that whether you believe it or not, the 

issues of government at this moment have negatively impacted attitudes 

about the arts, which are probably totally fallacious and based on limited 

knowledge. Judgments made against one art exhibition affect dance, affect 

theater, affect music, affect everything. Or one poem can make everybody 

upset about all the arts. It's lunacy. And it's again our lack of awareness, 

education, purpose—all of those things. That does impact giving, corporate 

giving especially. Because major corporations have had to struggle, and when 

they struggle it's traditional in the American system that the first thing you cut 

back on is the arts. And, yes, a number of corporations have sold their 

collections or given them, and in the process of doing that, probably lost 

money, because they're selling at the worst possible time. They would never 

do that with their stock or their businesses or something else. It's just that it's 

not a deep commitment. It's a thing that in high times is nice, but when times 

aren't high it's not so nice. And we can just shuck it off like a peapod. So that is 

going to certainly reduce funding. And clearly it's going to impact a lot of 

different things negatively. I think a lot of support, especially for young dance 

companies or young music groups or individual artists— [They] simply are not 

going to get government or corporate support. And if they don't get that kind 

of support, I'm not sure where they're going to get support. It will reduce the 

number of people that go into the arts. And perhaps the people that go into 

the arts will therefore be more committed. If we want to look on a bright side, 

we can say that that's a possibility. Certainly that was the case back in the 

forties. When I first went to school in Chicago, the dean came on the stage 

and just said to all of us at the beginning class, "Anybody that thinks they can 

make a living at this, go home right now. " And he really meant it. Of course, 

none of us went home, but the principle was there. You didn't go into the arts 

because it's some way you were going to make a living. That did happen 

during the seventies and the eighties. People went into the arts thinking, 

"Well, if I can just get through school, if I can be good, then I can make it at 

this, then I can make a fortune. " So maybe that part of it's healthy. Maybe 

that part maybe brings it back to a certain level of rethinking and processes, 

and maybe that's what will be the key to something at the turn of the century 

popping out of the basket of some very exciting stimulus. But that's very hard. 

It's very hard for me to speculate about, because you can't turn back, you 



have to go ahead. But what's ahead gets increasingly more difficult to deal 

with, because it's such an unknown right now. But monetary support is going 

to be very limited for quite a long time, I think. 

RATNER: 

Also in terms of personal giving, it seems that many younger wealthy 

individuals are not giving the kinds of dollars that people like the [Edward W.] 

Carters and the [Howard F.] Ahmansons, for example, were giving in the 

sixties. 

HOPKINS: 

Well, I think that's true. I think that probably had to do with the evolution 

during the [Ronald W.] Reagan years of the kind of yuppie sensibility that 

essentially said money first and other things afterward. It certainly is true in 

one of the industries where individuals could be the most supportive, in the 

computer industry. In large part, the people engaged in those activities are 

scientific in their orientation more or less or engineering related. They're not 

culture related. They can find this wonderful new game and play tennis and do 

all of the things that give them physical pleasure. It's only when they get to be 

fifty or sixty that art starts to make a difference in their lives, or they begin to 

learn something about that. That's why we have to make this education 

available at whatever level that might come. But I think that that is the driving 

force, and there's so much concern on the part of any young person now. 

When you take the financial figures that say that with all of the tremendous 

profits in corporations and all these different things, the living standard of 

Americans hasn't shifted much since the late 1940s— In fact, it's kind of gone 

backward. It simply hasn't kept up. So for someone now in their twenties or 

thirties or early forties thinking about living 110 years, which they might do, 

and surviving not only during their working lifetime but into retirement, they 

just recognize this is a tremendous financial burden. I hope they're holding on 

to what they get, rather than putting it all on credit cards. But certainly it 

doesn't leave a lot of room for extreme generosity. I heard this just yesterday, 

that our ETV [educational television] station [KCET] is just having a terrible 

time meeting its monetary needs this year, much more so than ever before in 

the past. And that's not just at the $100,000 donor, it's at the $60 member or 

the $40 member that use the services but don't choose to join. I think that's 



indicative of that. People just need their money for food, for education, for all 

of these different things, and don't have it to spare, or don't think they do. 

Their brain-set says, "We don't have it to spare. " 

RATNER: 

So even in the entertainment industry, which we talked about last time— You 

were giving the example of Vincent Price, and actors being reluctant, not 

knowing what their future would hold. It seems like such major dollars are 

being made by producers and directors and even actors today, that we might 

be seeing a little more— 

HOPKINS: 

Jim Carrey gets $20 million a film, that's right. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

Yeah. I mean, it's just shocking. 

HOPKINS: 

It is shocking, but it's no more shocking than football players or baseball 

players or basketball players— 

RATNER: 

Right, it's all shocking. 

HOPKINS: 

It's all shocking. And it is a matter for real concern. It's all based on a what the 

market will bear philosophy. And if you can get it for those performances for 

that period of time, then that's shocking. I think also that the more 

conservative side of me says that the excessive payouts in terms of spilling hot 

coffee in your crotch and things of that kind are shocking beyond belief. And 

the need that a doctor has to have unbelievable amounts of insurance to 

protect himself against any kind of thing. And the fear of people of even 

helping somebody on the street because they themselves will become the 

victim, rather than the other person. These are horrible, out-of-balance 

circumstances in my mind, especially when we're talking about the art world, 

which is just a tiny, tiny wee fragment of that whole big thing. But I guess if 

you took a purely philosophical view and said that you're going to live a simple 



life and you're going to raise your children, you're going to educate them, 

you're going to broaden their cultural base and awareness, so they have some 

satisfactions in terms of what they're doing, and let it go at that and not aspire 

to be a millionaire or aspire to be this or that or something else, that may be 

the best view in life. I don't know. We'll see how many people follow that 

philosophy. 

RATNER: 

Very cheery situation. 

HOPKINS: 

Yes, it is. My children are all in their mid-thirties, and my daughter's forty now. 

They're a third of the way, halfway through their lives. They're all doing okay. 

But I worry about them as much as you do about your babies. I'm sure that's 

true. 

RATNER: 

I'm sure you always did. Well, your CV is quite extensive, and it outlines your 

participation in professional associations, on NEA and NEH [National 

Endowment for the Humanities] panels as a juror and as a member of 

numerous boards and commissions. And I just wondered if you could 

comment on some of the activities that have been most meaningful to you, 

and why. 

HOPKINS: 

We talked about juried shows and my basic kind of belief in that. I've always 

enjoyed that. It relates not only to doing that kind of thing, but also relates to 

going places you wouldn't normally go. I get to go to a lot of interesting cities 

around the country and meet a lot of interesting people. Lecturing is obviously 

a very fundamental base of what I believe in. I've been doing that, I'd guess 

you'd say, since I was sixteen or seventeen years old in whatever given 

situation. That also has the side benefit of getting into a lot of different places 

and getting comments and the whole— If there's a basic thing, I'd guess you'd 

have to say that that comes out of an educative base. And I'm sure that comes 

out of my childhood and the belief that there was no education then for me in 

art, so to try and pay that back or something in some way is meaningful, 



especially in small towns around the country. I've been very pleased to be in 

on things like the San Francisco Airport Commission art committee, for 

example, and being able, every time I go through United [Airlines] terminal in 

San Francisco, to see the changing exhibitions, which is a program that we set 

up in the collection there. It's one of the more interesting airport areas, as far 

as I'm concerned, anywhere in the country. Right now I'm involved in two 

projects. One is a new sculpture garden for Pasadena City College. This week 

we'll make our decision about who's going to actually do that, developing 

three or four acres of wonderful ground into a sculpture park created by an 

artist for the works of other artists, which will be exciting. I'm also involved in 

the Jenny Holzer project at University of Southern California, which is a 

monument to the blacklisted screenwriters during the 1950s, because, again, 

it's such a parallel to this time of what's going on. She developed a wonderful 

idea, and we have to raise a couple of hundred thousand dollars to get it 

done, but I think that will happen. Having been able to be on things like the 

jury, the GSA—Government Services Administration—NEA jury, to put the 

[Jonathan] Borofsky and the big Tom Otterness piece in the Roybal Center 

downtown. And the reason I like those things obviously is that they are kind of 

finite results. You can say, "Well, I helped with this. I was on this panel. I was 

on this jury. I really enjoyed working with things like the NEA, " especially the 

NEA, much more so than the NEH, which I always felt was way too narrow in 

its perspective. But during those good days of Nancy Hanks and on after that 

time, it was a treat. I took pleasure in being the head of the museum panel the 

last two years of the [James E.] Carter administration, and actually the first 

two years of the Reagan administration because they didn't appoint 

somebody in between. Those were really interesting confrontations with new 

Reagan appointees on the panel, a beginning of all this nonsense that's going 

on now. But I don't think anyone dreamed this would ever be the kind of 

backlash that a Jesse Helms would bring in, in those days. The money was 

never very much. It was peanuts. But it was doing such an amazing thing just 

attitudinally for everybody around the country. That certainly was exciting. 

And then having the opportunity to do exhibitions for artists for whom you 

really have very high regard, like Clyfford Still and Philip Guston and Ed Ruscha 

and others along the line, that's always been a treat. I wish I could have 

written more. Most of my writing has been very brief, kind of one-pagers or 

five-pagers or ten-pagers or what have you. I haven't had a chance to really do 



an important book. If there's something left to me to do, I think I would like to 

write a general art history book dealing with the twentieth century, but 

recasting it in a much broader context of getting away from the old, New York-

based art history and bringing in things that happened in Los Angeles and San 

Francisco and the southwest United States and Chicago in a much more 

prominent fashion. Because I think actually as you look back on it, much of the 

art created in these other areas had more significance nationally than people 

even think it did at that time. That's an exciting thing to look forward to. So 

we'll see. 

RATNER: 

You've said that your role was to get the [UCLA at the Armand] Hammer 

[Museum of Art and Cultural Center] going and that you had no plans to stay 

indefinitely. 

HOPKINS: 

Right. Still true. 

RATNER: 

I wondered when you anticipated moving on? And you just mentioned you'd 

like to possibly write a book, but what else do you see yourself doing following 

that? 

HOPKINS: 

Well, that's actually pretty well defined. A lot just simply depends. Because I 

have made it clear to the administration and the university and the museum 

that I would like to be out of this position toward the end of next year—

October, November, December, next year—about a year from now, roughly. It 

doesn't matter if it's one month or another, but by that time, at which time I 

would probably stay with UCLA and just simply teach. Not chair the 

department, not run the museum, but simply teach. That would then give me 

the time to write, I hope. It would give the time to paint a little bit maybe. I 

always lie to myself, saying that I probably would paint more if I had more 

time, but I don't know if I would or not, so we'll see. And that seems right. At 

that time I'll be about sixty-eight years old. If I can just simply have the time to 

prepare my classes and teach and work on some writing and work on some 



other things, that would be very nice. So that's the program, and it's on line. 

Unless I run off to the wilds of Idaho and hide out or something [laughs], who 

knows? 

RATNER: 

Fish or something. Well, we've been talking about many of your concerns for 

the future of the art world and how it will function. But in the best of all 

possible worlds, what would you like to see happen in the art world as we 

move into the twenty-first century? 

HOPKINS: 

In the art world, okay. Because one can't project the art for sure. I guess what 

I would like to see— We're talking about the best of all possible worlds now. I 

would like to see a real ray of enlightenment that would begin at the lowest 

levels of public education and private education, where it would be recognized 

that participation in the arts at those early ages was in every way as important 

as participation in spelling and English and mathematics and science and the 

various other things. The most definitive thing that could be done about that 

would be to simply move from one side— I don't know about your report 

card, but most report cards have music and art and things over on this side, 

then they have the other classes over on this side, and you usually get an S in 

art and you get an A or a B or a C In the other things. Just move those over to 

the other side of the report card, so that the grade averaging of some people 

would be brought up by those courses. That would give them a certain kind of 

self-esteem that they wouldn't have if these were all D's and these were all 

S's. It's also indicative of a national attitude about culture in education and the 

importance of that, as opposed to just being a frill or something off to the 

side. That has been my biggest complaint throughout my lifetime, that while 

more and more people become engaged, and certainly based on museum 

attendances and concert attendance and everything else, a lot of people really 

enjoy that, but they would enjoy it so much more if they really began with the 

real educative base that went behind that. I think it also, at the next level up, 

moving into the kind of high school arena, would recognize the fact that the 

creative activity had some significance. And if a broader segment of the 

population realizes that the creative activity had that significance, then you'd 

begin to see people reach more toward ideas that would propel them forward 



rather than just simply kind of working toward the status quo or being average 

or being something else. If they felt that they were being patted on the back 

for that as that went along. Which could, again, in the best of all possible 

worlds, bring us to a higher level of competence and competition with the rest 

of our world in terms of advances in everything from technology to business 

to science to fashion to arts to anything else. Because I think that right now, 

we are only stomping on ourselves by kind of trying to kill the creative flame. 

But we're stomping on ourselves in terms of our future capacities, because 

that's really what makes the world move. And the politicians don't see that, I 

can't believe. We still turn out these crummy cars and expect Japan to buy 

them and everything else, and that could turn around in a generation, given 

the right stimulus to creativity as an idea. So I guess that would be my 

idealistic world, that all the other things that people have to deal with, we all 

have to deal with. But I think you would deal with them better. And even if 

you did nothing more with this creative input than to recognize that in your 

most intense moments it gave you comfort or sustenance or goaded you or 

pushed you or whatever it did to you, that it made life more exciting— And I 

think that's the issue, that there are two kinds of excitement in the world. One 

is the excitement of the fear of losing your life in a drive-by shooting. The 

other is the excitement of ongoing development and intellectual 

advancement, cultural advancement. And that, in my mind, is the excitement 

we'd like to have. 

RATNER: 

In terms of visually what would be produced, what trends are you seeing 

then? Too hard to—? 

HOPKINS: 

[laughs] That's too hard. Because I have my own personal thoughts about that, 

and preferences. We touched on that once before when I was saying I went 

with my nephew to a video parlor. Once I was in there for ten minutes, I just 

realized that to think in terms of Cezanne when they're being bombarded with 

it since the age of five and six and seven years old, how can they possibly be 

interested in those things. But that might have a backlash too. There might be 

a backlash in that arena as we get further along. I'm obviously more disturbed 

than gratified by all of the on-line stuff and computerization and the various 



other things. I think that takes all of the life out of art and makes it flat. You 

can't sustain that terribly long without some kind of burnout. But to get some 

sense of what art will do, I guess, in my best of all worlds again, I would long 

for those artists who in whatever way it is at that time—and it could well be 

technologically— They're still striving like the Mondrians and the Kandinskys, 

for the kind of vision that becomes kind of a universal language that 

everybody can participate in in some way and enjoy and gain sustenance 

from. That's the peak ideal, I guess, over there. But at the same time I think 

that many other people feel—and I have my own hand, I guess, in that— Just 

simply the fact that art also has this wonderful capacity to change ideas and to 

make people think differently than they thought before and to push them into 

new things- It's harder and harder to do, because the shock value has simply 

disappeared. A Duchamp urinal in an exhibition anymore wouldn't even get in 

the show. It wouldn't get in [not] because it was so strange; it just wouldn't 

get in because it wasn't interesting. So I don't know what that takes. But I 

think that in certain areas of the arts that have been— We're talking about the 

film industry. It's probably the most powerful art, in that sense, that's been 

misused in a certain way, but certainly the capacity to impact the human 

psyche. I think that that kind of moving imagery, whether television or maybe 

even still photography, has right now perhaps more impactual capacity than 

painting or something else. It may never happen. But one would like to think 

that a time would come when the unique individual, handcrafted image or 

idea came back into prominence—that would be quite wonderful. It may 

never happen. But could, could. It's happened before. 

RATNER: 

I hope you're right. 

HOPKINS: 

But you just think of that. You think of something like the Sistine Chapel 

ceiling. A Sistine Chapel could be painted tomorrow more brilliantly than 

Michelangelo ever conceived it, with computer technology and eighty-seven 

craftspeople filling in the blanks, all right. Could be done tomorrow. But it 

wouldn't have the significance or the meaning or anything else. So I don't 

know what replaces that in history. It's hard to figure. 

RATNER: 



Kind of at a crossroads. Those are all the questions I have for you. 

HOPKINS: 

Those are all the answers I have for you. [laughs] 

RATNER: 

Is there anything else at all you would like to add? 

HOPKINS: 

No, I think we certainly have gotten in enough. I can't think of anything. If I 

think of something in the next few days, I'll give you a call. 

RATNER: 

Well, on behalf of the UCLA Oral History Program, and certainly on behalf of 

myself, thank you very much for all the time you've taken for this interview. 

It's been wonderful. 

HOPKINS: 

My pleasure. 
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